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Preface
This publication is a n update of the previous "Project Synopses" book and
includes all the projects selected after the two rounds of BRITE/EURAM in
1989 and 1990. Each page contains the basic information about a research
project, consisting of a summary of the objectives and achievements to date,
the contact address of the main contractor and a list of the other major
participants (contractors, subcontractors or sponsors), together with the
duration a n d starting date. In addition, projects supported under the
previous BRITE a n d EURAM programmes are included, apart from any
which finished before January 1991
New features of this book are the inclusion of an index of participants and a
keywords index. I hope this will make the book more generally useful and
encourage contacts to be established.
Activities under BRITE/EURAM now represent a total financial investment of
approximately 1.3 billion ECU, of which roughly 50% is being provided by
the Community. This is a substantial effort, a n d must be related to
complementary activities in materials and manufacturing research being
carried out through national programmes and other schemes. BRITE/EURAM
does not have a monopoly of research in these disciplines, but it does
provide a special context for transnational, interinstitutional (companies,
universities and research centres) and multidisciplinary teams to combine
forces a n d undertake industrially relevant projects together. Current
statistics show that approximately 56% of BRITE/EURAM participants come
from industry 0 / 3 of these are SMEs), 27% are universities and 17% are
research centres
Information and progress on all the 374 research projects selected under
BRITE/EURAM have been updated for this edition. Many of the very new
projects, with "4000" series project reference numbers, have only just started
or are still under negotiation. The total number of projects outlined in this
book is well over 500.
Projects summarised represent roughly one quarter of the total number
submitted under various calls. They are therefore of good quality, but it is
always a disappointment to me that we have been unable to fund all the
good projects we have received due to limited programme budgets.
Opportunities for research under BRITE/EURAM are now over. However,
with the cunent implementation of the Third Framework Programme, I am
confident that the forthcoming Industrial a n d Materials Technologies
Programme - "BRITE-EURAM II" will provide an even greater occasion for the
BRITE/EURAM initiative to develop and expand into an increasing number of
industry sectors across the Community.

GARCIA ARR(
Director, Technolog ;al Research
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How to use this book
The projects described in this book fall into BRITE/EURAMs four main technical
areas. These Areas are shown in the table of contents.
Areas are introduced by a special title page (see pages 1, 191, 295 and 385).
Each Area is divided into sub-areas.
Sub-areas are identified at the top of each left-hand page of the project
synopses, next to the page number. (If a sub-area starts on a right-hand page,
its title appears at the top left of this page.)
Each of the programme's sub-areas has again been divided into sub-sub-areas.
Sub-sub-areas are identified at the top of each right-hand page of the project
synopses, next to the page number. (If a sub-sub-area starts on a left-hand
page, its title appears at the top right of this page, after the sub-area title.)
If you want to find a particular type of project, go to the main table of
contents a n d choose the Area, Sub-area, and Sub-sub-areas which interest
you.
The information about each Brite/Euram project is summarized on a single page
of the book. Each page gives up-to-date information on that project's title,
starting date, duration, objectives, achievements to date and keywords. At the
bottom of the page the name a n d address of the main contractor (prime
partner) is given, along with the name of their contact person for the project,
and the telephone, telefax, and telex numbers for that person. Also given are
the names and country codes of the other major partners in the project.
Country codes are shown to the right of each partner's name, and are:
A
B
CH
D
DK
E
F
GR
I

Austria
Belgium
Switzerland
Federal Republic of Germany
Denmark
Spain
France
Greece
Italy

IRL
L
NL
NO
P
S
SF
UK

Ireland
Luxembourg
the Netherlands
Norway
Portugal
Sweden
Finland
United Kingdom

How to use this book

Each project has a 4-digit proposal number. Projects funded under the Brite
and Euram programmes have proposal numbers preceded by 'P-' (for example,
P-1244). Projects funded under the Brite/Euram programme have proposal
numbers preceded by 'BE-' (for example, BE-3328).
Proposal numbers are located at the bottom right hand comer of the page.
Each project also has a contract number.
Contract numbers are also located at the bottom right hand corner of the
page.
ALL PROJECTS ARE IDENTIFIED IN
THEIR 4-DIGIT PROPOSAL NUMBER.

THE INDEXES OF THIS BOOK

BY

INDEXES

If you want to find information about a specific project, you can do this in a
number of ways by using the book's six indexes.
Index of projects by area (page xi): This lists each project title with its proposal
number and follows the page order of the book, area by area.
Index of projects by proposal number (page xli): This lists the projects by their
proposal number in numerical order, and gives each project's title and page
number.
Index of proposal numbers (page btix): This lists the project proposal numbers
in numerical order and gives their corresponding contract numbers. (.Note: if
there is no contract number yet, this is indicated by a dash '—'.)
Index of contract numbers (page lxxv): This lists the project contract numbers
in numerical order and gives their corresponding proposal numbers.
Index of keywords (page xci): This lists the programme keywords and gives
the projects to which they apply.
Index of participants (page xcvii): This lists all the participants, a n d gives the
projects in which they are involved.
Examples of how to use the indexes
To find information about the project with proposal number P-3322, look in the
Index of projects by proposal number, where it says that project 3322 has the
title Sub angstrom structure characterization, and is described on page 271.
To find information about the project with contract number RI1B-192, look in the
Index of contract numbers, where it says the project's proposal number is
2341. Then look in the Index of projects by proposal number, where it says
that project 2341 has the title Performance and reliability evaluation of welding
in elevated temperature service, and is described on page 223.
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involving fluids with adverse lubricating properties
3444 Analytical a n d experimental approach to cumulative
d a m a g e a n d residual strength prediction for CFRE
composites
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3038
2369
2001
3270
3160
4564

Damage tolerance and fatigue design methodology for
primary composite structures
Predictive techniques for the analysis and design of fibrereinforced composite materials and structures capable of
withstanding impulsive loadings
Predictive failure model for designing truck tyres with
improved safety and durability
Fatigue mechanisms and failure criteria in rolling lobe air
springs
Post-buckling behaviour of CFC structures
Prediction of nonlinear materials and structural behaviour
using parallel computing methods

XXIII

217
218
219
220
221
222

2.1.3. MAINTENANCE

2341
3080
2147
3090
2124
4285
3122
4302
3371
4192
4126
2319
4436

Performance a n d reliability evaluation of welding in
elevated temperature service
LSM development of a n advanced lifetime monitoring
system for components of piping systems in the creep
range
Creep behaviour of full size weld joints - design
improvements and defect acceptance criteria
Lifetime management of elevated temperature welded
heavy section industrial plant operating under variable
thermo- mechanical loading
Enhancement of inspection and maintenance of industrial
structures using reliability based methods a n d expert
systems
Verified approaches to life assessment a n d improved
design of elevated temperature turbine equipment
(VALID)
Lifetime prediction and wear control of machine elements
using expert systems
Machine management for increasing reliability, availabilitY
and maintcrinability - MIRAM
PRISMA - predictive integrated system for the maintenace
of rotating machinery
Gas turbine health monitoring demonstrator (GASTEM)
Power train noise / vibration prediction
Optimization of noise control measures in complex
lightweight sheet metal structures using energy flow
analysis
Development a n d integration of a n advanced unified
approach to structure borne noise analysis
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229
230
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233
234
235
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2032

1300
2049
3014
3438

Development of acoustic emission (AE) testing methods for
analysis a n d on - line monitoring of stress corrosion
cracking (SCO under operating conditions in the chemical
industry
Acoustic emission for process monitoring during turning
and drilling
Development of an expert system for tool wear monitoring
in milling, drilling and blanking using multisensor system
and machinability studies using acoustic emission
Modular, sensor-based system for knowledge-based
analysis and optimization of the grinding and dressing
process
Machine: monitoring and control of hoist technology in
industrial environments

2.1.4

MATHEMATICAL MODELLING IN FLOW SYSTEMS

1027

Development of experimentally tested 3-D computer codes
for fundamental design of process equipment involving
non-newtonian multi-phase turbulent fluids
Experimental, theoretical and computational analysis of gas
and particle behavoiur inside a cyclone providing the basis
for improved performance of cyclones a n d similar
separators
Development of a general computer-aided technique for the
characterization of the micropore structure of industrial
porous media a n d development of general network
simulators for prediction of multiphase flow and transport
phenomena in such porous media
The study of non-equilibrium two phase flows in steam
turbines
Three dimensional computer simulation of in-cylinder flows
in large engines
Identification of fluid/structure interaction for the
development and design of boilerfeed pumps (BFP)
Decision support environment for the design of piping and
flow systems
Experimental and numerical analysis of sloshing a n d
impact loads

2317

2289

2156
2315
3472
3394
4354
2.2

236
237
238
239
240

241

242

243
244
245
246
247
248

PROCESS AND PRODUCT ASSURANCE

2.2.7 SENSORS

3364

Development of basic fabrication technologies a n d
simulation tools for micromechanical devices
2172 Innovative transducers for advanced signal processing

249
250
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Development of fabrication techniques for the production of
metal-oxide based sensors
4033 Novel semiconductor gas detectors in multi-sensor systems
for safety, efficiency and the environment
4512 A fundamental study of electrochemical sensors for the
aluminium industry

xxv

3142

2.2.2

251
252
253

NON-DESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

3135 Control of flocculation of cellulose fibre and mineral solids in
papermaking stocks
2449 Laser mass spectrometry for in-line industrial
microanalysis
3102 In-process monitoring of element composition and derived
properties of polymeric materials by remote laser micro
analysis
3495 Non-destructive characterization of d a m a g e in particle
reinforced cdurninium matrix composites
4336 On-line quality control of strip cast aluminium alloys
4041 System for on-line inspection, classification, quality control
and rescheduling of flat rolled products moving at high
speed
2396 Development of microwave techniques for non destructive
evaluation of advanced ceramics
3607 On-line multi sensor inspection system for composites and
ceramic coated material
2051 X-ray voludensitometry application to the testing of
technical ceramics and advanced materials
4398 Non contacting surface characterization of ceramics and
coatings with micro acoustic waves (c - maw)
4334 ATTAIN:
application of transient thermography to
advance industrial NDT
2082 Development of non-invasive methods for measurement of
stress in welded steel structures
4108 Residual stresses and hardening depth measurements - an
on-line approach to mechanical part 100% production
testing
3036 High resolution non-destructive X-ray equipment for
industrial production line monitoring with on-line computer
evaluation
4602 Vision based internal and external automatic inspection
system for metal products
1545 The development of a new NMR microscope for structural
and dynamic studies of chemical and biological
processes
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265
266
267
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269
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3148

Production and cost oriented mould integrated design
expert system (PROMISES)
4489 Development of computer - aided moulding a r e a
reservation and optimization system (CAMARO)
3455/6/7 FEMOD - Application of feature based modelling for
complex product design and manufacture
3600 An intelligent knowledge assisted design environment
(IKADE)
4113 Development and evaluation of a design - methodology for
tool logistics in the automotive industry's manufacturing
environment
3127 Intelligent integrated tool management a n d handling
system
3480 Tools and methods for ideal fixturing of mechanical
workpieces with modular systems (IDEFIX)
4244 Cost reduction through manufacturing planning a n d
control using impact analysis and capacity scheduling
4471 ICADES - Integrated calculation in a design system
4545 Metacost
3527 Reduction of design to product lead time through instant
manufacturing of models prototypes and tools
4159 Flexibot project - flexible manufacturing system integrating
different welding technologies and others for small-lot and
very diversified production
3.1.2

CIVIL ENGINEERING

3152

Integrated and hierarchized system for automated control
of gravel production (Petrus project)
Reliability, availability and maintainability of bridges
Condition assessment a n d maintenance stategies for
buildings and building components
Assessment of performance and optimal strategies for
inspection and maintenance of concrete structures using
reliability based expert systems
Neural networks involving new signal processing
procedures for fault assessment in civil engineering
structures
Quality assurance of concrete, based on testing of the
fresh, still plastic material
Image analysis for monitoring building materials
Industrial development of reinforced masonry buildings
Failure mechanics of fibre-reinforced concrete a n d predamaged structures

2349
4213
3091
4618
3376
4300
4001
3275

307
308
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314
315
316
317
318

319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
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3469 Performance tailoring of structural concrete
3291 The development of standardised performance tests a n d
criteria for concrete repair systems
4062 The residual service life of concrete structures
2370 Fibre-reinforced composite with modified cementitious
matrix
4142 Fibre composite elements and techniques as non-metallic
reinforcement of concrete
2085 Freeze/thaw durability of concrete paving blocks
2414 ECOPAVE - The development of a multi-purpose composite
pavement system
4501 Epoxy polymer concrete for precision engineering
(EPOC)
3415 Optimisation of the surface properties of concrete roads in
accordance with environmental acceptance and travel
safety
3290 The prediction of long-term sealant performance from
dynamic accelerated weathering
3474 Improving load bearing and water resisting properties of
gypsum as a secondary raw material
4086 Development of advanced prefabricated urban slab track
systems by application of innovating design methodologies
for improving overall system performances taking into
account environmental factors
4511 Hi PER VIB High Performance vibratory pile drivers based
on novel electromagnetic actuation system and improved
understanding of soil dynamics
4390 Integrated system of flexible prefabrication for personalized
architectonic facade
4138 Integrated production cell for the steel components of
reinforced concrete building elements (INPROROS)
4417 Development of building module technology
4468 High rise concrete apartment buildings with limited
construction
time
3.2

MANUFACTURING PROCESSES FOR FLEXIBLE MATERIALS

3.2.1

CLOTHING

2096 Mathematical modelling of 3-D flexible material surfaces to
aid design and manufacture of clothing
2478 Realisation and test of a prototype of a basic module of
computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) in the clothing
industry

xxix
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3345
2324
4481
4478
1535
4507
2431
4373
2197
2242
3598
2213
2387
2424
3555
3449
2476

2031
2165

Development and evaluation of technologies as support for
flexible production groups in the clothing industry
Computer integrated manufacturing of synthetic filament
yarn
Mathematical modelling in worsted spinning, allowing the
optimization of the process and the development of CIM
Research into the carded yam process in the coarse y a m
count sector using modern non conventional spinning
technology
Development of standardised material transport devices for
the sequential automation of the processing of flexible
materials
Development of an integrated system able to optimize the
flexibility level in the textile-apparel production process
Flexible unit for removing textile workpieces from a pile and
overlaying them
Research on a n d perfection of on-line sensors a n d
controlling processes for continuous textile finishing
Flexible sewing cell
Flexible assembly cells for automatic processing of complete
sub assemblies of clothing products
Sewing m a c h i n e with traditional driving m e a n s
permanently oriented in the direction of seam under
electronic control
Automatic on-line system for detection, evaluation a n d
mapping of defects and shade variation monitoring on
finished fabrics
Development of a system to detect and to mark defects
Study of a modular device permitting automatic recognition
of flexible material defects
MUVI - Multisensor visual inspection in high speed garment
production
QQR-Quick quality response strategy for vertical
coordination of quality and material flow of textile products
in the textile, clothing and retail stages
Research into the fundamental parameters of continuous
dyeing and their effect on substantivity, migration and
yield of dyestuffs, in order to develop on-line sensors and
real time control mechanisms that give consistency a n d
repeatability in shade
Optimisation and control of acrylic fibre surface and crimp
character for modem yam spinning processes
Unmanned knitting plants developing a prototype and
prescribing operational requirements
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3499 Research for a mathematical and rule based system which
optimises a cotton mixture based on the interdependence of
significant fibre properties, process parameters, yarn
properties and spinning machinery performances
3.2.2

FLEXIBLE MATERIALS AND LEATHER

4259

Research on automatic handling techniques for non-rigid
materials based on their properties
Manufacturing processes for flexible materials - instant
dyeing leather precuts
Development of a n environmentally-friendly process for the
manufacture of coated fabrics (artificial leather processing
for environment safeguard) - ALPES
Manufacturing technologies for leathers adapted to the
new adhesion assembly and direct injection processes for
the shoe industry
Automation a n d integration of cutting a n d stitching
workshops in a flexible shoes manufacturing system
TOPSYS - Tool production system for design a n d
manufacture of models for high quality and properly fitting
shoes in the footwear industry
Automation of a leather piece feed system for the
manufacture of shoe uppers
Application of ultrasonics in the physico-chemical cleaning
of textiles in domestic washing machines

3267
4045
2132
2208
3447
4562
3009
3.2.3

xxxi

366

367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374

OTHER MATERIALS

2195 System for automated fault detection a n d digitisation of
leather skins and fabrics
4184 Restoring competitiveness of the European leather
industries through novel manufacturing procedures
meeting safety, health, environmental needs
3612 Excimer laser processing of flexible materials
3414 Integrating automatic handling of flexible material
composite component design a n d quality assurance
procedures
2248 Computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) system for the
meat processing industry
4420 Robotic butchery for meat production
4152 Development of sensing, controlling a n d handling of
automation technology for separation of flexible food
materials with evisceration of pig carcasses as model
process

375
376
377
378
379
380

381
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4265 Quality improvement in meat transformation process by
vision sensors and knowledge based techniques promeat
4140 ScheduleZ-dynamic scheduling toolbox

AREA 4
4.1

382
383

TECHNOLOGIES FOR
MANUFACTURING PROCESSES

SURFACE TECHNIQUES

4.7. J SURFACE TECHNIQUES

1357 Modification of surface properties of materials by ion
bombardment
2182 The development of an ion implantation process as applied
to the improvement of service life and reliability of rolling
bearings in gas turbine engines
2234 Research and development of ion beam assisted deposition
facilities to treat complex geometrical shapes for high
density adhesive and wear less coatings
4585 Advanced surface engineering processes to enhance the
dynamic performance of springs
2158 Improvement in the control and attainment of high speed
electrodeposition processes
3197 New plating techniques for aluminium, alloys
4172 Modellization and process control of tiqmd-contcririing
metallic electrocoatings
3412 The autocatalytic deposition of gold, silver a n d the
development of novel printed circuit boards
3404 Diamond and silicon carbide sensors (DISCS)
3296 The development of diamond film technology a n d its
application to improve the quality and durability of optical
fibres
4647 The development of a novel hydrogen probe for plasma
characterization a n d control during diamond film
deposition
4484 In-situ control of plasma chemical vapour deposited cubic
boron nitride films
2178 Laser treatment as a tool for tailoring the surface
composition of alloy components to engineering
applications
2357 Laser surface treatment of mechanical components for
improved mechanical and physical properties
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4305 Upgrading aluminium and steel by laser surface treatment
for enhanced conosion resistance
3153 Plasma and laser induced vapour deposition of hermetic
coatings on optical fibres CPLAID')
3459 Surface preparation of composites
3261 Printing, worldwide industry pigment screen and colour jet
printing of textile materials under UV a n d EB curing
systems
2058 Use of microencapsulation techniques in paint systems
2335 Self-stratifYing coating
2064 Plasma polymerization in extrusion plants
4.1.2 COATING AND TRIBOLOGY
0357 The development of cm industrial production process for
WC coating for HS tools at low temperatures a n d of new
wear resistant coating and optimization of PVD process on
HS tools
4117 Advanced super finish wire-EDM and coating technologies
for improved tool production
4003 Surface generation, surface pretreatment a n d surface
characterization of tool materials in relation to PVD coating a new and systematic approach
4118 Development a n d application of PVD-coatings for the
tribological system of fine blanking ASDA central operation
for stamping and cold forming processes
4210 Sputter coatings - adjustment of the coating design a n d
application
0054 Deposition of wear and corrosion resistant coatings by low
temperature chemical vapour deposition
3359 High performance coating materials for application in
corrosive and abrasive environments (HIPERMAT)
0339 Improved ceramic coatings for resistance to attack in
aggressive environments
3339 The development of advanced erosion resistant coatings
for gas turbine compressor applications
4052 Development of hard carbon based coatings for oil free
tribological systems for handling and recovery of polluting
chemicals (COTE)
2133 Steered arc ion plating for the development of new ternary
and quartemary ceramic coatings for cutting and forming
tools
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2136 Wear and fatigue characteristics of surface engineered
materials as applied to multipoint and shear action cutting
tools
4242 Finite element modelling of the plasma nitriding process
and the resultant load bearing capacity of low alloy
steels
2412 Silicon carbide-silicon nitride composite coatings with
improved adhesion properties produced by a plasmaenhanced CVD process
4329 Plasma sprayed silicon carbide for critical tribological
components
3320 Plasma enhanced deposition of corrosion and wear
resistant coatings
3327 Laser based chemical vapour deposition of conosion and
wear resistant layers
2297 Development of new coatings for sliding surfaces a n d of
superficial treatments on piston rings for big 4-stroke diesel
engines under severe tribological conditions
0347 The deposition of improved corrosion resistant coatings
onto surfaces of complex shape
3182 Application of new materials for water turbines and pumps

418
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4.2.

SHAPING, ASSEMBLY AND JOINING

4.2.J

NEAR NET SHAPE AND CASTING PROCESSES

2437

Improved production of thin walled ductile iron castings computer simulation of solidification and mouldfilling
Improving continuous casting of CuSn6 - strips by
optimizing die graphites and process control
Shape casting of particulate reinforced aluminium alloy
feedstock
Advanced aluminium-precision casting for integrally
stiffened net-shape-components ("ADVACAST")
Centrifugal casting of metal matrix composites for the
production of reinforced near net shape components
Development of new calculation processes for computerized
casting simulation a n d model verification under
manufacturing conditions
Convective effects in solidification
Process analysis, computer modelling and production of
high-pressure die casting

3383
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4084
4340
3473
3628
3248
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4.2.2

DESIGN METHODOLOGIES FOR FORMING OPERATIONS

2029 Numerical simulation of industrial sheet forming
processes
3650 A combined numerical-experimental approach to the
simulation of hot deformation of metals
4129 Die cavity elasticity considerations for nettforming
3486 Investigation for an innovative design methodology in
sheet metal forming
3617 Finite-element modelling of the deformation processing
of anisotropic metals and composites
0475 Development of dense, highly durable non-oxide
ceramics for forming steels
2293 Development of new boride-based cermets a n d
ceramics
4621 Manufacture of tools a n d dies using spray forming
techniques (MUST)
2210 Computer aided technology for improved accuracy of
drop forging tools
3176 Advanced metalworking using electromachinable
ceramic extrusion dies
3594 Tool design methodology for precision forging of
rotational parts
4596 Development of a n user-oriented CAE system for
simulating the forming of ductile iron parts
4.2.3

xxxv
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CUTTING AND MACHINING

3252 Quality assurance a n d reduced leadtime for cutting
operations
3294 Ceramics and cermets for rotationaUy symmetric tools, drills,
milling cutters, taps and reamers
3055 Composite ceramics reinforced by whiskers or platelets for
cutting tools and wear applications
3366 Laser assisted machining (LAM) processes & their industrial
developments
3558 Robotics for on-line laser operation for the automotive
industry
2186 Recognition a n d processing of indigenous industrial
materials by laser
4314 Development of refurbishment procedures of industrial
components by non contact damage mapping and CO2 laser
welding and cladding

447
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4046
4370
3111
4382
3328
4518
3125
4127
4445
4237
4503

Distributed optical (laser) energy systems for flexible
manufacturing
Dual wavelength laser processing (DUWALP)
Research on design a n d application of industrial scale
hydroabrasive jet-cutting heads
Precision machining using abrasive water jets
Optimizing stone cutting process through improved
diamond saw design and operation
Improving surface finish and integrity in closed dies using
ultrasonically agitated abrasive mixtures
Computerized system for the coordinated design of
machine, tool and process parameters in superabrasive
machining
Intelligent machine for internal grinding with very high
cutting speed using active magnetic bearing spindle
Precision machining spindles
An advanced computer based method for the design and
optimization of global machining aspects (DOGMA)
Improved performance of machine tool operation through a
closed loop, tuned vibration absorber

4.2.4 JOINING
2006 Adhesive bonding technology for building construction 'concerted action'
2331 Development a n d testing of numerical models for joint
design in composite material structures
4079 Long life public service vehicle project study
0479 Braze joining systems for steel-silicon nitride automotive
components
2409 Investigation of novel copper phosphorous system for
brazing steels
2162 Development of improved bonding technology for new
engineering ceramics and metals
3299 The brazing of newly-developed mechanically resistant
materials to low-alloy-steel for industrial machining
2281 New braze filler materials and braze techniques for joining
austenitic steels and superalloys with better mechanical
and corrosion properties
3082 Development of novel low melting point aluminium alloy
brazes
2382 Development of a micro joining technique with nonprecious bonding wires for interconnecting semiconductor
devices
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4446 Surface conditioning of electronic components for clean
joining processes
2044 Basic research in soldering for surface-mounting
technology in electronics assembly
2309 Joining techniques for reliable surface mounting of micro electronics
3341 Laser soldering technology of S.M.D. electronic assembly
for integration on pick and placement machines
3326 Joining of copper and aluminium alloys by laser
(JOCAL)
1354 High power 15-20 KW CCte-lasers for materials
processing
1339 Laser sheet metal welding
3042 Plume emission analysis under "time resolved
spectroscopy" for laser welding control
3257 Sheet-metal welding with KW ND/YAG-lasers for the
automotive industry
2112 Power solid state laser with high beam quality based on codoped lanthanum
4266 Improved processings capability of CW industrial CO2
lasers
4096 Laser welding of superalloys and of titanium alloys
2348 Heavy section laser welding
3037 Plasma a n d laser enhanced arc welding for automatic
applications
2232 Reliability a n d reproducibility of high intensity b e a m
welding
4331 Improvements to low heat input welding
2294 Electron beam welding on large thickness steel for heavy
industry
3489 Analysis of beam/workpiece interaction applied to electron
beam welding for industrial application
2322 Development of a knowledge-based CAD/CAM-System for
offline-prcig^amming of recurring sensor-controlled welding
patterns
3490 Arc sensored robot-welding of 3-dimensional seams without
progrcanming the weld path
4159 Flexibot project - flexible manufacturing system integrating
different welding technologies and others for small-lot and
very diversified production
4006 Process control for flexible joining systems
4177 Dissimilar metal joining by the use of graded
compositions
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4.3.
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CHEMICAL PROCESSES

4.3.1 CATALYSIS

0837
4275
4057
2026
2130
4633
4074
4098
4561
4015
4575

New porous solids - organic-inorganic pillared
composites
Coordinated European activity on pillared layered
structures (CEA - PLS)
Synthesis, characterization and evaluation of multi-layered
and pillared materials for process chemistry a n d the
environment
Hetero- and homogeneously catalysed electro-chemical gas
purification for SO2 and NOX removal
New zeolite-based shape-selective catalysts for the
production of speciality chemicals from natural feedstocks
via co-metathesis
Materials having novel structure factors for catalysis of
hydrocarbon transformations and development of selective
processes
Development a n d optimization of CU based catalytic
materials for the simultaneous removal of SOx and NOx from
flue gases
The development of validated predictive models for optimal
design of multiphase chemical processes
Car bony lotion reactions of industrial interest catalyzed by
supported metals
Co-ordinated activity in process tomography for improving
the design and operation of industrial processes
Catalytic membrane reactors application to fine chemical
synthesis

498
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4.3.2 MEMBRANES

2079 Separation of aqueous organic acidic mixtures by
pervaporation
4090 Development of new pervaporation membranes a n d
processes to separate alcohols/ethers/hydrocarbon
mixtures
4535 Acids recovery by membrane technology new membranes
and process optimisation
2033 Development of membrane processes for the olive oil and
other vegetable oil industries
4255 Microporous carbon membrane for gas separation

509
510
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2027 Cross-flow microfiltration as a n emerging technique for
industrial separation - development of a new generation of
high flux membranes and modules allowing fouling control
with a high degree of mass transfer
3517 Use of bacteria immobilized on aquatextiles or composite
membranes for extraction of metals and micropollutants
3287 Enzyme confinement in liquid detergents
4.4

PARTICLE AND POWDER PROCESSES

4.4.1

PARTICLE PROCESSES

1202 Bulk production of particles by atomisation - study of drop
interaction, size distributions a n d spray structures with
laser techniques. Comparison with predictions of
mathematical models
1560 Control of suspension polymerization reactions for
production of porous microparticles of desirable
properties
4429 Real time manufacture process control for crystalline
microparticles (COMIPA)
4236 Cost effective laser synthesized nanoscale powders a n d
cases of thermomechanical application
2145 The plasma arc synthesis of ultrafine aluminium nitride
powder
4529 Powder formation in low pressure, low temperature
plasmas
2024 Preparation of reactive premullite, mullite a n d sialon
powders
2237 Powder metallurgy of multiphase alloys of refractory metals
by using sinteractive composite powders
3104 New controlled sintering process for mass production of
advanced PM steels
2408 Sintering of high speed steels containing ceramic or metal
coated ceramic powders for wear and fatigue resistant
components
1350 Development of powder metallurgy processing routes for
the production of main line bearings for aero-gas turbine
engines
4324 The application of the "graded structures' concept as a
means of improving the performance of engineering
components
3117 Design of new high-speed steels with improved sinterability
and mechanical properties (CADOSTS)
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2090
4028
3005
3150
4624
3387
4538

Development of P/M composites a n d application to
lubricated tribological systems
Composites powder metallurgy materials for operations
under poor/non lubricating conditions in heavy duty diesel
engines
Novel beta silicon carbide powders a n d derived high
performance ceramics
Synthesis and processing of fine grain aluminium nitride
powders
Development of a twin D.C. plasma arc for the production
of ultra-fine ceramic powders, their evaluation a n d
processing
Powder processing - morphological a n d chemical
compatibilitY of metallic and ceramic particles.
Solution of electrostatic problems in powder handling and
processing

530
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536

Index of projects by proposal number

xli

Index of projects by proposal number

0031 Environment sensitive cracking of
titanium
0041 Novel hard magnetic materials with improved properties
0047 Improved and novel materials for permanent magnets
based on rare earth alloys
0049 Investigation of the corrosion oxidation and thermal stability
of NdFeB type magnets a n d development of improved
magnet material through process modifications a n d
coatings
0054 Deposition of wear and corrosion resistant coatings by low
temperature chemical vapour deposition
0083 Development of advanced ceramics from sialon-based
'composite powders'
0113 High temperature mechanical behaviour of T1O2, CaO or
MgO containing reaction sintered mullite zirconia tough
ceramics composites for engine applications
0135 Optimising structural fibre composites by hybridisation
0148 Development of CFRC materials with partially reduced
carbon fibre content for use in car brake systems
0157 Novel processing a n d testing procedures of optimized
ceramic or metal polymer composites for acousto-optical
electrical and magnetic applications
0165 Development of new thermostable high performance
composites based on bismaleimide modified siloxane matrix
and continuous carbon fibres
0191 Optimisation of ceramic fibre - reinforced aluminium alloys
0201 Prepregs and composite materials made of aluminium alloys
reinforced with continuous fibres
0224 Improvement of the reliability of different silicon carbide
grades for automotive applications
0275 Tough titanium based cermets for tools and wear resistant
components
0287 Fabrication of engineering components from Al alloy RS
powders. A comparative study of the relative importance of
powder morphology, composition and thermodynamical
processing

18
37
35

38
412
94
99
136
135
62
138
7
8
100
15

26
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0300
0320
0325
0329
0339
0347
0357

0386
0459
0461
0475
0479
0494
0505
0508
0516
0553
0570
0603

Novel techniques for preparation and characterization of
high-performance magnets
Development of powder passivation a n d spray forming
techniques for RE-TM-X magnets
Preparation and characterization of rare earth transition
metal magnetic films and multilayers
Novel processing techniques and alloy engineering applied
to advanced rare earth iron based permanent magnet
systems
Improved ceramic coatings for resistance to attack in
aggressive environments
The deposition of improved corrosion resistant coatings
onto surfaces of complex shape
The development of a n industrial production process for
WC coating for HS tools at low temperatures and of new
wear resistant coating and optimization of PVD process on
HS tools
Creep and fatigue behaviour of silicon carbide and silicon
nitride in normal and corrosive atmospheres
Fabrication and joining of graded cermets by a technique
of metal infiltration
Optimization of thermomechanical properties of injectionmoulded silicon nitride parts by adjustment of the physico
chemical characteristics of the starting material
Development of dense, highly durable non-oxide
ceramics for forming steels
Braze joining systems for steel-silicon nitride automotive
components
Texture and plastic anisotropy in aluminium lithium alloys
Development of techniques for processing 'large' organic
sheets, thermoplastic prepregs, ribbons and foils
Development of advanced carbon-magnesium metal matrix
composites by applying the semi-liquid phase infiltration
Cast light alloy matrix composites - assessment of a
rheocasting route
Development of magnesium alloys for pressure die casting
in the semi-solid state (thixocasting and rheocasting)
Improvement of the mechanical and corrosion properties of
titanium alloys especially for surgical prostheses by ion
implantation and chemical polishing
Fatigue properties of high strength cduminium transition
metal base alloys produced by rapid solidification
processing
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0612 Squeeze casting of light alloys and metal matrix composites
- mechanical property evaluation
0653 Amorphous wires of R-TM alloys - search for new
applications
0677 Micro defect-free ceramic components
0706 Precompression of individual layers in multilayer CFRP
composites to increase the threshold for interfibre/matrix
cracking
0717 Development of fibre reinforced aluminium metal matrix
composites for applications in aerospace primary
components using powder metallurgy techniques
0721 The role of the fibre-matrix interface on the mechanical
behaviour a n d d a m a g e development in carbon-fibre
reinforced plastics composites
0774 Improved aluminium alloy matrix composites through
microstructural control of the processing and fabrication
routes
0809 Identification and evolution of crystalline structures during
processing and teaching of shape memory alloys
0831 Lightweight mirrors made of carbon-fibre compound for
optical application
0837 New porous solids - organic-inorganic pillared
composites
1025 A computer integrated process planning a n d NCprogrcmiming system
1027 Development of experimentally tested 3-D computer codes
for fundamental design of process equipment involving
non-newtonian multi-phase turbulent fluids
1145 Prediction of fatigue crack initiation from defects in welded
and cast components used in power plants
1202 Bulk production of particles by atomisation - study of drop
interaction, size distributions and spray structures with •
laser techniques. Comparison with predictions of
mathematical models
1253 Metal reinforced ceramics
1300 Acoustic emission for process monitoring during turning
and drilling
1339 Laser sheet metal welding
1350 Development of powder metallurgy processing routes for
the production of main line bearings for aero-gas turbine
engines
1354 High power 15-20 KW C02-lasers for materials processing

xliii
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1357 Modification of surface properties of materials by ion
bombardment
1381 Interactive knowledge-based shop floor control system in a
small manufacturing enterprise environment
1535 Development of standardised material transport devices for
the sequential automation of the processing of flexible
materials
1545 The development of a new NMR microscope for structural
and dynamic studies of chemical and biological
processes
1560 Control of suspension polymerization reactions for
production of porous microparticles of desirable
properties
2001 Predictive failure model for designing truck tyres with
improved safety and durability
2006 Adhesive bonding technology for building construction 'concerted action'
2019 The role of the metal-polyester interface in new
technologies
2024 Preparation of reactive premullite, mullite a n d sialon
powders
2026 Hetero- and homogeneously catalysed electro-chemical gas
purification for SO2 and NOX removal
2027 Cross-flow microfiltration as an emerging technique for
industrial separation - development of a new generation of
high flux membranes and modules allowing fouling control
with a high degree of mass transfer
2029 Numerical simulation of industrial sheet forming
processes
2031 Optimisation and control of acrylic fibre surface and crimp
character for modem yam spinning processes
2032 Development of acoustic emission (AE) testing methods for
analysis and on - line monitoring of stress corrosion
cracking (SCC) under operating conditions in the chemical
industry
2033 Development of membrane processes for the olive oil and
other vegetable oil industries
2038 A study of advanced high temperature creep resistant
dispersion strengthened titanium alloys using a powder
metallurgical process
2038 Development of steels having a high aluminium content
resistant to wear and to environments that are subject to
hot corrosion - applications to coatings
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2044
2049
2051
2052
2058
2064
2079
2082
2085
2086
2090
2096
2103
2112
2119
2121
2124
2130
2132
2133

Basic research in soldering for surface-mounting
technology in electronics assembly
Development of an expert system for tool wear monitoring
in milling, drilling and blanking using multisensor system
and machinability studies using acoustic emission
X-ray voludensitometry application to the testing of
technical ceramics and advanced materials
Inorganic surface coating of titanium alloy for orthopaedic
joint prostheses
Use of microencapsulation techniques in paint systems
Plasma polymerization in extrusion plants
Separation of aqueous organic acidic mixtures by
pervaporation
Development of non-invasive methods for measurement of
stress in welded steel structures
Freeze/thaw durability of concrete paving blocks
Development of technology to produce 2- and 3-d carbon
reinforced graphite structures for high strength and high
temperature applications
Development of P/M composites a n d application to
lubricated tribological systems
Mathematical modelling of 3-D flexible material surfaces to
aid design and manufacture of clothing
Development of non-destructive high precision test method
for aspheric components and tools in optics
Power solid state laser with high beam quality based on codoped lanthanum
Erasable polymeric media for analog information storage
and retrieval
Novel intelligent method for the rational qualification and
selection of reliable subsea hydrocarbon production
equipment
Enhancement of inspection and maintenance of industrial
structures using reliability based methods a n d expert
systems
New zeolite-based shape-selective catalysts for the
production of speciality chemicals from natural feedstocks
via co-metathesis
Manufacturing technologies for leathers adapted to the
new adhesion assembly and direct injection processes for
the shoe industry
Steered arc ion plating for the development of new ternary
and quarternary ceramic coatings for cutting and forming
tools

xlv
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2136 Wear and fatigue characteristics of surface engineered
materials as applied to multipoint and shear action cutting
tools
2145 The plasma arc synthesis of ultrafine aluminium nitride
powder
2146 Rational procedure for advanced non-linear analysis of
floating structures
2147 Creep behaviour of full size weld joints - design
improvements and defect acceptance criteria
2148 Compatibility of economic manufacturing methods with
wear and fatigue resistance of silicon nitride based ceramic
ball bearing components for critical applications
2150 Numerical and experimental techniques for composite
material, structural design and validation in advanced
industrial applications
2156 The study of non-equilibrium two phase flows in steam
turbines
2158 Improvement in the control and attainment of high speed
electrodepositJon processes
2162 Development of improved bonding technology for new
engineering ceramics and metals
2165 Unmanned knitting plants developing a prototype and
prescribing operational requirements
2167 Optical sensors a n d fibre optic wavelength division
multiplexing systems for process control
2168 New family of polymers obtained by means of an original
technique for living anionic polymerization of acrylic
monomers - development of production and
applications
2172 Innovative transducers for advanced signal processing
2177 Non-destructive evaluation for the pre-installation
assessment and in situ inspection of wooden transmission
poles
2178 Laser treatment as a tool for tailoring the surface
composition of alloy components to engineering
applications
2182 The development of an ion implantation process as applied
to the improvement of service life and reliability of rolling
bearings in gas turbine engines
2186 Recognition a n d processing of indigenous industrial
materials by laser
2195 System for automated fault detection and digitisation of
leather skins and fabrics
2197 Flexible sewing cell
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2199 New reinforced thermoplastic materials
2202 Hybrid optical/electronic multi-channel system for industrial
inspection
2208 Automation a n d integration of cutting a n d stitching
workshops in a flexible shoes manufacturing system
2210 Computer aided technology for improved accuracy of
drop forging tools
2213 Automatic on-line system for detection, evaluation a n d
mapping of defects and shade variation monitoring on
finished fabrics
2219 Development of ceramic and ceramic composite materials
for structural applications at high temperatures with
improved creep resistance, chemical stability a n d
reliability
2226 Preparation a n d use of polymeric alloys for electrical
engineering applications
2231 Use of ceramic materials for advanced tribological systems
involving fluids with adverse lubricating properties
2232 Reliability a n d reproducibility of high intensity b e a m
welding
2234 Research and development of ion beam assisted deposition
facilities to treat complex geometrical shapes for high
density adhesive and wearless coatings
2237 Powder metallurgy of multiphase alloys of refractory metals
by using sinteractive composite powders
2242 Flexible assembly cells for automatic processing of complete
sub assemblies of clothing products
2245 Medium voltage polymeric power cables - clarification of
the cause of water treeing and methods of its prevention
2248 Computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) system for the
meat processing industry
2251 Project 'OFELIA' - optical fibres for electrical industry .
applications' - development of passive opto-electronic
sensors for measurements and diagnostics in electrical
power systems
2278 New red phosphor for cathode ray tubes
2280 Optimization of ceramic zirconia powders for thermal barrier
coatings in IC-engines and gas turbines
2281 New braze filler materials and braze techniques for joining
austenitic steels and superalloys with better mechanical
and corrosion properties

xlvii
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2289

2293
2294
2297
2309
2315
2317

2318
2319
2322
2324
2331
2335
2341
2343
2344
2348
2349
2357

Development of a general computer-aided technique for the
characterization of the micropore structure of industrial
porous media a n d development of general network
simulators for prediction of multiphase flow and transport
phenomena in such porous media
Development of new boride-based cermets a n d
ceramics
Electron beam welding on large thickness steel for heavy
industry
Development of new coatings for sliding surfaces a n d of
superficial treatments on piston rings for big 4-stroke diesel
engines under severe tribological conditions
Joining techniques for reliable surface mounting of micro electronics
Three dimensional computer simulation of in-cylinder flows
in large engines
Experimental, theoretical and computational analysis of gas
and particle behavoiur inside a cyclone providing the basis
for improved performance of cyclones a n d similar
separators
Development of a non-destructive test method based on
acoustic microscopy, for process monitoring of power
semiconductor device manufacture
Optimization of noise control measures in complex
lightweight sheet metal structures using energy flow
analysis
Development of a knowledge-based CAD/CAM-System for
offline-prcigrcrjnrning of recurring sensor-controlled welding
patterns
Computer integrated manufacturing of synthetic filament
yam
Development and testing of numerical models for joint
design in composite material structures
Self-stratifying coating
Performance a n d reliability evaluation of welding in
elevated temperature service
Solid electrolytic capacitors with conducting polymeric
electrode system
Development of improved materials for high voltage
multilayer ceramic capacitors
Heavy section laser welding
Reliability, availabilitY and maintainability of bridges
Laser surface treatment of mechanical components for
improved mechanical and physical properties
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2361 Intelligent composites containing measuring fibre optic
networks for continuous self-diagnosis
2362 Modelling and automatic control of the polishing process
(MAC POP)
2369 Predictive techniques for the analysis and design of fibrereinforced composite materials and structures capable of
withstanding impulsive loadings
2370 Fibre-reinforced composite with modified cementitious
matrix
2382 Development of a micro joining technique with nonprecious bonding wires for interconnecting semiconductor
devices
2385 CAD/CAM for marine engineering, piping a n d
accommodations in shipbuilding
2387 Development of a system to detect and to mark defects
2396 Development of microwave techniques for non destructive
evaluation of advanced ceramics
2397 Filament winding of thermoplastic materials
2401 Industrial production process for silicon carbide whiskers
for composite materials reinforcement
2406 Integration of CAD/CAM and production control for sheet
metal components manufacturing
2408 Sintering of high speed steels containing ceramic or metal
coated ceramic powders for wear and fatigue resistant
components
2409 Investigation of novel copper phosphorous system for
brazing steels
2412 Silicon carbide-silicon nitride composite coatings with
improved adhesion properties produced by a plasmaenhanced CVD process
2413 Lightweight reflectors of carbon fibre reinforced plastic
2414 ECO PAVE - The development of a multi-purpose composite
pavement system
2417 Reliability of bulk ceramics fatigue behaviour in corrosive
media
2418 Improvement of the contact corrosion behaviour of
advanced mechanical structures made from high-grade
alloys
2424 Study of a modular device permitting automatic recognition
of flexible material defects
2431 Flexible unit for removing textile workpieces from a pile and
overlaying them

xlix
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2437
2449
2476

2478
3005
3006
3009
3012
3014
3015
3036
3037
3(338
3039
3041
3042
3048
3051
3055

Improved production of thin walled ductile iron castings computer simulation of solidification and mmiirifilling
Laser mass spectrometry for in-line industrial
microanalysis
Research into the fundamental parameters of continuous
dyeing and their effect on substantivity, migration a n d
yield of dyestuffs, in order to develop on-line sensors and
real time control mechanisms that give consistency and
repeatability in shade
Realisation and test of a prototype of a basic module of
computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) in the clothing
industry
Novel beta silicon carbide powders and derived high
performance ceramics
Development of the rubber batch mixing process for
optimal quality
Application of ultrasonics in the physico-chemical cleaning
of textiles in domestic washing machines
High performance thermal and chemical barrier coatings
for diesel and gas turbine engines
Modular, sensor-based system for knowledge-based
analysis and optimization of the grinding and dressing
process
An investigation into methods of texturing high-Tc
superconductors for high Jc applications
High resolution non-destructive X-ray equipment for
industrial production line monitoring with on-line computer
evaluation
Plasma and laser enhanced arc welding for automatic
applications
Damage tolerance and fatigue design methodology for
primary composite structures
Basic interactions in rare earth magnets
Assessment of semi-solid state forming of cduminium metal
matrix composites
Plume emission analysis under "time resolved
spectroscopy" for laser welding control
Surface coatings for biomaterials
Design methodology for durability of mechanical
components based on reliability approaches
Composite ceramics reinforced by whiskers or platelets for
cutting tools and wear applications
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3062
3069
3072
3076
3077
3080

3082
3086
3090
3091
3092
3096
3102
3103
3104
3106
3110
3111

Durability of continuous fibre reinforced thermoplastic
composites with emphasis on the interface behaviour and
the method of fabrication
Development of materials, tools, cost effective process
design and technique for advanced structural composites
by resin transfer moulding
Reactive polymers for high-performance binding a n d
glueing
Optical in-process inspection of electroplated contact
surfaces
Project demos - distributed environmental monitoring with
optical fibre sensors
LSM development of an advanced lifetime monitoring
system for components of piping systems in the creep
range
Development of novel low melting point aluminium alloy
brazes
Complex shaped advanced ceramics
Lifetime management of elevated temperature welded
heavy section industrial plant operating under variable
thermo- mechanical, loading
Assessment of performance and optimal strategies for
inspection and maintenance of concrete structures using
reliability based expert systems
European research project on 'high temperature'
superconductors for power cables
Ferroelectric polymer a n d composite sensors a n d
transducers
In-process monitoring of element composition and derived
properties of polymeric materials by remote laser micro
analysis
Injection and blow moulding of fibre-reinforced thermosets .
a n d thermoplastics with optimised fibre length a n d
mechanical properties —'INBLOFIL'
New controlled sintering process for mass production of
advanced PM steels
Synthesis characterisation a n d development of new
biocompatible polyamides with controlled
biodegradability
Computer vision based in-process quality control
(Brightvision)
Research on design a n d application of industrial scale
hydroabrasive jet-cutting heads
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3115 Analysis of coercivity and of the microstructure of high-tech
hard magnetic materials
3117 Design of new high-speed steels with improved sinterability
and mechanical properties (CADOSTS)
3119 Design methods for ceramic matrix composites
3120 An investigation of the parameters involved in the
environmental ultimate degradation of plastics
3122 Lifetime prediction and wear control of machine elements
using expert systems
3125 Computerized system for the coordinated design of
machine, tool and process parameters in superabrasive
machining
3127 Intelligent integrated tool management a n d handling
system
3130 Development of a biodegradable plastic and equipment to
process it into oriented containers
3135 Control of flocculation of cellulose fibre and mineral solids in
papermaking stocks
3137 Flow and flow-induced structure during the processing of
liquid crystalline polymers
3138 Research and development on a high speed oil free
intelligent motocompressor (HOFIM)
3142 Development of fabrication techniques for the production of
metal-oxide based sensors
3147 Concept - integrated CAD/CAM and cnc techniques for
automatic 5-coris milling
3148 Production a n d cost oriented mould integrated design
expert system (PROMISES)
3150 Synthesis and processing of fine grain cduminium nitride
powders
3152 Integrated and hierarchized system for automated control
of gravel production (Petrus project)
3153 Plasma and laser induced vapour deposition of hermetic
coatings on optical fibres ('PLAID')
3159 Design methodology for the improvement of d a m a g e
tolerance within composite structures
3160 Post-buckling behaviour of CFC structures
3167 Forging technique and alloy compositional optimization for
the production of aluminium lithium die forgings
3176 Advanced metalworking using electromachinable
ceramic extrusion dies
3177 Fast-motion-colour television camera system for failure
detection and analysis on fast moving production steps
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251
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3182 Application of new materials for water turbines and
pumps
3194 Development of improved damage tolerant carbon fibresorganic composites
3197 New plating techniques for cduminium alloys
3203 High performance reinforced thermoplastics for aerospace
structural applications processed by injection moulding
3208 Development of biocompatible materials through surface
treatments - use of ion implantation
3209 Development of advanced non contact methods for non
destructive detection of defects a n d d a m a g e in
aeronautical structures
3212 Development of techniques for polymeric diaphragm
forming of continuous fibre reinforced thermoplastics
3217 Low cost MMC made by spray deposition
3218 Simulation detection and repair of defects in polymeric
composite materials
3223 Novel metal matrix composites based on hyper eutectic
aluminium / silicon alloys
3231 Lubricated liquid crystal polymers for heavy duty high
precision bearing systems
3236 Ceramic superconducting filaments and ribbon produced by
suspension spinning and tape casting
3243 Development a n d characterisation of CMC a n d C/C
composites
3247 Polymer electrolytes involving multivalent cations
3248 Process analysis, computer modelling and production of
high-pressure die casting
3250 Investigations on aluminium-lithium alloys for d a m a g e
tolerant application
3252 Quality assurance a n d reduced lead time for cutting.
operations
3257 Sheet-metal welding with KW ND/YAG-lasers for the
automotive industry
3261 Printing, worldwide industry pigment screen and colour jet
printing of textile materials under UV and EB curing
systems
3264 Wood analysis by digital image processing (WOODIP)
3266 Organometallic precursors for the preparation of high
performance non-oxide ceramics a n d ceramic matrix
composites
3267 Manufacturing processes for flexible materials - instant
dyeing leather precuts
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3269 X-Sialon mullite ceramics - precursors, powders and cost
effective components with improved microstructure and
properties
3270 Fatigue mechanisms and failure criteria in rolling lobe air
springs
3275 Failure mechanics of fibre-reinforced concrete a n d predamaged structures
3279 Development of novel automotive piston/rod components
and aerospace gearboxes from long fibre/metal matrix
composites
3286 Electronic a n d electrical applications of a d v a n c e d
conducting polymers
3287 Enzyme confinement in liquid detergents
3290 The prediction of long-term sealant performance from
dynamic accelerated weathering
3291 The development of standardised performance tests and
criteria for concrete repair systems
3292 Composite material for marine structures and
components
3294 Ceramics and cermets for rotationally symmetric tools, drills,
milling cutters, taps and reamers
3296 The development of diamond film technology a n d its
application to improve the quality and durability of optical
fibres
3299 The brazing of newly-developed mechanicaDy resistant
materials to low-alloy-steel for industrial machining
3302 Decision support systems for production island based CIM
in SMES
3320 Plasma enhanced deposition of corrosion a n d wear
resistant coatings
3322 Sub angstrom structure characterization
3324 Structured design and verification of systems for use on
ships and marine platforms
3326 Joining of copper and aluminium alloys by laser
(JOCAL)
3327 Laser based chemical vapour deposition of conosion and
wear resistant layers
3328 Optimizing stone cutting process through improved
diamond saw design and operation
3332 Microstructure and texture control of hexagonal sheet alloys
- role of alloying elements on mechanical properties and
formability
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3336
3337
3338
3339
3341
3345
3348
3355
3357
3359
3360
3364
3366
3369
3371
3372
3376
3378
3379
3381
3383

Highly reactive rare earth oxide powders for more efficient
luminescent materials
The development of environmentally tolerant PVD thermal
barrier coatings
The initiation and growth of thermal-mechanical fatigue
cracks in coated turbine blade materials
The development of advanced erosion resistant coatings
for gas turbine compressor applications
Laser soldering technology of S.M.D. electronic assembly
for integration on pick and placement machines
Development and evaluation of technologies as support for
flexible production groups in the clothing industry
Development of resorbable biodegradable polymers for the
preparation of coated particles for drug delivery
New accelerated conosion test methods
Integration of non-contact inspection with modelling of
engineering components (NIMEC)
High performance coating materials for application in
corrosive and abrasive environments (HIPERMAT)
Study of new materials a n d designs for a d v a n c e d
micromotors
Development of basic fabrication technologies a n d
simulation tools for micromechanical devices
Laser assisted machining (LAM) processes & their industrial
developments
New applications of polymers in electronics and optics
PRISMA - predictive integrated system for the maintenace
of rotating machinery
Research on a cathodic material for secondary lithium cell,
method of synthesis and feasibility of a n industrial
process
Quality assurance of concrete, based on testing of the
fresh, still plastic material
Generation and critical evaluation of thermochemical and
phase diagram data pertaining to the field of high Tc oxide
superconductors (SUPERDATA)
Life prediction algorithms for aero-engine disks based on
crack initiation and crack propagation models
Design of structures in composite materials with CAD/CAM
technique - Achievement of a prototype of a fully
automated equipment of production in filament winding
Improving continuous casting of CuSn6 - strips by
optimizing die graphites and process control

Iv
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3385 Advanced design of crash fail-safe train structures under
service and impact conditions
3386 Damage tolerance of helicopter metal parts
3387 Powder processing - morphological a n d chemical
compatibility of metallic and ceramic particles.
3394 Decision support environment for the design of piping and
flow systems

Innovative manufacturing, design a n d assessment of
aluminium matrix composites for high temperature
performance
3404 Diamond and silicon carbide sensors (DISCS)
3408 Development, characterisation and utilisation of novel
modified amorphous polyaromatics for use as composite
matrices
3412 The autocatalytic deposition of gold, silver a n d the
development of novel printed circuit boards
3413 Design methodologies for engineering component properties
- PRECEPT
3414 Integrating automatic handling of flexible material
composite component design a n d quality assurance
procedures
3415 Optimisation of the surface properties of concrete roads in
accordance with environmental acceptance a n d travel
safety
3429 Improving durability and performance of thermoplastic
based composites using novel adhesion promoting polymer
interfaces
3432 Magnetic multilayers: fundamental and technological
aspects
3438 Machine: monitoring and control of hoist technology in
industrial environments
3444 Analytical a n d experimental approach to cumulative
d a m a g e a n d residual strength prediction for CFRE
composites
3447 TOPSYS - Tool production system for design a n d
manufacture of models for high quality and properly fitting
shoes in the footwear industry
3449 QQR-Quick quality response strategy for vertical
coordination of quality and material flow of textile products
in the textile, clothing and retail stages
3455/6/7 FEMOD - Application of feature based modelling for
complex product design and manufacture
3459 Surface preparation of composites
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3466
3467
3469
3472
3473
3474
3476
3480
3486
3489
3490
3494
3495
3499

3500
3503
3506
3517
3522
3527

Development of economic production techniques of high
performance RE-magnets for mass applications
The fabrication of composite electro-mechanical devices for
micromovement applications in manufacturing processes
Performance tailoring of structural concrete
Identification of fluid/structure interaction for the
development and design of boilerfeed pumps (BFP)
Development of new calculation processes for computerized
casting simulation a n d model verification under
manufacturing conditions
Improving load bearing and water resisting properties of
gypsum as a secondary raw material
Improvements in surface preparation of electrical contacts
and organic thin film deposition
Tools a n d methods for ideal fixturing of mechanical
workpieces with modular systems (IDEFIX)
Investigation for a n innovative design methodology in
sheet metal forming
Analysis of beam/workpiece interaction applied to electron
beam welding for industrial application
Arc sensored robot-welding of 3-dimensional seams without
progrcrmming the weld path
Characterization of polymer-like films, fibres and ceramics,
a n d their surface treatments, by high resolution electron
energy loss spectroscopy
Non-destructive characterization of d a m a g e in particle
reinforced aluminium matrix composites
Research for a mathematical and rule based system which
optimises a cotton mixture based on the interdependence of
significant fibre properties, process parameters, yarn
properties and spinning machinery performances
Implant monitoring project using active telemetry
(IMPACT)
Improvement of the performance of plasma sprayed
ceramic superconductive layers deposited on metallic
substrates
Development of novel research and fabrication techniques
for materials with biocompatible a n d bioelectronic
properties
Use of bacteria immobilized on aquatextiles or composite
membranes for extraction of metals and micropollutants
Hot-wet-press process
Reduction of design to product lead time through instant
manufacturing of models prototypes and tools
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3528 Manufacturing cell operators expert system (MCOES)
3532 Development of design and processing techniques for
overinjection of thermoplastic composites
3536 Development of new ceramic components with better
lifetime to control melted metals casting
3549 Improved high temperature corrosion resistant silicon
nitride-silicon carbide composites
3555 MUVI - Multisensor visual inspection in high speed garment
production
3557 Increasing production capacity in the furniture industry,
integrating group technology, CAD/CAM and advanced
manufacturing applications
3558 Robotics for on-line laser operation for the automotive
industry
3560 Advances in laser ablation deposition innovations
(ALADIN)
3564 Shape casting of particulate reinforced aluminium alloy
feedstock
3565 Lightweight hybrid composites with improved d a m a g e
tolerance based on high modulus polyethylene and glass
fibres
3587 Optimized processing of polymeric film dielectric for ac
power capacitors
3589 New manufacturing technologies for advanced solid oxide
fuel cells
3594 Tool design methodology for precision forging of
rotational parts
3595 Segregation in oxide ceramic materials and its effect on
processing and properties
3596 Processing and microstructural modelling for development of
advanced materials by rapid solidification technology
3598 Sewing m a c h i n e with traditional driving m e a n s
permanently oriented in the direction of seam under
electronic control
3599 Interferometric cineholography for non destructive testing
and quantitative inspection
3600 An intelligent knowledge assisted design environment
(IKADE)
3607 On-line multi sensor inspection system for composites and
ceramic coated material
3612 Excimer laser processing of flexible materials
3617 Finite-element modelling of the deformation processing
of anisotropic metals and composites
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3622 Holographic interferometric analysis of vibrational
acoustical behaviour of structures by determination of the
displacement vector
3628 Convective effects in solidification
3642 Highly oriented highly conductive polymers - a new class of
electro-active materials
3650 A combined numerical-experimental approach to the
simulation of hot deformation of metals
4001 Industrial development of reinforced masonry buildings
4003 Surface generation, surface pretreatment a n d surface
characterization of tool materials in relation to PVD coating a new and systematic approach
4006 Process control for flexible joining systems
4009 Development of a continuous process and a prototype for
manufacturing rubber compounds for car tyres, conveyer
belts, and technical rubber articles
4012 Magnetic materials for active control of anti-vibration
systems
4015 Co-ordinated activitY in process tomography for improving
the design and operation of industrial processes
4016 Interface contribution to the temperature-dependent
properties of carbon fibre-reinforced bismaleimide
composites
4020 Development of CVD, metal-organic precursors and patterns
techniques for high Tc applications
4028 Composites powder metallurgy materials for operations
under poor/non lubricating conditions in heavy duty diesel
engines
4030 MMC sheets a n d sheet structures made from particulate
reinforced aluminium alloys
4033 Novel semiconductor gas detectors in multi-sensor systems
for safety, efficiency and the environment
4034 Adaptation of recycled PET to the extrusion blow moulding
process
4041 System for on-line inspection, classification, quality control
a n d rescheduling of flat rolled products moving at high
speed
4042 An electrcchromic glazing system suitable for transport and
architectural applications
4045 Development of an environmentally-friendly process for the
manufacture of coated fabrics (artificial leather processing
for environment safeguard) - ALPES
4046 Distributed optical (laser) energy systems for flexible
manufacturing

lix
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4049 Availability, maintainability and reliability optimization in
electrical substations by the integration of protection and
control functions
4052 Development of hard carbon based coatings for oil free
tribological systems for handling and recovery of polluting
chemicals (COTE)
4055 Polymeric systems for selective delivery to the large
bowel
4057 Synthesis, characterization and evaluation of multi-layered
and pillared materials for process chemistry a n d the
environment
4062 The residual service life of concrete structures
4066 New fibre reinforced traditional ceramic products with
superior mechanical properties
4068 Chemical vapour infiltration in new designed composites
with reduced infiltration times by pressure gradients and
monitored by insitu analysis with spectroscopic means
4071 High critical temperature superconductors for electrical
power applications - superconducting oxide based current
leads
4074 Development and optimization of CU based catalytic
materials for the simultaneous removal of SOx and NOx from
flue gases
4076 Multilayer injection moulding
4079 Long life public service vehicle project study
4084 Advanced aluminium-precision casting for integrally
stiffened net-shape-components ("ADVACAST")
4086 Development of advanced prefabricated urban slab track
systems by application of innovating design methodologies
for improving overall system performances taking into
account environmental factors
4088 New types of corrosion impairing the reliability of copper in
potable water caused by micro-organisms
4090 Development of new pervaporation membranes a n d
processes to separate alcohols/ethers/hydrocarbon
mixtures
4096 Laser welding of superalloys and of titanium alloys
4097 Pre-competitive automated visual inspection applied to
stone process (AVIS)
4098 The development of validated predictive models for optimal
design of multiphase chemical processes
4104 Quality enhancement and process avaHabilty in LLDPE
stretch film output by multisensors a n d computerized
systems
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4108
4112
4113
4117
4118
4121
4122
4124
4125
4126
4127
4129
4137
4138
4139
4140
4142
4143
4144
4152

Residual stresses and hardening depth measurements - a n
on-line approach to mechanical part 100% production
testing
New magnetic material structures for static sensing
heads
Development and evaluation of a design - methodology for
tool logistics in the automotive industry's manufacturing
environment
Advanced super finish wire-EDM and coating technologies
for improved tool production
Development a n d application of PVD-coatings for the
tribological system of fine blanking ASDA central operation
for stamping and cold forming processes
Compact MRI body scanners using state-of-the-art
permanent magnets
High performance magnetic fluids a n d complementary
devices
Coating of silicon carbide matrix composites for industrial
use in corrosive environments
Design, manufacturing a n d recyling of a d v a n c e d
thermoplastic composite automotive parts
Power train noise / vibration prediction
Intelligent machine for internal grinding with very high
cutting speed using active magnetic bearing spindle
Die cavity elasticity considerations for nett-forming
Fast response electro-chromic devices on polymeric
substrate (FREDOPS)
Integrated production cell for the steel components of
reinforced concrete building elements (INPROROS)
Repair policy determination based on ai learning methods
(REPAY)
ScheduleZ-dynamic scheduling toolbox
Fibre composite elements and techniques as non-metallic
reinforcement of concrete
Design a n d evaluation of self reinforcing thermosets
through the crosslinking polymerization of liquid crystalline
monomers
Cost-effective production technologies for ceramic matrix
composites
Development of sensing, controlling a n d handling of
automation technology for separation of flexible food
materials with evisceration of pig carcasses as model
process
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4155 Concerted European Action on Magnets - applications,
processes, new materials
4158 Prediction of erosion due to cavitation in hydraulic
machinery
4159 Flexibot project - flexible manufacturing system integrating
different welding technologies and others for small-lot and
very diversified production
4159 Flexibot project - flexible manufacturing system integrating
different welding technologies and others for small-lot and
very diversified production
4163 Multiparameter chemical sensors for on-line data acquisition
of blood physiological data
4172 Modellization and process control of liquid-containing
metallic electrocoatings
4177 Dissimilar metal joining by the use of graded
compositions
4184 Restoring competitiveness of the European leather
industries through novel manufacturing procedures
meeting safety, health, environmental needs
4191 Environmentally friendly high performance waterborne
coatings
4192 Gas turbine health monitoring demonstrator (GASTEM)
4194 Reliability-based optimal design methodology with
applications to advanced aerospace structures
4200 Substitution of PVC-foils by resources and environment
preserving materials (SUPREMAT)
4204 Ultrafine cathodo-luminescant powders for very high
resolution systems
4210 Sputter coatings - adjustment of the coating design and
application
4212 Modelling and characterization of the manufacturing
process of ceramic thermal barrier coatings
4213 Condition assessment a n d maintenance stategies for
buildings and building components
4215 Improved tyre safety and life by a new wire rubber
adhesion system
4222 Piezoceramics for saw devices - hydrothermal synthesis as a
method to achieve submicron grain sized powder
4227 A structural methology for the ship predesign process
4230 Resorbable continuous fibre-reinforced polymers for the
osteosynthesis
4236 Cost effective laser synthesized nanoscale powders and
cases of thermomechanical application
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520
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4237 An advanced computer based method for the design and
optimization of global machining aspects (DOGMA)
4242 Finite element modelling of the plasma nitriding process
and the resultant load bearing capacity of low alloy
steels
4244 Cost reduction through manufacturing planning a n d
control using impact analysis and capacity scheduling
4249 Development of a new generation of artificial hip joints
containing compliant layers
4250 Integrated computer-aided reliability analysis and real-time
fault location using component and system modelling
4255 Microporous carbon membrane for gas separation
4259 Research on automatic handling techniques for non-rigid
materials based on their properties
4260 Reactive blends - a new way for improved and recycled
materials
4265 Quality improvement in meat transformation process by
vision sensors and knowledge based techniques promeat
4266 Improved processings capability of CW industrial CO2
lasers
4272 Improvement of the reliability of heat engine components
under service conditions using finite element modelling of
ceramic thermal barrier coatings
4275 Coordinated European activity on pillared layered
structures (CEA - PLS)
4283 Microwave devices based on high Tc superconductors
4285 Verified approaches to life assessment a n d improved
design of elevated temperature turbine equipment
(VALID)
4288 Superior aluminium nitride with special microstructure
design for improved machining behaviour
4300 Image analysis for monitoring building materials
4302 Machine management for increasing reliability, availability
and maintainability - MIRAM
4305 Upgrading aluminium and steel by laser surface treatment
for enhanced corrosion resistance
4312 Automated image reconstruction using expert systems
(AIRES)
4314 Development of refurbishment procedures of industrial
components by non contact damage mapping and CO2 laser
welding and cladding
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228
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289
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4324 The application of the "graded structures" concept as a
means of improving the performance of engineering
components
4329 Plasma sprayed silicon carbide for critical tribological
components
4331 Improvements to low heat input welding
4334 ATTAIN:
application of transient thermography to
advance industrial NDT
4336 On-line quality control of strip cast aluminium alloys
4340 Centrifugal casting of metal matrix composites for the
production of reinforced near net shape components
4354 Experimental and numerical analysis of sloshing a n d
impact loads
4359 Optimized fire safety of offshore structures
4370 Dual wavelength laser processing (DUWALP)
4373 Research on a n d perfection of on-line sensors a n d
controlling processes for continuous textile finishing
4375 Comparison of surface modifications by ion implantation
and cold plasma assisted treatments as an alternative to
other coating techniques
4377 New liquid crystal polymer/elastomer composites
4378 Elaboration and study of soft magnetic materials obtained
by rapid solidification and by chemical vapour deposition
for applications at medium and high frequencies
4379 GRIN material and technology R & D for gradient index
optical glass lenses
4382 Precision macliining using abrasive water jets
4390 Integrated system of flexible prefabrication for personalized
architectonic facade
4393 Development of new SM-FE-N permanent magnets
4394 Development of an Alpha-2 based titanium cduminide alloy
for high temperature applications
4398 Non contacting surface characterization of ceramics and
coatings with micro acoustic waves (c - maw)
4407 A new approach to high performance reinforced cduminium
components using fibres with predetermined orientation
4412 Development of new materials with improved fire
resistance, reduced smoke a n d toxicity for structural
and/or furnishing applications
4414 Development of high performance isocyanate - free
polymers for new low toxicity paint
4417 Development of building module technology
4420 Robotic butchery for meat production
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19
263
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343
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4424 A tool for disseminating product assurance
in the
mechanical industries
4429 Real time manufacture process control for crystalline
microparticles (COMIPA)
4432 Quality control of polypropylene photostability based on
laser exposure
4436 Development a n d integration of a n advanced unified
approach to structure borne noise analysis
4439 Manufacturing techniques for components of flat plate, solid
oxide fuel cell (SOFC) reactors
4441 Laser induced colouring of plastics a n d lacquers
(LICOPAL)
4445 Precision machining spindles
4446 Surface conditioning of electronic components for clean
joining processes
4455 Development of a new filler elastomer system for improved
tyre performance and driving safety
4456 Development of a collagen binding polymer surface for
intraocular lenses
4468 High rise concrete apartment buildings with limited
construction time
4471 ICADES - Integrated calculation in a design system
4478 Research into the carded yarn process in the coarse y a m
count sector using modern non conventional spinning
technology
4481 Mathematical modelling in worsted spinning, allowing the
optimization of the process and the development of CIM
4484 In-situ control of plasma chemical vapour deposited cubic
boron nitride films
4489 Development of computer - aided moulding a r e a
reservation and optimization system (CAMARO)
4490 Development and characterization of melt-processable rigid
rod polymers with improved mechanical properties
4500 Workability of metals and metal matrix composites in
particular al-li alloys and cduminium-based metal matrix
composites
4501 Epoxy polymer concrete for precision engineering
(EPOC)
4503 Improved performance of machine tool operation through a
closed loop, tuned vibration absorber
4507 Development of a n integrated system able to optimize the
flexibility level in the textile-apparel production process
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Hi PER VIB High Performance vibratory pile drivers based
on novel electromagnetic actuation system and improved
understanding of soil dynamics
A fundamental study of electrochemical sensors for the
aluminium industry
Microstructural modelling of industrial thermomechanical
processing of aluminium alloys
Economic and reliable turbine blading by low cost single
crystal alloy, casting process and non destructive testing
Improving surface finish and integrity in closed dies using
ultrasonically agitated abrasive mixtures
Development of novel intelligent monitoring techniques and
optimal adaptive control for fed-batch penicillin
fermentation
Surface modelling and quality control system for manual
and automatic coordinate measuring machines
Powder formation in low pressure, low temperature
plasmas
Acids recovery by membrane technology new membranes
and process optimisation
Solution of electrostatic problems in powder handling and
processing
Simultaneous engineering system for applications in
mechanical engineering (SESAME)
Metacost
Processing stategy for filament winding of thermoset
components based on a mathematical process
description
SHIPREL-reliability methods for ship structural design
Car bony lation reactions of industrial interest catalyzed by
supported metals
Automation of a leather piece feed system for the
manufacture of shoe uppers
Prediction of nonlinear materials and structural behaviour
using parallel computing methods
Integrated simulation and evaluation of ultrasonic testing
data
Catalytic membrane reactors application to fine chemical
synthesis
Intrinsically conductive polymers for electromagnetic
interference shielding
Advanced surface engineering processes to enhance the
dynamic performance of springs
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4595
4596
4602
4607
4610
4618
4621
4624
4633
4635
4640
4645
4647
4657
4661

Development of an automated bond verification system for
advanced electronic packages
Development of a n user-oriented CAE system for
simulating the forming of ductile iron parts
Vision based internal and external automatic inspection
system for metal products
Development of low cost, transparent barrier films for
flexible packaging
Engineered fibre strengthened ceramic composites structural integrity and performance in energy conversion
and processing systems
Neural networks involving new signal processing
procedures for fault assessment in civil engineering
structures
Manufacture of tools and dies using spray forming
techniques (MUST)
Development of a twin D.C. plasma arc for the production
of ultra-fine ceramic powders, their evaluation a n d
processing
Materials having novel structure factors for catalysis of
hydrocarbon transformations and development of selective
processes
Ceramic part preparation process to enhance tissue
ingrowth on orthopaedic devices
Economic electrical drive for highly dynamic applications
Advanced fabrics for integral composite sandwich
structures (AFICOSS)
The development of a novel hydrogen probe for plasma
characterization a n d control during diamond film
deposition
Concerted action - life assessment of industrial components
and structures
The design, implementation and test of a design for
manufacturing architecture and tool suite (DEFMAT)
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4049

ALENIA-AERITALIA & SELENIA SPA 2357,
2361, 3209. 3455. 3456. 3457
ALFA ROMEO AVIO SPA
4096
ALFACHIMICI SPA
3412
ALGATSPA
4118
ALGUERRA
4273
ALL GMBH
4046
ALL MARINE
3324
ALLIAGES FRITTES METAFRAM 2408, 3104,
4028
ALLIED COLLOIDS LIMITED
3287
ALPAN HF
4407
ALUMINIUM POWDER CO. LTD
0287
ALUMINIASPA
0717
ALURES
4336.4602
ALUSINGEN GMBH
4079
ALUSUISSE - LONZA
4030. 4561
AMESSA
3104,4028
AMORIM E IRMAOS SA
2186
ANSALDO COMPONENTI
2348
ANSALDO SPA
2150, 2357. 4195
ANSALDO TRASPORTI SPA
2318
APPAREL INDUSTRIES FEDERATION
2165
APPRYL SNC
4432
APVROSISTA
2218
APS
4159
AQUARESE INDUSTRIES
3111, 4382
ARCHER TECHNICOAT LTD
0357, 2234,
4068
ARGO SA
4034
ARISTOTELIAN UNTV THESSALONKI 1025,
1560
ARMINES
0494, 0553. 1350, 2038. 2370.
2408. 2417. 2431, 3062, 3117, 3137, 3203,
3332. 3429. 3486. 3532, 4324. 4390
ARNTZ GMBH
3328
ARSSpA
2150
ASEA BROWN BOVERI AG
3092. 3589,
4195
ASET LTD
2136, 3337, 3339
ASOCTACION DE LA IND. NAVARRA 2186,
4068,4334
ASPA PLAST HELLAS S.A.
2046
ATC CA. THIBEAU ET CIE)
4481

Ixxxviii index of participants
ATELIERS GILBERT GARCIA
4527
ATHE ELECTRONICS
0653
ATHENS TECHNOLOGY CENTRE LTD 3357
ATHENS INNOVATION CENTRE
1025
ATKINS R.& D.
4359
AUTOCHEM 0461. 2168, 3055. 3266. 4236
AUERGESELLSCHAFT
4033
AUTOMA
4265.4602
AWFI FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT GMBH 2478
BABCOCK DEUTSCHE WERKRE AG
3080
BABCOCK ENERGY LTD 3080.4177,4574.
4177
BALTEAU SA
4602
BAM
2219, 3291
BARMAG AG
2324
BASF AG
2019.3038
BATTELLE EV
3414
BATTENFELD EXTRUSION TECHNICK GmbH
2064. 2199
BAYER AG
2001,3086
BDP TECHNOLOGY LTD
3357
BECKER FLUGFUNKWERK GMBH
4266,
4042
BEKAERTNV
4137,4587
BELGIAN TOOLING CO. (BTC NV)
4003
BELSIM SA
3371
BERGER LAHR GMBH
3231
BERGERON-RATEAU
3182
BERKENHOFF & DREBES GMBH
3257
BERKENHOFF GMBH
4117
BERTIN & CIE
2156,2315.2317,2318,
2361, 2362. 3119, 3394, 4424, 4429
BHP LABORATORIES LTD
2162. 3051.
3119. 3160, 3341, 3386, 4144, 4471
BHR GROUP LIMITED
4045, 4382
BD3A
2406.4227
- BICC CABLES LTD
2245
BICC TECHNOLOGIES LTD
3092. 3302
BIKIT
3110
BILLITON RESEARCH BV
0329
BIOCOMPATIBLES LTD
3106
BIOMATECH SA
3208
BIOSONIC SARL
3495
BIRFIELD TRASMISSIONE SPA
4127
BIS APPLIED SYSTEMS
3600
BISIACH 8c CARRU SPA
4159
BLACK 8c DECKER GMBH
3527
BLEIWERK GOSLAR GMBH 8c CO KG 3341
BM DI BELLUZZO AMOS
4518
BMW AG
3486
BMW ROLLS-ROYCE
2418
BMW TECHNK AG
4125
BNF METALS TECHNOLOGY CENTRE
0320. 0347. 0553, 4324

BOELWERF NV
2386
BOLENZ 8c SCHAEFER MASCHINENFABRIK
4551
BOLIDT SYNTHETIC PRODUCTS 8c SYSTEMS
4045
BOLLORE TECHNOLOGIES
3587
BOMBARDO SA
4478
BOUWCENTRUM TECHNOLOGIE BV 3474
BOUYGUES
3469
BOWATER PLC
4607
BP CHEMICALS LTD
2079
BP INTERNATIONAL LTD
3398, 4015.
4057. 4255
BP OIL
3090
BP PETROLEUM DEVELOPMENT LTD 2121
BRANDTEX A/S
1535. 2242. 2387. 3345.
3447
BRANSON ULTRASCHALL
4125
BREMEN SA
4645
BREMER VULKAN AG
4227
BRITISH AEROSPACE LTD
2202, 3217.
3455. 3456. 3457. 4370. 4382, 4354
BRITISH AEROSPACE PLC
3159, 3160,
3197, 3203. 3243. 3250. 3355, 3404, 4354
BRITISH ALCAN ALUMINIUM PLC
3167,
3217, 3250
BRITISH CEMENT ASSOCIATION
2085.
2370.4062
BRITISH CERAMIC RESEARCH LTD
0459,
2396, 4066
BRITISH COAL RESEARCH
4015
BRITISH GAS
4033.4124
BRITISH LEATHER CONFEDERATION 3267
BRITISH MARITIME TECH. LTD 2349. 4138,
4139
BRITISH RAIL
3290
BRITISH STEEL TECHNICAL
4334
BRITISH TELECOM
2177
BROCHIER SA
3194, 3266. 4144
BTC
4003
BRUNET SIOAP SA
4412
BTTG (formerly SHIRLEY INST)
2031
BUILDING RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT
3291
BUREAU VERITAS
3292. 4354. 4554
BURGMAN
2231
BV IJZER- EN METAALGIETERIJ DE GLOBE
2437
BW/IP INTERNATIONAL BV
3472
CABLES DE LYON
3092
CABLES PIRELLI
2245
CABOT PLASTICS LTD
4034
CALCOMSA
4515
CALDERS AND GANDIDGE LTD
2177

Index of participants
CANAL EXP. HIDRODINAMICAS DEL
PARDO
4158
CANDEMAT SA
2029. 3558
CAPTEUR SENSORS AND ANALYSERS LTD
4033
CARBONE INDUSTRIE
0148
CARBORUNDUM
0717
CARL CLOOS SCHWEBSTECHNK GMBH
2322. 3490
CARL ZEES
4288. 4445
CASA
3038. 3160. 3194. 3209. 3212,
3250. 3455. 3456. 3457
CASCO NOBEL
2006
CATALYST AND CHEMICALS EUROPE 2130
CAVI PIRELLI SpA
2251
CEA
0041.2025.2147.3015.3394,4595
CEAIRDI
2112.3555
CEA-CEN GRENOBLE
0325, 2038. 3012.
3459, 4263, 4635
CEBTP
2369,3474
CEGB
2147, 2341
CUT
2293, 3223. 3332. 3338
CEL-CAT
2245
CEMENTA AB
4062
CENTEC GMBH
0347
CENTEXBEL
2165. 2476. 3261. 4481
CENTRALE RECHERCHE SA
3366
CENTRE DE RECHERCHES DE PONT-AMOUSSON
2370
CENTRE SUISSE ELECTRONIQUE &
MICROTECH
3404
CENTRE TECH.DE LTNDUST.DU
DECOLLETAGE
2049
CENTRO CERAMICO-BOLOGNA
4066
CENTRO DE QUIMICA FBICIA MOLECULAR
0721
CENTRO ESTUDIOS INVEST TECN
GUIPUZCOA
0475. 3005
CENTRO INT. METODOS NUMERICOS EN
ING
4596
CENTRO LASER DE NAVARRA(CENTENASA)
0039, 2186, 3366
CENTRO LASER SRL
3042, 4370
CENTRO RICERCHE BONOMO
2033
CENTRONIC LTD
3404
CEPLAMASA
4456
CERAMICS AND REFRACTORIES TECHN.
DEV. CO.
4324
CERAMETAL SARL
3055, 3294, 3299
CERAMIC DEVELOPMENTS LTD
4379
CERAMIQUES ET COMPOSITES
2231
CERAMIQUES TECHNIQUES DESMARQUEST
0083. 2219. 2396. 3176
CERAMOPTEC GMBH
3296

Ixxxix

CERATEN
0113,2219
CERCHAR
4538
CERCO
2103
CERECOSA
3359. 4066 4283. 4124
CEREXSA
3005
CERIPEC
2335
CESI
2251
CESOIScD
3302
CETENASPA
3292. 4354
CETH
2413
CETTM
0135. 1350. 2049. 2348. 2357,
3413. 3480, 4096, 4503, 4545
CETS ET QUTMICO DE SARRIA
4561
CEZUS
0257, 0809, 4394
CHAMBRE COMMERCE 8: INDUSTRIE PARE
3360, 3364
CHANTERS DE L'ATLANTIQUE
4227
CHESHIRE HENBURY MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANT
3302
CmWORTH TECHNOLOGY LTD
4538
CWORINO SPA
4045
CIAPEM
3009
CffiA-GHGY AG
4501, 4432
CINCINNATI MILACRON
3257
CIPADE
3072
CIPAN SA
4522
CIRA SPA
3218
ORAL
4084
CBE SPA
0570, 2082, 2112, 2232, 2361,
4314, 4108, 4574
CITY UNIVERSITY
4015
CMB PACKAGING TECHNOLOGY PLC 2412
CNEP
3290, 4432
CNM
3364
CNR
3209, 3455. 3456, 3457. 3506, 4090
CNR-TCC
3628
CNRS 0157, 0325, 2019, 3036, 3039, 3096,
3115, 3208, 3432, 3560, 3642, 4204, 4275.
4393. 4090. 4155, 4172, 4455, 4529, 4575
CNRS-LIMSI
3628
COATING DEVELOPPEMENT
2234
COATINGS RESEARCH INSTTT. 2335, 4191
COBETONVOF
3415
CODINDUSTRIA
4139
COGNIVEION RESEARCH SA
3555
COMMBSARIAT A LTNERGIE ATOMIQUE
3476
COLDSTREAM SA
4028
COMELZ SPA
4562
COMPAL
4140
COMPTOIR LYON ALEMAND LOUYOT
2409. 3082, 4561
COMPUTATIONAL DYNAMICS RESEARCH
4098

Index of AG
participants
DIDIER WERKE
3086, 3536

COMPUTATIONAL SAFETY & RELIABILITY
2124. 3091,4194.4359
COMPUTER RECOGNITION SYST.LTD 4097
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGIES COMPANY LTD
2049, 3122
COMSAL
4336
CONCENTRATION HEAT & MOMENTUM
LTD
2315
CONCERIA
4184
CONPHOEBUS
4042,4137
CONSIGLIO NAT; DELLE RICERCHE 0357,
0837
CONSORZIO INFM TASC
4215
CONSORZIO PARATON ITALIA
4021
CONSORZIO PISA RICERCHE
4575
CONST Y AUXIL DE FERROCARRILES SA
3385
COMTEK SPA
3042
CONTINENTAL AG
3270
CONTROLE ET PREVENTION
2121
COOKSON RESEARCH LAB
0113
COORD 3 SRL
4527
CORNING FRANCE SA
4379
COURTAULDS COATINGS LTD
4414
COURTAULDS FIBRES SA
2031
COURTAULDS RESEARCH
0721.1560,
2031, 3369
CP CAMINHOS DE FERRO PORTUGUESES
3385
CRANFIELD IMPACT CENTRE LTD
3385,
4079

CRANFIELD INST OF TECHNOLOGY

1025,

3037. 3337, 3339, 3600, 4006, 4661

CRANFIELD PRECISION ENGINEERING LTD.
4445
CREATI
2424
- CREUSOT LOIRE INDUSTRIE
2294. 2348
CRIBC
3150. 3269
CRIF/WTCM
3148. 3480, 3532. 4034
CRnT
3150
CROSFIELD CHEMICALS
4633
CSATA TECNOPOLIS NOVUS ORTUS 3042
CSG
4265
CSIC
2090. 2348, 3115. 3286. 4429
CSIC - INST DE ACUSTICA
3009
CSIC - INST DE CERAMICA Y VIDRIO 0113.
2024, 2219, 3056
CSICCENIM
3104
CSIC IAI
2049. 2195
CSM
2038. 2158, 4272
CSTB
2006. 3290. 3517. 4300. 4137
CTC
2132, 2208, 3267
CTRE SCIENT.TECHN. CONST. 3376. 4213.
4300.4511

CUALICONTROL
2051
CUISINES SCHMIDT
4200
CUR
3275, 3376. 3415
2437
DAF TRUCKS
D'APPOLONIA SPA
3444
DAIMLER-BENZ AG 0148. 3622. 4272. 4446
DAMEN GORTER VAN ROOY BV
4213
DANBIOSYST UK LTD
4055
DANBREW CONSULT LTD
2248
DANFOSS A/S
1300, 3359, 3527
DANFYSK A/S
2182. 4585
DANISH ENGINEERING ACADEMY
4424
DANISH HYDRAULIC INSTITUTE
2146
DANISH MEAT AND BACON COUNCIL
4152
DANISH ROAD INSTITUTE
2414
DANISH TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE 4621
DANISH WELDING INSTITUTE 2322, 3376,
3489
DANMARKS TEKNISKA HOJSKOLE
2177,
4052
DANSK BETON TEKNIK A/S
2414, 3252,
4300
DANSKI.T.
2136,3086,3110
DARIO MANULI SPA
4104
DASSAULT 3160. 3194. 3250, 3455, 3456,
3457, 3459
DAVY MORRIS LTD
3438
D. BAIRAKTARIS 8c ASSOC.
4242
DBTI
3345
DE BEERS INDUSTRIAL DIAMOND DIVISION
4288
DECHEMA
2026
DEGUSSA AG 2167. 2382. 3299. 3387, 4455
DELFT INSTRUMENTS
2413
DELTA INTERNATIONAL SA
2096
DEPALOR SA
4200
DESTEM OY
3527
DEUTSCHE CARBON A.G.
2026
DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNG FUR LUFT UND
RAUMFAHRT
0508, 0721. 1354
DEUTSCHER GIESSEREIVERBAND
4489
DEUTSCHES INST KAUTSCHUKTECHNOLOGIE
EV
4455
DEUTSCHES KUNSTSTOFF-INSTITUT (DKI)
4260
DEVEAUX SA
3449
DEUTSCHE TITAN GMBH
4375
DFVLR
3398. 3532
DG TEER COATING SERVICES LTD
3320
DIAMANT BOART SA
3125
DICOMOL S.A.
4527
DIDER WERKE AG
3086. 3536
DIGIGROUP SVDSRL
4334

Index of participants
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT INTERNATIONAL BV
4595. 4661
DIK
4009
DISENO Y METODOLOGIA
3528
DLR
0201.3337,3355.3379.3444
DOIMAK SA
3014
CORNIER GMBH
3159. 3197. 3408
DORNIER LUFTFAHRT GMBH 0505. 2397.
3069. 3082. 3212. 3250. 4144
DORNIER SYSTEM GmbH
2237
DOW BENELUX NV
4015
DOW CHEMICAL IBERICA SA
4104
DR TILLWICH GMBH
3231. 4417
DRAGADOS Y CONSTRUCCIONES SA 3152.
3415
DSMNV
3103.3381.4432,4441
DU PONT DE NEMOURS (LUX.) S.A
2019
DUERKOPP ADLER AG
2242
DUNAITURRIA Y ESTANCONA SA
4273
DUROTECNICA-REVESTIMENTOS
METALICOSLD
4210
DYNAMIC CERAMIC
3176
DYNAMIC ENGINEERING NV
4503
DYNAMIT NOBEL AG
4538
EASTERN ELECTRICITY PLC
2177
ECCOLET SKO A/S
3447
ECN
3236
ECOLE CENTRALE DE LYON
3231. 4210
ECOLE DES MINES NANCY
3182. 3595.
4249
ECOLE POLYTECHNIQUE FEDERALE
LAUSANNE
3051. 3596, 4158. 4529
ECOLE SUPERIEURE DELECTRICITE
0809,
3470
ED. ZUBLINAG
4468
EDERLAN
3223
EDF
2156, 2361, 3275, 4158
EGM BEHEER BV
4468
EHICS
4561
EIDSA
2186.3264.3412
ELDIM
3326
ELECTRICIDADE DE PORTUGAL 3090.4049
ELECTRICITY SUPPLY BOARD
3090. 4285
ELEKTRONIKCENTRALEN
4446
ELEKTROSCHMELZWERK KEMPTEN GMBH
0224, 2148
ELEMAC SPA
4640
ELESA SPA
4012
ELNOR NV
4640
EMPRESA TEXTIL DE BARCELOS
2424
EMPRESARIOS AGRUPADOS
3080
ENEA 0570, 1339, 2348. 2357, 3489, 4551,
4635
ENEL
4158

xci

ENEL CRTN
4314
ENGINEERING SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL
GMBH
3486
ENICHEM ELASTOMERI SPA
4455
ENICHEM FIBRE
2031
ENICHEM SYNTHESIS SPA
2343, 3290
ENIMONT ANIC
4074
ENIMONTSPA
3106
ENIRICERCHE SPA 2199, 3119, 4057, 4288,
4377,4439
ENOSA
4046
ENPRO
2335
ENS CACHAN
3275
ENS CHTMIE MONTPELLIER
3267
ENSCT
4569
ENSEEG
3247
ENSIC NANCY
2026
ENSIDESA
4041.4250
ENSM
3152. 3292
ENTEFS
4086
EOLAS
2136, 2165. 2335. 2412. 3296.
4191.4204.4610.4647
EP PORTUGAL
3090
EPICHEM LTD
3404
EPSILON SOFTWARE LTD
3612
ERA TECHNOLOGY LTD 2341. 2343, 2344.
3090. 3587, 4283, 4285, 4657
ERCROS SA
2024
ERGON SA
4138,4331
ERNST WINTER & SOHN GMBH & CO
3014
ERPI
3536
ERWIN HALDER KG
3528
ESKGMBH
3111
ESPCI PARIS
2168
ESSILOR INTERNATIONAL
4379
ESTAMPACIONES SABADELL S.A
2029
ETAN GROUP
2349, 4501
ETAP
2406
ETCA
2348, 3339, 3366
ETH ZURICH
3212,3408
ETXE-TAR SA
4545
EURENETICS LTD
3612
EUROPEAN ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS LTD
4041
EUROPEAN SYNCHROTRON RADIATION
FACIL
3560
EURORAD
3036. 4375
EXCLUSIVAS TE-PA, S.A.
4373
EXITECH L T D 3612,4250,4273.4302
EXTRAMET SA
4236
EXTRUDE HONE LTD
4518
EXXON CHEMICAL LTD
3587
FAMUTEK
1202
FACHHOCHSCHULE BIELEFELD
4436

XCII

Index of participants

FAGUS GRECON GRETEN GMBH & CO KG
3264. 3447
FAID ANTICORROSIONE SRL
4414
FAIREY TECRAMICS LTD. 0461, 2051. 3266
FATRONIC SYSTEM SA
3480
FECSA
2251
FEODOR BURGMAN
4068
FEINTOOLAG
4118
FERRFJRA ALVES & QUINTA LDA
3517
FERROMATRIX
2437
FERROPERM A/S
3387
FEVE
4086
FERRY CAPTAIN S.A.R.L.
4489
FIAT AUTO SPA
3486
FIAT AVIAZIONE
3379
FIAT CENTRO RICERCHA 4126. 4370. 4436
FTBRACOLOR S.A.
4373
FICHTEL & SACHS AG
4117
FINA RESEARCH SA
4034
FINCANTIERI SPA
2146. 3292. 4227
FINLAY HYDRASCREENS (OMAGH) LIMITED
4244
FKO CHEMICAL. THESSALONIKA
1560
FLOW SIMULATION LTD
2317
FLUENT EUROPE LTD
2317, 4266
FMC
3480
FN HERSTAL SA
3012, 3532
FOKKER AIRCRAFT BV 3159, 3209, 3250,
3355, 3455, 3456, 3457. 3459
FORCE INSTITUTES
4331, 4574
FORCE INSTITUTES
2178
FORD-WERKE AG.
3257, 4436
FORSCHUNGSINSnTUT FUR PIGMENTE 8c
LACKE
2335
FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT FUR
RATIONALISIERUNG
4489
FORTH
3153, 3327, 3359, 3612. 4490
FORTON
2370
FOSECO INTERNATIONAL LTD
3564
FOSROC SA
3291
FOUNDATION FOR RESEARCH AND
TECHNOLOGY
3287. 4172. 4260
FRAMATOME
1145,2124.2167,2294.
2357, 3208, 3371
FRAMENTEC
3371
FRANCIS SHAW AND COMPANY LTD 3006
FRAUNHOFER GESELLSCHAFT 1145, 1381,
2032, 2417, 3038, 3127, 3364, 3366, 3371,
3495, 3609, 4302

FRAUNHOFER-INSTITUT

2210, 2232. 2322.

2348, 4288. 4445, 4574

FRIASLDA
FRIED KRUPP GMBH

3152
3414, 4177

FRIGORIFICOS ANDALUCES DE CARNE
FRITZ STEPPER
FRT
FRITZ STUDER AG
FUNDACAO GOMES TELXEIRA
FUNDACION MADRID LASER
FUNDICIONES MIGUEL ROS SA
FURNITURE INDUSTRY RES. ASSOC

4420
1357
2156
4501
3383
4046
4596
3110,

3557
FZI
4265
GALDIAM LDA FERRAMENTAS
DIAMANTADAS
3328
GAMMA SOFTWARE SAS DI PIANTATO
T &C
4041,4336
GECPLC
2156
GECALSTHOMSA
0329.2111162,2178,
2409.3119.3385
GEC AVIONICS LTD
3324
GEC HIRST RESEARCH CENTRE 3051. 3082,
3092. 3412
GEC MARCONI
4424
GEC RESEARCH LTD
2309
GEC TURBINE GENERATORS LTD
2294
GENERAL SIGNAL THINFILM CO.
3296
GEOCISA SA
3415. 4062
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF DENMARK 2289
GE PROTECTIONS 8c CONTROL SA
4049
GERMAN AEROSPACE RESEARCH CENTRE
4125
GERMANISCHER LLOYD
4359, 4554
GERTH
2121,2124,2289,4090
GESAMT HOCHSCHULE KASSEL
3607
GESELLSCHAFT FOR TRENNTECHNIK MBH
4090
GETTI SPECIALI SPA
3473
GFE
0329
GFT DONNA SPA
3345
GFT GMBH
2079
GH INDUSTRIAL SA
4624
GIAT
3366
GIETERU DOESBURG BV
2437
GIL BRET GMBH
2478
GILARDINI SPA
2297. 4585
GH INDUSTRIAL
2145
GIP ULTRASONS - LBM
4222
GKN BOUND BROOK ITALIA SPA
2361
GLOTZL/GESELLSCHAFT FUR
BAUMESSTECHNK
3077
GMIDORN CONSULT AS
4468
GMNAG
4127
GOLDBECKBAU GMBH
2322
GOODYEAR SA
4455

Index of participants
GROUPEMENT FRANCAIS DE
CONSTRUCTION
3438
GRUNDFOS INTERNATIONAL A/S
4621
GUAMARI S.R.L.
4390
GUCCIO GUCa SPA
2195
GUEHRINGKG
2133.3294
GUENTHER WIRTH
4210
HAAS LASER GMBH
4441
HADEN YOUNG LIMITED
4417
HALDOR TOPSOE A/S
2289
HAMBURGER INST. FUR TECH. FORDERUNG
0459
HARTEC GMBH 8c CO
4210
HARWELL LABORATORY
0039, 2082
HAUZER TECHNO COATING EUROPE B.V.
2133.4117,4118
HCS VISION TECHNOLOGY B.V.
2387
HAWTAL WHITING GMBH
4417
HECKLER & KOCH GMBH
4125, 4302
HEIMANN GMBH
3036, 3096
HELINTEC
4227
HEINRICH CALLESEN A/S AABENRAA
MOTORF.
4139
HELLENIC AEROSPACE IND. LTD 0505. 1025
HELLENIC SHIPYARDS CO.
2385
HELLENIC TECHNOLOGIES ELLTEC
2449,
4001
HEREAUSINDUSTRIELASER GMBH
2382
HERGETH-HOLLINGSWORTH
4478,
HERMANN BERSTORFF MASCHINENBAU
GMBH
4009
HERTELAG
3127
HEURCHROME
4314
HEXCEL SA
4645
HI-TEC METALS R & D LTD
0612
HILFE
SA
4478
HILL GRAHAM CONTROLS LTD
3138
HILTI GMBH
3299
HIMONT
4432
HTTECLTD
3110,3248,3414
HITEC MODERN TECHNA COMPUTER
APPLIC.SA
4420.4602
HOCHTIEF AG
3275. 3415, 3275, 3415
HOECHST AG
3587, 4071. 4607
HOECHST PORTUGUESA
3072. 4501
HOEGSKOLAN
3628
HOGANAS AB
4028
HOLLANDSCHE BETON GROEP
4142
HOLO 3
3599
HOOGOVENS GROEP BV
2437. 4512
HOWDEN WADE LTD
3404
HOUSE SA
4138
HOWMEDICA INTERNATIONAL INC 3500
HOYBIDE LTD
0275

XClll

HS ELETTRONICA PROGETTI SPA
3302
HTH-KOKKENER A/S
3557
HUDSON LTD.
4121
HUELS TROISDORF AG
2024
HURON-GRAFFENSTADEN
4503
HUTCHINSON
3006
HYDRO ALUMINIUM AS 0191.3176.4514
HYDRO ALUMINIUM GMBH
3564
HYDROMECANIQUE ET FROTTEMENT 2231.
3122, 3231, 4329, 4137
I.A.N. MILAN
4244
IAD UK LTD
3147
IAL SPACE
2424
IBERDUERO
0339
ICETEC
4407
ICIADVANCED MATERIALS
2379. 3589
ICI CHEMICALS & POLYMERS 1027. 2341,
2397, 4015
ICIFIBRES
2324
ICIPLC
1202. 2032. 2476. 3130. 3408.
3506. 4042. 4098. 4184, 4577
IDORN CONSULT A/S
3409
IDSSA
3600
EN GALILEO FERRARIS
4378
IFREMER
3292
IFS SYSTEMTECHNK GMBH
1535, 2242,
3449
IFW
3447
IIRIAM/EUROPARC
2362
IB
2232
IKV
2199. 2397
ILMA PLASTICA SPA
4125
IMAJE
3261
IMEC
2382, 3404
IMI TITANIUM LTD
0257, 4394
IMMG
4030
IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 8c
TECHNOLOGY
0 0 3 1 . 0287. 1027. 4098
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Metallic materials a n d metallic matrix composites

TEXTURE AND PLASTIC ANISOTROPY IN ALUMINIUM
LITHIUM ALLOYS
Starting date: F ebruary 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the project is to determine the influence of alloying elements on
the texture development in 3 various Al-Ii model alloys. The programme
includes 3 parts:
■ theoretical and experimental studies of rolling texture development-rolling
experiments on technical and large grain size alloys to determine the slip
systems, slip inhomogeneities and lattice reorientations of individual
grains
■ experimental study of texture evolution during heat treatment
■ measurements of plastic anisotropy and comparison with anisotropy data
calculated from textures.
The ultimate aim was to provide a method for predicting the mechanical
properties of highly textured alloys as occurring in Al-Ii alloys.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Bands of the three alloys have been prepared by casting and hot extrusion
and were hot or cold rolled to various thicknesses. Some of these bands
were subjected to a further heat treatment. At each stage detailed texture
measurements were made by X-ray pole figures and OD Fs ( Orientation
Distribution Functions ). Tensile tests on the hot rolled samples have been
carried out to determine the Lanxford coefficient R and the yield stress a y .
The results reveal a pronounced R(a) anisotropy; after hot rolling R is very
low at a=0°, increases to over 1 at 45° then decreases to ±0.5 at 90°C. The R
and ayvalues could also be calculated using the texture data. To excrmine in
greater detail the mechanisms of rolling texture development, a sample with
grains of 3mm diameter was deformed in plain strain compression and the
orientations of 26 indivdual grains were measured. The lattice rotations of
the grains were also compared with the different theoretical predictions
according to Taylor-type models (Full and Relaxed Constraints) of the grain
deformations.
KEYWORDS Materials science; Metallic structural materials; Materials
processing; Aeronautics; Texture; Plastic anisotropy; Al-Li alloys
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

RWTH AACHEN
INSTITUT F UR METALLKUNDE
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Light alloys

WORKABILITY OF METALS AND METAL MATRIX
COMPOSITES IN PARTICULAR AL-LI ALLOYS AND
ALUMINIUM-BASED METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES
Duration: 36 months

Starting date: June 1991

OBJECTIVES

The proposal is concerned with progressive plastic deformation and fracture
of advanced aerospace materials in quasi-static a n d dynamic tension,
compression and torsion. The test materials will be Al-Ii and Al-based metal
matrix composites. The following areas will be investigated :
(i) the micro-mechanisms of plastic deformation and fracture in both classes
of material
(ii) the application of macroscopic shear banding to flow localization in these
materials will be studied along with the development of the Bai-Dodd shear
banding model for multidimensional stress states which will be completed
(iii) examination of the dilatational strain-energy density criterion (Tcriterion) for specification of the type of fracture under various strain states
and strain rates
(iv) development of forming limit diagrams as functions of imposed strain
rate and strain rate for use in metal forming processes to make fabrication of
the two types of material more economic to the Community. Incorporation of
the forming limit loci in CAD/CAM programs will make the outcome of this
work particularly valuable.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Forming; Formability; Composites (metal matrix);
Reinforcing materials; Materials science; Materials characterization
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

UNIVERSITY OF READING
DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING
GR
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Metallic materials a n d metallic matrix composites

INVESTIGATIONS ON ALUMINIUM-LITHIUM ALLOYS FOR
DAMAGE TOLERANT APPLICATION
Starting date: July 1990

Duration: 24 months

OBJECTIVES
New almuminium-lithium alloys offer aircraft manufacturers considerable weight
saving potential without extensive conversion of their manufacturing facilities.
At present the main material used for civil aircraft structures is the conventional
alloy 2024 T3 because of its excellent d a m a g e tolerant behaviour. Al-Li alloys
becoming available do not cover the whole range of properties required by the
aircraft industry in respect of damage tolerance.
A priority of the programme is to identify the weak points of the existing materials
and to define procedures for improvements.
A further increase in attractiveness a n d cost-efficiency for future use of the
material will be possible when a naturally aged alloy becomes available instead of
the artificially aged alloy.
Another priority is the understanding and evaluation of specific behaviours of the
now available alloys which are specific to Al-Li a n d mainly unknown today.
Special items such as corrosion, fracture toughness, flight simulation a n d
component tests have to be solved.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE
To investigate the possibility of developing a natural ageing alloy, background
information on the existing commercial alloys, and information on research alloys
has been collated. Two series of new alloys are then to be cast, forged and rolled.
The aim of activities regarding fracture toughness testing is to devise a simple
method for the evaluation of this important behaviour which may be used as a
quality control test.
The first step was to provide a d a t a base of tests used today (definition and
parameter) and fracture toughness properties obtained from the different methods.
Theoretical studies such as elastic-plastic finite element calculations and literature
survey of testing methods were undertaken in order to understand the different
methods and identify possible candidate methods.
For flight simulation most of the specimens have been made and tests started.
Results obtained so far in this project need more analysis by partners and have to
be completed a stage further before any correlation is possible and a common
tendency is found.
KEYWORDS
Aeronautics/Aerospace; Manufacturing; Engineering; Metallic
structural materials: Materials science; Research/Development
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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Light alloys

NEW ACCELERATED CORROSION TEST METHODS
Starting date: June 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

New accelerated corrosion test methods for investigating aircraft corrosion
will be developed to face the conosion problems of present a n d future
aircraft. Highly sophisticated multi-system electrochemical monitoring
techniques can help to detect conosion at a very early stage. Real-time
measurements in aircraft may be possible. Better applicability of the
corrosion tests presently being used for Al alloys will be achieved. The
influence of micro-organisms on corrosion and the role of hydrogen for stress
corrosion cracking will be investigated comprehensively.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Long-term outdoor exposure tests in different environments have been
launched. Initial results of exposure to marine atmosphere have been
obtained and will be compared with conventional standard conosion tests.
The monitoring equipment for electrochemical noise a n d impedence
measurement has been installed and tests will commence. The testing unit
for conosion monitoring in a n aircraft appears to be working well now. The
hydrogen permeation measurement apparatus has been completed and
preliminary measurements h a v e begun. Sampling methods for
microbiologicallY induced conosion have been applied. Micro-organisms
have been isolated from aircraft, identified and enriched. The conosive
behaviour of the isolated microrganisms will now be studied.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics; Metallic structural materials; Conosion materials science;
Microorganism; Development; Materials characterization
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

MESSERSCHMITT-BOLKOW-BLOHM GMBH
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Light Alloys

FORGING TECHNIQUE AND ALLOY COMPOSITIONAL
OPTIMIZATION FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
ALUMINIUM LITHIUM DIE FORGINGS
Starting date: F ebruary 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Although aluminium-tithium based alloys 8090, 2091, 2090 have reached
commercial status, emphasis has been directed primarily at the
manufacture of sheet, plate and extrusions wherein the relationship
between composition, fabrication techniques and property levels is relatively
well developed and understood. The similar situation for die forgings is not
so well advanced and is the objective of the current project. The overall aim
is to optimise the various steps in the hand and die forging processes and,
together with development of an 8090-based variant specifically for dieforging, it is hoped to achieve enhanced properties in this product form. The
project is comprised of the following specific tasks:
■ optimisation of h a n d forging t e c h n i q u e s - d e v e l o p m e n t of
thermomechanical processing parameters to optimise grain shape, size
and type (i.e. recrystallized, unrecrystallized, duplex, etc.)
■ mechanical working effects-maximisation of degree/uniformity of SAl2CuMg precipitation by optimising post-solution heat treatment cold
compression levels using special finishing dies. Correlation between
experimentally measured strain distribution levels in hand and dye
forgings with theoretically predicted values from FE analysis
■ compositional effects.-Maximisation of degree/uniformity of S-Al2CuMg
precipitation by modification of lithium, copper and magnesium levels.
Modification of S-Al2CuMg precipitation and/or precipitation of further
strengthening phases by minor additions of other alloying elements.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Optimisation of hand forging techniques is currently in progress (July 1991).
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Materials processing; Research/D evelopment;
Metallic structural materials; Non ferrous; Materials Characterization/
Testing; Forming/Shaping/Casting
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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Metal matrix composites

OPTIMISATION OF CERAMIC FIBRE - REINFORCED
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
Duration: 36 months.

Starling date: February 1988

OBJECTIVES

The goal of the project was to acquire a comprehensive know-how on
Ceramic fibre reinforced Aluminium alloys, referring to manufacturing,
processing and heat treatment and to evaluate their performance in terms of
mechanical and wear properties.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Ceramic fibre a n d whiker preforms from several suppliers have been
infiltrated by squeeze casting with a wide variety of Aluminium alloys. It has
been found that infiltration causes heterogeneities in the preform a n d
segregation of alloying elements. The composition of the alloy that actually
infiltrates the preform is not exactly that of the original alloy, as a fraction of
the alloying elements is retained above the preform. Heat treatments
commonly used for unreinforced aluminium alloys are not optimal for
composites, and we have come to the conclusion that reinforcing materials
modified solution treating a n d age-hardening kinetics. Hence solution
treating and tempering times a n d temperatures have been optimized for
composites.
Mechanical testing a n d wear tests have been carried out on almost all
composites. The influence of the preform composition and binder on tensile
characteristics was clearly revealed. There exists a n optimal composition of
the alloy that yields the best tensile properties to the composite, as well as
some other alloys that will give more wear-resistant materials.
KEYBOARDS

Metal matrix composites; Fibres; Aluminium alloys; Squeeze casting;
Mechanical testing
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

RENAULT SA
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Metallic materials and metallic matrix composites

PREPREGS AND COMPOSITE MATERIALS MADE OF
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS REINFORCED WITH
CONTINUOUS FIBRES
Starting date: March 1989

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the project is to investigate advanced aluminium matrix
composites, obtained via the prepreg route, for applications in aerospace
structures (C/Al) and heat engines (SiC/Al). The programme has four steps:
■ prepreg-processing, C (HM or UHM) Al and SiC (NICALON-type/Al)
■ characterisation of the prepregs
■ composite processing
■ characterisation of the composites.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

For prepreg production an equipment for fibre spreading and coating was
developed. The equipment for fibre spreading has already successfully
been demonstrated. Coating of the fibres with pure cdurniniurn is performed
in a PVD process. The equipment for continuous prepreg production has
been developed.
Basic investigation to characterize the prepeg a n d the fibre/matrix
interactions occuring during consolidation of the composite from the prepeg
stage were performed. D ue to the manufacturing temperature a reduction of
the mechanical properties can be observed, as a result of the formation of
cduminium carbide (AI4C3).
The results achieved give rise to the assumption, that if a n optimized
manufacturing process can be used, sufficiently good mechanical properties
retain in the composite, without the necessity of carbon fibre coating.
The progress achieved up to now has shown that composite materials can
be produced via the prepeg route.The work in the future has to concentrate
on further improving the quality of the prepeg, the manufacturing
processes, and to better understand fibre/matrix interactions. After these
problems can successfully be solved, a material is available, which can be
used for space structures.
- KEYWORDS

Composites (metal matrix);Carbon/Graphite; Materials characterisation/
testing; Aeronautics/Aerospace; Fibres/ Reinforcing materials
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

DLR
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Metal matrix composites

DEVELOPMENT OF FIBRE REINFORCED ALUMINIUM
METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES FOR APPLICATIONS IN
AEROSPACE PRIMARY COMPONENTS USING
POWDER METALLURGY TECHNIQUES
Note: Updat ed

informa
t ion

was not provided

in t ime for

Starting date: N o v e m b e r 1988

publica
t ion.

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the research is to investigate the characteristics a n d the
production processes of metal matrix (aluminium alloys) composites
reinforced by short fibres or whiskers and by using powder metallurgy
techniques. This technology is suitable for manufacturing extruded or forged
composite structural components with high strength metal matrices. The
programme envisages the following phases:
■ production and characterization of all powders and fibres
■ MMC sintering and extrusion
■ forging and characterization of the finished part.
This process complements both the squeeze casting, currently being
considered for full commercialization, and the diffusion bonding process
which enables very high performance MMC reinforced with continuous
fibres to be obtained but at high costs, therefore limiting their use to
particular applications.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Forming/Shaping/Casting; Composites (metal
matrix); Materials science; Powder metallurgy
PRIME PARTNER:

OTHER PARTNERS:

AGUSTA SPA
PSV-PROGETTAZIONE SVILUPPO
VIA SCHIAPARELLI
1-21013 CRENNA Dl GALLARATE

ALUMINIA SPA NOVARA
TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF DELFT
CARBORUNDUM, SALE

CONTACT PERSON:
G. DONZELU
Tel;+ 39-331-229111

Contract
Proposal

no: M A I E-0065
no: P-0717

NL
UK
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NOVEL METAL - MATRIX COMPOSITES BASED ON
HYPEREUTECTIC ALUMINIUM / SILICON ALLOYS
Starting date: May 1990

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim is to develop a new family of MMCs based on Al/high Si alloys. The
composites will consist of primary Si particles formed in situ in an Al/Si
eutectic matrix, and will have enhanced specific stiffness, strength and
wear resistance. In contrast with MMC systems such as Al/SiC, formed by
mixing, there should be no brittle compounds at the matrix/particle
interfaces. A fine, uniform distribution of primary Si will be obtained by
spray-forming and preserved by semi-solid processing (thixoforming and
thixocasting), which will result in near-net shape products.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Hypereutectic Al/Si alloys have been spray-formed to produce MMCs with
primary Si size <5^m in Al/20Si, <8nm in Al/36 Si and <20|j.m in A1/50SL
Near-net shape pieces of these compositions have been produced by
thixoforming, with only limited coarsening of the primary silicon. Chill-cast
and die-cast specimens of the same compositions did not possess the fine Si
sizes found in spray-formed samples, even when refining agents and high
cooling rates were used. Preliminary mechanical tests have confirmed the
superiority of the sprcry-forrning/thixoforming route.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Forming/Shaping/Casting; Processing (minerals &
metals); Composites (metal matrix); Materials characterization/Testing);
Materials science; Semi-solid metal processing
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD
SCHOOL OF MATERIALS
MAPPIN STREET
UK-SI 3JD SHEFFIELD

LUCAS AUTOMOTIVE LTD
OSPREY METALS LTD
CEIT (SAN SEBASTIAN)
EDERLAN COOPERATIVE
UNIVERSITY OF RUHR

CONTACT PERSON
H.V. ATKINSON

Tel: +44-742-768555 EXT 5512
Tfax: +44-742-754325
Tlx: + 547216

Contract no:BREU-0129
Proposal no: BE-3223
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DEVELOPMENT OF NOVEL AUTOMOTIVE PISTON/ROD
COMPONENTS AND AEROSPACE GEARBOXES FROM
LONG FIBRE/METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES
Note: updated material was not provided in time for publication
Starting date:

1990

Duration:

36 months

OBJECTIVES

This programme for the development of techniques for ceramic long fibre
reinforcement, fibre preforms, design of automotive a n d aerospace
components, production via new squeeze casting routes and liquid metal
infiltration route and testing and evaluation of products manufactured both
before and after test bed evaluation will permit the introduction of high
performance MMC materials on a commercial basis. The potential for weight
savings, noise reduction and enhanced performance have been realized for
some time and put to technical and commercial advantage in both the USA
and Japan. The major objectives of this programme are to enable European
automotive and aerospace companies to develop technology which will
enable them to catch up and surpass overseas competitors and gain an
increased world share of the market in these areas. The programme will
enable the technical benefits of MMC materials to be related to the
fundamental understanding of the interaction of metal fibre interfaces,
component design, processability, FEA and part performance.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Automotive, Components & Parts; Forming/
Shaping/Casting; Ceramics/Glasses; Composites (metal matrix); Fibres/
Reinforcing materials
PRIME PARTNER:

OTHER PARTNERS:

ICI ADVANCED MATERIALS
CERAMICS GROUP
PO BOX 11
UK-WA7 4QE RUNCORN

DIDIER WERKE A G
KOLBENSCHMIDT AG
FRAUNHOFER GESELLSCHAFT
IMPERIAL COLLEGE
RICARDO CONSULTING ENGINEERS LTD
VW A G
RAY ADVANCED MATERIALS LTD
AGUSTA SPA
VAW A G

CONTACT PERSON:
A. WALKER
Tel:+ 44-928-511280
Tfax: + 44-928-576376
Tbc + 629655

Contract no: BREU-0138
Proposal no: BE-3279
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INNOVATIVE MANUFACTURING, DESIGN AND
ASSESSMENT OF ALUMINIUM MATRIX COMPOSITES
FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE PERFORMANCE
Starting date: January 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Recent developments in processing technology have enabled the
manufacture of aluminium based composite with reinforcements which are
stable above 300°C, opening the possibility of major new industrial
applications in automotive and aerospace applications. Fundamental
materials science problems have been identified for these important
candidate materials. One basic weakness is in the understanding of how
mechanical performance is determined by the complex interaction between
matrix reinforcements and processing routes. The essential objective of this
project is to under-spin industrial progress through a materials science
research consortium focused on:
■ shape, size and volume fraction of reinforcements in the microstructure
■ interface reactions for selected reinforcements
■ the influence of thermal expansion mismatch within the composite on
elevated temperature performance
■ the evaluation of microstructural damage and performance parameters
for life prediction under monotonic and cyclic load at a range of
temperatures and under various environmental conditions
The object of the research is to optimise manufacturing processes to produce
microstructures which exhibit excellent temperature performance in selected
aluminium alloy systems and allow predictive engineering design of
components for European industry.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE:

The work is on schedule with preliminary studies of the materials
selection/manufacturing routes in place. This involves all five partners plus
selected industries.
KEYWORDS

Composites; Fracture mechanics; Creep; Manufacturing; Performance;
Materials science; Fatigue; Corrosion
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

UNIVERSITY OF DUBLIN
MECHANICAL &
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING
PARSONS BUILDING, TRINITY COLLEGE
IRL-2 DUBLIN

ECOLE CENTRALE DE PARIS F
POLITECNICO UNIVERSIDAD MADRID
E
UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD
UK
UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM
UK

CONTACT PERSON
D.M.R. TAPLIN
Tel: + 353-1-772941 ext. 1383/1837
Tfax: + 353-1-795564/772694
Tlx: + 93782

Contract no: BREU-0075
Proposal no: BE-3398
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A NEW APPROACH TO HIGH PERFORMANCE
REINFORCED ALUMINIUM COMPONENTS USING
FIBRES WITH PREDETERMINED ORIENTATION
Starting date: 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The com of this project is to develop techniques for the manufacture of
ctluminium MMC's with orientated continuous ceramic fibres.
The potential of oiurriinium MMC is currently hindered by the technical
limitations of short/medium fibres a n d the high cost of long fibre
reinforcement. This project seeks to overcome these technical and cost
limitations.
A continuous ceramic fibre will be developed together with novel preform
manufacturing techniques and testing procedures.
Preforms will be infiltrated using both direct and indirect squeeze casting,
optimization of process parameters will be achieved by experimentation with
integrated computer simulations. The acquired data will be applied to the
manufacture of a complex shape similar to a commercially available high
performance component.
The economics of the process route will be analysed. This project will give a
better fundamental understanding of continuous ceramic fibre manufacture
and preform processing for squeeze cast infiltration. The merits of direct and
indirect squeeze casting in this context will be evaluated.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Forrning/Shaping/Casting; Composites (metal matrix);
Metallic structural materials; Materials characterization/Testing; Materials
science; Reinforcement technology
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SIMBI SPA

MOGAN MATERIALS
ALPAN HF
CHALMERS INDUSTRITEKNIK
MAGMA GMBH
ICETEC

R&D
VIA LOMBARDIA 6
1-10071 BORGARO TORINESE (TURIN)

CONTACT PERSON
C. MASSIMO
Tel:+39-11-4701585
Tfax + 39-11-4701044
Tlx: + 221263 SIMBI 1

Contract no: BREU-0421
Proposal no: BE-4407
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Metal Matrix Composites

MMC SHEETS AND SHEET STRUCTURES MADE FROM
PARTICULATE REINFORCED ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
Starting date: 1991 -1992

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

This project intends to develop the necessary technology basis for the
production of sheets and sheet structures made from particulate reinforced
Metal Matrix Composites (MCC). Particulate reinforced Aluminium is
currently the only cost effective MCC which allows the production of
improved stiffened structures by talcing advantage of the high stiffness
values. Most activities - mainly performed in the USA and Japan - have so
far been concentrated on the production of forgings or extrusions. Little
attention has been paid to the development of MCC sheets, even though
many stiffness critical parts have a sheet type geometry. MCC sheet
structures may become a substitute for Titanium, Aluminium and carbon
fibre reinforced plastics and will account for significant weight savings. This
will lead to improved performance of all kinds of transportation systems but
especially for air- and spacecraft. General engineering applications may
include automatic handling devices or machining systems with faster and
closer positioning and electronic packaging with tailored thermal expansion.
Within the project a European production route for MCC sheet and processes
for secondary manufacturing (forming, joining, etc.) will be developed. The
material properties will be established, the numerical process modelling will
be enhanced and stiffened sample structures will be produced.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Assembly/Joining; Composites (metal matrix); Non
ferrous; Materials science; Particle technology
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

MBB
PO BOX 801109
D-8000, MUENCHEN

AEROSPATIALE
ALUSUISSE-LONZA
RAUFOSS
RWTH AACHEN
IMMG

CONTACT PERSON
G. HIRT
Tel:+49-89-60724136
Tfax: + 49-89-6072540

Contract no: BREU-0395
Proposal no: BE-4030
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TOUGH TITANIUM BASED CERMETS FOR TOOLS AND
WEAR RESISTANT COMPONENTS
Starting date: April 1988

Duration: 45 months

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this project are:
■ to devise Titanium based cermets for metal cutting and wear resistant
applications
■ to develop analytical techniques with high resolution (submicrometre),
particularly for light elements carbon and nitrogen
■ to make and characterize new Ti(C,N) powders
■ to assess the performance of new cermet compositions
■ to study laboratory test methods for property characterization of cermets.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Methods for the production of Ti(C,N) and (Ti, X) (.C.N) powders have been
developed, where X is a combination of Ta, W and Mo. Hecctron energy
loss spectrometry has been applied to the measurement of C and N
compositions in Ti(C,N) cermets with spatial resolutions better than O.Ol^m.
Energy dispersive analysis has been developed to measure Ti and Mo
contents of cobalt/nickel binder phases. Pore free products have been made
using gas atmosphere control during sintering to avoid loss of nitrogen.
Preliminary experiments with quaternary (Ti, Ta, W, Mo) (C, N) powders
has shown that simple two-phase structures c a n be produced for
comparaison with the multi-phase (up to 6) structures observed in
commercialcermets. The tests method for surface toughness has been
characterized a n d the uncertainties associated with its use quantified.
Performance (severe cutting) tests have been performed on commercial
materials for comparaison with cermets produced by the project partners.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Machining; Other materials; Materials characterization
/testing; Tools/D ies; Powder metallurgy; Cermets
PRIME PARTNER
NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY
DIVISION OF MATERIALS METROLOGY
TEDDINGTON
UK-TW11 OLW MIDDLESEX

OTHER PARTNERS
HOYBIDE LTD
KOMET. ROBERT BREUNING GMBH
LONDON AND SCANDINAVIAN
METALLURGICAL COMPANY LTD

CONTACT PERSON
B. ROEBUCK
Tel:+ 44-81-9436298
Tfax: + 44-81 -943-2989
Tbc: + 262344

Contract no: MA 1E-0074
Proposal no: P-02 75
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MICROSTRUCTURE AND TEXTURE CONTROL OF
HEXAGONAL SHEET ALLOYS - ROLE OF ALLOYING
ELEMENTS ON MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AND
FORMABILITY
Note: Updated information was not available in time for publication
Starting date:

1990

Duration:

48 m o n t h s

There is considerable evidence to show that variations in microstrucrure and
texture result in considerable scatter in the mechanical properties and
form ability of currently-produced titanium alloys. These alloys are not
therefore used as efficiently as they could be and this proposal is aimed at
rectifying this situation by addressing the following objectives: the
identification of which aspects of microstrucrure and texture most critically
affect properties; and the proposing of ways of producing these materials so
that controlled microstrucrure and textures which must reduce scatter in
properties can be produced consistently and economically. Such information
could be used in the future production of all existing a n d new titanium
alloys. The work is viewed as the first phase of a long-term programme. This
initial phase will concentrate on a n in-depth characterization of the
microstructures and textures of the alpha and the beta phases of titanium
both individually and collectively, for a series of model alloys as a function
of cold-rolling of small laboratory-produced ingots to thin sheet and their
subsequent recrystallization. This microstiuctural characterization will be
accompanied by the development of models to predict accurately the
observed deformation, fracture and recrystallization behaviour. To increase
the basic understanding of deformation in hexagonal metals, equivalent
studies will also be carried out on magnesium and zinc. Subsequent phases
of the work, for which a separate proposal will be made later, would employ
hot and cold rolling and the scale-up to larger ingots through cooperation
with the European Titanium industry.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Non ferrous; Materials science
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

UNIVERSITY OF METZ UFR MIM-SCIENCE
LABORATOIRE DE METALLURGY LM2P
ILE DU SAULCY
F-57045METZCEDEX01

UNIVERSITY OF METZ
ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHMENT
ECOLE DES MINES DE ST ETIENNE
INSTITUT FUR METALLKUNDE UND
METALLPHYSIK
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF LEUVEN
UNIVERSITY OF NAVARRA

CONTACT PERSON
C. ESLING/M.J. PHILIPPE

Tel: + 33-87-305840
Tfax: + 33-87-302444
Tlx: + 930462

Contract no: BREU-011
Proposal no: BE-3332
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A STUDY OF ADVANCED HIGH TEMPERATURE CREEP RESISTANT
DISPERSION STRENGTHENED TITANIUM ALLOYS USING A
POWDER METALLURGICAL PROCESS
Starting date: O c t o b e r 1988

Duration: 30 months

OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this work was to assess the feasibility of producing high
temperature creep resistant titanium alloys by dispersion of rare earth oxide
particles by rotating electrode process and powder consolidation. An a+(3
alloy was chosen for applications in the intermediate temperature range
450-550°C a n d a near a matrix was selected to provide a temperature
capability beyond 600°C (IM1550 and IM1834-type alloys respectively).
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

During ingot productions, Y2O3 was directly incorporated in the alloy instead
of yttrium in order to maintain the initial oxygen content of the titanium
matrix. Alloy electrodes were transformed to powder by REP. For each alloy,
about ten electrodes were made, yielding roughly 3kg of useful powder.
Powder consolidation was performed both by extrusion and HIP'ing.
Microstructural analysis of the as-consolidated products showed, significant
segregation of very large Y2O3 particles. The origin of this segregation was
attributed to the non-dissolution of pre-existing large yttria aggregates
during REP. Attempts were made to understand why Y2O3 was not dissolved
during REP and to find out means to remedy this difficulty.
Despite the occurence of the macro-segregation, TEM study revealed a fine
and homogeneous Y2O3 dispersion in the as-consolidated products of both of
the yttria containing alloys indicating that a part of the Y2O3 was dissolved
in liquid droplets during REP.
Mechanical tests conducted on P/M processed alloys show a substantial
strength increment of the Y2O3 containing IMI550 extruded alloy, compared
to the Y2O3 free alloy, particularly around 500°C. Conversely, the addition of
Y2O3 gave no significant improvement in creep strength between 400-500°C.
The strength increment provided by yttria dispersion to the IMI834 type
alloy was significant at room temperature. Conversely, at 650°C the
strength of both Y2O3 containing and Y2O3 free alloys after extrusion was
found to be very low and both alloys showed a "superplastic" behaviour.
Significantly high strengths were only observed after consolidation by
HIP'ing.
KEYWORDS
Dispersion-strengthened titanium; Creep resistance;
Aeronautics; Materials processing; Metallic structural materials; Powder
metallurgy; Materials characterization
PRIME PARTNER

OFFICE NATIONAL DETUDES &
RECHERCHE AEROSPATIALES
MATERIALS ENGINEERING
29 AVENUE DE LA DIVISION LECLERC, BP 72
F-92322 CHATILLON CEDEX

OTHER PARTNER:

SNECMA
ROLLS ROYCE
IMI TITANIUM LTD
ROYAL AIRCRAFT
CEZUS

CONTACT PERSON

T. KHAN
Tel:+ 33-1-46571160 ext 2509
Tfax:+33-1-46544706

Contract no: MAI E -0054
Proposal no: PC/275
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ENVIRONMENT SENSITIVE CRACKING OF TITANIUM
Starting date: N o v e m b e r 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this project is to study the behaviour of titanium grades 2, 5
and 12 in hydrogen uptake environments and the role of hydrogen and
hybrides in the mechanism of cracking.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The results obtained in:
l.SSRT and fatigue tests in air and seawater with previously hydrided and
unhydrided specimens with hydrogen evolution on its surface during the
test in order to assess the possible loss of ductility.
2.Electrochemical studies in different testing media to study the behaviour of
these alloys in hydrogen uptake conditions.
3.SEM and TEM studies to understand the role of hydrogen and hydrides in
the cracking mechanism.
Show that titanium grade 12 is the most sensitive to hydriding and cracking.
A considerable loss of ductibility has also been observed in titanium grade
5. Finally, titanium grade 2 has proven to be the most resistant to the
hydrogen effect on the mechanical tests.
KEYWORDS

Titanium alloys; Hydrogen; Non ferrous
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

INASMET
METALLIC MATERIALS
CAMINO PORTUETXE 12
E-20009 SAN SEBASTIAN

IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY
AND MEDICINE
UK
INSTITUTE FOR ENERGY TECHNOLOGY
NO
VTT TECHNICAL RESEARCH CENTRE
SF

CONTACT PERSON
I. AZKARATE
Tel:+ 43-218022
Tfax: + 43-217500
The + 36475

Contract no: MAI E-0056
Proposal no: P-0031
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN ALPHA-2 BASED TITANIUM
ALUMINIDE ALLOY FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE
APPLICATIONS
Starting date: July 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

Current high temperature titanium alloys are limited to temperatures around
of 875K, where both creep strength and oxidation resistance restrict their
endurance. The titanium aluminide. Ti3Al, offers higher temperature
capability but suffers from poor fracture properties due to its having a n
ordered structure. Possibilities exist for improving the fracture properties
while maintaining the superior creep and oxidation properties by alloying
but little is understood regarding the effects of alloying additions.
This project will study the effects of impurity elements, alloying additions
and thermomechanical processing on the microstructure a n d mechanical
properties of Ti3Al alloys. The improved understanding will be used to
design a n optimum alloy for more extensive process a n d mechanical
property evaluation. The main objectives are to:
(i) develop a European-sourced alloy based on Ti3Al with optimum levels of
impurity elements/alloying additions for use at high temperatures
(ii) establish the processing parameters necessary to produce 2mm thick
sheet and isothermal forging for typical structural application
iii) assess the potential benefits of the optimized composition for structural
components.
The project will develop a generic understanding of Ti3Al alloys that can be
applied to future materials for specific applications.
KEYWORDS

Non ferrous; Materials characterization/Testing; Titanium alloys; Alloy
development; Intermetallics
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

DEFENCE RESEARCH AGENCY
AEROSPACE DIVISION
MATERIALS & STRUCTURES
RAE PYSTOCK
UK-GU14 0LSFARNBOROUGH

IMI TITANIUM LTD
ROLLS ROYCE PLC
CEZUS
SNECMA
TURBOMECA
ONERA

CONTACT PERSON
M. WINSTONE
Tel: + 44-252-544411
Tfax: + 44-252-376867

Contract no: BREU-0420
Proposal no: BE-4394
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IDENTIFICATION AND EVOLUTION OF CRYSTALLINE
STRUCTURES DURING PROCESSING AND TEACHING
OF SHAPE MEMORY ALLOYS
Starting date: January

1988

Duration: 42 months

OBJECTIVES

The purpose of the project is to manufacture TiNi(x) and Cu Zn Al Shape
memory alloys for electrical contacts. The objective of the research is to
reach a systematic approach of crystalline structures that develop in SMA
during thermal and/or mechanical cycles. The economic interest lies in the
fact that it will be possible to define industrial processes which are optimized
at the level of cost, quality and reproductibility of materials. SOURIAU
manufactures electrical contact, CEZUS and NIVAROX provide wiies and
strips, E.N.S.C.P. is involved in X-Rays data.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

A special X-ray diffractometer has been assembled, in which the samples
can be stressed up to ION, and gaz heated or cooled from 200°C to -180°C.
Strips of CU ZN Al Ti Ni(x) alloys have been investigated in both as-recieved
or trained by thermal and/or mechanical cycles states. It has been shown
that in every case, the Austenite and Martensite structures are much more
complex than trivial b.c.c. and closed-packed polytypic structures. Widely
diversified structures appear in the as-recieved and prime-cycled training
states. These evolutions during ricdning show a stabilization which began to
occur after 20 training cycles and is completely achieved after 50 training
cycles.
KEYWORDS

Electrical/Electronic industry; Materials processing; Engineering (electrical);
Forming/ Shaping/casting; Electronics
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ECOLE NATIONALE SUPERIEURE
DE CHIMIE DE PARIS
METALLURGIE APPLIQUEE
11 RUE P & M CURIE
F-75231 PARIS CEDEX 05

SOURIAU & CIE
CEZUS
NIVAROX FAR SA

CONTACT PERSON
A. DUBERTRET
Tel:+ 33-1-44276723
Tfax:+33-1-43257975

Contract no: M A I E-0016
Proposal no: P-0809
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DEVELOPMENT OF STEELS HAVING A HIGH ALUMINIUM CONTENT
RESISTANT TO WEAR AND TO ENVIRONMENTS THAT ARE SUBJECT
TO HOT CORROSION - APPLICATIONS TO COATINGS
Starting date: February 1988

Duration: 42 months

OBJECTIVES

In order to solve the problems of high temperature corrosion and wear the
project involves the development of a n intermetallic iron-crluiniriiurn alloy
(25-28% by mass of aluminium), whose metallurgical properties will have
been improved by adding other elements and hot working processes. The
ingot route and the powder route will be examined and atomization will be
used to produce powders. Different coatings will be prepared too (PVD, semitransferred and low pressure plasma spray). The behaviour of these alloys
will be characterized in corrosion atmosphere (carburizing and sulphidizing
environment). Wear tests will be conducted.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

FeAl alloys (25%A1) with the addition of boron, zirconium and cerium have
been prepared by both ingot route (vacuum casting) a n d by powder
metallurgy. They have been extruded at 1100°C or formed by compression.
Coatings of Fe Al by plasma techniques and PVD have been prepared. Best
adhesion and resistance to corrosion were obtained with PVD coatings.
In tensile tests, the alloys are brittle up to 400°C, above 600°C ductility
increases. A good toughness (charpy V > 505/cm 2 ) is found for bimodal
structure produced during compression.
A special reinforcement technique of the material results in a marked
improvement of the creep resistance. Initial results indicate that this alloy
exhibits higher resistance to sulphidizing and oxidizing corrosion, wear and
creep, than stainless steel and is competetive with Nickel based superalloys
with the advantages of low density and low inherent material cost.
KEYWORDS
Intermetallic; Concision; Wear
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CEA/CENG/CEREM/DEM
DEM
85X
F-38041 GRENOBLE CEDEX

CENTRO SUILUPPO MATERIALI (CSM)
ARMINES
OSPREY METALS LTD
UNIREC
CRM

CONTACT PERSON
A. LEFORT
Tel:+ 33-76-883290
Tfax: + 33-76-885118

Contract no: RI1B-182
Proposal no: P-2038
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ECONOMIC AND RELIABLE TURBINE BLADING BY
LOW COST SINGLE CRYSTAL ALLOY, CASTING
PROCESS AND NON DESTRUCTIVE TESTING
Starting date: July 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The availabilitY of affordable and reliable single crystal components for high
temperature applications, in particular in gas turbines, is a n essential aspect
for competitive engines. New approaches are necessary to reduce the costs
of these components, which are still to high for certain applications.
This project consists of three complementary objectives which combined will
significantly decrease costs of single crystal components with high
performance potential.
The first objective is to improve the performance of the single crystal
material by careful balancing of conventional Ni-base alloy chemistry
(rather than following the conventional method of adding extremely
expensive elements like Re).
The second objective is to signficantly lower production costs by utilizing
conventional vacuum casting furnaces available even in smaller investment
foundries and by reducing cycle times. Process parameters will be controlled
by mould design rather than by heating/cooling devices.
The third objective is to lower quality assurance costs for detecting
orientation and grain structure defects by simultaneously increasing the
reliability of quality control test results.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing: Aeronautics/Aerospace; Engineering (process);
Forming/Shaping/Casting; Quality assurance; Superalloys/Special alloys;
Materials characterization/Testing
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

MTU MOTOREN-UND TURBINEN-UNION
MUNCHEN GMBH
MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT
DACHAUER STRASSE 665
D-8000 MUNCHEN

THYSSEN GUSS AG
ONERA
TURBOMECA
PRECICAST LTD
SULZER BROTHERS LTD
CALCOM SA

CONTACT PERSON
W. JUERGEN
Tel:+ 49-89-14892821
Tfax: + 49-89-1502621
Tlx: +529500-15 m t d

Contract no: BREU-0422
Proposal no: BE-4515
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DEVELOPMENT OF ADVANCED CARBONMAGNESIUM METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES BY
APPLYING THE SEMI-LIQUID PHASE INFILTRATION
Starting date: O c t o b e r 1988

Duration: 39 months

OBJECTIVES

Development of a processing route for carbon-reinforced magnesium matrix
composites. The research programme involves:
■ optimization of the composite processing by liquid hot pressing
■ coating of fibres and its influence on mechanical properties
■ miciostructural and microanalytical studies
■ measurement of mechanical properties
■ manufacturing and testing of composite sheets.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

It has been demonstrated that liquid hot pressing (with moderate pressures
of about 15MPa) is a viable and relatively simple process for fabricating
carbon-reinforced magnesium composites. Rupture strengths of 1400MPa
have been obtained in tensile tests on unidirectional composites constituted
of AZ61 matrix a n d M40J carbon fibres (volume fraction: 40%). Young's
moduli close to the rule of mixture value have been measured.
Microstructural and microanalytical investigations have revealed:
■ a satisfactory infiltration provided the fibres are not too closely packed
■ no signifcant interface reaction zone except a slight crluminium enrichment
near the fibres
■ the presence of a thin MgO layer at the fibre/matrix interface.
A tool has been designed and fabricated in order to manufacture 300mm x
300mm x 1.5mm sheets in industrial conditions.
KEYWORDS

Composites (metal matrix); Aeronautics/Aerospace; Materials processing
PRIME PARTNER
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DEVELOPMENT OF MAGNESIUM ALLOYS FOR
PRESSURE DIE CASTING IN THE SEMI-SOLID STATE
(THIXOCASTING AND RHEOCASTING)
Starting date: June 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

These are to develop strong magnesium alloys which can be shaped in a
semi-solid state,e.g. by casting under pressure to form accurate pore-free
components of good surface finish which can be strengthened by heat
treatment. The effect of this on their susceptibility to electrochemical
corrosion and a n assessment of means of protecting them will be studied.
C.E.M.E.F. are developing the Gircast process to produce AZ91 (Mg-Al-Zn)
ingots suitable for semi-solid injection into a die. Fulmer is evaluating a wider
range of alloy compositions for semi-solid processing and studying their
casting and reheating behaviour. Both C.E.M.E.F. and Fulmer are preparing
feedstock for S A M . to establish the industrial parameters for making
components in a modified die-casting machine. Trento is developing
electrochemical techniques capable of distinguishing the corrosion
behaviour of the alloys in different stages of manufacture.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Using the Gircast II process, C.E.M.E.F. have established the parameters for
preparing AZ91 ingots suitable for pressure die casting. BNF-Fulmer have
also prepared a range of alloys with a suitable microstructure and cast
ingots for shaping. S.A.M. have developed an induction heating apparatus
and carried out an extensive range of pressure die casting trials on both
sets of alloys.
It has been shown that pressure die casting in the semi-solid state reduces
the shrinkage porosity, especially in thick sections and also improves the
fatigue resistance of such alloys.
Electrochemical techniques have been developed by Trento and specimens
from the various alloys at different stages in their processing have been
tested. The results have shown that no substantial differences in
performance can be expected from the various alloy additions made to
improve the handlability of such alloys in the semi-solid state.
KEYWORDS

Rheocasting; Thixoforming; Mining/Extraction; Materials processing;
Automotive, components & parts; Pressure die casting; Semi-solid processing
PRIME PARTNER
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SQUEEZE CASTING OF LIGHT ALLOYS AND METAL
MATRIX COMPOSITES - MECHANICAL PROPERTY
EVALUATION
Starting date: February 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

1. To determine the optimum squeeze casting conditions for a number of
high strength Al and Mg-base alloys in order to optimize microstructuie and
maximize metal quality and mechanical properties.
2. To improve mechanical properties even further by producing MMCs using
high strength alloys as the matrix phase for selected particulate, fibre and
hybrid reinforcements.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Combinations of squeeze casting parameters such as mould temperatures,
melt pouring temperature and applied pressure have been investigated for
Al casting alloys A357 and 201, for Mg casting alloy AZ91 and for wrought
Al alloys 2014 and 7050. Tensile, fracture toughness and fatigue properties
for squeeze cast and heat treated materials have been measured and from
relationships established between casting parameters, the resulting cast
structures a n d the mechanical properties, cm optimum set of casting
conditions for each alloy has been established to achieve high integrity
castings with a good combination of mechanical properties. With the
exception of Al alloy 2014, squeeze casting of these materials possessed
good mechanical properties with significant potential for applications. MMCs
with Al alloy A357 matrix and silicon carbide particulate reinforcement and
with Mg alloy. AZ91 matrix and alumina fibre or hybrid reinforcement have
been produced by squeeze casting. The squeeze cast MMCs exhibited
increased moduli and tensile properties compared to other unreinforced
matrices. Fatigue strength of composite materials with A357 and with AZ91
matrices have been measured at room temperature a n d at 150°C.
Interactions between pure alumina and 2014 alloy matrices and titanium
alloy, silver steel and stainless steel reinforcements after heat treatment
sequences have been established on a quantitative basis. The project has
been completed and all objectives have been achieved.
KEYWORDS
Squeeze casting; Materials processing; Composites (metal
matrix); Non ferrous; Materials characterization; Fatigue
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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FABRICATION OF ENGINEERING COMPONENTS FROM AL
ALLOY RS POWDERS. A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE
RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF POWDER MORPHOLOGY,
COMPOSITION AND THERMODYNAMICAL PROCESSING
Starting date: February 1988

Duration: 42 months

OBJECTIVES

High temperature Al alloy components are needed for turbines,
compressors, motors a n d chargers in aerospace, automotive and
mechanical engineering sectors. These high strength structural alloys offer
weight and energy savings.
The present proposal is concerned with the production of cdurninium-lithium
alloy components utilising rapidly solidified powders. The clear objective is
to produce near net shape components in these alloys. The influence of
powder surface on the mechanical properties as well as quality of PM-series
has to be characterized.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

High strength AlLi-alloys and hot temperature resistant AlFeNi-alloys were
produced using the rapid solidification technology.
The alloy content, but not the heat treatment, significantly influences the
powder surface conditions.
Alli-alloys as well as AlFeNi-alloys show promising mechanical properties,
for example UTS>600 MPa (RT) and UTS>250 MPa (300°C), respectively.
The up scaling of the pilot processing technology to production level would
seem to be possible.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Powders; Materials Science; Material characterization.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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IMPROVED ALUMINIUM ALLOY MATRIX COMPOSITES
THROUGH MICROSTRUCTURAL CONTROL OF THE
PROCESSING AND FABRICATION ROUTES
Starting date: January

1989

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The com of the project is to produce a n Al metal matrix composite with:
■ improved fracture toughness
■ better elevated temperature properties.
The main programme is based on Al6061+SiC a n d Al6061+SiC+Al2O3
produced with a range of 1550 volume percent ceramic to study the
following aspects:
« variations in manufacturing parameters, fabrication routes a n d heat
treatment procedures
■ variations in particle size, in particle shape and in the ratio of the two
ceramic compounds added.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

MMCs based on Al6061 have satisfactorily manufactured a n d fabricated
with 15 or 20% SiC, with 10% SiC+5% AI2O3, with 5% SiC+10% AI2O3 and with
15% AI4O3 (Saffil) using a hot pressing powder metallurgy route, and with
60% SiC, 10% SiC + 10% AI2O3 (Saffil) and 10% SiC + 20% AI2O3 using a liquid
infiltration method, modified through the use of novel preforms.
Metallographic procedures have been developed to reduce the artefacts
due to unsatisfactory preparation. Room and Elevated Temperature testing
of some MMCs has been reported.
It has been established that accelerated ageing occurs in 6061+20% SiC but
not with 6061+20% Al203(Saffil).
KEYWORDS

Metal matrix composites; Manufacturing; Materials Characterization/Testing;
Toughness; Elevated Temperature Properties
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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PROCESSING AND MICROSTRUCTURAL MODELLING FOR
DEVELOPMENT OF ADVANCED MATERIALS BY RAPID
SOLIDIFICATION TECHNOLOGY
Starting date: F ebruary 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The prime objective is to develop realistic a n d fundamentally sound
quantitative models of the relationships between process variables and
solidification structure for conditions of rapid solidification.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Achievements to date (mid-May 1991) include:
■ first ever results for spacing of primary silicon as a function of
solidification variables in hypereutectic Al-Si alloys
■ development of a numerical model of single cell growth that shows that
steady state solutions exist for dendrites only if some anistropy stabilises
the tip
■ measured critical velocities for formation of aAl dendrites in laser suface
traversed hypereutectic Al-Si in good agreement with predictions of
competitive growth modelling
■ measurements of atomizing gas velocity vs position in a spray chamber in
excellent agreement with published data
■ development of a numerical model of spray droplet cooling and
solidification in good agreement with experimental results for Cu-6wt%Sn
■ predictions of time and position dependence of temperature and state
within a growing spray deposit.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Processing (minerals & metals); Composites (metal
matrix); Metallic structural materials; Laser technology/Power beams;
Materials science; Mathematical modelling
PRIME PARTNER
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CAST LIGHT ALLOY MATRIX COMPOSITES ASSESSMENT OF A RHEOCASTING ROUTE
Starting date: A p r i l 1988

Duration:

37 m o n t h s

OBJECTIVES

The objective of the project was to assess the potential of a compocasting
route for making Al matrix composites and acquire a scientific knowledge of
the rheology of the metallic slurry.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Rheological study: at Delft University, a Couette viscosimeter was used to
study the rheology of semi liquid metal and composites, as well as a micro
compocasting pilot. The viscosity of fully liquid composites is about 50 to 300
times higher, depending on SiC content, than that of the fully liquid matrix,
but relatively low when compared to the partially solidified matrix. In both
cases shear thinning properties were measured. As sudden changes of
shear rates were imposed, a time dependency was observed, called
thixotropy. Interaction between ceramic particles a n d solid phase
coalescence in the semi-solid Al alloy reduces the thixotropic tendency of the
composite, by comparison with the semi solid alloy alone.
Materials elaboration and characterization: Pechiney Research centre has
developed a system for particle introduction into (semi) liquid metal based
on a hollow rotor principle. Partial optimization and upscaling of the system
from 3kg up to a 50 scale have been carried out. 70mm diameter and 2 to 3
metre long billets of AS7G or 6061 Al alloy reinforced with 15% of 10 to 50nm
SiC or Alumina particulates were made, direct chill cast and extruded. The
mechanical properties were at INTA, showing encouraging levels:
Material extruded, T6
YS(0.2%) TSCMPa) e% E(GPa)
6061
6061+15% Alumina 50pm

275
315

300
320

10
2

70
92

AlSi7Mg0.3
AlSiMg0.3+15% lOpm SiCp

250
312

310
374

12
6

70
97

KEYWORDS
science

Materials processing ; Composites (metal matrix); Materials
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ASSESSMENT OF SEMI-SOLID STATE FORMING OF
ALUMINIUM METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES
Starting date: July 1990

Duration: 33 months

OBJECTIVES

Taking advantage of thyrotropic properties, semi-solid state processing of
metal matrix composites offers many advantages over conventional shaping
processes, such as reduction of operating temperatures, porosity, shrinkage,
energy consumption, tool wear, damaging of the reinforcing phases and
segregation of the reinforcing phases as well as easier machining. The main
objective of the current research is the assesssment of semi-solid state
processing as a new near-net shape forming technique for MMCs. The
rheological behaviour of semi-solid MMCs in the semi-solid state.
Microstructural and mechanical characterization will, finally, assess the
potential of semi-solid forming of MMCs.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Partially solidified AlSi7Mg0.3 matrix alloys a n d composites are
pseudoplastic and thixotropic, which is the result of the specific structure of
semi-solid slurry and the interactions of the primary particles. In addtiion to
earlier experiments, viscosity changes were monitored as a function of
waiting time during which no stirring was applied. As a function of waiting
time, the viscosity increases. It is found that the viscosity increase, which is
attributed to agglomeration and bonding of particles during the period of
rest, is a long-time effect, whereas return to the steady state value of the
viscosity after recommencement of stirring, which is attributed to disruption
of particle bonds, is a much shorter time effect. It was further found that
presence of SiC inhibited bond formatoin and thus lowered the thixotropic
nature of the slurry. Furthermore, the composite was partially remelted by
heating in the semi-solid region. Globularization of the structure takes place
more rapidly in the composites than in the matrix alloy, which is very
beneficial for the forming capabilities of the material. Compression tests in
the semi-solid state using a standard compression machine confirm the
advantage of having a composite material since the stresses needed to
deform the composites are smaller than those required for the matrix alloys.
KEYWORDS

Composites (metal matrix); Non ferrous
PRIME PARTNER
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MICROSTRUCTURAL MODELLING OF INDUSTRIAL
THERMOMECHANICAL PROCESSING OF ALUMINIUM
ALLOYS
Duration: 38 months

Starting date: July 1991

OBJECTIVES

The overall objectives of this project are to develop micromechanical models
for the kinetics and the microstructural changes that take place during and
after each deformation step in industrial hot processing of aluminium alloys.
The effect of the microstructural changes in between deformation passes will
be expressed in terms of change in the constitutive equations for flow stress
as a function of strain, strain rate and temperature so that they can be
incorporated directly into finite element codes which model the overall
mechanical and thermal conditions of the working process.
Several other major deliverables will be developed, e.g. reproducibility of
data for industrial processing using laboratory scale equipment, exactness
of the use of total equivalent plastic strain for both flow stress and
microstnictural evolution, and role of texture development in determining
recovery and recrystalisation kinetics.
KEYWORDS

Manufacturing; Recovery & Recycling; Non fenous metals; Materials
science; Mathematical modelling; Thermodynamics
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LOW COST MMC MADE BY SPRAY DEPOSITION
Starting date: June 1990

Duration: 30 months

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the programme are research into and development of an
MMC (Metal Matrix Composites) production route through spray deposition
involving a relatively low price, distinct improvement of mechanical
properties, such as a preliminary increased elastic modulus, and high
strength at RT up to elevated temperatures. The interaction of partners with
expertise in material production (Alcan, Pechiney, Fuchs), a n d product
applications (MBB, AS, BAe) with two European institutes (INSA, LNETI)
having extensive material engineering experience provides the basis for
rapid and successful development from research to application.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The first achievement to date is the definition of target properties. 7075 MMC
has been supplied and investigated for initial evaluations. Billets of 8090
MMC and 7049 MMC have been produced and supplied. The forging
subprogramme on 8090 MMC is underway and on 7049 MMC has just been
started. The first h a n d forgings of 8090 are undergoing testing. The
extrusion programme for producing a thin-section extrusion is currently
being launched. A subgroup has defined a work sharing programme for
studying a n d testing the heat-treatment performance. The current
fundamental studies include modelling for further understanding of the
microplastic behaviour of materials according to particle size, density, etc.,
and the measurement of elastic constants. The next topics to be handled are
mainly production of forgings a n d extrusions for characterizing of the
material in tests-supported by theoretical studies. The programme will be
completed by data sheets and a cost evaluation.
KEYWORDS

Metal matrix composites; Osprey; Stiffness
PRIME PARTNER
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FATIGUE PROPERTIES OF HIGH STRENGTH ALUMINIUM
TRANSITION METAL BASE ALLOYS PRODUCED BY
RAPID SOLIDIFICATION PROCESSING
Starting date: January 1989

Duration: 42 months

OBJECTIVES

To accelerate the commercial exploitation within Europe of rapidly solidified
(RS) aluminium alloys for elevated temperature fatigue applications by:
■ Predicting and assessing the use of alloying additions to enhance fatigue
performance through dynmanic strain ageing (DSA)
■ Optimising the alloy processing (both RS feedstock production and
consolidation by thermomeechanical processing) with respect to fatigue
properties.
■ Understanding the physical .etallurgical basis for the response of these
materials to dynamic forces (fatigue).
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ Alloying element additions to promote (DSA) have been predicted.
■ Batches of candidate alloys have been produced by melt spinning to
optimise ribbon quality.
■ K inetics of microstructural degradation of ribbon during processing after
RS have been determined.
■ Extrusion conditions have been identified to give full consolidaqtion of
flake feedstock; and minimise microstructural degradation.
■ Degassing requirements have been investigated in situ by Xrqy
photoelectron spectroscopy and in bulk.
■ Mechanical properties have been determined for 2618 and tzo RS alloys
provided by sponsors, as well as for extrudes of a range of new alloys. The
Most promising new compositions have shown evidence of DSA (sharp
fatigue limit).
« Metallurgical studies have identified deformation mechanisms during
deformation of RS materials.
KEYWORDS

Processing (minerals and metals); Powder metallurgy; Metallic structural
materials; Rapid solidification processing; Materials characterisation/Testing;
Aluminium alloys fatigue (SN).
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Materials for magnetic, optical, electrical and superconducting applications

AMORPHOUS WIRES OF R-TM ALLOYS - SEARCH FOR
NEW APPLICATIONS
Starting date: M a y 1988

Duration: 46 months

OBJECTIVES

1. Fcrbrication of amorphous wires based on R-TM-TM' alloys.
2. Study of their crystallization processes, which are different from the
corresponding ribbons.
3. D evelop magnetic sensors based on the excellent magnetic propertiesmagnetization, linearity- of the amorphous wires.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE:

We have prepared a number of amorphous wires and we present here
representative data for the following amorphous wires
■ Fe77.5Si7.5B15
■ Fe3iCo4oCr7SiinBi2
" Fen.063Con.927Nfc>0.l)77.5Si7.5Bl5.
Scientific progress
Detailed studies of:
■ helical magnetic anisotropy induced by current annealing
■ stress annealing dependence of magnetic properties of amorphous wires
■ small angle magnetization rotation in samples annealed under torsion
■ the influence of the applied torsional stress on the Inverse Wiedemann
Effect.
ApplicationsDevelopment of sensors based on the amorphous wires of the type 1)
displacement measuring techniques (MD L) 2) low noise level LVD T sensor
and 3) magnetic field measurement based on the Inverse Wiedemann Effect.
KEYWORDS

Magnetic; Materials characterization/Testing; Super alloys/Special alloys;
Materials processing
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IMPROVED AND NOVEL MATERIALS FOR PERMANENT
MAGNETS BASED ON RARE EARTH ALLOYS
Starting date: February 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The application of present NdFeB magnets is significantly hampered by the
temperature dependence of the magnetic properties and by an insufficient
resistance against oxidation a n d corrosion. This project aims at a n
improvement of these limitations following two basic routes. First, novel
compounds and phases will be studied and secondly investigations will be
performed to improve the existing NdFeB materials. Investigations will
include meltspun metastable compounds and novel ternary alloys as well as
phase relations with oxygen a n d corrosion protection of the existing
materials. Such improved materials could considerably extend applications
in areas such as automotive, consumer electronics a n d industrial
automation.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The coercivity a n d conosion resistance of sintered NdFeB magnets have
been improved by introducing the concept of two-phase magnets in which
the eutectic Nd containing intergranular region is replaced by a ternary
intermetallic compound. A new magnetic material based on FeB has been
developed which has a 50% higher remanence than magnequench but only
a modest coercivity. The applicability of this material is limited to rod or ring
shaped magnets. We have discovered several new classes of intermetallic
compounds that may lend themselves for future permanent mmgnet
applications. The peculiar phase relationships in the NdFeC have been
utiliized to prepare a novel type of rare earth base magnet in which large
coercivities (800 KA/M OR IT) are obtained already in the ingot after
annealing.
KEYWORDS

Automotive components & parts; Magnetic; Powder metallurgy
PRIME PARTNER
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Materials for magnetic, optical, electrical and superconducting applications

NOVEL TECHNIQUES FOR PREPARATION AND
CHARACTERIZATION OF HIGH-PERFORMANCE
MAGNETS
Starting date: January 1988

Duration: 36 months

The objectives of the research are to develop new iron-based magnetic
materials in bulk a n d in thin film form. Emphasis is placed on rapid
solidification, and an exploratory evaluation of novel laser methods of film
preparation. The intrinsic magnetic properties of these materials are to be
determined and studies carried out of their metallurgical microstructure and
its relation to hysteresis. Theoretical modelling of both intrinsic and extrinsic
magnetic properties is to be run in parallel with the experimental studies, as
a guide to optimizing the magnetic properties.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Extensive work on the ThMni2 structure family of alloys R(Fei2-xMx), where
R is a rare earth, 1 < x < 2 and M = Ti, V, Mo... has established the crystal
field and exchange interactions for this family. For permanent magnet
applications, the composition Sm(FenTi) has the best intrinsic properties,
and useful coercivity is obtained in nanocrystalline, melt-spun ribbons. Each
grain is a single domain, and a new model of coercivity is based on an
analogy with the random magnetic anisotropy model of amorphous
magnetism. Other new materials include a series of derivatives based on the
Th2Nii7 and Th2Zni7 structures, including interstitial nitrides and carbides,
and the I?6FenGa3 compounds. A new gas phase interstitial modification
process has been developed to produce powders of 2:17 a n d 1:12
compounds with greatly enhanced Curie temperature and anisotropy field.
Iron -based thin films have also been made by thermal evaporation laser
sputtering and laser chemical vapour deposition.
KEYWORDS

Magnetic; Thin films; Melt spun magnetic material
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NOVEL HARD MAGNETIC MATERIALS WITH
IMPROVED PROPERTIES
Starting date: M a y 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

A promising approach to improve permanent magnets is to investigate new
compounds. Structural chemistry and phase equilibria in ternary systems
RE-(Fe,Co)-M will be studied in order to find highly anisotropic structures
with easy axis magnetization. Metastable materials with ultrafine
microstructures will be prepared by rapid solidification a n d suitable
annealing treatments. Sintering of the materials will be studied to produce
pinning-type magnets with improved coercivrty and temperature stability.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The systematic investigation of thermodynamic phase equilibria, structural
chemistry a n d magnetism of ternary systems RE-(Fe,Co)-M (which are
essentially formed by one of the early rare earth elements a n d a metal
preferably from the 3rd,4th and 5th main group) has been completed.
The elaboration of the promising permanant magnet material Sm2Fei7Nx by
rapid quenching of Sm2Fei7 alloys and subsequent nitrogenation treatment
has been studied.
Finally, addition of alloying elements (Ni+Al, W+B, Cr+Si) to Nd2Fei4B alloys
has been investigated with the hope to precipitate compounds which could
pin the magnetic domains and increase the coercivrty of these industrial
alloys.
KEYWORDS

Electrical/Electronic industry; Materials processing; Processing (minerals and
metals); Magnetic; Materials characterization/testing; Research/
Development
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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INVESTIGATION OF THE CORROSION OXIDATION AND
THERMAL STABILITY OF NdFeB TYPE MAGNETS AND
DEVELOPMENT OF IMPROVED MAGNET MATERIAL
THROUGH PROCESS MODIFICATIONS AND COATINGS
Staring date: November 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The project can be considered in three parts:
■ study of the protective coatings and process modifications, which includes
coaling magnets with a thin protective coating; coating the powder or
ribbon with a protective layer; and modified ribbon processing
■ conosion behaviour studies and structural investigation of the magnets
and coatings, which includes atmospheric and electrochemical tests and
surface analysis studies
■ magnetic characterization and further structural studies.
The technical advantages of solving the conosion-oxidation problems for
these types of magnet will lead to the wider application of magnets in
devices and motors.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Zinc a n d zinc alloy electrodeposited coatings have been used, with a
suitable cycle, to protect sintered magnets. Good results were obtained after
salt spray and industrial atmosphere corrosion tests.
An electrochemical method for corrosion behaviour assessment of magnets
of this type.as such passivated or coated, is proposed. It is based on
cathodic treatments and transient voltage response to double amperostatic
square pulses.
Encouraging results have been obtained for very thin inorganic coatings on
MQ type powder which, when polymer bonded, led to a marked
improvement in conosion resistance compared with commercial MQI based
magnets. Further development and evaluation are in progress.
KEYWORDS
Magnetic; Coatings; Powder metallurgy; Materials
characterization; Surface treatment technnologies; Corrosion
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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BASIC INTERACTIONS IN RARE EARTH MAGNETS
Starting date: January 1990

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

A study is proposed on magnetic interactions a n d thermo-magnetic
properties of hard magnetic materials which are of technical interest. The
emphasis will be on new classes of materials like the Rd2Fei4C and the
RFeioM2 compounds. The study of high-field magnetization a n d neutronscattering phenomena on RC05 and R2T17 are emphasized in order to
deduce consistent sets of microscopic parameters by which the basic
intractions in hard materials can be understood. The search for new crystal
-growth techniques is essential for this study.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

By means of the Czochralsla method single crystals of RNis, with R=Y, La, Pr,
Nd, Gd, Tb, Dy Ho a n d Er have been grown. Also large single crystals of
Y2Fei7, Ho2Fei7 and &2Fei7 have been obtained. Pseudo binary single
crystals have been m a d e of R(Coi.xNix)5, with R-Y, Gd, Pr. Intense-field
magnetization measurements have been performed on crystals of Pr(NixCoix)5 and PrNi5 at low temperature. Exotic behaviour is observed, associated
with the crystal field level scheme of Pr3+. SPD experiments have been done
REFei-vx compounds, to study the influence of small deviations from the
nominal composition. A complete charaacterization of the temperature
dependence of the magnetic properties was carried out for R-Fe-V (R-Y, Er,
Tb). The spin reorientation transition was studied, using susceptability
measurements. The temperature d e p e n d e n c e of the saturation
magnetization a n d of the RE a n d Fe-sublattice anisotropies were studied
using a standard VSM and SPD technique respectively. The parallel and
perpendicular magnetostriction in R2Fei4B and RFeioV2 were measured in
high pulsed magnetic fields. Exchange and crystal field interactions were
studied by polarized neutron diffraction measurements on DyFenTi and
Er2Coi7- The moments obtained for RE ions are in agreement with
magnetization measurements on these materials.
KEYWORDS

Magnetic; Special alloys; Materials science; Powder metallurgy
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

UNIVERSITY OF AMSTERDAM
NATUURKUNDIG LABORATORIUM
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DEVELOPMENT OF NEW SM-FE-N PERMANENT
MAGNETS
Starting date: May 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Following the discovery of a new family of interstitial rare earth iron nitrides
by the prime partner in early 1990 and the achievement of remarkable
hysteresis in the mechanically-alloyed samarium compound by one of the
main industrial partners (Siemens), a coherent programme of research is
proposed involving a rare-earth supplier (Rhone Poulenc), a major magnet
manufacturer (Vacuumschmelze) and two specialized research institutes.
The aim is to develop a new generation of rare-earth iron permanent
magnets based on Sm2Fei7N3-9.
Two approaches will be a d v a n c e d in parallel: the one involves
nanocrystalline powder produced by mechanical alloying or melt spinning,
which may be textured before processing into bonded or compacted
magnets; the other uses monocrystalline powder which may be oriented in a
magnetic field and fabricated into polymer- or metal-bonded magnets. Both
approaches promise a low-cost processing route to magnets that integrate
form and function.
Magnet development will be supported by research to optimize the new
alloys with respect to microstructure, magnetic performance and cost, and
to upscale the gas-phase nitrogenation reaction. Materials and magnets will
be extensively tested in various working environments.
KEYWORDS

Magnetic; Processing (minerals & metals); Chemistry; Rare-earth iron
permanent magnets; Gas phase interstitial modification
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

TRINITY COLLEGE DUBLIN
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CONCERTED EUROPEAN ACTION ON MAGNETS APPLICATIONS, PROCESSES, NEW MATERIALS
Starting date: May 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The previous phase of the Concerted European Action on Magnets (CEAM)
was very successful in stimulating research on all aspects of rare-earth iron
permanent magnets, including materials development, magnet processing
a n d engineering developments. We intend to build on the earlier
achievements in a new and final phase of CEAM which will last for three
years. There are approximately 70 participating laboratories from 12
countries, including some 25 industrial firms, all of whom are actively
engaged in work in this area. The concerted action involves general
meetings, specialized topical meetings, a regular Newsletter, bibliographical
data base a n d short and medium-term exchanges of research personnel
between participating laboratories. A key feature of this final phase of
CEAM is that advances m a d e in the earlier phase will now be moved
towards the stage of industrial exploitation. Special emphasis is to be placed
on promising new developments-rare-earth iron nitrides, thin film magnets,
low-cost processing routes and micromotors-all of which have significant
economic potential.
The overall aim of the new concerted action is to focus development of the
research base which will allow European industry to participate fully in a
rapidly-evolving sector, which is set to expand dramatically in the 1990s.
KEYWORDS

Electrical/Electronic industry; Materials processing; Engineering (electrical);
Magnetic; Powders; Powder metallurgy; Research/Development
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CNRS
LABORATOIRE DE MAGNET1SME LOUIS NEEL
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ANALYSIS OF COERCIVITY AND OF THE
MICROSTRUCTURE OF HIGH-TECH HARD MAGNETIC
MATERIALS
Starting date: June 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Permanent magnets based on the Fei4Nd2B intermetallic compound will be
produced by four different techniques: sintering, melt-spinning, extrusion
a n d mechanical alloying. Due to the deteriorating effects of the
microstructure these different techniques have so far led to only 10-20% of
the theoretically achievable coercive field. Investigations of magnetization
processes, hysteresis loops, magnetic after-effects and domain patterns will
be performed on these different materials as a function of temperature and
different types of pretreatment. These magnetic measurements will be
combined with studies of the microstructure by transmission electron
microscopy. In particular, the role of non-magnetic precipitation, misaligned
grains, incompletely magnetically decoupled grains, structure of the
intergranular phase will be studied in detail. From a comparison of the
different types of permanent magnets a deeper insight into the role of the
microstructure with respect to their hard magnetic properties will be
obtained. Combining the results of the microstructural a n d the
micromagnetic analysis of the different types of permanent magnets the
procedures for optimizing the coercive field will be determined.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

So far, the above-mentioned types of magnets have been prepared with
different compositions. Melt-spun materials have been prepared and
analysed in a wide range of preparation parameters. By a well-defined
optimization of the microstructure the coercive field of a melt-spun
Fe76Ndi5Bp- magnet could be increased up to 830 kA/m at a temperature of
150°C.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Magnetic: Special alloys; Materials characterization;
Materials science; Powder metallurgy; Research
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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DEVELOPMENT OF POWDER PASSIVATION AND
SPRAY FORMING TECHNIQUES FOR RE-TM-X MAGNETS
Starting date: March 1988

Duration: 42 months

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this project are:
■ to improve the ease of handling of pyrophoric RE-TM-X powders for
magnet production. This will be achieved by depositing a passivating
metal film on the powder particle surfaces using a Metal Organic
Chemical Vapour D eposition (MOCVD) technique
■ to develop an alternative route for the production of RE-TM-X magnetics
based upon the Osprey spray forming route.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Spray forming, using the Osprey process, has been shown to be a feasible
method for producing Nd-Fe-B magnet Tubes, in various sizes, have been
successfully spray formed and found to have appropriate microstructures
and energy products up to roughly 9MGOe. The magnetic properties were
found to be slightly anisotrpic and efforts are presently being m a d e to
improve the crystalline anisotropy.
The powder passivation work has succeded in coating powders with Ni by
MOCVD a n d in developing a thermogravimetric method of assessing the
degree of passivation. Coating of the powders with Co from its acetyl
acetonate has proved more difficult and efforts are continuing in this area.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Forming/Shaping/Casting; Magnetic materials;
Characterization/Testing; Materials science; Research/D evelopment
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

BNF-FULMER
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NOVEL PROCESSING TECHNIQUES AND ALLOY
ENGINEERING APPLIED TO ADVANCED RARE EARTH
IRON BASED PERMANENT MAGNET SYSTEMS
Starting date: March 1988

Duration: 39 months

OBJECTIVES

Overall objectives of the project are to develop techno-economically viable
magnets based on NdFeB or other Rare-Earth-Transition Metal-Metalloid
systems, through alloy engineering a n d process innovation. Aims are
improved thermal stability, better corrosion/oxidation resistance and cost
effectiveness. Main tasks
■ modification or replacement of the rare-earth rich phase
■ investigate the possibilities for precipitation hardening systems
■ feasibility of producing anistropic material directly from rapid salification
processes
■ process studies of novel raw material casting techniques, hydrogen
decrepitation, hot pressing, RST and resistance sintering
■ through magnetic and microstructural characterization of commercial and
experimental materials
■ consideration of 'fitness for purpose.'
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Achievements to date are:
■ development and understanding of the Hydrogen D isproportionation
Desorption Recombination process (HD D R)
■ investigation of the link between microstructure, chemistry and magnetic
behaviour of commercial sintered NdFeB. Incremental recoil permeability
technique developed to study demagnetization behaviour
■ development of hot pressing techniques and brief study of Resistance
Sintering
■ development of D isc Casting process for control of ingot microstructure
■ quantification of the recrystallisation process in prior amorphous melt
spun alloys
■ confirmation that anistropic as cast melt spun alloys are unlikely to be
feasible
■ precipitation hardening system discovered.
KEYWORDS

Magnetic; Material science; Materials processing.

PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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DEVELOPMENT OF ECONOMIC PRODUCTION
TECHNIQUES OF HIGH PERFORMANCE RE-MAGNETS
FOR MASS APPLICATIONS
Starting date: D e c e m b e r 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The main goal of the project is the development of an economic production
technique for near net-shape magnets from mechanically alloyed Nd-Fe-B
powders. Besides the manufacture of polymer bonded isotropic magnets, hot
pressed isotropic magnets a n d anisotropic magnets prepared by hot
deformation processes will be examined. The essential tasks are:
■ development of an economic production route of powders for mechanical
alloying
■ mechanical alloying of Nd-Fe-B and reaction heat treatment
■ manufacture of polymer bonded magnets
■ investigation of different compaction techniques for the production of
isotropic or anisotropic Nd-Fe-B-magnets, respectively
■ characterization of the physical and magnetic properties
■ corrosion and handling tests of magnets and magnet-systems
■ investigation of pinning type magnets.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Appropriate powders for mechanical alloying of Nd-Fe-B h a v e been
produced in 5 kg batches. In pilot production facilities the mechanical
alloying of such powders has been performed. The optimization of the
processing parameters a n d of the reaction heat treatment are under
investigation. In laboratory conditions polymer bonded magnets with a
remnant polarization of 0.67 T a n d a coercivity of 13.1 kA/cm were
prepared by mechanical alloying from the newly developed powders. By
hot-pressing combined with a hot-deformation process anisotropic magnets
with a remnant polarization of 1.17 T and an energy density of 260 kJ/m3
have been achieved up to now.
KEYWORDS

Electronic industry; Materials processing; Magnetic; Material science;
Mechanical alloying; Hot-compaction; Corrosion test
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF RARE
EARTH TRANSITION METAL MAGNETIC FILMS AND
MULTILAYERS
Starting date: April 1988

Duration: 42 months

OBJECTIVES

The overall objectives include:
■ improved methods of thin film preparation, including laser ablation
deposition
■ development of new techniques for the magnetic characterization of thin
films, including 5 7 Fe depth sensitive conversion electron Mossbauer
spectroscopy a n d bulk magnetic property determination using SQUID
magnetometry and the Ken effect
■ preparation of thin film magnetic materials, for applications (magnetic
recording, permanent magnets, soft magnetic applications.).
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The achievements are:
■ rare earth(R) transition metal(M) multilayers have been prepared by
different techniques. High quality films have been obtained using laser
ablation deposition. Resistively heated evaporation cells h a v e been
developed for the preparation of materials with a high melting temperature
■ DCEM spectrometers have been built and used for the characterization of
R-Fe multilayers. A tranverse Ken effect magnetometer has been built. It is
working in an entirely automatic mode, from 15K to 300K and in a maximum
magnetic field of 2T. The magneto-optical properties of R-Ni and R-Co
amorphous films have been studied
■ novel magnetization processes have been observed in R Co/R Co/RCo
sandwich films, associated with creation or annihilation of domain walls at
the interface between individual layers
■ perpendicular anistiopy has been obtained in Fe/Tb multilayers resulting
from the low symmetry environment for Tb atoms close to the interface.
KEYWORDS

Magnetic; Multilayers/Multimaterials; Materials science
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CNRS
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NEW MAGNETIC MATERIAL STRUCTURES FOR STATIC
SENSING HEADS
Starting date: August 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

New magneto-resistive materials, with a n effect at least five times larger
than the conventional Permalloy, will be developed in order to make highly
efficient magnetic sensors.
These materials - a n d the associated magnetic structure - will be used in a
new multiplexed magnetic read-out head organisation. Such a component
fixed in front of a low speed running tape, and integrating a large number
of parallel tracks -, in association with a similar writing head previously
developed at THOMSON-CSF/LCR. will constitute a real break-through
towards the production of a new fully digital recording system.
KEYWORDS

Magnetic recording; Sensors; Thin films; Magnetic; Multilayers
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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MAGNETIC MULTILAYERS: FUNDAMENTAL AND
TECHNOLOGICAL ASPECTS
Duration: 36 months

Starting date: April 1990

OBJECTIVES

Multilayers (ML) core prepared by different techniques such as, evaporation
under UHV coditions and sputtering. Extensive X-ray diffraction and electron
microscopy studies are made in order to correlate the properties to the
structure. Magnetic and magneto-optical and transport properties are also
studied.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ in Ni/Cu for relatively thin layers the coherency strain influences the
growth mode. For 6 atomic layers of Ni a perpendicular anisotropy and
an enhancement of Ni moment are observed
■ non-monotonous dependence of the plasma frequency on the Ni layer
thickness in Ni/Pd was found by such synchrotron studies
■ study of TM/Ag with TM=Ni, Fe, Co showed that there is no surface
anistropY in Ni but for the other two a contribution was observed
■ in Co/Pt ML for t(Co) < 8A, a strong perpendicular anistropy is obtained
and the perpendicular M-H loops are rectangular with coercivities on the
order of 2 kOe. The surface anistropy contribution is +0.65 erg.cm -2
■ in Fe/Ni ML, grown with [1 1 1] epitaxy, Fe layers thinner than 16 atomic
layers become fee. with consequences on the magnetic properties
■ Nd-Fe-B type hard magnetic materials have been sputter deposited
followed by appropriate post heat treatments
■ resistivity and thermopower measurements have been carried out on
Co/Ag ML.
KEYWORDS

Magnetic; Multilayers; Nanotechnology; Magneto-optics; Anisotropy,
Fenomagnetic resonance
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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HIGH PERFORMANCE MAGNETIC FLUIDS AND
COMPLEMENTARY DEVICES
Starting date: S e p t e m b e r 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The project is concerned with the development of ultrastable colloidal
dispersions of magnetic particles in perfluoropolyether carrier liquids and of
new devices based on these materials. Its aim is to provide the basis for a
new class of magnetic fluids having significant benefits with respect to the
ferrofluids available from conventional materials. The novel systems will
take advantage of chemical inertness, thermal stability, immiscibility and
low vapour pressure of the perfluoropolyethers. The research will involve
the development surfactants compatible with the carriers a n d able to
stabilise ultrafine magnetic particles. All components will be prepared and
characterized by the most advanced technologies available to date. An
alternative route for the preparation in-situ of dispersions is to be examined.
The dispersions will be characterized for their physico-chemical behaviour
and their performance will be tested in devices. Data generated will then
feed back into the optimization studies.
The result will be a range of ferrofluids with enhanced properties which will
enable the design and evaluation of prototype devices having a wide range
of uses in specialized engineering applications.
A European source of high quality materials will be the result of the future
industrial development of the achievements of the project.
KEYWORDS

Mehanical engineering/Machinery; Prototyping; Magnetic; Smart materials;
Particle technology; Colloidal systems; Flourinated fluids.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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ELABORATION AND STUDY OF SOFT MAGNETIC
MATERIALS OBTAINED BY RAPID SOLIDIFICATION
AND BY CHEMICAL VAPOUR DEPOSITION FOR
APPLICATIONS AT MEDIUM AND HIGH FREQUENCIES
Starting date: August/September 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The basic aim of the project is the laboratory scale development of high
quality iron-based soft magnetic alloys, for prospective use in medium and
high-frequency devices (400Hz - 1MHz). Basically, such alloys will be
required to have high saturation induction, high permeability, low losses,
medium to low magnetostriction and good mechanical properties, in order to
compare favorably with current materials. Applications might include
medium and high-frequency transformers, actuators, inverter transformers,
switched-mode power supplies, saturable reactor cores, magnetic switches.
The following key objectives are envisaged:
(i) elaboration by planar flow casting of thin (< 20nm) FeB-based amorphous
ribbons, having low losses at high frequencies (10 KHz - 1 MHz)
(ii) elaboration by planar flow casting of crystalline high Si ribbons (4.5
wt%<Si<6.5 wt%), having good magnetic properties at medium frequencies
(400 Hz- 10 KHz)
(iii) elaboration by CVD of Si (or Al) enriched conventional grain-oriented
FeSi larninations, with properties optimized at medium and, if possible, power
frequencies
(iv) assessment of the microstructural properties of the elaborated alloys
(v) comprehensive magnetic characterization
(vi) theoretical assessment of magnetic vs. microstructural properties.
On the he project is intended to enhance European know-how in the field of
innovative soft magnetic materials.
KEYWORDS

Magnetic materials; Ferrous materials; Rapidly solidified alloys
PRIME PARTNER
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ADVANCES IN LASER ABLATION DEPOSITION
INNOVATIONS (ALADIN)
Duration: 36 months

Starting date: July 1990

OBJECTIVES

Laser ablation deposition (LAD ) has tremendous, but largely unrealized
potential as a simple and versatile method of thin film preparation. This
project associates five groups with complementary experience in different
aspects of LAD . The aims are to develop a sound physical understanding of
the process as applied to metallic and insulating compounds, and to exploit
LAD for the preparation of a range of novel materials a n d multilayer
structures for application in magnetics, microelectronics and X-ray optics.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ study of the nature and energy of the species evaporated in LAD , by use
of a CMA-QMS spectrometer
■ development of particle filters for elimination of droplets ejected from the
target during ablation
■ growth of epitaxial films of the YC05 and YM5 compounds and layers of
W, Nb, Y and Sm
■ preparation of diamond-like carbon films exhibiting a long range
crystalline order
■ preparation of high-quality epitaxial films of 1-2-3 superconductors with
Y,Pr a n d Eu as well as Bi-Sr-Ca-CuO films doped with Pr a n d Li.
Preparation of off-stoichiometric multilayers of the Bi superconductors
interspaced with PbO layers, with the aim of producing high-T c
superconductors without the need to perform annealing under lead
vapour.
KEYWORDS

Carbon/Graphite; Coatings/Thin Films; Magnetic; Multilayers/Multimaterials;
Optical; Superconductors; Materials Characterization/Testing; Materials
Science
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CNRS
LABORATOIRE LOUIS NEEL
25, AVENUE DES MARTYRS 166X
F-38042, GRENOBLE-CEDEX

EUROPEAN SYNCHROTRON
RADIATION F ACILITY
UNIVERSITY OF DUBLIN
UNIVERSITY OF OULU
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON

CONTACT PERSON
D. GIVORD
Tel: + 33-76-881196
Tfax: +33-76-881191
Tx: +320254

Contract no: BREU-0201
Proposal no: BE-3560
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NEW RED PHOSPHOR FOR CATHODE RAY TUBES
Starting date: December 1989

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

A new European capability for producing efficient phosphors involves:
■ synthesis and characterisation of cunent, advanced and new phosphors;
■ scaling up of the synthesis of current and advanced phosphors, and
optimisation of the production parameters;
« fitting of the phosphor efficiency to the new need of contrast and
brightness;
■ characterisation and quality control of phosphors in a cathode ray tube;
■ replacement of rareearth matrix for the red phospher by an alkaline
earth matrix;
■ decrease of the doping level of the rareearth activator;
■ research of new families of cathodoluminescent materials such as
alkalineearth silicon (or yttrium) sulfides or similar compounds associated
with a better knowledge of the luminescent mechanisms.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ New synthesis of the current red nomill phosphor Y202S:Eu with
appropriate CIE colour coordinates a n d visual efficiency. Physico
chemical and luminescent properties.
■ New red phosphor CaS:Eu : choice of the synthesis route, doping agents
and concentration. Physicochemical and luminescent properties.
■ Development of a new industrial red phosphor (Y202S:Eu or CaS:Eu) and
ontube measurements.
KEYWORDS

Processing; Powder; Phosphor; Television; Optical; Material.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

THOMSON-CSF
LABORATOIRE CENTRAL DE RECHERCHES (LCR)
DOMAINE DE CORBEVILLE, BP 10
F-91404ORSAYCEDEX

BORDEAUX UNIVERSITY
V1DEOCOLOR
TEMAV

CONTACT PERSON
A. MORELL
Tel:+ 33-1-60197647
Tfax: +33-1-60197272
Tlx: + 616780 F

Contract no: Rl 1B-220
Proposal no: P-2278
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ULTRAFINE CATHODO-LUMINESCANT POWDERS FOR
VERY HIGH RESOLUTION SYSTEMS
Starting date: 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

This project aims to develop powder materials (phosphors) with
homogeneous ultra fine particle sizes for very high resolution Cathode Ray
Tubes (CRTs). These tubes will have significant advantages in brightness,
stability, a n d optical clarity over those currently available. This will bring
the European research consortium up and beyond the forefront of this
technology.
The ultrafine particles will be synthesized using three techniques-optimized
firing process, solvothermal process and sol-gel process. Particular emphasis
will be placed on obtaining green phosphors. The powders will be
characterized for their electro-optical, physical and chemical properties. The
optimized process will be selected a n d a pilot plant constructed for
manufacturing the phosphor. After developing suitable coating processes
for the CRT screens, prototype CRTs will be assembled a n d tested. This
project will lay the foundation for the development of cathodoluminescent
materials emitting in other colours.
KEYWORDS

Chemical/Petrochemical; Manufacturing; Prototyping; Powders; Surface
treatment technologies; Phosphors; Cathodo-luminescence.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

RIEDEL-DE HAEN AG
PHOSPHOR DIVISION
WUNSTORFER STR 40
D-3016SEELZE

LABORATOIRE DE CHIMIE DU SOUDE
UK ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHRITY
THOMSON TUBES ELECTRONIQUES
EOLAS

CONTACT PERSON
A.SIGGEL
Tel:+49-5137-707533
Tfax: + 49-5137-707121
Tlx: + 921295 RDHS D

Contract no: BREU-0475
Proposal no: BE-4204
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HIGHLY REACTIVE RARE EARTH OXIDE POWDERS FOR
MORE EFFICIENT LUMINESCENT MATERIALS
Starting date: May 1990

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The first objective of this project is to develop more reactive rare earth oxide
powders with improved morphology and a reduced level of those impurities
that have a detrimental effect on the luminescent performance.
The second objective is to use these improved rare earth oxide powders to
develop a process for the preparation of more efficient luminescent powders
with narrower particle size distribution.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Improved raw materials for the red lamp phosphor Yttrium-europium oxide
have been made and specifications for the best material have been fixed.
The use of co-precipitated mixed oxides instead of mixtures of oxides in the
preparation of the phosphor offers important advantages: better control of
particle growth in the phosphor preparation process and better luminescent
performance of the final phosphor powder.
The lumen efficiency of the phosphor powder was found to be very sensitive
to the presence of very small amounts of transition metals such as iron.
Raw materials have also been made for a number of green lamp phosphors.
These are now being evaluated.
KEYWORDS

Chemical/Petrochemical; Electrical/Electronic industry; Engineering
(Chemical); Optical; Powders; Materials Characterization/Testing; Particle
technology
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

PHILIPS LIGHTING
ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT LAMPS I
P.O. BOX 80020
NL-5600 JM EINDHOVEN

RHONE POULENC
UNIVERSITY OF UTRECHT
UNIVERSITY OF CADIZ

CONTACT PERSON
J. DE LAU
Tel:+ 31-4959-7247
Tfax: + 31-4959-2704
Tlx: + 37553

Contract no: BREU-147
Proposal no: BE-3336
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ERASABLE POLYMERIC MEDIA FOR ANALOG
INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL
Starting date: A p r i l 1988

Duration:

36 m o n t h s

OBJECTIVES

This project concerns the development of can optical recording, storage and
retrieval system. The system incorporates erasable polymeric storage
media, laser based d a t a recording components, a n d d a t a retrieval
components. The main objective is to develop easier to handle and more
efficient recording materials (optical polymers) than the presently available
ones (e.g. photographic films). Key features are: no additional wet
chemical processing during or after recording, erasability of the stored
information, a n d hook-up to digital memories. The recording mechanism
consists of laser induced thermo-optic effects in thin film liquid crystalline
polymers. Novel, infrared diode laser light absorbing polymers are being
developed for this purpose. These polymers will be shaped into free
standing multilayer polymeric films comprising a substrate, the recording
layer and eventually a protective cover layer, thus forming the integrated
optical storage media. Scanning components will be developed to allow the
recording laser beam to be directed over the storage media. In addition, a
read system will be developed in order to retrieve the stored information and
make, for instance, hard copies. A mechanism to erase the stored
information will be developed, enabling use of the same spot for the storage
of new data. Applications of this type of polymeric optical storage media,
the recording and retrieval components, are in computer memories, the
recording of engineering drawings, and office data storage. A market study
and techno-economic assessment will be conducted.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Several types of novel polymers have been developed, enabling the
recording with infrared solid state diode lasers. Writing tests with lasers on
the media show required recording energy densities of the order of 1
nJ/nm2- Test films have been prepared. Polymers, scanning and writing
improvements are under study.
KEYWORDS
Electrical/Electronic industry; Logistics/Management/Prod,
plan; Dielectrics/Ferroelectrics; Optical; Polymers; Data bases/Expert
systems
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

AKZO INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH BV
AKZO CORPORATE RESEARCH
VELPERWEG 76. PO BOX 9300
NL-6800 SB ARNHEM

GEO RESEARCH LTD
LASER-SCAN LABS LTD
UNIVERSITY OF HULL
UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS

CONTACT PERSON
G.R. MOEHLMANN
Tel: + 31-85-663033
Tfax: +31-85662669
Tbc: + 45204

Contract no: RUB-179
Proposal no: P-2119
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FAST RESPONSE ELECTRO-CHROMIC DEVICES ON
POLYMERIC SUBSTRATE (FREDOPS)
Starting date: 1991-1992

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

New optical composite materials are needed to obtain a dynamic control of
light and energetic transmission properties of glazed systems. ElectroChromism (EC) is a promising technique to obtain variable transmittance, or
different colours, by electric voltage switching. Nevertheless several open
problems still remain in this technology, namely in the lifetime and reliability
aspects.
Specific goal of the project is to develop a Fast Response EC Device On
Polymeric Substrate (FREDOPS), opening a new R & D path respect to the
more diffuse line, based on coatings on glass substrates.
FREDOPS could be widely applicable: from building or transport glazing
systems to communication display, light control systems for visual protection
(visors, spectacles,etc.), architectural applications.etc. In order to satisfy the
required range of specifications, in term of fast response (from 1 to 10
seconds), long term reliability (10 6 cycles, 5 to 10 years lifetime), high
contrast level (at least 1 to 5) max operating temperature (from 70 to 110°C)
three different basic system have been selected as candidates for FREDOPS.
The obtained FREDOPS systems will be submitted to a n extensive
performance and durability test sequence.
The most promising solutions will be selected.
An optimization phase will follow, subdivided in three application areas:
curved substrates for visual protection, display, in transmitting systems. The
final objective is to obtain a prototype FREDOPS for each application area, in
the rnaxirnum active surface size 270 x 270mm, satisfying the specifications
required by the respective sector.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Engineering (optical); Optical; Smart materials; Surface
treatment technologies; Vision/Optical systems; Electrochromic
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CONPHOBUS SCRL
GRUPPO TERMICO
ZONA INDUSTRIALE PASSO MARTINO
I-95O30 PIANO D'ARCI (CO

HEF
LIES ENSEEG
CSTB SERVICE MATERIAUX
NKT A/S
BEKAERT ITS
UNIVERSITY OF CATANIA
SIV

CONTACT PERSON
A.MARCELLO
Tel:+ 39-95-291407
Tfax: + 39-95-291246
Tlx: + 971353 CONPHO

Contract no:
Proposal no: BE-4137
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GRIN MATERIAL AND TECHNOLOGY R & D FOR
GRADIENT INDEX OPTICAL GLASS LENSES
Starting date: January 1992

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The use of gradient index would significantly improve the characteristics
and properties of optical mineral glass components, namely ophthalmic
lenses.
The goal of the research programme is to design optical components and to
develop corresponding materials for creating new glass lenses with a
spatially varying (gradient refractive index) (GRIN) for use in ophthalmic
optics.
The work plan covers three main areas which are interdependent and
complement one another :
■ design tools will be developed to model optical ray tracing in an
inhomogeneous medium and to calculate the imaging properties of
gradient index lenses
■ suitable glass systems will be identified and three potential ways will be
investigated for processing these systems to give raw glass bodies with
various radial and axial index profiles suitable for ophthalmic lenses. This
task will form the largest share of the total project
■ a n instrument will be designed and built specificallly to measure the index
distribution in the raw glass bodies created in the previous activity
Through an interactive coordinated programme samples of GRIN lenses will
be designed, fabricated and measured.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Engineering (optical); Ceramics/Glasses; Optical;
Opthalmic optics; Optical index; Gradient refractive index
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ESSILOR INTERNATIONAL
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
57 AVENUE DE CONDE
F-94106 SAINT MAURDES F OSSES CEDEX

OPTISCHE WERKE G. RODENSTOCK
D
CORNING FRANCE F
AEA TECHNOLOGY
UK
CERAMIC DEVELOPMENT (MIDLANDS) LTD UK
TECHNISCHE UNIVERSITAT CLAUSTHAL
D

CONTACT PERSON
J-L. MERCIER
Tel: + 33-1-49767096
Tfax: + 33-1-48865048
Ttx: + 264530 F

Contract no:
Proposal no: BE-4379
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LIGHTWEIGHT MIRRORS MADE OF CARBON-FIBRE
COMPOUND FOR OPTICAL APPLICATION
Note: Updated

information

was not provided

in time (or

Starting date: May 1988

publication.

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The project aims to develop new composites for manufacturing large (D 7m)
mirror blanks, made of Carbon-Fibre-Compound (CFC), coated with thin
layers of glass or ceramic materials. The CFC provides the mechanical
strength, while the glass/ceramic materials offer a polishable surface. The
intial stages of the work will concentrate on the selection of the most suitable
glass- and ceramic-materials, which can be combined with CFC. Small
pieces of the new composite material will be investigated and later will be
extended to the development of prototype mirrors with sizes of 300 mm.
Parallel to the development of the glass/ceramic covered CFC material
another method will be studied, namely to combine the glass/ceramic
material with the CFC material itself. This process is expected to permit a
continuous gradient from the CFC to the glass/ceramic structure (carbonfibre-glass compounds CFG). The properties of the CFC material, covered by
the inert material glass, offer these new composites a wide range of
industrial applications.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Composites (polymer matrix); Optical; Surface
treatment technologies
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

RUHR UNIVERSITAT
INSTITUTE OF ASTRONOMY
POSTFACH 102148
D-4630 BOCHUM

MAN TECHNOLOGIE. MUNCHEN
SPACE RESEARCH LABORATORY,
GRONINGEN

CONTACT PERSON
G.F.O. SCHNUR
Tel: + 49-234-7004584

Contract no: MA 1E-0069
Proposal no: P-0831
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LIGHTWEIGHT REFLECTORS OF CARBON FIBRE
REINFORCED PLASTIC
Starting date: January 1989

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Quality requirements in the field of radio and optical astronomy, in
measurements for meteorology, oceanography and earth exploration, and in
instrumentation are increasing constantly. To receive and transmit the wide
variety of signals and data and to carry out measurements, telescopes and
reflector systems are needed which display improved properties. Working
on the basis of lightweight, carbon-fibre reinforced plastics, it is intended to
develop methods of construction a n d structures, work out specific
rnanufacturing techniques and processing steps, and manufacture models
and samples. For the purpose of verification it is intended to measure their
long-term geometric shape accuracy under operating conditions.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Using selected fibre-resin systems numerous CFRP plates of varying
thickness a n d structure were manufactured a n d examined for their
suitability as reflector substrates. The surfaces of the planar plates were
measured on a 3-coordinate measuring machine to a n accuracy of l|im.
The measured values can be represented as Zemike polynomials, with the
aid of which a n error analysis can be performed as the basis for optimising
structure a n d manufacture. Finite element calculations a n d sensitivity
analyses complete the project work, which includes materials testing to
verify the calculations. Mirror coatings have been successfully deposited on
the CFRP substrates. To what extent the mirror-coated a n d non-minorcoated CFRP plates will meet the optical requirements when subjected to
external loading is still to be examined.
KEYWORDS

Composites (polymer matrix); Optical; InstTuments/Sensors/Precision
equipment; Mathematical modelling.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

FRIED. KRUPP GMBH
KRUPP FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT
MUNCHENER STRASSE 100
D-4300 ESSEN 1

DELFT INSTRUMENTS
UNIVERSITY OF PATRAS

CONTACT PERSON
H.F. WILMS
Tel:+ 49-201-1884268
Tfax: + 49-201-1882577
Tlx: +201899

Contract no: Rl 1B-278
Proposal no: P-2413
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SUPERIOR ALUMINIUM NITRIDE WITH SPECIAL
MICROSTRUCTURE DESIGN FOR IMPROVED MACHINING
BEHAVIOUR
Starting date: 1991-1992

Duration: 30 months

OBJECTIVES

1) Development of A1N gradient material which exhibits a n improved
surface machining behaviour a n d simultaneously has excellent bulk
properties.
2) Optimization of the mechanical (bending strength > 400 MPa, fracture
toughness > 3.5 MPa Vm) and thermal properties (thermal conductivitY >150
W/raK).
3) Production of high quality surfaces (R<lnm) with the least possible
damge only by grinding.
4) Characterization of the strength a n d degree of d a m a g e in ground
surfaces on specimens as well as on components, especially to obtain
information on the reliability.
5) Technology transfer with respect to ductile mode grinding from special to
conventional grinding machines.
KEYWORDS

Optical industry; Machining; Ceramics; Laser technology; Materials science;
Development
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CARL ZEISS
LABOR FUR TECHNOLOGY UND
VERFAHRENSENTWICKLUNG OPTIK
CARL ZEISS STRASSE PO BOX 1380
D-7082 OBERKOCHEN

FRAUNHOFER INSTITUT
DE BEERS INDUSTRIAL
MAX-PLANCK INSTITUT
TIOXIDE
ENIRICERCHE

CONTACT PERSON
R.LOERCHER
Tel: + 49-7364-204409
Tfax: + 49-7364-204531
Tlx: +71375155

Contract no: BREU-0520
Proposal no: BE-4288
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AN ELECTROCHROMIC GLAZING SYSTEM SUITABLE
FOR TRANSPORT AND ARCHITECTURAL
APPLICATIONS
Starting date: 1991 -1992

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this project is to develop glazings whose transparency
can be controlled by the application of an electrical potential. This could
lead to imroved comfort for individuals in transportation vehicles and within
buildings, a n d reductions in energy consumption. The project has the
specific objective of producing an electrochromic window based on lithium
insertion measuring 30 x 30cm 2 , capable of transmitting between 70% and
15% with a life time of 105 cycles and withstanding to extreme temperatures
of -40°C and 100°C.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

(i) Determination of an adapted counter electrode for lithium insertion
(ii) Improvement of the environmental and electrochemical stability of
sputtered deposited W03 layers
(iii) Development of a technique of fabrication for the windows
(iv) Development of an intelligent power supply system.
KEYWORDS

Energy; Cciolings/Thin films; Multilayers; Polymers; Smart materials
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SAINT-GOBAIN RECHERCHE
COUCHES MINCE
39, QUAI LUCIEN LEFRANC
F-93303, AUBERVILLIERS CEDEX

IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES (ICI)
BECKER UND FLUGFUNKWERK
UNIVERSITY OF LOUGHBOROUGH
LABORATOIRE DE SPECTROSCOPE
MOLECULAIRE ET CRISTALLINE
DE BORDEAUX
CONPHOEBUS

CONTACT PERSON
F. DEFENDINI
Tel:+ 33-1-48395889
Tfax: + 33-1-48347416
Tbc + 235767 F

Contract no: BREU-0488
Proposal no: BE-4042
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NOVEL PROCESSING AND TESTING PROCEDURES OF OPTIMIZED
CERAMIC OR METAL POLYMER COMPOSITES FOR ACOUSTOOPTICAL ELECTRICAL AND MAGNETIC APPLICATIONS
Starting date: February 1989

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

In this project materials for application in integrated optics and wave guides
are to be developed and their properties investigated. The materials are
intended for use in electro-optic, nonlinear-optic and acousto-optic switches
and modulators, as well as in photosensors and photocopiers.
The coordination is as follows: The composites proposed and developed by
the partner at the University of Duisburg are being compacted by a special
pressing a n d welding technique with superimposed high frequency
(ultrasonic) vibration, developed at the University of Vienna. The macroand micTOcharacterization of the materials is performed at the Max- PlanckInstitute Stuttgart and at the CNRS Grenoble respectively.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Recently an enormous development in the field of non-linear light guides
took place. For electro-optic switches or modulators, poled polymers with
oriented chromophore molecules have been developed. The dye orientation
is achieved by poling the polymer films in high electric fields. During the last
year the research programme in this project was adjusted to this actual field
of interest. A multilayer stack containing optical transparent, electrically
conducting ITO electrode films and ferroelectric ceramic/polymer composite
layers was investigated. The polymer polymethyl-styrene was investigated
as a possible electrically orientable matrix material. Using these layers an
improved dipolar orientation of chromophores could be achieved.
Additionally the group in Vienna produced one by one and two by two
couplers of polymer lightguides by ultrasonic welding. A method was
proved by the group in Stuttgart to characterize the bonding strength
substrate/layer by bending tests and that of the couplers by tension tests.
The partner in Grenoble developed and proved a method to characterise
defects and microcracks in ceramics and composite materials by impedance
spectroscopy.
KEYWORDS

Engineering (optical); Optical; Polymers; Ceramics; Coatings; Electrical;
Magnetic.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

MAX-PLANCK-INSTITUTE FUR
METALLFORSCHUNG
INSTITUT FUR WERKSTOFFWISSENSCHAFT
SEESTRASSE 92
D-7000 STUTTGART

UNIVERSITAT DUISBURG
CNRS-ENSEEG GRENOBLE
UNIVERSITAT WIEN

CONTACT PERSON
K.KROMP
Tel: + 43-222-342630242
Tfax: + 43-2223102633

Contract no: M A 1E-0066
Proposal no: P-0157
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NEW APPLICATIONS OF POLYMERS IN ELECTRONICS
AND OPTICS
Starting date: May 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Very coherent a n d concerted research is the dominant feature of this
project. Its aim is the build-up of electric, electronic, a n d optical devices
using polymer technology. The different partners are experienced in
complementary fields, from the chemical synthesis of new polymers to the
manufacture of sophisticated polymer devices. The scientific fields involved
in this project cover the solid state theory applied to the polymers, the
electrochemistry, the chemical and physical characterization of electrooptical devices, the ion optics, the optical waveguiding a n d the ion
implantation techniques. The practical applications are in the field of low
voltage electrical connection techniques, the electronic a n d electro-optical
devices using monolithic and hybrid technology, planar optical wave guides
and contact lenses.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ Synthesis of:

- PPV samples by the precursor route
- PTh samples by electrochemical processes
■ Theoretical study of PPV doped by the chemical way
■ PPV and PTh samples doped by ion implantation
■ Mechanical state of the construction of an ionic column of 30 keV.
KEYWORDS

Electrical; Optical; Polymer; Micro Engineering
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

UNIVERSITE DE LIMOGES
LE.P.F.I.
123 AVENUE ALBERT THOMAS
F-87060UMOGESCEDEX

UNIVERSITE DE MONS
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITE DU PAYS BASQUE
LEGRAND
ESSILOR
COURTAULDS RESEARCH

CONTACT PERSON
J-P. MOUTON
Tel: + 33-55-457420,33-55457441
Tfax: + 33-55-457288

Contract no: BREU -0148
Proposal no: P-3369
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INTRINSICALLY CONDUCTIVE POLYMERS FOR
ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE SHIELDING
Starting date: June 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Intrinsically conductive polymers - ICPs - offer many advantages compared
to materials containing conductive inclusions such as metal or carbon.
However, although ICPs are already well known in laboratories, production
on industrial scale is not yet possible because, among other things, the
transformation process remains unknown. The aim of this project is the
production of ICPs on a industrial scale for electromagnetic interference
shielding (EMI).
The aims of the project are:
■ Good synthesis of ICPs
■ a better knowledge of the transformation process
■ good knowledge and control of the physical properties of ICPs and their
EMI shielding efficiency.
KEYWORDS

Electrical/Electronic industry; Carbon/Graphite; Electrical; Multilayers/
Multimaterials; Polymers
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

THOMSON SINTRA ASM

KABELWERK EUPEN AG

525. ROUTE DES DOLINES, BP 138
F-06561 VALBONNE

a

THOMSON-CSF

CONTACT PERSON
O. LACOUR
Tel: + 33-929-63000
Tfax: + 33-929-65630
Tlx: +616780

Contract no: BREU-0469
Proposal no: BE-4577
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DEVELOPMENT OF IMPROVED MATERIALS FOR HIGH VOLTAGE
MULTILAYER CERAMIC CAPACITORS
Starting date: N o v e m b e r 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Multilayer ceramic capacitors based on barium titanate dominate the low
voltage (<300V) market. Their use in high voltage applications (e.g. energy
storage) is limited by the relatively poor electric strength of high permittivity
ceramics when compared with plastic films.
The objective of the proposed research is the development of ferroelectric
materials of controlled microstrucrure which offer higher electric strength
than currently available ceramic materials combined with a decreased
dependence of permittivity upon electric field. The objective will be
achieved by the development of two new materials: an ultra-fine grain
ferroelectric glass ceramic at ERA Technology; a fine grain ferroelectric
ceramic made of chemically derived barium titanate powders having tightly
controlled morphology and composition at Istituto Guido Donegani (IGD).
Complete multi-layer capacitor units will be fabricated from the most
promising materials and their performance compared with the currently
available commercial items made by the third partner, Morgan Matroc,
Unilator Division (UTC).
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Morgan Matroc have fabricated trial multi-layer capacitors from glassceramic compositions developed by ERA. These units have been sintered at
relatively low temperatures (700-900°C) giving a range of dielectric
properties within the X7R classification. Low cost silver/palladium electrodes
have used.
Preliminary evaluations of energy storage indicate the target of
0.6MJm3 should be achieved.
The fabrication of chemically precipitated powders by IGD has met
difficulties and thus a substitute powder has been obtained. Trial units from
this powder are currently being fabricated. Comparison units fabricated by
UTC using a conventional mixed oxide route are also being evaluated.
KEYWORDS

Electrical/Electronic industry; Ceramic/Glasses; Dielectrics/Ferrolectrics;
Particle technology; Capacitors; Energy storage; High voltage.
PRIME PARTNER
ERA TECHNOLOGY LTD
MATERIALS APPUCATION DIVISION
CLEEVE ROAD
UK-KT22 7SA LEATHERHEAD. SURREY
CONTACT PERSON
G.J. HILL
Tel:+ 44-372-374151
Tfax: + 44-372-374496
Tbc: + 264045

OTHER PARTNERS
ISnTUTO GUIDO DONEGANI (IGD)
MORGAN MATROC (UTC)

Contract no: Rl 1B-263
Proposal no: P-2344
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PREPARATION AND USE OF POLYMERIC ALLOYS FOR
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS
Starting date: N o v e m b e r 1988

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The project is intended to show the superiority of polymeric alloys over
polymer-additive mixtures in electrical engineering applications such as
electric cables, insulating materials for supports, high-voltage insulators,
capacitors. Mixing different kinds of polymers may bring enhancement of
their electrical properties, unless alloyed by appropriate compatibilizing
agents such as sequenced block copolymers. Such agents may also be
used for 'alloying' inorganic, polymeric materials. The aim of the project is
the optimization of polymer alloys containing polyolefinic material and
another phase such as a polar polymer, a thermally conductive inorganic
material, etc.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

After evaluation of different compatibilizing agents (HPB-b-Ps block
copolymers), an alloy composition has been selected: LDPE : 80 parts PS : 20
parts and compatibilizing agent : 8 parts (by weight). This alloy has better
electrical properties than presently used insulating materials and shows
satisfying mechanical properties. Compounding has been optimized on 50kg
mass scale by Werner & Pfleiderer. The 'Laboratoire de Chimie
macromoleculaire et de catalyse organique - Universite de Liege' prepared
a whole series of diblocks copolymers HPB-b-PMMA. A selected block
copolymer gives PE/PMMA alloys with good mechanical properties.
Incorporation of inorganic filler encapsulated with a partially hydrolyzed
PMMA in such an alloy is under investigaton. 'Universite de Liege' has
recently begun the synthesis of pure diblocks copolymers HPB-b-PA 6.
Alcatel Alsthom Recherche has prepared, in close relation with Werner &
Pfleiderer several series of PE/PA 6 alloys with available compatibilizing
agents. These materials displayed satifying mechanical properties at room
temperature. Work is in progress to improve low temperature mechanical
properties.
KEYWORDS

Electrical/Electronic industry; Materials processing; Electrical; Polymers;
Materials science;
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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HIGHLY ORIENTED HIGHLY CONDUCTIVE POLYMERS
A NEW CLASS OF ELECTRO-ACTIVE MATERIALS
Starting date: January 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

Two years ago conductivity values nearly as high as copper were
published for highly oriented polyacetylene. a prototype material for
conducting polymers. The reasons for this elevated conductivity are still not
clear. The objective of our proposal is to discover the mechanisms
responsible for these high values, to connect them with other material
properties and to improve systematically the quality of synthesis. Only the
combination of different specialized experimental methods on exactly the
same type of samples allows the evaluation of these parameters and
requires the collaboration of different groups. These proposed methods are
optical spectroscopy and Raman investigations, DC- and AC- conductivity,
transient photoconductivity and photoinduced absorption, nuclear magnetic
resonance and electron spin resonance, electron energy loss spectroscopy,
and structural investigations. The results obtained for polyacetylene should
then, hopefully be transferred to other conducting polymers.
KEYWORDS

Engineering (electrical); Electrical/Electronic industry; Electrical; Electronics;
Materials science; Nanotechnology
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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MEDIUM VOLTAGE POLYMERIC POWER CABLES CLARIFICATION OF THE CAUSE OF WATER TREEING A N D
METHODS OF ITS PREVENTION

Starting date: February 1989

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

Europe supplies about 50% of the extruded polymer medium voltage power
cables to a competitive and growing world market (1.200 MECU per
annum). The life of cables can degrade from the requisite 40 to less than 10
years through the formation of 'vented water trees' at the semi-conducting
screen. Current solutions are based on the use of tree growth inhibitors
which have yet to demonstrate their long term benefits. The solution
proposed here is based on recent work on electrochemical oxidation and on
ion penetration which suggests that control of the ionic content and
permeability to ions of the screen material, coupled with inclusion of ion
traps in the polymer, should suppress water treeing. This would increase
the competitiveness of European manufacturers while requiring only limited
modification of the manufacturing process. To gain acceptance for this
novel technique manufacturers must establish the links between oxidation
processes, ion penetration and tree growth and demonstrate to cable
purchasers through mutually acceptable cable tests that sheat control and
additives that will overcome this problem.
KEYWORDS

Electrical/Electronic industry; Dielectrics/Ferroelectiics; Electrical; Polymers.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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SOLID ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS WITH
CONDUCTING POLYMERIC ELECTRODE SYSTEM
Starting date: January 1989

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Solid electrolytic capacitors are characterized by a high capacitance to
volume ratio . The demand is very high and met mainly by cduminium
capacitors based on thin alurninium oxide in combination with a contact
medium (electrolyte). Currently used solid semiconducting electrolytes are
formed by costly and time consuming processes and such capacitors also
exhibit large leakage currents, limited reliability and relatively high power
losses.
The main objectives of this project are:
■ To synthesise novel organic semiconductors showing good thermal
stability (>260°C) and electrical conductivity (>1 S cm"1).
■ To develop deposition techniques for such organic semiconductors.
■ To assess the behaviour of dielectric organic semiconductor interfaces.
■ To fabricate and characterize the performance of a prototype cduminium
electrolytic capacitor using novel electrically conducting organic
electrolytes leading to a considerable improvement in performance and
stability, saving in manufacturing cost and time.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Capacitors with solid organic electrolytes have to be fabricated and are
undergoing long-term testing. The capacitors show lower loss and higher
capacitance per unit volume than their counterparts based on the more
conventional manganese dioxide technology. In addition capacitor
fabrication is both simpler and cheaper.
Research into improved organic semiconductors is continuing and materials
are now available which are stable at temperatures in excess of 280CC,
fulfilling the requirements of surface mount devices.
KEYWORDS

Electrical/Electronic industry; Manufacturing; Electrical; Chemistry;
Dielectrics/Ferroelectrics; Materials characterization/Testing; Materials
science.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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IMPROVEMENTS IN SURFACE PREPARATION OF
ELECTRICAL CONTACTS AND ORGANIC THIN FILM
DEPOSITION
Starting date: September 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim is to improve surfaces of electrical contacts, in order to achieve
better reliability against corrosion, aging, wear a n d vibration, and to
decrease production cost through noble metal saving or improvements of
plating. This will be done by better control of undesired film formation,
selection of surface additives (such as "lubricants thin film deposition
procedures set up).
Influence of film thickness, in the range of 1 to 100 nm, will be studied for
various layers such as lubricants, oxidation or conversion products, grafted
polymers. An original procedure based upon electropolymerisation,
presently at the research stage, will be developed. D egradation
mechanisms in an agressive automotive environment will be studied on a
quantitative basis; test methods will be developed; effect of applied voltage
and current will be taken into account.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ Preparation and characterization of metallic surfaces is finalized.
■ Formation and study of passivated films is under way.
■ Automotive test procedure is defined.
■ Test benches are close to achievement.
KEYWORDS

Electrical/Electronic; Electrical; Cocrtings/Thin films; Lubricants; Materials
science; Surface treatment technologies
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRICAL APPLICATIONS OF ADVANCED
CONDUCTING POLYMERS
Duration: 36 months

Starting date: D e c e m b e r 1989

OBJECTIVES

Advanced conducting polymers which are processable and thermally stable
with good ageing properties will be synthesized.
Their use will be assessed for two industrial applications:
■ cable technology: production of semi-conductive jackets for high-voltage
energy transportation: Alternating current (AC) and direct current (D C).
■ Microelectronics: manufacturing of supercapacitors a n d energy
microstorage devices.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Chemical preparation has been achieved in one litre scale reactors for
different conducting polymers in doped conductive form: polypyrrole (PPY),
polythiophene (PT), poly octyl thiophene (POT) (Solvay) a n d polyaniline
(PA). Chemical undoping of PT, POT, PA is possible.
■ High quality PPY has been obtained which reliably yields to more than 90
Ah/kg of electrochemical capacity and 200 Farad/gram of double layer
capacitance.
■ Composite materials have been obtained with insulating thermo-plastics
and PT, POT or PA. Polyethylene insulator in contact with these materials
has better dilectric rigidity and is more reliable when it is in contact with
the usual semi-conducting materials made from carbon black.
KEYWORDS

Chemical/Petrochemical; Electrical/Electronic Industry; Energy/Power
generation; Electrical; Polymers; Chemistry; Materials science
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ALCATEL ALSTHOM RECHERCHE
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OPTIMIZED PROCESSING OF POLYMERIC FILM
DIELECTRIC FOR AC POWER CAPACITORS
Starting date: August 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

This co-ordinated activity covers the development of improved dielectrics
with optimisation of conditions across the whole manufacturing process to
include:
■ polymer resin type, purity and additives;
■ film extrusion, orientation and morphology;
■ capacitor winding, impregnation and heat-treatment;
■ criteria for customer acceptance.
The coordination of work involving manufacturing and interactive processes
carried out by different manufacturers is a key element in achieving the
rapid development of materials, enabling the production of power capacitors
with increased operating stress, improved reliability a n d increased
temperature range.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Test specimens have been prepared based on alternative resin formulations
and film extrusion parameters. The chemical and physical characterisation
of samples is well advanced and special equipment and methodology has
been developed for assessing components in polymers. The evaluation of
model capacitators has started using stress and temperature accelerated
testing.
KEYWORDS

Chemical/Petrochemical; Electrical/Electronic Industry; Processing (Rubber &
Plastic); D ielectrics/Ferroelectrics; Materials Characterisation/Testing
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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POLYMER ELECTROLYTES INVOLVING MULTIVALENT
CATIONS
Starting date: 1990

Duration: 42 months

OBJECTIVE

Polymer electrolytes is the n a m e given to a new range of solid state
materials in which ionic salts are dissolved in suitable coordinating high
polymers; in many cases, the salt solubility is very high. Research on these
materials to date has concentrated on lithium ion- and sodium ion-containing
systems. These generally have relatively high ionic conductivities and are
being developed as potential electrolytes for all-solid-state high energy
batteries. In this programme we propose to study analogous systems based
on salts of alkaline earth, transition metal and lanthanide cations.
We anticipate that polymer electrolytes based on such salts will have
interesting a n d useful electrical and optical properties. The particular
advantage of these materials from a practical point of view is that, unlike,
for example, crystalline solid electrolytes, they may be readily fabricated
into useful shapes of forms, such as thin films using established techniques.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

During the first nine months of the project, methods for preparation and
characterisation of materials have been established. Preliminary studies on
a range of transition metal ion and lanthanide ion containing systems have
been made. Studies on alkaline earth based conductors using plasticised
PVC membranes have also started.
KEYWORDS

Electrical; Polymers; Polymer Electrolytes
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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RESEARCH O N A C A T H O D I C MATERIAL FOR SECONDARY LITHIUM
CELL, METHOD OF SYNTHESIS A N D FEASIBILITY OF A N INDUSTRIAL
PROCESS
Starting date: February 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

This proposal concerns research on a cathodic material for a lithium
secondary cell, as well as the process tor its preparation.
Lithium secondary cells present considerable interest in terms of energy
density when compared to existing secondary cells (2 to 3 times that of
nickel-cadium, i.e. 120 Wh/Kg versus 40 Wh/Kg).
One of the problems to be solved in order to develop a practical secondary
cell, for the general market, is the development of a new cathodic material
capable of satisfying a number of criteria,
notably: electrochemical
reversibility, specific capacity (>600 Ah/dm 3 ), a potential of 2.5 to 3.5 volts
versus lithium, non-toxic and non-polluting, having a reasonable production
cost and stability in organic electrolyte media.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

During the first year, the work has been oriented towards the preparation of
many samples of cathodic materials based on Manganese dioxide, and
testing in electrochemical coin cells, on a limited cycle life.
The behaviour of the different phases a, 13 and Mn02 has been studied.
Chemical lithiation of these materials led to compounds of general formula
LixMnOy, which are identified to be reversible cathodic materials.
Among the different products tested, it has been shown that the a Mn02
lithiated3 material gives superior performances (up to 170 Ah/Kg, 640
Ah/dm ) versus all the Mn02-based materials known to date. EMD or CMDbased materials are also under investigation, which was the objective of the
contract.
The mcaiuiacturing processes of these products has been evaluated on a
pilot production basis, and proved to be compatible with an industrial
processing.
KEYWORDS

Power generation; Processing (minerals & metals); Chemistry; Electrochemistry; Lithium; Manganese dioxide
PRIME PARTNER
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NEW MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES FOR
ADVANCED SOLID OXIDE FUEL CELLS
Starting date: May 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) provides a new and exciting option for the
conversion of fossil fuels, including natural gas, into electricity. It does this
with higher efficiency a n d lower pollution (virtually no NO x ) than
conventional means. The SOFC has not been commercially successful yet
because the fabrication costs for the existing designs and technologies are
prohibitive. We have recently developed a new design which has the
potential to solve the cost problem. The objective of this research is to
develop the associated manufacturing technologies.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The new dseign uses a flat plate, rather than a tubular, geometry which
allows low cost, high volume ceramic processing technologies to be used
(extrusion, screen printing, tape casting, etc.). The support is the largest
and most complex component in the design (typically 100x200x17 mm) and
has been successfully extruded.
The support's thermal expansion
coefficient has ben optimzed to closely match that of the active cell.
Cell components have been obtained by the tape casting and tape rolling
techniques. These foils are strong (450 MPa), gas-tight, 150 nm-200|im
thick, flat when sintered and relatively large (80x80 mm). Single active cells
were successfully produced from these electrolyte foils by coating either side
with the electrodes. These single cells were operated at 1000°C with a
H2/Air combination to produce electricity.
KEYWORDS

Energy/Power generation; Processing (ceramic & glass); Ceramics/Glasses;
Electrical; Materials Science; Research/Development; Fuel Cells
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES FOR COMPONENTS
OF FLAT PLATE, SOLID OXIDE FUEL CELL (SOFC)
REACTORS
Starting date: July 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The project will investigate reproducable manufacturing techniques for
components (electrodes, electrolyte, metallic bipolar plate, gas manifolding)
for upscaled, flat plate, solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC). For larger SOFC
reactors (+-1 kW) these components are needed in greater quantities, with
enlarged dimensions. New manufacturing techniques for SOFC powders and
assembled SOFC composites are necessary.
■ Techniques for powder preparation will be investigated for the fabrication
of ceramic electrode materials. These techniques are available on
laboratory scale, but are not state-of-the-art for the quantities (kg/day)
needed for a sufficient homogeneity of larger quantities of ceramic
components
■ for the ceramic components, manufacturing of surface-enlarged, thin,
sintered electrolytes will be investigated using tape casting techniques.
Reproducibility of the fabrication technique for larger quantities of
sintered electrolytes will also be investigated
■ coating techniques of the electrolyte with electrode materials will be
investigated, which finally leads to reproducable fabrication of batches of
ceramic composites
■ given the boundary conditions of SOFC, new metal alloys with a
coefficient of thermal expansion very close to that of the ceramic
components will be investigated to come to a suitable metal/ceramic
compound. In addition, manufacturing techniques for the bi-polar plate
and joining techniques of electrolyte and electrodes with the metal are not
state-of-the-art and will be investigated.
KEYWORDS

Solid oxide fuel cell; Tape casting; Powders; Ceramics/Glasses; Composites
(ceramic matrix); Metallic structural materials; MuMayers/Multimaterials
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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FERROELECTRIC POLYMER AND COMPOSITE
SENSORS AND TRANSDUCERS
Starting date: January 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

This research programme is designed to produce a new generation of
piezoelectric and pyroelectric sensors and transducers by developing new
materials based upon ferroelectric polymers and polymer composites. These
materials will combine the advantages of polymers (flexibility, large area
capability, ease of shaping into a variety of forms and low cost) with the
electrical properties which are normally associated with ferroelectric
ceramics or single crystals. This will be done by using new techniques such
as polymer evaporation onto crystal substrates a n d oxide crystallite
orientation processes in the composites, making use of controlled
morphology crystallites. The new materials will b e applied to the
preparation and testing of acoustic and infrared device demonstrators.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

A range of ceramic formulations has been prepared in bulk and powder
form a n d been assessed for use in 0-3 composites. Of those assessed one
ceramic system has shown particular improvements over the conventional
ceramic system and is being further investigated. Significant differences
have been observed between bulk ceramic properties and the predicted
behaviour of this system in a fabricated composite, particularly in poling
characteristics, and these differences are being examined. Novel routes to
the preparation of highly anisotropic composite structures are being
investigated a n d samples have been successfully fabricated but are
proving difficult to pole successfully, this problem is being addressed. Good
quality thin ferroelectric thin films are being deposited on a range of
substrates, alternative substrates a n d surface preparation techniques to
give improved growth characteristics have been identified. Optimisation of
the deposition parameters is being undertaken to allow films with improved
morphology for device applications to be fabricated. Investigation of the
pyroelectric properties of composite materials has shown initial problems
with reliable measurement of pyroelectric coefficient, a measurement
technique for reliable characterisation has been developed a n d is now
producing consistent results. Useful pyroelectric properties have been
demonstrated a n d work to improve the overall material performance is
progressing.
KEYWORDS
Ferrolelectrics/Dielectrics; Composites (polymer
Polymers; Ceramics; Sensors.
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PIEZOCERAMICS FOR SAW DEVICES HYDROTHERMAL SYNTHESIS AS A METHOD TO
ACHIEVE SUBMICRON GRAIN SIZED POWDER
Starting date: January 1992

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the project is to increase the frequency range for which
piezoceramics can replace single crystals in bulk and surface acoustic wave
(SAW) devices. Piezoceramics offer advantages over single crystals such as
tailoring of properties through changes in chemical composition and relative
ease of fabrication. However, at present, their use is limited to frequencies
below 20 MHz for bulk devices due to the low mechanical strength 0.05-0.1
mm thick samples a n d to the coarse grain structure which leads to
inhomogeneous properties in this thickness range. For SAW devices coarse
grains lead to high propagation losses and limit their use to <100MHz.
The project will concentrate on the fabrication of fine grained ceramics with
high mechanical strength using powders prepared by hydrothermal
synthesis. This technique gives uniform, reproducible submicron particles at
relatively low cost compared to other chemical preparation methods. In
addition to powder preparation and characterization, studies will also be
carried out to conelate the powder process and ceramic fabrication with
material properties. Prototype devices for both bulk and SAW devices will be
manufactured and their performance tested.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Piezoceramics; Hydrothermal; SAW devices
PRIME PARTNER
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MAGNETIC MATERIALS FOR ACTIVE CONTROL OF
ANTI-VIBRATION SYSTEMS
Starting date: O c t o b e r 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The overall objective of the project is to demonstrate the potential for using
magnetostrictive materials in industrial processes, such as high-speed
machinery, robotics, acoustic devices and anti- vibration control systems.
This will be achieved by designing and optimising a high-energy system to
demonstrate active anti-vibration control over a wide frequency bandwidth. Actuators will be designed around highly magnetostrictive materials.
In order to assess vibrations, sensors and high-speed control systems will
also be built and included in a n experimental facility fitted with sensors. The
project will produce a fully documented demonstration device which will
illustrate the capability of anti-vibration systems.
The enabling technology which is developed in actuation and control will be
applicable to the other industrial processes mentioned above. Companies
working in these fields will be involved in project working parties to ensure
the early utilization of the technology within Europe.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Phase 1. Design, production and measurement of a high-energy actuator
building of a n experimental facility
Months: 0 to 16.
Phase 2. Preparation of the control system
Months: 6 to 16
Phase 3. Active control experiments.
Improvements to the actuator design and the control system Months: 14
to 36.
KEYWORDS

Vibration analysis; Acoustics; Magnetic; Instruments/Sensors/Precision
equipments; Sensors/Signal processing; Computer science/Software;
Research/Development
PRIME PARTNER
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THE FABRICATION OF COMPOSITE ELECTRO-MECHANICAL
DEVICES FOR MICROMOVEMENT APPLICATIONS IN
MANUFACTURING PROCESSES
Starting date: February 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

To establish technologies for the fabrication of low voltage, high reliability,
ultra-precise micromovement devices which utilise functional ceramic
elements in multilayer configurations.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

(1) Certain doped lead zirconate titanate (PZT) systems combine good
electrical/electromechanical properties with ability to be cofired with
AgPd electrode systems. Chemically prepared materials show great
promise for low firing temperature and very thin active layers.
(2) The major fabrication effort has been to develop ceramic tape casting
with electrode screen printing. Multilayer screen printing of thick film
pastes is a promising alternative technique. Experiments using laser
ablation-deposition have revealed difficulties in forming coherent
electrode layers.
(3) Consolidation routes by conventional firing have been successfully
established for laminated tape and multilayer screen printed forms.
Laser ablation-deposition structures have been successfully annealed.
(4) Routine electrical/electromechanical measurements have been made on
initial devices. Force measurements as a function of frequency and
lifetime testing under load have commenced.
(5) Finite element analysis has been used to compute 20 field and stress
distributions for sections in the vicinity of a n electrode discontinuity.
KEYWORDS

Processing (ceramic & glass); Dielectrics/Ferroelectrics; Multilayer/
Multimaterials; Mathematical modelling; Laser technology/Power beams;
Reliability; Precise micropositioning & micromovement
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STUDY OF NEW MATERIALS AND DESIGNS FOR
ADVANCED MICROMOTORS
Starting date: July 1990

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

For various applications very small motors or actuators are required. Due to
different loads the speed and torque capabilities may vary between broad
limits. The size of the motor/actuator should be as small as possible, e.g. in
the region of millimetres and submillimetres. Only with advanced materials
(high energy permanent magnets, thin layer technology), can integrated
microcomputer control and latest design considerations such micromotors
and microactuators be achieved. The main objective of the project is, taking
into account the recent developments of improved Nd-Fe-B and biocompatible materials and microelectronic and micromechanical fabrication
techniques, to m a k e research-type millimetre a n d submillimetre
micromotors/actuators, using electromagnetic and electrostatic principles. In
order to make these microdevices of practical use in the foreseeable future,
we investigate certain fundamental problems, such as micromechanical
properties, mechanical handling and loading, design procedures, assembly
strategies, friction and wear of microdevices.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

During the first year of the joint research activities the first prototypes were
designed and built. Work concentrated on electrostatic and electromagnetic
motors. Special miniature disc-windings were also designed and produced.
However, the etched windings or multi-layer windings are not restricted to
the disc-type motor design. They can also be used for cup-type motors with
reduced length of the end winding. Design studies were also undertaken to
compare the specific power for electromagnetic and electrostatic motors.
Depending on the motor geometry, from a rotor diameter of 3mm onward the
electromagnetic motor is more advantageous. The electrostatic devices are
superior below 1mm of rotor diameter.
KEYWORDS

Multilayers; Micro engineering; Mathematical modelling; Micro motor; Micro
actuator; Electrostatic motor
PRIME PARTNER
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ECONOMIC ELECTRICAL DRIVE FOR HIGHLY
DYNAMIC APPLICATIONS
Starting date: January 1992

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the proposed R & D project is to further develop Switched
Reluctance (SWR) drives for highly dynamic a n d very high speed
applications and to boost its use in a wide application area.
Although much broader in its application, it will be demonstrated that the
SWR drive will outperform the classical drive solution in the textile industry
as a machine drive, in the process industry as a valves actuator and in the
chemical industry as a very high speed vacuum pump.
Compared to classical drive the new drive will be shown to be more energy
efficient, more robust a n d simpler to manufacture, to have a higher
controllability of the torque and to have a higher dynamic behaviour.
Its development and implementation in Europe can improve the competitive
position of the European industry in several sectors where drives are used
and of the drive manufacturers.
KEYWORDS

Magnetic; Prototyping; Switched Reluctance Motor; Research/Development;
Electrical; Design
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SEGREGATION IN OXIDE CERAMIC MATERIALS AND
ITS EFFECT ON PROCESSING AND PROPERTIES
Starting date: 1990

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

This programme will investigate interfacial segregation in oxide ceramics
and evaluate the effect of this segregation on processing, reactivity and
final properties. The objective is to study in depth the crystals chemistry of
the interfaces in order to optimize the parameters which are important for
specific applications. The project involves a review of the present state of
knowledge of defect chemistry for near-surface a n d grain boundary
regions, the derivation of a theory of segregation and the determination of
the effect of segregation on the heterogeneous kinetics. The construction of
a prototype surface sensitive equipment will allow in situ surface
characterization of materials at elevated temperatures and under controlled
gas atmospheres. The emphasis will focus on model oxide systems such as
NiO, CoO, TiC>2 and perovskites such as BaTi03 and their solid solutions.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

It has been documented that non-stoichiometry, determined for materials in
equilibrium with oxygen pressure, has a strong effect on the segregation
profile, as established by previous authors regarding Cr-doped CoO
equilibrated at 1500 K under different oxygen activity.
Preliminary experiments have also indicated that, in given experimental
conditions, the segregation leads to the formation of bidimensional surface
structures and even to precipitation of a second phase.
It has also been published that diffusivity in the bulk is substantially
different from that within the interface region as a result of changes in both
composition and structure. But little is known of the effect of segregation on
the diffusion of defects both along and across interfaces.
KEYWORDS

Ceramics, Materials processing; Processing (ceramic & glass); Diaelectrics/
Ferroelectrics; Materials science; Segregation
PRIME PARTNER
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AN INVESTIGATION INTO METHODS OF TEXTURING HIGH-TC
SUPERCONDUCTORS FOR HIGH J c APPLICATIONS
Starting date: D e c e m b e r 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The objective of the proposed project is to increase the transport critical
current density, Jc. of high Tc bulk superconductors up to values sufficient
for industrial applications by aligning the grains of these materials, in order
to ensure practical continuity of the superconducting a-b planes and to
reduce, as much as possible, the atomic disorder at the interface of the
grains.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Three methods have been investigated: magnetic alignment at room
temperature of single crystalline grains, sintering under a heavy load, and
melt texturing of YBaCuO. With the first two processes we have achieved
very good alignment of the a-b planes, but the transpot critical current
density is still rather low: about 1000 A/cm 2 , at 77k. With melt texturing we
currently attain 10 000 A/cm 2 , but the alignment of most of the grains is still
random; however, using Bean's method we found that Jc parallel to the a-b
plane is about 100 000 A/cm 2 at 77k. Association of melt texturing with
either magnetic alignment or "creep sintering", to try to combine the
advantages of the different methods, is now in progress.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Ceramics/Glasses; Superconductors; Powder
metallurgy.
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EUROPEAN RESEARCH PROJECT ON HIGH
TEMPERATURE' SUPERCONDUCTORS FOR POWER
CABLES
Starting date: March 1990

Duration: 21 months

OBJECTIVES

The newly discovered superconducting ceramic materials are of immediate
technological interest because they can maintain their superconductivity up
to temperatures where applications based on this property become
technically and economically attractive. This fact is widely appreciated in
J a p a n a n d the USA, where substantial funds are being committed to
research a n d development of these novel materials. This project would
promote a concerted European research effort in one of the main potential
applications of high temperature superconductors, namely power cables,
with the aim of developing superconducting power cables that will operate
at above 77K, and ideally at ambient temperature or higher. The project
will focus on the basic research that needs to be done towards reaching this
goal. Emphasis will be placed on identifying and characterizing new
materials with improved superconducting properties a n d on developing
technologies for fabricating experimental cable conductors that incorporate
these advantageous materials. Efforts will be made to optimize these in
terms of current carrying capability and minimise AC power loss. If
successful, this pre-competitive research will represent a major step towards
the realization of superconducting power lines that could save a large
proportion of the 2.5 billion Ecu, or more, that is lost annually in electricity
transmission throughout the EC.
KEYWORDS

Superconductors; Ceramics/Glasses; Materials science; Electrical.
PRIME PARTNER
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CERAMIC SUPERCONDUCTING FILAMENTS AND
RIBBON PRODUCED BY SUSPENSION SPINNING AND
TAPE CASTING
Duration: 28 months

Starting date: January 1990
OBJECTIVES

The objective is to produce a shaped superconducting material with a
thickness between 0.05 and 0.5 mm and a critical current density of 106 to
107 A/m 2 at liquid nitrogen temperature by a low cost shaping technology
which can be used for mass production. Suspension spinning and tape
casting provide the possibility to produce free self-supporting filaments or
ribbons which can be subjected to further upgrading treatments to increase
the critical cunent density of the ceramic superconducting material without
contcrrnination from other composite materials. The filaments and ribbons
produced are not a final product but part of a complex composite conductor
of ceramic superconducting material and metallic materials.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ Progress of the development of a suspension for tape casting, but some
problems remain to be solved.
■ A suspension for wire spinning has been formulated which allows the
production of batches of wire. Work continues in order to obtain a higher
density.
■ Experiments show that binder and additives can be removed almost
completely at temperatures between 300°C and 500°C. Sintering may be
performed on a number of substrates. Optimum results are obtained on
Y2BaCu05.
■ Material with Tc of 90 K and J c of 300 A/cm2 is obtained after sintering.
KEYWORDS

Forming/Shaping/Casting; Ceramics/Glasses; Superconductors
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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IMPROVEMENT OF THE PERFORMANCE OF PLASMA SPRAYED
CERAMIC SUPERCONDUCTIVE LAYERS DEPOSITED ON METALLIC
SUBSTRATES
Starting date: M a r c h 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The objective of this project is to develop the plasma spraying deposition
technique and the subsequent materials processing parameters in such a
way that the superconductive properties are sufficiently good for practical
applications.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The achievements to date are that the basic problems of interaction and
adherence of the High-Tc layers, deposited by means of plasmaspraying,
have been identified. These problems are related to the choice of substrate
and interlayer materials and the processing parameters.
The first steps have been taken to solve these problems. The next step will
be adapting the post-deposition processing conditions in order to improve
the superconductive properties.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Coatings; Superconductors; Materials science
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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GENERATION AND CRITICAL EVALUATION OF
THERMOCHEMICAL AND PHASE DIAGRAM DATA
PERTAINING TO THE FIELD OF HIGH Tc OXIDE
SUPERCONDUCTORS
(SUPERDATA)
Starting date: July 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The purpose of the SUPERD ATA project is:
■ to provide information on the optimum thermochemiccd conditions for
preparation of known (YBaCuO based) superconducting phases
■ to define stability ranges of these phases as a function of process
parameters
■ to provide a basis for phase equilibrium calculations in other potential
superconducting oxide systems.
For this purpose experimental thermochemical methods as well as data
assessments and a b initio calculations are employed.
The expected results are:
■ critically assessed a n d consistent thermochemical data for all relevant
phases, i.e. Gibbs energy dara as a function of composition a n d
temperature
■ a comprehensive specialised literature database for thermochemistry and
phase diagrams.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Literaturebase.
First data assessment for metallic subsystem Y-Ba-Cu and Me-O subsystems.
KEYWORDS

Electrical/Electronic industry; Superconductors; Thermodynamics; Research/
Development
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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DEVELOPMENT OF CVD, METAL-ORGANIC
PRECURSORS AND PATTERNS TECHNIQUES FOR
HIGH Tc APPLICATIONS
Starting date: 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The overall objective of the project is to demonstrate the capability of
producing patterned, high Tc, layered, superconducting materials.
This will be achieved through the development of:
■ novel, volatile precursors suitable for high Tc, mixed metal oxides;
■ a prototype, metal-organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD ) reactor
designed to suit the novel precursors;
■ a fundamental understanding of the effect of deposition parameters on
layer characteristics and properties and
■ novel patterning techniques suitable for both thin and thick films.
KEYWORDS

Superconductors; Organometallic materials; Thin films; Metal-organic
chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD ); Film patterning techniques.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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HIGH CRITICAL TEMPERATURE SUPERCONDUCTORS
FOR ELECTRICAL POWER APPLICATIONS : SUPERCONDUCTING OXIDE BASED CURRENT LEADS
Starting date: June 1991

Duration: 24 months

OBJECTIVES

The improvements in the development of the high temperature
superconductors especially with regard to the critical current densities in
bulk material at 77 K, which have been obtained in the last three years, are
encouraging to aim at short term applications in addition to the long term
development of technical conductors.
The goal of the four companies during the course of this two years project is
to develop current leads for 4.2 K-systems from high Tc superconducting
materials, to manufacture them and to demonstrate the performances and
the benefits in comparison with metallic current leads. They will be designed
to real applications like current limiters a n d small a n d medium sized
superconducting magnetic energy storage devices (SMES).
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The expected advantages of high Tc superconducting current leads are
based on the low thermal conductivity of the ceramics, on their good current
carrying capacity in low magnetic fields and on the disappearance of ohmic
losses in the temperature range of 4.2K to 77K.
On laboratory scale, a critical current density of about 1000A/cm 2 at 77
Kelvin and below 20 Millitesla has been achieved, both for YBCO and BSCCO
bulk material. This performance is promising for application in leads.
KEYWORDS

Electrical industry; Power generation; Electrical engineering; Ceramics;
Superconductors; High temperature superconductors; Current leads
PRIME PARTNER
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MICROWAVE DEVICES BASED ON HIGH TC
SUPERCONDUCTORS
Starting date: S e p t e m b e r 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The overall objective is to develop the deposition and processing of thin film
high temperature superconductors on novel substrates with large relative
permittivities. Two superconducting materials YiBa2Cu307-x a n d Bi2Sr2CaniO y will b e deposited by laser photoablation. molecular beam epitaxy a n d
radio frequency sputtering a n d spin spray techniques. Four deposition
techniques are being employed to establish which will yield the best large
area, single phase, high critical current superconductors. Chemical
engineering of the superconductor will also be carried out to optimise their
electrical properties, processability a n d stability.
Electrical, physical a n d chemical properties of the superconducting films will
be carried out using all the major assessment techniques. However, the
ultimate test is to fabricate microstrip microwave components a n d assess
their performance. Device fabrication will necessitate accurate patterning of
the superconducting films. This will be achieved by eximar laser ablation or
etching using wet or reactive ion etchants.
The significance of this work is reflected in the large $670 M worldwide
(1990) market for filters a n d delay lines alone. The projected market in
Europe ($150M) is comparable to the markets in the U.S.A. ($281 M) and
Japan ($239).
KEYWORDS

Electric/Electronic industry; Materials processing; Processing (ceramic &
glass); Prototyping; Ceramics/Glasses; Superconductors; Electronics
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High temperature non-metallic materials

COMPATIBILITY OF ECONOMIC MANUFACTURING METHODS WITH
WEAR AND FATIGUE RESISTANCE OF SILICON NITRIDE BASED CERAMIC
BALL BEARING COMPONENTS FOR CRITICAL APPLICATIONS
Starting date: February 1988

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

Silicon nitride has proved to be a very promising material for ball and roller
bearing applications. Up to now only a few uncritical applications have
come up, due to unknown reliability and high production cost. It is to be
feared that Japanese and American companies will develop a n exclusive
stranglehold in this field. In the proposed development programme the main
aim is to optimise reliability properties by development of specific silicon
nitride materials, processing and design and calculation of ball bearings.
The success in this will open up a whole field of critical applications, which
cannot be solved by conventional bearings. The expected cost reduction in
material processing and machining will lead to large scale applications and
will be the key to making Europe competitive with major overseas
producers.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

As a first step the investigations concentrated on finding the best
composition of the silicon nitride. Although this part of the programme
should be already completed, rising demands from customers and market
make it constantly necessary to improve starting powders and processing.
Experience shows, that the most critical aspect in bearing materials is purity
and homogenity. The material used now represents the state of the art. As
regards moulding processes of ball and rings, economic reasons impose
changes from initial considerations. Cold isostatic pressing of ball blanks
results in superior geometry, but this process is too slow for mass production.
For that reason alternative processes are under consideration.
Machining and finishing processes of balls and rings are under control. The
results show that excessively close tolerances for the blanks, as the
machining of silicon for the blanks should not be demanded, as the
machining of silicon nitride in the densified state is essentially not a problem.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Mechanical engineering/Machinery; Forming/
Shaping/Casting; Processing (ceramic & glass); Ball bearings; Ceramics/
Glasses
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OPTIMIZATION OF THERMOMECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF
INJECTION-MOULDED SILICON NITRIDE PARTS BY
ADJUSTMENT OF THE PHYSICO CHEMICAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STARTING MATERIAL
Starting date: February 1988

Duration: 37 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of this work was to develop a silicon nitride powder manufacturing
route, namely carbothermal nitridation, and a compound forming route,
injection moulding, which are capable of providing low cost shaping. Diesel
engine precombustion chamber was selected as a demonstrative part.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

A carbothermal nitridation process has been chosen which gives excellent
control of morphology and particle size distribution of Si3N4 powders. Si3N4
powder PyrofineR grade S 1-3 was chosen after several interchanges
between partners.
After numerical optimisation of the mould design, prechambers were
injected, pyrolysed and sintered. ATOCHEM Pyrofine S 1-3 and Starck LCI2
silicon nitride powders were used for comparison. The time available to
optimise the injection moulding conditions of the prechamber was too short.
It has therefore not been possible to produce uncracked sintered
prechambers starting from Pyrofine S 1-3 or Starck LCI2. Nevertheless we
believe that better quality prechambers could be produced if a mouldable
mix with a powder loading of around 60% (maximum of 53.8% today), or
more, could be used. Pyrofine S 1-3 seems to be too fine and to have too
narrow a particle size distribution for an "ideal" silicon nitride injection
moulding powder. It did, however, have superior pyrolysis characteristics to
the Starck blend of Si3N4 powders used in this work.
There will be a n opportunity for the part manufacturer to continue with this
work within a n outgoing BRITE project. The Si3N4 powder producer will
continue its powder quality optimisation.
KEYWORDS
Ceramic powders; Injection moulding; Automotive/
Components & parts; Processing (Ceramic & Glass); Ceramic/Glasses;
Mathematical modeling.
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High temperature non-metallic materials

DEVELOPMENT OF ADVANCED CERAMICS FROM
SIALON-BASED 'COMPOSITE POWDERS'
Starting date: D e c e m b e r 1987

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

This project seeks to develop a low-cost, high strength, B'-sialon ceramic of
improved fracture toughness. This objective will be approached through
the use of a dispersion toughening mechanism, with the incorporation within
a fl'-sialon matrix of titanium nitride and/or carbide particles. The B'-sialon
matrix phase with its dispersed toughening phase will be derived, in powder
form, from naturally occurring oxide materials by a single step carbothermal
nitridation process. The sintering to full density of this 'composite powder'
will then be optimized to yield a toughened ceramic matrix composite. The
ready availability of a low-cost, high strength and relatively high fracture
toughness ceramic, produced from low-cost raw materials, will assist the
wider acceptance of these materials as substitutes for metallic engine
materials in applications where higher efficiency a n d longer life are
required.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The synthesis of sialon based 'composite powder' were optimized for various
titanium nitride contents between 0 a n d 50 vol.%. The shaping and the
sintering of these powders has been achieved and the physical properties of
the ceramic matrix composites are under investigations. The study of
sintering mechanisms, sintering aids and microstructure developments will
be achieved in 1990, as well as the manufacturing of large components and
their test under realistic conditions of use.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Composites (ceramic matrix); Powders; Materials
science.
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OTHER PARTNERS
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RELIABILITY OF BULK CERAMICS FATIGUE BEHAVIOUR
IN CORROSIVE MEDIA
Starting date: N o v e m b e r 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

In order to provide the mechanical data needed to design a ceramic
component for a combustion engine, mechanical testing of a silicon nitride
material a n d a sialon material will be performed in various conditions —
static a n d cyclic loading, high temperatures, diesel exhaust gas
environment — with special attention paid to the specific influence of the
aggressive atmosphere.
The fracture behaviour will be examined under two approaches assuming
that the failure is dictated (1) by a subcritical crack growth law, (2) by a
creep law, the subcritical crack growth being a consequence of a local
creep.
These approaches will be developed with a view to their application in
finite-elements programmes for the lifetime prediction of ceramic
components. In parallel, the physico-chemical mechanisms responsible for
the degradation of the mechanical properties of ceramics in the aggressive
environment will be identified.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

This programme will finish at the end of 1991. Most of the experimental
work is now ended and gives important results on:
■ Tensile and bending creep.
■ Influence of the environment (air or exhaust gases and temperature) on
corrosion and subcritical crack growth (static or cyclic).
■ Relation between microcracks ('natural' flaws) a n d macrocracks (test
specimens).
■ A post processor to a 3-D finite element programme which gives failure
probabilty of components is in testing.
■ Specific numerical post treatments are being developed to give a failure
probability of components after damaging (creep and crack growth in static
and cyclic loading).
KEYWORDS

Automotive/Components & parts; Ceramics/Glasses; Silicon; Material
science; Mechanics/Solid mechanics; Fatigue at high temperature.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNER
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CREEP AND FATIGUE BEHAVIOUR OF SILICON CARBIDE AND SILICON
NITRIDE IN NORMAL AND CORROSIVE ATMOSPHERES

Starting date: June 1989

Duration: 30 months

OBJECTIVES

The proposed research is intended to analyse creep and fatigue behaviour
of silicon carbide and silicon nitride ceramics in normal and corcosive
atmospheres at temperatures of 1400° and 1600°C. Specific attention is paid
to the use of such ceramics in gas turbines.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

After extensive effort a reproducible method of manufacturing silicon nitride
suitable for creep and fatigue characterisation up to 1400°C has been
developed. The composition has been tailored to yield a p-Si3N4 and a
crystalline intergranular phase of yttrium disilicate. Four point bend test
results give a mean nominal strength in excess of 900MPa. SENB testing
yielded fracture toughness levels of 6.5PMa m]/2 confirming the
enhancement predicted using a moderate sintering liquid volume.
Sintered silicon carbide produced for this project has a mean nominal bend
strength of about 520MPa. Oxidation trials at 1400°C for up to 500 hours
have resulted in strength increases while 200 hours at 1600°C has reduced
the strength. Ion implantation was found to improve the bend strengths
yielding over 590MPa. At 1400°C formation of a 3 nm Si02 (cristobalite)
surface layer was observed while at 1600°C erratic development of the oxide
layer was found. Creep testing of SiC at 1400°C has commenced, no results
are currently available.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Ceramics/Glasses; Materials characterization/
Testing; Surface treatment technology; Research/Development; Creep
fatigue.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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COMPLEX SHAPED ADVANCED CERAMICS
Starting date: D e c e m b e r 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The primary objective is the development of an improvement process for
producing near net-shaped components from advanced ceramics using
injection moulding. This will be achieved by:
■ the development of a temporary organic binder system with improved
burnout characteristics, which is capable of imparting the required
Theological properties to the moulding mix
■ the synthesis of advanced oxide ceramic powders with characteristics
specifically adapted to injection moulding
■ the development of optimized binder removal procedures
■ the establishment of a data for mould design.
The project is expected to enable the high volume production of complexshaped advanced ceramics at low cost.
KEYWORDS

Forming/Shaping/Casting; Ceramics/Glasses
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

DIDIER-WERKE A G
FORSCHUNGINSTITUT
DIDIERSTRASSE 27
D-6200 WIESBADEN

ALCAM CHEMICALS LTD
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BAYER AG

CONTACT PERSON
R.SHERRIFF
Tel: +49-611-605248
Tfax: + 49-611-605282
Tbc + 4186461
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DEVELOPMENT OF NEW CERAMIC COMPONENTS
WITH BETTER LIFETIME TO CONTROL MELTED METALS
CASTING
Duration: 36 months

Starting date: April 1990

OBJECTIVES

This project cams at developing new ceramic components with better
lifetime, better macro-cracks resistance and no tap air-pollution.
This new design, based on thermal considerations, leads to the exclusive
use of axial symmetrical ceramic components resulting in largely improved
thermal shocks resistance.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Operated works, through exploring thermophysical properties, has led to
determination of temperature and thermal stress distribution.
By computer simulation it has been possible to find out that for all materials,
cracks will appear within a few seconds.
These simulations also showed that a ceramic plate will remain crack-free if
a compressive load, provided by a steel bandage, is applied.
In the thermomechanical field the new axisymmetrical concept plate has
already proved highly valuable.
KEYWORDS

Ceramics; Refactories; Casting
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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HIGH TEMPERATURE MECHANICAL BEHAVIOUR OF TI0 2 , CaO OR
MgO CONTAINING REACTION SINTERED MULLITE ZIRCONIA
TOUGH CERAMICS COMPOSITES FOR ENGINE APPLICATIONS
Starting date: April 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

1. To obtain at laboratory and at pilot level close to theoretical density
Mullite, Mullite-Zirconia, Mullite-Zirconia-Alumina and Mullite-ZirconiaTitania(ss) reaction sintered composites.
2. To determine the room and high-temperature mechanical properties—o~f,
Kic, slow crack growth and thermal shock—of the selected composites.
3. To study the relationship between high-temperature mechanical
properties a n d microstructure of the selected composites in order to
evaluate these materials as candidates for structural parts in adiabatic
engines.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Mullite a n d Zirconia-doped Mullite as well as Mullite-Zirconia, MulliteZirconia-Alumina a n d Mullite-Zirconia-Titania(ss) reaction sintered
composites close to theoretical density (>98%th.) were obtained at laboratory
and at pilot plant level. The effect of a small amount of alkaline impurities
on the Zircon+Alumina reaction sintered process, microstructure and room
and high-temperature mechanical properties were established. The o~f
(280-350 MPa) and Kic (2.5-5.5 MPaVm) values were kept almost constant
up to 1300°C in all compositions studied.
In the particular case of Zirconia-doped Mullite (0.6wt.%) a drastic increase
in the o~f value (-2.5 times) was obtained at 1200°C after 8h annealing at
1500°C without any change in the creep rate value (~10_9S1).
KEYWORDS

Automotive, Components & parts: Composites (ceramic matrix); Materials
science
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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IMPROVEMENT OF THE RELIABILITY OF DIFFERENT
SILICON CARBIDE GRADES FOR AUTOMOTIVE
APPLICATIONS
Starting date: January 1988

Duration: 42months

OBJECTIVES

Reliability of polycristalline ceramics was looked into as a volumetric effect
resulting from the distribution in volume of single microcracks (-say defects-)
or from the coalescence of microcracks. They may also induce generalised
damage under load or arise at the tip of a moving crack exhibiting an Incurve, before catastrophic failure. A general methodology, based on
experimental a n d computational work in conjuncttion with fracture
mechanical model considerations, has thus been developed.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

In the case of post-hipped a-SiC, it was shown that the distribution of the
rupture stresses is the image of the microstructure only if the internal
stresses are considered. Experimentally the Weibull modulus varies with
temperature. The reliability of post-hipped a-SiC may thus be enhanced by
improvement of powder sieving.
Often microcracks are induced by mechanical loading. Their size and
density depend on the material, the processing route a n d the resulting
microstructure.
Finite element methods, taking into account the specific reliability of each
part of a complex structural piece, like a rotor, have been developed. In
addition, simulation of predefined grain size distributions and their damage
under load or during cooling have been studied formally.
Provided the constitutive law of d a m a g e of given microstructures are
conelated experimentally, the possibilty to forecast failure by a deterministic
approach is now availlahle.
KEYWORDS

Ceramics; Engineering; Reliability; Computer science.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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X-SIALON MULLITE CERAMICS - PRECURSORS, POWDERS AND
COST EFFECTIVE COMPONENTS WITH IMPROVED
MICROSTRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES
Starting date: January 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the project is to develop new types of high quality, cost effective
ceramics with improved thermomechanical properties based on the two
phases x-sialon a n d mullite. The project should provide the necessary
background for a later Type 1 BRITE/EURAM project on the use of
advanced x-sialon/mullite ceramics for high temperature engineering or
other advanced applications. The project involves:
■ D eveloping cost effective methods for the fabrication of high quality
powders for advanced high-temperature x-sialon/mullite ceramics with
improved microstructure and enhanced properties.
■ D eveloping shaping technology a n d pressureless sintering as well as
sinter-hip techniques for the fabrication of near theoretical density, high
strength components of reliable shape and geometry in x-sialon and xsialon/mullite ceramics.
■ D eveloping of x-sialon/mullite composites with tailored microstructure
composed of prismatic mullite "whiskers' in a fine grained matrix to
achieve improved mechanical strength, thermal shock resistance and
oxidation resistance at high temperatures.
■ Special emphasis on the control of fine particles in the fabrication process.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Forming/Shaping/Casting; Processing (ceramic &
glass); Ceramics/Glasses; Composites (ceramic matrix); Powders
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF DENMARK
INSTITUTE OF MINERAL INDUSTRY
BUILDING 204
DK-2800LYNGBY

CENTRE DE RECHERCHES DE INDUSTRIE
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UNIVERSITY OF STRATHCLYDE
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MICRO DEFECT-FREE CERAMIC COMPONENTS
Starting date:

M a r c h 1988

Duration:

39 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the project is to determine the extent to which the quality and
reliability of ceramic microelectronic components and their rejection rates
during manufacture can be improved by new powder processing methods
involving primarily the production of the components in 'clean room'
conditions a n d the use of new chemical production methods for the
production of higher grade 'advanced' ceramic powders. In particular the
economic advantages obtained by using these improved processes will be
assessed. The study will be performed on barium titanate powder which
has been chosen because of its common usage in the field of microelectronic
components.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Samples of barium titanate powders, doped with dysprosium to inhibit grain
growth, were prepared both by a conventional (mixed oxide process) and
an advanced (co-precipitation) process. The most important physicochemical characteristics of the powders, as well as their sintering behaviour,
have been determined. Tape casting has been performed on both powders,
in conventional clean room conditions and multilayer components obtained.
The advantages and disadvantages of the powders, as well as of the clean
room processing, have been assessed.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Processing (ceramic & glass), Ceramics/Glasses;
Multilayers/Multimaterials; Dielectrics; Materials characterisation/Testing.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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DESIGN METHODS FOR CERAMIC MATRIX COMPOSITES
Starting date: February 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The objective of the project is to generate design methods for selected
advanced ceramic matrix composites which encompasses component
performance, production routes and materials. The objectives are:
■ new and enhanced ceramic matrix composites with flexural strengths and
fracture toughness u p to 500% greater than unfilled matrix materials with
Weibull moduli in excess of 20
■ ceramic matrix composites capable of continuous operation in air at
temperatures above 1000CC
■ composites which when over-stressed, fail by a relatively controlled 'nonbrittle' mechanism
■ quantified mechanical property data of new and enhanced composite
systems suitable for materials design
■ design codes/computer programmes to enable economic design of
composites developed in the project and new composites
■ demonstrators which assess the performance of design codes.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The achievements to date include:
■ a broad range of reinforcing fibres and particulates have been sourced.
Evaluation has been initiated of inclusion compatibility with selected glass
and ceramic matrices
■ ceramic fibre-ceramic matrix combinations have been identified which are
not detrimentally affected by temperatures up to and including 1200°C
■ composites m a d e employed techniques suitable for the fabrication of
complex geometry components requiring 2 and 3-D fibre architecture
■ preliminary mechanical evaluation of fibre reinforced composite material
has yielded mean 4-point flexural strengths about 700% greater than the
unfilled matrix material.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Automotive, components & parts; Electrical/
Electronic industry; D esign; Composites (ceramic matrix); Computer
science/Software; Reliability
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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NEW FIBRE REINFORCED TRADITIONAL CERAMIC
PRODUCTS WITH SUPERIOR MECHANICAL
PROPERTIES
Starting date: O c t o b e r 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The objective of this project is that of experimenting with the possibility of
improving the mechanical characteristics a n d performance of selected
ceramic materials for the building industry (ceramic floor and wall tile and
sanitaryware) by applying the mechanism of fibre reinforcement. This
objective will be realized through the development of seven different
products, all fibre-reinforced, having mechanical characteristics that are
superior to those of corresponding commercial products without fibre
reinforcement. Five of these seven products are ceramic tiles shaped by
dust pressing, one is a ceramic tile shaped by extrusion and one is an article
of sanitary ware shaped by slip casting. After complete characterization of
the commercially available fibres, carried out to determine those those fibres
most suitable as reinforcement for each of the products to be developed, the
work will proceed first with experimentation on a laboratory scale, involving
the preparation, firing and characterization of small-size fibre-reinforced test
pieces . Based on the results obtained , the work will progress to industrial
scale experimentation (pilot production line) with the fabrication of fibrereinforced components (ceramic floor and wall tile and sanitaryware). The
research project will be concluded with a study on the prospects for
industrialization fo the products developed, as well as their technical and
commercial impact on the European ceramic industry.
KEYWORDS

Processing (ceramic & glass); Fibres/Reinforcing materials; Ceramic/Glasses;
Composites (ceramic matrix)
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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FABRICATION AND JOINING OF GRADED CERMETS
BY A TECHNIQUE OF METAL INFILTRATION
Starting date: January 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

To improve the effectiveness of joining ceramics to metals and reduce the
tendancy to adhesive failure resulting from interfacial tresses arising from
mis-rnatching of thermal expansion co-efficient and elastic modulus.
Develop forming techniques for graduated joints composed of layers of
cermets made either by co-sintering or pressure infiltration of porous ceramic
preforms which can be used to effect joints between ceramics and metals.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Cermets have been produced by both co-sintering of nickel and zirconia and
the infiltration of molten metal (aluminium) into porous preforms of cdumina.
Crack propagation studies show the preponderance of ceramic type (brittle)
behaviour up to 70% metal (nickel/zirconia).
Porous preforms of graduated porosity havebeen successfully prepared on
small sample size (up to 50mm diameter) by die pressing, assembly of tape
cast layers, pressure filtration a n d the use of burnable porosifiers.
Determination between layers of different composition has been prevented
by the use of a corrugated boundary.
This was achieved by pressure infiltration by gas, pressure failed to fully
infiltrate fine porosity. Mechanical pressurisation of the molten metal
(squeeze casting), a high failure rate results because of thermal shock of the
ceramic preforms. This technique was only successfully applied to samples
up to 50mm diameter. Larger ones were always cracked. •
KEYWORDS

Automotive, components & parts; Materials processinng; Assembly/joining;
Ceramics/Glasses; Composites (ceramic matrix); Composites (metal matrix);
Materials science.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

BRITISH CERAMIC RESEARCH LTD
REFRACTORIES AND INDUSTRIAL
CERAMICS
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CHEMICAL VAPOUR INFILTRATION IN NEW DESIGNED
COMPOSITES WITH REDUCED INFILTRATION TIMES BY
PRESSURE GRADIENTS AND MONITORED BY INSITU
ANALYSIS WITH SPECTROSCOPIC MEANS
Starting date:

1991

Duration:

36 m o n t h s

OBJECTIVES

Chemical vapour infiltration (CVI) is a superior technique for densifying
newly designed 2d and 3d carbon fibre preforms in order to get a composite
with properties such as shear strength and damage tolerance which are
unattainable with conventional 2d lcrminates.
The main disadvantages of CVI (long process times and process instabilities)
have to be overcome, especially if complex shaped components of these
preforms have to be infiltrated. This will be in this proaramine by applying
pressure gradients to direct the gas flow and to install automatic pressure
gradient control. Furthermore, process instabilities e.g. gas phase nucleation
will be detected by in-situ IR-spectroscopic analysis in a very early process
stage. These CVI process improvements will be an important prerequisite for
the production of the newly designed 2d and 3d carbon fibre composites.
Their mechanical and physical properties will be gained by testing and by
finite element calculations.
KEYWORDS

Chemical vapour infiltration (CVI); Materials processing; Process/Product
monitoring; Composites (ceramic matrix); Mathematical modelling
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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COST-EFFECTIVE PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGIES FOR
CERAMIC MATRIX COMPOSITES
Starting date: 1991 -1992

Duration: -

OBJECTIVES

High performance ceramic matrix composites (CMC's) are currently
produced by CV1. However, only simple shapes can be produced, the
production times are long and strict quality control is required. This leads to
high production costs a n d restricts their use to costly aerospace
applications.
CMC's can be produced by methods other than CVI. However, to obtain
material of comparable properties is difficult and very costly. A promising
route is the infiltration a n d subsequent pyrolysis of Si-based polymers to
form the ceramic matrix. Material with comparable properties may be
achieved at a much reduced cost.
The main objectives of this project are to develop cost-effective
manufacturing routes for CMC's including:
■ development of semi-finished products
■ development of various manufacturing routes such as lamination, liquid
infiltration and filament winding
■ continuous monitoring of materials and process quality to improve the
product.
Economic and ecological aspects will also be considered during the project.
The ultimate aim of the project is to produce larger demonstrator parts by
the various manufacturing routes. The merits of these routes will be
compared to each other and to existing routes.
KEYWORDS

Composites (ceramic matrix); Processing (ceramic & glass); Manufacturing;
Economics; Materials characterization/Testing; Quality assurance;
Mechanics/Solid mechanics
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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METAL REINFORCED CERAMICS
Starting date: August 1987

Duration: 46 months

OBJECTIVES

One of the major objectives of research into advanced structural ceramic
materials is to achieve a sufficient degree of toughness, strength, thermal
and mechanical shock resistance and corrosion resistance so that the
beneficial aspects of ceramics such as low density and high melting point,
can be exploited in the design of critical high temperature components. The
aim of this project is to improve the mechanical properties of ceramic
materials, especially at elevated temperatures, a n d their resistance to
corrosion by incorporating ultrafine particles of metals with high melting
points in a ceramic matrix based on AI2O3, Zr02- The production and the
incorporation of the metals in a n extremely finely divided form calls for a
special manufacturing technology.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Colloidal metal particles in the range of nm (e.g. Rh, Pd, Pt, Mo) could be
deposited onto ceramic powder by a special manufacturing technique.
Al203/Zr02-based composites with a homogeneous, finely divided metallic
phase up to 5 mass-% were produced via the combined sinter
HIP/technique. These materials show fracture toughness a n d flexural
strength improvements of up to 25%, high corrosion resistance in molten
metals, glass melt, and hydroflouric acid and improved thermal shock
resistance.
KEYWORDS

Mechanical engineering; Composites (Ceramic matrix); Particle technology;
Reinforcement technology; Tribology.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNOLOGY TO PRODUCE 2- AND 3-D
CARBON REINFORCED GRAPHITE STRUCTURES FOR HIGH
STRENGTH AND HIGH TEMPERATURE APPLICATIONS
Starting date: M a r c h 1989

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The project is to develop high-temperature a n d high-strength two
dimensional (2-D) and three dimensional (3-D) carbon reinforced graphite
(CRG) structures. The initial objective is to extend the current level of
understanding of the relationship between process parameters and product
characteristics to allow modification a n d optimisation of product
perfomance. This knowledge will be used to develop high temperature
oxidation resistant 2-D CRG materials a n d simultaneously to develop to
develop 3-D cmologues of both CRG a n d the structure modified high
temperature CRG. These 3-D products will include both high strength, thin
wall tubing a n d layered or sandwich structures comprising a low-density
former contained in a high strength 2-D CRG skin.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Relationships between process parameters and mechanical properties have
been established by developing methods of characterisation of both
physical a n d mechanical properties for the examination of a wide range of
CRG samples.
Materials with resistance to oxidation have been prepared and effects of
structural modification on mechanical properties are being measured.
3-D structures have been prepared in the form of tubes or honeycomb lightweight sheets using both woven and non-woven materials.
KEYWORDS

Carbon/Graphite; Composites (ceramic matrix); Fibres/Reinforcing materials.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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DEVELOPMENT AND CHARACTERISATION OF CMC
AND C/C COMPOSITES
Starting date: N o v e m b e r 1990

Duration: 30 months

OBJECTIVES

The goals of the proposed programme are to develop a n d characterize
structural high performance fibre reinforced ceramics (CMC) a n d CarbonCarbon (.C/C) with antioxidation protection.
Material la: 2. 5-D-C/C-INOX (SiC)
The development of this C/C material with three fibre directions (2,5-D) and
a SiC protection layer will be chosen for long time applications (>30 hours) at
temperatures u p to 1550°C. Fibre content: min. 45%.
Material lb:. 2. 5-D-C/C-INOX (SiC/HfC)
Development of material la, but with multilayer SiC/HfC protection for short
time applications (20 minutes) at temperatures up to 1800°C.
Material 2: 2. 5-D<:/SiC
Development of carbon fibre reinforced SiC composite with three fibre
directions (2, 5-D) for long time applications (>30 hours) at temperatures up
to 1200°C.
Material 3: SiC/GC
Development of SiC fibre reinforced glass-ceramic composite for long time
applications (>30 hours) at temperatures u p to 1200°C. Fibre content: min.
35%.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Processing (Creamics/Glass); Carbon/Graphite;
Materials characterisation/Testing; Reinforcement technology
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

MESSERSCHMITT-BOLKOW-BLOHM GMBH
ZTT1. PHYSIK/SONDERWERKSTOFFE
BOX 80 11 09. ROBERT-KOCH-STRASSE
D-8000. MUNICH

AEROSPATIALE
BRITISH AEROSPACE
XYCARB BV
UNIVERSITY OF PATRAS ( A M D
UNIVERSITE DE BORDEAUX (IUT)

CONTACT PERSON
DR. H. LEIS
Tel:+ 49-89-607-24137
Tfax: + 49-89-607-32163
Tlx: + 25287-068 MBB D

Contract no: BREU-0334
Proposal no: BE-3243
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DEVELOPMENT OF CERAMIC AND CERAMIC COMPOSITE MATERIALS
FOR STRUCTURAL APPLICATIONS AT HIGH TEMPERATURES WITH
IMPROVED CREEP RESISTANCE, CHEMICAL STABILITY AND RELIABILITY
Starting date: M a r c h 1988

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The use of thermo-mechanical ceramics in critical, high temperature,
structural applications is currently hindered by a combination of factors
depending on the type of ceramic: mechanical degradation, environmental
degradation and reliability. The proposed research is directed towards the
development of new oxide-based ceramics and composites for structured
applications at elevated temperatures with the following objectives: ft) to
produce oxide based ceramic composites that exhibit high chemical stability,
improved reliability and enhanced creep strength; (ii) to adapt new nondestructive testing methods.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Six ceramics systems are under study: SiC whisker-reinforced alumina,
ztrconia-reinforced alumina, mullite, zirconia-reinforced mullite, zircon and
zirconia-reinforced zircon. The physico-chemical characterisation a n d
optimisation of suitable raw materials as well as the physicothermomechanical and reliability characterisation have been performed for
the different ceramic systems. From high-temperature corrosion tests, a
selection of the most promising ceramics has been made, i.e., zircon and
zirconia-based materials. However, their creep properties are not yet
suitable for the target application.
KEYWORDS

Ceramics/Glasses; Composites (ceramic matrix); Materials characterization/
Testing.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

VETROTEX INTERNATIONAL
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
B.P.929
F-73C09 CHAMBERY CEDEX

CERAMIQUES TECHNIQUES DESMARQUEST
F
JOSE A. LOMBIA CAMINA SA
E
CERAMICAS TENACES SA
E
INSTITUTO CERAMICA Y VIDRIO
E
INSTITUT NATIONAL DES SCIENCES
APPUQUEES
F
BUNDESANSTALT FUR MATERIALFORSCHUNG
UND PRUEFUNG
D

CONTACT PERSON
>C. HUCUN
Tel: + 33-79-755420
Tfax: + 33-79-755399
Tlx: +319132 FIBR

Contract no: Rl 1B-202
Proposal no: P-2219
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ORGANOMETALLIC PRECURSORS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
HIGH PERFORMANCE NON-OXIDE CERAMICS AND
CERAMIC-MATRIX COMPOSITES
Starting date: March 1990

t
Dura ion: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

This proposal is concerned with four principal lines of research:
■ the synthesis of polymeric, organometallic precursors with a high ceramic
yield and the study of their pyrolysis and conversion to ceramic;
■ the direct conversion of the precursors into dense ceramic materials;
■ the use of precursors as an interparticulate bond as well as acting as an
injection-moulding binder in the fabrication of pressureless-sintered silicon
nitride;
■ the infiltration of precursors into unidirectional, 2-D a n d 3-D fibres,
preforms to fabricate carbonitride-bonded fibre composites.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

A small pilot plant has been built to produce 5-6kg of ceramic precursor per
batch. A fusible solid precursor has been developed for the injection
moulding phase. D ense ceramics have been successfully produced from
pressed, crosslinked ceramic precursor powders. Work is underway on the
fabrication of pressureless sintered silicon nitride using precursors and the
injection of fabric preforms by precursors.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Forming/Shaping/Casting; Processing (ceramic and
glass); Ceramics/Glass; Composites (ceramics matrix)
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

FAIREY TECRAMICS LIMITED
FILLEYBROOKS
UK-ST15 OPU STONE, STAFFS

ATOCHEM
BROCHIER SA
MAX-PLANCK-INSTITUT. STUTTGART

CONTACT PERSON
D. TAYLOR
Tel:+44-785-813241
Tfax: +44-785-816903
Tlx: + 36277

Contract no: BREU-0106
Proposal no: BE-3266
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IMPROVED HIGH TEMPERATURE CORROSION
RESISTANT SILICON NITRIDE-SILICON CARBIDE
COMPOSITES
Starting date: January 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

1. To determine the surface reactivity of silicon nitride matrices a n d
corresponding silicon nitride-silicon carbide composites in environments
representative of fossil fuel conversion systems.
2. To determine how the presence of impurities such as sulphur vapour,
sulphur dioxide and chlorine 'within the corrosion environment affects the
surface reactivity of silicon nitride and silicon nitride-silicon carbide
composites.
3. To elucidate the mechanisms of high temperature chemical degradation
in corrosive environments, which contain either oxygen or sulphur or
chlorine.
4. To optimise the composition of composites in terms of additive and silicon
carbide content for use in aggressive situations.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

1) Oxidation data relating to the datum matrix material (silicon nitride
densified with 7 w/o yttria, 4 w/o) and the datum composite material (i.e.
datum matrix material containing 10 w/o silicon carbide particles).
2) Chloridation data relating to the data matrix and composite materials.
KEYWORDS

Ceramics/Glasses; Materials science; Composites (ceramic matrix); High
temperature corrosion
PRIME PARTNER OTHER PARTNERS
UNIVERSITY OF LIMERICK
MATERIALS & INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY
PLASSEY TECHNOLOGICAL PART
IRL-LIMERICK

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE POLYTECHNIC

CONTACT PERSON
M. POMEROY
Tel:+ 353-61-333644
Tfax: + 353-61-330316
Tbc + 500-70609

Contract no: BREU-0180
Proposal no: BE-3549
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COATING OF SILICON CARBIDE MATRIX
COMPOSITES FOR INDUSTRIAL USE IN CORROSIVE
ENVIRONMENTS
Starting date: O c t o b e r 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Ceramic Matrix Composites (CMCs) make up a new family of composites
whose behaviour to mechanical and thermal shock, fatigue resistance, etc.,
is superior to the best technical ceramics obtained by Powder sintering
process.
First developed for applications in the aeronautical and space fields, some
CMCs are beginning to be mass produced (C/SiC and Sic/SiC). They are also
of interest for applications in other sectors of activities which aim at
improving their production technologies, reducing their cost prices and
saving the energy required for their mcmufacturrng-as is the case for the
metallurgy industry and gas burner systems.
In order to benefit from the performance exhibited by CMCs it is, however,
necessary to protect them against high-temperature chemical corrosion from
metals, alloys and molten glasses. The expected research involves a CMC
Manufacturer, 3 Companies a n d Research Centres already producing
coatings with various processes (mainly some Oxides and rare metals using
laser techniques, plasma spraying, sputter ion plating, and plasma assisted
chemical vapour deposition), and two end user companies in charge of
carrying out assessment testing.
The first spinoff expected is in metal cast elements and gas burner systems.
KEYWORDS

Composites (ceramic matrix); Cccrtings/Thin films; Surface treatment
technology; Laser technology/Power beams; Processing (ceramics and
glass); Energy/Power generation
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SOCIETE EUROPEENNE DE PROPULSION
DIVISION PROPULSION A POUDRE
ET COMPOSITES
DIRECTION COMMERCE ET PROGRAMMES
F-BP 37 LE HAILLAN

CERECO
HARWELL (AEA)
UNIVERSITY OF NAPLES
C.R. PONT A MOUSSON
BRITISH GAZ

CONTACT PERSON
S. CHATEIGNER
Tel:+ 33-56-553188
Tfax: + 33-56-553008

Contract no: BREU-0436
Proposal no: BE-4124
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INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION PROCESS FOR SILICON
CARBIDE WHISKERS FOR COMPOSITE MATERIALS
REINFORCEMENT
Starting date: January 1989

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

PEMs aim this year was to design and start up a pilot plant producing SiC
whiskers.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The pilot plant including synthesis a n d morphological sorting of silicon
carbide whiskers is built.
In a second heating run, the continuous pilot furnace has worked perfectly
for two weeks and has produced silicon carbide in various conditions. Raw
materials a n d heating conditions have been tested to obtain different
qualities of products.
All these products were oxidised to continuously
remove the excess of carbon black successfully.
KEYWORDS

Manufacturing; Fibres/Reinforcing materials; Whiskers; Silicon-carbide.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

PECHINEY ELECTROMETALLURGY
TOUR MANHATTAN CEDEX 21
F-92087 PARIS LA DEFENSE

I.N.P.G. GRENOBLE
UNIVERSIDADE DE PORTO
MAHLE GMBH

CONTACT PERSON
X.DELAJUGANNIERE
Tel:+ 33-1-47627853
Tfax: +33-1-47745431

Contract no: RI1B-267
Proposal no-. P-2401
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Ceramic composites

ENGINEERED FIBRE STRENGTHENED CERAMIC
COMPOSITES - STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY AND
PERFORMANCE IN ENERGY CONVERSION AND
PROCESSING SYSTEMS
Starting date: 1991-1992

Duration: -

OBJECTIVES

A key strategic route forward in creating ceramic based materials is through
closely engineered fibre reinforced composites such as those based on glass
ceramic matrices and chemical vapour infiltration reinforced with Sic fibres
(e.g. Nicalon). The potential for engineered monolithic ceramic alloys is now
likely to be limited mainly because of their inability to enhance integrity
levels beyond a toughness of lOMPam 1/2. This work creates a new
European research consortium to develop near commercial CMC materials to
industrial application. Performance enhancement will be based on an
interactive programme of tasks to understand creep, creep rupture, fatigue,
thermal cycling, creep-fatigue, environmental degradation a n d creepfatigue synergisms. The theoretical foundation is microstructural analysis of
damage and study of weak interfaces plus predictive damage modelling.
The project will be instrumental in enhancing European industrial
competitiveness.
KEYWORDS

Composites; Fracture mechanics; Creep; Manufacturing; Performance;
Materials science; Fatigue; Corrosion
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

UNIVERSITY OF DUBLIN
TRINITY COLLEGE
IRL-2 DUBLIN

EOLAS
UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY LEUVEN

CONTACT PERSON
D. TAPLIN
Tel:+ 353-1-772941
Tfax: + 353-1-6795554
Tlx: + 93782 TCDEI

Contract no:
Proposal no: BE-4610
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OPTIMIZATION OF CERAMIC ZIRCONIA POWDERS
FOR THERMAL BARRIER COATINGS IN IC-ENGINES
AND GAS TURBINES
Starting date: April 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

■ A study of spray drying, including: characterisation of starting powders
and powders produced.
■ A study of the plasma densification process in air, under water, and in a
controlled atmosphere.
■ The production of these characteristics on the plasma spray process and
the coating properties.
■ The reproducibility and reliability of the powder production.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Yttria a n d magnesia-stabilized zirconia powder have been processed by
spray drying. A densification process of the agglomerated particles shows
a dense structure with a smooth spherical surface. Parameters and
spraying criteria for coating production have been developed. The
microstructure of the deposits meets the aerospace standards. With round
robin tests, ceramographic methods are developed to obtain reproducible
results in coating characterisation. The coatings produced are tested and
characterised by thermal behaviour, corrosion, internal stresses, thermal
shock and bond strength properties.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Automotive, Components & Parts; Ceramics/
Glasses; Coatings/Thin films; Powders; Refractories; Particle technology.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

INTERTURBINE
RFSEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
INDUSTRIETERREIN SPIKWEIEN
NL-5943 AD LOMM

TH AACHEN
UNIVERSITY OF LIMOGES
PLASMA-TECHNIK
MTH MUENCHEN

CONTACT PERSON
W. DANIELS
Tel:+ 31-4703-2666
Tfax: + 31-4703-2785
Tlx: + 58876

Contract no: RI1B-205
Proposal no: P-2280
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MODELLING AND CHARACTERIZATION OF THE
MANUFACTURING PROCESS OF CERAMIC THERMAL
BARRIER COATINGS
Starting date: August 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

This project proposes a detailed, investigation of certain industrial systems
for the production of plasma-spraying coatings to improve the
understanding of the process of coating formation and so build more reliable
correlations between the process parameters that can be directly controlled
and the quality of coatings produced.
To this end a combined experimental and theoretical programme is set out :
■ a limited set of coatings will be manufactured under control specifications
■ they will be analyzed and characterized in various laboratories with
several techniques
■ physical models and simulation techniques will be developed to model the
process as a whole and to conelate the process parameters with the
coating characteristics.
The programme will compare between experimental results and theoretical
modelling at all stages of the work. We will use the knowledge gained on the
correlations between the process parameters and the quality of coatings to
build a n expert system to be used both as an intelligent data base of the
knowledge produced in the present project a n d as a prototype tool for
coating fabrication.
KEYWORDS

Mauiacturing; Ceramics; Coatings; Expert systems; Materials
characterization & Testing; Mathematical modelling; Research &
Development
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

UNIVERSITY OF TRENTO
DIPARTIMENTO Dl MECCANICA STRUTTURALE
E PROGETTAZIONE AUTOMATICA
1-38050 MESIANO Dl POVO <TN)

UNIVERSITY OF LIMOGES
A.E.A TECHNOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF STUTTGART
ONERA

CONTACT PERSON
G. JACUCO
Tel: + 39-461-881926 / 534076
Tfax: + 39-461-881971

Contract no: BREU-0415
Proposal no: BE-4212
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IMPROVEMENT OF THE RELIABILITY OF HEAT ENGINE
COMPONENTS UNDER SERVICE CONDITIONS USING
FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING OF CERAMIC THERMAL
BARRIER COATINGS
Starting date: 1991-1992

t
Dura ion: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The modelling of thermal barrier coating microstructure, mechanical and
thermal properties a n d behaviour under service conditions will be
developed and used to design coatings for heat engine applications with
improved high temperature and durability. This approach will provide a
new tool in addition to empirical optimization and will overcome its limitations
such as high cost a n d difficulty in interpreting complex depositionmicrostructure-property relationships.
The overall programme consists of five major tasks:
■ production, characterization and testing of state-of-the-art coatings
■ model development
■ assessment of model predictions
■ improvement of TBC's performance based on the global model for
reciprocating engine and gas turbine components
■ assessment of project results.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics; Automotive; Ceramics; Coatings; Materials characterization &
Testing; Mathematical modelling
PRIME PARTNER
UNIVERSITY OF TRENTO
DIPARTIMENTO Dl MECCANICA STRUTTURALE
E PROGETTAZIONE AUTOMATICA
1-38050 MESIANO Dl POVO ON)
CONTACT PERSON
G.JACUCa
Tel: + 39-461-881926/534076
Tfax: + 39^61 -881971

OTHER PARTNERS
CENTRO SVILUPPO MATERIAL!
AEATECHNOLOGY
DAIMLER BENZ AG
UNIVERSITY OF STUTTGART
MTU GMBH

Contract no:
Proposal no: BE-4272
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HIGH PERFORMANCE THERMAL AND CHEMICAL BARRIER
COATINGS FOR DIESEL AND GAS TURBINE ENGINES
Duration: 36 months

Starting date: January 1990
OBJECTIVES

The main objective is to lower the operating and maintenance costs of diesel
and gas turbine engines, by improving the engine efficiency, increasing
component lifetime, using cheaper fuels and reducing cooling requirements.
The goal is to improve existing zirconia thermal barrier coatings in terms of
thermal shock, thermal fatigue, hot corrosion, oxidation and erosion.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ Surface sealing and strengthening of plasma-sprayed zirconia coatings
by CO2 laser surface melting and alumina addition.
■ Further strengthening obtained by adding a mixture of alumina and
chromia.
■ Comparison between Yttria and Ceria-stabilised zirconia.
■ Study of Zirconia-Hafnia mixtures.
■ Better thermal shock resistance of lasered than sprayed coatings, in gas
turbine conditions up to 1200°C.
■ Hot corrosion and oxidation tests in progress.
■ Application to piston crowns and exhaust valves (truck engine), and to
combustion chambers, guide nozzle vanes and flaps (helicopter engine).
KEYWORDS

Energy power generation; Materials processing; Ceramic coatings; Laser
technology; Surface treatments; Gas turbine engines.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ALCATEL ALSTHOM RECHERCHE
D.M.P.
ROUTE DE NOZAY
F-91460MARCOUSSIS

MAN TECHNOLOGIE GMBH
FN MOTEURS SA
CEA

CONTACT PERSON
A. PETITBON
Tel:+ 33-1-64491249
Tfax: + 33-lni4490823

Contract no: BREU-0083
Proposal no: BE-3012
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF ENVIRONMENTALLY TOLERANT
PVD THERMAL BARRIER COATINGS
Starting date: July 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

To develop second generation physical vapour deposited (PVD) thermal
barrier coatings. This will be achieved through the development of coating
microstructures, coating compositions a n d PVD process technology. The
programme is structured in four phases:
■ Phase 1: Trialling of thermally evaporated PVD datum coating and the
study of ion plating and its effects on structure property relationships.
■ Phase 2: Thermal cyclic testing of candidate coatings
« Phase 3: Corrosion, fatigue a n d erosion testing of datum a n d most
promising development coating
■ Phase 4: Development of lifing methodology.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

To date the substrates and source materials have been manufactured and
the initial work on the modification of coatings structures is under way. The
preliminary results show that the TBC structures a n d textures can be
modified through ion plating.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Manufacturing; Cccrtings/Thin films; Materials
science; Surface treatment technologies.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ROLLS-ROYCE PLC
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY.
SURFACE TREATMENT AND COATINGS
TECHNOLOGY GROUP
POBOX31
UK-DE2 8BJ DERBY

MOTOREN UND TURBINEN UNION

DLR
CRANFIELD INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
ASET

SGM

CONTACT PERSON
P. MORRELL
Tel:+44-332-240544
Tfax: + 44-332-369963
Telex: 37645

Contract no: BREU-0141
Proposal no: BE-3337
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DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF SELF REINFORCING
THERMOSETS THROUGH THE CROSSLINKING
POLYMERIZATION OF LIQUID CRYSTALLINE
MONOMERS
Starting date: July 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Inherent problems in processing and undesired orientation of thermoplastic
liquid crystalline polymers require innovative solutions to overcome these
drawbacks while maintaining their beneficial properties of high stiffness and
strength allied to a low coefficient of thermal expansion.
The project has the goal of scientifically investigating the manufacture of
self reinforcing thermosets by network formation from low molecular weight
liquid crystalline compounds in a mesophase. The thermosets will consist of
microscopic frozen nematic (smectic) domains which are internally
anisotropic whereas the domains are randomly oriented a n d give a
macroscopically isotropic material.
The strategic aims of the project include the following:
Synthesis a n d evaluation of suitable mesogenic structures with different
functional groups to provide structure property relationships to control and
predict the phase behaviour in a wide range of curing conditions.
Investigation of the morphology of the thermosets as a function of chemical
structure and extent of reaction.
Determination of relevant mechanical properties of the thermosets in relation
to the structure of the thermosets, modelling of network formation.
The processing of the new materials will be the same as that of conventional
thermosets.
KEYWORDS

Polymers; Materials processing; liquid crystals; Chemistry; Materials
characterization.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

UMIST
MATERIALS SCIENCE
GROSVENOR STREET
UK-MI 7HS MANCHESTER

UNIVERSITY-GH SIEGEN
OCE NEDERLAND BV

CONTACT PERSON
A.J.RYAN
Tel:+ 44-61-2003614
Tfax: + 44-61-2003586

Contract no: BREU-0449
Proposal no: BE-4143
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NEW LIQUID CRYSTAL POLYMER/ELASTOMER
COMPOSITES
Starting date: August 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The programme is designed to verify the possibility of using Liquid Crystal
Polymers (LCPs) both as processing aids a n d reinforcing agents of
conventional elastomers.
The main goals are:
■ the creation of reinforcing species in the elastomeric matrix during
processing by taking advantage of the fibrous morphology of LCPs
■ the use of mild processing conditions due to the low viscosity of LCPs, by
saving energy while avoiding possible damage of products and machines
■ the production of satisfactory adhesion between reinforcing species and
elastomeric matrices, a n d consequently, out standing perormances in
comparison with conventionally reinforced elastomers
Intermediate goals are:
■ synthesis of tailored structures of LCPs
■ design of machines for a proper processing of LCPs and elastomers
■ development of optimal processing conditions
■ evaluation of the new materials performances in pneumatic tyre
prototypes and in technical articles.
KEYWORDS

Automotive, Components & Parts; Processing (rubber & plastic); Composites
(Polymer matrix); Fibres/Reinforcing materials; Rubbers; Liquid Crystal
Polymers; Materials characterization/Testing
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ENIRICHERCHE
SPECIALITY POLYMERS
VIA MARITANO. 26
1-20097 S. DONATO MILANESE

WERNER & PF LEIDERER GMBH
POLYDATA LTD
PIRELLI COORDINAMENTO PNEUMATICI SPA

CONTACT PERSON
A. ROGERRO
Tel:+ 39-2-5209131
Tfax: + 39-2-5204422/5209314
Tlx: + 310246 ENII

Contract no: BREU-0425
Proposal no: BE-4377
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FLOW AND FLOW-INDUCED STRUCTURE DURING THE
PROCESSING OF LIQUID CRYSTALLINE POLYMERS
Starting date: April 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The project should provide a scientific basis for dealing with processing
problems of LCPs such as: development of materials, design of moulds,
selection and optimisation of injection moulding. These constitute the basic
elements of a CAD /CAM programme, which could be developed in a
subsequent Type I project.
The specific aims of the project include:
■ a scientific basis for rheological modelling and CAD /CAM analysis of the
processing of LCPs;
■ guidelines to predict the effect of the flow history on the resulting
microstructure.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Two very complete sets of rheological data on LCPs are available. They
provide insight into the flow behaviour of these materials and constitute the
basis for the scheduled structural and modelling investigations. For the first
time systematic data on velocity profiles in LCPs have been obtained (1dimensional a n d 2-dimensional flows). D eviations from the expected
behaviour have been identified which need to be resolved before flow
simulations can be made. For the analysis of the flow-induced structures a
device for SALS measurements on flowing systems has been designed.
Finally, orientational distribution functions have been calculated for 2-D
flows in both steady and transient conditions. A first approximation for
dealing with polydomain structures has been introduced. The major
rheological features can be described now. A simplified approach, suitable
for CAD /CAM application has been explored and seems very promising.
KEYWORDS

Chemical/Petrochemical; Plastics/Rubber; Rheology; Processing (rubber/
plastic); Polymers; Mathematical modelling.
PRIME PARTNER
OTHER PARTNERS
KATHOUEKE UNIVERSITEIT LEUVEN
UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI Dl NAPOLI
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING F" EDERICOII"
I
DE CROYLAAN 46
ECOLE DES MINES DE PARIS F
B-3001-LEUVEN
CONTACT PERSON
J. MEWIS
Tel:+ 32-16-286611
Tfax: + 32-16-221522
Tbc + 25941

Contract no: BREU 0125
Proposal no: BE-3137
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DEVELOPMENT AND CHARACTERIZATION OF MELTPROCESSABLE RIGID ROD POLYMERS WITH
IMPROVED MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
Starting date: J u l y 1991

Duration:

42 months

OBJECTIVES

The development of melt-processable liquid crystamers has received a great
deal of attention in the past few years. Melt processability is usually
attained by disrupting the regular structure of the rigid main chain by
means of random copolymerization and/or the introduction of crankshafts or
kinks. The copolymeric nature of the present LCPs inhibits a full
understanding of the relation between the chain parameters a n d the
macroscopic properties a n d as such hampers the further technical
improvement of the present LCPs.
In this project optimization of macroscopic (mechanical) properties is
pursued by retention and systematic variation of very high rigidity in the
main chain. The polymers to be developed will all be based on the rigid
phenylene group.These groups can either be polymerized directly, or with
the aid of various linking groups (ester, amide, imide). With proper
attachment of (small) side chains during the designing of the synthesis
routes, a sequence of melt-processable polymers with distinct, very high
chain rigidities results. These polymers will be characterized thoroughly,
both with respect to the molecular (i.e. chain flexibility) and the macroscopic
(mechanical thermal) properties.
The results of this project may be applied to the improvement of present
commercial LCPs, and to the development of new, innovative materials.
KEYWORDS

Polymers; Liquid crystal polymers; Structure-property relationship
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

TNO PLASTICS & RUBBER
RESEARCH INSTITUTE
PHYSICS DEPARTMENT
SCHOERMAKERSTRAAT, 97
PO BOX 6031
NL-2600JA DELFT

POLYMER INSTITUT DER UNIVERSITAT
KARLSRUHE
FOUNDATION FOR RESEARCH &
TECHNOLOGY-HELLAS INSTITUTE OF
ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE & LASER

CONTACT PERSON
J. VAN TURNHOUT
Tel:+ 31-15-696640
Tfax: + 31-15-566308
Tbc + 38067

Contract no: BREU-0505
Proposal no: BE-4490
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NEW FAMILY OF POLYMERS OBTAINED BY MEANS OF AN ORIGINAL
TECHNIQUE FOR LIVING ANIONIC POLYMERIZATION OF ACRYLIC
MONOMERS - DEVELOPMENT OF PRODUCTION AND
APPLICATIONS
Starting date: N o v e m b e r 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The development of acrylate-based block copolymers has so far been limited
by the poor living character of the polymerization when anionicaliy
performed. The aim of the work is to develop a new family of polymers on a
pilot plant using the method of living anionic polymerization of methacrylates
and acrylates in the presence of specific additives. The new polymeric
materials to be developed are as follows: thermoplastic elastomers, impact
modifiers, additives for adhesives and hot-melts.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

On a laboratory scale, the homo and block copolymerization of MMA and
bulky acrylates (di, tri or stars coploymers) is well controlled thanks to the
optimisation of the operating conditions (solvent, temperature, addition of
lithium chloride). Products amounting to a few kilograms were prepared in
our pilot plant, for evaluation of their characteristics, after transalcoholysis.
Only the stars copolymers exhibit good thermoplastic elastomer properties.
ESPCI has shown that an interphase of miscibility exists between acrylic and
methacrylic domains. Molecular mobility measurements are in progress.
Using a new additive, it is now possible to obtain well controlled living
anionic polymerization of primary acrylates, such as ethyl-2, hexylacrylate
or n-butylacrylate. Thus, triblocks (Hard-Soft-Hard) have been directly
synthesised without the transalcoholysis step. Ten patents have so far been
filed.
Transfer of these new operating conditions from laboratory to pilot plant and
evaluation of products as adhesives have to be achieved.
KEYWORDS

Plastics/Rubbers; Polymers; Block copolymers; Acrylic.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ATOCHEM
RESEARCH CENTER OF LACQ
BP-34
F-64170 ARTIX
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LUBRICATED LIQUID CRYSTAL POLYMERS FOR HEAVY
DUTY HIGH PRECISION BEARING SYSTEMS
Starting date: June 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The goal of this research project is to develop integrated LCP sliding systems
with both specially formulated lubricants and optimized LCP microstructure
and filler contents (such as PTFE, M0S2, graphite, talcum, glass fibres,
lubricants, etc.) for the application in precision machines under high loads
and temperatures up to 150°C; at a cost of 50% less, such sliding systems
are expected to have the same or better qualities than currently used ball
bearings or sinter bearings.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Three base oils in three different viscosity ranges were chosen a n d
equipped with wetting modifying additives. Out of these base oils PFTE
thickened greases in varying consistencies were made. Nine LCPcompounds were developed with different molecular weight and fillers and
investigated on their microstructure, their mechanical a n d tribological
properties and their compatibility and wetting behaviour with the lubricants.
Two moulds were designed with different runner a n d gate systems to
prevent problems with jetting a n d welding lines. The best results were
achieved with a high viscous polymer and a special n a p gate. The injection
process was optimised by low injection moulding speed a n d by injecting
against a wall in the mould. As a design for the precision bearings two
bearing types were chosen for the practical tests: a cylindrical bearing with
a diameter of 5mm and a triangular bearing which may carry both radial
loads as well as axial loads.
KEYWORDS

Instruments/Sensors/Precision equipment; Design; Lubricants; Polymers;
Data bases/Expert systems; Materials science; Tribology.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

DR. TILLWICH GMBH
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LASER INDUCED COLOURING OF PLASTICS AND
LACQUERS (LICOPAL)
Starting date: January 1992

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

This objective of this project is to develop a reliable and flexible production
line system for Laser Induced Colouring, based on the use of suitable
additives (pigments, dyes, and photochromic and prechromic compounds)
in polymer matrices. For this purpose:
■ Insight has to be gained into the phenomena occuring during the laser
rrradiation of synthetic materials
■ the right combinations of materials have to be developed
■ laser parameters have to be evaluated thoroughly.
The project proposed here deals with three main objectives, contained in the
priority list of BRITE/EURAM:
(i) 4.2.4. innovations in laser beam technology with surface treatment as the
application
(ii) 1.4.2. the developmental polymeric materials with optimized packages of
functional properties, i.e. they become laser-markable in a reproducible way
(iii) 1.4.3. the development of polymeric materials suitable for automated
processing by means of selecting additives for improved processLbility.
In order to achieve the project aim, the following objectives are defined:
(a) Multicolour Laser Induced D ecoration on a dark background of a
synthetic material, demonstrated on laboratory scale
(b) multicolour Laser Induced D ecoration on a light background of a
synthetic material, demonstrated on laboratory scale
(c) demonstration of the possibilities of Multicolour Laser Induced D ecoration
in a pilot production multicolour laser system.
KEYWORDS Laser technology/Power beams; Processing (rubber & plastics);
Chemical/ Petrochemical; Electrical/Electronic industry; Polymers;
Vision/Optical systems
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

NEDERLANDSE PHILIPS BEDRIJVEN
CENTRE FOR MANUF ACTURING
TECHNOLOGY
BUILDING SAQ-P
NL-5600 MD EINDHOVEN

DSM
HAAS
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF LEUVEN
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REACTIVE POLYMERS FOR HIGH-PERFORMANCE
BINDING AND GLUEING
Duration: 40 months

Starting date: February 1990

OBJECTIVES

The main objectives of this project are to develop production processes to
obtain new polymer structures with reactive functional groups designed to
react with surfaces which require binding, to gain better knowledge of the
parameters affecting adhesion performance a n d to enable overall costefficient formulations with the new structure polymers. Research is focused
on binding problems found in European rnanufacturing industry; plasticized
PVC. polyurethane a n d other self-releasing thermoplastics as well as on
some natural substrates such as wood and cork.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Synthesis of pre-selected structures took place on a pilot laboratory
assembly. Polymer samples amounting to a few Kilograms were prepared in
order to evaluate their characteristics after adequate formulation.
Isocyanate prepolymers, reactive polyurethane dispersions as well as other
polymeric structures were tested on cork, wood and thermoplastic materials
surfaces.
Significant improvement was found on adhesion test results, when
compared with the ones obtained with the equivalent structures without
reactive groups.
KEYWORDS

Adhesives/Bonding; Assembly/Joining; Shoe/Leather; Wood/Paper/
Furniture; Flexible/Non-rigid materials; Polymers.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

HOECHST PORTUGUESA SA
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
P-2726 MEM MARTINS, CODEX

JOWAT LOBERS AND FRANK GMBH & CO
CIPADE INDUSTRIA DE PRODUTOS
ADESIVOS SA
OPORTO UNIV. (ENGINEERING FACULTY)
LANCASTER UNIVERSITY

CONTACT PERSON
J. BORDADO
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THE ROLE OF THE METAL-POLYESTER INTERFACE IN NEW
TECHNOLOGIES
Starting date: January 1988

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

Several of the major uses of PET film, like film capacitors, barrier packaging
and metel evaporated video tapes require its metallisation. The role of the
interface in these applications is crucial: as capacitor films become thinner,
the importance of the interface grows; it determines gas barrier and metal
adhesion in packaging applications as well as epitaxy of magnetic alloys in
video tapes. This project will therefore investigate the chemical and
physical phenomena at the interface in order to sustain the fast
technological change in the above industries..
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ A model of the dlurniniurn-polyester interactions has been developed.
■ Values of volume and surface conductivity applicable to Al metallized
ultra-thin films have been determined.
■ Variations in the insulation resistance of heat treated and compressed
capacitors have been explained and eliminated.
■ A model for carrier injection at the interface has been established.
■ Appropriate adhesion measurement techniques have been developed.
■ D ifferent surface treatments to improve adhesion have been compared.
■ The influence of the polyester manufacturing and processing conditions
on gas barrier and metal adhesion has been assessed.
■ The surface topography needed for the epitaxial growth of magnetic
alloys has been defined.
■ A metal evaporated tape based on Co-Ni-O on PET has been developed.
KEYWORDS

Adhesives/Bonding; D ielectrics/Fenoelectrics; Magnetic; Plastics/Rubbers;
Polymers.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

DU PONT DE NEMOURS (LUXEMBOURG) SA
F
BAS AG
D
MYLAR - R&D GROUP F ACULTES UNVIERSITAIRES NDP NAMUR
B
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QUALITY CONTROL OF POLYPROPYLENE
PHOTOSTABILITY BASED ON LASER EXPOSURE
Starting date: August 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The main objective of the project is to develop a quick quality control test
based on laser exposure, in relation to natural weathering, to judge the
photostability of given polypropylenes (given formulations and processing
conditions) used for unpointed external applications in the car industry.
Accelerated ageing tests require several thousands of hours (at least 3000
hours in a Xenotestl200 with the test method 1380 from Renault, for
stabilized polypropylenes).
The objective is to reduce irradiation times for ageing tests to several hours
by using only a laser source.
Conelations between the different conventional ageing tests the most
commonly used in the car industry, the UV-testers developed at the
University of Clermont Ferrand for fundamental applications (Sepap units)
and the laser test methos will be established.
KEYWORDS

Quality Control; Plastics; Automotive; Laser technology; Photoageing;
Polypropylene
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

RENAULT
RESEARCH DEPARTMENT
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Polymers

QUALITY ENHANCEMENT AND PROCESS AVAILABILTY
IN LLDPE STRETCH FILM OUTPUT BY MULTISENSORS
AND COMPUTERIZED SYSTEMS
Starting date: 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

Development of factory complete automation with all actions working under
control is designed to improve product quality and process availabilitY. To
assure high quality a n d good availability some critical areas will be pinpointed and studied in a n experimental way and simulated with the purpose
of prototyping the whole process.
Once scientificallY analysed, tested and optimized, the results will provide a
comprehensive system able to improve the stretch film features and to
integrate the new technology perfectly.
To make the design a reality, manufacturing interprets the product definition
data to plan the orderly sequence of events that must occur to convert the
"raw materials specifications" into a "production definition data document".
The only way of doing this is to change the work organization and to
improve the technology - automation is preeminent and CIM is the solution.
By this approach CIM c a n achieve its purpose a n d a programmable
automation system provides the best means of leveraging both the
information assets and fixed assets of manufacturing enterprise.
In particular: product and process control and performance, data flow and
SW / HW integration, factory communications.
In order to achieve these objectives the research has highlighted the main
critical areas attempting solutions that represent significant advances on
current and foreseen practices in the scientific applied field :
- new CIM architecture implementation, - new extruder process control, multilayer measurement control, - chill roll and pre-stretching improvement, stochastic analysis, - extruder process simulations;
Tests and practical proofs will confirm the results and will give greater
efficiency to the specific field.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Process/product monitoring; Quality assurance;
Polymers; Automation/CIM
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

DARIO MANULI SPA
S.PIETRO MOSEZZO
1-28100 NOVARA

NO EL SRI
DOW CHEMICAL IBERICA SA
INSTITUTO DE CIENCIA Y TECNOLOGIA
DE POLIMEROS
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NEW REINFORCED THERMOPLASTIC MATERIALS
Starting date: April 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The main objective of the project is to verify the possibility of employing
Liquid Crystal Polymers (LCPs), due to their fibrous morphology and low melt
viscosity, both as reinforcing agents and processing cads of conventional
Thermoplastic Polymers (TPs).
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The main objectives of the project have been completely fulfilled. Both
qualitative and quantitative information on processing aid effect of different
LCPs when blended with different TPs have been obtained: viscosity of melt
blends is constantly much lower than that of TP alone a n d also the
processing temperature is reduced. Processing aid effect is meaningful
when considering the advantages: reduced energy consumption, less
degradation of polymers and easy filling of large or complex moulds.
The achievement of self reinforcing composites depends on the ability to
melt process blends in such a way that LCPs form the reinforcing phase. The
main factors which affect the formation of fibrils h a v e been fully
investigated and understood; reinforced materials which compete with glass
fibre-reinforced plastics have been obtained; these blends represent a
convenient method for exploiting some of the outstanding properties of LCPs,
but at a reduced cost.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Electrical/Electronic industry; Composites (polymer
matrix); Fibres/Reinforcing materials; Plastics; Liquid crystal polymers
(LCPs); Materials characterisation/Testing.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ENIRICERCHE
SPECIALTY POLYMERS
VIA MARITANO 26
1-20097 SAN DONATO MILANESE

BATTENFELD EXTRUSION TECH

IKV
POLYDATA LTD

CONTACT PERSON
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HIGH PERFORMANCE REINFORCED THERMOPLASTICS
FOR AEROSPACE STRUCTURAL APPLICATIONS
PROCESSED BY INJ ECTION MOULDING
Starling date: F ebruary 1990

Duration: 30 months

OBJECTIVES

One of the most cost-saving techniques for rnanufacturing certain aerospace
structural parts will probably be in the near future the injection moulding
technology. The use of such a process in the aerospace industry requires:
■ increased mechanical properties of injection moulded parts;
■ design data and tools to predict the properties which could be obtained
with such a process.
The first point will be reached either by using aerospace high performance
fibre reinforced thermoplastics, by increasing the fibre length in the mould or
by using the Multi Live Feed System which permits better control of the fibre
orientation. Thus different processes will be developed and investigated in
order to decrease the fibre degradation during the injection moulding phase.
The second requirement will be met by developing simulation software for
filling and fibre orientation. Emphasis will especially be placed on weld line
modelling a n d characterisation. The models and software will first be
developed for short fibre high performance thermoplastics and then tested
with the other processes.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ Injection moulding and mechanical characterisations in simple moulds
have been performed for short carbon fibre reinforced PEEK and PEEKK.
Mechanical properties are mainly influenced by the fibre orientation in the
finished part.
■ A model for fibre orientation prediction in simple moulds has been
developed. Results are in accordance with observations.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Materials processing; Processing (Rubber&plastics);
Plastics/Rubbers; Injection moulding.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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DEVELOPMENT OF CFRC MATERIALS WITH PARTIALLY
REDUCED CARBON FIBRE CONTENT FOR USE IN CAR
BRAKE SYSTEMS
Starting date: F ebruary 1989

Duration: 43months

OBJECTIVES

The objective of the project is to develop CFRC materials and components for
use in car brake systems by:
■ Selection and investigation of suitable CFRC materials with a lower content
of carbon fibres and treated with additives.
■ Development of samples and components with integrated friction pads.
■ Characterisation of the material including tribological testing.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The manufacture of prototype components of brake pads and brake discs of
different C/C materials supplied by the partners. The brake pads were
tested on a friction tester under varying conditions, regarding the friction
properties, mechanical wear and the influence of additive as well as postimpregnation on these properties. A cast iron brake disc is employed as a
standard and the conclusions are:
1. There are oxidation problems primarily at the outer surface of the pad.
2. The additive TiN in a C/C composite homogenizes the friction properties
and raises the cold friction coefficient, but catalyses the oxidation at
elevated temperatures.
3. The impregnation with polymers lowers the porosity, reduces wear and
homogenizes the friction coefficient, while lowering its value.
4. The contact pattern during braking is not complete enough.
5. The heat transfer is too high (overheating of the the braking fluid).
Points 1), 2) a n d 3) require further material development while 4) and 5)
require a n adapted system, e.g. new back plates for brake pads.
KEYWORDS

Automotive, Components & parts; Carbon/Graphite; Fibres/Reinforcing
materials; Tribology.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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OPTIMISING STRUCTURAL FIBRE COMPOSITES BY
HYBRIDISATION
Starting date: April 1989

Duration: 30 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the project is to produce cost effective high performance polymer
composites by judicious reinforcement and mixing (hybridization) of both
high and low performance fibres in the same matrix system. To achieve this
objective it is proposed to fabricate a systematic series of mixed fibre (Eglass, carbon, aramid, etc.) composites based separately on both
thermoplastic and thermosetting matrices. Detailed studies will then be
carried out to investigate the mechanisms by which loads are transferred
between fibres and matrix under compressive, tensile and flexural loading.
The failure processes will be quantified by surface fracture analysis,
acoustic emission, and electronic speckle pattern interferometry techniques,
etc. This will allow the development of mathematical models to predict
mechanical behaviour. Thus in the long term it is hoped that the project will
provide data to identify novel cost competitive lightweight hybrid materials
with improved buckling resistance and damage tolerance.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Pressure/temperature conditions have been optimised for carbon and glass
fibre reinforced polypropylene composite production so that ply
misalignment is minimised.
At this stage of reporting, all partners are actively involved in those aspects
of the mechanical testing sub-programmes assigned to them. Thus data is
now available on tensile, flexure, compression and falling weight impact
behaviour. Early impressions are that some of the sample combinations are
exhibiting synergistic "hybrid effects" in the sense that certain mechanical
properties are not necessarily predictable in terms of the mechanical
performance of their components (weighted in terms of their volume
fractions present in the composite). Predictive behaviour models a n d
graphs produced to represent falling weight impact behaviour, however,
look very promising and initial examples are available for comparison
purposes. Future reports will fully disseminate all the mechanical data and
additional evidence provided by acoustic emission analyses and detailed
fractographic examination will be used to refine and develop behavioural
models and the prediction of "optimum" material combinations.
KEYWORDS
Composites (polymer matrix); Fibres/Reinforcing materials;
Materials characterisation; Research and development; Materials
processing; Plastics/ rubbers; Reinforcement technology.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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THE ROLE OF THE FIBRE-MATRIX INTERFACE ON THE MECHANICAL
BEHAVIOUR AND DAMAGE DEVELOPMENT IN CARBON-FIBRE
REINFORCED PLASTICS COMPOSITES
Starting date: April 1988

Duration: 45 months

OBJECTIVES

The principal objective of the project is to determine the extent to which
damage development in CFRP laminates may be influenced by controlling
the degree of bonding between the fibre a n d the matrix. Subsidiary
objectives are to develop techniques for characterising the interface a n d
treatments which control the interface properties.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

A large batch of intermediate-modulus carbon-fibre was manufactured and
sub-batches subjected to different levels of oxidative surface treatment.
Most of the fibre was converted into a prepreg using both a n epoxy and a
poly ethersulphone (PES) matrix. The prepreg was moulded into laminates
for testing.
The strength distributions of the fibres have been determined, as also has
the adhesion of the fibres to a n epoxy resin. Fibre surfaces have been
characterised b y photo-electron spectroscopy, SEM, STM a n d other
techniques. Surface chemistry has been correlated with adhesion.
An extensive programme of mechanical testing is being completed. Matrix
cracking in cross-ply laminates has been studied as well as fracture
toughness a n d fatigue, a n d the standard range of mechanical tests.
A strong influence of fibre surface treatment on adhesion a n d on the
development of damage has been established. Most mechanical properties
appear to b e enhanced by fibre surface treatment; but the optima for
different properties are observed at different levels. In general the best
combination of properties is at a somewhat lower level than the standard
commercial treatment.
Damage development occurred at relatively higher strain in the PES matrix
material a n d toughness was higher. However, the response to the surface
treatment was similar in the two systems.
The level of adhesion and damage resistance has been shown to b e quite
sensitive to processing conditions, especially in the epoxy matrix system.
KEYWORDS
Composites (polymer matrix); Carbon-fibre; Surface-treatment;
Damage development.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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DEVELOPMENT OF NEW THERMOSTABLE HIGH PERFORMANCE
COMPOSITES BASED O N BISMALEIMIDE MODIFIED SILOXANE MATRIX
AND CONTINUOUS CARBON FIBRES
Starting date: September 1988

Duration: 30 months

OBJECTIVES

The project aims at optimising a continuous carbon fibre composite material
for use at elevated temperatures (250°C). The matrix is a thermostable
bismaleimide of the newest generation. It is designed for processsing
composites by a hot-melt route and giving tacky and drapable prepregs.
The resin formation, the processing conditions (impregnation and cure) as
well as the sizing material which first coats the fibres will be studied and
optimised. The standard sizing material (epoxy-based) has a lower
thermostability than the matrix and it may weaken the interfacial region at
elevated temperatures. New sizing materials will be evaluated for improving
composite overall thermostability while preserving the other properties. The
manufacture of a prototype part (to be determined) should close the project.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Bismaleimides are interesting candidates for high temperature applications
but suffer from relative brittleness because of their highly crosslinked
structure.
The optimisation of carbon fibre composites shows that the property
transposition from BMI resins to composites depends in large measure on the
processing route.
Unfortunately, thermostable sizing (exhibiting the same thermostability as
the resin) developed and optimised in this book does not retain the same
level of properties as epoxy sizing. It dissolves during impregnation with the
matrix. It has been found that it can contribute to the processability as zell
as to the end use properties of the composite by modifying the region of the
interface with the fibres.
High level thermomechanical properties were also shown. However, the
increasing thermostability comes with decreasing toughness.
The new biphasic high temperature thermoset proposed by Rhone-Poulenc
gives a marked improvement in fracture toughness.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Composites (polymer matrix); Fibres/Reinforcing
materials; Research/Development.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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INTERFACE CONTRIBUTION TO THE TEMPERATUREDEPENDENT PROPERTIES OF CARBON FIBREREINFORCED BISMALEIMIDE COMPOSITES
Starting date: 1991-1992

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The main goal of this project is to examine whether the coatings of current
carbon fibres are fully adapted to the thermostable resins (bismaleimides)
used for medium-range temperature structural applications. Experimental
fibre surface treatment and/or coatings will be compared to the commercial
ones by conducting extensive micromechanical (interfacial composites), as
well as macromechanical (mechanical testing of unidirectional composites)
investigations at temperatures up to 200-250cC.
Finally, the overall thermal-mechanical behaviour of the carbon fibrereinforced thermostable composites will be modelled, taking into account the
combined effects of matrix a n d interface characteristics, as well as the
thermal stress states developed during consolidation of these composites.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Materials processing; Composites (polymer matix);
Materials characterization/Testing; Materials science
PRIME PARTNER
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DEVELOPMENT OF IMPROVED DAMAGE TOLERANT
CARBON FIBRES-ORGANIC COMPOSITES
Starting date: F ebruary 1990

Duration: 39 months

OBJECTIVES

Because of severe design limitations due to poor d a m a g e tolerance of currently
used composites, development of improved damage tolerant carbon fibre-organic
matrix composites has been identified as a key factor for widespread use of
composites on aircraft primary structures. Independent works indicate that a n
increase of up to 30% of impacted resistance under compressive load is attainable
by introducing new manufacturing concepts at each step of the laminate process
with no need for major modifications in existing equipment. The goal of this project
is to develop a n d characterise four pilot composites by introducing the following:
1. Improved constituents (new fibre surface treatments, toughened resins).
2. Establishing a reliable selection criteria for fibres a n d matrices properties to
optimise interface bonding.
3. D evelopment of transverse reinforced prepregs.
4. Use of thin thermoplastic resin films as interleaves during laminate production.
During mechanical characterisation on impacted samples of pilot composites,
proper instrumentation using acoustic emission technique will b e developed in
order to perform accurate damage growth characterisation.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE
Task 1 (development of constituents: fibres and matrices) has been done.
Main conclusions are the following:
■ Preliminary selected fibres (surface treatment a n d finishes) have been elaborated
and characterised a n d the final selection is: HTA and IMS with surface treatment
a n d epoxy finishes for extensive tests during Task 3 (characterisation of
laminates). HTA without a n d with five times surface treatment for basic
understanding.
■ Various matrices have been characterized with two main targets: increase of the
G1C and no degradation of properties compared to the ones on the existing systems.
Two matrices that fit our initial target are presenting a sensitive increase of the G1C.
System A (formulation not disclosable because of the Consortium Agreement
between partners) with a G1C of 810 J/m2
System B with a G1C of 270 J/m2.
■ The interface of the different combinations of fibres a n d matrices were
characterised. This point could enable us to correlate the results with those
obtained during the impact tests (during Task 3) and will help to establish reliable
choice criteria on interface properties.
KEYWORDS

Composites (Polymer Matrix); Impact damage tolerance
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DEVELOPMENT, CHARACTERISATION AND UTILISATION
OF NOVEL MODIFIED AMORPHOUS POLYAROMATICS
FOR USE AS COMPOSITE MATRICES
Starting date: May 1990

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The overall aim is to develop new, high performance composites based on
amorphous thermoplastic precursors, with advantages over state-of-the-art
composites. New polymers for composites will be developed aimed at
achieving, for example, advantages over semi-crystalline polyaromatics in
terms of prepreg costs, upper use-temperature, quicker fabrication and
easier bonding. Possible advantages over amorphous polyaromatics will be
in areas of solvent resistance, creep and modulus beyond Tg.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

A variety of suitable chemical functionalities have been introduced either at
the polymer chain ends or pendant to the chain of a n amorphous high
temperature performance thermoplastic. These functionalities are being
used to introduce chemical crosslinks, or physical crosslinks through the
incorporation of crystalline, grafted moieties or to achieve in situ chain
extension of low molecular weight polymers through suitable end group
chemistry. The impegnation of these polymers onto carbon fibre is now
being studied and the effect of these chemical modifications on fibre/matrix
interfaces established. Calibration of mechanical testing techniques has
been achieved using chemically un-modified amorphous thermoplastic
composites, and a semi crystalline composite.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Composites (Polymer Matrix); Fibres/Reinforcing
Materials; Polymers; Chemistry; Materials Characterisation/Testing;
Amorphous polyaromatics
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IMPROVING DURABILITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THERMOPLASTIC
BASED COMPOSITES USING NOVEL ADHESION PROMOTING
POLYMER INTERFACES
Starting date: 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

This project is concerned with mechanical performance and durability of
thermoplastic-based composites under adverse a n d aggressive
environments. The mechanical strength a n d dimensional stability of
polymer composites are critically dependent on the nature of the fibre-matrix
interface and its effectiveness in transferring shear stresses created in the
matrix around the fibre ends. Modification of the polymer matrix with novel
reactively processed modifiers provides a unique starting point for achieving
effective fibre-matrix adhesion and enhanced composite performance.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Two suitable polymer modifiers have been selected, a n d processing
parameters and reaction conditions have been studied to optimise the
production of the funcitonalised polymer.
Chemical reaction efficiency has been established via a n exhaustive
extraction procedure and other analytical techniques developed during this
first year.
The results have revealed that polypropylene is sensitive to processing
conditions such as shear, as well as the addition of the free radical initiator
used in the grafting technique. Variations in the viscoelastic properties and
lowering of molecular weight, polydispersity and intrinisic viscosity are
observed.
The compatibility of the polymer and the modifying agent is shown using
dynamic mechanical analysis.
The structural changes induced by the modification have been evaluated
using a transmission optical microscope equipped with crossed polars. Xray diffraction patterns were measured; in order to calculate the crystcdlinity
of the samples; and to ascertain the crystal structure of the matrix.
KEYWORDS

Composites (polymer matrix).
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ADVANCED FABRICS FOR INTEGRAL COMPOSITE
SANDWICH STRUCTURES (AFICOSS)
Starting date: June 1991

Duration: 42 months

OBJECTIVES

To prove the technical superiority and economic competitiveness of integral
high-performance, light-weight sandwich panels, based on 3D -weavings.
This will be done by the design, manufacturing and testing of real parts for
aeronautical, marine and ground transportation applications.
Light weight sandwich panels (with honeycomb or foam cores), are not
integraUy technique is very expensive, and delcrminations can cause serious
problems in the use of these panels. Sometimes, the panels do not have the
required properties (insulation for honeycombs, shear strength for foams).
Recent adaptations of these materials have shown better performance, but
also a n increase in price a n d weight, a n d a reduction of secondary
properties.
Because of the high cost, sandwich panels are mainly used in aeronautical
applications. A decrease in the cost/performance ratio could facilitate the
use of sandwich panels in medium and low tech area's.
A n e w type of sandwich panel, the Integral Composite Sandwich Panel
(ICSP), will b e m a d e out of high performance composites based on 3D weavings. This innovation leads to a construction material which is:
■ cheaper than the existing sandwich materials, d u e to a one step
manufacturing process, which c a n even b e automated for specific
applications
■ technically superior: delamination a n d impact resistance of this material
will be much higher. This will be combined with good basic mechanical
properties, and improved environmental behaviour.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Processing (rubber & plastics); Composites (polymer
matrix); Fibres/Reinforcing materials; Materials characterization/Testing;
Mathematical modelling; Research/D evelopment
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LIGHTWEIGHT HYBRID COMPOSITES WITH IMPROVED DAMAGE
TOLERANCE BASED ON HIGH MODULUS POLYETHYLENE AND
GLASS FIBRES
Starting date: January 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The primary objective is to investigate lightweight resin composites with
high energy absorption and good d a m a g e tolerance properties. The
composites will comprise high modulus polyethylene (HMPE) fibres with
other available fibres incorporated in resin matrices. This includes the
development of a continuous fibre plasma etching process to improve the
fibre to resin adhesion, the development of a fibre cross-linking process to
improve the fibre creep performance, the formulation and characterisation
of organic matrices such as fast curing polyester resin, and evaluating
HMPE fibre and HMPE cross ply fibre composite mechanical properties.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ A continuous plasma treatment process operating at a yam speed of
1 ms"1 and a yam throughput of 0.7 kg mirr 1 has been developed.
■ Cross ply composites using plasma treated HMPE fibre and epoxy resin
have been made using a prepeg process.
■ Electron spin resonance measurements have been initiated to identify the
radical reactions during and after gamma irradiation of HMPE fibre to
assist the identification of a cross-linking route.
■ The curing recipe for the new polyester resin has been optimised.
■ The plasticity of the polyester resin is being assessed by the effects of
temperature on compressive yield stress and work hardening rate.
■ Equipment has been constructed and preliminary fibre pull out tests made
on samples having a range of plasma treatment.
KEYWORDS

High modulus polyethylene fibre; Reinforcing material
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SIMULATION DETECTION AND REPAIR OF DEFECTS IN
POLYMERIC COMPOSITE MATERIALS
Starting date: March 1990

Duration: 42 months

OBJECTIVES

Polymeric compounds are used more and more in many industrial sectors
because of their high mechanical efficiency (low density and anisotropy),
high fatigue behaviour and lack of corrosion effects. The trend in polymeric
composites manufacturing is to develop larger integrated parts. Key limiting
factors to introduce such large monolithic composites have been identified
as:
■ High costs a n d high weight respectively in relation to the high rejection
rate a n d design "oversize* due to the influence of in-manufacturing
defects which have not been satisfactorily determined.
■ High sensitivity of composites to in-service damages.
■ Lack of defined application ranges of suitable repair techniques,
especially when in-field intervention is needed.
Studies have shown that a better understanding of the influence of defects
and the definition of related repair procedures will lower the amount of
manufacturing scrap and allow the weight of the parts to be reduced.
Major objectives of this proposed research, therefore, will be:
■ To define how the more important defects contribute to a decrease in
strength.
■ Enhance ND T accuracy a n d reliability confidence a n d optimise data
evaluation in order to define a cross-corcelation between their results and
residual mechanical characteristics.
■ To define the application ranges of repair procedures in terms of costeffectiveness and residual life as a function of the type of damage.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aersopace; Manufacturing; Repair/Maintenace; Carbon/
Graphite; Composites (Polymer matrix); Materials Characterisation/Testing;
Mathematical modelling.
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NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES FOR COMPOSITE
MATERIAL, STRUCTURAL DESIGN AND VALIDATION IN
ADVANCED INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
Starting date: April 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The objective of the proposal consists in the development of a set of
numerical and experimental tools for composite materials found in advanced
industrial applications. The computer code will be based on the
homogenisation method.
This method will be extended to new fields of applications. In particular,
the acoustic propagation in composite elastic media with inclusions, in
piezoelectric media and the elastic behaviour of advanced 3-D structures of
composite materials as the texture composite (aerospace, high energy
physics and thermonuclear fusion applications).
The specific zones of interest of the structure can be reevaluated at
microstructural level and the results of the study will be compared with
those obtained through other methods (lamination methods, scattering
theory) and with experimental tests.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The seven different tasks of the project are:
■ Assessment of computer techniques for composite materials.
■ Physical problems.
■ Extension of the homogenisation method to the new fields of application.
■ Computer specifications.
■ D evelopment of the simulation package.
■ Experimental tests (specification and execution).
■ Validation of the computer programme a n d comparison with other
methods.
After 36 months, tasks will be finished.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Composites (polymer matrix); Fibres/Reinforcing
materials; Computer science/Software; Mathematical modelling; Vibration
analysis.
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DESIGN METHODOLOGY FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF DAMAGE
TOLERANCE WITHIN COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
Starting date: 1990

Duration: 24 months

OBJECTIVES

The objective of the programme is to develop a n improved design
methodology for carbon fibre composite components subject to low energy
impact damage. To achieve this the programme aims to:
■ Understand the mechanisms of d a m a g e formation a n d the effect of
various parameters on the level of damage caused.
■ Assess a number of hybridisation techniques to increase the damage
tolerance.
■ D evelop techniques to predict the amount of damage caused in an impact
event and to predict the residual strength following impact.
This knowledge will allow development and selection of new damage
tolerant material systems with the minimum of testing a n d will allow
engineers to design lighter weight, more efficient structures.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Development of the analytical codes for d a m a g e a n d residual strength
prediction is underway- Material characterisation data required as inputs to
the models is being generated.
The programme of test work to assess the effect of parameters including
flexural stiffness, support conditions and impact energy on the level and
nature of damage formed and the residual strength of the laminate has
commenced.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Carbon fibre composites; D amage tolerance;
Materials characterisation/Testing; Mathematical modelling
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COMPOSITE MATERIAL FOR MARINE STRUCTURES
AND COMPONENTS
Starling date: August 1990

Duration: 30 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of this research activity is to investigate marine applications of
composite materials, such as structural and outfitting components for large
merchant and cruise ships, small and medium-size vessels.
The research is oriented towards two different fields of activity: new
applications of composites in ships and improvement in existing applications.
The objectives for new applications are:
■ the design and building of panel and pipe prototypes
■ the definition of elements a n d data to implement new rules and
regulations
■ the validation of design procedures through the conelation of calculations
and tests.
The objectives for the improvement of existing applications concern the
evaluation of new safety margins to failure, the definition of methods for the
qualification of structural components with respect to q.a. procedures and
the review of rules and regulations.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

During the first year of the project the research has been developed as
follows:
■ Starting from a review of existing rules and regulations, the technical
specification of selected components (pipes and structural elements) has
been defined.
■ An analysis of the theory and performance of some of the existing micromacro mechanical codes has been carried out. The most suitable resin
fibre combinations for the construction of the prototypes have been
selected by means of experimental tests on samples and micro-macro
mechanical calculations.
■ Bending tests on large panel prototypes have been performed to be used
in subsequent steps for theoretical and experimental correlations.
KEYWORDS

Shipbuilding; Validation; Composites (Polymer matrix); Fire resistance;
Codes/Standards
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DEVELOPMENT OF NEW MATERIALS WITH IMPROVED
FIRE RESISTANCE, REDUCED SMOKE AND TOXICITY
FOR STRUCTURAL AND/OR FURNISHING
APPLICATIONS
Starting date: 1991-1992

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The development of new halogen-free thermoset polymers that meet the
processing, thermal, flammability (fire, smoke, toxicity) a n d environment
requirements means a basic research on the fire-retaraant/matrix binary
system.
Based on the synergistic effects of both nitrogen and phosphorus atoms,
new telechelic phosphorylated cross-linkable monomers (reactive phosphine
oxides, p h o s p h a z e n e s a n d a r a n g e of novel intumescent
phosphorous/nitrogen containing reactive fire retardants) will be
synthesized as a n alternative to the hazardous fire-retardant systems
commonly used.
Incorporation of these compounds into current thermoset resins will lead to
optimized formulations. The formulations will be selected on the basis of
simple thermo-mechanical characteristics (Tg wet > 170°C, fire specifications
(OSU, etc.) and predictive computerized toxicity assessment.
Parallel basic studies on:
(i) the toxicity of the basic material
(ii) the degradation mechanisms and the determination of the contribution of
the released products to the flamability, to the toxicity and to the smoke
formed on burning will allow identification of the physico-chemical
parameters involved in the basic chemical structures, and optimisation of
these materials by regular feed-back with the other results obtained
The selected formulations will be fully characterized and then used for fibre
impregnation of composite pieces. Moulding will demonstrate the application
of this approach and indicate the level of improvement reached by this new
type of fire-retardant materials.
KEYWORDS

Composites (polymer matrix); Polymers; Fire-resistance; Aeronautics/
Aerospace; Chemistry; Materials characterization
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PRECOMPRESSION OF INDIVIDUAL LAYERS IN MULTILAYER CFRP
COMPOSITES TO INCREASE THE THRESHOLD FOR
INTERFIBRE/MATRIX CRACKING
Starting date: O c t o b e r 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

This research project aims at delaying the onset of interfibre/matrix cracking
in multilayer CFRP composites by applying design/manufacturing means,
which are in analogy to the concept of prestressed concrete. Two major
routes are being studied:
■ Controlled expansion of a composite structure by using a n expandable
mandrel. Expansion is either done after filament winding, but prior to
completion of gelling/curing or on a finished standard wound structure at a
temperature above the glass transition point with final release of the
expansion loads after cooling down.
■ Stress relief of standard wound structures by submission at elevated
temperatures to stresses similar to those experienced in later operation
followed by cooling down to ambient temperature prior to unloading.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

A suitable expandable mandrel has been designed and a prototype build
has been manufactured. A winding/expansion route has been developed
and a larger quantity of multilayer CFRP samples with various prestrain
levels (up to 0.8%) has been produced. The samples have been submitted
to spin load tests and hydraulic pressurisation. It was shown that by
controlled expansion the onset of interfibre/Matrix cracking was shifted
towards higher strains, thus the aim of this project has been achieved.
Stress relief tests are currently being undertaken. Modelling of the expansion
process has commenced.
KEYWORDS

Composites (polymer matrix); Engineering (mechanical); Materials
characterisation/Testing.
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DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNIQUES FOR PROCESSING
LARGE' ORGANIC SHEETS, THERMOPLASTIC
PREPREGS, RIBBONS AND FOILS
Starting date:

M a r c h 1988

Duration:

42 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the project is the development of advanced fibre reinforced high
performance thermoplastics (e.g. PPS, PEEK) a n d in particular the
development of appropriate processing techniques of large' organic sheets,
prepregs, ribbons and foils. The program envisaged the following aspects:
■ Surface treatment of carbon fibres and the reaction on the mechanical
properties.
■ Melt impregnation of thermoplastics prepregs.
■ Cutting and bonding techniques for thermoplastic prepregs.
■ Winding techniques.
■ Press and autoclave techniques.
■ Endless section production techniques.
The studies are expected to permit the use of such reinforced thermoplastics
in aerospace components a n d to increase the potential range of their
application in other industrial sectors.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

An investigation of fibre finishes to evaluate the influence on the mechanical
properties of composites was carried out. A melt impregnation plant for
thermoplastic prepregs was installed a n d is in operation. Press a n d
autoclave techniques with several layups, tool materials a n d process
parameters were examined a n d the techniques were optimised. Winding
techniques with cold and heated mandrels were evaluated a n d two fully
automatic endless section production tools for L- a n d U-stringers were
installed and are in operation.
KEYWORDS

Processing (rubber&plastics); Composite (polymer matrix); Fibres/Reinforcing
materials; Plastics/rubbers.
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MULTILAYER INJECTION

MOULDING

Starting date: J uly 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

This proposal is concerned with the development of new technology for
multilayer injection moulding. The technique of multilayer injection moulding
itself is not new, but is yet to be explored to its full potential. The very limited
use so far is due to the use of sequential injection only, the use of only two
materials, and the restriction to simple cm-symmetric thick-walled products.
In the proposed project technology will be developed for combined
simultaneous a n d sequential injection of three materials allowing, for
example, combinations of dissimilar polymers with a n adhesive layer
between them. With a single injection step, one would be able to make
integrated products with, for example, built-in conductive layers (EMI
shielding) or gas barrier layers (food packaging). The development of this
new technology will require extensive adaptation of existing technology,
including the solution of a number of technological problems concerning the
design of the valve system, the strategy of injection, the pre-configuration of
the material to be moulded and the computer control system controlling the
process. Some computer modelling software to aid the mould design process
will also have to be developed. The potential savings in production costs of
a very wide range of products by the application of this technology would
be very large.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Processing (rubber & plastic); Multilayers/
Multimaterials; Polymers; Computer science/Software; Mathematical
modelling
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FILAMENT WINDING OF THERMOPLASTIC MATERIALS
Starting date: D e c e m b e r 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the programme are to develop new innovative processing
methods for thermoplastic matrix composites using the filament winding
technique. This technique has already proved to be cost effective for
thermoset matrix composites and combined with the easier processing of the
thermoplastics, manufacture of cost effective high performance products
can be achieved for a range of applications.
Apart from the development of material processing techniques, the aim is to
develop specific processing equipment with associated sensor and control
systems. The choice of materials spans thermoplastics reinforced with
carbon fibres to glass fibres.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ Standard test methods and quality accept levels have been agreed upon.
■ The processing parameters for different heating methods have been
optimised.
■ Good quality samples have been produced, including flat sections and
non-geodesic winding.
■ A flexible process control system has been developed and tested.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Composites (polymer matrix); Composites
(thermoplastic matrix); Filament Winding
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DESIGN OF STRUCTURES IN COMPOSITE MATERIALS
WITH CAD/CAM TECHNIQUE- ACHIEVEMENT OF A
PROTOTYPE OF A FULLY AUTOMATED EQUIPMENT OF
PRODUCTION IN FILAMENT WINDING
Starting date: January 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

■ Extend the application of the F.W. technique for the purpose of substituting
all the prevalently manual techniques, exploiting the advantages of this
unique technology by placing the fibres along the geodetic lines of the
structural surfaces to be created in order to obtain the maximum values of
the mechanical characteristics and elastic properties of the composites.
■ Develop design methodology and advanced methods of control extended
to non-linear field, which take into account the anisotropy of the composite
materials.
■ Develop a three-dimensional CAD /CAM software to identify and handle
any surface, even of complex geometric shape.
■ D evelop and construct F.W. prototype machine with numerical control
software able to cope with up to 5 interlocked axes, with the precision now
obtainable by the electronic controls of numeric type.
■ Develop and realise the design of a prototype production plant utilising
F.W. machines completely controlled from a central automatic station.
■ Control the fibre-matrix ratio in accordance with the lcrrninate requirements.
■ Develop technologies which would be capable of extending the utilisation
of F.W. techniques. For example, checking of fibre-matrix ratio in wet
impregnation, the creation of low-cost pre-impregnated without 'greenlife'
problems, the constant control of the bundle width of deposited fibres.
■ Prepare and experiment valid hypothesis of failure as well as methods of
predicting damage propagation.
KEYWORDS

Chemical/Petrochemical; Composites/Polymer matrix; Polymers; CAE/CAD/
CAM systems; Chemistry; Materials science; Mathematical modelling;
Research/ Development
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

TVR - TECNOLOGIE VETRORESINA SPA
VIA MARITTIMA II. KM 5.700
1-04010 ABBAZIA Dl F OSSANOVA (LT)
1-00145 ROMA

IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY
DSM LIMBURG

CONTACT PERSON
M. G MUSCILLO
Tel: + 39-6-5412813.5138444,5138046
Tfax: + 39-6-5127617

Contract no: BREU-0114
Proposal no: BE-3381
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PROCESSING STATEGY FOR FILAMENT WINDING OF
THERMOSET COMPONENTS BASED ON A
MATHEMATICAL PROCESS DESCRIPTION
Starting date: O c t o b e r 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The objective of this project is to confer higher quality, with lower costs, to
the manufacture of filament winding components, as necessary to give them
a more important role in the advanced composite market.
This aim will be reached through the:
■ D evelopment of a mathematical model that simulates the winding and
curing processes. The model will provide the wound composite
temperature, degree of cure, viscosity, fibre position a n d fibre tension as
a function of position a n d time during the filament winding a n d
subsequent curing, a n d the residual stresses a n d strains within the
wound composite during and after the cure
■ development, manufacture a n d setting of a sensors system able to pick
up the main parameters during the winding and curing processes
■ production of a complete software package for the solution of the
mathematical model.
A subroutine of this programme code will compare the experimental process
data, measured by the sensor system, with the equivalent process
parameters evolution calculated by the mathematical model.
■ D evelopment of a data acquisition a n d experiments supervisor system
(D.A.E.S.S.) that will transfer the values of the main parameters, measured
by the sensor system, to the computer system.
KEYWORDS

Filament winding technology; Process monitoring; Fibres/Reinforcing
materials; Mathematical modelling; Validation
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SISTEMA COMPOSIT] SPA
CMDC
VIACASIUNAKM57.500
CASTELLACCIO Dl PLAIANO (FR)
1-00030 COLLEFERRO STAZIONE (ROMA)

METRAVIB RDS F
BOLENZ & SCHAFER
D
ENEA
I
UNIVERSITY OF ROME
I
UNIVERSITY OF PATRAS
GR

C O N T A C T PERSON
A. F RANCIOSA
Tel: +39-775-538101/538152
Tfax: + 39-775-538143
The + 625491 C O M P O S I

Contract no: BREU-0451
Proposal no: BE-4551
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DURABILITY OF CONTINUOUS FIBRE REINFORCED
THERMOPLASTIC COMPOSITES WITH EMPHASIS ON THE
INTERFACE BEHAVIOUR AND THE METHOD OF FABRICATION
Starting date: September 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

With composites on the basis of thermoplastic matrices in comparison with
thermoset matrices it is possible to get a better dirnensioning of structures.
Thermoplastic composites are expected to have a n improved damage
tolerance. Replacing thermosets by thermoplastics as matrix increases the
delamination energy and the residual properties after impact. This can
further be improved by using longer fibres.
The objective of this project is the characterisation and modelling of the
quality of the impregnation of the glass fibres by thermoplastics
(polyethyleneterephthalate, polyamide-6,6 and polyetherimide) and the
durability of the resulting thermoplastic composites.
Long cycle times and excess energy requirements are characteristics of the
current fabrication process of the products out of semi-manufacture tape.
This research focuses on the improvement of the impregnation quality of the
powder impregnation of bundles of fibres and development of a short cycle
stamping process with dielectric heating. In this respect carbon black is
added to polyetherimide to make this thermoplastic suitable for dielectric
heating.
The durability of the final product will be investigated by: hygrothermal
ageing, environmental stress corrosion, fatigue, thermal cycling and creep.
Samples produced by different processing routes and after different loading
histories will be investigated using simple mechanical tests, fracture surface
analyses using SEM, DMTA, DSC, Raman- and FTIR-spectroscopy and
microhardness.
KEYWORDS

Compsites (polymer matrix); Materials charaacterisation/Testing;
Manufacturing; Hygrothemal ageing; Environmental stress corrosion;
Thermal and load cycling.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

N.V. KEMA
CMO
P.O. BOX 9035
NL-6800 ET ARNHEM

ARMINES (ECOLES DES MINES DE PARIS
SNPE
INASCO - HELLAS
UNIVERSIDAD DE VALLADOUD
PAISLEY COLLEGE

CONTACT PERSON
C A M VAN DEN ENDE OR J. H. VAN LOCHEM
Tel: + 31-85-562402 or 562551
Tfax: +31-85-458279
Tlx: + 45016 KEMA NL

Contract no: BREU-0268
Proposal no: BE-3062
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DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNIQUES FOR POLYMERIC
DIAPHRAGM FORMING OF CONTINUOUS FIBRE
REINFORCED THERMOPLASTICS
Starting date: July 1990

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

Preliminary work on polymeric diaphragm forming of continuous fibre
reinforced thermoplastics has proved that this process has great potential
for the fabrication of complex curvature components from this new
generation of high performance composite materials. The equipment which
has been used in the recent work has included hot autoclaves, cold
autoclaves, pressclaves and modified vacuum forming machines but to date
there is no clear indication as to which is the most suitable for any particular
product. As this technique is very new it requires substantial development
to bring it to the stage where it will become both technically a n d
commercially viable. The major objectives which represent significant
advances on current practices are, the development of (a) high temperature
(300°C) resistant material forms which are tailored for the process; (b) high
temperature (300°C) resistant films capable of an increase in area of 100%;
(c) an overall process cycle of 20 min; (d) tools with heating and cooling
rates of 20°C/min together with a coefficient of thermal expansion of 5x106/K.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■The selection and design of the CD rcraft component was completed.
■The design and the construction of a consolidation measurement apparatus
were completed.
■The design of the rig for the measurement of the shear deformation
behaviour was completed.
■The software for the thermal analysis was selected and used to carry out
preliminary modelling.
■The tools for the different forming routes were designed and manufactured.
■Preliminary forming trials were carried out.
■The material development is under on-going improvement.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Materials processing; Processing (rubber&plastic);
Composites (polymer matrix); Research/D evelopment
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

DORNIER LUF TF AHRT GMBH
NON-METAL TECHNOLOGIES, (SY 30)
PO BOX 1303
D-7990 FRIEDRICHSHAFEN 1

CASA
PETROCHEMIE DANUBIA GES GMBH
ETH ZURICH
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE GALWAY
UNVERSITY LIMERICK

CONTACT PERSON
T. WALDENMAIER
Tel:+ 49-7541-4961
Tfax: + 49-7541-43964
Tb<: + 734209-0

Contract no: BREU-0135
Proposal no: BE-3212
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INJECTION A N D BLOW M O U L D I N G OF FIBRE-REINFORCED
THERMOSETS A N D THERMOPLASTICS WITH OPTIMISED FIBRE
LENGTH A N D M E C H A N I C A L PROPERTIES — INBLOFIL
Starting date: April 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the project is to investigate fundamental principles and to modify
well-known processing steps and to make it possible to use reinforcing fibres
in lengths of approx. 10mm for polymer matrices in injection a n d blow
moulding.
Fundamentally the breakage of fibres in polymeric compounds has been
investigated in capillaries, dies and couette flow as a function of processing
and compounding parameters. The behaviour of fibres in a couette flow
has been visualised using flourescent fibres in transparent model fluids.
Using these results, properties of the compound, design of the injection
moulding machine and processing conditions have to be optimised in order
to reduce fibre breakage. For thermoplastics, fibre melt-impregnation and
the directly following moulding step in the same heat has been one main
activity. Several machines were tested and compared for their suitability.
The best results (12-13mm av. fibre length) were achieved with a z-kneader.
Combination of this kneader with a blow-moulding device will be
investigated next. An automated method to determine fibre length and
orientation has been developed. After elaboration of a specimen prepartion
technique and a measuring device, using a n image processing system,
fibres of up to 25mm, crossed or curved, can be detected and measured.
Optimisation of fibre preparation and handling is still going on, as is the
elaboration of a technique to determine fibre orientation.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Processing (rubber & plastics); Composites (polymer
matrix); Fibres/Reinforcing materials; Plastics/Rubbers; Reinforcement
technology; Research/Development.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

FRIED. KRUPP GMBH
KRUPP FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT
MUENCHENER STRASSE 100
D-4300 ESSEN

DSM RESEARCH BV

CONTACT PERSON
M.THIELEN
Tel:+ 49-201-1882608
Tfax: +49-201-1882577
Tlx: + 857385

Contract no: BREU-0046
Proposal no: BE-3103
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ADAPTATION OF RECYCLED PET TO THE EXTRUSION
BLOW MOULDING PROCESS
Starting date: S e p t e m b e r 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) is extensively used tor the production of
bottles for water and beverages and other edible products.
Industry is committed to reclaim 50 % of those bottles every year
(corresponding to 900,000 tons/year by 1995). The recovered material
cannot be used tor remaking water and beverage bottles, and the existing
recycling outlets cannot absorb such huge quantities of reclaimed PET.
In this project recovered PET will be modified through blending. The PET
blends will be suitable substitutes to virgin HD PE and PVC in the production
of containers for lubricants, agrochemicals, liquid detergents etc.
The project will contribute to the:
■ relief of solid waste problem
■ decrease of plastics consumption
■ extension of the limits of extrusion blow molding technology
■ increase of the knowledge on polymer blends.
KEYWORDS

Materials Processing; Packaging; Processing (rubber & plastic); Plastics/
Rubbers; Waste/Effluents; Ecology /Environment; Materials science
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ARGOSA
F
CRI
FOB 87 F INA RESEARCH
GR-194 00KOROPI
SPADEL
CABOT
W. MUELLER KG
UNIVERSITY OF PATRAS

CONTACT PERSON
A. STASSINOPOULOS
Tel:+ 30-1-6625501
Tfax + 30-1-6625500
Trx: + 223829

Contract no: BREU-0430
Proposal no: BE-4034
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DEVELOPMENT OF DESIGN AND PROCESSING
TECHNIQUES FOR OVERINJECTION OF
THERMOPLASTIC COMPOSITES
Starting date: June 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the project is to provide essential technological and theoretical
tools for industrial applications of overinjection of short fibre reinforced
thermoplastics into continuous fibre reinforced thermoplastic bases. This
research will lead to new capabilities in specifying a suitable heating system
for the base such that the surface of the base will remain hot during the
injection phase. An overinjection tool will also be designed with facilities for
clamping and sealing the base. The project will also simulate the flow in a
tool with a heated base fixed within the tool cavity, and consider the effects
of processing conditions on the bond strength of an overinjected component.
The project will conclude by design a n d manufacturing a real life
overinjected product.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Sample overinjection items have been manufactured and analysed by the
consortium, two moulds producing different overinjected shapes have been
designed, fabricated a n d commissioned. Work is well advanced on
simulating the overinjection process by the finite element method. The
thermomechanical properties of materials under consideration have been
obtained experimentally.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Assembly/Joining; Processing (rubber & plastic);
Adhesives/Bonding; Composites (polymer matrix); CAE/CAD/CAM Systems;
Mathematical modelling
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

MARINE COMPUTATION SERVICES
3 BUTTERMILK WALK
1- GALWAY

CRIF

DLR
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE GALWAY
ARMINES

FN

CONTACT PERSON
J. CONROY
Tel:+ 353-91-66455
Tfax: + 353-91-66457

Contract no: BREU-0216
Proposal no: BE-3532
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE RUBBER BATCH MIXING
PROCESS FOR OPTIMAL QUALITY
Starting date: January 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

There is a strong market requirement to increase the quality of the rubber
parts as well as to tighten their tolerance.
Therefore the objectives of the project are:
■ To determine close relationships between mixing parameters, dispersion
measurements and mix properties.
■ To develop an innovative closed-loop control system capable of providing
the quality of the mix in real-time.
■ To compare the efficiency of the two main types of internal mixer present
on the market.
■ The aim is to reduce the variability of the rubber mixes and to improve
their quality level.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ An improvement in batch variability has been found with the resulting
problem of interpreting the results of the factorial experimental design. A
new design is in to solve this problem.
■ D ispersion measurement techniques: electrical and dielectrical methods
and image analysis have been improved significantly. We are close to an
optical use.
■ An innovative control system has been designed and manufactured and
promising results obtained. But the response time still remains to be
reduced.
KEYWORDS

Rubber processing; Quality; Control systems; Materials characterisation;
Instrumentation.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

HUTCHINSON SA F RANCIS SHAW & COMPANY LTD
RESEARCH CENTER
LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY OF
RUE GUSTAVE NOURRY BP31
TECHNOLOGY
F-45120 CHALETTE SUR LOING FRANC

CONTACT PERSON
A.VERSCHAVE
Tel: + 33-38944922
Tfax: + 33-38944901
Tbc + 782451 F

Contract no: BREU-0076
Proposal no: BE-3006
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HOT-WET-PRESS

PROCESS

Starting date: January 1991

Duration: 27 months

OBJECTIVES

To develop an alternative process to the vacuum injection process by using
the known so called "wet-press-process". The wet-press process has the
disadvantage of the long hardening time. This, to improve by using hothardening for the product's top layer, is the main new research factor in this
project. It would result in the new hot-wet-press process which in turn
would give the possibility to produce large parts or products more
economically. By improving furthermore the quality of the top layer and the
filling material of the product, shorter production time, but combined with
the advantages of the wet-press and injection process should result in good
market acceptance for the final product.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Selection, scheduling and preparation for use of technical components for
the first trial runs of certain parts of equipment.
KEYWORDS

Chemical/Petrochemical; Forming/Shaping/Casting; Fibres/Reinforcing
materials
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

POLYESTER POLYURETHAN TECHNIK GMBH
TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT
AM SEEMANNSHEIM 6
PO BOX 1744
D-2970EMDEN

SAKAI TEO., ROSMUC, CO. GALWAY

CONTACT PERSON
B. UCHTNOW
Tel:+ 49-4921-20141
Tfax: + 49-4291-33351

Contract no: BREU-0346
Proposal no: BE-3522
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DEVELOPMENT OF MATERIALS, TOOLS, COST
EFFECTIVE PROCESS DESIGN AND TECHNIQUE FOR
ADVANCED STRUCTURAL COMPOSITES BY RESIN
TRANSFER MOULDING
Starting date: O c t o b e r 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

■ Development of new polymeric epoxy-phenolic matrices for RTM
■ Development of suitable preforming and structural fabric reinforcements
■ Development of a n advanced cost effective manufacturing process of
advanced composites for aerospace application with high structural
properties through a n advanced RTM process technology
■ Substantial reduction of manufacturing costs of advanced composites and
solution of availability problems of raw and intermediate materials to the
European industry.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ All partners have designed and manufactured their model or reference
tool for RTM technology screening
■ The selected resin reference system is being compared with new
synthesis of polymeric matrices for improvement of product and process
difficulties
■ Reference carbon and glass fibres have been selected and different fabric
forms are being screened for compatibility with resins and processability
■ Technological alternatives of approach of RTM are under investigation for
final selection of the advanced process features
■ Models of composite components are being designed for prototype
manufacturing and application in aerospace industry.
KEYWORDS

Chemical/Petrochemical; Materials processing; Mechanical engineering/
Machinery; Composites (polymer matrix); Manufacturing; Prototyping;
Machine tools
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SIR SPA
DIRE20NE RICERCHE
VIADONGRAZIOU33
1-20122 MILANO

PERA INTERNATIONAL
DORNIER LUF TF AHRT GMBH
ITALCOMPOSITI SPA

CONTACT PERSON
E. LO SCALZO
Tel: + 39-2-6409404
Tfax: + 39-2-6464631

Contract no: BREU-208
Proposal no: BE-3069
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DEVELOPMENT OF A CONTINUOUS PROCESS AND A
PROTOTYPE FOR MANUFACTURING RUBBER
COMPOUNDS FOR CAR TYRES, CONVEYER BELTS,
AND TECHNICAL RUBBER ARTICLES
Starting date: June 1991

Duration: 40 months

OBJECTIVES

The purpose of the present project is the development of a continuous
process and a corresponding test equipment for the manufacture of rubber
compounds applied in the tyre manufacturing industry, the conveyer belt
industry, the drive belt (V-belt) industry a n d for the manufacture of
technical rubber articles.
The production of rubber compounds for the aforementioned purposes has
so far been effected discontinuously with internal mixers connected in series.
These internal mixers, however, can only incorporate the fillers such as
carbon black etc. to an extent of approx. one third in one mixing cycle, in
order to avoid an overheating of the compound.
The aim is to incorporate all components without a damaging temperature
increase. This objective is to be reached by developing a process and a test
equipment which will increase the surface/volume ratio by at least ten times
compared to internal mixers in order to improve the mixing effect and the
temperature control.
KEYWORDS

Processing of rubber; Mechanical engineering.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

HERMANN BERSTORFF MASCHINENBAU
GMBH
AN DER BREITEN WIESE 3-5
D-3000. HANNOVER 61

ROULUNDS FABRIKER A/S

DIK

CONTACT PERSON
G. CAPELLE
Tel: + 49-511-5702419
Tfax: +49-511-561916
Tlx: + 921348

Contract no: BREU-0416
Proposal no: BE-4009
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DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW FILLER ELASTOMER SYSTEM
FOR IMPROVED TYRE PERFORMANCE AND DRIVING
SAFETY
Starting date:

1991 - 1 9 9 2

Duration:

48 m o n t h s

OBJECTIVES

Stringent European market demands for higher quality and increased safety
as well as environmental restrictions give rise to a n urgent need for
improved tyres, especially for high performance cars.
The goal of the project is the development of a physical and chemical model
which linhe raw material characteristics to the viscoelastic and final tyre
properties. This model will be used to explain and predict the macroscopical
behaviour of rubber compounds and will serve as a tool to speed up new
tyre development, reduce costs and bring high quality tyres to the market.
Such a model has to be based on the physical and chemical interactions of
polymers a n d carbon blacks. The relevant parameters guiding these
interaction mechanisms need to be evaluated by advanced testing
techniques.
The application of tailor-made polymers and carbon blacks together with an
optimised mixing process will allow the design and manufacture of a new
tyre tread with a good balance of wet skid a n d rolling resistance at
significantly improved abrasion.
KEYWORDS

Automotive, Components & Parts; Processing (rubber & plastic); Plastics/
Rubbers; Materials characterization/Testing; Research/Development
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

GOODYEAR SA
MATERIALS EVALUATION
AVENUE GORDON SMITH
L-7750 COLMAR-BERG

DEGUSSA AG
ENICHEM ELASTOMERI SPA
CNRS MULHOUSE
DIK HANNOVER
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF LEUVEN
UNIVERSITY OF FREIBURG

CONTACT PERSON
R. ZIMMER
Tel:+ 352-8199-3630
Tfax: + 352-8199-3854
Tlx: + 2523 GDYRLU

Contract no:
Proposal no: BE-4455
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Processing routes

IMPROVED TYRE SAFETY AND LIFE BY A NEW WIRE
RUBBER ADHESION SYSTEM
Starting date: June 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

A new advanced non-copper coating for steel cord has been developed in
the laboratory to improve the durability of the wire/rubber adhesion bond.
Laboratory testing has shown that this coating gives:
• equal initial adhesion to rubber
■ a reduction in the degradation rate of rubber by two times
■ a lower corrosion rate of the wire by fifty times.
The prime objective of this project is to verify the improved safety and life of
truck tyres using this new advanced coating m a d e in a commercial
manufacturing process.
In order to meet the prime objective the following sub-objectives need to be
achieved in tandem:
■ development of an electroplating system which can deposit a coating of
two types of zinc alloy at industrial speeds and efficiencies
■ development of lubricants which allow for an efficient/effective fine wire
drawing process using a coating meeting the first sub-objective criteria.
These sub-objectives, in turn, require the evaluation and use of surface
analysis techniques which can be used to:
■ develop the physical chemical model of the drawing and wire/rubber
adhesion/degradation processes
■ control the quality of the wire.
KEYWORDS

Fibres/Reinforcing materials; L ubricants; Adhesives/Bonding; Coatings/Thin
films. Composites (polymer matrix); Surface treatment technologies;
Tribology
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

PIRELLI COORDINATMENTO
N
U IVERSITY OF N OTTIN GHAM
PNEUMATICI SPA
N
RHO E POULENC CHIMIE
R & D OF REIN FORCEMEN T MATERIALS
N
CO SORZIOI
N FM
VIALE SARCA 202
1-20126 MILANO

CONTACT PERSON
G.ORJELA
Tel:+ 39-2-64423313
Tfax: + 39-2-64422097
Tlx: + 310135 PIREMII

Contract no: BREU-0421
Proposal no: BE-4215
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DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH PERFORMANCE
ISOCYANATE - FREE POLYMERS FOR NEW LOW
TOXICITY PAINT
Starting date: June 1991

Duration:

OBJECTIVES

The manufacture and use of paint has significant environmental impacts.
The high performance paint sector is the most demanding in terms of
application requirements and film properties. Consequently the development
of new less toxic products with reduced levels of solvent emission for this
sector has become a crucial issue.
The goal of the project is to produce new alternative high-solid, isocyanatefree materials to substitute polyurethane paints. Based on novel nonisocyanate, curing chemistry, new polymers will be produced to formulate
paints with performance levels similar to those of currently used twocomponent polyurethanes but showing a lower toxicity level.
After completion of the research on basic polymers, they will be adapted to
produce a development formulation paint which should meet the
requirements of the general industry as well as the automobile, railway and
aerospace sectors.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics; Railways; Automotive; Engineering (chemical); Coatings;
Chemistry
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

AEROSPATIALE
JRC MATERIALS DEPTARTMENT
12 RUE PASTEUR
F-92152SURESNES

INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL CELOMER
UNIVERSITY OF DUBLIN
FAID ANTICORROSIONE

CONTACT PERSON
J-J. BODUL
Tel:+ 33-1-40993263
Tfax: +33-1-40993730
Tlx: + 62u059F

Contract no: BREU-0457
Proposal no: BE-4414
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SYNTHESIS CHARACTERISATION AND DEVELOPMENT
OF NEW BIOCOMPATIBLE POLYAMIDES WITH
CONTROLLED BIODEGRADABILITY
Starting date: 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The objectives are to obtain new polyamid.es a n d to determine their
properties in order to decide on further development for practical use as
resorbable biomedical materials.
The new polyamides are copolymers of glycine and related amino acids.
Their molecular structure may be intermediate between proteins and
traditional nylons, with a n adequate balance of biocompatibility,
biodegradation and mechanical properties.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

1) Nylons l.n -NHCH2NHCO(CH2)n-2CONylons with n=6,8.10 have been obtained. Biological tests show their
biocompatibility. Their unique molecular structure has been determined by
structural methods, mainly X-ray diffraction and electron microscopy.
Thermal analysis shows that decomposition starts at 210°C. Therefore more
methylenes are required in the repeat unit in order to obtain thermally
processable polymers.
2) Copolymers from 2/n ω-aminoacids
-NHCH2CONH (CH2)n-iCORandom copolymers of glycine and ω-aminoacids
(n-=6,12) have been
synthesised by the active esters method. Characterisation is in progress.
BiocompatibilitY appears to be different as a function of composition.
3) Copolymers of glycine and aminoisobutyric acid
Syntheses of sequential copolymers are in progress. Molecular mechanics
calculations are used to predict their conformation.
KEYWORDS

Polymers; Polyamides; Biomedical; Biomaterials; Biocompatible;
Biodegradation; Research/D evelopment.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

UNIVERSITAT POLITECNICA DE CATALUNYA
C. STUDI BIOPOLIMERI. CNR
DEPARTAMENT DE ENGINYERIA Q U I M I C A BIOCOMPATIBLES L
DIAGONAL 647
ENIMONT SPA
E-08028 BARCELONA

T

CONTACT PERSON
J.A. SUBIRANA
Tel: + 34-3-4016688
Tfax: + 34-3-4016600
Tlx: + 52821 UPC E

Contract no: BREU-0088
Proposal no: BE-3106
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AN INVESTIGATION OF THE PARAMETERS
INVOLVED IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL ULTIMATE
DEGRADATION OF PLASTICS
Starting date: 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

With increasing public concern about the effects of plastics on the
environment, a variety of new polyolefin-based packaging polymers have
appeared on the market which are claimed to be photodegradable,
biodegradable or both. Industry is at present unable to distinguish between
the merits of such products because of the complexity of the relationship
between biodegradation and other forms of environmental degradation.
The purpose of the proposed project is to establish the interrelationship
between polymer oxidation, due to both heat and light, and biodegradation
by defining the parameters involved scientifically. This will involve the
study of the bioassimulation of the commercial films as manufactured and
the change in their behaviour towards microorganisms with time of thermal
and photo/oxidation. Studies will include the identification and continuous
assessment of oxygen functional groups during oxidation and on exposure
of oxidised polymer films to selected microorganisms. Changes in physical
and mechanical behaviour of the materials will simultaneously be followed
in order to establish the basis for international standard test methods.
KEYWORDS

Disposal; Packaging; Waste treatment; Polymers; Ecology/Environment;
Materials science; Plasticultures.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

UNIVERSITE DE CLERMONT-FERRAND
LABORATOIRE DE PHOTOCHIMIE
ENSEMBLE UNIVERSITAIRE DES CEZEAUX
F-63177AUBIERECEDEX

ASTON UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITE DE CLERMONT-FERRAND II,
LABORATOIRE DE CHIMIE ORGANIQUE
BIOLOGIQUE

CONTACT PERSON
J. LEMAIRE
Tel: + 33-73-271595
Tfax: + 33-73-275969

Contract no: BREU-0170
Proposal no: BE-3120
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DEVELOPMENT OF A BIODEGRADABLE PLASTIC AND
EQUIPMENT TO PROCESS IT INTO ORIENTED
CONTAINERS
Starting date: M a r c h 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

■ To develop the process for isolating bacterial polyesters so that they are of
suitable purity and melt behaviour to process into biodegradable oriented
food containers.
■ To develop new machinery for melting, forming and orienting these
polymers in a reproducible manner.
■ To characterise the physical, chemical and biodegradation properties of
these new containers.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The major species in the cellular residue that are responsible for the
generation of odour during melt processing have been identified.
An instrumented technique for determining polymer colour has been
developed a n d work is progressing to isolate the species associated with
colour formation.
The thermal and physical properties of PHB/HV copolymers have been
characterised a n d the relationship of these properties to hydroxyvalerate
content quantified. The effects of organic impurities in melt stability have
been quantified a n d the effect of inorganic impurities are under
investigation.
The work on developing polymer processing has led to development of a
novel device for plastification, metering and moulding preforms.
To enable the gathering of data on stress/strain behaviour and orientation
at high strain rates, a n instrumented high speed stretching rig has been
constructed.
The work is progressing towards the goal of producing processable polymer
of sufficient purity for food containers and an integrated device to convert
polymer granules into oriented containers.
KEYWORDS

Processing (rubber & plastic); Orientation; Biodegradable.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ICI BIO PRODUCTS & FINE CHEMICALS
BIOPOLYMERS GROUP
PO BOX 1 BILUNGHAM
UK-TS23 1 LB CLEVELAND

KRUPP CORPOPLAST MASCHINENBAU
D
CERAP UNIVERSITY ST ET1ENNE F

CONTACT PERSON
P.WALDOCK
Tel: + 44-642-523349
Tfax: + 44-642-523363

Contract no: BREU-0094
Proposal no: BE-3130
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ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY HIGH PERFORMANCE
WATERBORNE COATINGS
Starting date: July 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

In terms of compliance with environment regulations or requirements waterbased paint systems have potential as attractive replacements for the
conventional solvent-based systems.
However, continuous problems with latex-based paints which impair them
gaining a share in the industrial sector are their permeability (compared to
solvent-based coatings) toward water-vapour and other potentially harmful
pollutants, the occunence of pigment flocculation, and their inability to
impart a sufficient glossy aspect mainly due to poor Theology of the liquid
points at application and during film formation.
The objectives of the research are :
■ to determine and evaluate the physico-chemical parameters governing
the coalescence of the latex particles during film formation
■ to evaluate a n d determine the parameters influencing pigment
flocculation in latex paints
■ to determine a n d evaluate the factors governing the efficiency of
thickeners in controlling the rheological properties of the paints at
application and drying
■ to develop a n explanative model based on the data derived from the
experimental programme and on theoretical considerations, to formulate
high performance latex paints for use by the industrial collaborators to
develop their own proprietary systems.
KEYWORDS

Substrate protection; Paints; Formulation; Ecology/Environment; Promotion/
Technology transfer; Research/D evelopment
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

COATINGS RESEARCH INSTTTUE (CORD
AVENUE PIERRE HOLOFFE
B-1342 LIMELETTE

EOLAS
PAINT RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
TNO CENTRE FOR COATINGS RESEARCH

CONTACT PERSON
A.TOUSSAINT
Tel: + 32-2-6534565
Tfax: + 32-2-6539503

Contract no: BREU-0434
Proposal no: BE-4191
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Polymers a n d organic matrix composites

DESIGN, MANUFACTURING AND RECYUNG OF
ADVANCED THERMOPLASTIC COMPOSITE
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS
Starting date: August 1991

Duration: 37 months

OBJECTIVES

Reduction of fuel consumption is one fothe main challenges to the
automotive industry in the next decade. One of the answers to this
challenge is the reduction of the car weight by using advanced composites
for automotive structures. However, this weight saving potential cannot be
used by the automotive industry today, since there are no suitable materials
or high speed manufacturing processes available that will produce
hundreds of parts a day. New semifinished products comprising fibres
imbedded in a thermoplastic matrix with a fibre volume content higher than
50% (so called organic sheet) have been developed. The aim of this
programme is to take advantage of this material development and establish
marifacturing process and equipment suitable to produce automotive parts
in high speed process.
A pilot production of a selected part will provide the main parameters to
assess the technical and economical suitability of process and equipment for
mass production of automotive structural parts m a d e of advanced
composites. The recycling of scrap materials and used parts is a n integral
part of the programme.
KEYWORDS

Composite with thermoplastic matrix; Forming/Shaping/Casting; Assembly;
Manufacturing; Automotive parts; Quality assurance; Recycling
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

BMW TECHNIK GMBH
ZT-6
HANAUER STRASSE 46
D-8000 MUECHEN 50

LINDE Y WIEMANN
HECKLER & KOCH
BRANSON
ILMA PLASTICA
KRAUSS MAFFEI
UNIVERSITY OF DELFT
GERMAN AEROSPACE RESEARCH CENTRE

CONTACT PERSON
A.HIPPKE
Tel:+ 49-89-14983-167
Tfax: + 49-89-14983-198

Contract no: BREU-0454
Proposal no: BE-4125
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REACTIVE BLENDS - A NEW WAY FOR IMPROVED
AND RECYCLED MATERIALS
Starting date: S e p t e m b e r 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Today, blending of thermoplastic resins, miscible or not, represents a very
important way of diversification for polymeric materials. Final properties of
blends of incompatible homopolymers depend not only on their composition,
but also on the processing conditions. All these parameters have to be
adjusted to obtain the desired morphology a n d mechanical properties,
which on the one hand must satisfy the quality requirements, but also
remain unaffected during further processing and use of the final products.
To avoid the problems arising when the species are just mechanically mixed
in continuous melt processing machines, we propose to study composite
systems obtained by introducing preformed particles in a thermoplastic
matrix. The dispersed phase can be easily prepared by the emulsion
polymerization technique, which leads to spherical latex particles. The
composition a n d morphology of the latex is determinated by the synthesis
process, whose flexibility is well known.
Moreover, to improve our understanding of interfacial phenomena, latex
particles which are functionalized on their surface, will be prepared and
used as the dispersed phase in incompatible blends. The mutual reactivity
with other polymeric species (matrix or additives) will lead to chemical
reactions in situ, during processing of the blend.
The rheological and mechanical properties of the blends obtained in this
way will be analysed as a function of the morphology, composition and
reactivity of the particles. The expected progress in the preparation and
stabilization of blends could be judiciously used for the recycling of plastics.
KEYWORDS

Chemical/Petrochemical; Materials processing; Processing (rubber & plastic);
Recovery/Recycling; Plastics/Rubber; Materials characterization/Testing
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

UNIVERSITE LOUIS PASTEUR
ECOLE D'APPLICATION DES HAUTS
POLYMERES
4 RUE BOUSSINGAULT
F-67000 STRASBOURG

DEUTSCHES KUNSTSOFF INSTITUT (DKI)
FOUNDATION FOR RESEARCH AND
TECHNOLOGY HELLAS (FORTH)

CONTACT PERSON
M.LAMBLA
Tel: + 33-88-416531/603630
Tfax: + 33-88-610462
Tlx: + ULP 870260 F

Contract no: BREU-0511
Proposal no: BE-4260
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DEVELOPMENT OF RESORBABLE BIODEGRADABLE
POLYMERS FOR THE PREPARATION OF COATED
PARTICLES FOR DRUG DELIVERY
Starting date: January 1990

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

Drug targeting using polymeric microspheres injected into the blood
circulated could have considerable impact in many disease conditions,
especially cancer chemotherapy. The project aims to develop novel
biodegradable polymeric coating agents based upon polyesters, polyamines
a n d polyethers that will be absorbed or grafted to drug-loaded
microspheres. The chosen polymer will cause particles injected into the
blood to remain in the circulation (and thus to avoid deposition at undesired
sites such as the resident .acrophages in liver) or to be targeted passively to
the bone marrow. Coated particles carrying attached homing moieties in
the form of sugar residues or monoclonal antibodies will be developed for
active targeting opportunities.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Biodegradable and bioresorbable polymers suitable for the coating of
preformed carrier particles have been synthesised. They include
poly(lactide coglycolide), polymalic acid derivatives, poly L-lysine
citr amide and modified polycrmidoamines.
Emulsification techniques have been used for the preparation of
polyflactide coglycolide) and albumin microspheres of sizes of lOOnm
and lOuOnm.
Biodegradation studies on related particle samples have commenced.
Chemical procedures for the coupling of polyoxyethylene groups onto
linear serum crlbumin have been developed.
Diagnostic SIMS spectra of coating polymers and particles have been
obtained as background to the surface analysis of coated systems.

KEYWORDS

Biomaterials; Pharmaceuticals; Polymers; Medicine/Health; Drug Delivery
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

UNIVERSITY OF NOTTINGHAM
PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
UNIVERSITY PARK
UK-NG7 2RD NOTTINGHAM

GENT UNIVERSITY
ROYAL DANISH SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
UNIVERSITY OF BRESCIA
INSA (ROUEN)

CONTACT PERSON
S. DAVIS
Tel: + 44-602-484848 ext. 3217
Tfax: +44-602-422131
Tx: + 37346 (UNINOT G )

Contract no: BREU-0053
Proposal no: P-3348
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POLYMERIC SYSTEMS FOR SELECTIVE DELIVERY TO
THE LARGE BOWEL
Starting date: September 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The availability of a reliable colonic targeting system, based upon
biocompatible coating materials, would have a ready route for commercial
exploitation in the delivery of conventional drug substances for the local
treatment of large bowel disorders. Improved colonic delivery would also
have a major impact on the market for oral controlled release products and
more importantly a well conceived system could permit the successful oral
delivery of biopharmaceuticals, such as insulin, calcitonin, growth hormone,
interferons a n d colony stimulating factors. Novel biocompatible polymers,
that degrade selectively in the colonic region of the human gastrointestinal
tract, will be used as coating agents for conventional oral dosage forms so
as to provide a delivery system that after oral administration remains intact
from mouth to caecum. The in-vivo disintegration of the device will be
triggered by a natural characteristic of the large bowel so as to guarantee
the selectivity of the system, ie pre-programmed release. In the case of
peptide delivery, it is highly likely that additional performance modifiers
(critical components) will have to be added to the formulation in order that
satisfactory oral bioavailability can be achieved. Following the successful
completion of the defined research programme, the partners will locate
suitable large companies, preferably European, for the commercial
exploitation of the final prototype formulations.
KEYWORDS

Biomaterials; Pharmaceuticals; Polymers; Medicine/Health; Peptides; Drug
delivery.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

DANBIOSYST UK LTD
6 WILLIAM LEE BUILDINGS
HIGHFIELDS SCIENCE PARK
UK-NG7 2RQ NOTTINGHAM.

PHARMATEC INTERNATIONAL
UNIVERSITY OF NOTTINGHAM
UNIVERSITY OF GENT

CONTACT PERSON
I.WILDING
Tel: + 44-602-253789
Tfax:+ 44-602-220351.

Contract no: BREU-0391
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DEVELOPMENT OF A COLLAGEN BINDING POLYMER
SURFACE FOR INTRAOCULAR LENSES
Starting date: O c t o b e r 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

To improve long term results of polymer lenses for intraocular use
(Intraocular Lens, IOL) a reduction of secondary opacifications of the
implants is a prime problem in ophthalmic surgery today. This project aims
to solve the problem by developing a surface modified implant that builds
up a stable connection to the surrounding lens capsule.
Disc shaped lenses made of poly(dimethylsiloxane) can be treated with gas
plasma to bring functional groups to the surface. In further steps of reaction
these groups allow covalent bonding of molecules that have a specific
affinity to collagen found in the lens capsule.
The realization of a stable connection between an implantable polymer and
collagen of the human body can also lead to new concepts for other medical
implants e.g. in gynaecology, urology, orthopaedics.
KEYWORDS

Biomaterials; Research/Development; Polymers; Optical; Biomedical;
Materials science
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF AACHEN
DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY
PAUWELSSTRASE 30
D-5100 AACHEN

DEUTSCHES WOLLFORSCHUNGSINSTITUT
AACHEN
ADATOMED GMBH MUNCHEN
CEPLAMA SA

CONTACT PERSON
H. A. RICHTER
Tel:+ 49-241-8089288
Tfax: + 49-241 -8089284
Tlx: + 17241300

Contract no:
Proposal no: BE-4456
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DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW GENERATION OF
ARTIFICIAL HIP JOINTS CONTAINING COMPLIANT
LAYERS
Starting date: S e p t e m b e r 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

It has been demonstrated that the incorporation of impervious elastomeric
layers onto the surface of the acetabular cups of model artificial hip joints
generates fluid film lubrication conditions. Friction levels comparable to those
of healthy human joints have been observed a n d the surfaces of the joint
remain separated under a wide range of simulated human activities. Long
term wear resistance should therefore be good, however, to date poor
adhesion between (fully dense) stainless steel substrate a n d the elastomer
has prevented exploitation of this system.
The major objective of the proposed research programme is to investigate,
using a multispecimen hip function simulator specifically designed for this
project, the long term friction a n d wear behaviour of joints containing
compliant surfaces produced by a variety of novel routes. These will include
the fixation of biocompatible elastomers to porous metal substrates produced
by powder metallurgy a n d the development of heterogeneous polymeric
systems with compliant surfaces. Powders of approved biocompatible metals
will be processed to give prototype porous components to enhance adhesion
by interlocking of the elastomeric layers. Effective combinations will be used
to produce prototype joints containing compliant surfaces on the acetabular
cup and/or femoral head for long term friction and wear testing.
KEYWORDS

Biomedical engineering; Friction/Wear; Adhesives/Bonding; Biomaterials;
Powder metallurgy; Polymers
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING &
COMPUTER SCIENCE
SCIENCE LABORATORIES
SOUTH ROAD
UK-DH13LE DURHAM

UNIVERSITY OF UMERICK
UNIVERSITY OF BRADFORD
ARMINES/ECOLE DES MINES DE PARIS

CONTACT PERSON
T.PARRY
Tel:+ 44-91-3743911
Tfax: + 44-91-3742550
Tlx: + 537351 DURUB G

Contract no: BREU-I
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IMPROVEMENT OF THE MECHANICAL AND
CORROSION PROPERTIES OF TITANIUM ALLOYS
ESPECIALLY FOR SURGICAL PROSTHESES BY ION
IMPLANTATION AND CHEMICAL POLISHING
Starting date: June 1989

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The main objectives of the project consist in the assessment of new surface
treatment processes based on ion implantation and chemical polishing, to
improve the mechanical and corrosion properties of Titanium alloys and to
realize new, long lasting and biocompatible protheses.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE:

The experimental activities on flat samples, defined in order to optimise the
sets of process parameters for the treatments of the protheses have been
almost concluded. In particular the chemical polishing treatments have
been performed and the samples have been characterised by wear tests
and surface analysis. Treated samples showed a better wear behaviour,
surface analysis made evident the presence of a mixed Ti-oxide layer with a
smaller amount of Ti suboxide in treated samples.
As far as ion implantation is concerned a scheme of parameters has been
processed a n d selected, based on three energies, two doses a n d two
temperatures of the samples, in order to optimise the process parameters for
applications to the protheses. Low temperature implantations have been
performed a n d wear tests a n d microstructural analysis are almost
concluded.
An unconventional sample heating system for high temperature
implantation has been designed and built whereas the design of the system
available for the industrial applicatations, in terms of samples manipulation,
ion sources, temperature is in advanced phase of realisation.
Methodologies for biocompatibility tests have been selected a n d the
experiments are running on untreated samples.
KEYWORDS

Medical/Biomedical equipment; Processing (minerals & metals); Biomaterials;
Surface treatment technologies; Materials science; Research/ Development.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ENEA
AREA ENERGIA - INNOVAZIONE
C.R.E. CASACCIA
VIA ANGUILLARESE 301
1-00100 ROMA AD

UNIVERSITA Dl PADOVA
CISE. SEGRATE
UKAEA DIDCOT
DOWNS SURGICAL LTD
NATIONAL ENGINEERING LAB.
TECVAC LTD

CONTACT PERSON
M. CORCHIA
Tel: + 39-6-30484355
Tfax: +39-6-30484786
Tlx: +613296 ENEACAI
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INORGANIC SURFACE COATING OF TITANIUM ALLOY
FOR ORTHOPAEDIC JOINT PROSTHESES
Starting date: N o v e m b e r 1988

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

First, new metallic a n d / o r ceramic porous coatings on orthopaedic
prostheses have to be studied as alternatives to conventional cement.
Biological fixation by bone in-growth may be obtained by combining porous
metallic coatings with sprayed hydroxylapatite (calcium phosphate;
Ca/P=1.67).
Mechanical and biological tests have to be done and corrosion resistance of
this porous material has to be looked at.
The second main objective of the contract is to improve the wear rubbing
properties of the titanium alloy TA6V on the polyethylene. TA6V parts will
be coated with atmospheric plasma sprayed alumina. Joining the
mechanical properties of TA6V and the wear rubbing properties of the pair
polyethylene/alumina will promote a new highly effective articulating
system. Optimised coatings will be placed on knee prostheses for simulation
testing.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Porous metallic coating: The process for porous b e a d cakes to be
manufactured is now perfected; these porous cakes will be joined to solid
parts using silver brazing technology or laser depending on fatigue tests still
in progress.
Ceramic powders and coatings: Hydroxylapatite coatings implanted on
sheep h a v e given the expected results, i.e. a greater increase in
base/implant shear resistance compared to that reached with titanium
implants.
Biological results h a v e pointed out that no significant difference was
observed between plasma-sprayed calcium phosphate and recovered pure
HAP by means of heat treatment.
Physical vapour deposited alumina coated knees are being tested on wear
rubbing machines at the moment.
KEYWORDS

Assembly/Joining; Cciatings/Thin films; Titanium; Engineering (biomedical);
Multilayers/Multimaterials; Hydroxylapatite; Biomedical.
PRIME PARTNER:

OTHER PARTNERS:

COMMISSARIAT A L'ENERGIE ATOMIQUE
DEPARTEMENT D'ETUDES DES
MATERIAUX
85X AVENUE DES MARTYRS
F-38041 GRENOBLE CEDEX

C.F. THACKRAY LTD
LABORATOIRE DE RECHERCHES
ORTHOPEDIQUES

CONTACT PERSON:
R. BACCINO
Tel: + 33-10-76884705
Tfax: + 33-10-76885130

Contract no: Rl 1B-261
Proposal no: P-2052
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SURFACE COATINGS FOR BIOMATERIALS
Starting date: O c t o b e r 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

■ To prepare a n d evaluate new coatings, biomaterials, providing a)
increased corrosion resistance; b) improved surface wear; c)
biocompatibility.
■ To investigate the technology of the process required to optimise
mechanical, physical and biological properties.
■ To evaluate coatings by SEM, XRD , XPS, SIMS, Auger electrochemical
corrosion methods and fatigue studies.
■ To investigate biocompatibitiry by in vitro and in vivo methods.
■ To examine the effect of the material on lymphoid cell functions and the
influence of lymphoid cell derived molecules on the processes studied,
particularly corrosion.
■ To produce a specific implant for commercialisation.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The first six months have seen good progress. Coatings of hydroxyapatite
ceramic have been applied by thermal spray methods to substrates of
titanium and stainless steel. D issolution studies of ccatings. immersed in NaCl
solution to which metal ions have been added show that cation release from
substrates may be inhibited by the coating. Physical methods used to
examine coatings have been set up and early results show effects of pretreatment on substrate, e.g. Al enrichment of Ti. A modular prototype
implant is to be coated and tested.
KEYWORDS

Biomaterials; Ceramics/Glasses; Coatings/Thin films; Composites (ceramic
matrix); Biomedical; Research/D evelpment.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

QUEEN MARY & WESTFIELD COLLEGE
DEPARTMENT OF MATERIALS
MILE END ROAD
UK- LONDON El 4NS

UNIVERSITA CATTOLICA DEL S. CUORE
I
UNIVERSITY OF PORTO
P
UNIVERSITY LOUIS PASTEUR F
UNIVERSITY OF NOTTHINGHAM
UK
INSTrrUTO DE ENGENHARIA BIOMEDICA
P

CONTACT PERSON
G. HASTINGS
Tel: + 44-782-744531
Tfax: + 44-782-744035

Contract no: BREU-0172
Proposal no: BE-3048
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CERAMIC PART PREPARATION PROCESS TO
ENHANCE TISSUE INGROWTH ON ORTHOPAEDIC
DEVICES
Starting date: January 1992

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The project objective is the study of the interface behaviour of bony tissue
and porous bodies. The controlled porosity is achieved on the surface of
dense ceramic bodies by the application of a coating.
This project will demonstrate the feasibility of this new method of orientation
of surface behaviour by manufacturing a prototypical series of ceramic
acetabular sockets with controlled external surface, coupling the good
characteristics of wear resistance, good mechanical performance and
biocompatibility of high dense nearly inert ceramic, to a low dense, porous
external surface allowing bone ingrowth.
This kind of surface will ensure cementless fixation, replacing the screw-like
external surface that ensures the stability of the bioceramic acetabular
sockets now in use.
The acetabular socket will be made of Partially Stabilized Zirconia (PSZ). The
external coating will be of the same material of dense ceramic - i.e. PSZ on
PSZ bulk - followed by a coating of a different material - i.e. Hydroxylapatite
(HAP).
KEYWORDS

Manufacturing; Biomaterials; Coatings/Thin films
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

TERMAV SPA
CERIBO LABS/CERAMIC PROCESSES UNIT
VIA SABBIONARA 611
M0059 MEDICINA (BOLOGNA)

CERUM
ENEA
PLASMA BIOTAL LTD
LEMI
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF SACRO CUORE

CONTACT PERSON
N. ZAGHINI
Tel:+ 39-51-851591 Ext. 227
Tfax: +39-51-856177
Tlx: + 411433 CERIVE I

Contract no:
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DEVELOPMENT O F BIOCOMPATIBLE MATERIALS THROUGH
SURFACE TREATMENTS - USE O F I O N IMPLANTATION
Starting date: 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

To improve biocompatibility and increase the durability of materials used in
the biomedical field. These aspects will be explored:
1. The resistance of stainless steel a n d CoCrMo orthopeadic implants in
biological environments with a n improvement of the superficial properties
relative to fretting and to corrosion. Ion implantation will be performed with
species acting on the tribological behaviour (Ti, C, N, Si) a n d on the surface
electrochemical properties (Ti, Mo, Si, Pd).
2. The tolerance of the tissues to the materials, using implantation of
elements which make u p the tissues a n d are suspected of inhibiting the
biological reactions. Two types of ions will be implanted: Ca, P, Si to link
ions enhancing the calcification in the case of orthopeadic implants, ions
modifying hydrophilic/hydrophobic characteristics of the polymers surfaces:
C, N, O, Si. These implantations will be followed by coatings of constituents
such as bioglasses for the bone implants a n d proteins grafting for flexible
materials.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

1. Improvement of materials resistance to degradation metal/metal
interaction: improvement in the tribological properties of metallic materials
by nitrogen implantation is one of the first applications of this technique; it
has been applied to titanium alloys and stainless steel in the biomedical field
as well as in other fields. Moreover, significant improvements in corrosion
resistance can be achieved by the implantation of other elements (Cr, Ti,
Mo, Si, Pd) used one by one or in combination, possibly including nitrogen.
2. Insertion of the materials in biological medium metal/bone interaction: ft)
a biodegradable osteoconductive bioglass h a s been developed; (ii)
polymer/blood interaction; (Hi) a feasibility study is under way.
KEYWORDS

Medical/Biomedical Equipment; Biomaterials; Ceramics/Glasses; Coatings/
Thin films; Polymers
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SEIPI S.P.A
VIAQUARENGHI.27
1-20151 MILANO

BIOMATECH
FRAMATOME
SOLVAY
CNRS
UNIVERSITA Dl PARMA UNIVERSITA DI PADOVA
INSTITUTO DE ENGENHARIA BIOMEDICA

CONTACT PERSON
C-M. LAAGER
Tel: + 39-2-33403940
Tfax: + 39-2-33404540
Tlx: + 323861 SEIPIM I
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COMPARISON OF SURFACE MODIFICATIONS BY ION
IMPLANTATION AND COLD PLASMA ASSISTED
TREATMENTS AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO OTHER
COATING TECHNIQUES
Starting date: O c t o b e r 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The future of a surgical implant depends upon the stability of the tissuematerial interface both for tolerance a n d function in a physiological
environment.
To improve fatigue, corrosion-degradation, wear properties a n d
biccompatibility of bearing surfaces in osteoarticular prostheses 3 ways are
commonly used :
(i) development of new materials specifically designed for biological use;
(ii) protection with a coating of the metallic materials used in orthopedic
surgery (stainless steels, cobalt based alloys, titanium alloys);
(iii) surface modification by diffusion treatment and ion implantation.
We propose a new approach with the following objectives :
■ to perform surface modifications and to optimize surface properties by
means of cold plasma, a d v a n c e d implantation techniques, a n d
combination of these 2 methods
■ to characterize the treated surfaces in order to understand the fine
mechanisms of conosion-degradation occurring at the bone-biomaterial
interface
■ to obtain information concerning the important physical a n d chemical
properties of the implant surface a n d how they a r e affected by
manufacturing techniques, placement a n d the in vivo solicitations;
■ to evaluate their biccompatibility a n d biofunctionality b y in vitro a n d in
vivo tests
■ to choose the most suitable surface treatment contributing thus to develop
more reliable and rational implant designs.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Machining; D atabases; Machine tools; Sensors; Signal
processing; Expert systems; Mechanical engineering
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

UNIVERSITE LOUIS PASTEUR STRASBOURG
LEED BIOMATERIAUX
STOMATOLOGIE ET CHIRURGIE
MAXILLO-FACIALE
CHRU BP 426
F-670191 STRASBOURG CEDEX

TECHNISCHE UNIVERSITAT BRAUNSCHWEIG
(IOPW)
D
INSTITUT NATIONAL POLYTECHNIQUE
DE LORRAINE (EMN) F
INEB. UNIVERSITY OF PORTO
P
EORORAD F
DEUTSCHE TITAN GMBH
D
PETER BREHM
D

C O N T A C T PERSON
D. MUSTER
Tel: + 33-88358787
Tfax: + 33-88370148

Contract no: BREU-0477
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RESORBABLE CONTINUOUS FIBRE-REINFORCED
POLYMERS FOR THE OSTEOSYNTHESIS
Starting date: S e p t e m b e r 1991

Duration: 42 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the project is to develop a new form of processing for resorbable
osteosynthesis devices, using continuous fibre-reinforced polymeric
materials. Taking the main degradable polymers known as a basis, a
material has to be chosen which meets the requirements regarding
processability, mechanical behaviour and degredation kinetics.
After fibre processing, the embedding of the fibres in the matrix has to be
performed with good fibre-matrix adhesion and a high fibre alignment. The
intention is to prevent the diffusion of tissue fluids at the fibre-matrix
interface, a n d to obtain maximum strength of the device over a n
accountable period of time.
The product properties will be tested in vitro. To this end samples are to be
prepared both with a rectangular and a circular cross-section, which are
subjected to bending and torsional stresses respectively. Degradation will
be achieved by immersing the devices in buffered saline at elevated
temperatures. Animal tests are unavoidable to test the tissue reaction
during the resorption process as well as to substantiate the data of
degradation collected in the in vitro tests.
The progress beyond the state of the art is to modify a pultrusion for
processing resorbable biomaterials and to develop long-term resorbable fibre
materials, which are not so far available, but which are needed for
osteosynthesis.
KEYWORDS

Medical/Biomedical equipment; Processing (rubber & plastic); Biomaterials;
Composites (polymer matrix); Fibres/Reinforcing materials; Reinforcement
technology; Research/Development
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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Tel: + 49-711-3408263
Tfax: + 49-711 -3408297
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DEVELOPMENT OF NOVEL RESEARCH AND
FABRICATION TECHNIQUES FOR MATERIALS WITH
BIOCOMPATIBLE AND BIOELECTRONIC PROPERTIES
Starting date: 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

A system of fabrication a n d non-destructive analysis for materials with
biocompatible/bioelectronic properties is to be developed.
This
encompassed the novel technique of scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM)
and the still developing technique of atomic force microscopy (AFM). Use of
both techniques for biomaterials will be a n essential feature in competitive
product development. The project will use commercial STM and develop an
AFM. The possibility of submicron imaging of biomaterials reveals that few
real methods of controlling biological molecule deposition on/in polymers
exist. Filling this g a p would have a wide range of implications for
biocompatible and bioelectronic materials. Semiconductor photolithography
a n d electron b e a m lithography are to be used to pattern molecular
attachment. Surface images will be obtained by conventional SEM and
optical techniques and compared with the new STM and AFM techniques.
Encapsulation of biological molecules in stable materials is also critical and
enzymes will be deposited within conducting polymers for conventional
electronic characterisation and submicron imaging.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The STM has been installed and tested satisfactorily on surfaces of known
topography such as pyrolitic graphite a n d gold-coated, holographic
gratings. Biological molecules have also been imaged including biotin,
avidin, ferritin, troponic-c and DNA. New immobilisation methods are being
developed to overcome the difficulties of binding these molecules to graphite
for imaging. A prototype AFM has been built and tested a n d design
refinements are currently in progress.
Photolithographic patterning techniques for cleanroom preparation of
micrometre-scale patterns of proteins are complete and nanolithography
techniques are in development. Conducting polymer imaging in STM is
being carried out a n d the polymers are also being deposited on
microelectrode anays in the presence of proteins to provide multi-analyte,
miniaturised biosensors.
KEYWORDS

Electronic industry; Engineering (Biomedical); Biomaterials; Pharmaceuticals;
Micro-engineering; Nanatechnology; Sensors
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

GLASGOW UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRONICS
AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
OAKFIELD AVENUE
UK-G12 8QQ GLASGOW

CNR, INSTTTUTO Dl BIOPHYSICA, PISA
SORIN BIOMEDICA

C O N T A C T PERSON
P. CONNOLLY
Tel: + 44-41-3398855 Ext. 4904/5978
Tfax: + 44-41 -3304907
Tx; + 777070 UNIGLA

ICI

Contract no: BREU-0145
Proposal no: BE-3506
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MULTIPARAMETER CHEMICAL SENSORS FOR ON-LINE
DATA AQUISITION OF BLOOD PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA
Starting date: 1991 -1992

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The proposal corns at developing a single-use multiparameter sterisable exvivo chemical sensor. Suitable sensor principles have to be selected which
fulfil the specifications of the potential applications.!.e. the performance of
the sensors should be comparable to that of laboratory analysers with
respect to measurement range and accuracy. The response time has to be
enhanced drastically to fulfil the requirements of the potential application.
Materials have to be compatible with the ethylenoxide sterilization process,
especially since most available polymers for sensor purposes are not stable
during sterilization.
These specifications can be fulfilled by the development of sensor materials
with better sensitivity, selectivity, faster response time and sufficient lifetime.
These new materials consist of metallic or carbon electrodes in combination
with new polymers acting as membranes.
The sensors should be at least sensitive
to blood gases O2, CO2 and pH and
optional to electrolytes such as K+, Ca ++ , Na + , C\r and HCO3. One type of the
respective sensing mechanism depends on the surface properties of
electrodes, other mechanisms depend on the bulk or surface properties of
polymers, which have to be deposited directly onto an electrode or the gate
of a chemical sensitive fieldeffect transistor (ChemFET).
A pressure transducer should also be integrated in the sensor cell.The
complete cell shall be mounted by hybrid and monolithic integration
techniques.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

A series of single parameter chemical sensors for different blood parameters
has been developed. A sample-taking system which can be connected to a
measuring cell outside of the patient and therefore overcomes the problem of
integrating different sensors at the tip of a catheter has been developed by
one of the partners.
KEYWORDS

Medical/Biomedical equipment; Biomedical; Biomaterials; Medicine/Health;
Polymers; Sensors
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SIEMENS AG
ZFE ME AMF 32
PAUL GOSSEN STRASSE 100
D-8520 ERLANGEN

SORIN BIOMEDICA
ERASMUS UNIVERSITY OF ROTTERDAM

CONTACT PERSON
W.SCHELTER
Tel:+49-9131-731408
Tfax: + 49-9131-733109
Tlx: + 62921 -0 si d

Contract no: BREU-0486
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IMPLANT MONITORING PROJ ECT USING ACTIVE
TELEMETRY (IMPACT)
Starting date: D e c e m b e r 1990

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The implantation of transducers in the human body leads to technological
constraints which are difficult to solve since biological tissues constitute an
extremely hostile environment. The project invisages the realisation of new
"intelligent" orthopaedic implants sensitive to deformation a n d using a
telemetric link. The transmitted information is of great value to judge the
degree of rehabilitation of a fracture, and will assist the standard x-rays
which in most cases proved to be unreliable. This project is a n original
approach to the problem of mechanical failure of orthopaedic implants. The
success of the implantation of miniaturised electronics on orthopaedic
implants is the availability of biocompatible materials for encapsulation
(packaging). The objectives of the project are:
■ to significantly reduce the failure rate of high risk osteosyntheses and to
decrease the severe complications resulting from such failure e.g. social
and financial impacts;
■ to develop a tool for assessing new orthopaedic implants including joint
replacement;
■ to develop implantable miniaturised telemetry system.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ preliminary design of the "intelligent implant";
■ development of a software for clinical assessment of the patient;
■ feasibility study of different telemetry systems and of different packaging
alternatives.
KEYWORDS

Medical/Biomedical equipment; Engineering (biomedical); Biomaterials;
Biomedical; Instrumentation/Measuring systems; Sensors/Signal processing;
Orthopaedic implants
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

UNIVERSITE LIBRE DE BRUXELLES
ORTHOPAEDICS AND TRAUMATOLOGY
808 ROUTE DE LENNIK
B-1070. BRUSSELS

KULEUVEN ELEKTROTECHNIEK ESAT-MICAS B
UNIVERSITE DE BORDEAUX IESEL F
UNIVERSITE OF PORTO. METALLURGY
P
UNIVERSITE DE BORDEAUX II. INSERM 306 F
UNIVERSITE LOUIS PASTEUR.
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CONTACT PERSON
F. BURNY
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COMPACT MRI BODY SCANNERS USING STATE-OFTHE-ART PERMANENT MAGNETS
Starting date: J u l y / S e p t e m b e r 1991

Duration: 30 months

OBJECTIVES

This proposal is primarily a n engineering project, and the direct outcome of
a successful industrial specific feasibility study by the prime proposer
financed under a BRITE/EURAM programme.
The object is to develop and optimize prototypes of a n innovative "compact"
MRI scanner.
The important area of medicine, for which this device is crimed, ensures a
large potential worldwide market. To date no equivalent permanent magnet
MRI scanner has been built, bringing together as it does the theoretical
ideas developed in the feasibility study a n d the new imaging process
developed by the other major partner. The use of the term "compact" MRI
scanner implies here a new device with the ability to be used in a wide
variety of medical diagnostic situations, not previously (or in some cases
perhaps very expensive) available from MRI whole-body scanners.
The key to the market potential is this ability now to reduce costs to such a
degree as to enable such units to be used in routine hospital a n d clinic
situations. The key technology is in place to achieve this goal. Hundreds of
thousands of such units of potential sales, worldwide, makes this growth
area worth of the order of 30 billion ECU by the end of the century.
Partners consisting of manufacturers, image processing laboratories and
hospital diagnostic departments, have been assembled to ensure through
continuous collaboration a successful proposal.
Evaluation includes the following medical areas as well as comparative
studies of imaging methods.
- Cranial and craniofacial, non-invasive evaluation of bone morphology in
edentulous patients.
- Similar diagnosis and monitoring of treatment of limbs, joints etc.
- Since the compact scanner will permit full body scans of the newborn, the
potential for non-invasive neo-natal diagnosis of congenital anomalies
affecting all the major systems is immense.
KEYWORDS

Medical/Biomedical equipment; Engineering (biomedical); Magnetic;
Biomedical; Computer science/Software; Imaging/Image processing;
Medicine/Health
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

COMPUTER MAGNETICS
57 CARR ROAD, DEEPCAR
UK-S30 5PR SHEFFIELD

ITISA (& SUBSIDUARY NESA)
UMIST
UCM
HUDSON LTD
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UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER
UNIVERSITY OF BRUSSELS
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P.GRAY
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DEVELOPMENT OF LOW COST, TRANSPARENT BARRIER
FILMS FOR FLEXIBLE PACKAGING
Starting date: July 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Research by Camvac (Europe) Ltd indicates that by reacting aluminium
vapour with oxygen in a conventional film vacuum metalliser, it is possible
to apply transparent barrier coatings of ctluminium oxide to plastic films at
high rate. Process costs are potentially a n order of magnitude less than
competitive systems developed in Japan and the USA for coating films with
other transparent barrier materials such as SiOx, a n d subject to
development of suitable substrates, should be viable for production of films
for packaging.
The project comprises 4 tasks.
1. Background investigation of the interdependence between process
conditions and raw materials, composition of the aluminium oxide coating
conversion technologies for the films a n d final product performance
properties such as barrier, adhesion a n d flexibility, together with
fundamental research into the barrier and adhesion mechanisms.
2. Development of control techniques for the process and products.
3. Development of polyester and polypropylene film substrates to give the
combination of cost, adhesion, moisture resistance and handling properties
required for packaging applications.
4. Combination of results of the above tasks, and the development and
verification of practical, economic, transparent barrier packaging films
materials.
KEYWORDS

Packaging; Flexible materials; Vacuum metallising; Clear barrier films
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

BOWATER PLC
CAMVAC (EUROPE) LTD
BURREL WAY
THETFORD
UK-IP24 3QY NORFOLK

HOECHST AG
UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM

CONTACT PERSON
R. KELLY
Tel:+44-842-755021
Tfax: + 44-842-762424
Tbc + 81157
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SUBSTITUTION OF PVC-FOILS BY RESOURCES AND
ENVIRONMENT PRESERVING MATERIALS (SUPREMAT)
Starting date: August 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The development will be undertaken by 5 European SMEs situated in
Germany, France and Italy.
Production, manufacturing and disposal of PVC constitute a wear factor on
resources and is pollutive because:
■ a high volume of non regrowing resources is required
■ a high volume of energy is required
■ toxic emissions emerge which cannot be eliminated or only at enormous
expense
■ they demand toxic waste dumps.
The project SUPREMAT will develop new procedures with which the
previous PVC foils will be substituted, the effects being:
■ re-growing resources
■ energy saving
■ non-polluting.
The basic material will be similar to paper, with its consistence, structure,
surface, etc., modified by various techniques, to come close to the previous
material in its utilization and easy waste disposal.
KEYWORDS

Wood/Paper; Wood/Paper/Fumiture
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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ADVANCED DESIGN OF CRASH FAIL-SAFE TRAIN
STRUCTURES UNDER SERVICE AND IMPACT
CONDITIONS
Starting date: M a r c h 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The aims of the project are
■ Understanding of the crash phenomena as applied to trains
■ use of advanced methods of structural and dYnamic analysis of train
crash and impact situations
■ development and application of modem design methodologies of train
cars
■ design and production of lightweight a n d anti-crash fail-safe train
structures.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ Review of train accident data, based on the experience of train operators
in France, Spain and Portugal
• real size single vehicle dynamic crash test against another vehicle
■ reduced model dynamic crash test of a new anti-crash train extremity
■ anti-crash initial design of a train was initiated
■ dynamic analysis of train crash a n d non-linear structural analysis
software was initiated
■ design sensitivity and optimization of linear and non-linear structural
software was initiated.
KEYWORDS

Railways; Prototyping; Metallic structural materials; Mathematical modelling;
Fail-Safe; Impact; Crash
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SOREFAME. SA
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NOVEL INTELLIGENT METHOD FOR THE RATIONAL QUALIFICATION
AND SELECTION OF RELIABLE SUBSEA HYDROCARBON
PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
Starting date: July 1988

Duration: 20 months

OBJECTIVES

In the oil a n d gas industry, quality and reliability are major criteria for
ensuring h u m a n safety, environmental protection a n d economic
exploitation. With offshore facilities installed on the seabed, the marine
environment not only increases risk, but also creates new constraints for
maintenance and intervention.
The main objective of the project is to develop a comprehensive and rational
method able to measure the suitability of given subsea equipment to perform
a specific duty. With very little data about the equipment and limited testing
possibilities, the Method will help the Engineer in making a positive decision
as to which type of equipment to select. Phase 1 consists of the
development of the method and a first stage of practical evaluation by
applying it to different valves u p to the definition of physical testing
programmes required.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The METHOD documentation was completed in October 1989. The Partners
decided then to carry out a comprehensive assessment of the METHOD by
applying it to one single gate valve.
Using a purpose m a d e validation procedure, this work quantified the
weaknesses of the METHOD, brought to light the reasons for these
weaknesses and recommended improvements.
The validation concluded that a complete application of the METHOD was
not practical. Its present state, the METHOD could not provide the expected
useful results and, in particular, did not indicate the tests required on this
valve.
At this time, which was scheduled end of Phase l,it was evident that the
project could not continue into the planned Phase 2.
Moreover the Partners had diverging opinions about the chances of success
in developing a n enhanced version. Therefore, they decided by mutual
agreement to terminate their joint research at this point , allowing the
Commission to continue the project with Entreprises who might be interested.
KEYWORDS

Oil and Gas production; Engineering; Hydrocarbons; Databases;
Mathematical modelling; Reliability; Qualification
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

GERTH - ELF AQUITAINE
4 AVENUE DE BOIS PREAU
F-92502 RUEIL MALMAISON

BP EXPLORATION OPERATING COMPANY
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BRADFORD UNIVERSITY RESEARCH LTD

CONTACT PERSON
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OPTIMIZED FIRE SAFETY OF OFFSHORE STRUCTURES.
Starting date: January 1992

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The overall objectives of this project are to rationalize the approach to firesafety of offshore structures a n d to integrate this with overall safety
management.
These objectives are to be reached through a n integrated and multidisciplinary approach composed of the following steps:
■ application of the consequence analysis and risk assment methodologies
to topside structures a n d system layout, in particular for steel fixed
platforms, to identify dominant hazard scenarios
■ application of the existing analytical tools (fire propagation modelling,
finite element aproaches, structural reliability methods), developed for
offshore a n d other industries (nuclear, chemical, building) topside
integrity;
■ development of ad-hoc methodologies to quantify the system reliability
and to optimize cost parameters at acceptable levels of safety
■ combination of the above with conventional techniques of topside design
and/or reassessment, to develop simplified procedures.
KEYWORDS

Engineering/Software/Technical services; D esign; Civil engineering; Safety
management; Fire safety; Offshore engineering
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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RATIONAL PROCEDURE FOR ADVANCED NONLINEAR ANALYSIS OF FLOATING STRUCTURES
Starting date: January 1989

Duration: 33 months

OBJECTIVES

Floating structures such as moored tankers, tension leg platforms and
semisubmersibles are characterized by non-linear dynamic behaviour.
Today's existing design procedures relevant to these systems require
substantial improvement of:
- the fluid/structure interaction models in order to describe correctly the
non-linear wave forces
- the statistical methods allowing the prediction of the extreme values of
both the motions and mooring forces
- computer procedures for the evaluation of both high and low frequency
second order hydrodynamic forces on floating body of arbituary shape
- new methods for the statistical analysis of single and multi degrees of
freedom non-linear systems
- guidelines for the correct simulation of the fluid-structure interaction in the
model basins.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

A computer procedure for the evaluation of the wave force Quadratic
Transfer Functions has been developed. A computer programme to simulate
the model basin conditions has been improved to include non-linear effects.
New methods for the statistical analysis of non-linear systems have been
identified a n d found suitable for several typical offshore structures.
Guidelines for the dynamic analysis of large floating structures have been
prepared.
KEYWORDS

Mathematical modelling; Software; Statistics; Hydrodynamics; Model tests.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

TECNOMARE SPA
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
SAN MARCO 3584
1-30124 VENEZIA
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STRUCTURED DESIGN AND VERIFICATION OF SYSTEMS
FOR USE ON SHIPS AND MARINE PLATFORMS
Starting date: August 1990

Duration: 42 months

OBJECTIVES

Marine system designers have identified shortfalls and high design risks
resulting from conventional design methodologies such as non-optimisation,
ambiguities and inconsistencies. These result in time consuming and costly
development programmes, considerable out-of-commission time to rectify
faults and increased operational costs.
The structured design methodology used in the aerospace industry results in
optimised, complete a n d much more accurate system/software
specifications thus minimising development and commissioning timescales
and reducing overall costs.
The main objectives of the project are to evaluate this structured design
methodology and demonstrate its effectiveness when transferred to the
marine industry. This process will be applied to a representative marine
system incorporating a n integrated data network for the command and
control of selected subsystems. Validation will be assessed experimentally
using a data network/distributed processor configuration exercised by
simulators representing typical marine subsystems. This methodology
should also demonstrate the effectiveness of including testing as part of the
overall design/verification process.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The initial phase of the project has centered on the analysis of the
requirements of the marine industry, especially in the area of equipment
functionality and inter-dependency. CASE tools have been identified as
suitable for demonstrating the benefits to the marine industry of a top-down
design methodology for subsystem integration. Networking systems have
been assessed for suitability within the marine environment
KEYWORDS

Shipbuilding; CAE/CAD/CAM systems; Electrical/Electronic industry;
Computer/Computer systems; Design; Promotion/Technology transfer
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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A STRUCTURAL METHOLOGY FOR THE SHIP
PREDESIGN PROCESS
Starting date: 1991-1992

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The main objectives of the project are the improvement of ship predesign
technical quality and the reduction of time for preparing tenders. These will
be achieved by the development of a new approach (methodology) and by
the implementation on computer of a prototype of the developed
methodolgy.
KEYWORDS

Shipbuilding; Design; CAE/CAD/CAM systems
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

FINCANTIERI CANTIERI NAVAU
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SHIPREL-RELIABILITY METHODS FOR SHIP
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
Starting

date:

O c t o b e r 1991

Duration:

42 m o n t h s

OBJECTIVES

The goal of this project is to develop a set of design rules which are derived
from the application of reliability analysis to ship structural design. The
specific objectives of this project are :
■ The development of reliability based tools to provide a more rational basis
for the structural design through explicit quantification and trade-off
between safety and economy, leading to consistent decisions on the
allocation of safety margins in all components of the structure;
■ the development of reliability based tools to make for an assessment of the
integrity of existing ship structures, allowing decisions on the possibility of
extending their lifetime
■ the development of reliability based guidelines in a semiprobabilistic
format for ship structural design which will be a proposal, on a prenormative basis, for unified European regulations on ship structural
design.
This project will explore a new way of formulating the rules for ship
structural design. The project will develop the methodology for rule
development plus the methods to quantify the uncertainty in the variables,
to perform a reliability analysis of a ship structure and to derive partial
safety factors for the design of the primary structure. The methods will be
applied to typical cases of containerships and tankers, indicating how a
coherent set of rules can be developed.
The research project will lead to a set of simplified procedures and formulae
to be used in design for the prediction of design loads a n d for the
assessment of the strength of structural components. Software packages will
also be developed to quantifY loading, response and strength for specific
ships and components. A methodology for code development and guidance
notes for ship structural design will be produced.
KEYWORDS

Shipbuilding; Reliability; Structural design; Ocean engineering; Safety
management; Naval architecture; Codes/Standards
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF LISBON
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REPAIR POLICY DETERMINATION BASED ON Al
LEARNING METHODS (REPAY)
Starting date: 1991-1992

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The goal of REPAY is to create a system for the determination of the best
repair policy of large and complex equipment.
Systems used at present rely on a n a d hoc combination of stored data,
experience, heuristic rules and analytic assessments. They provide some
guidance for the production of estimates but not enough to serve the needs
of the repairer who has to be specific as to costs, timescales and workshop
schedules a n d who, most times, works with a requirement from the owner
which is not detailed nor can it be made more detailed until inspection and
repair have actually started.
The present project aims at developing a comprehensive approach based
on recent advances in AI learning methods. The system will make the best
use of existing historical data, of applicable analytical approaches, of
heuristic rules and of AI, in assessing the implications of a requirement in
terms of the possible resulting repair policies and in evaluating the impact
on costs and schedules. At the same time the system will not be static and
circumscribed by the rules and values input: it will have in itself the
capability to learn from experience and improve its policies.
It is expected that the utilization of the system will lead to a reduction in the
time needed to prepare tenders, an increase in the success rate of tenders,
a rise in turnover and utilization rate, and an increase in profit margins.
KEYWORDS

Ship building; Repair/Maintenance; Quality control/Inspection; Engineering/
Software/Technical services
PRIME PARTNER
BMT LTD
RESEARCH DIRECTORATE
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CONCERTED ACTION - LIFE ASSESSMENT OF
INDUSTRIAL COMPONENTS AND STRUCTURES
Starting date: 1991

Duration: 24 months

OBJECTIVES

The Concerted Action is aimed at interaction and integration of activities
within BRITE/EURAM projects in the field of life assessment of industrial
components and structures and focuses on the power, process and offshore
industries. It will embrace life-limiting/ degredation phenomena a n d
diagnostic/ surveillance systems relevant to elevated temperature and low/
ambient temperature applications. The specific objectives are:
■ to enhance technical progress within individual projects through interproject exchange of information
■ to ensure project developments are complementary by clear identification
of project interaction areas and to signal multilateral project integration
agreements
■ to identify key areas and critical issues for future study and in particular
to explore ideas for integrated projects spanning several different
industrial sectors, types of organisation (e.g. manufacturers, utilities) and
types of plant/ structures
■ to review strategic issues and priorities in the life assessment field, and
their implications for current and future projects
■ to provide a basis for interaction and integration with other European
Research Actions, and for promoting the diffusion and exploitation of the
BRITE/EURAM projects at workshops and conferences
■ to encourage the exploitation of R & D results by recommending host
industry demonstrations
■ to publish a newsletter to update on the progress of the Action and to
disseminate the results arising therefrom
■ to identify areas requiring the formulation of standards/codes of practice.
KEYWORDS

Life assessment; Repair/Maintenance; Reliability; D esign; Energy/Power
generation; Process/Petrochemical plant; Offshore structures
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ERA TECHNOLOGY LTD
LIFE MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY
CLEEVE ROAD, LEATHERHEAD
UK-KT22 7SA SURREY

-

CONTACT PERSON
P. APLIN
Tel:+44-372-374151
Tfax: + 44-372-374496
Tlx: + 264045
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t
Con rac no:
Proposal no: BE-4657
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DESIGN METHODOLOGY FOR DURABILITY OF
MECHANICAL COMPONENTS BASED ON RELIABILITY
APPROACHES
Duration: 48 months

Starting date: M a r c h 1990

OBJECTIVES

The objective of this project is to develop a reliable methodology for the
design for durability of mass produced mechanical components which are
subject to part-to-part statistical variations. The scope of this investigation is
limited to the development of probabalistic lifetime prediction methods
relevant to forged and cast structural componets typically used in the
automotive industry. Also to be examined is the role of Knowledge-Based
software techniques for the development of the above design support tools.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ Completion of Sub-tasks 1&2 which are aimed at a n appraisal of uniaxis
and multiaxis fatigue prediction methods
■ Selection of materials and components for the experimental investigations,
specimen manufacture, near completion of a round-robin specimen test
exercise, initiation of the componet and specimen test programmes
■ tentative analytical models for handling probabalistic inputs, reliability,
multiaxis fatigue and surface effects
■ A PC based prototype KB system for fatigue assessment.
KEYWORDS

Automotive/Components/Parts; Engineering/Software/Technical service;
Design; Metallic structural materials; CAE/CAD /CAM systems; Reliabilty
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ROVER GROUP
TECHNICAL COMPUTING
GAYDON TEST CENTRE
BANBURY ROAD, LIGHTHORNE
UK - CV35 OBL WARWICK

GEC ENGINEERING RESEARCH CENTRE
UK
REGIE NATlONALE DES USINES RENAULT F
BHP LABORATORIES
IRL
TECHNICAL RESEARCH CENTRE OF FINLAND
SF
ECOLE POLYTECHNIQUE FEDERALE
DE LAUSANNE
CH
UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL
UK
UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD
UK
TRINITY COLLEGE DUBUN
IRL
ECOLE POLYTECHNIQUE PALAISEAU F

CONTACT PERSON
J. DEVLUKIA
Tel;+ 44-926-641111
Tfax: + 44-926-640856
Tlx: +31331

Contract no: BREU-0099
Proposal no: BE-3051
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INTEGRATED COMPUTER-AIDED RELIABILITY
ANALYSIS AND REAL-TIME FAULT LOCATION USING
COMPONENT AND SYSTEM MODELLING
Starting date:

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of this project is to develop fast and reliable tools for the reliability
and risk analsis of, and Real-Time Fault location (RTFL), in complex systems
as they are encountered in industry. These tools should be easy to use and
economical thus encouraging SMEs to perform reliability analyses on their
products. To date Fault Time Tree Analysis, FMEA (Failure Mode Effect
Analysis) and RFTL studies have mostly been considered independent. All
these algorithms require knowledge about fault imitation within the system
and fault propagation through the system. Computerized path development
could speed up reliability and risk analyses substantially, but although
several attempts have been made, their benefits have been limited by
inadequate modelling. Some shortcomings of these modelling procedures are
that:
■ models described fault propagation in one direction only which made the
models dependent on the system variable being analysed
■ they complicate the automatic detection of control loops which is essential
for automatic analysis.
When the modelling strategy is available these studies can be integrated
into two reliability analysis systems:
■ a consistent and compact modelling procedure suitable for computeraided component and system model development
■ an expert system (IRAS: Integrated Relibility Analysis System) which
allows the convenient and rapid creation of compact component and
system models a n d is able to perform FMEA a n d RTFL virtually
automaticallY.
KEYWORDS

Repair /Maintenance; Processing (minerals & metals); Mechanical
engineering/Machinery; Vibration analysis/Acoustics; D esign; Electrical;
Machine tools.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ENSIDESA
INFORMAT1CA DE PROCESOS
Y AUTOMATIZACION INDUSTRIAL
POBOX93
E-33400 AVILES-ASTURIAS

UNIVERSITY OF DELFT
EXTECH
INSTITUTE FOR MACHINE TOOLS
AND MANUF ACTURING
LABEIN
UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM
SCHUNK AUTOMATION GMBH

CONTACT PERSON
F. REQUEJO
Tel: + 34-65-576003
Tfax: + 34-85-770477

Tlx: + 38215 ENSSA

Contract no:
Proposal no: BE-4250
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A TOOL FOR DISSEMINATING PRODUCT ASSURANCE
IN THE MECHANICAL INDUSTRIES
Starting date: 1991-1992

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

This project aims at progressing the way mechanical reliability estimation is
currently handled in industry. Based on proven time intensive methods used
in advanced sectors (space, nuclear, weapons), the objective is to :
■ provide mechanical designers with a n easy to use methodology (and
supporting tool) for addressing reliability in their design, particularly
regarding identification of main functions and dependencies
■ derive reliability evaluation models, for a range of usual parts and
components, that allow quantitative assessment. Such models are, in
general, non existing at present and must be based on a careful analysis
of failure modes, their effects and physical behaviour
■ integrate new evaluation models as well as more conventional tools and
data into a comprehensive toolkit targeted at mechanical designers.
Exploitable results should comprise:
■ a set of validated reliability assessment models of common mechanical
parts
■ a prototype software package to support designers in design analysis
■ a prototype software toolkit featuring a toolkit manager.
KEYWORDS

Mechanical engineering/ Machinery; D esign; CAE/CAD /CAM Systems;
Reliability; Analysis/Auditing/Consulting; Knowledge-Based system;
Integrated toolkit
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

BERTINETCIE
PRODUCT ASSURANCE
BP NO. 3 ZONE INDUSTRIELLE DES GATINS
59 RUE PIERRE CURIE
F-78373 PLAISIR CEDEX

GEC-MARCONI
SECTOR
INITEC
DANISH ENGINEERING ACADEMY

CONTACT PERSON
A. AZARIAN
Tel:+ 33-1-34818756
Tfax: +33-1-30540414
Tlx: +696231F

Contract no: BREU-0482
Proposal no: BE-4424
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AVAILABILITY, MAINTAINABILITY AND RELIABILITY
OPTIMIZATION IN ELECTRICAL SUBSTATIONS BY THE
INTEGRATION OF PROTECTION AND CONTROL
FUNCTIONS
Starting date:

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Increasing the availability and reliability in Electrical Power Transmission
and Distribution Substations while keeping low maintenance and operation
costs, and improving maintainability and usability have become important
goals of electric utility companies for the nineties.
In this project, we will create the methods and strategies to analyse the
reliability of electrical substations, and to enhance it on the basis of the
obtained information.
Until now, the emerging new technologies have been applied in Electrical
Substations, with timidity and without any coordinated policy. In this project
we will thoroughly change this direction by developing a fully integrated
Protection a n d Control System. This will include new digital protection
devices which integrate control functions, and will be able to communicate
through fibre optic links within new and existing Electrical Substations.
With the use of expert systems technology the system will be able to process
Electrical Substation data and to communicate real time conditions to the
Supervisory Control.
The improvement that the results of this project will make to the design and
implementation of Electrical Substations will serve to lower the costs for the
Electrical Power Utility Companies and to better the services offered to
Electrical Energy Distribution Networks users.
KEYWORDS

Energy/Power generation; Prototyping; Electrical; Computer science/
Software; Control systems; Mathematical modelling; Sensors/Signal
processing.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

GENERAL ELECTRIC PROTECTIONS
AND CONTROL EQUIPMENT SA
AVDAPINOA.10
E-48016ZAMUDIOCVIZCAYA).

ELECTRICIDADE DE PORTUGAL (E.D.P.)
INSTITUT FUR ARBEITSWIRTSCHAFT
U. ORGANISATION (IAO)
ALCATEL TITN ANSWARE

CONTACT PERSON
F. COBELO
Tel: +34-4-4520461
Tfax: + 34-4-4520754

Contract no: BREU-0459
Proposal no: BE-4049
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ON A HIGH SPEED
OIL FREE INTELLIGENT MOTOCOMPRESSOR (HOFIM)
Starting date: June 1990

Duration: 30 months

OBJECTIVES

A new concept of oil free machine combining the most advanced research
in different spheres. A variable frequency converter raises the frequency of
the industrrial network a n d supplies a high speed induction machine
directly coupled to a compressor. Both shafts are levitated by magnetic
bearings. The whole system is controlled by digital information used to
converse with the central computer. Intelligent software helps to monitor the
machine behaviour and to optimize the process.
The major benefits are:
■ An improvement in efficiency of 5%
■ a drastic drop in maintenance costs
■ a mean time between failure of 40 000 hours
■ a n amelioration in safety and a reduction of risk to the environment.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

A variable frequency converter and high speed induction machine have
been matched from a n electrical angle. Power electronics, reactors and
snubber circuits have been developed. High speed motors a n d Barrel
compressors have been designed using active magnetic bearings. Rotor
dynamics calculation for each machine has been done, whole train
calculation is in progress.
KEYWORDS

Chemical/Petrochemical; Other manufacturing industries; Process/Product
monitoring; Hydrocarbons/Petrochemical; Oil free compressor; High speed
induction motor; Active magnetic bearings
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ACEC-ENERGIE
ELECTRICAL MACHINES
80 RUE CHAPELLE BEAUSSART
B-6030 CHARLEROI

HILL GRAHAM CONTROLS LTD
SAMTECH SA

S2M
SULZER ESCHER WYSS AG ZU

CONTACT PERSON
P. BAWIN
Tel:+ 32-71-443237
Tfax: + 32-71-443347
Tlx: + 51213

Contract no: BREU-0158
Proposal no: BE-3138
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DESIGN METHODOLOGIES FOR ENGINEERING
COMPONENT PROPERTIES - PRECEPT
Starting date: March 1990

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

This project is intended to improve the quality of design and specification of
mechanical components used typically in the aerospace, automotive,
electrical, electronic and textile engineering industries. The aim is to gather
together the state-of-the-art design rules that take into account plastic
deformation, fatigue, wear and corrosion, develop a methodology that
makes full use of them based on a comprehensive set of case studies and
encapsulate the result in a knowledge-based system to assist design
engineers in both SMEs a n d large companies and thereby improve the
quality, reliability and mcrtatainability of components and tools produced by
industry within the European Community.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

From a worldwide study of design methodolgies, a general model of the new
product design and introduction process has been proposed. Within this
systematic design process, the role of an expert system for the selection of
materials, treatments a n d coatings has been identified. Anaysis of the
working practices of designers within the two industrial partners has
produced a user-based specification for the system.
An initial, top level, design architecture has been developed which has
identified the essential components of the proposed system.
Materials databases of the two industrial partners are currently being
rationalized with the objective of producing a standardized list of materials.
A rationalized classification of materials is being developed based on the
characteristic properties of each class, taking account of the influence of
composition. A list of material properties that need to be included within this
project is also under development.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Automotive/Components & Parts; Design; Coatings/
Thin Films; Metallic structural materials; Databases/Expert systems;
Evaluation/Selection
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

LUCAS ENGINEERING & SYSTEMS LTD
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY
& ENGINEERING
PO BOX 52 SHIRLEY
UK-B90 4JJ SOLIHULL WEST MIDLANDS

CETIM
NEDERLANDSE PHILIPS BEDRIJVEN
UNIVERSITY OF HULL

CONTACT PERSON
K. OLDHAM
Tel:+ 44-21-6273338
Tfax: +44-21-7273704
Tb<: + 336464

Contract no: BREU-0073
Proposal no: BE-3413
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RELIABILITY-BASED OPTIMAL DESIGN METHODOLOGY
WITH APPLICATIONS TO ADVANCED AEROSPACE
STRUCTURES
Starting date: S e p t e m b e r 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The overall objective of the project is to create a n integrated design
methodology that combines the latest developments in the field of database
systems, continuum design sensitivity analysis, reliability analysis for both
time-invariant and time-variant problems (e.g. crack growth a n d ageing)
and reliability-oriented structural optimization.
The secondary objective is to develop software modules for d a t a
management, numerical analysis and interpretation of results, the latter
including graphics facilities to display important information on a computer
screen.
A further objective is to provide designers in the aerospace industry with a
convincing demonstration of the capabilities of reliability-oriented optimal
design.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Design; High strength alloys; Composites; Fatigue;
Reliability; Optimisation
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

WS ATKINS ENGINEERING SCIENCES LTD
STRUCTURAL MECHANICS
WOODCOTE GROVE, ASHLEY ROAD
UK-KT18 5BW EPSOM

COMPUTATIONAL SAFETY & RELIABILITY
INSTITUTO SUPERIOR TECHNICO
MAN TECHNOLOGY AG .
RELIABILITY CONSULTING & PROGRAMS

CONTACT PERSON
J.T. GIERLINSKI
Tel:+ 44-372-726140
Tfax: + 44-372-740055
Tbc + 266701 (ATKINS G )

Contract no: BREIWM56
Proposal no: BE-4194
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PREDICTION OF FATIGUE CRACK INITIATION FROM
DEFECTS IN WELDED AND CAST COMPONENTS USED
IN POWER PLANTS
Starting date: O c t o b e r 1986

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

At the present time fatigue life assessments or structural integrity analyses
of critical power station components that contain defects or sharp
geometrical discontinuities only take into account the lifetime under crack
propagation conditions. However, a significant fraction of operational
lifetime is spent under conditions of crack initiation. The principal objective
of the project is to develop a n engineering methods capable of accurately
predicting fatigue crack initiation from defects or sharp geometrical
discontinuities in welded and cast components used in power plants. This
predictive method will enable decisions to be taken during the operation of a
power plant on whether or not a defect discovered during service requires
repairing and, if not, how much remnent lifetime exists before such an
unrepaired defect would become critical.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

FRAMATOME and UNIREC have developed a methodology for predicting
crack initiation from the stand point of fracture mechanics. The criterion is
the stress calculated at a characteristic distance "d* from the tip of the
defects. The methodology has been successfully applied to the cases of
defects like blow holes or shrinkages in austentic or ferritic castings or weld
discontinuities like inclusions, lack of fusion or cracks in welded components.
It appears that the case of large defects could be treated by this
methodology. The case of coalescence within a cluster of defects can also
be analysed. LBF has developed a method where the defects are defined as
notches and the local stress concentrations are related by a reduction factor
of the fatigue resistance to S-N curves of the sound materials.
KEYWORDS

Energy/Power generation; Nuclear engineering; Metallic structural
materials; Research & development; Fatigue; Crack initiation; Metallurgical
defects
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

FRAMATOME
MATERIALS AND TECHNOLOGY DEPT
TOUR FIAT - CEDEX 16
F-92084 PARIS LA DEFENSE

UNIREC
FRAUHOFER GESELLSCHAFT (LBF)

CONTACT PERSON
J-L BERNARD
Tel:+ 33-1-47965069
Tfax: + 33-1 -47961509
Tlx: + 630635

Contract no: RI1B-134F
Proposal no: BE-1145
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THE INITIATION AND GROWTH OF THERMAL-MECHANICAL
FATIGUE CRACKS IN COATED TURBINE BLADE MATERIALS
Starting date: January 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

1. To understand the thermomechanical fatigue behaviour of coated single
crystal turbine blade materials with particular reference to the effects of:
(a) material variables - alloy and coating composition and microstructure
(b) thermomechanical variables - strcrin-tempreature cycle, strain range,
strain rate, min. and max. temperature, R ratio.
2. To characteri2e the thermomechanical fatigue behaviour of coated blade
materials in terms of the initiation and growth stages of cracking and to
determine their dependence upon the material a n d thermomechanical
variables.
3. To formulate a n d validate a model to accurately predict the
thermomechanical fatigue behaviour of coated turbine blade alloys.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

1. First meeting held in February 1991 and the work plan, deliverables and
timescales agreed.
2. Commencement of the study of techniques available for the detection of
crack initiation - scheduled for completion.
3. Extermination of the 2-D strain-temperature loops at various locations on a
particular engine's high pressure turbine blade completed. This provides
TMF test parameters.
4. Literature survey on fatigue models a n d their applicability to TMF
ongoing.
5. Temperature distribution on TMF machine optimized at sub-contractors
JRC Petten.
KEYWORDS

Thermomechanical fatigue; Modelling; Aeronautics/Aerospace; Metallic
structural materials; Coatings/Thin films; Superalloys/Special alloys;
Materials characterization/Testing
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ROLLS ROYCE PLC
MATERIALS AND MECHANICAL RESEARCH
PO BOX 3 FILTON
UK-BS12 7QE BRISTOL

MOTOREN UND TURBINEN UNION GMBH
CEIT

CONTACT PERSON
T.N. RHYS-JONES
Tel: + 44-272-795785
Tfax: + 44-272-797575

Contract no: BREU-0338
Proposal no: BE-3338
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LIFE PREDICTION ALGORITHMS FOR AERO-ENGINE
DISKS BASED ON CRACK INITIATION AND CRACK
PROPAGATION MODELS
Starting date: July 1990

Duration: 42 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the project is to provide a basis for extended use of the life
potential of existing and future advanced aero-engine fracture critical parts
(e.g. disks). This aim shall be achieved by means of algorithms for life
prediction and usage monitoring. Those algorithms shall be based on models
for crack initiation and crack propagation. They will be able to predict the
behaviour of cracks under variable amplitude loading a n d transient
temperatures such as aero-engine disks experience due to real operating
conditions.
The algorithms shall make use of parametric models which allow for a cycle
by cycle crack initiation and propagation prediction in order to support the
extent of usage by in-flight real time engine usage monitoring. The
parameters will be determined by experiments on Comer Crack Specimen
(plain). Notched Specimen (plain). Notched Specimen (round with
circumferential notch) and biaxial loading specimen (cruciform shaped).
The predictions of the algorithms will be verified by component tests (disk
spinning tests).
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The material has been ordered and is scheduled to arrive in Autumn 1991.
The governing parameters (loading, temperature, etc. ) for the specimen
and disk tests have been fixed. The disk design is being completed and an
initial survey of existing methods for the description of crack initiation and
propagation is being made.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Quality control/Inspection; Super aUoys/Special
alloys; Materials characterization/Testing; Mathematical Modelling
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNER

MTU MUNCHENGMBH
EMBM
DACHAUER STRASSE 665
PO. BOX 50 06 40
M000MUNCHEN5O

DLR
SNECMA
ONERA
TURBOMECA
FIAT
UNIVERSITY OF PISA
ROLLS-ROYCE
SWANSEA UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

CONTACT PERSON
J. BROEDE
Tel:+ 41-89-14893134
Tfax: + 41-89-1502621
Tlx: + 529500

Contract no: BREU-130
Proposal no: BE-3379
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DAMAGE TOLERANCE OF HELICOPTER METAL PARTS
Starting date: June 1990

Duration: 24 months

OBJECTIVES

Damage tolerance requirements for helicopters h a v e to be treated
separately from their fixed wing counterparts since life requirements and
vibration/manoeuvre related load spectra are rather different. Up to now
there are no guidelines available for a systematic approach to a n
improvement of helicopter component life assessment or improved safety
level at less or equal maintenance costs, taking into account all aspects of a
d a m a g e tolerant design philosophy;e.g. systematic approach for the
calculation of crack growth by means of fracture mechanics, systematic
design, systematic choice or improvement of materials, etc. Therefore, the
assessment of a 'Helicopter D amage Tolerant D esign Guide' is essential.
This Design Guide has to be planned as a compilation of all the knowledge
needed to achieve a damage tolerant design of a modem civil helicopter.
These efforts are also required in the light of the newly proposed FAR 29.571
which is calling for the approval of damage tolerance as a certification
requirement.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■
■
■
■
■

Selection of critical parts and their operating conditions
selection of analysis tools and start of modifications
development of a load spectra preprocessor
establishment of material data bank
"Round Robin" exercise to establish degree of confidence and reliability of
each test lab. involved
■ start of material tests and analytical verification.

KEYWORDS

Aeronautics; Mechanical engineering; Quality control/Inspection; Materials
characterization/Testing; Mechanics; Reliability; Safety management
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

MBB GMBH
HELICOPTER DIVISION
HE241
POSTFACH 801140
D-8000MUNCHEN80

AEROSPATIALE SNI F
AGUSTA SPA
I
BHP LABORATORIES LTD
IRL
WESTLAND HELICOPTERS LTD
UK

CONTACT PERSON
W. ERNST
Tel: +49-69-60728992
Tfcrx: + 49-89-60722986
Tlx: + 5287-050 mbb d

Contract no: BREU-0123
Proposal no: BE-3386
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IMPROVEMENT OF THE CONTACT CORROSION
BEHAVIOUR OF ADVANCED MECHANICAL
STRUCTURES MADE FROM HIGH-GRADE ALLOYS
Starting date: O c t o b e r 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

To develop an experimental methodology and mechanical model of fretting
and its relationship with fatigue resistance and to rationalize the selection of
materials and surface conditions according to the contact parameters. This
proposal is based on mechanics/materials cooperation which has been veryproductive in the past.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ Identification and selection, by the industrial partners, of critical parts lifelimited by fretting, and their operating condition
■ development of a mechanical model of crack propogation in frettingfatigue for one a n d multiple , perpendicular or inclined, cracks,
parametric study of interactions between cracks, numerical simulation for
multilayered structures
■ manufacture of fretting a n d fretting-fatigue testing adaptations and
machining of test specimens
■ fretting, fatigue and fatigue-fretting tests (95%) on different materials (Ti
alloys, Ni alloys, high strength steels), with and without different coatings
(self-lubricating varnishes, plasma spray or electrolytic deposits), and
associated metallurgical analyses
■ beginning of the sysnthesis of all the results: mechanisms, influence of
load, displacement, fretting frequency, materials coatings, influence of
fretting on low cycle or high cycle fatigue strength.
KEYWORDS

Tribology; Solid mechanics; Fretting; Metallic materials; Coatings; Solid
lubricants.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SNECMA
DIRECTION TECHNIQUE
DEPT MAT. ET PROC.
BP81
F-91003EVRYCEDEX

INSA LYON F
BMW-ROLLS-ROYCE GMBH
D

CONTACT PERSON
C. CHAMONT
Tel:+ 33-1-69879842
Tfax: + 33-1-69879199
Tlx: + 600700
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t
Con rac no: Rll B-249
Proposal no: P-2418
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PREDICTION OF EROSION DUE TO CAVITATION IN
HYDRAULIC MACHINERY
Starting date: January 1992

Duration: 45 months

OBJECTIVES

Cavitation is a major phenomenon generating irreversible damage on the
blades of hydraulic machinery and causing failure of the machines, but it is
still unpredictable. The goal of this proposal is to derive a new methodology
which will detect aggressive forms of cavitation and predict the life duration
of machinery subject to this cavitation.
The methodology will bring three new advantages:
■ It will be applicable to all kinds of hydraulic machinery
■ The predictions given by the method will be quantitative and
will give access to life and residual life durations
■ The predictions given by the method will be obtained rapidly (in
a few weeks) under economical laboratory conditions without
the need to control and analyse many years of working on
prototypes as it is often done nowadays.
As part of the project the methodology will be completely defined on high
speed cavitation tunnels and extensively checked on small scale and real
industrial machines (turbines, pumps, propellers) put at the disposal by the
partners for the project. When it is proved valid, the methodology will be
used by manufacturers to control the life duration of machines under
design, and by users to choose the best operating conditions and optimize
the maintenance operations.
KEYWORDS

Machinery; Prototyping; Reliability; Fluid dynamics; Material testing;
Erosion; Lifetime prediction
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ACBCERG
VOIE PRIVEE R POULENC
F-38800 PONT DE LAI

EDF
KSB
RIVA
ENEL
CEHIPAR
IMHEF
UNIVERSITY OF DARMSTADT

CONTACT PERSON
J.WOILLEZ
Tel: + 33-76-409040
Tfax: + 33-76-980881
Tlx: + 308648 F

Contract no:
Proposal no: BE-4158
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NEW TYPES OF CORROSION IMPAIRING THE
RELIABILITY OF COPPER IN POTABLE WATER CAUSED
BY MICRO-ORGANISMS
Starting date: September 1991

Duration: 42 months

OBJECTIVES

Pitting corrosion d a m a g e occurred in the water distribution systems of
copper pipes in the cold and warm water installations of a large building
shortly after opening and in the meantime also in older installations. This
damage occurring worldwide represents an enormous risk to supply for the
citizens of the affected houses because of the pollution of the potable water
by conosion products and organic products leading to serious hygiene
problems.
The failure analysis of the copper pipes revealed films of microbial origin on
the copper surfaces consisting of organic material. This polymeric biofilm
has membrane properties a n d is able to support the formation and
stabilization of occluded corrosion cells, if inhomogeneities are established
within the structure of this film. Conosion cells are responsible for pitting
corrosion damages.
The origin and type of this corrosion process caused by micro-organisms is
by no means clear a n d cannot b e attributed to known conosion
mechanisms. Our approach will lead to a detection of the conosion
mechanism by verifying structure and membrane behavior of the biofilm,
modifying its structure and membrane properties by biological and chemical
methods and subsequently simulating of new types of conosion cells in the
laboratory.
KEYWORDS

Food/Drink/Water; Engineering (chemical); Repcrir/Maintenace; Non fenous;
Reliability; Microbial influenced conosion.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

MAERKISCHE FACHHOCHSCHULE
LABORATORIES OF CORROSION
PROTECTION AND BIOTECHNOLOGY
FRAUENSTUHLWEG 31
D-5860ISEBLOHN

UNIVERSITY OF SURREY
INSTITUTO SUPERIOR TECNICO

CONTACT PERSON
W-R. FISCHER
Tel:+ 49-2371-566148
Tfax: + 49-2371-566274

Contract no: BREU-0452
Proposal no: P-4088
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USE OF CERAMIC MATERIALS FOR ADVANCED TRIBOLOGICAL
SYSTEMS INVOLVING FLUIDS WITH ADVERSE LUBRICATING
PROPERTIES
Starting date: March 1989

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The proposed research aims to use ceramic materials in the area of
components a n d critical systems running in fluids having no or adverse
lubricating properties. Preliminary work has indicated that some silicon
based ceramics were able to show quite unexpected tribological
performances providing solutions to previously difficult problems but also
opening u p areas which could not be considered with conventional
materials: those of mechanical parts lubricated' with water. On the basis of
the initial results achieved, it is proposed:
a) to study tribological mechanisms of silicon based ceramics in fluids with
adverse lubricating properties
b) to establish a model to define such materials criteria with regard to
friction conditions, nature of fluids, etc
c) to undertake a n evaluation of the proposed model in the area of pumps
components.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ A numerical solution has been proposed for calculation of pressure and
film thickness in the case of fluid film lubrication of ceramics by water
■ tribological evaluation performed on SiC ceramic in homogeneous friction
couples has indicated that performance, is due to a low roughness
generated through tribochemical reaction of fluid with surface
■ results obtained have enabled us to determine, among the possible
couples of materials, the most adequate depending on mechanical
sollicitations, geometry of contact and ambiance
■ a n optimized version of SiC with regard to the knowledge gained on
tribological behaviour of Si-based ceramics is under evaluation in
industrial conditions.
KEYWORDS

Mechanical engineering; Waste/Effluents; Ceramic; Tribology; Materials
characterization; Materials science; Research/D evelopment
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

HYDROMECANIQUE ET FROTTEMENT
TRIBOLOGY DEPARTMENT
RUE BENOIT FOURNEYRON Z.I. SUD
F-42166 ANDREZIEUX-BOUTHEON CEDEX
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CONTACT PERSON
P.MAURIN-PERRIER
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ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH TO CUMULATIVE
DAMAGE AND RESIDUAL STRENGTH PREDICTION FOR CFRE
COMPOSITES
Starting date: S e p t e m b e r 1990

Duration: 42 months

OBJECTIVES

The overall objective is to develop a predictive system for the residual life
and residual strength of carbon fibre reinforced epoxy (CFRE) composite
materials subjected to cumulative service type damage. The methodology is
based on an understanding of defects and defect growth. It has two levels
of focus with respect to damage type: (a) delamination, (b) matrix cracking.
Deterministic predictive models are being developed incorporating existing
models and data: (a) based on a full volume element approach, (b) a beam
lattice model which provides a simplified method for modelling damage
growth. A computer model is being developed a n d tested for the
probabilistic analysis of fatigue failure and reliability of the composite
laminate.
New capability in NDE and opto-mechanics is under development. This will
provide: (a) input to the development of the predictive models, (b) test data
to permit evaluation of the predictive models by comparison with measured
parameters, (c) measurement methods to support the practical application
of the models. Experimental data is also being generated from a fatigue test
programme.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Significant progress has been made in the development of the predictive
models. Detailed test planning has been carried out and the main test
programme is under way. The first tasks in the development of NDE for
d a m a g e characterization at the matrix crack level a n d the furhter
development of opto-mechanics methods for the measurement of energy
release rate have been completed.
KEYWORDS

Carbon fibres; Composites (polymer matrix); Mathematical modelling;
Probabilistic analysis; Fatigue; Optomechanics
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

YARD LTD
1 ATLANTIC QUAY
BROOMIELAW
UK-G2 8JE GLASGOW

D.L.R.
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UNIVERSITY OF STUTTGART
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A.F. GRAHAM
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Tfax: + 44^11-2216435
Tlx: + 77380
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DAMAGE TOLERANCE AND FATIGUE DESIGN
METHODOLOGY FOR PRIMARY COMPOSITE
STRUCTURES
Starting date: 1990

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

To establish a design tool whichcom predict life to failure a n d residual
strength of impact damaged composite structure.requiring only minimal
experimental work to obtain the necessary input data to be introduced in a
computerized prediction model. This model will use the laminate plate
theory, the stability theory , the stability theory and fracture mechanics
method, and needs a n itterative process. The necessary input data would
be obtained from standard compression after impact test samples.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ Shape, number and conditions of impact of the samples for extensive
materials testing have been fixed
■ first material evaluation is already finishing
■ microscopy studies of relations between laminate lay-up and shape of
delaminations after impact.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics; Mcmufacturing; Composites (polymer matrix); Materials testing;
Design evaluation; Fatigue testing; D amage tolerance.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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Contract no: BREU-0182
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PREDICTIVE TECHNIQUES FOR THE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF
FIBRE-REINFORCED COMPOSITE MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES
CAPABLE OF WITHSTANDING IMPULSIVE LOADINGS
Starting date: July 1988

Duration: 42 months

OBJECTIVES

The objective of research is to develop methods of predicting the behaviour
of fibre-reinforced composites when subjected to high velocity impacts. One
or more constitutive models that account for impact damage, including
delamination matrix and fibre cracking, spoiling and penetration will be
developed and incorporated within a FE computer code suitable for use on
an engineering work station. To assure wide applicability the numerical
tools are to be general purpose to extent that the user can specify arbitary
structural geometries. To assist application in the design of structures
fabricated from composite materials the tool will be structured so that it can
readily interface with CAD software.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Activities within the first 18 months included development of a material
database, performance of impact tests on plates and beams of selected
materials with varying impact velocities, and the selection of a FE computer
code suited to incorporation of the proposed constitutive models . During the
last 18 months the proposed constitutive models have been developed and
incorperated into FE computer code for both the shell and solid elements.
The FE computer code has been used to simulate the initial and post impact
response recorded during impact testing. Full scale tests have been
performed on portions of the fuselage of the Seastar plane.
KEYWORDS

Mathematical modelling; Mechanics/Solid mechanics; Materials science;
Engineering (mechanical); Composites (polymer matrix); Finite element
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

YARD LTD

UNIVERSITY OF GHENT
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PREDICTIVE FAILURE MODEL FOR DESIGNING TRUCK
TYRES WITH IMPROVED SAFETY AND DURABILITY
Starting date: M a r c h 1989

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The practice of retreading has increased the service life of radial truck tyres,
giving great economic benefits, but also problems in terms of reliability and
safety arising from the greater probability of failure of the re treaded tyre.
The key factor for the solution of these problems is the ability to control the
rate of chemical degradation of the rubber and at the same time the rate of
propagation of cracks at certain critical points. The objectives of this
research are:
■ To appraise the relative contribution of chemical a n d mechanical
processes in the failure mechanism of truck tyres due to belt-edge plies
separation
■ to design and build a prototype instrument for laboratory simulation of
tyre failure
■ to build a predictive model.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Experimental methods for the characterization of mechanical properties,
chemical composition and morphological structure of rubber samples, taken
from critical failure regions were developed. Changes induced on rubber
compounds by service life in high severity conditions were determined.
Changes were found to be moderate with no evidence of oxidations.
Tridimensional Finite Element Code was used to calculate the stress-strain
field at the belt edge. Fracture Mechanics concepts were introduced in order
to compare the results of laboratory experiments with the tyre performance .
The predictive power of the known fatigue tests was found to be poor. A
new testing rig which submit the specimens to a stress-strain field similar to
that calculated for tyre was designed and built.
KEYWORDS

Tyres; D esign; Rubbers; Materials characterization; Mathematical modelling;
Fracture; Testing
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

PIRELLI COORDINAMENTO PNEUMATICI
PRODUTTO- MATERIALI
VIALE SARCA 202
1-20126 MILANO

BAYER AG
UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNE

CONTACT PERSON
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FATIGUE MECHANISMS AND FAILURE CRITERIA IN
ROLLING LOBE AIR SPRINGS
Starting date: June 1990

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

For the design a n d optimization of products based on rubber-cord
composites the knowledge of internal micromechanics and related fatigue
mechanisms under application loadings is of fundamental importance.
Several Finite Element programmes (e.g. AD INA, MARC, ABACUS) offer
methods for a realistic simulation of deformations and some internal stresses
and strains. Composite structures though are usually modelled using
transverse isotropic elemental formulations, which only allow a macroscopic
description of the internal deformation states. These methods do not take
into account the helical geometry and the nonlinear behaviour of the cords.
Also, most interactions between the cords and the surrounding rubber are
ignored.
Within the project new experimental techniques and numerical tools are to
be developed to enable a better modelling of stress and deformation states
of thin walled rubber cord composites (e.g. air bellows).
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ New fatigue testers for rubber-cord-composites have been designed and
(partly) built
■ testing apparatus for multiaxial measurements on rubber materiazls has
been constructed (based on transputer technology for control and data
acquisition)
■ deformation tests on various cord rubber composites were carried out for
comparison with later FE-calculations
■ FE-modules (to be used with MARC) for the micromechanical treatment of
cod and rubber materials have been written and are currently being
tested.
KEYWORDS

Composites (polymer matrix); Fibres/Reinforcing materials; Flexible/Non-rigid
materials; CAE/CAD /CAM systems; Materials characterization/Testing;
Mathematical modelling; Mechanics/Solid mechanics
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CONTITECH LUF TF EDERSYSTEME GMBH
PHILIPSBORNSTR 1
D-3000 HANNOVER 1

AKZO
UNIVERSITY OF HANNOVER
IMMG

CONTACT PERSON
C. MABMANN
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POST-BUCKLING BEHAVIOUR OF CFC STRUCTURES
Starting date: F ebruary 1991

Duration: 30 months

OBJECTIVES

■ To investigate the cost and weight saving potential of allowing CFC
structures to operate in the post-buckling condition
■ to instill greater confidence in the use of CFC in the post-buckled mode,
which should stimulate CFC technology in general
■ to produce a methodology for the post-buckled design of CFC identifying
the type of structures most suitable to post-buckled operations and
requiring the achievement of the folowing sub-objective
■ to evolve reliable failure criteria for the through-thickness (z-direction)
modes such as 'ILSS', interlarninar normal stress and delamination
■ to investigate scale (thickness dependent) effects a n d to develop an
appropriate criterion
■ to develop methods for the estimtion of the through-thickness force levels
required to induce panel-stiffener separation
■ to develop finite element a n d other coding as appropriate for the
prediction of failure using stress, strain and energy release rate criteria
■ to define and perform the testing necessary to validate the methodology
being developed.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Drawings showing initial sizing of test panels for optimization supplied to
partner companies. First results of this optimization process have now been
obtained.
KEYWORDS

Aeronatics/Aerospace; Engineering (mechanical); Composites (polymer
matrix); Mathematical modelling; Panel and box testing; New failure Criteria;
Through-thickness stresses
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

BRITISH AEROSPACE(M/A)LTD.
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PRESTON
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PREDICTION OF NONLINEAR MATERIALS AND
STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOUR USING PARALLEL
COMPUTING METHODS
Starting date: O c t o b e r 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The goal of this type 2 project is the design, analysis and implementation of
numerical algorithms on parallel computers for predicting nonlinear material
and structural behaviour. The physical problems under concern, namely:
thermo-elasto-viscoelastic material behaviour, geometrically nonlinear
behaviour of composite structures, polymeric materials (viscoelastic fluids),
steel-elastomer composite structures, powder materials, have been selected
according of the partners' experience and the expressed industrial needs.
They raise computational problems of a generic nature which justify a n
integrated approach.
Optimum implementation of simulation methods on parallel computers
requires the development of an appropriate methodology and the use of
adapted numerical algorithms. It will allow the full potential of the simulation
methods existing nowadays to be tapped.
The fulfilment of this objective implies close collaboration between research
teams specialized in structural and material behaviour, on the one hand,
and in parallel computing, on the other.
The research will address following issues: mathematical models, numerical
discretization methods, nonlinear parallel algorithms, implementation on
parallel computers, solution of demonstrative application cases.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Engineering (mechanical): Forrning/Shaping/Casting;
Computer science/Software; Mathematical modelling; Mechanics/Solid
mechanics
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

UNIVERSITY OF LIEGE
L.T.A.S. INSTITUT DE MECANIQUE
RUE ERNEST SOLVAY 21
B-4000UEGE
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F
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PERFORMANCE AND RELIABILITY EVALUATION OF
WELDING IN ELEVATED TEMPERATURE SERVICE
Starting date: M a r c h 1988

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The project addresses the optimization of weld procedures to achieve
reliable, long-term performance at elevated temperatures in advanced 9%Cr
Cgrade 91") steel and the implication for remnant life assessment of repair
welding in two common low alloy ferritic steels (1/2Cr1/4Mo1/2V. 2V4CrlMo).
The key objectives are: (1) to develop a procedural specification to optimize
welding performance by control of microstructural factors, (2) to establish
an advanced methodology to predict the remnant life of repaired welds, (3)
to optimize new NDE techniques for pre-crack damage assessment and (4)
to validate the methodologies on a full size laboratory test vessel and a live'
service component.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Thick section 9% Cr ('grade 91') pipe a n d bar has been successfully
fabricated and weld procedures for the sections developed. Repair welds
have been produced in new, aged, and ex-service lCr 1 /4Mo 1 /4V and
2V4CrlMo pipe sections and a n in-service component. The high temperature
mechanical properties of these weldings have been determined and results
used to (1) calibrate a four material finite element model developed to
describe creep deformation in a welding and (2) to develop a mechanistic
creep model to define the life extension capability after weld repair.
A novel ultrasonic inspection technique to quantify pre-crack creep damage
has been developed and is currently undergoing validaton on a simulated
full-size welded 'grade 91' pressure vessel.
KEYWORDS

Energy /Power generation; Repair/Maintenance: Materials characterization/
Testing; Reliability; Creep; Welding; Ultrasonic techniques.
PRIME PARTNER
ERA TECHNOLOGY LTD
STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY DIVISION
CLEEVE ROAD
UK-KT22 7SA LEATHERHEAD, SURREY
CONTACT PERSON
A.J. TACK
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LSM DEVELOPMENT OF AN ADVANCED LIFETIME MONITORING
SYSTEM FOR COMPONENTS OF PIPING SYSTEMS IN THE CREEP
RANGE
Starting date:

Duration: 48 months

1990

OBJECTIVES
Project aim is to develop calculation methods, instrumentation/measurement
systems and computer algorithms to solve the major problems associated
with the lifetime monitoring of piping components operating in the creep
range in highly loaded power plants. The advanced lifetime monitoring
system will be capable of automatic, real-time estimation of the remnant
lifetime taking into account external loads.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE
The German partner group has developed software modules for calculating
creep relevant stresses and strains in typical piping components loaded by
internal pressure a n d external forces and moments. For straight pipes,
bends, spherical fittings, reducers and wallthickness transitions the modules
were evaluated using linear elastic and inelastic Finite Element calculation
methods.
The British partner has developed software modules for prediction and
monitoring of fatigue strains due to thermal transients by non intrusive
temperature measurements on the outer surfaces of components. On line
calculations of rapid changing thermal loadings requires effective
algorithms. The reverse Fast Fourier Transformation method has shown
significant advantages and will be used in the further project.
The Spanish partner group has focused its work on calculation and
monitoring of lifetime relevant dynamic loadings in high temperature piping
systems. Improved methods based on the response analysis were used. A
software programme has been developed to aid the selection of optimum
measuring points in piping system for on line monitoring of the dynamic
behaviour.
German and Spanish partners have started development of advanced
techniques for built determination of pipework (e.g. photogrammetry,
tachymetry).
KEYWORDS

Energy/Power generation; Reliability; High temperature piping systems;
Monitoring; Life term measurements; Creep/Fatigue; Life extension
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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CREEP BEHAVIOUR OF FULL SIZE WELD J OINTS DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS AND DEFECT ACCEPTANCE
CRITERIA
Starting date: N o v e m b e r 1988

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The project consists of the evaluation of the experimental creep behaviour of
large specimens and the theoretical analysis of the same geometries to
derive proposals for new more accurate design methods, of welded
structures subject to creep. The studies will be performed on a n austenitic
stainless steel type 316L and on a ferritic steel type 2V4Cr-lMo. The project
includes the following steps:
■ Experimental determination of the dependence of the weld stress
reduction factors on geometry
■ development of a criteria for small defects acceptance
■ utilization and improvement of calculation codes
■ derivation of criteria for weld metal specifications.
KEYWORDS

Energy/Power generation; Quality assurance; Metallic structural materials;
Solders/Brazes/Welding; Codes/Standards; Validation/Certification
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CEA
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F-91191 GIF SUR YVETTE CEDEX

CEGB
UK
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P
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LIFETIME M A N A G E M E N T OF ELEVATED TEMPERATURE WELDED
HEAVY SECTION INDUSTRIAL PLANT OPERATING UNDER
VARIABLE THERMOMECHANICAL L O A D I N G
Starting date: March 1990

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim is to develop a 'user oriented' condition ananlysis system to
accurately evaluate the effect of thermo-mechanical loading cycles on
structural integrity and operational reliability of elevated temperature,
welded heavy section pressure parts of industrial process and power plant.
The system will comprise a validated computer-based lifetime monitoring
system with integrated on-line and off-line analytical/NDE features utilising
sophisticated inelastic modelling schemes to address crack initiation and
propagation at component weldings.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

In this first year of the project, procurement and evaluation of ex-service
component/samples of an internally and externally cracked header hgave
been performed successfully. Measurements on a n operating header are
being carried out on two vessel/tube intersection geometries. Development
of a residual stress mapping system using Barkhausen Noise Analysis and
Ultrasonic Testing to evaluate high thermal stress locations a n d
determination and modelling of creep and growth behaviour and thermomechanical finite element analysis of operating components have started.
Development of a n 'on-line' crack detection and 'off-line' NDE method for
linear surface crack detection a n d sizing have also started a n d some
promising results have also started and some promising results have been
obtained.
KEYWORDS

Electrical/Electronic industry; Repairs/Maintenance; Metallic structural
mazterials; Materials characterization/Testing; Research/Development; Nondestructive testing.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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ENHANCEMENT OF INSPECTION A N D MAINTENANCE OF
INDUSTRIAL STRUCTURES USING RELIABILITY BASED METHODS
A N D EXPERT SYSTEMS
Starting date: February 1988

Duration: 39 months

OBJECTIVES

In some industries, probabilistic methods have been applied at the design
stage to determine the life expectancy of a structure . Prior to this project
however, no tool was available to take into account the new information
(measurements, degradation data ...) gathered during the operating phase
of the structure in the context of this probabilistic approach. An analytical
method and the associated computer tool capable of taking this information
into account would lead to an optimization of the maintenance schemes for
complex structures by developing time varient probability computation
methods and a reliability oriented approach . A Knowledge Based System
(KBS) will be designed providing a n interface between the numerical
implementation and expert knowledge on the aspects of maintenance.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The technical development of the project has now ended.Four steps were
taken to reach the objectives of the project. The first three steps covered the
numerical implementation leading to the optimization scheme . A data base
used for the reliabilty calculation and for the KBS was first assembled. An
original method, capable of handling time-variant reliability problems, was
then implemented numerically. An optimization module taking into account
new information and data on inspection costs was created. It yields a n
inspection plan for a given element. The method and numerical tool was
successfully tested and RAMINO was designed. RAMINO provides a rational
frame for the collected data a n d the numerical methods developed,
complemented with the knowledge obtained from elicitations of field experts
and from the collection of non-numerical data. The different facets of this
work are presented in four publications of the proceedings of OMAE 91 held
in Stavangoer.
KEYWORDS

Chemical/Petrochemical; Construction/Building/Civil Engineering; Energy/
Power generation; Databases/Expert systems; Reliability
PRIME PARTNER:

OTHER PARTNERS:
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VERIFIED APPROACHES TO LIFE ASSESSMENT AND
IMPROVED DESIGN OF ELEVATED TEMPERATURE
TURBINE EQUIPMENT (VALID)
Starting date: July 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

life assessment procedures which incorporate improved material damage
modelling methods are necessary to meet the increasing demands for higher
performance and optimized maintenance of elevated temperature turbine
equipment.
The development of such procedures using validated techniques with
improved transferability to meet design a n d predictive maintenance
requirements for components operation under complex multiaxial loads is the
primary goal of this project.
The project addresses materials specific to integrity-critical items of steam
and gas turbine plant and is timely in view of the cunent upsurge in
worldwide interest in combined cycle power generation. The potential
financial benefit to European industry arising from increased industrial
competitiveness and efficiency is shown to be 150-200 M ECU per annum.
The major objectives which represent significant advances on current and
foreseen practices are to:
■ facilitate computer based schemes for improved accuracy lifetime
prediction of critical steam and gas turbine equipment
■ provide a validated practical methodology for determination of the
multiaxial stress criteria for failure initiation
■ establish a n extrapolation procedure to predict multiaxial failure by
accelerated tests
■ improve the accuracy of cyclic failure initiation prediction by up to an
order of magnitude by means of a diagnostic micro-strain monitoring
technique integrated with analytical codes
■ validate the predictive codes a n d techniques, through laboratory
simulation tests and field studies, to within +/- 20% on life.
KEYWORDS

Energy/Power generation; Engineering (mechanical); Metallic structural
materials
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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LIFETIME PREDICTION AND WEAR CONTROL OF
MACHINE ELEMENTS USING EXPERT SYSTEMS
Starting date: F ebruary 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

■ to incorporate tribological theory, test data, shop floor experience and
monitoring measurements into a practical expert system for the control of
specific machines, which will serve as a model for machines in general.
■ to establish a n d understand the relationships between monitoring
measurements a n d the state of critical components in a n industrial
machine.
■ to upgrade the tribological performance of the selected machine elements
by design of lubricants and surface condition of the contacting materials.
■ to understand the tribological performance of the selected machine
elements in industrial service and the intenelationships with laboratory
test rig behaviour.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ knowledge of the tribological behaviour of bevel gears, needle and axial
cylindrical roller bearings and flat guideways used in lathes. Basic
laboratory tests, simulated tests and tests on isolated elements have been
carried out
■ Software to calculate, in the selected elements "lambda" parameter,
dynamic load ratings, rating life, contact and scuffing temperature, tooth
root strength, surface durability, and loads and deformations
■ Prototypes, with the same critical functionality as the final working
system, have been prepared. These prototypes carry out the following:
- select suitable lubricants for rolling bearings, guideways and gears
- determine the deterioration grade of the lubricant a n d propose
appropriate measures
- predict the qualitative risk of failure of rolling bearings, gears and
guideways.
KEYWORDS

Tribology; D ata bases/Expert systems; Lubricants; Machine tools; Vibration
analysis/Acoustics
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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MACHINE MANAGEMENT FOR INCREASING
RELIABILITY, AVAILABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY
MIRAM
Starting date: August 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The main goal of the project is the development of a new methodology for
condition monitoring and predictive maintenance of machine tools. This
methodology will describe applicable techniques to predict and evaluate the
evolution of failures and the degradation of machine tool components (eg.
ballscrews, axis drives, coolant system, hydraulics), in order to find out the
causes of malfunctions, to suggest corrective and preventive actions and to
provide support in the operation mode. The proposed methodology is
expected to help improve the avaUability, reliability and maintainability of
machine tools as well as other types of machines or processes. The methods
will be based on modelling of the machine and its subsystems with physical
as well as qualitative models.
The results of the project will enhance fault diagnosis of newly designed
machines, make predictive maintenance more applicable a n d improve
scheduled maintenance.
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of this approach the machine
management prototype will be fitted to and tested on a field machine tool.
The basic ideas, however, which will be detailed below, are thought to be
general enough to be applied to other types of industrial equipment and
processes.
A low cost system is targeted, a n d thus the requisite software will be
developed for a 386 type computer.
KEYWORDS

Mechanical engineering/Machinery; Machining; Repair/Maintenance; Data
bases/Expert systems; Machine tools; Sensors/Signal processing
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

HECKLER & KOCH GMBH
TECHNOLOGY CENTRE
NECKARSTRASSE 1
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UNIVERSITY OF WALES
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PRISMA - PREDICTIVE INTEGRATED SYSTEM FOR THE
MAINTENACE OF ROTATING MACHINERY
Staring date: 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The PRISMA Project deals with the demonstration, of the feasibility of a n
integrated predictive maintenance system on rotating machinery.
To achieve this objective, a compressor supplied by THERMODYN, a
subsidiary of FRAMATOME, is chosen as the demonstration equipment.
Experience in reliability and predictive analysis, gained in the nuclear field,
is to be applied to this piece of industrial equipment.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

A first important step aimed at defining a n d specifying additional
instrumentation needed for conect monitoring of the machine has been
carried out.
Task 1, Environmental Analysis, has also been completed.
Task 2, Failure Modes and Reliability Analysis, is near completion. A failure
modes effects and criticity analysis has been performed on compressor and
lube oil system. After validation, this is to form the basis for selection of a
restricted number of possible events and faults that will be taken into
account in the following tasks of the project.
The overall architecture of the maintenance system, yet to be developed,
has also come in for a good deal of thought and discussion and agreement
over a common design is now near.
KEYWORDS

Maintenance; Machinery; Expert systems; Mechanical engineering;
Prediction
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

FRAMATOME
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GAS TURBINE HEALTH MONITORING DEMONSTRATOR
(GASTEM)
Starting date: 1991 -1992

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The objective of this project is to develop a gas turbine health monitoring
demonstrator which will be able to identify faults in more detail than other
systems currently available, enabling better fault diagnosis, improved
maintenance planning, higher plant reliability and reduced operating costs.
The demonstrator will be able to identify and process the following classes of
fault: blade vibrations (at extreme ambient conditions or unusual speeds),
compressor faults (blade erosion, mechanical damage), combustor faults,
performance loss (with identification of the parts of the engine causing the
loss).
To achieve this goal, the demonstrator will:
■ use multisensors acquisition
■ use new sensors technologies (for high temperatures)
■ use advanced data processing, namely acoustical imaging and gas path
analysis method
■ use a n expertise to be acquired theoretically and experimentally on a
large range of faults
■ integrate in a high level expert software the acquired expertise and data
handling capability to improve monitoring efficiency and decision making
quality for both designers and operators.
KEYWORDS

Vibration analysis/Acoustical; Energy/Power generation; Monitoring; Expert
system; Imaging; Thermodynamics
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

METRAVIB RDS
RESEARCH DIVISION
64 CHEMIN DE MOUILLES BP 182
F-69132 ECULLY

RUSTON GAS TURBINES LTD
NATIONAL TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY
OF ATHENS

CONTACT PERSON
B. BEGUET
Tel: + 33-78-332253
Tfax: +33-78-330107
Tbc + 380298 F
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POWER TRAIN NOISE/VIBRATION PREDICTION
Starting dat e: September 1991

t
Dura ion: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The goal of the project is to develop and define new and more accurate
methods of analysis for use at the power train (engine to road-wheel) design
stage to avoid tiresome a n d costly rectification programmes during
prototype development.
The project will address two main vibration and noise generating areas:
■ engine structure (Subproject 1 Engine FEM, Subproject 2 Engine SEA)
■ drive train (Subproject 3 Gear Rattle).
1. ENGINE FEM: To develop a n innovative software package, relying on
Finite Element Modelling, capable of predicting the vibrations and noise
radiation of the structures up to 2000Hz.
The focus will be on a more accurate prediction of the excitation forces.
2. ENGINE SEA: To develop a methodology, based on Statistical Energy
Analysis techniques, suitable for analysis and prediction of vibration and
noise above 500 Hz.
3. GEAR RATTLE: To develop a dynamic model of the drive train capab of
predicting the gear rattle phenomenon (audible impact of gear meshes)
under transient drive and steady state idle conditions.
An objective performance index of gear rattle will also be defined by
correlating subjective responses to a wide range of objective measures.
The generated predictive tools will be the object of a thorough stepwise
experimental validation.
KEYWORDS

Vibration analysis/Acoustics; Automotive, Components & Parts; CAE/CAD/
CAM systems; Mathematical modelling;
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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OPTIMIZATION OF NOISE CONTROL MEASURES IN
COMPLEX LIGHTWEIGHT SHEET METAL STRUCTURES
USING ENERGY FLOW ANALYSIS
Starting date: M a y 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

A CAE tool for modelling of the acoustic design diagnostics has been
developed based on energy flow analysis. Car body structures can be
optimized for acoustical performance and weight in the frequency range
250Hz to 2KHz. Optimization starts at the concept phase of the body
development giving the designers founded information on the quantity of
secondary noise control measures required for a particular design. Variation
of structural parameters such as base material, thickness and areas can
readily be investigated. Geometrical data from sketches or drawings is
required for this stage.
Optimization continues based on measurements made on a complete body in
white or a trimmed body. Here the sound insulation and damping of the
components are measured, revealing their relevant in-situ performance. In
the case of the white body the inherent sound insulation and damping is
found and the secondary noise control measures designed complentary to
this. Based on a n experimental or drawing-board model, predictions are
made for various sources of noise (e.g. various powered engines in a single
body). Diagnostics and 'what if' calculations are available to get the utmost
out of the models. Further to this the sound energy flow paths are
determined which can augment the acoustical design.
The tools developed have been validated on two different bodies both in
trimmed and body in white conditions.
KEYWORDS

Automotive; Eng^eering/Software/Technical/Services; Mathematical
modelling; Vibration analysis/Acoustics; Sound insulation; Damping;
Medium frequency.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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DEVELOPMENT AND INTEGRATION OF AN
ADVANCED UNIFIED APPROACH TO STRUCTURE
BORNE NOISE ANALYSIS
Starting date: January 1992

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The principle and overall scope of the project is to develop, implement,
evaluate and validate a n integrated approach to the problem of structure
borne noise transfer in cars. This is achieved through two major subtasks:
firstly, to build experience so as to define the practical behaviour of validity
of each of the techniques involved, secondly, to integrate the methods in a
single approach to the problem of structure borne noise in cars.
The projet aims at evaluating the limitations and assets of techniques such
as transfer path analysis, partial coherences and noise analysis by principle
components. The evaluation will be based on theoretical and scientific
elements in order to identify the complementary parts as well as the
eventual overlaps. Strong emphasis will, however, be put to the applicability
in a n industrial environment by investigating the consequences of the
theoretical developments upon the practical use; the effect of practical
simplifications upon the accuracy of the results will be considered to be very
important.
Through the evaluation of those techniques, the project aims at integration
of the analysis results, and the formulation of an interpretation scheme.
From result integration, the project focuses on the integration of the methods
themselves, so that not several measurement sessions but only one
integrated session has to be carried out. The definition and implementation
of the integrated approach will adhere to a n open system architecture as
well as to current standards for user interaction and develop pre-competitive
data processing and handling techniques so as to allow automation of the
approach.
KEYWORDS

Automotive, Components & Parts; Sensors/Signal processing; Vibration
analysis/Acoustics
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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DEVELOPMENT OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION (AE) TESTING METHODS
FOR ANALYSIS AND ON - LINE MONITORING OF STRESS
CORROSION CRACKING (SCO UNDER OPERATING CONDITIONS
IN THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
Starting date: May 1989

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

Corrosion is a very costly problem in the chemical industry, arid one of the
main damage mechanisms is stress corrosion cracking (SCC). The objective
is to study the ability of acoustic emission (AE) testing to detect SCC damage
on large chemical structures and to conceive an on-line monitoring system.
The following aspects will be investigated:
■ basic relationship between SCC and AE for different conosion systems in
laboratory experiments
■ practical tests on small vessels as an intermediate step for studying other
signficant parameters for transferability
■ conception of a n on-line monitoring system for large vessels and
demonstration of the efficiency of the system in practical service
conditions.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

In laboratory experiments, it has been possible to characterize signals from
extraneous sources, e.g. solution boiling a n d recrystallization, and to
distinguish these from real AE activity from SCC crack growth, allowing
detection and location of SCC. A good qualitative conelation between AE
activity and SCC damage has been achieved.
The need was clarified for small scale vessels to be as representative as
reasonably practicable of full-scale, but it was recognized that some
compromise will be necessary between the desire to reproduce the
operating environment and the need for accelerated tests to provide useful
results. Positive results have been obtained on small vessels confirming the
capability for detection and location of AE from SCC, within the limitations of
size and geometry so far investigated. D etection and monitoring capabilities
now require a quantative correlation of the AE data with the extent of SCC
damage.
KEYWORDS

Quality control/Inspection; Ferrous; Metallic structural materials; Corrosion
science; Reliability; Sensors/Signal processing; Acoustic emission
PRIME PARTNER:

OTHER PARTNERS:
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ACOUSTIC EMISSION FOR PROCESS MONITORING
DURING TURNING AND DRILLING
Starting date: M a r c h 1987

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The objective is to apply acoustic emission (AE) techniques to the automatic
tool monitoring for turning, drilling and grinding. Moreover, the new AEsystem has to be integrated in a computer aided testing system. Steps are:
■ to develop AE as a testing method which is able to gain on-line information
on the extent of tool wear, chip-formation and micro-fracture on the cutting
edge
■ to separate these three parameters: 1) turning, 2) drilling, 3) grinding
■ to demonstrate and to prove the capability of the developed AE system
through experiments under real industrial conditions.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Within the scope of this project, a new approach for tool-wear monitoring
during turning was tested successfully. It was demonstrated, that the
beginnings of tool wear can be detected with relative sensitivity using a
broadband AE-detection, short transmission paths and the extraction of
disturbance signals caused by collisions between the chips and the tool.
An essential result of this project concerns the sources of the AE during the
turning process. The examination of the signal transmission from the
workpiece to the tool suggests that the interactions at the contact area
between the workpiece and the tool are the most important AE-sources, i.e.
the sources within the workpiece itself can be neglected. Furthermore, a
new theoretical approach to the generation of AE during turning has been
evolved. This approach starts from the assumption that the essential AEsources during turning result from the friction at the contact area between
the workpiece and the tool. The present experimental results prove this
model, i.e. the model makes correct predictions on the AE-behaviour, where
other theories fail (e.g. independence of AE from the feed per revolution f).
In the examined case, tool-wear monitoring during drilling could be
performed relatively simply by an evaluation of the average signal level
(ASL-value). It has to ascertained, if this result can be generalized.
KEYWORDS

Automotive, components & parts; Handling/Transportation; Packaging
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN EXPERT SYSTEM FOR TOOL WEAR MONITORING IN
MILLING, DRILLING AND BLANKING USING MULTISENSOR SYSTEM AND
MACHINABIUTY STUDIES USING ACOUSTIC EMISSION
Starting date: January 1989

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

One of the main aims of a n FMS is to permit unmanned operation for
considerable periods of time. This requires sensing systems which can
monitor tool wear and breakage to ensure that tools are changed before
there is a deterioration in workpiece quality, or a danger of damage to the
machine itself. The major aim of this project is to develop the specifications
and implement a prototype expert system for tool wear monitoring in milling,
drilling and blanking operations. The effect of tool wear on Force, Torque,
Power or current and Acoustic Emission parameters in milling and drilling
operations will be investigated, and a tool-life prediction model is to be
derived. New investigations will result in the improved control of blanking
operations. A machinability test based on Acoustic Emission will be defined.
Novel multiparameter sensors which are suitably compact, robust and noninvasive for use in the monitoring of machining a n d metalworking
operations in the industrial environment will be developed. They will be
based on fibre-optic and laser techniques which will be incorporated into the
expert system.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Milling, blanking and drilling test stations were built and instrumented, AE
fibre optic interferometers, force and thrust optical sensors were designed
and tested both in laboratory and industrial conditions.
Analysis of preliminary tests enabled us to estimate the main parameters
influencing AE and other measurements in milling, blanking and drilling. A
new classifying test of machinability steel batches has been defined.
Development and organization of the knowledge base progressed as work
on control strategy.
KEYWORDS

Manufacturing; Instrumentation; Quality; Expert Systems
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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MODULAR, SENSOR-BASED SYSTEM FOR
KNOWLEDGE-BASED ANALYSIS AND OPTIMIZATION
OF THE GRINDING AND DRESSING PROCESS
Starting date: January 1990

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The intention is to develop a modular, sensor-based monitoring system for
the grinding action, combining intelligent diagnosis of the dressing/
conditioning a n d grinding processes with automatic process optimization
(grinding and dressing).
The ability of the individual sensor components to function in the machine
space under process conditions will be demonstrated by applying the
system to a cylindrical grinding machine of one of the partners, which is
capable of producing cylindrical parts with a maximum diameter of
d W "200mm and a maximum length of l w -500mm.
A realistic production test of the innovative sensors and evaluation of the
monitoring strategies c a n b e achieved only through a series of
representative tests with all the sensors acting together within the machine
cycles.
The optical surface analysis system, the structure-bome sound sensors used
to monitor grinding wheel dressing and tool life and the non-tactile diameter
measuring sytem will therefore all be fully integrated in the machine.
Extensive machine modifications will be necessary for this purpose.
KEYWORDS

Machine/Grinding; Process/Product monitoring; Quality control/Inspection;
Automation/CIM; Instrurnentation/Measuring; Sensors/Signal processng.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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Maintenance

MACHINE: MONITORING AND CONTROL OF HOIST
TECHNOLOGY IN INDUSTRIAL ENVIRONMENTS
Starting dat e: September 1990

t
Dura ion: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Hoists are the most versatile a n d widely used mechanical handling
technology in industry, yet control of the hoist and its end effector (the hook)
remains unsophisticated. MACHINE will create models of hoist and crane
structures and from there develop monitoring and control techniques for
application in the construction and manufacturing industries.
Objectives include; reduction of swing on pick up by 90%; an increase in the
accuracy of load delivery by a ratio of between 100:1 and 10:1 (depending
on hoist size), and automatic coupling to specified loads, with a 2% rate of
failure to couple first time. MACHINE will also build a crane performance
record system so that data provided by the sensor system may be used for
more efficient crane development decisions making and activity planning.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

MACHINE has completed its system design phase, the following elements
have been finalised.
■ four level dynamic crane model suitable to describe the motion of gantry
and tower cranes
■ distributed control a n d monitoring system utilizing FIELD BUS
interconnection
■ comprehensive sensor 'set' including ratio data links
■ evaluation of motor performances for advanced cranes
■ versatile grab for coupling difficult objects.
KEYWORDS

Construction/Building/Civil engineering; Building/Construction; Automation/
CIM; Electrical/Electronic industry; Manufacturing; Mathematical modelling;
Quality assurance
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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DEVELOPMENT OF EXPERIMENTALLY TESTED 3-D
COMPUTER CODES FOR FUNDAMENTAL DESIGN OF
PROCESS EQUIPMENT INVOLVING NON-NEWTONIAN
MULTI-PHASE TURBULENT FLUIDS
Starting date: February 1986

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

This project sets out to devise, implement and verify computational methods
for the prediction of non-Newtonian multi-phase turbulent flow and the
consequent effects thereof in process equipment. Predictions are to be based
on the fundamental physics of local phenomena and not the suspect global
empirical correlations currently used in the chemical industry. The verified
predictions will provide a capability for better diagnosis of existing
equipment a n d optimal design of new equipment without excessive
intermediate experimental scale-up. Faster, cheaper and more efficient
development of new processes will result.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The progress has been very significant. Computer programmes for flow
prediction incorporating new two-phase turbulence models for flows
containing suspended bubbles, droplets or particles a n d non-Newtonian
effects on the boundary flows, drag and tubulence are now operating and
in use for industrial problems. They have been tested againsy experimental
data obtained in pipe-flow and in mixing vessels, using flow visualisation,
anemometry a n d various two-phase measurement techniques. Other
significant new features of the computer programmes include the local
modelling of dispersed phase break-up and coalescence (without surfactant
effects) within the flow, a new discretisation technique which saves
computing time and improves accuracy, and the calculation of progress of
tracer and reactions in the flows. The programmes have now been largely
de-bugged and made reasonably user-friendly, and are being appropriately
spread acoross ICI and Unilever for use by competent process engineers.
The new break-up and coalescence modelling is also in use independently.
Application to the improvement of large fermenters, suspension polymerisers
and food a n d detergent manufacture is in progress, a n d new scientific
insights into these processes is emerging. Publications from the work are
appearing, and further collaboration between the partners is in progress.
KEYWORDS
Engineering (chemical); Processing (food, non-rigid materials);
Hydrocarbons/Petrochemicals; Paints; Computer science/Software;
Dynamics/Fluid dynamics; Mathematical modelling
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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EXPERIMENTAL, THEORETICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL
rXNALYSIS OF GAS AND PARTICLE BEHAVIOUR INSIDE A
CYCLONE PROVIDING THE BASIS FOR IMPROVED
PERFORMANCE OF CYCLONES AND SIMILAR
SEPARATORS
Staring date: M a r c h 1989

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The flow of gas and particles inside a cyclone is being studied. On the one
hand, a computer code is being developed, taking into account the high
swirl tridimensional flow of gas and the main phenomena which control the
behaviour of particles: inertia, drag (which can be affected by shape,
concentration of dust and by turbulence), and particle-particle interaction
(collisions leading to agglomeration).
At the same time, experiments are performed in order to calibrate the
computer code. The velocity field is studied inside a small scale cyclone
using a laser anemometer.
Pressure drop and collection efficiency are being measured on various sizes
of cyclone and in various operating conditions (gas flow, dust concentation,
gas temperature, nature of dust).
The code, once validated, will be applicable to other problems of gas
particle flow with high swirl as in centrifugal classifier's or cyclone burners.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Many experimental data have been obtained: LDA measurements have
provided a map of the velocity field (3 components and their fluctuations) in
a small cyclone. Efficiency has been measured for various conditions on a
full-scale cyclone. Various parameters have been measured on a cyclone
mounted on a coal-tired fluidized bed. These data are being used to validate
the first version of the code, now available. This code has a Navier-Stokes
3D aerodynamic solver, using a new collocated approach with boundary
fitted non-orthogonal grids, and 3 different turbulence models. Particular
improvements have been found in the collocated approach and in a new ke model extended to swirling flows. This code is fully interactive and includes
graphics capabilities, grid generation and calculation of collection efficiency
by particle tracking.
KEYWORDS
Engineering/Software/Technical services; Mechanical
engineering/ Machinery; Recovery/Recycling; Computer science/Software;
Mathematical modelling; Particle technology; Dynamics/Fluid dynamics
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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DEVELOPMENT OF A GENERAL COMPUTER - AIDED
TECHNIQUE FOR THE CHARACTERIZATION OF THE
MICROPORE STRUCTURE OF INDUSTRIAL POROUS
MEDIA AND DEVELOPMENT OF GENERAL NETWORK
SIMULATORS FOR PREDICTION OF MULTIPHASE FLOW
AND TRANSPORT PHENOMENA IN SUCH POROUS
MEDIA
Starting date: D e c e m b e r 1988

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

Experimental methods are to be developed to characterize industrial porous
media a n d to obtain parameters needed for construction of geometrical
network models decribing such media. The experimental studies are to be
used in the development of a mathematical network model of porous media,
oreover, a computer-aided three-dimensional network simulator of two
phase viscous flow a n d diffusion in porous media is to be developed. 2-D
and 3-D experiments are to be conducted in order to assess the reliability of
the prototype simulators.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Porous media have been studied and characterized in two- and in three
dimensions at the pore- and macroscopic levels. The characterization
methods used involve scanning electron microscopy, image analysis and Xray diffraction measurements. The computer models developed in the course
of the project include a simulator of mercury porosimetry in a threedimensional network of pores and a three-dimensional general network
simulator describing single- and two-phase flow through in porous media.
Physical- a n d physicochemical mechanisms in noncircular capillary tubes
have been studied both experimentally and by using mathematical models.
Finally, a n original experimental set-up for studies of two-phase flow in
three-dimensions involving the use of an ultra sonic method has been
developed.
KEYWORDS

Mathematical modelling; Materials characterization/Testing; Catalysts/
Zeolites; Porous media; Network models; Two-phase flow; Micropore structure
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF DENMARK
RESERVOIR GEOLOGY DIVISION
THORAVEJ 8
DK-2400 COPENHAGEN NV

GERTH
HALDOR TOPSOE A/S
UNIVERSITY OF PATRAS
ROYAL DANISH SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

CONTACT PERSON
A.WINTER
Tel: + 45-31-106600
Tfax: + 45-31-196868
Tlx: + 19999 D A N G E O DK

Contract no: Rl 1B-290
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THE STUDY OF NON-EQUILIBRIUM TWO PHASE FLOWS
IN STEAM TURBINES
Starting date: M a r c h 1989

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Two phase wet steam flows introduce important losses over and above
those of a purely aerodynamic nature in the last stages of steam turbines
and much of the power plant for water cooled nuclear reactors. It is
intended to adapt the wealth of experience and progress in gas turbine
aerodynamics to encompass the field of non-equilibrium condensing flows,
by introducing mathematical models which will be validated against
experimental data collected using purpose built instrumentation. The
resulting computer codes will enable parametric studies to be undertaken of
two-phase condensing flow phenomena, thus paving the way for the
ultimate aim of improvements in the design and efficiency of steam turbine
design.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Achievements to date are:
(1) Fundamental conservation equations of mass, momentum and energy
for a two phase flow in both through flow a n d blade to blade
calculations have been rewritten.
(2) Models for nucleation, droplet growth and drag have been developed.
(3) Experiments on non-equilibrium flow in the blade to blade plane have
been completed.
(4) Design of an optical probe for measurements in the meridional plane has
been completed.
KEYWORDS

Non-equilibrium; Nucleation; Droplet growth; Wet steam flow in turbines
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

GEC-ALSTHOM ENGINEERING
RESEARCH CENTRE
AERODYNAMICS AND TURBOMACHINERY
CAMBRIDGE ROAD
WHETSTONE
UK-LE8 3LH LEICESTER

BERT1N & CIE
ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE
FRT

CONTACT PERSON
U.K. SINGH
Tel; + 44-533-750750
Tfax: + 44-533-750774
Tlx: + 341626

Contract no: RI1B-271
Proposal no: P-2156
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THREE DIMENSIONAL COMPUTER SIMULATION OF IN CYLINDER FLOWS IN LARGE ENGINES
Starting date: N o v e m b e r 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Objectives of the project include:
■ definition of a design tool reciprocating engine modelling turbulent flows
occurring in cylinders and ports with moving valves
■ initiation or methodolgy for its production
■ construction and validation of the tool with measurements performed on
real cylinder and on transport cylinder (LD V measurements ).
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ at BERTIN:
The following computations have been successfully performed using
CALIFE:
- a steady 3D inlet port with a gas valve and two air valves
- an unsteady opening exhaust valve from closed position to full lift.
■ at CHAM:
PHEONICS code has been used to compute:
- a steady 3D inlet port with a gas valve and two air valves
- an unsteady opening exhaust valve from closed position to full lift.
■ at RUSTON DIESELS:
Overall measurements for one piston head geometry have been made.
New piston heads are designed.
■ at UNIVERSITA D ELLA CALABRIA:
Flow visualization in the vicinity of the valves has been performed and
LDV measurements are now feasible in the engine.
■ all partners:
Technical information exchanges and preliminary specifications are going
on for use of design tool with experimental engines as part of the project.
KEYWORDS

Automotive, Components & Parts; Energy/Power generation: Engineering/
Software/Technical services; D esign; D ynamics/Fluid dynamics;
Instrumentation/Measuring systems; Mathematical modelling
PRIME PARTNER:

OTHER PARTNERS:

BERTIN & CIE
FLUID MECHANICS DIVISION
BP 3 ALLEE GABRIEL VOISIN
F-78373 PLAISIR CEDEX

CONCENTRATION HEAT & MOMENTUM LTD UK
RUSTON DIESELS LTD
UK
UNIVERSITA DELLA CALABRIA
I

CONTACT PERSON:
E. ZNATY
Tel:+ 33-1-34818858
Tfax: + 33-1-30540414
Tlx: + 696231

Contract no: Rll B-247
Proposal no: P-2315
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IDENTIFICATION OF FLUID/STRUCTURE INTERACTION
FOR THE DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN OF BOILERFEED
PUMPS (BFP)
Starting date: March 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The fluid/structure interaction forces of annular clearance seals and
impellers are the dominating factors in the dynamic (vibration)
characteristics developed by large multistage boilerfeed pumps (BFP).
These fluid/structure interaction forces must clearly be defined prior to the
product development of a new generation High Speed Boilerfeed pump.
Furthermore, these unknown interaction forces are today the leading cause
of unscheduled feed pump outages in power plants worldwide. It is now
recognized that centrifugal pump rotor dynamic behaviour is influenced
tremendously by fluid/structure interaction forces generated at annular
seals and impellers. These forces can be divided into two groups: a) motion
dependent forces, b) pure hydraulic excitation forces.
The main aim of the project is to generate sufficient data to quantify both
motion dependent and pure excitational forces developed by fluid/structure
interactions of specific boiler feed pump components.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Presently two experimental testrigs are operational radially and axially
suspended in active magnetic bearings. Both testrigs allow identification of
motion dependent fluid/structure forces and moments related to five D.O.F.
Also excitation forces can be measured.
A new indirect identification technique is developed and built into a data
acquisition sytem for both testrigs. Theoretical fluid flow models are
developed for long grooved and smooth annular seals and for the impeller
shroud based on bulk flow models. Currently, finite difference fluid flow
models are developed for the impeller shroud leakage path.
KEYWORDS

Mechanical engineering/Machinery; Energy/Power generation; Dynamics/
Fluid dynamics; Vibration analysis/Acoustics; Fluid/Structure interactions;
Identification
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

BW/IP INTERNATIONAL BV
BYRON JACKSON PRODUCTS
TECHNICAL SERVICES
PARALLELWEG 6
NL-4878 AH-ETTEN-LEUR

LEUVEN SYSTEMS AND MEASUREMENTS BV
UNIVERSITY OF KAISERSLAUTERN

CONTACT PERSON
J.J. VERHOEVEN
Tel:+ 31-1608-28200
Tfax: + 31-1608-28487
Tlx: + 54041

Contract no: BREU-0102
Proposal no: BE-3472
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DECISION SUPPORT ENVIRONMENT FOR THE DESIGN
OF PIPING AND FLOW SYSTEMS
Duration: 36 months

Starting date: M a r c h 1990

OBJECTIVES

The major cause of failures in many processes, oil and gas, power, chemical
and manufacturing plants, is poorly designed piping a n d internal flow
systems that cause undesirable flow conditions, noise and vibration. This
project will specify integrated computer aids to:
■ specify and select flow system components for reliability performance and
safety
■ avoid adverse fluid-structure interactions, noise and vibrations.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

So far, it has laid down the technical basis for both the individual modules
and the overall software environment, including:
■ pulling together the physics of fluid-structure interactions
■ determining practical approaches to mathematical modelling of noise and
vibration propagation
■ setting up and now getting results from test rigs to validate the models
■ determining a usable selection strategy for equipment specification
modules
■ designing practical software structures, including for complex data
handling and knowledge representations
■ designing a software module for automatic transformation from
registration to a simplified model for mathematical analysis
■ intelligent graphical editor already built and currently being tested in
industry
■ in-depth analysis of industrial requirements for integrated design
software.
KEYWORDS

Data bases/Expert systems; D ynamics/Fluid dynamics; Mathematical
modelling; Vibration analysis/Acoustics; D esign; Engineering (process);
Engineering/Software/Technical services
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SFK TECHNOLOGY LTD
AMSTRAL HOUSE. MILL COURT
WOLVERTON MILL
UK-MK12 5QP MILTON KEYNES

BERTIN & CIE
CENTRE DETUDES NUCLEASES DE SACLAY
LICCONSULT A/S
INSTITUTO SUPERIOR TECNICO

CONTACT PERSON
R. WALLSGROVE
Tel:+ 44-908-221022
Tfax: +44-908-221363

Contract no: BREU-0109
Proposal no: BE-3394
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EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF
SLOSHING AND IMPACT LOADS
Starting date: September 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this project is to develop a fully integrated software for
the numerical modelling of the fluid/structure interaction, in terms of free
surface motions and impact loads, validated through ad-hoc experiments
and applied into innovative design guidelines and procedures.
The following types of problems will be considered:
■ for the shipbuilding industry-large amplitude imposed motions, harmonic
or irregular (stochastic), large prismatic (steel) tanks with internal baffles
and antiwash bulkheads, or quasi-spherical tanks
■ for the automotive industry-tanks for automobiles and road transport
■ for the aerospace-tanks in low gravity environment low amplitude
excitations, liquid fuel free surface reorientations, surface tension
■ for the civil engineering industry-large tanks for liquid storage, stochastic
earthquake excitations, concrete (rigid) and (flexible) steel walls.
For the specific problems under examination, the values of free surface
orientations and impact loads depend on the modelling of a number of fluid
a n d structural parameters (such as viscosity, compressibility, gas
cushioning, structural flexibility, gravity, etc.), which will be properly
specified.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautic/Aerospace; Automotive, Components & parts; Construction/
Building/Civil engineering; Shipbuilding; D esign; D ynamics/Fluid dynamics;
Codes /Standard
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

REGISRO ITALIANO NAVALE
R & D DIVISION
VIA CORSICA 12
1-16128 GENOVAGE

BRITISH AEROSPACE SOWERBY
RESEARCH CENTRE
BUREAU VERITAS
SIREHNA
CETENA

CONTACT PERSON
R.CAZZULO
Tel:+ 39-10-5385332
Tfax: + 39-10-591877
Tlx: + 270022 RINAV1

Contract no: BREU-0499
Proposal no: BE-4354
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DEVELOPMENT OF BASIC FABRICATION
TECHNOLOGIES AND SIMULATION TOOLS FOR
MICROMECHANICAL DEVICES
Starting date: O c t o b e r 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the project is to further advance the technological and theoretical
basis of Si micromechanics in order to fully exploit its potential for new
applications, thereby creating the foundation for a new industry. This
project sets out to investigate specific areas that will contribute to the
building blocks necessary for the development of Si based sensors for
monitoring pressure, acceleration, etc. The project will provide the elements
needed for:
1. fabricating micromechanical structures with high aspect ratios and
compensated for stress. The experiment will determine the best masking
material for etching. Various techniques for the stress compensation in
dielectric and semiconductor layers will be studied;
2. developing devices with freely movable silicon parts, which can be used
for the realization of micromechanical sensors and actuators;
3. allowing the prediction of the behaviour of micromechanical devices
using the software packages and simulations. The static and dynamic
behaviour of cantilevers, bridges and plates and the influence of
temperature on such structures will be cosidered.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

A number of achievements obtained after six months can be listed;
1. Experiments with dry a n d wet chemistries show that the required
deliverable etching depths can be obtained.
2. Some microstructures stress compensation techniques have been
determined.
3. Development of sensor stimulation packages is in progress.
KEYWORDS

Instruments/Sensors/Precision equipments; Quality assurance; Mechanics/
Solid mechanics; Micro engineering; Sensors/Signal processing
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SCHLUMBERGER INDUSTRIES
RESEARCH CENTRE (SMR)
50AV. JEAN JAURESBP 620-05
F, 92542. MONTROUGE

MESSERSHMITT BOLKOW BLOHM GMBH
FGFAH E.V/IFT
CCIP/ESIEE
CSICCNM

CONTACT PERSON
J. SUSKI
Tel: + 33-147-466673
Tfax: + 33-147-466952

Proposal no: BREU-0264
Contract no: BE-3364
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INNOVATIVE TRANSDUCERS FOR ADVANCED
SIGNAL PROCESSING
Sfarting date: M a r c h 1989

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The use of acoustical inspection techniques is limited by (1) scanning
possibilities to insonify the material and (2) by evaluation and interpretation
of the results, for which highly sophisticated specialists work is required.
New transducers for systems using signal processing both for data
evaluation and for measuring would be able to provide automated data
evaluation even for complex shaped surfaces using suitable acoustical
sensors with b r o a d b a n d characteristics a n d b e a m steering. The
development of these new transducers is based on the present available
Piezoelectric Polymer technology, which already proved its advantages in
comparison with existing tranducers. This technology has to be fitted to the
needs for non-destructive testing with special consideration of the imaging
techniques. The expected advances for future inspection systems are:
(1) to improve the inspectability of complex shaped geometries.
(2) to avoid the use of expensive manipulators.
(3) to reduce inspection time.
(4) automate data evaluation.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

1. Specifications for single element transducers a n d linear arrays for
standard and advanced ultrasonic techniques were drawn up.
2. The design and fabrication technologies for single element and linear
array transducers was developed.
3. The first transducer prototypes were manufactured. Preliminary tests
showed satisfactory results.
4. Signal evaluation algorithms for PVDF transducers were developed.
KEYWORDS

Sensors; Imaging; Inspection; Analysis
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SIEMENS AG
KWUE211
HAMMERBACHERSTRASSE 12-14
D-8520 ERLANGEN

FULMER RESEARCH LTD
CISE
IZPF-FRAUNHOFER INSTITUT
UNIVERSITY OF BOCHUM

CONTACT PERSON
L. VAN BERNUS
Tel:+ 49-9131-182953
Tfax: +49-9131-185315
Tlx: + 629299

Contract no: Rl IB-190
Proposal no: P-2172
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DEVELOPMENT OF FABRICATION TECHNIQUES FOR THE
PRODUCTION OF METAL-OXIDE BASED SENSORS
Starting date: F ebruary 1990

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim is to provide Europe with production techniques and a production
source, now monopolised by one Japanese manufacturer.for reliable and
fast responding sensing devices which are selective and sensitive towards
various gaseous species.
Therefore the project objectives are:
■ to investigate the potential of engineering of SnC>2. In203, ITO or
sandwiches of these materials as reliable a n d selective gas sensing
materials
■ to investigate the suitability of thin and thick films produced with these
materials as reliable and selective gas sensing films
■ to investigate the films and related solid state structures for the detection
of gases in terms of fabrication processes, process-parameters, and the
resulting gas sensitivity
■ to demonstrate the use of the most successful structures as gas detectors
for a number of gases on lab scale
■ to demonstrate the most promising sensor with the required mechanics
and electronics in a prototype apparatus by field tests in such a way that
a European production source for these devices can be established.
KEYWORDS

Sensors; Signal processing; Gases; Research/D evelopment; Multilayers/
Multimaterials; Materials characterisation
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS:

IMEC
MAP-VTV
KAPELDREEF75
B-3001 HEVERLEE

NTUA
GR
ARMINES F
CORECI F
VYNCKIER
B

CONTACT PERSON
J.ROGGEN
Tel:+ 32-16-281285
Tfax: +32-16-229400/281501
Tbc: + 26152
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NOVEL SEMICONDUCTOR GAS DETECTORS IN MULTISENSOR SYSTEMS FOR SAFETY, EFFICIENCY AND THE
ENVIRONMENT
Starting date: 1991 -1992

Duration:

OBJECTIVES

This project is driven by the desire to avoid increasing Japanese dominance
of the low cost gas sensor market, and to ensure that Europe benefits from
exploitation of the world-leading gas sensor knowledge of the participants.
The user partners have strong and complementary horizontal interests,
typical of the wide spread applications of gas sensors. An SME working with
a national laboratory provides the leading edge technology and ensures a
vertical relationship with the other partners. Society is increasingly
demanding improved safety, reduced emission of pollutants and higher
efficiency of fuel use. The applications addressed in this project make it
possible to satisfy these three goals simultaneously. Technically, the work
concerns gas sensing systems employing novel materials. Multi-sensor
arrays will be investigated to facilitate the use of improved signal processing
algorithms. The objective is to develop these concepts to the point where
realistic long-term laboratory tests can be undertaken.
KEYWORDS

Sensors; Engineering(chemical); Engineering (electrical); Ecology/
Environment; Safety management.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SIEMENS AG
CORPORATE RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT
OTTO-HAEN-RING 6
D-SO0OMUENCHEN83

BRITISH GAS
AUERGESELLSCHAFT
CAPTEUR SENSORS AND ANALYSERS
UNIVERSITY OF LIMERICK

CONTACT PERSON
H. MEIXNER
Tel:+49-89-6362962
Tfax: + 49-89-63646881
Tlx: + 52109-11 Sie d

Contract no: BREU-0502
Proposal no: BE-4033
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A FUNDAMENTAL STUDY OF ELECTROCHEMICAL
SENSORS FOR THE ALUMINIUM INDUSTRY
Starting date: 1991-1992

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

In this project a detailed investigation of electrochemical sensing principles
for the detection of certain elements in molten aluminium is proposed. With
respect to the development of a sodium sensor, emphasis will be put on the
development a n d characterization of a suitable reference system and the
production of the solid electrolyte. A prototype sensor will be constructed
and tested in the laboratory as well as in an industrial environment.
With respect to strontium, magnesium and hydrogen as elements to be
monitored, appropriate sensing systems will be investigated in detail. For
strontium a n d magnesium, the focus will be on a system of recently
developed ceramic proton conductors protected by a hydrogen permeable
material. The final aim of this basic research is to characterize the
appropriate materials and to investigate the feasibility of these materials in
electrochemical sensors. If successful, these sensors can be developed into a
prototype sensor (cf. sodium sensor).
KEYWORDS

Instruments/Sensors/Precision equipment; Materials processing; Quality
assurance; Non ferrous; Materials science; Sensors/Signal processing;
Chemistry
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SCK/VITO
TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH UNIT
BOERTANG200
B-2400 MOL

UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS
LEMMERZ BELGIE N.V.
HOOGOVENS ALUMINIUM

CONTACT PERSON
F. DE SCHUTTER
Tel:+ 32-14-333111
Tfax: + 32-14-320310
Tlx: + A t o m o l 31922

Contract no: BREU-0500
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CONTROL OF FLOCCULATION OF CELLULOSE FIBRE
AND MINERAL SOLIDS IN PAPERMAKING STOCKS
Starting date: August 1990

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

Flocculation of a papermaking stock is subject to continuous change during
its passage through the papermaking system. It will be increased by raising
the concentration of fibres a n d by the addition of chemicals usually
suppplied in the fan pump, the approach to the flowbox and in the flowbox
itself; Once leaving the flowbox, floes will form during formation a n d
drainage. These floes result in micro or macro variation in grammage. Their
distribution is commonly referred to as formation. This project aims ultimately
to control formation by controlling the flocculation characteristics of the
stock.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

In the first year the project has concentrated on:
■ process modelling: papermachine steady state and dynamic models have
been refined using industrial data from participating companies
■ sensor selection: ultrasonic, optical and imaging techniques have been
assessed for onward development
■ fundamental studies of the flocculation behaviour of papermaking stocks
have been investigated and used to develop models of floe behaviour.
Compilation of this information will be used to develop and refine sensors for
use in a feed forward control system for paper formation.
KEYWORDS

Control systems; Flocculation; Sensors; Cellulose fibres; Paper; Mineral fillers
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

PIRA INTERNATIONAL
PAPER AND BOARD DIVISION
RANDALLS ROAD
UK-KT22 7RU LEATHERHEAD

TNO
INSTITUTO PAPELERO ESPANOL
UNIVERSITY OF MADRID

CONTACT PERSON
DR. G. MOORE
Tel:+44-372-376161
Tfax: + 44-372-377526
Tlx:+929810

Contract no: BREU- 0159
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LASER MASS SPECTROMETRY FOR IN-LINE
INDUSTRIAL MICROANALYSIS
Note: updated information was not provided in time for publication
Starting

date:

F e b r u a r y 1989

Duration:

36 m o n t h s

OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of this project is the adaptation of Laser based Mass
Spectrometric techniques for in-stream diagnostics of ores, slurries and
solutions. A Laser Mass Spectrometer prototype is to be designed, installed
a n d pilot tested on site at a n enrichment plant. The use of currently
available high-repetition rate pulsed laser systems (Nd, YAG, Excimer or
Dye) allows the in-line a n d on-site representative sampling together with
sensitive a n d selective monitoring of the target compounds of interest.
Implementation of this technology is expected to increase production
efficiency, product quality and employee safety together with lower capital
investment requirements than the technology currently available.
KEYWORDS

Instruments/Sensors/Precision equipments; Mining/Extraction; Processing
(minerals & metals); Instrumentation/Measuring systems; Laser technology/
Power beams
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ELLTECSA
HELLENIC TECHNOLOGIES
36 ARDITTOU STREET
GR-11636 ATHENS

GEC MECHANICAL HANDUNG LTD
INSTITUTE OF ELECTRONIC
STRUCTURE AND LASER
MAX-PLANCK INSTITUT FUR QUANTENOPTIK
UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH

CONTACT PERSON
D.G. PHIUPPIDES
Tel: + 30-1-9223098
Tbc + 223879
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IN-PROCESS M O N I T O R I N G OF ELEMENT C O M P O S I T I O N A N D
DERIVED PROPERTIES OF POLYMERIC MATERIALS BY
REMOTE LASER MICROANALYSIS (RELMA)
Starting date: M a r c h 1990

Duration: 40 months

OBJECTIVES

The strategic purposes of RELMA are to improve product quality and to
reduce manufacturing time and costs during the compounding and mixing
of polymers like rubber. This will be achieved by application of a new
technique called laserinduced emission spectral analysis (LIESA®) recently
developed by K rupp for direct liquid steel elemental analysis in a steel plant.
For industrial rubber mixing processes, for example , it is highly desirable to
evaluate online the dispersion of the different ingredients in the polymer
matrix (i.e. compound homogeneity). Therefore the main objective of the
project is the development of a laboratory system capable of inprocess
monitoring of the homogeneity of rubber slabs in the open mill and other
locations in the early stage of a tyre production line.
By scanning the focused beam of pulsed laser across the surface of rubber
slabs in a rubbers mixing line, spatial element distributions will be measured
and evaluated online. The optical emission of the plasmas which are
created at the focal spot (spot size up to 10mm2) of the laser beam during
scanning, is detected for spectral microanalysis of the polymeric material.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■
■
■
■
■

construction of experimental setups for the elemental analysis of rubber
identificaton and assignment of all observed spectral features
measurement of calibration curves for variety of interesting elements
development of software for data evaluation and measurement control
specification of material properties to be measured via element
distributions.

KEYWORDS

Rubber mixing plant; Process/Product monitoring; Quality control/Inspection;
Plastics/Rubbers; Laser technologies/Power beams.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

KRUPP FORSCH UNGSINSTITUT GMBH
HAUPTABTEILUNG ELEKTROTECH NIK
MUNCHENER STRASSE 100
CM300 ESSEN 1

KING'S COLLEGE LONDON
PIRELLI COORDINAMENTO PNEUMATICI SPA

CONTACT PERSON
C-J LORENZEN
Tel:+ 49-201-1883060
Tfax: + 49-201-1882577
Tlx: + (2627) 201899
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NON-DESTRUCTIVE CHARACTERIZATION OF
DAMAGE IN PARTICLE REINFORCED ALUMINIUM
MATRIX COMPOSITES
Starting

date: J a n u a r y 1990

Duration:

36 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the project is to provide a nondestructive technique to
characterize d a m a g e in aluminium matrix composites, which may
negatively influence their fitness for use. Mechanical a n d thermomechanical behaviour depends strongly on the microstructural situation
(e.g. volume fraction, defects introduced by fabrication, size distribution,
etc.), the damage of the materials and the residual stress state. In addition
to this, damage accumulation during service life restricts the lifetime. At
present there is some empirical evidence of conelation between the results
of ultrasonic tests, the microstructure and the progress of fatigue damage in
metal matrix composites. Further progress requires understanding of the
physical processes underlaying this conelation. This project aims at
providing such a n analysis, leading to a multiparameter approach for the
ultrasonic characterization of metal matrix composites.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

From tests on undamaged specimens the most promising techniques were
selected: acoustic-elastic constants; thermo-elastic constants; phase velocity
a n d backscattering as a function of frequency. Absolute velocity and
second order constants measurements were judged unsuitable. The first
comparisons between measured a n d modelled d a t a showed good
agreement. Starting the next phase of the project is considered justified.
KEYWORDS

Composites (metal matrix); Research/Development; Materials
characterization/Testing; Mathematical modelling
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SHELL RESEARCH ARNHEM
INSPECTION RESEARCH
WESTERVOORTSEDIJK 67D
FOSTBUS40
NL-6800 AA ARNHEM

BIOSONIC SARL, FAMARS
FRAUNHOFER INSTITUT, SAARBRUCKEN
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF LEUVEN
UNIVERSITY OF SURREY.GUILDFORD

CONTACT PERSON
P. J. VAN DE LOO
Tel:+ 31-85^554287
Tfax: + 31-85^40041
Tlx: + 75026
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ON-LINE QUALITY CONTROL OF STRIP CAST
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
Starting date: July 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the project is to achieve significant improvement in stripcast
quality through an integrated control system and its use in process driving.
The production process chosen, continuous casting of Al alloy strip, shows
characteristics particularly suitable for the development / assessment of the
control system.
To achieve this target the following actions are necessary :
■ continuous assessment of the strip temperature distribution immediately
after salification
■ thickness profile measurement of the strip both longitudinal and
transversely
■ detection of defects a n d identification of the type, importance and
dimension of same. All the above mentioned measurements must be taken
non destructructively and by non contact method techniques in hostile
industrial environments.
The detection of the surface defects has to be fulfilled in real time while
manufacturing the aluminium strip.
The data obtained will be used in a further stage for:
■ development of the data management system for the collection of data
from various measurement devices and for their integration as quality
report of the strip
■ analysis of correlations between the process parameters and the collected
measurements
■ development of an expert system able to drive the casting operation using
processed data
■ final in-field test of the prototype system a n d evaluation of the
improvements achieved.
KEYWORDS

Forming/Shaping/Casting; Process/Product monitoring: Quality control/
Inspection; Non ferrous; Control systems; Imaging/Image processing;
Iristrurnentation/Measuring systems
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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CONTACT PERSON
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SYSTEM FOR ON-LINE INSPECTION, CLASSIFICATION,
QUALITY CONTROL AND RESCHEDULING OF FLAT
ROLLED PRODUCTS MOVING AT HIGH SPEED
Starting date: July 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The main aim of the project is the development of a system for inspection
and diagnosis, which carries out the quality control and classification of flat
products obtained in different industries (e.g. steel, aluminium, copper,
paper, plastics, glass, coated materials).
The system will detect visual defects of a size up to 2 mm 2 at a speed of
1200 m.p.m. The detected defects will be compared to the established
quality standards in order to determine the quality of the products and the
reason for its possible rejection.
The system will consequently allow the product to be delivered, plan the
production of a n alternative product or sort the outgoing product into a
lower quality category.
The project is split into the following main tasks:
1) Methodology of work, specifications, preliminary measurements and
optimal strategies for inspection and quality control
2) High lighting level system and CCD camera
3) Signal preprocessing and object definition
4) Classification of objects
5) Data base management unit
6) Diagnostics of the vision system
7) Expert and products
8) Integration of the subsystems and test on the prototype
9) Final report.
KEYWORDS

Databases/Expert systems; Electronics; Sensors/Signal processing; Quality
control/Inspection; Multimaterials/Multilayers; Vision/Optical systems.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ENSIDESA
INFORMATICA DE PROCESOS
Y AUTOMATIZACION INDUSTRIAL
PO BOX 93
E-33400 AVTIES-ASTURIAS

EUROPEAN ELECTRONIC SYSTEM
G A M M A SOFTWARE
UNIVERSITY OF MADRID
UNIVERSITY OF OVIEDO

CONTACT PERSON
FEUPE REQUEJO
Tel: + 34-85-576003
Tfax: + 34-85-570477
The: + 38215 ENSSA
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DEVELOPMENT OF MICROWAVE TECHNIQUES FOR
NON DESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION OF ADVANCED
CERAMICS
Starting date: April 1989

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The detection of critical defects in advanced ceramics, i.e. defects which are
likely to bring on rupture of pieces in service, is of prime importance.
Sophisticated non destructive testing methods (high frequencies
ultrasounds. X-ray, tomography) already exist, but are not well suited to
industrial use because of their price and of some technical requirements
(test duration, coupling medium). An alternative could be microwave
techniques with frequencies higher than 25-30 GHZ, provided they allow the
detection of small defects (size: some microns to a few hundred microns) in
complex shapes.
The first objective of this project is to assess the capability of microwave
techniques in terms of sensitivitY and resolution. The range of application,
i.e. types of microstructures which can be easily investigated by
microwaves must be defined. To achieve this objective, some samples will
be prepared using various raw materials and elaboration processes and first
characterized, in green and sintered states, by means of classical methods.
In a second stage, the dielectric properties of the materials will be
determined. Thereafter, the samples will be tested using a n experimental
microwave NDE device. The second objective of the project is to design and
build a microwave device for industrial application.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The contract had been stopped the 30/09/1990. At the end of the phase 1
'feasibility' results are not sufficient.
With microwave techniques it appears that is not possible to detect in
industrial conditions defects smaller than 100(im.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Automotive, Components & Parts; Quality control/
Inspection; Ceramics/Glasses; Instrumentation/Measuring systems.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SOCIETE FRANCAISE DE CERAMIQUE
REFRACTAIRES & CERAMIQUES TECHNIQUES
23 RUE DE CRONSTADT
F-75015 PARIS

ONERA-CERT
SCK/CEN
CERAMIQUES TECHNIQUES DESMARQUEST
BRITISH CERAM RESEARCH LTD

CONTACT PERSON
H. LEDOUSSAL
Tel:+ 33-1-40432442
Tfax: + 33-1 -46315804
Tlx: + 2069580SECARAM
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ON-LINE MULTI SENSOR INSPECTION SYSTEM FOR
COMPOSITES AND CERAMIC COATED MATERIAL
Starting date: N o v e m b e r 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this project is to provide a demonstration device with the
basic functions and capabilities of a n on-line modular multi sensor inspection
system for carbon fibre composites (CFC) a n d ceramic coated material
(CCM).
The on-line modular multi sensor inspection system (OMMSIS) will be
realized with optronic, electromagnetic and ultrasonic sensor techniques
including a n appropriate scanning device, on-line signal processing,
automatic or menu-driven operation, correlation and assessment of defects
as well as a powerful graphic presentation of the results.
The project is defined as follows:
(i) definition, production/selection and preparation of test specimens with
and without defects;
(ii) development and adaptation of optronic, electromagnetic (ED, DC,
MMW) a n d ultrasonic (SAFT) methods for surface a n d volumetric
inspection of CFC (including anisotropic layered material) and CCM;
(iii) integration of the inspecting systems by a data system and control unit
for defect correlation and assessment;
(iv) demonstration of trials with the demonstration device OMMSIS.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The achievements to date after six months of project running time are an
infrared inspection system working in principle; adapted MMW- and DCsensors, first mathematical solutions for anisotropic layered material, the
design of a test bench for the test specimens and the production of several
test specimens.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Automotive, components & parts; Quality
assurance; Quality control/Inspection: Fibres/Reinforced materials;
Composites (polymer/metal matrix)
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

STN/MSG
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D-2800 BREMEN
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X-RAY VOLUDENSITOMETRY APPLICATION TO THE
TESTING OF TECHNICAL CERAMICS AND ADVANCED
MATERIALS
Starting date: February 1989

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

Development of a new non-destructive testing (NDT) method for inspection
of small, light industrial parts. The aim is to provide the NDT staff a 3dimensional image of the volume of the object to be tested. The equipment ,
called EVA, processes the captured X-ray transmission measurements along
a series of projection planes surrounding the object. A special algorithm is
used to reconstruct, from these data, a 3D density cartography. A high
spatial resolution can be achieved by this method which allows detection of
small critical defects in ceramics or advanced materials.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Acquisition equipment was specifically designed for the project and put into
operation. It is composed of an accurate computer-controlled manipulator,
incorporating a 160 kV microfocus X-ray tube and an image intensifier tube.
The measuring bench automatically generates a full acquisition and
calibration cycle with storage of data for the next processing step: the
reconstruction stage.
A prototype version of the reconstruction software, including Feldkampf and
Grangeat algorithms as options, has been applied on real data: the results
are rather encouraging. However, the final version will run on a vectorial
processor. An important optimization phase is under way in order to reduce
the testing time; significant improvements could be achieved.
Display software under implementation is intended to facilitate the
interpretation of the resulting imges by offering a friendly, interactive human
interface: display functions have been selected a n d designed to ease
characterization of defects in materials.
A methodological study was performed to supply reference ceramics parts
with and without calibrated defects. The next step, now in progress ,
consists in the production of a more complex part: a prototype
precombustion chamber. These parts are dedicated to the evaluation of the
NDT perfomances of EVA.
KEYWORDS

Materials characterization; Quality control; Non-destrustive testing; Imaging
instrument; Research and development; Ceramics; Advanced materials.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNER

INTERCONTROLE
SERVICE ETUDES ET REALISATIONS
13RUEDUCAPRICORNE-SIUC433
F-94583 RUNGIS CEDEX

LETI
CUAUCONTROL
MILANO RICERCHE
REGIENOV
FAIREY TECRAMICS LTD

CONTACT PERSON
P. MORISSEAU
Tel:+ 33-1-49784040
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NON CONTACTING SURFACE CHARACTERIZATION
OF CERAMICS AND COATINGS WITH MICRO
ACOUSTIC WAVES <C - MAW)
Starting date: S e p t e m b e r 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The goal of this project is to demonstrate a novel laser generated ultrasonic
inspection technique for surfaces and interfaces of ceramic components and
thin film ceramc coatings. This technique will provide accuracy a n d
resolution up to 2 orders of magnitude better than techniques now in use for
identifying residual stresses and defects in thin surface regions (3-10 nm).
The specific objectives of this project are as follows:
(i) create a technique for very accurate measurement of residual stress,
microstructure, and defects in ceramic components and coating systems
(ii) demonstrate application of the technique to optimisation of selected
manufacturing processes. This will involve surface acoustic wave
measurements on a range of industrial samples followed by mechanical
or thermal testing
(iii) demostrate capability for in-process control, a second prototye
measurement apparatus with in-process monitoring capability will also
be assembled.
KEYWORDS

Ceramics; Coatings; Non destructive testing; Machining; Reliability; Quality
control; Instruments
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ROLLS-ROYCE PLC
NON DESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION GROUP
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY
POBOX3.FILTON
UK-BS12 7QE BRISTOL

SKF ENGINEERING & RESEARCH CENTRE BV
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UNIVERSITY OF NOTTINGHAM

CONTACT PERSON
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ATTAIN: APPLICATION OF TRANSIENT
THERMOGRAPHY TO ADVANCE INDUSTRIAL NDT
Duration: 36 months

Starting date: September 1991

OBJECTIVES

The mission of the ATTAIN project is to demonstrate the industrial potential
of a n a d v a n c e d non-contacting ND T technique-advanced transientmumination thermography. It is anticipated that this technique should prove
applicable in a wide range of industrial situations where the type of
measurement to be made (such as defect type, speed or resolution), or
environmental a n d access requirements, m a k e other techniques
inappropriate. The seven partners, together with additional industrial
sponsors, represent both system and user interests across a representative
range of industries - some of which have wished to apply suitable on-line
NDT inspection techniques for some time. Major cost savings are identified
in the Proposal, should the proposed research and feasibility trials prove
successful. Technical goals include detection of:
■ cracks of width 0.1mm and length 1 mm in ceramic coated turbine blades,
a n d measurement of coating thicknesses in the range 0.2-0.6mm to
accuracy of ± 5%
■ areas of disbanding (> 100 cm 2 ) of thin (20-200 (im) metallic and organic
(paint) coatings on steel strip
■ wear-related thickness variation and >10 |im surface cracks on ceramic
bearing components
■ high-resolution (< 10 pm) defect detection in thin films on ceramic
substrates
■ quantitative determination of thermal properties of ceramic substrates for
thin films.
KEYWORDS

Transient thermography; Ccxxting^/Thin films; Composites (polymer matrix);
Databases/Expert systems; Image/Image processing; Materials
characterization/Testing; Mathematical modelling
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

AEA TECHNOLOGY
AEA INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY
LASER TECHNOLOGY CENTRE
CULHAM LABORATORY
UK- OX 14 3DB ABINGDON

BRITISH STEEL TECHNICAL
NATIONAL MICROELCTRONICS
RESEARCH CENTRE
OXFORD F RAMESTORE
APPLICATIONS LTD
DIGIGROUP SUD SRL
ASOCIACION DE LA INDUSTRIA
NAVARRA
TECHNOLOGIES SPECIALES
INGENIERIE

CONTACT PERSON
J. FIERET
Tel: + 44-235-463638
Tfax: + 44-235-464138
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DEVELOPMENT OF NON-INVASIVE METHODS FOR
MEASUREMENT OF STRESS IN WELDED STEEL
STRUCTURES
Starting date: February 1989

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The nondestructive measurement of stress in welded steel structures has
been identified as a key element in the evaluation of their fitness-forpurpose. The objective of this four-year project is the research a n d
development of non-invasive methods capable of measuring stress in such
structures. Particular attention is being paid to offshore constructional steels,
but it is intended that the techniques under development will have a wider
application within electricity supply and manufacturing industries. The
approach is first to study a wide range of magnetic and ultrasonic methods
and then to focus on those with the best practical potentential for
determining (in increasing order of difficulty) relative surface stresses,
absolute surface stresses, relative bulf stresses, and absolute bulk stresses.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The project has just successfully completed its Mid-Term Review. After a
wide-ranging Phase I programme of experimental and theoretical studies, a
combination of magnetic techniques has been identified with the best
balance of technical performance and practical potential for biaxial stress
determination in ferritics weldments. The work has included some seminal
theoretical modelling of the interaction of magnetic fields with depthdependent tensor stresses. In addition to further background research
relating to calibration and optimization, the Phase II work programme aims
to develop a demonstrator system for testing on a range of industrial
problems.
KEYWORDS

Chemical/Petro-chemical; Energy/Power generation; Reliability; Quality
control/Inspection; Materials characterization/Testing.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

HARWELL LABORATORY,
AEA TECHNOLOGY
MATERIALS PHYSICS & METALLURGY
DIVISION
BUILDING 521
UK-OX11 ORA DIDCOT OXFORDSHIRE

CISE
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CONTACT PERSON
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RESIDUAL STRESSES AND HARDENING DEPTH
MEASUREMENTS - AN ON LINE APPROACH TO
MECHANICAL PART 100% PRODUCTION TESTING
Starting date: July 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The continued effort towards product quality improvement in the automotive
industry has identified the need for reliable on-line non-destructive testing
techniques that enable evaluation according to product specifications, the
execution of local heat and/or mechanical treatments on critical components
such as crankshafts, camshafts and gears. Required performances include
characterization of surface hardness and residual stress states, independent
of initial charge variability (Priority themes 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.3, 4.1.1).
The objective of the project is to develop solutions based on nonconventional electromagnetic techniques (controlled-signal pulsed eddy
currents, anisotropic magnetic permeability, Barkhausen noise), which are
the most favourable to on-line implementation. These solutions will be based
on parameter combinations of proven diagnostic reliability a n d on
measuring procedures applicable to on-line testing. A prototype system with
automated evaluation capabilities will be assembled a n d used for
experimental validation in shop environment. A user-orientated flexible
design will allow operation by non specialist personnel and enable different
industrial end users to address their own specific problems. On-line feedback
information to the process will thus become possible, with further benefits in
terms of reduction in finished product scraps and in related costs.

KEYWORDS

Automotive, Components & Parts; Quality control/Inspection; Ferrous;
Instrumentation measuring systems; Cold working processes; Residual
stress; Hardening depth profile
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

IVECO FIAT SPA
QUALITY & GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION PLAN
35 VIA PUGUA
H0156TURIN

RENAULT-RECHERCHE INNOVATION
VOLKSWAGEN AG BRAUNSCHWEIG
UNIVERSITY OF DORTMUND
CISE
LABEIN

CONTACT PERSON
O. SALVATORE
Tel:+ 39-11-2245608
Tfax: + 39-11 -550222
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HIGH RESOLUTION NON-DESTRUCTIVE X-RAY EQUIPMENT FOR
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION LINE MONITORING WITH ON-LINE
COMPUTER EVALUATION
Starting date: S e p t e m b e r 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the proposal is the investigation and the development of a n
automatic X-ray ND T analysis using a new sensor concept with customised
integrated pulse handling and readout together with special multichannel
image processing. This approach makes use of energy selective X-ray
sensors associated with a low noise linear integrated electronics as well as
an integrated image processing system. The main tasks are:
■ research a n d development of cadmium telluride energy selective sensors
built together in blocks of up to 1500 elements
■ specification and design of a suitable integrated preamplifier followed by
other integrated pulse handling electronics adapted to these sensors
■ design a n d development of a flexible X-ray generator adapted to both
sensor and scanning technologies
■ concept a n d prototype development of special image processing harda n d software to handle the multidimensional data delivered by the
material discriminating ND T system
■ integration of the components to a prototype system to verify the
functionality.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Final specifications have been worked out.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Process/Product monitoring; Quality
control/Inspection; Image/Image processing; Sensors/Signal processing
PRIME PARTNERS
HEIMANN GMBH
SYSTEMTECHNIK
WEHER KOEPPEL 6
P.O. BOX 3007
D-6200 WIESBADEN

OTHER PARTNERS
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VISION BASED INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL
AUTOMATIC INSPECTION SYSTEM FOR METAL
PRODUCTS
Starting date: 1991 -1992

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

In the project a novel multisensorial-data supported industrial inspection
system for metal parts is proposed. It involves new X-ray sensors and
conventional light based computer vision modules, for simultaneous
detection and correlation of internal and surface quality defects of metal
parts, giving non invasevely in realtime, a total quality assessment.
The system will be suitable for unattended, as well as for manned
operations, in dense factory environments. It will be based on advanced
image processing algorithms and multi-sensorial data fusion methodologies,
effectively combining image features and high level artifacts derived from
them, in order to compile an accurate defect modelling and localization and
to fast validate the produced parts, according to their overall quality
specifications.
The project aims at a directly exploitable multi-sensorial inspection
workstation, to be actively marketed by the consortium members soon after
the projects conclusion, both in EEC countries and abroad.
The system will bring high-tech quality inspection tools to a hostile and
difficult to operate environment (such as metal parts manufacturing, casting
a n d machining), thus offering a tremendous potential for quality
improvement and productivity acceleration.
KEYWORDS

Quality control/Inspection; Processing (minerals & metals); Imaging/Image
processing; Sensors/Signal processing; X-ray imaging; X-ray sensors; X-ray
sources
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

HITEC SA
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW NMR MICROSCOPE FOR
STRUCTURAL AND DYNAMIC STUDIES OF CHEMICAL AND
BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES
Starting date: January 1989

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

■ to develop an NMR microscope with resolution in the order of 10 microns.
■ to provide spatially localised NMR spectroscopy (at lower resolution).
■ to provide the ability to carry out a range of experiments in the second
half of the 3 year programme.
■ to study spatial reaction between flowing reacting fluids; diffusion studies
in gels and porous materials; microflows velocities; the dynamic structural
changes occurring during polymerization, isomerization and solidification.
■ this will lead to improved knowledge of fine chemicals a n d materially
improve methods of analysis and on-line inspection.
■ to establish the potential industrial uses of these processes.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The project has been delayed by one year because the magnet ordered for
the project was a year late from the suppliers, owing to technical problems
that they encountered. Now that the magnet is operational all parts
prepared by SMIS have worked well, resulting in initial images with 20
micron resolution. Final tests are underway before shipping the complete
system to RUCA. Additional hardware will be added to improve image
resolution below 10 microns. Parallel studies have continued at both RUCA
andPGS.
KEYWORDS

Imaging/Image processing; Instruments/Sensors/Precision equipments.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SURREY MEDICAL IMAGING SYSTEMS LTD
ALAN TURING ROAD,
SURREY RESEARCH PARK
UK-GU2 5YF GUILFORD SURREY

UNIVERSITY OF ANTWERP RUCA
PLANT GENETIC SYSTEMS (PGS)

CONTACT PERSON
C.P. RANDELL
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Tfax: + 44-483-63114
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DEVELOPMENT OF NOVEL INTELLIGENT MONITORING
TECHNIQUES AND OPTIMAL ADAPTIVE CONTROL
FOR FED-BATCH PENICILLIN FERMENTATION
Starting date: O c t o b e r 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The main goal of this project is the development of new monitoring
techniques and advanced control methodologies to be applied on industrial
fermentation processes. The case in study in the project will be the penicillin
fed-batch fermentation.
Specific objectives on this project are:
■ Extension of the enzyme thermistor system previously developed for
measurement of penicillin and glucose for monitoring of the penicillin
fermentation
■ to design a "software sensor", a n algorithm used as a n adaptive
observer, based on a penicillin fermentation model and to test it as a
mathematical tool for on-line estimates of non measured parameters and
non-measured state variables of penicillin fermentation
■ to design a n d implement model-based adaptive optimal controllers in
order to maximise the yield of the penicillin fermentation
■ to integrate these achievements on a n "on-line* sampling a n d data
acquisition system and run pilot experiments for validation of developed
technology.
KEYWORDS

Penicillin fermentation; D ynamic modelling; Sampling devices;
Pharmeceuticals; Control systems; Instrumentation/Meosuring systems;
Sensors/Signal processing
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

C1PAN
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SUB ANGSTROM STRUCTURE CHARACTERIZATION
Updated information was not provided in time for publication
Starting date: 1990

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

Development of methods and instrumentation for structure characterization
below the 0.1 nm level. By combining the know-how of European
Universities a n d Industries it is possible to construct a unique electron
microscope which can reach beyond the physical limit of characterize the
atomic structure and chemical composition will be used for materials where
knowledge on structural deviations at a n atomic scale is essential for
understanding these properties.
A fundamentally new method of phase a n d structure retrieval by focus
variation, developed in the Unvirsity of Antwerp, together with a n auto
alignment method developed in Delft forms the key issue. A second methodelectron holography developed at the University of Tubingen can lead to the
sameresullt employing almost the same microscope.
The hardware consists of a special electron microscope designed by Phillips
with a n image detector designed by University of Tubingen. Also to be
designed by Tietz Video and Image processing Systems GmbH is a n ultrafast
image processing system.
This combination of know how is unique in the world and will make the
instrument by far superior to the Japanese competition.
KEYWORDS

Instruments/Sensors/Precision equipments; Imaging/Image processing;
Materials science; Micro engineering
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

PHILIPS
ELECTRON OPTICS
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NON-DESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION FOR THE PRE-INSTALLATION
ASSESSMENT AND IN SITU INSPECTION OF WOODEN
TRANSMISSION POLES
Starting date: M a y 1988

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The Feasibility Study prior to this project identified the annual costs of
inspecting wooden transmission poles in the EEC as 150 million ECU. With the
continued use of wooden poles assured, reliable a n d accurate nondestructive methods to assess the condition a n d predict the strength
properties of poles are essential if unexpected failures are to be prevented
and fewer poles are to be prematurely replaced. The objective is to enable
significant reductions in the cost of mcrintaining overhead line systems, by
developing prototype devices for the improved strength prediction.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

1. One 350 poles both new a n d removed from service, have been
destructively tested following assessment by a range of non-destructive
testing techniques. Testing continues using the specially developed
cantilever test facility at TRADA.
2. A prototype technique for the production of the strength and condition of
poles in-situ has been developed and has undergone field trials in both
Denmark and the UK.
3. A prototype machine for predicting the strength of new poles at the
production stage has been constructed and is undergoing trials.
4. Work is processing on th edevelopment of a ' quick check ' device for use
by needing to know whether a pole is safe to climb.
KEYWORDS

Construction/Building/Civil Engineering; Wood/Quality control/Inspection;
Materials characterization/Testing; Vibration analysis/Accoustics;
Research/ Development.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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WOOD ANALYSIS BY DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING
(WOODIP)
Starting date: M a r c h 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The project's com is to create a new intelligent sensor, based on Visionics,
initially adapted to the timber and wood industry, but also to cork industries,
which face similar problems. The main performance to be attained is:
automatic detection of defects as small as 1 square millimetre, with an image
contrast factor (signal-noise ratio) aproaching 1 and a rate analysis of 2
image/second.
This work will make it possible to solve the following essential problems:
■ qualification of different types of defects (knots, cracks, bluestain and
coloured stain, grain and all types of defects) and quantification of their
acceptibility
■ development of simple systems, based on analysis of a minimum number
of discriminatory parameters, and at a cost of less than 70 000 ECU for an
integrated system
■ definition and identification of human decision criteria a n d creation of a
mathematical model transcription.
KEYWORDS

Image processing; Wood; Cork; Sensors; Machining; Quality control;
Automation
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CENTRE TECHNIQUE DU BOIS
ET DE L'AMEUBLEMENT
POLE PRODUCTIQUE BOIS AMEUBLEMENT
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F.I.D
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CONTACT PERSON
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INTEGRATED SIMULATION AND EVALUATION OF
ULTRASONIC TESTING DATA
Starting date: October 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The goal of the project is to develop a methodology and a system which
allows simulation of ultrasonic testing inspections especially of complicated
geometries. Also the comparison of simulated and measured data will be
supported by this system. The system will be realized by integration and if
necessary modification or further development of the following modules:
■ 3-D handling of geometry (CAD , Preprocessing, Postprocessing)
■ modelling - Scanning path optimization - Imaging methods as central
beam approximation, topography, SAFT
■ flaw analysis and interpretation.
The project is based on the result of the PISC III modelling group and on
existing techniques of the partners a n d subcontractors. The results of the
project will be a helpful tool for:
■ Estimation of inspectability of a specimen to be constructed
■ planning of inspection strategy, which means transducer design,
scanning path optimization and selection of instrumentation
■ inspection demonstration by simulation; - analysis and interpretation of
insertion data, especially sizing of defects with respect to fracture
mechanics
■ documentation of ND T results; - assurance of inspection quality.
Comprehensive tests will be carried out by comparison of simulated UT data
with measured ones using mock-ups which cover a wide range of
applications.
KEYWORDS

Quality assurance; Inspection; Maintenance; Metallic structural materials;
CAE/CAD/CAM Ssystems; Imaging; Mathematical modelling
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SIEMENS
KWUE211
HAMMERBACHERSTRASSE
D-8520 ERLANGEN

CISE
BABCOCK
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DEVELOPMENT OF A NON-DESTRUCTIVE TEST METHOD BASED ON
ACOUSTIC MICROSCOPY, FOR PROCESS MONITORING OF POWER
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE MANUFACTURE
Starting date: N o v e m b e r 1988

t
Dura ion: 44 months

OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this project is to use Scanning Acoustic Microscopy (SAM) to
identify a n d characterize defects in power semiconductor devices (p-i-n
diodes, BJTs. SCRs, RCTs, GTOs). At various stages of the fabrication
process, defects are inevitably introduced in the silicon wafer, like impurities
in the crystal, microcracking of silicon wafer, voids at the silicon-contact
metallization interface. Such defects may strongly affect the electrical
performances and reliability of the finished device. Since high voltage and
high current ratings are required from very large area devices, an accurate
knowledge of the defects introduced into the silicon is a key factor in
manufacturing.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

This project is logically divided into three main sections as follows:
■ calibration of the different SAM equipment available for research and
acoustic characterization of materials typically used in semiconductor
manufacturing
■ assessment of actual defects introduced in the silicon water during the
fabrication process, by SAM and other cross-characterization techniques
■ image acquisition a n d processing; development of a system for
measurement management.
The first part of the research was completed with important achievements
both in terms of measurement protocols a n d characterization of materials.
The investigation of actual defects started during the second year of
research. Some kind of defect has been fully characterized and SAM is now
used for in-line assessment of commercial devices, while other types of
defects are still being studied. Hardware and software for image acquisition
a n d processing have been developed, a n d a system for automatic
management of the measurement of two particularly meaningful defects is
now under consideration.
KEYWORDS

Electronics; Power semiconductor devices; Non destructive evaluation;
Acoustic microscopy; Process monitoring; Image processing; Materials
characterization.
PRIME PARTNER
ANSALDO TRASPORTI SAP
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OTHER PARTNERS
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN AUTOMATED BOND
VERIFICATION SYSTEM FOR ADVANCED ELECTRONIC
PACKAGES
Starting date: September 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Customers purchasing electronic products are demanding increased product
functionality, reduced unit size and higher reliability. The first two factors
combined result in a n increase in the connection denbsity inside the
product. To satisfy this requirement the width of the component leads and
pitch of the connections are made finer. In order to provide increased
reliability 100% automatic inspection is necessary.
While some systems exist for inspecting fine pitch bonds, no system can
inspect all types of defect in both visible and hidden bonds, or inspect very
fine pitch bonds in the sub 300|im range.
This project will provide a prototype, non-contact, automated inspection
system capable of assessing the integrity of soldered joints and wire bonds,
including those of very fine pitch devices (<300|im), at production speeds,
on electronic printed circuit boards. The use of 2D vision, 3D high resolution
laser a n d x-ray fine focus techniques will be investigated and a system
incorporating a combination of technologies will be developed. The system
will be of modular construction to allow appropriate sensors to be used, and
include sufficient flexibility to allow for inspection of larger bonds which will
continue to be a feature of the mixed interconnection technology boards in
the future.
KEYWORDS

Electrical/Electronic industry; Quality control/Inspection; Solders/Brazes/
Welding; Automation/CIM; Jinaging/Image processing; Laser technology/
Power beams; Vision/Optical systems
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

LUCAS ENGINEERING & SYSTEMS LTD.
MT& E
PO BOX 52 SHIRLEY, SOLIHULL
UK-B90 4JJ WEST MIDLANDS

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT INTERNATION B.V.
SOFROTEC
LIVERPOOL POLYTECHNIC
TRINITY COLLEGE
CEA/LETI

CONTACT PERSON
J. GUZMAN-BELLO
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CHARACTERIZATION OF POLYMER-LIKE FILMS, FIBRES
AND CERAMICS, AND THEIR SURFACE TREATMENTS, BY
HIGH RESOLUTION ELECTRON ENERGY LOSS
SPECTROSCOPY
Starting date: N o v e m b e r 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

In order to enhance the qualities of textile materials (synthetic and natural
fibres) that, because of their physical shape, are dependent on their surface
elemental and chemical composition and morphology, a new generation of
HREELS (High Resolution Electron Energy Loss Spectrometer) instrument will
be designed a n d optimized. With the study of case examples, the
applicability of this spectroscopy to fibre materials will b e demonstrated in
three steps:
(1) as (natural a n d synthetic) fibres have a very heterogeneous complex
morphology, first models like flat polymers films will be studied.
(2) then modified (by plasma or laser treatment; coating) polymer surfaces
will be prepared and characterized.
(3) finally industrial films and fibres will be studied.
This research is backed u p by the use of (more) conventional (FT) InfraRed, Raman, ESCA,(TOF) SIMS and AFM techniques, and mechanical tests.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

After six months, the evaluation of the physical performances of the HREELprototype developed in Namur h a s been performed. Consequently,
construction of the new spectrometer for the project has been ordered. In
the meantime, the surface characterization of clean, or as received, polymer
films is undertaken.
KEYWORDS

Instrurnentation/Measuring systems; Materials characterization/Testing;
Surface treatment technologies; Cccttings/Thin films; Polymers;
Superconductors; Textile/Clothing
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

FACULTES UNIVERSITAIRES NOTRE-DAME
DE LA PAIX
LABORATOIRE L.I.S.F
61. RUE DE BRUXELLES
B-5000, NAMUR

UNIVERSITE CLAUDE BERNARD LYON I
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F
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INST1TUTO DE INVESTIGACION TEXTIL Y DE
COOPERATION INDUSTRIAL DE TERASSA
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SURFACE MODELLING AND QUALITY CONTROL
SYSTEM FOR MANUAL AND AUTOMATIC
COORDINATE MEASURING MACHINES
Starting date: N o v e m b e r 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The project's aim is to satisfy the needs of exploiting manual and automatic
coordinate measuring machines (CMM) in connection with CAD/CAM
systems, at any stage of the manufacturing process and for a wide range of
applications, from the geometric modelling of physical workpieces by CMM
digitizing, to the set up and inspection of models, dies and moulds. While the
field of classical geometric features (planes, cylinders, circles) for
mechanical parts inspection has been widely investigated a n d some
excellent solutions exist (i.e. from BCR-project MTR-075), the application of
CAD/CAM/CAQ methods to the measurement of complex free-form surfaces
is just beginning. The project will develop:
(i) a software package for surface modeling based on digitizing data from
a CMM machine and having advanced smoothing a n d fitting
algorithms (e.g. surface to surface fitting, CMM error smoothing, etc.)
(ii) a software package for manual and CNC programmed digitizing and
quality inspection, with related printed and graphics reports
(iii) a new concept of coordinate measuring machines, supporting discrete
manual and discrete as well as automatic surface digitizing
(iv) a PC-based CNC controller, with specific features for quality control and
surface digitizing.
These developments are integrated into a n unique application, but are
organized in separate modules, that c a n be used independently,
communicating with other CAD systems by means of standard interfaces,
mainly DMIS, IGES, VDA-FS, STEP and BM-interface.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Automotive,Components & Parts; Quality control/
Inspection; Automation/CIM; CAE/CAD/CAM systems
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

INTER-PROG SRL
C.SO SVIZZERA 185
1-10149 TORINO

CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF LEUVEN
ATELIERS GARCIA
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DEVELOPMENT OF NON-DESTRUCTIVE HIGH PRECISION TEST
METHOD FOR ASPHERIC COMPONENTS AND TOOLS IN OPTICS
Starting date: August 1987

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Aspheric components are key components in modem opto-electronic
domestic appliances like CD-players, projection television systems and video
cameras. Using aspheres can make the systems much smaller and lower in
weight while retaining or even improving their optical performance. The
main objective of this project was to provide techniques for both the
absolute measurement and comparison of aspheric surfaces.
From analysis of a great number of aspheric designs it turned that no single
test instrument is able to measure every aspheric surface. Emphasis was
given to aspheric surfaces for optical recording a n d projection television
lenses. The optical recording lenses are best suited for determining the limits
of the test techniques, for their surface accuracies a n d numerical apertures
are the most demanding. The required accuracy for the testing of optical
recording lenses should be about 0.01 micron, a n order of magnitude
greater than the required surfce accuracy.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The project has resulted in the assessment of various conventional testing
technniques, and the development of several innovative testing techniques,
and tools. One of these innovative test techniques showed very promising
results : a major part of the relevant aspheric surfaces could be measured
with this technique. An industrial version of this testing technique is
currently under development at Philips, and it is expected that this will
enable the manufacture of aspheric components for various lens systems
with the ever increasing accuracy required.
KEYWORDS

Instruments/Sensors/Precision equipments; Optical/engineering; Quality
control/Inspection; Measuring systems; Materials characterization/Testing;
Nanotechnology.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

PHIUPS RESEARCH LABORATORIES

UNIVERSITY OF STUTTGART
CERCO

WY3
PO BOX 80.000
NL-5600JA EINDHOVEN

CONTACT PERSON
G.HARBERS
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Tfax: +31-40-744648
Tlx: + 35000 PHTC LN
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OPTICAL SENSORS AND FIBRE OPTIC
WAVELENGTH DIVISION MULTIPLEXING SYSTEMS
FOR PROCESS CONTROL
Starting date: D e c e m b e r 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

■ to develop temperature and pressure sensors using three distinct
approaches:
- development of intensity-modulation sensors with reference and line
compensation
- design of novel optical micro-transducers using silicon microengineering (optically powered, optically read sensors)
- design of fibre optic sensors on luminescence decay.
■ to study a n d design a network and its associated optoelectronics,
electronics and software, based on the wavelength division multiplexing
principle, using multimode fibres, which accepts simultaneously the three
types of sensors mentioned above.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ the three types of sensors exist as prototypes a n d are currently under
evaluation a n d optimization, taking into account the network
specifications
■ the network associated electronics, optoelectronics and software is nearly
achieved and the complete system integration with the various sensors is
just starting.
KEYWORDS

Instrumentation/Measuring systems; Optical fibres; Control systems; Sensors
/Signal processing; Optics
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

FRAMATOME
OPTOFRA
TOUR FIAT CEDEX 16
F-92084 PARIS LA DEFENSE

THORN EMI CRL
DEGUSSA

CONTACT PERSON
B. JARRET
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Tlx; + 630635
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HYBRID OPTICAL/ELECTRONIC MULTI - CHANNEL
SYSTEM FOR INDUSTRIAL INSPECTION
Duration: 36 months

Starting date: February 1989

OBJECTIVES

The original objective was to develop a hybrid optical/electic vision
demonstrater for application in automatic industrial inspection. Following
work performed during the first two years of the project, the consortium
believe that a hybrid system cannot cunently be realized for high resolution
inspection applications with available spatial light modulator, SLM,
technology. It is also our belief that the general industrial vision architecture
that has been developed is valid and that optical technology has a
considerable speed advantage over VLSI technology provided suitable SLMs
are developed. In order to prove this two functionally linked but separate
demonstrators are being developed.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

An inspection demonstrator consisting of a work handling environment, a
digital image processor, a n inspection pre-processor, a n d a process
controller is under development. The indidual modules are nearing
completion and system integration has started. Theoretical modelling of the
image processing algorithms in relation to the inspection task has been
completed. Modeling of the effects of optical implementations continues. The
implementations of a number of algorithms have been experimentally
investigated, including power spectrum analysis, correlation, Sobel filtering,
image moments, the logpolar transform, and the Hough transform. The logpolar, power system, and Sobel algorithms are cunently being integrated
into an optical image processing demonstration system.
KEYWORDS

Vision/Optical systems; Quality control/Inspection; Imaging/Image
processing; CAE/CAD/CAM systems; Robotics.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

BRITISH AEROSPACE
SOWERBY RESEARCH CENTRE
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PROJECT OFELIA' - OPTICAL FIBRES FOR ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY
APPLICATIONS' - DEVELOPMENT OF PASSIVE OPTO-ELECTRONIC
SENSORS FOR MEASUREMENTS AND DIAGNOSTICS IN
ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
Starting date: May 1988

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The reserarch foresees the development of opto-electronic devices for
measurement of the following quantities in Electrical Systems:
- High Voltages, steady state and transient, up to some MV
- High Currents, steady state and transient up to 100 kA
- Temperatures in electrical machines and components.
The devices are based on the use of passive optical sensors: the transducer,
in field, consists of a passive optical elements (optical fibre, crystal), while
the active optical components (light emitter a n d detector) a n d the
electronics for light control and signal processing are placed, out of field, at
the "receiving" end. The signal transmission, to and from the field, is made
by optical fibres. The main technical features are: high accuracy, high
immunity from EMI; minimum invasiveness; full electrical insulation; high
resistance to environmental stresses; intrinsic safety. The main economic
issue is the independence of the cost of the applied voltage. The device can
be used for measurement, protection and control, as well as for on-line
diagnostic monitoring.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Temperature measuring devices are completed and successfully tested.
Their installation inside a power transformer is in progress.
Voltage and current devices, composed of two major subsystems, optical
and the electronic, are completely developed and realised. Presently the two
subsystems are being assembled together in the final devices. Laboratory
tests are planned for the next month, while field tests, in an electrical
susbstation, will follow.
KEYWORDS

Sensors; Optical fibres; Measurements; Electrical engineering
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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INTELLIGENT COMPOSITES CONTAINING MEASURING FIBRE
OPTIC NETWORKS FOR CONTINUOUS SELF-DIAGNOSIS
Starting date: May 1988

Duration: 42 months

OBJECTIVES

The ability to monitor the changes of strain and temperature fields within a
composite structure during fabrication and lifetime, is an important means of
improving the quality and reliability of composite production. The good
mechanical a n d chemical compatibility between optical fibres a n d the
composite matrix, enables a fibre optic sensing network to be embedded into
a composite structure a n d to check local properties with a suitable
interrogation technique. The major objectives of the project are to:
■ design the fibre optic sensing elements for measuring strain and
temperature, as well as the optimal network
■ establish general rules for incorporating fibre optic sensors into the
composite a n d develop manufacturing procedures which avoid the
degradation of both sensor and composite
■ assess the relevance of the sensing network for representative composite
structures, strain and temperature levels.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ definition implemenation and test of the sensor
■ definition a n d implemenation of a real time network for up to seven
sensors
■ simultaneous measurement of strain and temperature when using one
sensor
■ finding, embedding and utilizing of fibre structure that does not degrade
the composite
■ strain measurement with a two sensors network inside composite and four
sensors bonded on the composite.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Instruments/Sensors/Precision equipment; Quality
control/Inspection; Composite (polymer matrix); Sensors/Signal procesing;
Research/Development
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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OPTICAL IN-PROCESS INSPECTION OF ELECTROPLATED
CONTACT SURFACES
Starting date: S e p t e m b e r 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

To improve the reliability and the yield of surface-treated components, newmethods for the inspection and in-process quality control have to be
developed to detect and avoid defects and inhomogeneities at the
micrometre level.
Therefore the first main objective is to develop a n automatic optical
inspection system which should work on-line due to high speed of plating
process. The second objective is the investigation of the origin of defects
which are detected by inspection system.
The exploitation of results will help to install a process control loop into the
plating baths system in order to enhance the throughput and to reduce the
costs.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Basic optical experiments:
■ an optical sensor which detects the direction of light which is scattered by
a defect is the most suitable solution for discrirnination between typical
defects such as pits, protrusions and discolorations.
First concept development:
■ the sensor system should consist of a lserscanner, a fast transputer-based
image pre- and postprocessor, and a sytem controller.
Development of laboratory set-up:
■ the optics and mechanics of the laboratory set-up have been completed.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Imaging/Image processing; Process/Product
monitoring; Sensors/Signal processing; Quality control/Inspection; Vision/
Optical systems; Vision/Optical systems; Coatings.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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PROJECT DEMOS - DISTRIBUTED ENVIRONMENTAL
MONITORING WITH OPTICAL FIBRE SENSORS
Starting date: M a r c h 1990

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

Fibre optic sensors provide a method of reliable, passive monitoring of
environmental changes for industrial and civil engineering applications.
More recently they gained interest as a sensor technology issue with great
promise in measuring various variables such as: temperature, pressure,
level, flow and other analogue parameters because of its high data rates,
safety in flammable or explosive atmospheres, immunity to electromagneticinterferences and hence longevity in hostile environments.
The system is based on a network of fibre optic intensity modulated sensors
interrogated by a 'time delay frequency multiplexing' tehcnique used for
processing the signals of the multiple sensor system.
The major advantage of optical fibres for this sensor system is the possibility
of passive sensing, that is, sensing without the use of electrical components
in the sensor head. The long term stability of the proposed system is a n
essential requirement.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

As the R & D is focusing on referencing and line neutrality measurements,
several sensors have been successfully implemented into a prototype
netwok, consisting of home sensors and control units.
KEYWORDS

Optical; Fibres; Sensors; Networks.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SCK/GEN
GEO-TECHNOLOGY
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COMPUTER VISION BASED IN - PROCESS QUALITY
CONTROL (BRIGHTVISION)
Starting date: August 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

A new generation of computer supported visual inspection systems will be
developed, directly applicable to many industrial quality control and assurance
environments. Rules and tacts as well as multiple design criteria inspection systemdesign methodology which will enable the fast prototyping and implementation of
high performance quality control systems in many different industrial applications.
The study will be based on small-scale experimental setups where various visual
inspection scenario and the required knowledge-based systems and soft-decision
processes will be tested and validated. The project focuses on 3 test-benches, one
for metallic foils, one for linen a n d the other for wood surface inspection. The
consortium consisting of an even mixture of industrial and research establishments
will finally aim at a common specification derivation for the development and
implementation of a multicriteria in-process quality inspection system.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE
Measurements for the spectral and specular characteristics of the materials to be
tested (i.e. linen, wood a n d galvanised steel) were performed a n d the best
illuminating conditions and camera arrangements weree deduced.
Decisions a n d choices concerning computer hardware a n d software were
performed and various alternatives were studied for implementaton of the image
processing systems. Previous experience a n d u s a g e of multi-transputer
architectured systems led to a viable and efficient solution to the image processing
problem.
The measurements of the optical properties of the surfaces provided useful
information for the prototype construction of the test benches. Of these test-benches
the galvanized steel has been constructed and tested whereas the linen and wood
are under construction.
The algorithms to be implemented have been decided and the implementation of
them has started evaluating their efficiency and defect detection capability. A
Knowledge acquisition tool has been constructed and tested which will lead to the
implementation of a knowledge extraction tool where the various material classes
will be sorted and classified.
Neural networks have been considered and decided to be used at least in the linen
test-bench and neural network software is under evaluation at this moment.
KEYWORDS
Quality control/Inspection; Image/Image processing; Vision/
Optical systems; Wood/Paper/Furniture.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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FAST-MOTION-COLOUR TELEVISION CAMERA SYSTEM FOR
FAILURE DETECTION AND ANALYSIS ON FAST MOVING
PRODUCTION STEPS
Starting date: 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Television cameras with only l|is exposure time per field for video imaging
of fast moving objects without blurring are equipped with pulsed image
intensifier tubes as shutters. Up to now such cameras have been available
only for black a n d white pick-ups because image intensifier tubes output
screens are always monocromatic a n d because 3-channel versions for 3
colours (e.g. red, green, blue) would be very expensive.
Electronic shutters are superior to mechanical rotating shutters as they can
be triggered by the object. A fast-motion colour camera with only 1 image
intensifier a n d only 1 CCD could become the main component of a low-cost,
robust test a n d measuring system which can precisely pick u p the geometry
and the colours of fast moving objects, hold them in a frame store or forward
the information for automatic image analysis. The basically new step is a
high resolution proximity focus image intensifier tube with integrated colour
stripe filters coupled to a high resolution CCD by fibre optics.
KEYWORDS

Electrical/Electronic industry; Instruments/Sensors/Precision equipments;
Medical/Biomedical equipment; Engineering (optical); Quality assurance;
Electronics
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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DEVELOPMENT OF ADVANCED NON CONTACT
METHODS FOR NON DESTRUCTIVE DETECTION OF
DEFECTS AND DAMAGE IN AERONAUTICAL
STRUCTURES
Starting date: April 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of this project is to provide more advanced non destructive
inspection techniques. To accomplish this the following objectives have to be
achieved:
■ development of non-contact inspection methods
■ evaluation of existing methods curently used in laboratory environment
■ evaluation and comparison of different techniques.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ LASER ULTRASONIC
An experimental set-up used for laser ultrasound generation has been
achieved. Mode-locked Nd:YAG laser is used to excite the ultrasound waves
in an aluminium sample. A set-up based on a Fabry-Perot Interferometer has
ben manufactured. A procedure has ben formulated which allows Finite
Element modelling of elastic wave propagation to b e applied to the
prediction of laser generated ultrasounds.
■OPTICAL MEHOD S
The portability of the holographic system was achieved by assembling the
double-pulse-laser a n d the optical components on a breadboard. For the
computer-aided fringe evaluation it is necessary to use the double-referencebeam technique for making the holographic double exposure. To generate
and manipulate the two reference beams a n optical device based on
Michelson interferometer is used.
■THERMOGRAPHY
Several heating sources have been tested, on the base of this evaluation the
optimum characteristics of a heating source were pointed out for stationary
and quasi-stationary thermographic inspection. Moreover, a prototype
thermogaphic workstation has been developed.
KEYWORDS
Aeronautics/Aerospace; Quality control/Inspection; Carbon/
Graphite; Metallic structural materials; Imaging/Image processing; Materials
characterization/Testing; Research/ Development
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ALENIA (AERITALIA&SELENIA) G.A.T.
CASA
R&D F OKKER AIRCRAF T BV
VIALE DELL'AERONAUTICA
MBB GMBH
1-80038 POMIGLIANO D'ARCO (NAPOU)
SABCA
TNO
UNIVERSITA Dl NAPOU
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UNIVERSITY OF DELFT
C. SABATINO
IEI/CNR
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AUTOMATED IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION USING
EXPERT SYSTEMS (AIRES)
Starting date: S e p t e m b e r 1991

Duration: 27 months

OBJECTIVES

The AIRES project will integrate electromagnetic and vision sensors to give a
system capable of automated, total surface inspection. A fast Expert System
will also be integrated with the sensor system to allow characterization of
defects a n d automated image reconstruction. The complete AIRES system
will be used for inspection of ground or machined components and will be
capable of detecting a n d visualising defects such as cracks, pitting a n d
changes in material quality. The use of a n electromagnetic sensor sytem
may also allow the inspection of coated specimens.
The objectives of the project include the development of miniaturised array
of elcrromagnetic sensors with asssociated electronics a n d new signal
inversion procedures for defect sizing. An integrated vision a n d lighting
system will also be developed along with improved edge detection and other
image processing algorithms for detection a n d characterization of
geometrical features and defects. A fast Expert System will be implemented
using the blackboard architecture and appropriate Knowledge Sources will
be compiled containing the expert knowledge required for the
electromagnetic a n d vision sensors, sensor fusion a n d defect
characterization. The combined sensors a n d Expert System will be
integrated into a compete hardware/software system providing problem
definition, execution and graphical facilities.
KEYWORDS

Automotive.Components & Parts; Quality control/Inspection; Fenous;
Databases/Expert systems; Imaging/Image processing; Sensors/Signal
processing; Vision/Optical systems
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

TECHNICAL SOFTWARE CONSULTANTS LTD
6 MILL SQUARE. FEATHERSTONE ROAD
WOLVERTON MILL
UK-MK12 5RB MILTON KEYNES

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON '
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UNIVERSITY OF HANNOVER (IFW)
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INTEGRATION OF NON-CONTACT INSPECTION WITH
MODELLING OF ENGINEERING COMPONENTS
(NIMEC)
Note: Updated information was not provided in time for publication.
Starting date: December 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The project (acronym NIMEC) is aimed at advancing the state of the art in
measurement of component geometry by developing and demostrating an
integrated system employing non-contact transducers manipulated by a
customised multi-axis manipulator a n d control system. Inspection
programmes will be interactively generated within a UNIX based
workstation based on a CAD representation of the nominal component
geometry. The inspection data generated by the measuring system will be
used to generate a CAD model of the actual geometry which can
subsequently be used for comparison with the nominal CAD geometry.
Methods of comparing measured with nominal geomatries are to be
researched and implemented to enable rapid identification of geometric
distortion and to allow re-alignment of measured 3-D free-form surfaces to
bve carried out without the need for complex mechanical holding fixtures.
The result of the project will be a measuring system demonstrating the
above features with a nominal measuring volume 500 x 500 x 500mm.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The basic logical system design has been completed and the process of
specification of the hardware and software platforms is now in its final
stages. The design for the laser triangulation probe to be used is now also
approaching completion, as is the requirements specification for a laser
edge profiling sensor.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Engineering (mechanical); Automation/CIM;
Automated inspection; Triangulation probe
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ROLLS-ROYCE PLC
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY
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INTERFEROMETRIC CINEHOLOGRAPHY FOR NON DESTRUCTIVE
TESTING AND QUANTITATIVE INSPECTION
Starting date: June 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The goal of the BE-project "Interferometric Cineholography For
Nondestructive Testing a n d Quantitative Inspection" is to develop a
holographic interferometric inspection system which is capable of recording
double-exposed holograms with a repitition rate of 25 frames per second,
even under industrial environment conditions. Its purpose is to analyse nonsinusodial vibration, transient deformation and dynamic behaviour of test
objects and material samples.
The system uses two frequency-doubled Nd:YAG-lasers with sufficient
coherence length a n d a pulse repetition rate of 25 Hz as a source for
illumination. Three recording device alternatives, a siver halide camera and
a thermoplastic camera, both including reconstruction units, a n d a TVholographic camera, can be integrated. A real-time image analysis system
is provided to evaluate the recorded holograms.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

First results in recording holograms with the Nd:YAG-laser system with 24 Hz
have been achieved using silver halide film a n d the TV-holographic
recording device. With the TV-system, the first computer based realtime
image-processing and evaluation ersults have been demonstrated.
KEYWORDS

Quality control/Inspection; Optical; Imaging/Image processing;
Instrumentation/Measuring systems; Materials characterization; Testing;
Vibration analysis/Acoustics; Holographic non-contact testing
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

LABOR DR. STEINBICHLER
R& T
AMBAUHOF4
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QUANTEL
SOPRA SA
HOL03
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HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFEROMETRIC ANALYSIS OF VIBRATIONAL
ACOUSTICAL BEHAVIOUR OF STRUCTURES BY DETERMINATION
OF THE DISPLACEMENT VECTOR
Starting date: January 1990

Duration: 42 months

OBJECTIVES

The goal of the project is to set up a laboratory equipment to measure
vibration patterns of structures in view of the improvement to the vibrational
and acoustical comfort of automobiles. The basic innovation is to develop an
industrial holographic optical bench, enabling in double pulse, to record the
three components of the displacement vector thus givng full and rapid
access to the vibration pattern.
As a result of the first phase of the project the following method, using three
directions of illumination a n d one direction of observation, has been
retained. This one appeared to be the most convenient: sensitivity,
simplicity, accuracy in terms of optical arrangement.
The shape of the object, used as a reference, will be obtained by optical
measurement made in situ or by interrogating the CAD database. Finally, an
automatic procedure will be industrialized for the quantitative evaluation of
the resultant vector of the vibration. Car noise being the result of the
coupling between structure vibrations and air vibration, will be reduced by
modification of the vibrational pattern (optimized by computer or trial and
error method). New trends could be accompanied by these types of
developments in holographic metrology for industrial purpose.
KEYWORDS

Automotive, Components & Parts; Vibration analysis/Acoustics;
Instrumentation/Measuring systems
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

PEUGEOT SA
PSA/ER(DRAS)
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PRE-COMPETITIVE AUTOMATED VISUAL INSPECTION
APPLIED TO STONE PROCESS (AVIS)
Starting date: July 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The project addresses the problem of automated visual in-process inspection
and mensuration of dimension stones during manufacturing.
The research effort will consider the characterization of dimension, stone
colour, texture and physical fractures. The inspection and measurement
technique developed will be implemented in software and incorporated in a
prototype hardware to carry out on-site extensive evaluation of the novel
technological tools.
Inside the project a n image archiving database with high compression
coding methods will be created. This database will contain stone images of
blocks a n d slabs currently in stock, together with the associated inspection
and measurements. Samples of stone (polished slabs) will be also included
for reference and training purposes.
The system will play a fundamental role in advancing productivity and
quality of dimension stone manufacturing process for maintaining the
leadership position of EEC countries, but also an important social benefit by
improving the working environment of the personnel employed in the
industry (i.e. by avoiding noise and dust aspects).
KEYWORDS

Dimension stone processing; Software; Sensors; Quality control; Databases;
Image processing; Safety management.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

TECHNOSTONE SPA
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UNIVESITY OF GENOVA
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DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS FOR PRODUCTION
ISLAND BASED CIM IN SMES
Starting date: March 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

To provide a decision support system for production island based CIM in
SMEs. The system is defined as a group of people and computer-based
decision support and information tools. It is focused on both improving
decision making in, and fostering collaboration between, business, design,
planning and manufacturing activities.
The objective is to process sales enquiries and customer orders and to
provide customers with accurate and realistic information, thus improving
the company's customer responsiveness and busines performance in a
dynamic market environment.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The first deliverable is due in March 1992.
KEYWORDS

Human-Computer integration; Batch manufacturing industries; Decision
suppport systems; CAE/CAD/CAM systems; Software; Reinforcement
technology
PRIME PARTNER
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A COMPUTER INTEGRATED PROCESS PLANNING
AND NC-PROGRAMMING SYSTEM
Starting date: April 1987

Duration:

59 m o n t h s

OBJECTIVES

Process planning generated automatically by computer from a description of
the part to be produced is a key element to computer integrated
manufacturing systems. Since NC-progjctmrning and process planning lie at
the heart of the activities of many small - and medium-sized enterprises
engaged in batch production of metal parts, a n integrated stand-alone
system would render them a great service and provide an economic and
productive alternative to present fully fledged CAD /CAM systems. The
system consists of the following modules: the CAM-I Testbed solid modeller,
the Macroplanner, the Microplanner, the APT IV Plus, the Postprocessor
Generator and the tool and machine database.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ A Postprocessor Generator has been developed.
■ The macro routines for the Tool Motion Generator have been written.
■ A feature coding scheme for the Testbed solid modeller has been devised
for part modelling which includes geometrical and form tolerances.
■ Machinability experiments have been completed a n d algorithms have
been developed for optimal selection of cutting parameters ( eed rate,
cutting speed) as well as the calculation of the tool wear.
■ Algorithms have been developed whiicch simulate the kinematics of each
manufacturing case in milling.
■ A database system has been developed which contains all process
capabilities of a specific manufacturing environment (machine tools, cutting
tools, boundary matrices).
■ Programs have been written for process selection logic for machining
centres.
KEYWORDS

Mechanical engineering; CAE/CAD /CAM systems. Manufacturing;
Machining.
PRIME PARTNER
HELLENIC AEROSPACE INDUSTRY LTD
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
POX BOX 23
GR-32009 SCHIMATARI
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MANUFACTURING CELL OPERATORS EXPERT SYSTEM
(MCOES)
Starting date: 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

This research will lead to advanced integration of process planning and
manufacturing design of one-of-a-kind products. In future, the product
designer will take care of process planning while the product sales engineer
will be able to make variations to the product and make manufacturing
decisions as well. The stages of design, planning and manufacturing will be
closely integrated. To reach this objective, methods and tools for design,
planning, a n d manufacturing have to be enhanced to cope with the
relevant planning and decision-making steps. Production for the design will
be implemented rather than designing for production.
The objectives of the project are:
1) to introduce computerised methods so the part designer is able to analyse
the manufacturability of designed parts;
2) to develop a generative process planning system which supports the
manufacturing engineer;
3) to develop an interactive expert system that integrates the former
objectives. The application will be used in manufacturability analysis,
process planning, NC-generation and simulation stages.
KEYWORDS

Engineering/Software/Technical services; Design; Logistics/Management/
Prod, plan.; Computer science/Software
PRIME PARTNER:
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SIMULTANEOUS ENGINEERING SYSTEM FOR
APPLICATIONS IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
(SESAME)
Starting date: O c t o b e r 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

A fecrture oriented detailed design system allowing the designer to specify
both features a n d explicit feature relationships a n d a design for
manufacturing advice system will be implemented. Techniques will be
developed to allow the recognition of implicit feature relations such as
proximity a n d obstruction. A computer aided proces planning (CAPP)
system will handle processes related to one workcell including a mixture of
cylindrical and prismatic cutting and the addition of surface treatments. A
new commercial NC generation, simulation and verification system will be
fully interfaced to and driven by the CAPP system. Genetic algorithms will
be applied to solve the problem of optimizing the choice of machines, tools,
orientations, part movements and ordering of operations.
These objectives will be acheived using the significant advances made by
the participants in the development of a new generation of solids modeller, a
highly advanced NC programme preparation system based on the solids
modeller, a prototype CAPP system and sophisticated genetic algorithms.
Integration of these components and their application in the end users'
environment represents progress beyond state of the art. The project's
innovative character is enhanced by further new areas of investigation implicit feature interaction and useful feature heirarchy.
KEYWORDS

Engineering/Software/Technical services; Design; Manufacturing; CAE/
CAD/CAM systems; Mechanical engineering/Machinery; Engineering
(process)
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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CAD/CAM FOR MARINE ENGINEERING, PIPING AND
ACCOMMODATIONS IN SHIPBUILDING
Starting date: June 1988

t
Dura ion: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The main purpose of the research is to extend the capabilities of existing
CAD/CAM systems for shipbuilding in the fields of mechanical engineering,
piping and accommodation, with the aim of increasing the industrial
productivity a n d reliability of the use of CAD /CAM techniques for
shipbuilding design and manufacture.
This is to be achieved by:
■ Selection and customisation or development of an interactive module for
layout and design of machinery installations.
■ Selection and customisation or development of an interactive module for
design and manufacture of piping and ducting systems, including electric
cable-ways.
■ D evelopment of a n interactive module for layout a n d design of ship
outfitting.
These modules are to be implemented and tested on a suitable testbed
CAD/CAM system (Schiffko p a c k a g e for shipbuilding design a n d
manufacture).
The project aims are:
■ To reduce the project lead-time and drafting resources allocation by 25%.
■ To provide uniform quality in the product.
■ To build up the framework for development towards CIM, by integration of
activities at design and manufacturing levels.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

1. D efinition of 3-D database structure for all 'components' with respect to
engine room arrangement, piping and accommodation.
2. Linking of the areas of enquiry room, piping and accommodation to the
existing Schiffko 'steel structure' module.
3. Establishing an interactive programme for the generation of pipe
diagrams.
KEYWORDS Mechanical engineering/Machinery; Shipbuilding; D esign; CAE/
CAD/CAM systems
PRIME PARTNER
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INCREASING PRODUCTION CAPACITY IN THE
FURNITURE INDUSTRY, INTEGRATING GROUP
TECHNOLOGY, C A D / C A M AND ADVANCED
MANUFACTURING APPLICATIONS
Starting date: January 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

An integrated system has been identified in an earlier BRITE project (P-1320)
as a key element to improving efficiency in the furniture industry. The
project is a continuation of this completed BRITE project.
It is the aim of the project to develop a Group Technology System, including
a pre-production and detailed process planning system. It is the intended to
integrate the system with the CAD/CAM system and the MRP system of the
participating companies.
The system will consist of a computer programme, which on the basis of the
developed Group Technology classification can create detailed process
plans for the components that require manufacturing. By using this
computer programme, normally refened to as Computer Aided Process
Planning (CAPP) system, a process plan database is built which can be
used by the MRP system, the capacity and detailed planning system and
the Shop Floor Control System (SFC).
Furthermore, a software model will be developed which, by means of the
Group Technology code a n d the established process plan database, will
make it possible to simulate production cycles and re-plan where necessary.
The development will comprise an adaptation to a n existing detailed
planning system or a n adaptation to a n existing SFC system.
KEYWORDS

Wood/Paper/Furniture; Logistics/Mcmagement/Prod. Plan.; Automation/CIM;
Databases/Expert Systems; Research/Development; CAPP-systems/Preproduction; Group technology
PRIME PARTNER
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THE DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION AND TEST OF A
DESIGN FOR MANUFACTURING ARCHITECTURE AND
TOOL SUITE (DEFMAT)
Starting date: 1991-1992

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

New Design For Manufacturing (DFM) tools are required which can be
tailored to the needs of individual enterprises.
They should be integrated into the Design/Manufacturing systems of the
enterprise, with the possibility for incremental capture of manufacturing
rules and information. It should be implemented so as to be accessible from
the earliest design stages right up to design engineering.
A generic architecture will be developed for the implementation of DFM
methods and the functional requirements of a prototype DFM system will be
investigated and specified. The industrial partners, producing both electromechanical and electronic parts and products, will provide varied sources
of design/manufacturing expertise and DFM knowledge.
This project will result in the implementation at the test-sites of industrial
prototypes. Industrial prototype systems will be implemented and tested
comprehensively, the results of these implementations will provide
methodologies for future implemetations of this architecture as well as
showing where further developments are needed.
KEYWORDS

Databases/Expert systems; Design for manufacture; Design for assembly;
CAE/CAD/CAM systems; Design; Manufacture
PRIME PARTNER
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INTERACTIVE KNOWLEDGE-BASED SHOP FLOOR
CONTROL SYSTEM IN A SMALL MANUFACTURING
ENTERPRISE ENVIRONMENT
Starting date: May 1987

Duration: 55 months

OBJECTIVES

Aiming at improving the productivity of Small Manufacturing Enterprises
(SME's) a n efficient Shop Floor Control system (SFC) software will be
developed and installed as a prototype.
This SFC software has to be able to provide a continuous overview of the
Shop Floor situation, has to generate realistic schedules and handle the
entire information flow in modem workshops including D NC and FD A.
To meet these objectives the software has to rely on the latest software
engineering devices such as data bases and graphics in order to become
highly modular, extendable and, over all, user friendly for the SFC staff.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Problems being investigated by SME's cover:
Increasing demand for flexibility a n d dynamic adaptation to structural
changes. This causes unsolvable problems for SME's with inadequate staff
qualification, organisational weaknesses and lack of financial back-up.
■ The modular concept provides a kernel with it's own data base and event
manager.
■There are defined interfaces for extended functions.
■An analysis of production control philosophies points out that MRP II in
combination with short term load oriented order release is the appropriate
base for scheduling.
■ Decision rules of 10 companies have been collected in order to build up the
knowledge based functions.
■ Simulation is determined to serve as evaluation module for the proposed
schedules.
■ A prototype has been implemented and linked to a MRP system. Special
features are modules 'problem analyser' and 'schedule simulator' integrated
into the MRP system.
Negotiations are taking place with potential pilot users at the moment.
KEYWORDS Automation/CIM; Control systems.
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MODELLING AND AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF THE
POLISHING PROCESS (MAC POP)
Starting date: M a y 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

High precision polishing of optical surfaces is an expensive process which
requires many working hours by experienced polishers. It appears that a
substantial reduction of the manufacturing cost of optical components could
be obtained with automatic polishing. Automatic polishing can be
performed with a robot able to generate polishing strategies from the
specifications of the desired piece and the measurement of the surface
topology and to implement these strategies through appropriate actions on
the influential parameters of the process.
Such a robot does not exist at the moment and it is proposed to excrrnine the
various aspects and requirements for its design, using an original approach
based on synergy between several fields: mechanics, optics, electronics,
automatic control, artificial intelligence. This project concerns the basic
research to be performed prior to the development of a polishing robot. Its
objectives are to:
1. Obtain a general model of the polishing process.
2. D esign a controller able to derive automatically and to implement optimal
polishing strategies.
3. D emonstrate the feasibility of automatic polishing.
4. D efine the architecture and the specifications of a robot for automatic
polishing. The programme defined to reach these objectives includes seven
tasks and several key parts such as model identification from experimental
data and the use of modem control theory together with experienced
polishers know-how in the controller.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ Development of a general model of the polishing process.
■ Simulation code to determine tool path kinematics and optimal strategies.
■ Control of the reproducibility of polishing experiments.
KEYWORDS M a c h i n i n g ; A u t o m a t i o n / C I M ; M a t h e m a t i c a l m o d e l l i n g ; Robotics
PRIME PARTNER
BERTIN
AUTOMATION. ELECTRONIQUE.
INFORMATIQUE
RUE LOUIS ARMAND, BP 22
F-13762LESMILLESCEDEX

OTHER PARTNERS
TGT
IRL
LEICO MASCHINENBAU
D
IIRIAM F

CONTACT PERSON
R. TEXTORIS
Tel: + 33-42-604600
Tfax: + 33-42-600013
Tlx: + 420729
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INTEGRATION OF CAD/CAM AND PRODUCTION
CONTROL FOR SHEET METAL COMPONENTS
MANUFACTURING
Starting date: May 1988

Duration: 40 months

OBJECTIVES

To a higher degree than other branches of manufacturing, progress in the
sheet metal components industry suffers from an insufficient integration of
(1) the design and production preparation process with (2) the production
planning and control system. A new approach is needed which replaces
the old emphasis on improving the integration of engineering data flow.
Instead, a just-in-time delivery of engineering data for automated processing
is required, with decentralized intelligent real-time control modules
substituting for the past central processing control. The proposed research
project will apply this new approach to the design, development and
implementation of an order-oriented sheet metal component manufacturing
system which will eliminate the critical drawbacks of present systems, in
particular their poor utilisation of modem manufacturing equipment and
their vulnerability with regard to unpredictable events. Emphasis will be
placed on developing heuristics for optimal grouping and regrouping of
components for each phase with the help of decentralised intelligence and
expert systems.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

A new highly flexible model for data representation has been developed. It
is based on using standard form features and information features. The
model is implemented in a SQL-database and serves as interface between
departments. A working prototype, integrated in a control database, has
been developed consisting of (1) a design module that allows flexible itemdesign based on form features; (2) a fast module to solve rectangular
cutting stock problems; (3) an automatic Ganttchart scheduling module; (4)
a generalised module for generating NC-code, using form features; (5) a
monitoring system, which monitors the status of each activity to be
performed on an order including the status of the operations.
KEYWORDS
Design; Manufacturing; Process monitoring; NC code
generation; Process planning.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

DRONNINGBORG MASKINFABRIK A/S
TEKNISK AFDEUNG
UDBYHOEJVFJ 115
DK-8900 RANDERS

PETER MATTHIESEN A/S
WTCM/CRIF
BIBA
ETAP
ACTIF INDUSTRIES SA

CONTACT PERSON
P. SKYLDAL
Tel: + 45-86-425855
Tfax: + 45-86-425336
Tlx: + 65158
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CONCEPT - INTEGRATED C A D / C A M AND CNC
TECHNIQUES FOR AUTOMATIC 5-AXIS MILLING
Starting date: January 1990

Duration: 32 months

OBJECTIVES

In CAD/CAM applications to automotive design, automatic NC programming
for 5-axis machine tools, a crucial area, is not well covered and integrated.
The goal of the project is to coordinate the development pursued in this field
by Inter-Prog (Italy), specialising in 5-axis NC software. Ford (Germany), IAD
(UK), interested in shortening the lead time for style model manufacturing
and Jobs (Italy), a leading company in 5-axis machines and CNCs. The
automatic 5-axis NC system will be implemented on D EC a n d SUN
workstations, to reduce 5-8 times the time needed to obtain physical models
and to minimise the work of skilled programmers. Automatic NC means that
complex surface milling does not require an intensive progrcnriming work:
the only information to be supplied are the math model a n d the
technological specifications, the tools and the finish degree. The NC system
will be integrated by a CNC controller with the features required by 5-axis
automatic machining: fast block programming, trajectory control, synthetic
curve and surface programming, tool shape compensation and non-linear
interpolation.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ 3-axis automatic isoparametrical and parallel planes milling. The user is
not to be expert in CN millings: the data to be assigned are the tool set and
the finishing degree.
■ 5-axis milling, with gauge collision control and automatic modification of
the leading tool angle.
■ Data exchange interfaces: IGES, VDAFS, SET.U3, SPAC
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

INTER-PROG SRI
C.SOSVIZZERA 185
I-10149TORINO

OUTIMOLE F
I.A.D. LTD.
UK
JOBS SPA
I

CONTACT PERSON
L. LIFFREDO
Tel:+ 39-11-7710614
Tfax: +39-11-7493697
Tlx: + 224535 INTPRO I

Contract no: BREU-0091
Proposal no: BE-3147
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PRODUCTION AND COST ORIENTED MOULD
INTEGRATED DESIGN EXPERT SYSTEM (PROMISES)
Starting dafe: July 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

■ Provide functional layout tools to enable initial definition of the fundemental
characteristics of a mould.
■ Provide tools to enable estimation of the cost of a mould, especially for
quotation purposes.
■ Provide tools to enable the design of a complete mould, and the production
of a detailed description of this complete mould design (e.g. workshop
drawings).
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Implementation in LISP of a decision support or expert system. This
development allows the representation of knowledge a n d various
inferencing schemes over this knowledge base.
■ Implementation of a n object oriented hierarchical, feature-based mould
model in LISP.
■ Implementation of an object oriented drawing environment in LISP.
■ Implementation of two aspects of a costing system- the calculation module
and the front end.
■ Implementation of a variety of user interfaces which use state-of-the-art
GUI's.
■ Implementation of a neutral database interface using a client server model
and inter-process communications.
■ Implementation of a client server model of the BM interface.
KEYWORDS

Mechanical engineering; CAP/CAD /CAM systems; Tools/D ies;
Manufacturing; Machining; D ecision support system
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

TECNOCAD LTD
F
CRI . DEFT: PLASTIQUE
FINISKLIN INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
KATHOLIEKE UNIVERSITEIT LEUVEN
IRL-SLIGO
ALCATEL BELL TELEPHONE

CONTACT PERSON
K. CARROLL
Tel: + 353-71-61382
Tfax: +353-71-60252

Contract no: BREU-0265
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DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER - AIDED MOULDING
AREA RESERVATION AND OPTIMIZATION SYSTEM
(CAMARO)
Starting date: 1991-1992

Duration: 41 months

OBJECTIVES

The "CAMARO" (Computer Aided Moulding Area Reservation and
Optimization System) proposal is for improving the use of moulding areas in
foundries producing castings which are hand-moulded.
Currently, a foundry computer-aided planning system which often only
considers the personnel resource allocation, the stock of orders and the
delivery dates demanded by the customer. The possibilities of the plant
itself are not considered. Castings being hand-moulded can be produced
either in flasks, placed on special areas on the workshop floor or in
moulding-pits, where the mould is shaped directly in ground. A major
problem in manufacturing castings is not only scheduling in general, but the
allocation of an order to appropriate moulding pit or area. In order to
achieve an optimal capacity utilization and production time, the planner has
to consider an enormous variety of changing constraints, many of them
spatial.
The main aim of the proposal is to build scheduling tools which will aid the
human planner in optimizing the production schedule. An improvement in
the scheduled performance will lead directly to a reduction in costs and this
has a direct bearing on the efficiency of the foundry.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Forming/Shaping/Casting; Logistics/Management/
Production plan; Ferrous; Automation/CIM; Databases/Expert systems
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SIEMPELKAMP GIESSEREI GMBH & CO.
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
SIEMPELKAMPSTRASSE 45
D
D-4150KREFELD

FERRY CAPITAIN
F
DEUTSCHER GIESSEREIVERBAND
D
FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT FUR RATIONALISIERUNG
RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR
KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS
PAFEC

CONTACT PERSON
M. SAPPOK
Tel:+ 49-2150-894
Tfax: +49-2150-894345

Contract no:

Proposal no: BE-4489
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FEMOD - APPLICATION OF FEATURE BASED
MODELLING FOR COMPLEX PRODUCT DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURE
Starting date: F ebruary 1991

Duration: 30 months

OBJECTIVES

Current computerised design methods have shown their limit, especially in
high technology sectors such as the aerospace industry. Areas in which
substantial developments need to be made are:
■ Integration of design activity with general company management.
■ Integration and durability of company know-how.
■ Reduction of extra work needed to develop manufacturing data from
design data.
The new set of methodologies specifications to be established will allow
these problems to be solved; the cornerstone will be a 3-D feature-based
modeller which will enable us to: harness the skills a n d know-how of
designers; reduce the time spent going backwards and forwards between
design and manufacturing; reduce lead times for the release of new
versions of aerospace products.
The aim of the project is to develop specifications for this feature-based
modeller in the fields of aerospace sheet metal and milled part.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; D esign; Machining; CAE/CAD /CAM systems;
Mathematical modelling
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

DASSAULT AVIATION
D.I.G./C.F.A.O.
ZONE AERONAUTIQUE LOUIS BREGUET
F-78141. VRUZY-ViLLACOUBLAY

BRITISH AEROSPACE
AEROSPATIALE
FOKKER
UNIVERSITE DE VALENCIENNES
IMU-CNR
ALENIA
CASA
MBB

CONTACT PERSON
J. PECHAUD
Tel:+ 33-1-40839381
Tfax: + 33-1 -40839105
Tbc: + 270929
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AN INTELLIGENT KNOWLEDGE ASSISTED DESIGN
ENVIRONMENT (IKADE)
Starting date: May 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of this project is to develop software tools to allow
designers to assess the consequences of design choices on the
manufacturing or production engineering processes. The aim is to improve
the efficiency of the design process by reducing the design cycle time and
increasing the level of innovation.
This would require achieving the following sub-objectives:
(a) The development of prototype IKAD E support systems to allow
manufacturing/production information to be available to engineers at the
design stage.
(b) The development of a knowledge based system for:
■ converting product a n d component specification into manufacturing
requirements;
■ evaluating manufacturing requirements against available manufacturing
processes;
■ identifying inapropriate product and component design features and
providing recommendations for possible product, component and/or
manufacturing process changes.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Progress to date (1st May '91 - 21st June '91) includes detailed definitions
and agreements on project sub-tasks. A detailed Project Plan has been
formulated. Hardware and Software tools necessary for development have
been selected and purchased.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; CAE/CAD /CAM systems; Automotive, components
& parts; D atabases/Expert systems; D esign; Analysis/Auditing/Consultancy;
Manufacturing
PRIME PARTNER:
LUCAS ENGINEERING & SYSTEMS LTD
ENGINEERING SOF TWARE
PO BOX 52 SHIRLEY, SOLIHULL
UK B90 4JJ WEST MIDLANDS

OTHER PARTNERS:
F
CRAN IELD INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
INTELLIGENT DECISION SYSTEMS SA
RONEO UNION CERRAJERA
BIS APPLIED SYSTEMS

CONTACT PERSON:
M. KINGSTON
Tel:+44-21-6273746
Tfax: + 44-21-6273795
Tx: + 336464 LUCAS G

Contract no: BREU-0359
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DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF A DESIGN METHODOLOGY FOR TOOL LOGISTICS IN THE
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY'S MANUFACTURING
ENVIRONMENT
Starting date:

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES
The objective of the Project is to develop a methodology to design tool logistics
(storage, transportation and handling) systems for automated industrial shop-floor.
Within the problem of the materials handling, tool logistics calls for a support
system to rationalize and speed-up the design phase and to improve the quality of
the results. The Project will first focus on identification of a suitable Knowledge base
on the basis of the application experience of the industrial Partners involved, and
with particular reference to the automotive industry's environment. Secondly, a
design methodology will b e developed, based on a problem-solving procedure
which will combine heuristics and analytical models to handle the relevant design
inputs (plant lay-out a n d strategic, production requirements). Finally, the
formulated methodology will be implemented in a prototypical expert-type design
support systems, incorporating simulation capabilities. The system will be validated
a n d assessed through full-sale software implementation in the technical design
department of the industrial Partners
TLS being a n integral part of FMS or FTL. must comply with all the requirements
and constraints of the manufacturing system as a whole.
■production
■technology
■physical structure of the system
■economy
■operative reliability;
■flexibility, in the sense that the system can easily shift from a productive situation
to another with the minimum set-up time/costs.
These requirements are often contradictory and the trade-off among them, which is
the basis for the specification/design of the TLS, is very complex.
In order to address this trade-off problem from a comprehensive point of view, a
proper industrial application environment has to be selected; this project will deal
with the automotive industry environment.inciuding the following:
■different production strategies;
■high variety of pieces/components to be manufactured,
KEYWORDS
Automotive, Components & Parts; Handling/ Transportation;
Logistics/Management/Prod, plan.; CAE/CAD /CAM systems; Machine tools
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

MANDElli SPA
F
IW
D
VIA CAORSANA 35
POLYTECHNICH OF TORINO
I
h29100PLACENZA
SCEMM F

CONTACT PERSON
G. MAZZOCCHI
Tel:+ 39-523-7933
Tfax: + 39-523-67775

Contract no: BREU-0493
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INTELLIGENT INTEGRATED TOOL MANAGEMENT AND
HANDLING SYSTEM
Starting date: January 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The objective of this project is the integration of tool management handling
and supply based on the concept of a central tool room. The input to the
tool room from the shop floor are tool requests, the output are the demanded
tools or plans for rescheduling of the requests. The functional modules of
the tool room comprise tool room managing, tool inspection, tool assembly,
tool measuring and presetting.
The main task of the tool room manager is the scheduling of the tool flow
throughout the whole system according to the tasks to be performed.
Stations for assembly, inspection, measuring and presetting will be realised
as well as planning functionalities to carry out the needed operations on the
supplied tools.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The framework of the whole project is given by a common architecture. An
agreement for a common hardware and network has been achieved.
Protocols have been defined. A common data base for all tool room relevant
modules has been developed. It is accessible for every module via a
common data interface. All available functions of the interface are defined
in common data interface language.
The different stations have been built up. Basic functionalities to carry out
tool operations are implemented.
KEYWORDS

Eng^eering/Software/Technical services; Mechanical engineering/
Machinery; Engineering (mechanical); Repair/Maintenance; Automation/
CIM; Computers/Computer systems; Manufacturing.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

FRAUNHOFER-INSTITUT FUR PRODUKTIONS
ANLAGEN UND KONSTRUKTIONSTECHNIK
CAD DEPARTMENT
PASCALSTRASSE 8-9
D-1000BERUN10

HERTEL AG
MANDELU SPA
UNIVERSITY OF HULL

CONTACT PERSON
S. KOCH
Tel: + 49-30-39006215
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TOOLS AND METHODS FOR IDEAL FIXTURING OF
MECHANICAL WORKPIECES WITH MODULAR
SYSTEMS (IDEFIX)
Starting date: April 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the ID E(al) FK(turing) project is to develop tools and methods to
improve the fixturing of non-rotational workpieces on machine tables (e.g. of
machining centres). The major tasks, which represent significant advances
on current fixturing and planning methods, will be:
■ the development of methods for the selection of workpiece setups and the
design of fixtures, based on modular fixturing systems;
■ the introduction of these methods in a computer programme, totally
integrated with the existing CAD a n d CAM software of the industrial
partners;
■ the development of methods for the technical-economic justification of the
use of modular fixturing systems in the metalworking industry and
especially in SMEs.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ Complete functional model of the final system.
■ Complete data model of the database of the system.
■ Collection, sampling and grouping (group technology based) of workpieces
and their complete description.
■ Catalogues of technological features for the description of workpiece and
modular fixturing elements as well as description methodologies.
■ Symbol catalogue for the description of the fixturing functionalities on the
workpiece at a conceptual level (virtual fixture).
KEYWORDS

Assembly; D esign; Manufacturing; Automation/CIM; CAE/CAD /CAM
Systems; Machine tools; Modular fixturing elements
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

TEKNIKER RESEARCH ASSOCIATION F ATRONIK
E
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
F
CRI /WTCM
B
AVDA. OTAOLA, 20 F .M.C.
B
E-20600EIBAR(GUIPUZZCOA)
CETIM F
NORELEM F

CONTACT PERSON
A. BENGOA
Tel:+ 34-43-116744
Tfax: + 34-43-112757

Contract no: BREU-0113
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COST REDUCTION THROUGH MANUFACTURING
PLANNING AND CONTROL USING IMPACT ANALYSIS
AND CAPACITY SCHEDULING
Starting date: August 1991

Duration: 30 months

OBJECTIVES

In order to meet the needs of visibility in the manufacturing process, the
Manufacturing Impact Analyser (or MIA) has been defined. This takes data
from the shop floor and applies any necessary simulation technique to give
predictions as to the future state of the plant. Having done this, the MIA
then filters the information in such a way that useable information is given
to the right people within a manufacturing organisation.
Having reported problems, a Capacity Scheduler uses the best known
techniques and provides a set of tools for the reported problems to be
corrected as quickly as possible.
All this is to be done using minimum data from the shop floor and minimum
paperwork.
KEYWORDS

Logistics/Management/Prod, plan; Manufacturing; Engineering (electrical)
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

FINLAY HYDRASCREENS OMAGH LTD
DRUMQUIN ROAD
IRL-BT78 5PN OMAGH

MENTEC (INTERNATIONAL) LTD
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE GALWAY
IAN

CONTACT PERSON
C.LEE
Tel: + 44-792-295722
Tfax: + 44-792-295613
Tlx: + 48149 UICS G
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ICADES - INTEGRATED CALCULATION IN A DESIGN
SYSTEM
Starting date: 1991

Duration: 24 months

OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this project is to research methods and develop a
prototype software tool which enables the designer, determining about 65%
to 80% of the costs of the whole production, to estimate the cost indices and
to compare alternatives in every stage of the design process in order to
optimize the design to be made.
This shold result in shorter iteration steps during theign process. To achieve
such a result, structured methods for designing have to be made. The
developed methods will be verified and tested.
KEYWORDS

Mechanical engineering/Machinery; Design; Manufacturing; Prototyping;
CAE/CAD/CAM Systems; Engineering (Mechanical)
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

TEGEMA BV
CAE/CAD/CAM DEPARTMENT
EKKERSRIJT 4090
NL-5692DASON

WZL UNIVERSITY OF AACHEN
ISOMAG
BHP LABORATORIES LTD
MEVI BV
PHIUPS LIGHTING NV
INST. OF INDUST. AUTOMATION.
UNIVERSITY OF HELSINKI

CONTACT PERSON
P. KEULERS
Tel:+ 31-4990-77770
Tfax: + 3M990-71865
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METACOST
Starting date: 1991 -1992

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The main objective of the project is to develop methods for estimating
manufacturing costs in mechanical engineering and to create a software
tool on the basis of a new methodology. This methodology uses existing cost
estimation methodologies as well as combinations of them but also new
methodologies derived from existing cost calculation methodologies. By this,
small and medium enterprises (SMEs) will be able to answer quickly to
tenders with precise and competitive cost estimations. The new methodology
will be specialized for special machine and subcontracting manufacturers.
This means:
■ Developing a methodology for configuring the estimation system
according to the enterprise typologies
■ being able to propose different cost estimation models depending on the
structures of the enterprises
■ developing cost estimation software integratable into the enterprise
structures, especially into the engineering and the process planning
department.
KEYWORDS

Mechanical engineering/Machinery; Assembly; Manufacturing; Ferrous;
Metallic structural materials; CAE/CAD /CAM systems; Machine tools
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CETIM
F
O.P. F
PRODUCTION MECANIQUE
SERMATI F
52 AVENUE FELIX LOUAT
WTCM
B
f-WXO SENUS
A.B.S.
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CONTACT PERSON
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Tel: + 33-44-583422
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REDUCTION OF DESIGN TO PRODUCT LEAD TIME
THROUGH INSTANT MANUFACTURING OF MODELS
PROTOTYPES AND TOOLS
Starting date: June 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The proposed R&D project aims within a joint research work of industrial
partners, universities and research institutes to make Layer Manufacturing
Techniques applicable for pattern making shops and companies in which
the production of concept models and prototypes forms a major topic in
manufacturing. Many of the companies in the European Community, to
which this proposal applies, are typical SME's. Furthermore, the area shape
study and design, casting, pattern and tool making shops are developed
specially. In general the method can be applied in all industries.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Presently, a report describing the state-of-the-art in the LMT area, also
called DeskTop Manufacturing, is available.
KEYWORDS

Rapid Prototyping; Shape, study & design; CAD; Tools/Dies; Research/
Development
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

DANISH TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE
PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY
TEKNOLOGIPARKEN
DK-8000 AARHUS C

DANFOSS A/S
BLACK & DECKER GMBH
WILHELM KARMANN GMBH
UNIVERSITAT BREMEN
INSTITUTO SUPERIOR TECNICO
RAUFOSS A/S
HELSINKI UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY
SINTEF
E&DDESIGN
OY SAAB-VALMET AB

CONTACT PERSON
B. MIERITZ
Tel: + 45-86-1424O0 Ext. 7000
Tfax: + 45-86-147722
Tlx: + 68722
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FLEXIBOT PROJ ECT - FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING
SYSTEM INTEGRATING DIFFERENT WELDING
TECHNOLOGIES AND OTHERS FOR SMALL-LOT AND
VERY DIVERSIFIED PRODUCTION
Duration: 36 months

Starting date: O c t o b e r 1991

OBJECTIVES

This project starts from Bisiach and Carru's existing Mobile Gantry Robot.
Their big, 3 polar-axes, hollow-head robot was originally devised for3 spotwelding, with a huge structure, a big operating volume (about 600m ) and
many specific features for this process. This is the most complex welding
process, because of the high currents, magnetic field and loads of operating
welding groups which are involved.
The basic robot already includes an automatic gun-changer a n d toolsmagazine already planned for all necessary fluids (cooling-water,
compressed-air, oil, electrics a n d electronic connections for sensors,
secondary current, etc.).
The project aims at integrating other different technologies in the robot, to be
used in the same work-station, with the same jigs in line with the total
quality concept to transform the robot into a total flexibility polytechnological Universal Robotic Production Centre.
To do this, three possible end-users will collaborate in the project for three
years, with their experience in different welding technologies in relatively
low a n d diversified car production-MECED ES ESPANA, PININFARINA and
STEYR-DAIMLER-PUCH.
The planned technolgies for the project which are to be integrated in the
robot are, among others; spot welding-direct/indirect, with gun (simple and
multiple up to 4 guns), with tip (simple and double) in d.c. current, seam-roll
welding, projection welding, MIG-welding, bolt-welding, rivetting and other
operations with working elements for sheet-metalworking.
The advantages would be:
■a poly technological robot system including several technologies in the
same cycle and in the same work-station, ■increase in the quality of the
final product, "reduction of production time, "extension of the client's
potential market "work ecology "off-line progrcrming, increased safety
■general increase in logistical flexibility.
KEYWORDS
Automotive, Components & Parts; Assembly/ Joining;
Engineering (process); Manufacturing; Quality assurance; Automation/CIM;
CAE/CAD/CAM systems
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

INDUSTRIE PININFARINA SPA.
PURCHASING DEPARTMENT
VIA LESNA N 78
1-10095 GRUGLIASCO (TORINO)

BISIACH & CARRU
APS
STEYR DAIMLER PUCH
MERCEDES BENZ

CONTACT PERSON
E. CARLI
Tel:+ 39-11-7091337
Tfax:+39-11-700819
Tlx: +210168 PINFAR I

Contract no: BREU-0491
Proposal no: BE-4159
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INTEGRATED AND HIERARCHIZED SYSTEM FOR
AUTOMATED CONTROL OF GRAVEL PRODUCTION
(PETRUS PROJECT)
Starting date: O c t o b e r 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Materials used in the construction of civil engineering works are composed
of approximately 90% aggregate. The industrial make-up of aggregate
manufacturers consists almost exclusively of small and medium-size
enterprises which have no available means for research and development.
For the past ten years, only a few basic automated process controls (on/off
mode control, safety controls) have been installed in some plants. In most
cases, the capacities of such process controls have proven insufficient. Yet,
because specifications in this sector are particularly strict, there has been a
considerable need for control of aggregate quality. In addition, wear of the
crushing components in the crushers introduces a drift in the aggregate
quality, which needs to be compensated through automation of the
production process. In order to meet such needs, the research will deal
simultaneously and interactively with the study of the following sensors and
related softwares: a prototype sensor designed to m a k e on-line
measurements of the size distribution and shape of manufactured products,
a prototype sensor supplying on-line the wear level of crushing components,
optimisation software providing for calculation of optimum rated settings for
a plant according to production requirements, and a control/command
software controlling in real time compliance with production specifications
despite any disturbances.
Spin-off from this research will be a 10% decrease in operating expenses and
an improvement in aggregate quality.
KEYWORDS

Mining/Quarrying; Mining/Extraction; Minerals/Ores; Automation/CIM;
Control Systems
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SOCIETE D'INNOVATIONS
TECHNOLOGIQUES ETINDUSTRIELLES
AVANCEES (SITIA)
39 AVENUE DE LETRIER
F-44300 NANTES

LABORATOIRE CENTRAL DES
PONTS ET CHAUSSEES DE NANTES
ECOLE NATIONALE SUPERIEURE'
DE MECANIQUE
LABORATOIRE TIM3-IMAG
DRAGADOS
FRIAS
LABORATORIO NACIONAL DE
ENGENHARIA CIVIL
INGENIERIAYTECNOLOGIADESISTEMAS

CONTACT PERSON
J-M. ARNAUD
Tel: + 33-40-763535
Tfax: + 33-40-747406
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RELIABILITY, AVAILABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY OF
BRIDGES
Starting date: February 1989

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The objective of this project is the development of a computerised decision
support system on maintenance management of bridges. The programmes
will consist of:
A. A reliability submodel for predicting future bridge structure and/or
usability deterioration and the likely effects of maintenance interventions,
using large Markovian systems combined with uncertainty.
b. A cost submodel for assessing the cost of alternative remedy policies for
different bridge designs.
c. An optimisation submodel to provide the best solution according to given
parameters.
Aimed at existing bridges and maintenance policies, the programme will
support decisions on novel designs and new materials for improving bridge
reliability in an optimum way.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The partners have completed the design, coding integration and testing of
subsytems for prototype Large Markov system and a mergeable Markov
system. Work on quantification of uncertainties has been initiated as well as
work on final integrated model refinement, testing, consolidation and
documentation.
KEYWORDS

Construction/Building/Civil engineering; Repair/Maintenance; Concrete/
Building materials; Computer science/Software; Databases/Expert systems;
Mathematical modelling; Reliability.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ETAN GROUP
4 THETIDOS STREET
GR-11528 ATHENS

SEPTE LTD
BRITISH MARITIME TECHNOLOGY LTD
TECNIC SPA

CONTACT PERSON
K. ZAVLIARIS
Tel:+ 30-1-7224991
Tfax: + 30-1 -7243766
Tlx: + 219873

Contract no: Rl 1B-300
Proposal no: P-2349
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CONDITION ASSESSMENT AND MAINTENANCE
STATEGIES FOR BUILDINGS AND BUILDING
COMPONENTS
Starting date: August 1991

Duration: 48 Months

OBJECTIVES

The building maintenance sector in most EEC countries is set to overtake the
new building sector by the turn of the century. Research has shown that
condition-based maintenance is most efficient and cost effective. However,
the current practice of condition monitoring by inspectors suffers from
subjective perceptions. The research project aims to increase productivity
and introduce high-tech into the maintenance industry through :
■ the development of objective condition scales for some 50 major
maintenance cost generators in buildings
■ the development of a knowledge-based expert system linked to the
objective inspection process a n d capable of developing optimized
maintenance strategies
■ the reduction of a reliance on building inspectors by specifying
measurement techniques which allow the development of instruments
capable of dynamic condition monitoring
The new building industry will derive benefits from the henceforth
structured feedback information system on the performance a n d
degradation of buildings in use.
KEYWORDS

Construction/Building/Civil engineering; Building/Construction; Maintenance;
Condition monitoring; Expert systems; Maintenance-strategy
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

DAMEN GORTER VAN ROOY BV
MATHENESSERLAAN 189
NL-3014 HB. ROTTERDAM

CSTC
UNIVERSITY OF READING
IPO STUDIO
UNIVERSITY OF DELFT
UNIVERSITY OF LOUGHBOROUGH

CONTACT PERSON
T. DAMEN
Tel:+ 31-10-4365811
Tfax: + 31-10-4364799

Contract
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Proposal no: BE-4213
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CONDITION ASSESSMENT AND MAINTENANCE
STATEGIES FOR BUILDINGS AND BUILDING
COMPONENTS
Duration: 48 Months

Starting date: August 1991
OBJECTIVES

The building maintenance sector in most EEC countries is set to overtake the
new building sector by the turn ol the century. Research has shown that
condition-based maintenance is most efficient and cost effective. However,
the current practice of condition monitoring by inspectors suffers from
subjective perceptions. The research project aims to increase productivity
and introduce high-tech into the maintenance industry through :
■ the development of objective condition scales for some 50 major
maintenance cost generators in buildings
■ the development of a knowledge-based expert system linked to the
objective inspection process a n d capable of developing optimized
maintenance strategies
■ the reduction of a reliance on building inspectors by specifying
measurement techniques which allow the development of instruments
capable of dynamic condition monitoring
The new building industry will derive benefits from the henceforth
structured feedback information system on the performance a n d
degradation of buildings in use.
KEYWORDS

Construction/Building/Civil engineering; Building/Construction; Maintenance;
Condition monitoring; Expert systems; Maintenance-strategy
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

DAMEN GORTER VAN ROOY BV
MATHENESSERLAAN 189
NL-3014 HB. ROTTERDAM

CSTC
UNIVERSITY OF READING
IPO STUDIO
UNIVERSITY OF DELFT
UNIVERSITY OF LOUGHBOROUGH

CONTACT PERSON
T. DAMEN
Tel:+ 31-10-4365811
Tfax: +31-10-4364799

Contract

no: BREU-0514

Proposal no: BE-4213
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NEURAL NETWORKS INVOLVING NEW SIGNAL
PROCESSING PROCEDURES FOR FAULT ASSESSMENT
IN CIVIL ENGINEERING STRUCTURES
Starting date: O c t o b e r 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

This project is directed toward the development and application of neural
networks new signal processing procedures in a novel approach to
detecting and characterizing faults and other nonlinear mechanisms related
to defects or structural damage. Although the study is directed toward
components used in civil engineering structures in order to take advantage
of specific competence in these areas, it is fundamental in its nature and
therefore is directed at establishing principles that will result in applications
to other key sectors of industrY. The major difference in this work with
respect to existing methodologies is the pre-processing of the raw data to
enhance "trainrng" procedures. Complex behaviour as in neurological
systems has been successfully treated by using the digital equivalent of the
human brain, i.e. neural networks. These can be 'trained" to recognise
highly complex patterns and therefore should have the capability of
recognising behaviour such as stress w a v e emissions from crack
propagation or similar phenomena, hence they have the potential for use in
identifying and distinguishing fault conditions. The establishment of the
principles will enable a signiciant advance in the technology for detecting
and characterizing faults.
Such technologies could gainfully be developed for use in key sectors of the
Aerospace industry. Civil Engineering Infrastructural systems
(bridges/monumental buildings), a n d Manufacturing a n d Automobile
industries, by initiating a programme of research involving both theoretical
and experimental studies based upon new processing and neural network
methodologies.
KEYWORDS

Signal processing; Dynamics; Nonlinear detection; Civil structures; Neural
networks
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER
ENGINEERING. SIMON BUILDING
OXFORD ROAD
UK-M13 9PL MANCHESTER

UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD
UNIVERSITY OF DEGU ABRUZZI

CONTACT PERSON
G. TOMUNSON
Tel: + 44-61-2754438/4309
Tfax: + 44-61 -2753844

Contract no: BREU-0526
Proposal no: BE-4618
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QUALITY ASSURANCE OF CONCRETE, BASED ON TESTING OF THE
FRESH, STILL PLASTIC MATERIAL
Starting dafe: March 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Quality Assurance and Quality Control of concrete are today in its advanced
form carried out in separate stages:
- Quality verification of the conrete components, ie cement, water,
aggregates and additives.
- During batching and mixing it is assured that the composition of
concrete is in accordance with the specifications.
- Strength testing of laboratory produced specimens.
- Petrographic analysis of hardened concrete.
Generally it can be stated that the above mentioned methods and
procedures are excellent for the control of the hardened concrete and for the
documentation of the properties achieved as to durability as well as strength
performance. The methods are also excellent to assure that harmful alkaliaggregate reactions will not appear in the concrete structure.
The objective is to develop a system for Quality Assurance of Concrete and
to test a n d verify this system based on petrographical analysis in
combination with testing of permeability and diffusivity of the hardened
concrete using traditional testing methods.
It is a further goal to produce demoversions of testing equipment and
manuals for the testing methods developed.
KEYWORDS

Building/Construction; Engineering (civil);Concrete; Quality assurance.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

DANSK BETON TEKNIK A/S
HELLERUPLANDALLE21
DK-2900 HELLERUD

CSTC-WTCB

CUR
INTRON
DANISH WELDING INSTITUTE

CONTACT PERSON
A. HENRICHSEN
Tel:+ 45-31-612366
Tfax:+45-31-622833

Contract no: BREU-0358
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IMAGE ANALYSIS FOR MONITORING BUILDING
MATERIALS
Starting date: September 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The ultimate target of this project is the development and the introduction of
automatic image analysis techniques into the petrographic analysis methods
for monitoring a n d assessing the quality of concrete constructions and
cementitious building materials.
The objectives of this project are:
■ to prepare guidelines, rules a n d a sample catalogue for the
petrographical assessment of the durability parameters in order to assure
the use of uniform procedures and evaluations and to contribute to the
pre-normative work in the EC
■ to develop, evaluate and standardize methods in order to measure and to
quantify parameters which until now are described qualitatively by
petrographical means
■ to introduce a fractal approach to characterize the microstrucrure of the
cement paste
■ to develop methods in order to recognize, to describe and to quantify
complex patterns (for example crack patterns) with the aid of
mathematical morphology
■ to develop the necessary procedures for a n automatic image analysis
system to measure and evaluate all the parameters resulting from the
forementioned methods.
It is expected that this research will result in a fast, objective and uniform
method for the quality control of new structures and in a method for the
assessments of defects a n d damge a n d its causes in already existing
structures.
KEYWORDS

Construction/Building/Civil engineering; Concrete/Building materials; Rocks/
Stones/Aggregates; Image/Image processing; Materials characterization/
Testing; Quality assurance
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CSTC/WTCB/BBRI
RESEARCH DEF T. MATERIALS DIVISION
AARLENSTRAAT 53
B-1040 BRUSSELS

KONTRON BILD ANALYSE GMBH
D
DANSK BETON TEKNIK A/S
DK
CETRE SCIENTIFIQUE ET TECHNIQUE DU
BATIMENT F

CONTACT PERSON
J. ELSEN
Tel: + 32-2-6538801
Tfax: + 32-2-6530729

Contract no: BREU-0490
Proposal no: BE-4300
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INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT OF REINFORCED
MASONRY BUILDINGS
Starting date: 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The proposed project is dealing with the development of Reinforced
Masonry (R.M.) as a competitive alternative to low a n d medium rise
reinforced concrete (R.C.) or plain masonry (P.M.) buildings, especially in
case of soft foundation soil or under seismic conditions.
Thanks to the improved habitability of masonry structures, R.M. is expected
to be more user-friendly than R.C, and more safe than P.M.
The project is intended to cover several aspects such as the design and
production of bricks adequate for R.M. construction, investigation of the
habitability of R.M. buildings (insulating properties and fire resistance), the
development of fundamental behaviour models (allowing for a rational
structural design of R.M. buildings), analysis versus settlements or
earthquakes and behaviour of full masonry buildings, cracking behaviour
or R.M. subassembleges, durability problems of reinforcing bars embedded
in lime or cement-lime mortar, as well as construction and economical
aspects in order to check both the feasibility of the proposed construction
system and its expected lower cost compared to that of similar reinforced
concrete structures.
KEYWORDS

Construction/Building/Civil engineering; Engineering (civil); Concrete/
Building materials; Mathematical modelling; Reinforcement technology
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

TU ATHENS
LABORATORY OF REINFORCED CONCRETE
42. PATISSION STR.
GR-10682 ATHENS

CONSORZIO POROTONITAUA
PHILIPPOU SA
IMPRESA EDILE VIGNIVITTORIO
HELLENIC TECHNODOMIKI SA
UNIVERSITY OF PADUA
UNIVERSITY OF STUDI OF PAVIA
TU DARMSTADT

CONTACT PERSON
TH. TASSIOS
Tel:+ 30-1-3624840
Tfax: + 30-1 -6325482
Tlx: + 221682
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FAILURE MECHANICS OF FIBRE-REINFORCED
CONCRETE AND PRE-DAMAGED STRUCTURES
Starting date: January 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The proposed research project covers a comprehensive programme towards
■ the development of rational design rules and reliable predictive methods
for progressive failure in fibre-reinforced concrete; and
■ the development of computational strategies for (conventionally reinforced)
concrete structures which are pre-damaged.
The second objective serves the purpose of assessing the residual loadcarrying capacity, the chances of repair and the effectiveness of various
alternatives for repair. The envisaged programme covers a n integrated
spectrum of activities, ranging from experimental investigations to
theoretical, numerical and verification studies.
Based on a n extensive testing programme, constitutive relations and
improved design rules will be established for (i) plain, (ii) pre-damaged and
(iii) fibre-reinforced concrete (FRC).
For these models well-documented finite element software will be written and
m a d e available to engineering practices.
This software will be
benchmarked with verification analyses of medium-scale test specimens
which will be tested to failure within the proposed project as well as studies
on large-scale structures for which in-situ measurements are available at the
partners. The verification studies will encompass both FRC structures and
existing pre-damaged structures. The two main objectives of the project are
(i) the development of constitutive models, general design methodologies
a n d robust software for failure analysis of FRC structures, a n d (ii)
benchmarked software which can be used to assess the residual loadcarrying capacity and the effectiveness of repair measures for existing predamaged structures.
KEYWORDS Construction/Building/Civil engineering; Building/Construction;
Design; Engineering (civil); Concrete/Building materials; Fibres/Reinforcing
materials; Codes/Standards
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

HOCHT1EFAG
QUALITATSSICHERUNG
BOCKENHEIMER LANDSTRASSE 24
P.O. BOX 101147
D-6000 F RANKF URT A.M.

ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE EDF . F
ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE DE CACHAN F
TNO INSTITUTE FOR BUILDING MATERIALS
AND STRUCTURES
NL
UNIVERSITY OF KARLSRUHE
D
CUR, CENTRE FOR CIVIL ENGINEERING
RESEARCH. CODES AND SPECIFICATIONS NL

CONTACT PERSON
B. HILLEMEIER
Tel:+ 49-69-7117770
Tfox: + 49-69-7117782
Tbc: + 411210

Contract no: BREU-0070
Proposal no: BE-3275
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PERFORMANCE TAILORING OF STRUCTURAL
CONCRETE
Starting date: January 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The need for strategic research for the purpose of modelling concrete
making, early age structural analysis and durability and combining these
models into a comprehensive system for tailoring concrete for specific
performance requirements has been identified. The aim of the project is to
fill specific gaps in the current state-of-the-art knowledge in particular
regarding:
1. efficiency of concrete mixing as dependent upon raw materials,
dispersion of cement, mixing sequence and batching and mixing equipment,
including innovative machinery;
2. establishment of mathematical models for analysis of stress configuration
during early ages of concrete structures combining thermal stresses due to
heat of hydration and early age imposed loads;
3. establishment of models for minimising and/or eliminating the two
principal deteriorating mechanisms, alkali silica reactions and chlorideinduced corrosion for improving durability and prediction of lifetime of
structure concrete.
Parallel to these tasks, research will be conducted into how a framework
combining existing knowledge and experience a n d new knowledge
generated through 1-3 will be combined into expert system(s) for improved
decision making for the purpose of modelling and hence tailoring concrete
for specific performance criteria.
KEYWORDS

Concrete; Civil engineering; Export system; Mix design.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

G.M. IDORN CONSULT A/S
BLOKKEN 44
DK-3460 BIRKEROED

BOUYGUES
AEC RAADGIVENDEINGENIOERER A/S
INSTITUTO EDUARDO TORROJA
RAMBOLL & HANNEMANN A/S

CONTACT PERSON
N.THAULOW
Tel: + 45-45-828282
Tfax: + 45-45-821812
Tlx; + 37108
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THE DEVELOPMENT O F STANDARDISED P E R F O R M A N C E TESTS A N D
CRITERIA FOR C O N C R E T E REPAIR SYSTEMS
Starting date: September 1990

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The repair of concrete damaged by reinforcement conosion is a worldwide
problem costing with estimated costs of $10 billion annually. A large
proportion of these repairs are ineffective and fail, requiring further repair.
To be durable a repair must adhere to the substrate concrete and protect
the underlying steel against conosion. It must therefore have physical and
chemical properties.consistent with the design and use of the structure it is
applied to. No co-ordinated standards and methods exist to guide engineers
and structure owners in selection and specification of repair materials. This
programme will compare the performance of repairs to existing structures;
test repairs which have been exposed for 10 years; repairs exposed to
accelerated weathering regimes; large scale, repaired members subjected to
structural testing and accelerated weathering. The results of these tests will
enable direct comparison of natural and accelerated testing. The results of
this comparison will assist with formal standardisation of performance tests
and criteria.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Repaired structures have been identified in the U.K, Spain and Italy. A
number of these structures have been inspected in detail and performance
of repairs established. Similarly repaired test specimens exposed for ten
years have been inspected. Where the repairs were identified as defective,
failure mechanisms were identified. Exposure sites have been established in
the U.K, Spain and Italy to enable comparative natural exposure testing.
KEYWORDS

Civil Engineering; Repair/Maintenance; Concrete; Codes/Standards;
Development; Performance Criteria
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

TAYWOOD ENGINEERING
345 RUISLIP ROAD
UK-UB1 2QX SOUTH ALL

BUILDING RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT
BAM
FOSROC SA
INTEMAC SA
ISTITUTO RICERCHE BREDA SPA
LABEIN

CONTACT PERSON
D.POCOCK
Tel:+ 44-81-5754430
Tfax: + 44-18-5754044
Tbc: 24228
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THE RESIDUAL SERVICE LIFE OF CONCRETE
STRUCTURES
Starting date:

1991 -1992

Duration:

36 m o n t h s

OBJECTIVES

A very high proportion of national construction expenditure is spent on
repairs to and maintenance of mature structures (over 40 per cent in the
U.K.). It would thus be of very considerable economic benefit to improve the
understanding of the effects of the ravages of time upon the performance
a n d safety of reinforced concrete structures, so that the best strategic
decisions can be taken about the future use of the structure, with or without
remedial work.
The proposal aims to develop a system which will enable the current state
and future performance of a structure to be established quantitatively.
Three deterioration mechanisms will be considered: corrosion of
reinforcement, freeze-thaw d a m a g e and alkali-silica reaction. For each
mechanism, methods will be developed to establish the aggressivity of the
environment, the current state of the materials within the structure and
current rates of deterioration. Mathematical models will be used to predict
from this information the current and future performance of the structure.
This information will permit rational decisions to be made for maintenance
and repair strategy.
KEYWORDS

Building/Construction; Concrete/Building materials; Engineering (civil);
Research/Development; Residual life
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

BRITISH CEMENT ASSOCIATION
C & CA SERVICES
WEXHAM SPRINGS
UK-SL3 6PL SLOUGH

GEOCISA
INST. E. TORROJA DE CIENCIAS DE LA
CONSTRUCCION
SWEDISH CEMENT & CONCRETE
RESEARCH INSTITUTE (CBI)
LUND INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
CEMENTA AB (EUROC)

CONTACT PERSON
G. SOMERVILE
Tel: + 44-753-662727
Tfax: + 44-753-660399

Contract no:
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FIBRE-REINFORCED COMPOSITE WITH MODIFIED
CEMENTITIOUS MATRIX
Starting date: October 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The development of new glass fibre-reinforced composites, based on
cementitious matrices which will preserve their high mechanical properties
over a long period of time, could have a very significant impact on the
construction market.
The aim of this project is the development of a practical glass fibre
reinforced cement with a flexural strength of 35 MPa and an ultimate strain
of minimum 0.7% after ageing process. With age, glass fibre-reinforced
cements (i.e. GRC, PGRC) currently available demonstrate a significant
reduction in strain capacity. This greatly restricts potential applications.
The performance of fibre reinforced composites could be improved if the
matrix is modified by the addition of active mineral fillers with or without
polymers. This improvement is also applied to mortars a n d concretes
reinforced with amorphous iron ribbons.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Glass fibre-reinforced composite with the modified matrix: portland cement
with good metakaolinite performs performs better then GRC after curing and
after different accelerated ageing tests such as: hot water, wet-dry cycling
test, freeze-thaw test, carbonation test. Fly ash, or condensed silica fumes
cannot be considered as good pozzolana for GRC . Impact and fatigue tests
in bending before and after ageing confirm the good strain capacity of the
new composite.
The presence of acrylic polymer in the matrix has a significant positive
effect on the water absorption of the composite.
The analysis of the mechanical and acoustic responses of new composite
and GRC subjected to increasing amplitude cycles in third-point bending test
is performed. These results enhance previous conclusions which confirm
the high durability of the new composite.
KEYWORDS Building; Concrete; Fibres; Polymers; Materials characterisation;
Interface; Mechanics.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNER

CENTRE DE RECHERCHES DE
PONT-A-MOUSSON
CIMENTS-MATERIAUX MINERAUX
BP109
F-54704 PONT-A-MOUSSON

CEBTP
AMRINES
SIGMA BETON
FORTON
INTRON
BRITISH CEMENT ASSOCIATION
INEGI

CONTACT PERSON
P. SOUKATCHOFF
Tel: + 33-83-807439
Tfax: + 33-83-807400
Tlx: +961330
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FIBRE COMPOSITE ELEMENTS AND TECHNIQUES AS
NON-METALLIC REINFORCEMENT OF CONCRETE
Starting dale: S e p t e m b e r 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

Deterioration of concrete structures due to corrosion of steel reinforcement is
a world-wide problem, especially in the case of exposure to aggressive
environment (e.g. marine atmosphere, sea water, aggressive chemicals,
deicing brine). Alternative reinforcing and pre-stressing materials which do
not corrode in such environments due to their nonsusceptability to ionic
dissolution may be a valuable expedient. Such materials are unidirectional
fibre reinforced plastics (FD P), consisting of endless glass-aramid- a n d
carbon fibres in a polymeric matrix. Most important properties of these FRP
materials for the application for civil engineering structures are: very high
tensile strength in fibre direction, excellent corrosion resistance and very low
density. More durable concrete structures and a range of new kinds of
structural elements a n d of new applications are realizable with FRP
reinforcement and/or pre-stressing.
The prime objective of the proposal is to acquire the fundamental knowledge
for FRP application in civil engineering structures:
■ Adjustemet of material properties of FRP elements a n d of production
technologies to the demands of structural engineering.
■ Investigation of load bearing behaviour of concrete members reinforced
and/or pre-stressed with FRP.
■ D evelopment of application techniques: reinforcing elements, anchorage
assemblies, post-tensioning systems, etc.
■ D evelopment of criteria for design, detailing and execution of concrete
members with FRP.
Based on recent developments, clearly demonstrating the advantages of
FRP for many structural applications, this project concentrates on material
properties, especially under long term static and fatigue stresses under
simultaneous chemical attack, on the load-bearing behaviour of concrete
members reinforced and/or pre-stressed with FRP and on development and
testing anchorages for FRP tendons. Generation of u p to now otherwise
unavailable data in the above mentioned areas is a major goal of the
project.
KEYWORDS
Construction; Engineering (civil); Manufacturing; Composites
(polymer matrix); Fibre reinforcing materials; Polymers; Reinforcement
technology.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SICOM
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
GREMBERGER STR. 151A
D-5000 KOLN 91

AKZO F IBRES AND POLYMERS DIVISION
HOLLANDSCHE BETON GROEP NV
TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY BRAUNSCHWEIG
UNIVERSITY OF GENT

CONTACT PERSON
H-J. MEISSELER
Tel: + 49-221-8302074
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FREEZE/THAW DURABILITY OF CONCRETE PAVING
BLOCKS
Starting date: O c t o b e r 1988

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

1. To produce basic models of micro-climates using measured and currently
available d a t a on meteorological conditions so that appropriate
freeze/thaw regimes may be specified.
2. To investigate the correlation between current standard freeze tests and
actual performance in practice.
3. To develop a new test apparatus capable of subjecting specimens to
experimental regimes similar to the actual regimes obtained in practice.
4. To investigate the performance of blocks manufactured with new
compositions.
5. To advance fundamental knowledge of the processes of freeze/thaw
damage.
The results will enable economic block products to be produced of a quality
adequate to deal with likely climatic conditions.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Five exposure sites have been constructed: two in Germany, two in Italy
and one in the UK. Each site has a weather station and blocks have been
instrumented to record the effects of ambient conditions on the block paving.
Data have been recorded over two winters. Concrete block paving has
been manufactured on normal production machinery with 40 different
compositions. Twelve 'control' mixes have been laid on all exposure sites
and the remaining 28 mixes on at least one of the sites. An extensive
laboratory programme to classify the blocks is in progress a n d 90%
complete.
Three freeze/thaw test methods have been compared. A specially
constructed environmental chamber is being used for fundamental research
prior to its use for accelerated durability test.
KEYWORDS
Construction; Concrete; Materials characterizaton/Testing;
Durability; Freeze/Thaw; Block paving.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

BRITISH CEMENT ASSOCIATION
STANDARDS
WEXHAM SPRINGS
UK-SL3 6PL SLOUGH
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ITALCEMENTI SPA
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CONTACT PERSON
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ECOPAVE - THE DEVELOPMENT OF A MULTI-PURPOSE
COMPOSITE PAVEMENT SYSTEM
Starting date: O c t o b e r 1988

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

A variety of concretes and treated cement and bituminous materials are
used for the construction of rigid or flexible pavement structures. Each
material demands specialised technologies, research, experience and a
wide range of paving equipment. The objective of this research is to exploit
the most advantageous features of conventional concrete a n d flexible
pavement a n d to integrate them into a new multi-purpose composite
pavement system to be constructed with plants, commonly used for the
construction of flexible bituminous pavements.
The ECOPAVE project aims at breaking through established disciplines and
industrial boundaries to examine the integration of selected material
characteristics and construction methods from different backgrounds to
create an improved pavement product.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

A large number of materials and aggregates which are different for each
country, have been selected and investigated. A large number of concrete
trial mixes, both from virgin a n d recycled aggregates have been
proportioned, cast a n d examined. Two test pavement sections with
predetermined, controlled cracks systems have been carried out and are
being monitored. A third test pavement section with alternative, cheaper
mixes is to be carried out in August 1991.
KEYWORDS

Engineering (civil); Recovery/Recycling; Concrete/Building materials;
Multilayers/Multimaterials; Rocks/Stones/Aggregates; Research/
Development.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ROAD DIRECTORATE. DANISH ROAD INST.
NATIONAL ROAD LABORATORY
ELISAGAARDSVEJ 5
DK-4000 ROSKILDE

TH TECHNOLOGY LTD
TRANSPORT AND ROAD RESEARCH
LABORATORY
AALBORG PORTLAND A/S
DANSK BETON TEKNIK A/S

CONTACT PERSON
M.AASEN
Tel: + 45-42-357588
Tfax: + 45-42-367864

Contract no: Rl 1B-254
Proposal no: P-2414
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EPOXY POLYMER CONCRETE FOR PRECISION
ENGINEERING (EPOC)
Starting date: August 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Within the last two decades polymer concretes developed into an interesting
alternative to several classic materials such as cast iron, cement concrete,
and ceramics. Polymer concretes are vised for structural components in
mechanical engineering (machine tools, casings, foundations, etc.), in
building industry (pipes, elements for chemical plant units, sanitary
products, elements for roofs, floors, and walls, etc.), and in electric heavy
current engineering (isolators, transformers, etc.). The new technology is still
mainly empirical and not scientifically covered, as it is for cement concretes.
The aim of the project is to elaborate tools for an optimized polymer concrete
technology, including computational methods for element design, strain and
stress analysis for different temperature histories during hardening and for
external in-service loading. This enables the producers (mainly medium
sized companies) to optimize their products, to economize production and to
systematize the quality control measures.
This very challenging goal can only be achieved through inter-disciplinary
cooporation between chemists, physicists, research engineers a n d
production engineers.
KEYWORDS

Mechanical engineering/Machinery; Construction/Building/Civil
engineering; Composites (polymer matrix); Concrete/Buiding materials;
Chemistry; Materials science; Mathematical modelling
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

IBAC
UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY AACHEN
SCHINKELSTRASSE 3
D-5100 AACHEN

F. STUDER AG
CIBA-GEIGY
STARKSTROM-ANLAGEN GMBH (SAG)
ETAN GROUP
INSTITUT MECANIQUE DE GRENOBLE
LABORATORY OF REINFORCED CONCRETE
NATIONAL TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY
HOECHST PORTUGUESA

CONTACT PERSON
H-R. SASSE
Tel:+ 49-241-805104
Tfax: + 49-241-805120
Tlx: +832704

Contract no: BREU-0468
Proposal no: BE-4501
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OPTIMISATION OF THE SURFACE PROPERTIES OF
CONCRETE ROADS IN ACCORDANCE WITH
ENVIRONMENTAL ACCEPTANCE AND TRAVEL SAFETY
Starting date: 1990

t
Dura ion: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The main purpose of the project is the construction of concrete road top
layers with due regard to six essential optimisation parameters.
■ Traffic safety: the skid resistance must meet for at least 20 years the
requirements in the national road standards
■ noise reduction: for dense concrete surfaces the noise production must be
reduced to the average value of low noise dense asphaltic concrete
■ useful life and economic feasibility: the lifetime of concrete road top layers
must be at least 20 years, as is normal for concrete roads. Construction
and maintenance costs must be competitive with other types of asphalt
and concrete roads, taking into account that for these roads acoustic
walls might be needed in order to reduce the noise emission to the
surroundings to the level given in national specifications (reduction 3dB as
an average compared with present used dense concrete for porous
concrete and 5-6dB for dense concrete)
■ in the case of a porous concrete top layer the porosity must guarantee
over the whole lifetime that even under heavy rainy conditions on the
base of maximum rain measured by national meteorological institutes,
there is no more water than a thin film (20-25|i as a maximum) on the
surface
■ construction methods must be developed and approved in test sections in
order to meet the goals mentioned above. These construction methods
must be available for new roads as well as for overlays on existing roads
■ description of all knowledge obtained in a code of practice and a
guideline to be used in all EC countries.
KEYWORDS

Road construction; C i v i l engineering; Concrete

PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CUR CENTRE FOR CIVIL ENGINEERING
AND CODES
PO BOX 420
NL-2800 AK GOUDA

INTRON
COBETON
HOCHTIEF
GEOCISA
TU-BERLIN
UNIVERSITY OF CATALONIA
DRAGADOS
IECEA

VDZ

CONTACT PERSON
J. STUIP
Tel:+ +31-1820-39600
Tfax: +31-1820-30046

Contract no: BREU-0331
Proposal no: BE-3415
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THE PREDICTION OF LONG-TERM SEALANT
PERFORMANCE FROM DYNAMIC ACCELERATED
WEATHERING
Starting date: S e p t e m b e r 1990

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

■ To develop and utilise realistic accelerated weathering regimes.
■ To design and manufacture devices for subjecting joint sealants to cyclic
movement while undergoing accelerated or natural weathering.
■ To develop sensitive techniques for analysing degraded sealants.
■ To develop a model to predict the life expectancies of sealants in three
chosen climatic zones to within expected limits of +/- 3 years.
■ To provide end users and designers with information on performance and
life expectancy of sealants on which to base their product selection.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ Development of realistic accelerated weathering regimes.
■Design and manufacture of prototype devices for subjecting joint sealants
to cyclic movement while undergoing accelerated or natural weathering.
■ Initial analysis of photoproducts from polyeurethane, silicone and
poly sulphide sealants.
KEYWORDS

Sealant performance; Building/Construction; Accelerated weathering;
Adhesives/Bonding; Cyclic movement; Polymers
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

TAYLOR WOODROW CONSTRUCTION
(HOLDINGS) LTD
345 RUISUP ROAD.
UK-UB1 20X SOUTHALL.MIDDLESEX

RHONE POULENC F
CSTB F
CNEP F
ENICHEM SYNTHESIS
I
BRITISH RAIL
UK

CONTACT PERSON
S. HURLEY
Tel:+ 44-81-5754847
Tfax: + 44-81-5754044
Tbc + 24428

Contract no: BREU-0217
Proposal no: BE-3290
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IMPROVING LOAD BEARING AND WATER RESISTING
PROPERTIES OF GYPSUM AS A SECONDARY RAW
MATERIAL
Starting date: February 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the research is to provide qualitative and quantitative insight into
the underlying phenomena of strength and durability of both pure gypsum
and gypsum reacted with pozzolanic materials.
Such a basic materials science knowledge is required for an expansion of
gypsum applications in the building industry.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The project has just been started. Therefore, no achievement to date can
be given.
KEYWORDS

Construction/Building/Civil Engineering; Chemistry; Building/Construction;
Materials science; Recovery/Recycling; Building materials; Materials
characterisation/Testing
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

TNO BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION RESEARCH
POBOX49
NL-2600 AA DELFT

BOUWCENTRUM ADVIES BV
CEBTP
SEVERAL INDUSTRIAL SPONSORS

CONTACT PERSON
W. M. M. HELINEN
Tel:+ 31-15-842083
Tfax: + 31-15-843990
Tlx: + 38270 IBBC NL

Contract no: BREU-0351
Proposal no: BE-3474
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DEVELOPMENT OF ADVANCED PREFABRICATED
URBAN SLAB TRACK SYSTEMS BY APPLICATION OF
INNOVATING DESIGN METHODOLOGIES FOR
IMPROVING OVERALL SYSTEM PERFORMANCES
TAKING INTO ACCOUNT ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
Starting date: July 1991

Duration: 30 months

OBJECTIVES

The usual track typologies now employed on urban railways consist of
traditional systems m a d e of sleepers embedded in ballast beds. Such
systems do not satisfy on the whole the new demands imposed by the
increased public awareness of the need to reduce the environmental impact
and to devote maximum attention to safety and reliability. The development
of advanced urban track systems for improving the overall track system
performances with particular regard to environmental factors is therefore
required. Innovating design methodologies a n d new concepts through
implementation of accurate analytical models will be employed;
experimental tests both in lab and in situ will provide the input data needed
for the numerical predictions and validate the design models employed in
the study. The main problems of interest are those related to induced
ground vibrations and acoustic noise. Furthermore, the research project will
also consider other important needs such as the demand of overall system
performances improvement in terms of reliability, durability, mcrintenability
and the necessity of enhancing the manufacture process both in factory
and in situ by producing and by laying prefabricated concrete products. In
this regard the present state of the art in the field of railway track systems
shows the potential optimal solution to be the employement of prefabricated
slab tracks, possibly with other components and devices integrated in order
to provide the requested performances. The project, which will develop
through real needs specification, design methodologies implementation,
specimens construction and experimental tests, will make for the design of
better cost-effective track systems a n d thus have a significant economic
impact on the basis of a real industrial need both for new railways and for
renewals.
KEYWORDS
Railways; Track systems; Environment; Acoustic noise and
vibrations; Testing; Mathematical modelling; Total life cycle cost.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

INPREVIB SPA
R & TD
CORSO RE UMBERTO 87
1-10128 TORINO

POSTELECTRICA FABRICACION SA
FEVE
ENTE FS

CONTACT PERSON
P.CAZZOLA
Tel;+ 39-11-505951
Tfax: + 39-11 -503088
Tlx: + 216467 PREVIB -1

Contract no:
Proposal no: BE-4086
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HI PER VIB: HIGH PERFORMANCE VIBRATORY PILE
DRIVERS BASED ON NOVEL ELECTROMAGNETIC
ACTUATION SYSTEM AND IMPROVED
UNDERSTANDING OF SOIL DYNAMICS
Duration: 36 months

Starting date: October 1991
OBJECTIVES

One of the major issues in civil engineering and the construction industry is
urban development on soft soil. It requires special foundations and pile
driving works.
A more detailed understanding of factors which influence the efficiency of
vibratory pile-driving together with new concepts for generating
unidirectional vibrations are required.
Fundamental research will be undertaken to establish an improved physical
model of the pile-driving action in order to investigate how the soil, pile, and
vibrator parameters influence driving under the combined weight of the
element and vibrator. Predictions will be validated against site tests on
different soil characteristics for which optimum vibrator parameters will be
obtained. Novel forms of electromagnetic actuation systems will be
examined and the potential for large and very large versions investigated.
The most promising concepts will be embodied in prototype devices whose
performance will be assessed against predictions.
The project should set the basis for a feasibility study of a low cost large pile
driver, twice as productive and reliable than present machines.
KEYWORDS

Mechanical engineering; Civil engineering; Construction; Vibrators; Piling;
Foundation
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

PTC
DIRECTION DU DEVELOPPMENT
158 RUE DIDEROT
F-93698 PANTIN

CSTC
ENTERPRISE JAN DE NUL
UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD

CONTACT PERSON
C. HOUZE
Tel:+ 33-1-49427248
Tfax: +33-1-48440002
Tlx: + 233091 F PTC PARI

Contract no:
Proposal no: BE-4511
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INTEGRATED SYSTEM OF FLEXIBLE PREFABRICATION
FOR PERSONALIZED ARCHITECTONIC FACADE
Starting date: O c t o b e r 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

(i) Design of a flexible prefabrication work station and a flexible mould
Design of one or several flexible moulds, geometrically changeable, and
their environment, for manufacturing complex shapes and diverse relief.
Research on the materials of the moulds (metal, composite, resin, wood,
plastic, polymer, etc.) to substitute the changeable parts of the moulds,
currently reusable, by readjustable, mouldable, recyclable materials.
(ii) Design of a finishing work station around a multifunctional and flexible
finishing robot
Adaptation of available robots to a "hostile" environment (outside, dust,
water, acid, etc.) equipped with a claw capable of holding finishing tools.
Design of an intermediate system between 100% manual apparatus and
100% automated. Multifunctional for 3 finishing treatments (washing,
brushing, standing) realized with 4 finishing tools (sand hose, high pressure
hose, rotary metal brush system, simple brush with acid jet).
(iii) Production and test on a pilot site of two prototypes: flexible mould a n d
finishing robot
Parts 1 and 2 - End of 1993
Part 3 - End of 1994.
KEYWORDS

Construction/Building/Civil engineering; Prefabrication; Building/
Construction; Prototyping; Concrete/Building materials
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

LES TRAVAUX DU MIDI
111 AVENUE DELA JARRE
F-13009 MARSEILLE

ARMINES
GUAMARI
MEDITERRANEE PREFABRICATION
ROBOTECSA
SACMA
SYSTEMIA

CONTACT PERSON
B. DE MAISSIN
Tel:+ 33-91-767676
Tfax: + 33-91 -76

Contract no:
Proposal no: BE-4390
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INTEGRATED PRODUCTION CELL FOR THE STEEL
COMPONENTS OF REINFORCED CONCRETE
BUILDING ELEMENTS (INPROROS)
Starting date: September 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

InProRos will research and develop a hardware and software environment
for the integrated production of the steel components of reinforced concrete
sections. The integration and automation will make use of compatible
technologies based on modular and open industrial solutions to achieve the
project's objectives. The input data for InProRos will consist of a description
of the position, shape, size a n d placing of the steel sections for a
reinforcement cage. This data will be converted into a form understandable
by the various straightening, cutting, bending, transportation a n d
integrating machines. The machines will be overseen by a production
planning, scheduling and monitoring computer which will ensure the
optimum usage of the machines and materials, a n d hence optimised
through-put. The requirements of the system will be derived from PARTEK,
Europe's largest producer of precast elements and an SME, HOUSE, which
manufactures insulated walls. Machine components will be developed for a
novel reinforcement-steel-cage producing machine, and the integrated
system will be evaluated in a pilot plant of PARTEK in Holland. The
integrated system will greatly improve and promote prefabrication practices
and provide the user with a n intelligent automation system for the
production of the steel components of reinforced concrete sections; The endproducts will be software, a strategy for the application of CIM in the
construction industry, and enabling hardware and development.
KEYWORDS

Construction/Building/Civil engineering; Concrete/ Building materials;
Automation/CIM; Reinforcement technology
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ERGON SA
RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
19 PETROU RALLI STREET
GR-17778 ATHENS

BRITISH MARITME TECHNOLOGY LTD
PARTEK CONCRETE INTERNATIONAL
LOGABEX
HOUSE SA

CONTACT PERSON
S.SARANTOPOULOS
Tel:+ 30-1-3474843
Tfax: + 30-1 -3461134
Tlx: + 225689 A A GR

Contract no:
Proposal no: BE-4138
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DEVELOPMENT OF BUILDING MODULE TECHNOLOGY
Starting date: A u g u s t 1991

Duration:

36 m o n t h s

OBJECTIVES

The use of prefabricated building modules fully fitted with internal finishing
and services is a major growth area. It is also an area where current
European construction technology is lagging behind recent advances in
Japan and the USA.
This project aims to develop an enhanced design methodology and
production technology for modules, that will enable the development of
appropriate standards for the commercial development of the building
module industry.
It will also review material usage, procedures and design practices from
various allied industries and develop and modify them if appropriate to
enhance the production and quality of standardized elements which will
allow the rapid design and costing of highly configureable modular building
units.
The project will develop module technology to facilitate the later
development of modules for particular applications.
Project objectives are to provide a clear definition of the building module
production a n d customer requirements, internal finishes and services,
develop design methodologies which can form the basis of efficient design,
production and costing, improve methods for the installation of modules into
the final structure and the inter-connection between modules. A software
data base framework will be developed to form the basis for the
implementation of a cost linked production knowledge base.
KEYWORDS

Construction/Building/Civil engineering; Design; Other industrial processes;
Computer science/Software; Codes/Standards; Research/Development;
Building/Construction
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

TAYWOOD ENGINEERING LTD
345 RUISUP ROAD
SOUTHALL
UK-UB1 2QX MIDDLESEX

DRAGADOSY CONSTRUCCIONES SA
RB FARQUHAR
TORVALE INTERNATIONAL LTD
HADEN YOUNG LTD
HAWTAL WHITING
A I SYSTEMS
UNIVERSITY OF LIEGE

CONTACT PERSON
J. RICHARDS
Tel:+44-81-5754605
Tfax: +44-81-5754701
Tbc + 24428

Contract no:
Proposal no: BE-4417
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Civil Engineering

HIGH RISE CONCRETE APARTMENT BUILDINGS WITH
LIMITED CONSTRUCTION TIME
Starting date: 1991 -1992

Duration: 24 months

OBJECTIVES

The objective of the proposed research and development project is to reduce
the construction time of high-rise apartment buildings as much as possible.
There is a substantial demand for such building, especially in inner cities.
The proposal involves the development of new combinations of fast
construction, infill and finishing techniques, including new solutions for the
connection between different construction materials. These developments
are the result of a total new approach of constructing high-rise buildings.
Some aspects of this approach are :
■ Using slipform systems for the construction of concrete outer walls
■ making optimal use of the permanent structures, limiting of the use of
temporary structures
■ producing concrete floors in a package on the ground floor and hoisting
them to their destinations within the concrete facades.
For the calculation of the concrete structures, the use of the most advanced
computer programmes is necessary, based on the most recent knowledge of
concrete mechanics and concrete materials technology. Logistics are most
important in the project. The proposal includes the developing of a
computerized logistic system.
KEYWORDS

Construction/Building/Civil engineering; Building/Construction; Logistics/
Management/Prod, plan.; Concrete/Building materials; CAE/CAD /CAM
systems;
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

EGM BEHEER BV
LAAN DER VERENIGDE NATIES 9
NL-3300 AG DORDRECHT

VERMEER BOUW BV
ED. ZUBLIN AG
TNO BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION RESEARCH
G.M. IDORN CONSULT A/S

CONTACT PERSON
D. SPEKKINK
Tel:+ 31-78-330660
Tfax: +31-78-140071

Contract no:
Proposal no: BE-4468
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MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF 3-D FLEXIBLE
MATERIAL SURFACES TO AID DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURE OF CLOTHING
Starting date: M a y 1989

Duration: 12 months

OBJECTIVES

The objective is to produce mcrthematical models, from existing numerical
representations of 3-D curved surfaces, to accurately visualise surfaces
representing clothes worn by a model. These surfaces can then be
developed into 2-D pieces for pattern making. The challenge will lie in
taking into account the physical properties of the material when making the
mathematical model of the surface including creases and folds at the elbow,
knee, and so on. Modelling will be carried out on 2-D and 3-D graphics
workstations allowing deformations to be visualised and respecting the
drape and cut of the clothing, the physical properties of the cloth and the
posture of the model.
KEYWORDS

Textile/Clothing; Flexible/Non rigid materials; Textiles; Imaging/Image
processing; Mcrthematical modelling
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

DELTA INTERNATIONAL
26. RUE DES PEUPUERS
F-92100. BOULOGNE BILLANCOURT

ALBERT
UNIVERSITY OF NANTES
UNIVERSITY OF RENNES
LINE
TECHNOTESSILE
UNIVERSITY OF FIRENZE

CONTACT PERSON
J. CASTAGNETTI/C. RENARD
Tel: + 33-1 -46200730
Tfax: + 33-1-47611528

Contract no: Rl 1B-302
Proposal no: P-2096
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REALISATION AND TEST OF A PROTOTYPE OF A BASIC
MODULE OF COMPUTER INTEGRATED
MANUFACTURING (CIM) IN THE CLOTHING INDUSTRY
Starting date: February 1989

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The European clothing industry must respond to increasing international
competition with high quality clothing, higher productivity, shorter order
processing times, smaller batch sizes and greater readiness to deliver.
Automation of production and computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) are
ways of reaching this goal. The automation of production will justify higher
investments if it enables step-by-step expansion to flexible integrated
production. The project partners are building on a comprehensive concept
of computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) in the clothing industry
(developed in BRITE 1478) in order to realise and test a working prototype of
a manufacturing communiccrtions system.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

A heterogeneous manufacturing network (Ethernet, IEEE 802.3 TCP/IP, NFS)
has been constructed in an industrial concern. Data is being exchanged via
network interfaces using existing computer applications. Remote computer
systems are being integrated using the X.25 protocol. Core applications of
the mcrnufacturing communications system are being tested at present in
the industrial concern. Newly developed applications are the process
planning system, a workshop planning and control system as well as a
production data management, whereby distributed relational data base
applications are supported. The workshop planning and control system
supports alternative methods of short term planning and control. An
Advanced Factory Data Aquistion and Management System are integrated.
Software modules are under development using the UNIX V operating
system. More complex planning a n d control modules for multi-week
planning of flexible rnanufacturing groups, for synchronised buffer contol
and graphic monitoring are under development a n d will be gradually
integrated in the industrial test.
KEYWORDS Textile/Clothing; Logistics/Management/Prod, plan; Process/
Production monitoring; Textiles; Automation/CIM; Databases/Expert systems;
Research/Development.
PRIME PARTNER
NIXDORF SOFTWARE ENGINEERING GMBH
GUSTAV-MEYER-ALLEE 1
D-1000 BERLIN 65

CONTACT PERSON
H. FRIEDRICH
Tel:+49-30-46007-150
Tfax: + 49-30-46007-105
Tlx: + 308785

OTHER PARTNERS
GIL BRET GMBH
OMAS
AWFI
a
TNO

Contract no: Rl 1B-299
Proposal no: P-2478
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DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF
TECHNOLOGIES AS SUPPORT FOR FLEXIBLE
PRODUCTION GROUPS IN THE CLOTHING INDUSTRY
Starting date: January 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

If the European clothing industry is to compete with non-European countries,
it has to compete on parameters such as quick response to market
demands, short delivery times, frequent change of collections a n d high
quality. This demands greater flexibility and quicker reconversion than is
possible with the existing production apparatus.
The objective of the project is therefore to work with small flexible
autonomous production groups and to develop the necessary equipment
(sewing machines, automats, transport equipment, information a n d
planning systems and auxilliaries) to make these groups work optimally.
This development will enable clothing manufacturers, in an economical
way, to produce small series, to reduce direct production time a n d to
change models more frequently than today.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ Flexible production groups have been established at the two clothing
companies.
■ Experience with flexible production groups a n d flexible production
systems has been compiled.
■ On this basis specifications for equipment to be developed are being
discussed.
KEYWORDS

Textile /Clothing; Manufacturing; Textiles
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

DANISH TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE
CLOTHING AND TEXTILE INSTITUTE
GREGERSENSVEJ 5
DK-2630 TAASTRUP

DTI, HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT
FALBE-HANSEN
RIMOLDI

GFT
BRANDTEX

CONTACT PERSON
J. HANSEN
Tel: + 45-42-996611
Tfax: + 45-42-522444

Contract no: BREU-0273

Proposal no: BE-3345
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COMPUTER INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING OF
SYNTHETIC FILAMENT YARN
Starting date: December 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Current manuiacturing routes for melt spinning of synthetic fibres utilise
measuring a n d control devices in separate parts of the operation.
Integrated systems which give total control are not available, but are
necessary if progress is to be made towards improving process reliability
and product quality and give additional manufacturing flexibility for cost
effective product specialisation.
The programme will require the development and integration of on-line
process control sensors with computer directed monitoring and guidance
systems, to handle the highly interactive and complex process and product
data.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

After the achievement of operability of the data acquisition system and the
development of new sensor systems, the project has entered a phase where
most significant scientific and technical results are obtained.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Forming/Shaping/Casting; Fibres; Polymers;
Automation/CIM
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

AKZO FIBRES
ARLO-CDP
D-8753, OBERNBURG

RHONE POULENC S.A.
ICI FIBRES
BARMAG. BARMER MASCHINENFABRIK AG

CONTACT PERSON
D. SCHILO
Tel:+ 49-6022-81443
Tfax: + 49-6022-81204
Tlx: + 41880050

Contract no: Rl 1B-255
Proposal no: P-2324
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MATHEMATICAL MODELLING IN WORSTED SPINNING,
ALLOWING THE OPTIMIZATION OF THE PROCESS AND
THE DEVELOPMENT OF CIM
Starting date: M a y 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The introduction of CIM in the domain of spinning requires, in order to be
completed, not only computer control of several types of automatic devices,
such as feed a n d removal of the products at each machine, transfer of
products from one machine to the next, etc., but also automatic adjustment
and if necessary regulation under computer control of the settings of all the
important machines, as a function of the characteristics of the ingoing textile
material and of the properties required from the semi-finished or finished
product (top sliver or yarn). To achieve this goal, it is necessary to study
new machines, where all the main settings are controlled a n d possibily
regulated by computer.
This research programme contributes to the introduction of CIM in worsted
processing, through the study of such a computer-controlled machine with
the development of the corresponding software for the automatic adjustment
of the settings, for the most important and most complex passage of the
process, the worsted card. For this purpose, the research programme
includes the following parts:
■ study of new mathematical models of the high production worsted card
(based on a massive experimental campaign), having the particularity that
they describe the effects of the settings of the individual elements of the card
■ preparation of a software based on these mathematical models, optimizing
the main card settings by achieving a compromise between quality criteria
and economical criteria (production, minimization of losses)
■ basic study of a new high production worsted card, entirely controlled by
computer, providing automatic adjustment of the card settings as a function
of the characteristics of the raw textile material through the use of optimized
software, with maximum safety and reliability in an industrial environment.
KEYWORDS

Textile/Clothing; Textiles; Automation/CIM; Mathematical modelling
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

UNEKLO N.V.
NUVERHEIDSKAAI 7
B-9900 EEKLO

A. THIBEAU ET CIE F
CENTEXBEL
B

CONTACT PERSON
N. RAMON
Tel: + 32-91-773621
Tfax: + 32-91-777757
Tbc + 11270

Contract no: BREU-0521
Proposal no: BE-4481
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RESEARCH INTO THE CARDED YARN PROCESS IN THE
COARSE YARN COUNT SECTOR USING MODERN
NON CONVENTIONAL SPINNING TECHNOLOGY
Starting date: 1991 -1992

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

This research project intends, to increase the productivity and efficiency of
the carded wool spinning system, which is predestined to produce valuable
and fashionable textiles from high quality fibres.
With help of alternative process operations, like a compact carder with or
without a following drafting unit and non-conventional spinning systems,
carded yarns should be produced without high deviations from the
characteristics demanded by the market .
If the new yams produced with these alternative processes have other
structures and qualities, then they will be geared to new products, which
would result in the economic benefit of opening very new market segments.
Within the framework of this project a new compact carding machine and
new drafting units for the spinning machines will be developed and
incorporated into the production of typical carded wool yams.
The ultimate goal is to put a shorter and much more efficient production line
for carded wool yams on the market.
KEYWORDS

Textile/Clothing; Engineering (mechanical); Textiles
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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MECHANICAL TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY
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DEVELOPMENT OF STANDARDISED MATERIAL
TRANSPORT DEVICES FOR THE SEQUENTIAL
AUTOMATION OF THE PROCESSING OF FLEXIBLE
MATERIALS
Starting date: July 1986

Duration: 66 months

OBJECTIVES

Material handling is of significant importance for automation of the
production procedure in the garment industry • Today's requirements of
production flexibility, however, demand the use of flexible solutions to
automatically process a defined variation in scope of work operations. This
will be achieved by the following objectives:
■ Development of a new technical handling solution for flexible material
using the freezing principle.
■ Development of standardised material transport devices whose
combinations results in varied sequential automation solutions. The
modules shall be designed for overlapping material a n d product
application.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Based on comprehensive product and process analyses, numerous modules
were designed and developed step by step and realised within the entire
concept. The modules are designed under the aspect of being included in
material transport systems for the sewing industry as a n integrated part
with flexible operation. Automation of the actual sewing process is the start
of the development work. A test device with fully automatic linkable
handling a n d material transport modules has been achieved as a prototype
for a task sequence with three pocket sewing operatons. Another focus of
development was the application of the frozen-gripper idea. This principle
has considerable advantages in functions compared with conventional
gripper systems. Gripping and holding of pattern parts is ensured without
any material adjustment setting. Although the test device shows the
principle technical solution is functioning more development work must be
done to ensure a reliable and efficient prototype.
KEYWORDS Textile/Clothing; Assembly /Joining; Handling/Transportation;
Flexible Non rigid materials; Textiles; Automaton/CIM.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN INTEGRATED SYSTEM ABLE TO
OPTIMIZE THE FLEXIBILITY LEVEL IN THE TEXTILEAPPAREL PRODUCTION PROCESS
Starting date: July 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The world textile-apparel market is marked by a fierce fight for
competitiveness between D Cs and ICs. The latter ones have relatively strong
positions in high-quality production sectors, but, in order to maintain such a
relative advantage, they have to improve more and more their operative
flexibilitY.
A textile firm, in order to achieve the maximum flexibility in the production
process, faces two fundamental problems :
■ to reach complete harmonization between the production technical data
and the product structural characteristics requested by the costumer
(garment mill)
■ consistent production planning, meeting scheduled delivery times,
keeping to assigned priorities, coping with disruptions to the outlined
production planning.
There are therefore two lines of action in this project:
■ By telematic linkage, garment collection data, as requested by the
garment mill, are converted into suitable parameters to be transmitted to
the production departments
■ by the development of a n expert system allowing production
management through a short term production planning, as outlined in the
former phase, and constant adjustment in the light of the daily production
performances.
KEYWORDS

Textile/Clothing; Process monitoring; Textiles; D atabases/Expert systems
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

TEXTILIA SPA
MARC CAIN GMBH
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FLEXIBLE UNIT FOR REMOVING TEXTILE WORKPIECES
FROM A PILE AND OVERLAYING THEM
Starting date: January 1989

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The main objective of the programme is to develop workstations which
would be able to grip and seperate a single ply fabric, from multiple pre-cut
stacks, making a new multi-ply stack (with possibility of joined plies). New
research has started in order to define handling techniques useful for local
gripping, local separation, total gripping and separation, and also vision
techniques for supervising and checking the operations.
Main characteristics of the final systems will be:
■ reliability of gripper process better than 99.9%,
■ accuracy of position and superposition better than 3mm,
■ total cycle time (from destacking to joining) in less than 6s for one ply.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

After more than two years of work, the principal modules necessary to the
workstations are in place:
■ a destacking module of cylindrical form; it has a fixed arrangement of
oblique pins for local fabric engagement and instrumentation to check the
reliability of separation.
■ a destacking module of spiral form in order to separate and grip locally
the first ply of a textile stack; the spiral destacker rolls without slippage
onto the stack.
■ gripping by vacuuming through cellular materials equal to a n infinitY of
suctiongrips regularly disposed on the whole surface.
■ algorithms of vision to detect and orientate the objects; the vision system
can capture and process images of 512 x 512 pixels resolution and linear
images of 1728 pixels.
KEYWORDS
Textile/Clothing; Handling/Transportation; Textiles;
Automation/CIM; Image/Image processing; Robotics.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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RESEARCH ON AND PERFECTION OF ON-LINE
SENSORS AND CONTROLLING PROCESSES FOR
CONTINUOUS TEXTILE FINISHING
Starting date: 1991-1992

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The object of this project is to develop sensor and controlling systems for inprocess quality control:
■ in order to measure and to control hydrogen peroxide consumption
■ in order to measure the relaxation in textile materials in heat-setting units
■ in order to detect the state of swelling by relaxation measurements.
In all about 15% of the total costs are related to repeated treatments
because of deviation in quality.
The project will develop a sensor system for the finishing industry in order to
follow up hydrogen peroxide consumption during bleaching and the internal
stresses as brought to the textile material during heat-setting and during
mercerization to cut down repeated treatments.
Monitoring of hydrogen peroxide concentration in a bleaching bath is
discontinuous. Special methods are to be evaluated in order to achieve a
completely on-line sensoring system. Heat-setting of synthetic fibre-material
and treating celiulosic material in caustic soda solution (mercerizing) also
need measuring-systems for controlling the tension brought about by
changes in fibre structure during processing.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; TextQe/Clothing; Processing (food, non rigid materials);
Quality assurance; Textiles; Measuring systems; Mathematical modelling;
Materials science
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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FLEXIBLE SEWING CELL
Starting date: May 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The main general objective of the project was a working prototype to
perform the operation of setting pockets and fronts in shirts. The prototype
was planned to be composed of the following three main modules: Feeding
module (including front pick-up and separation device and pocket feeder);
Recognition and Positioning module; Sewing module. The Feeding module
was planned to pick-up a shirt front from one pile of fresh cut fronts; and
deliver it to the Recognition and Positioning module. It was also planned
that another feeder deliver a Pocket to the Recognition area. The
Recognition a n d Positioning module identifies the parts a n d supplies the
necessary information to the handler of this module to position the parts
perfectly. The sewing module then, performs the operation of folding the
pocket and sewing it to the front.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The project has been finished according to the objectives, achieving a cycle
time of 25 sec. and a matching accuracy of +0.5mm. The Front seperator is
able to pick-up and seperate one front from a fresh pile, using aerodynamic
principles and deliver it to the regonition module. The Pocket feeder is a n
endless conveyer able to receive the pocket from the previous operation and
deliver it to the Recognition module. The controller of this module is based
on a Programmable Logic Controller.
■ The recognition and Positioning modul is based in a special purpose robot
a n d clamp; the module incorporate a CCD camera a n d a digital
servocontroller.
■ The sewing module is a modified N.C. Sewing unit, including: pocket
folder, sewing head, stacker and CNC controller.
■ A central controller communicates with the controller of each module
using a protocol based in a n ISO standard.
KEYWORDS
Clothing; Handling; Image processing; Assembly; Processing
non rigid materials.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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FLEXIBLE ASSEMBLY CELLS FOR AUTOMATIC
PROCESSING OF COMPLETE SUB ASSEMBLIES OF
CLOTHING PRODUCTS
Starting date: February 1988

Duration: 47 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the project is the development of an assembly cell in which parts
to be sewn, prefabricated or semi-fabricated are processed fully
automaticallY in a sequence of work operations. All necessary parts are
manually loaded into a flexible jig unit which positions and holds the parts
during various work operations. The loaded parts will be kept stationary
while the sewing head carries out the stitching movements in the x/y plane
according to programmed geometrical contour. Folding, material
manipulating a n d sewing operations will be carried out alternatively
depending on the individual application.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The manufacture of a flexible assembly cell for the fly operations as a test
model could be completed in June 1991.
At the actual cell the work module was designed to process a fly-section of
pants. The individual parts as cut parts and zipper to be assembled are
loaded into the workstation a n d subsequently sewn together in a n
automatic operation, in which sewing, folding and manipulating of the
workpieces takes place.
Testing and time studies are made under real working conditions in a
garment manufacturing plant.
For another flexible application cell for the wing pocket operations a test
model is in the stage of development.
KEYWORDS

Textile/Clothing; Assembly/Joining; Textiles; Automation/CIM; Stitching of
garments; CNC stitching; Automatic stitching cell.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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SEWING MACHINE WITH TRADITIONAL DRIVING
MEANS PERMANENTLY ORIENTED IN THE DIRECTION
OF SEAM UNDER ELECTRONIC CONTROL
Starting date: January 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

To obtain the best quality seam in automatic sewing systems, requires that
the whole sewing mechanism rotates to keep the stitch forming device
always tangent to the seam path. A mechanical device has been
developed employing differential mechanism, but the resulting machine is
complicated and cumbersome. In the proposed project the motions of the
upper sewing mechanism (needle-bar and upper feed-dog) a n d the lower
one (hook and lower feed-dog) are assured by two independent DC motors
controlled in phase, without any mechanical connection. The rotation
around a vertical axis of the upper and lower mechanism is obtained by
means of two DC motors. The sample to be sewn is moved along two
perpendicular directions X and Y axes are interpolated and the speed
tangent to the seam-path is kept proportional to the rotation velocity of the
sewing head to obtain constant stitch length. The new automatic unit will
be appreciated especially in the leather goods industry, with possibilities of
applications also in the clothing industry in general.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Up to now we have created a simplified prototype in which the upper
sewing mechanism (needle bar and upper feed-dog) and the lower one
(hook a n d lower feed-dog) are assured by two independent DC motors
controlled in phase, without any mechanical connection. On this prototype
tests have been performed with different kinds of fabrics, in order to settle
parameters and features of the entire prototype.
KEYWORDS

Mechanical engineering/Machinery; Shoe/Leather; Textile/Clothing
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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AUTOMATIC ON-LINE SYSTEM FOR DETECTION,
EVALUATION AND MAPPING OF DEFECTS AND SHADE
VARIATION MONITORING ON FINISHED FABRICS
Starting date: N o v e m b e r 1988

Duration: 44 months

OBJECTIVES

The availability of a comparatively low price modular system for automatic
on-line detection and evaluation of defects and shade variation monitoring
on finished fabrics — also capable of supplying information for the
commercial evaluation of the finished product besides automation of the
cutting a n d shipping phase a n d numeric control cutting machines in
garment making — has been identified as a key factor in the automation of
textile manufacturing industries and is the aim of the project.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The design, construction and debug of the modules of the first experimental
system occupied the research team in the second year.
On-line laboratory tests on the prototype and the function of the different
light sources have been carried out. Field tests will be started using a
special inspection station built to match the specifications for both visual
and automatic inspection.
As support for the technicians a photographic fault catalogue characterising
a large set of fabric defect was set up..
KEYWORDS

Textile/Clothing; Textiles; Qulity inspection; Image processing.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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DEVELOPMENT OF A SYSTEM TO DETECT AND TO
MARK DEFECTS
Starting date: April 1988

Duration: 42 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the project is to develop a completely integrated system to detect
and to mark defects in woven goods. The types of defects to be detected
are irregularities in pattern, structure (spinning, weaving, finish), sheen and
colour.
The system is to be installed on the loom, the finishing machine and the
inspection table; this is only possible up to a width of 20 cm at the present
time. After detection of the defect, it is to be evaluated. This information is
to be processed in order to:
■ give a warning, if necessary
■ evaluate the quality of the piece of fabric
■ control the production.
Therefore the appropriate software is to be written. Also a marker/reader
device is to purchased and tested. It will be integrated in the inspection
system.

Finally the information on the number and type of defect is to be used in the
clothing industry, in order to control the folding/cutter system. This will lead
to optimal use of the fabric.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

A detailed description of the system's requirements has been given. These
requirements include specifications for defects (type, number, importance,
etc.), environment (production stage, speed, physical shape, etc.) and
processing of results (marks, reports, host computer, etc.). In the first stage
denim fabric is considered. A broad range of algorithms to indentify the
defects has been developed and tested.
The software structure for textile inspection is designed and implemented. A
prototype of a n inspection machine has been designed and will be installed
soon.
KEYWORDS
Textile/Clothing; Quality control/Inspection; Imaging/Image
processing; Textiling; Vision/Optical systems; Automation/CIM; Research/
Development.
PRIME PARTNER
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STUDY OF A MODULAR DEVICE PERMITTING
AUTOMATIC RECOGNITION OF FLEXIBLE MATERIAL
DEFECTS
Starting date: N o v e m b e r 1988

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The purpose of the study is the development of a defect detection device for
soft materials in the production process. Based on the use of a camera the
detection will first be applied to structural defects of single-coloured fabrics
with recognition of the type of detected defect. Detection of structural
defects and design defects will then be undertaken on materials with
different coloured elements, for instance dyed yam fabrics. Detection on an
inspection table, for example, should show the real time identification and
classification of different defects as well as the characteristics of each defect
on the tested matrials.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The lighting of the fabric, the configuration of the cameras and the defect
detection algorithm are firmly established. They have been tested on a
roller prototype. This prototype detects the defects in our unbleached
samples.
KEYWORDS

Textile/Clothing; Processing (food, non rigid materials); Textiles; Automation/
CIM; Vision/Optical systems
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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MUVI - MULTISENSOR VISUAL INSPECTION IN HIGH
SPEED GARMENT PRODUCTION
Starting date: July 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

An automatic system for quality control in high speed garment production
based on the current state-of-the-art in computer vision techniques and
involving advanced hardware architectures has been identified as a key
device to increase the competitiveness of the European textile industry. The
major technical objectives which represent significant technological
advances in the textile manufacturing a n d in the incipient automatic
inspection industry are:
■ development of a computer vision system for automatic defect detection in
whole finished garments with a reliability of at least 90%;
■ defect detection in real time at high speed production flow (at least 300
doz. in 8 hours), and with a reduction from 2.5% to 0.3% in the produced
faulty pantyhose;
■ development of new techniques for defect detection based on the latest
advances in CCD cameras, parallel hardware architectures and parallel
computer vision algorithms.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ A detailed description of the project requirements has been established.
■ A full characterisation of panty hose flaws has been completed.
■ A mechanism to provide uniform illumination has been designed to cope
with the high frequency line acquisition needed in the production flow.
■ A first mechanical prototype has been built up to serve as a platform to
integrate the acquisition hardware to provide real images.
■ Simulation of algorithms to design the hardware/software architecture.
KEYWORDS

Textile/Clothing; Sensors/Signal processing; Quality control/Inspection;
Vision/Optical systems; Imaging/ Image processing.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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QQR-QUICK QUALITY RESPONSE
STRATEGY FOR VERTICAL COORDINATION OF QUALITY
AND MATERIAL FLOW OF TEXTILE PRODUCTS IN THE
TEXTILE, CLOTHING AND RETAIL STAGES
Starting date: January 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

European clothing a n d textile enterprises compete on the international
market by quality improvement, flexibility in response to customer demands,
flexibility on manufacturing processes, higher investments in automation
and computer integration. Communication and standardisation are the
backbone of all these efforts. Through effective communications it is
possible to reduce costs, manpower and time.
The quality requirements of textile products are closely related to customer
demands. Within textile, clothing and retail chains, both communications
a n d quality need commonly agreed standards. Today technical and
organisational barriers exist and to reach the goal of Quick Response and
Quality Improvement, the partners are developing a working prototype that
fulfills the requirements of the OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) reference
model and that supports the interchange of agreed quality data.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

In the early period of this project analyses of the vertical coordination of
information and material flow in the textile, clothing and retail stages and
requirement specifications for quality management a n d flexible group
production are being made. Evaluations on the state of OSI-standardisation
and the adoption of proven standards are worked out. Most important
standards on the upper OSI-layer are X.400, FTAM and the international
standard of Electronic data interchange UN/EDIFACT.
The design of an open connectivity model between textile, clothing and
retail enterprises that supports quick computer-computer interaction and
quality d a t a exchange has started. The architecture supports the
connectivity independent of used computer and operating systems UNIX,
VMS, OS/400, OS/2, MS-DOS. etc. An OSI reference architecture for small to
large textile, clothing and retail enterprises that supports faster flow of
"textile" information is in preparation.
KEYWORDS Textile/Clothing; Logistics/Management/Prod. Plan; Quality
assurance; Quality control/Inspection; Textiles; Automation/CIM;
CAE/CAD/CAM Systems; Codes/Standards
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RESEARCH INTO THE FUNDAMENTAL PARAMETERS OF
CONTINUOUS DYEING AND THEIR EFFECT ON SUBSTANTIVITY,
MIGRATION AND YIELD OF DYESTUFFS, IN ORDER TO DEVELOP O N LINE SENSORS AND REAL TIME CONTROL MECHANISMS THAT GIVE
CONSISTENCY AND REPEATABILITY IN SHADE
Starting date:

A u g u s t 1988

Duration:

36 months

OBJECTIVES

In order to establish a good control system, it is necessary to know which
process parameters determine the final shade of the fabric.
Two
approaches will be used, theoretical models and statistical analyses of data.
The theoretical models will be based on the knowledge of fundamental
dyestuff properties and dyestuff/fibre interactions. Mathematical models
are to be formed and tested, in particular to describe:
■ the influence of processvariables on the shade of the fabric;
■ the interaction of processvariables;
■ the behaviour of the dyesystem during the startup period.
In order to achieve this goal, sensors are to be designed or selected, and
tested, for colour measurement, monitoring and control of relevant process
variables. One of the main problems in this area is the realtime
measurement of the concentration of dyestuffs in the padder. Finally, the
system will advise on the best course of action when process parameters or
shade of the fabric deviate outside set targets. All this must lead to higher
quality, increased production and saving of chemicals, water and energy.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

a / Fundamental research: some basic dyestuff properties have been
defined and measured and models for dyestuff/fibre interactions have been
established. A link is m a d e between the basic dyestuff properties (and
behaviour) a n d the models. A technique for measuring the dyestuff
concentration online has been developed and industrially tested,
b / Statistical approach: all sensors, as well as the monitoring system, have
been installed. Data on process a n d fabric parameters have been
gathered.
The key factors to be controlled to ensure consistent production a n d their
control limits have been established from statistical analyses.
KEYWORDS
Sensors; Process monitoring; Textile; Control systems;
Mathematical modelling; Statistics; Research/Development.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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OPTIMISATION AND CONTROL OF ACRYLIC FIBRE
SURFACE AND CRIMP CHARACTER FOR MODERN
YARN SPINNING PROCESSES
Starting date: D e c e m b e r 1988

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The manufacture of yarns from acrylic staple fibres and tow has been
moving from conventional ring spinning to higher productivity modem
spinning processes. This trend is expected to continue at a n increasing
rate. These high speed processes are less tolerant than traditional ring
spinning of fibre properties being both different from the optimum and being
variable. Hence acrylic fibres, with well characterised variations in crimp,
and surface properties, will be mailed through them. Correlations will be
established between processing performance yarn properties, fibre
properties and fibre variability. Larger scale trials will be carried out to
establish, with a greater degree of certainty, the dependence on certain
critical properties. This will give information regarding the required degree
of accuracy necessary for all fibre parameters such that 'optimum' fibre can
be produced.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The following have been in the first two years:
■ Measurement of y a m frictions at different temperatures and humidities for
fibre treated with a wide range of finish chemistries.
■ D evelopment of high-tech methods for measuring the factors which
contribute to a fibre's frictional character. These are finish level (using NIR),
finish distribution (using ESI) a n d crimp level (using fast fourier
transformation imaging techniques).
■ Processed 90 fibre variants which had been selected using experimental
design to incorporate the following fibre parameters: finish type, finish level,
DTEX, crimp and staple length. All were spun into yams on either high
speed ring, rotor open end or air jet machines. Predictions have been made
as to which combination of fibre parameters is expected to give optimum
spinning performance.
KEYWORDS
Textile/Clothing; Chemistry; Fibre/Reinforcing materials;
Imaging/Image processing.
PRIME PARTNER
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UNMANNED KNITTING PLANTS DEVELOPING A
PROTOTYPE AND PRESCRIBING OPERATIONAL
REQUIREMENTS
Starting date: April 1989

Duration: 26 months

OBJECTIVES

The objective of the project has been to assist European Knitting Machine
manufacturers to retain leadership in this field of industrial technology by
developing a prototype for extended unmanned operation of a CNC,V-bed
knitting machine.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Innovative pneumatic and mechanical devices have been developed to
achieve a n automatic loading capability. As well as loading of yam to the
machine feeders from cones, the automatic system has been developed to
deal with y a m thread breakages, cone run-outs a n d programmed cone
changes with automatic splicing. This system has been laboratory tested
but needs further development to make it sufficiently commercial for
industrial use.
An automatic unloading system for discrete knitted pieces together with a
take-away conveying device has been fully proven, a n d is now
commercially viable.
A fault detection system which offers exciting possibilities is at a n advanced
stage. This system can recognize, as they happen, knitting faults such as
dropped stitches and tension variations, locate them and cause the knitting
machine to stop. As well as Quality Control opportunities prospects for
reduced operator attendance are obvious.
KEYWORDS

Textile/Clothing; Automation; Quality control/Inspection; Knitting/CIM; Yam;
Laser technology.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

EOLAS. THE IRISH SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY AGENCY
MANUFACTURING CONSULTANCY SERVICES
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RESEARCH FOR A MATHEMATICAL AND RULE BASED SYSTEM
WHICH OPTIMISES A COTTON MIXTURE BASED ON THE
INTERDEPENDENCE OF SIGNIFICANT FIBRE PROPERTIES, PROCESS
PARAMETERS, YARN PROPERTIES AND SPINNING MACHINERY
PERFORMANCES
Starting date: January 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Development of a mathematical system to predict which spinning machinery
performances and final y a m characteristics can be expected (regularity,
tensile strength, etc.) once the characteristics of the blend of cotton are
known (length a n d irregularity of the fibres, tensile strength, trash,
micronaire, maturity, etc.).
This is why it is necessary; ■ to define all parameters of the raw material and
their interactions which can influence the final result;" to define the best
blend and manufacturing process in order to obtain the best cleaning and
regularity of the raw material.
It is necessary to define the opening line, study the settings and the speed of
the whole spinning equipment. In order to reach these mathematical
formulas and rules it is necessary to create a data and knowledge base.
This system allows the use of cheaper cotton (+10%), increases flexibility
and productivity (±10%), improves the stability of spinning and yarn quality
and follows the spinning process in a better way.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Different cottons have been selected for single bale tests. Fibre properties
have been studied in detail. In parallel, new test methods are being
developed.
From each bale, different yams were spun on small and medium scale with
different machine settings.
Statistical analysis has started in order to establish the data and rule base.
KEYWORDS
Textiles; Fibres; Data bases/Expert systems; Mathematical
modelling; Manufacturing; Statistics; Spinning
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

RIJKSUNIVERSITEIT GENT
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CONTACT PERSON
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Tlx: + 12754
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RESEARCH ON AUTOMATIC HANDLING TECHNIQUES
FOR NON-RIGID MATERIALS BASED ON THEIR
PROPERTIES
Starting date: S e p t e m b e r 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The principal objective of the research is to generate knowledge for use by
systems engineers to develop machines for automated handling of a broad
range of non-rigid materials. Catagories of materials and industrial handling
processes will be defined through manipulation requirements, deformation
tolerances a n d other qualities relating to handling machine system
specification. Handling processes across the material range pastas, meats
and textiles will be considered and a suitable process will be identified as a
focus for detailed study. The studies will enable comparison of handling
needs and likely solutions across the range of materials through construction
of a demonstrator system integrating sensing, manipulator a n d expert
system technologies.
The handling strategy employed by the system will depend upon task
requirements a n d properties of the materials. Vision, force a n d torque
sensing methods will be developed for identification of the properties of the
non-rigid material strategies and an expert sysem will be developed relating
the properties a n d requirements of the handling process to handling
strategies.
Deformation reference models will be developed based on mechanical and
physical properties, and schemes for the automatic selection and application
of control strategies will be investigated using experimental and simulation
methods. Sensing schemes to provide real-time fedback for purposes of
automatic control of the manipulator and end-effectors will be investigated
by experimentation.
KEYWORDS

Handling/Transportation; Flexible/Non-rigid materials; Control systems; Data
bases/Expert systems; Robotics; Sensors/Signal processing
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL
A.M.A.R.C. FACULTY OF
ENGINEERING
QUEEN'S BUILDING, UNIVERSITY WALK
UK-BS8 1TR BRISTOL

UNIVERSITY OF PARMA
I
ARISTOTELIAN UNIVERSITY OF THESSALONIKI GR

CONTACT PERSON
P. BRETT
Tel: + 44-272-303030 Ext. 3368
Tfax: + 44-272-252706
Tbc: + 445938 BSU NIV G
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MANUFACTURING PROCESSES FOR FLEXIBLE
MATERIALS - INSTANT DYEING LEATHER PRECUTS
Starting date: April 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

This project aims at carrying out, in the best way possible, continuous
instant dyeing operations on leather precuts to be finished. This should
enable materials to be dyed on both sides and eventually throughout their
thickness before applying the finish according to a traditional technique.
The provisional stages are:
1. Investigation of rapid instant dyeing of pre-sorted crust leather for 'justin-time' response to shoe and leather goods manufacturers.
2. Broad-operating parameters and identification of the classes of dyes (and
formulation) most suited to Instant' dyeing techniques.
3. Selection of monomers allowing a controlled penetration and fixation of
dyes with a minimum rewetting of the substrate (leather precuts).
4. Development of ternary systems: solvents — monomers — dyes allowing a
Eninimum of drying and evaporated products, in comparison with the
long float water base systems.
5. Definition and construction of prototype of dyeing of leather precuts:
characteristics - specifications.
6. Optimisation of the coupling of microwave, high-frequency and U.V.
drying - curing systems adapted to the formulation products used.
7. Instant dyeing performed in less than one hour as compared to a one to
two-week delivery time between the tannery and the shoe factory.
8. Specifications of industrial prototype and formulated products for instant
dyeing on line with instant finishing of leather.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Instant dyeing; Leather; Chemistry.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CENTRE TECHNIQUE CUIR
CHAUSSURE MAROQUINERIE (CTC)
DIRECTION RECHERCHE SERVICE
TECHNOLOGY CUIR
4 RUE HERMANN FRENKEL
F-69367LYONCEDEX07

UCB DROGENBOS
ECOLE NATIONALE SUPERIEURE DE CHIMIE,
MONTPELUER
ITF LYON
BRITISH LEATHER CONFEDERATION,
NORTHAMPTION

CONTACT PERSON
B. VULLIERMET
Tel:+ 33-78-695012
Tfax: + 33-78-612857
Tlx: + 340497
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY
PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF COATED
FABRICS (ARTIFICIAL LEATHER PROCESSING FOR
ENVIRONMENT SAFEGUARD) - ALPES.
Starting date: August 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

A great deal of emphasis is being placed on developing polyurethane
products that respond to customer's needs, while recognizing concern for
the environment.
The covering material of technical textiles cunently used for conveyor belts
or for amfical leather is made by a spreading technique of PU dissolved in
solvent.
The toxic solvent spread on fabrics creates air pollution a n d workshop
contamination requiring costly environmental protection systems.
The development of a new process will be based on a new chemical
formulation and technology avoiding the use of solvents.
The process will b e environmentally friendly. The resulting processing
system will be cost-performance quality competitive with present coating
processes in artificial leather, in conveyor belts a n d in other technically
coated textile applications.
After extensive tests on the prototype plants of two partners the technology
and the production equipment will be specified in order to be suitable for
S.M.E. workshops as well.
KEYWORDS

Qiemical/Petrochemical; Textile/Qothing; Processing (rubber & plastic);
Coatings/Thin films; Polymers; Textiles; Ecology/Environment
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CHIORINOSPA
RICERCA E SVILUPPO
VIA SANT'AGATA 9
H3051 BIELLA

T.M.G. SA
BOLIDT SYNTHETIC PRODUCTS & SYSTEMS
BHP GROUP LTD.
UNIVERSITA Dl TRENTO

CONTACT PERSON
LCHIORINO
Tel:+ 39-15-84891
Tfax: + 39-15-8496161
Trx: + 214095 CHIOR I
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MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES FOR LEATHERS ADAPTED TO
THE NEW ADHESION ASSEMBLY AND DIRECT INJ ECTION
PROCESSES FOR THE SHOE INDUSTRY
Starting date: March 1989

t
Dura ion: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Given its natural condition and its characteristic of comfort and mechanical
resistance, leather is a suitable component for the manufacture of quality
footwear. When using leather as a material for footwearuppers, some
problems may arise during the cementing of the sole to the upper, due to the
need to perform prior roughing operations on leather to obtain a good
cementing resistance. These problems can affect the quality a n d
appearance of the finished product and result in serious economic problems
for the manufacturer.
The aim of this programme has been to eliminate or considerably reduce the
problems arising during the bonding process of the sole to the upper, when
leathers are used as upper material.
The two main objectives of the project have been:
■ to maintain the hide's intrinsic properties during the process of curing and
conversion of the hide into leather.
■ to improve these properties through chemical or physical processes.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The results so far are positive and patented by one partner. Treatments
only performed on the assembly margin before cementing operations, permit
simplification or suppression of buffing a n d carding operations, which mainly when dealing with thin hides of low hardness - may have
unfavourable effects as regards both the quality and appearance of the
final product. Furthermore, it was intended to develop a n operation that
can be easily automated. Laboratory tests have been corcoborated by
seperation tests and wearing trials, and this enables us to envisage a
technico-economic application that would be favourable for the footwear
industry.
KEYWORDS
Leather fabrication; Footwear rnanufacturing; Adhesive
joining; Assembling; Surface treatment.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CENTRE TECHNIQUE CUIR. CHAUSSURE
MAROQUINERIE
DIRECTION RECHERCHE
4 RUE HERMANN FRENKEL

INESCOP-ELDA (AUCANTE)

FH59367LYONCEDEX07

CONTACT PERSON
B.VULLIERMET
Tel: + 33-78-695012
Tfax: + 33-78-612857
Tlx: + 340497
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AUTOMATION AND INTEGRATION OF CUTTING AND
STITCHING WORKSHOPS IN A FLEXIBLE SHOES
MANUFACTURING SYSTEM
Starting date:

M a r c h 1988

Duration:

39 months

OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this project is to set up a flexible shoe manufacturing system
for cutting a n d stitching workshops. It uses and improves upon existing
state-of-the-art processes a n d techniques, its modules adapted to small and
medium-size shoe companies. The following operations are included:
removal of cut pieces from the cutting workshop (water jet cutting), storage
of pieces in boards, storage of boards in containers, containers, automatic
container circulation and distribution to stitching stands, automatic supply of
automated stands thanks to markings on the cut parts. An in-depth
packaging study should reduce the size of the batches handled, permitting
flexible production control in order to reduce the time involved in launching
new models and completing cunent products.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

This project terminated in research models a n d prototypes which are
installed in a test workshop at a n experimental site PAIC-A, in Bordeaux,
France. Connected with a water-jet cutting machine (4 workstations), these
experimental prototypes are: leather pieces conditioner (container and
board), removal system of cut pieces with piece grip mechanism, board
piece conditioning system, conveying system of containers, automatic
feeding of stitching work station, pieces superposition work station.
KEYWORDS

Computer integrated manufacturing; Flexible automation; Leather; Stitching
workshop; Shoes
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SEPIC
2 AVENUE HOCHE
F-75008. PARIS

ISIN
LABELLE CHAUSSURES
NOEL PORTUGAL
IRI
SUTEAU SA
CTC

CONTACT PERSON
E. MAITRE
Tel:+ 33-1^44151512
Tfax: +33-1-46227152
Tbc + 649353 F
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TOPSYS - TOOL PRODUCTION SYSTEM FOR DESIGN
AND MANUFACTURE OF MODELS FOR HIGH QUALITY
AND PROPERLY FITTING SHOES IN THE FOOTWEAR
INDUSTRY
Starting date: January 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The main objective of the project is the development of a computer-aided
system for tool production in order to reduce production development
periods and permit flexible production of high quality and properly fitting
shoes. The model development period will be reduced from the average of 3
weeks necessary today to less than 1 week. This will enable shoe
manufacturers to meet market demands within increasingly shorter product
innovation cycles. In contrast to the main seasons per year, more
assortments could thus be realised per year in shorter intervals. Due to the
uncertain sales forecasts close to the time of sales, planning must include a
large number of sample shoes which are made under great time pressure.
Under the new system this large number should be reduced by at least half.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The project is currently in the conceptual phase. Analyses of the processes
in connection with development, construction and production of lasts and
moulds are being made. High technology solutions of digitalising systems,
CAD systems and NC-manufacturing systems are being studied, tested and
evaluated. Information for the database specification regarding foot
anatomy and fit as well as modelling applications have been collected.
KEYWORDS

Design; Machine Tools; Machining; Surface Treatment Technologies; CAE/
CAD/CAM Systems
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

A/S ECCOLET SKO
DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
INDUSTRIVEJ 5
DK-6261 BREDEBRO

FAGUS
IFW
TEKNOLOGISK INSTITUT

CONTACT PERSON
J. C. MEIER
Tel:+ 45-74-711625
Tfax:+45-74-710360
Tlx: + 50509
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AUTOMATION OF A LEATHER PIECE FEED SYSTEM FOR
THE MANUFACTURE OF SHOE UPPERS
Starting date: 1991

Duration: 30 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the project is to achieve highly flexible automation of the tasks
involved in the manufacture of shoe uppers. We are already capable of
conveying single piecs of leather of a recognized size and shape to work
stations in a predetermined position. The project aims to exploit thto
automate the transfer and dynamic conveying of pieces for pre-stitching
and stitching in a flexible, adaptable and cost-effective way.
We shall restrict ourselves to "flat" work surface operations, which form a
considerable part of the work of stitching lines a n d prepare for the
subsequent stages of the automated process. Study a n d experiment
prototypes will be produced for two complementary a n d representative
examples of piece conveying constraints : skiving and flat sectming.
The first work will be to obtain a standard principle for the guiding of pieces
on a flat plane work surface. The guide principle will be validated by
experimenting on research models. The second part of the project will be to
adapt the results obtained for guiding to skiving and flat secrming. Local and
general actuators will be used. The results will be validated by
experimenting on prototype automatic skiving and stitching stations.
The results of the project may give rise to industrial-scale development by
machine manufacturers to produce automatic machines a n d make it
possible to couple and handle the production rates and flow of data in an
integrated factory production line.
We estimate that 30 to 50% of shoe upper manufacturing operations will be
affected by these results.
KEYWORDS

Flexible automation; Stitching; Skiving; Leather; Shoes
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SEP1C
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APPLICATION OF ULTRASONICS IN THE PHYSICOCHEMICAL CLEANING OF TEXTILES IN DOMESTIC
WASHING MACHINES
Starting date: July 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The main objective of the project is to provide the theoretical a n d
experimental basis for a new technology for the washing of domestic
textiles, based on the application of high power ultrasound. It is known that
the acoustic phenomena associated with the application of ultrasonics, i.e.
cavitation and acoustic sfreaming, strongly promote the loosening of soil
from solid, rigid substrates. Very little is known, however, on the effect of US
on the cleaning of textiles dispersed in a detergent-water mixture.
To achieve this objective, the following research elements have been
defined:
■ study of the linear and nonlinear propagation of ultrasonic waves in a n
inhomogeneous medium consisting of textile substrates in a liquid;
■ determination of the effects of ultrasound on the basic phenomena of any
cleaning process, soil loosening and mass transfer;
■ study of the effect of ultrasonics on chemical reactions involved in, or
potentially applicable to the wash process;
■ development of design principles a n d experimental set-ups for an
integrated flexible washing system using ultrasonics.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

At this ealy stage of the project, three main results have been demonstrated:
■ US radiation leads to an increased rate of emulsification at the oil/water
interface. This effect is accelerated in presence of detergents.
■ Improved fluid flow inside yarns in presence of US was demonstrated.
This showed that US waves contribute to the detergency process by the
induced improved transport process.
■ The interaction between US waves and cotton fibres was shown to be a
two stage process: first, the fibres become rounded and more resistant.
Then, enhanced by improved chemical access, the depolymerisation
process takes over and the fibres become damaged.
KEYWORDS

Ultrasonics; Textiles

PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CIAPEM
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
137 RUE DE GERLAND
F-69363 LYON CEDEX 07

UNILEVER RESEARCH LABORATORY
ACOUSTICS INSTITUTE OF MADRID

CONTACT PERSON
M. KUBASCI
Tel:+ 33-72-725419
Tfax: + 33-72-725255
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SYSTEM FOR AUTOMATED FAULT DETECTION AND
DIGITISATION OF LEATHER SKINS AND FABRICS
Starting date: F ebruary 1989

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

■ Design a n d implementation of image processing algorithms for the
automated detection of leather faults and hide contour.
■ Development of a Leather Scanner Prototype based in imaging techniques
for the auto.ated detection and digitisation of leather hides. Resolution
lmm, scanning dimensions: 200 x 300 cm.
■ Development of a software p a c k a g e for automated quality level
classification of digitised leather hides.
■ Development of a software package for automated nesting of patterns on
digitsed hides meeting quality and industrial requirements..
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ Full characterisation of leather faults.
■ Creation of a complete catalogue including samples for every type of fault
and for many different types of leather.
■ Design a n d implementation of new image processing algorithms for
leather fault and contour detection.
■ First prototype of Leather Scanner. Scanning area: 100x180cm
■ First release of software package for automised Quality Level classification
of digitised leather hides.
■ First release of software package for automated pattern nesting of
digitised leather hides.
KEYWORDS

Shoe leather; Quality control/Inspection; Leather; Imaging/Image
processing; Automation/CIM.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

INVESTRONICA SA
INVESTIGACION Y DESARROLLO
TOMAS BRETON 60
E-28045 MADRID

CSIC/IAI
GUCCIO GUCCI SPA

CONTACT PERSON
V. CALZADO
Tel:+ 34-1-4678210
Tfax: + 34-1-4678723
Tlx: + 23399 IYCO E
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RESTORING COMPETITIVENESS OF THE EUROPEAN
LEATHER INDUSTRIES THROUGH NOVEL
MANUFACTURING PROCEDURES MEETING SAFETY,
HEALTH, ENVIRONMENTAL NEEDS
Starting date: September 1991

Duration: 42 months

OBJECTIVES

This project concerns the R&D which will enable the traditional sequential
working practices of leather manufacture to be replaced by a fully
integrated production system using reduced quantities of less
environmentally damaging chemicals, hence improving the position of the
European Industry. Machines and chemical products will need to be
harmonised by physical modification of the mechanics of the process, with
short baths and better penetration by ultrasonics/vibrators/pressure, and
by the selection of the chemical products used, their environmental nature
and reactivity.
If successful, this novel process will improve the competitiveness of the
European Leather industry by the introduction of novel production systems
designed also to meet the needs of downstream industries, such as
footwear, upholstery and garments for shorter response times.
Particular regard is to be made to : a) environment; b) hygiene and safety
of workers; c) productivity; d) reduction/elimination of dangerous chemical
products; e) quality of the skins and quality control; f) optimal use of the
substance of the raw material - "skin"; g) use of by-products and waste for
other industries-fertilizers, gelatines, etc.
Understanding and knowledge of the fundamental parameters is to be
acquired and its relevance to the requirements of downstream industries is
to be captured in a data and rule-based intelligent expert system in order to
maximize the experience gained and enable the technology to be widely
adopted in a minimum period of time.
KEYWORDS
Shoe/Leather; Recovery/Recycling; Leather; Databases/
Expert systems; Ecology/Environment; Safety management
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CIPLC
STAHL COLOURS & TANNING
PRODUCTS DIVISION
POBOX31.SLUISWEG10
NL-5140 AA WAALWIJK

MERCIER FRERES
CONCERIA BUSCATESE SPA

CONTACT PERSON
S. URSELL
Tel:+ 31-4160-89111
Tfax; + 31 -4160-89220
Tlx: + 35111
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EXCIMER LASER PROCESSING OF FLEXIBLE MATERIALS
Starting date: March 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

In the proposal, schemes for the adaptation of excimer laser processing,
technology for plastics and flexible material industries will be examined; in
order to promote the introduction of high power excimer laser technology in
industries dealing with flexible materials.
The research programme's aims are:
■ to assess the feasibility of using high power excimer lasers such as PVC
and polyethylene:non-woven combination.
■ to determine specific technical; economic a n d quality advantages of
using excimer laser for flexible material processing compared to
conventional machining techniques.
■ to build prototype excimer laser based workstations for automated cutting
and drilling of the above mentioned materials.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

During the first year of the project the following work has been performed:
■ cutting a n d drilling experiments of PVC a n d PVC/fabric samples to
establish the basic cutting rates using; KrF and XeCl excimer laser
■ cutting experiments of polyethylene/non-woven samples in thin sheet
form, in order to assess the excimer laser processing parameters; using
ArF KrF and XeCl lasers.
■ assessment of the cutting and/or drilling quality and comparison with the
other conventional techniques.
■ evaluation of appropriate prototype b e a m delivery system including
optical fibres.
■ preliminary design of the automated laboratory prototype systems for
cutting thin sheets of polyethylene:non-woven material.
KEYWORDS
Materials processing; Flexible material; Polymers; Excimer
laser; Laser technology; Machining
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

MOLNLYCKE HELLAS S.A.
TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT
ADRIANOU 1 & AL. PANAGOUU STREET
GR-14234 ATHENS

FORTH-IESL LASER APPLICATIONS
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ISQ
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CONTACT PERSON
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INTEGRATING AUTOMATIC HANDLING OF FLEXIBLE
MATERIAL COMPOSITE COMPONENT DESIGN AND
QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCEDURES
Starting date: March 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The broad objectives are to develop a n integrated system to automatically
process flexible sheet material, particularly composite prepegs, from the
delivery condition to a consolidated rigid product.
This involves automating the de-reeling, cutting, handling and laying up of
a range of prepreg materials. These processes must be integrated with a
vision system which will inspect the raw material for defects, and check the
consolidated layers for a range of known manufacturing defects.
Other objectives include defining the manufacturing capabilities and
limitations of the process. This information will be used by a database being
developed for use by designers to help them design to cost.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The definition and study phases are complete. A schematic layout of the
system is agreed and detailed design is being started.
Experimentation has included peeling the backing sheets from the prepreg,
simulation of the handling system to predict collision avoidance, cutting
materials with different types of tooling, detection of known material defects
and consolidation using a robot arm. The database structure has been
determined a n d subcontract modules identified. A prototype of each
subsystem will be available in late 1991.
KEYWORDS

Processing (food, non rigid materials); Composites (polymer matrix); Flexible/
Non rigid materials; Automation/CIM; Imaging/Image processing; Materials
processing; Machine systems integration
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

LUCAS ENGINEERING & SYSTEMS LTD.
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY AND
ENGINEERING
POBOX52
SHIRLEY, SOLIHULL
UK-B90 2BP. WEST MIDLANDS

BRISTOL UNIVERSITY
HITEC
BATTELLE INSTITUTE EV
FRIED. KRUPP GMBH, KRUPP
FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT

CONTACT PERSON
R. DOVEY
Tel:+44-21-6273541
Tfax: +44-21-6273795
Tlx: + 336749
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COMPUTER INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING (CIM)
SYSTEM FOR THE MEAT PROCESSING INDUSTRY
Starting date: F ebruary 1989

Duration: 35 months

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the research work are:
■ a generic CIM concept for the meat processing industry;
■ methods for implementation of specific CIM systems based on the generic
concept as a platform;
■ a number of CIM key software modules (domain specific cell controller);
■ a Test Workstation for computer simulation and evaluation of selected CIM
key software modules.
The research work will be based upon the experience from implementation
of a full blown CIM system for production of sausages and other minced
meat based products and the results will be validated through a realistic
case study considering a future CIM system for production of ham and
shoulder products.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The results achieved to date are the development of the following
methods/tools, all generally applicable within the meat processing domain:
■ a generic concept of a CIM system;
■ a project model for implementation of CIM systems;
■ a tool for analysis and specification of CIM systems;
■ a cell controller core including flexible planning and scheduling functions
(interactive manipulation of graphical Gantt chart is possible) using UNIX,
C++, ORACLE and XVIEW as implementation platform.
A realistic case for validation of all results has been described (Target
Factory).
KEYWORDS

Food industry; Food processing; Automation/CIM; Control systems;
Planning/ Scheduling; Simulation
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ROBOTIC BUTCHERY FOR MEAT PRODUCTION
Starting date: 1991 -1992

Duration: —

OBJECTIVES

The aim of this project is to achieve a demonstration of a robotic system to
be developed for the butchery of pork carcasses into primals. The
knowledge gains will help the development of a production machine after
the project end but the full specifications of such a machine will be reached
within the project time scale.
The programme of work will examine the products and the processes of
butchery aiming to define automation solution based on developments in the
following fields :
■ Artificial vision for the recognition of carcasses for the purposes of cutting
■ Sensors and cutting devices for robot guidance. Automatic handling and
fastening for automatic manipulation of carcasses for cutting of primals
■ Software for control and real-time optimization of the cutting process with
the use of an integrated robot system
■ Modelling to support decisions and strategies for automatic handling,
manipulation and cut-up of pork.
The proposed system will be the first butchery machine to be developed and
demonstrated in an industrial environment.
KEYWORDS

Food/Drink/Water; Processing (food, non rigid materials); Robotics
PRIME PARTNER
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DEVELOPMENT OF SENSING, CONTROLLING AND
HANDLING OF AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGY FOR
SEPARATION OF FLEXIBLE FOOD MATERIALS WITH
EVISCERATION OF PIG CARCASSES AS MODEL
PROCESS
Starting date: 1991-1992

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The main objectives are to develop a n d demonstrate technologies for
automation of handling a n d processing of flexible materials in
manufacturing processes with small tolerances a n d high quality and high
productivity.
A fully automated system capable of measuring, classifying and processing
pig carcasses is needed by the food industry. The large variability in the
shape of pigs makes it difficult to obtain exact cutting and handling which is
compatible with the high manual processing speed, i.e. 5 to 10 sec. per pig,
that is carried out in most slaughterhouses.
The aim of the present proposal is to produce a fully automated system
which will measure the pig in three dimensions, process the information, and
transmit the relevant data to the mechanical system which is to perform the
evisceration process of the pig carcasses. New methods for handling and
manipulating flexible products such as pork will be developed.
A positive outcome of the project may also be applied for automation in
other parts of the slaughtering process. Furthermore, the results may be
applied for automatic production of other flexible heterogeneous products.
A major motivation for the present project is also to ease the environmental
constraints on employees, this is considered essential in order to maintain a
competitive food production industry in Europe.
KEYWORDS

Process automation; Materials processing; Flexible/Non Rigid Materials;
Handling; Evisceration; Pig Model; Sensor Systems
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QUALITY IMPROVEMENT IN MEAT TRANSFORMATION
PROCESS BY VISION SENSORS AND KNOWLEDGE
BASED TECHNIQUES - PROMEAT
Starting dat e: September 1991

t
Dura ion: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Fundamental characteristics, common to all meat transformation processes
are the biochemical complexity and cost of the raw material, the difficulty in
making objective measurements through non-destructive techniques, and
the lack of sensors suitable to describe all the processes.
The project addresses these problems to improve process control
capabilities, final product quality and to reduce costs.
A system based on computer technology is developed to be integrated
within present-day manufacturing installation.
It will improve data collection, process supervision and quality control. The
implementation of two demonstrators will permit the assessment of system
performances into two important meat processing sectors.
Two advanced Information Technology branches.will provide the necessary
technological background to address the above problems : Artificial
Intelligence and Computer Vision.
The main objectives of the project are:
■ to realize a general system architecture allowing reduction of
miseconomies and production costs and improving the final product
quality both in meat processing and in related industrial sectors
■ to develop an innovative data acquisition system, based on computer
vision, to measure, in a n objective way, meat quality parameters usually
evaluated only in subjective manner
■ to develop a n intelligent module able to integrate input information from
multiple sources to support process supervision and quality control
■ to experiment and assess the developed prototype system through two
demonstrators.
Seven partners from three EEC countries will participate in the proposed
project, according to a well-balanced structure showing both a horizontal
(among countries) and a vertical one (among technological sectors).
KEYWORDS
Quality control; Food; Vision; Expert systems; Meat
processing; Process control
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SCHEDULEZ-DYNAMIC SCHEDULING TOOLBOX
Starting date: 1991 -1992

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The goal of ScheduleZ is to create a system for the configuration of highly
efficient dynamic scheduling systems for manufacturers and distributors of
short shelf-life and fast turnover products. These manufacturers are faced
with problems of decreasing lead times, smaller batch sizes, increasing
product variety, a n d little opportunity to manufacture to stock.
Consequently, efficient utilization of resources (both capital and labour) is
becoming evermore difficult. Current product offerings are too generic. They
require the user to m a p his production onto a basic and restrictive set of
functions which take no account of the particular manufacturing problems
encountered in his market segment. The alternative .which is generally too
costly to contemplate, is for the manufacturer to commission a bespoke
system. ScheduleZ aims to create a tool box for these industries, that can be
used to model manufacturing strategies a n d configure production
scheduling systems which explicitly map onto the real world production and
supply chain problems encountered. The system will make use of innovative
COD reusable code libraries. It will provide highly innovative multicriteria
objective setting facilities a n d will be researched a n d tested in a live
manufacturing environment.
The Consortium partners represent a vertically integrated team, including
two major end-users, system houses and research establishments.
KEYWORDS

Logistics/Production planning; Automation/CIM; Scheduling.
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MODIFICATION OF SURFACE PROPERTIES OF
MATERIALS BY ION BOMBARDMENT
Starting

date: J a n u a r y 1987

Duration:

52months

OBJECTIVES

In this project, ion bombardment for surface properties improvement will be
studied in two practical applications: electrical contact materials and tool
steels. For the contact materials the objective is to replace noble metals such
as Ag and Au by implanted Cu to improve the conosion resistance. In the
case of tool steels, a variety of steels will be implanted and examined using
laboratory tests and field trials to establish optimum wear resistance. The ion
bombardment experiments are to be supplemented by surface analysis in
order to characterize the microstructure of the implanted surface layers. The
ion surface treatment will also include the intermixing of various thin
overlayers deposited using IBED and PVD-based techniques.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Sputter deposited MoSx films were bombarded by 400 keV argon ions to a
dose of l O ^ / c m S a n d showed excellent lubrication properties. The
coefficient of friction and wear of different types of steel were investigated
after being implanted. Dose, energy and type of ions were varied. For some
implants extremely good results were obtained. For these implants the
microstructure was studied by Mossbauer spectroscopy. Punchesimplanted covered with PVD and CVD layers- were tested. Some of the
implantedpunches gave a significant increase in lifetime. Polycrystalline
copper was implanted with different types of ions and exposed to an
atmosphere of H2O and H2S. For a 5 x 10 1 7 Al + /cm 2 implanted sample the
amount of corrsion products was reduced by a factor of 50 when compared
to a n unimplanted one. Furthermore ion bombarded photoresist layers
showed excellent wear reducing properties.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Engineering (process); Machining; Coatings/Thin
films; Machine tools; Surface treatment tecnologies; Tool/Dies.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN ION IMPLANTATION PROCESS
AS APPLIED TO THE IMPROVEMENT OF SERVICE LIFE AND
RELIABILITY OF ROLLING BEARINGS IN GAS TURBINE
ENGINES
Starting date: April 1989

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the project are:
■ develop an ion implantation technique for implanting bearing components
with the metallic species chromium a n d tantalum a n d the dual
implantation of yttrium plus nitrogen
■ test implanted components in order to assess and quantifY the anticipated
benefits gained and also determine the optimum implant species and
implantations parameters
■ develop an industrially viable quality assurance technique and finally to
prove that the benefits obtained prevail under severe service conditions.
The overall objective of the project is to improve the service life a n d
reliability of gas turbine engine bearings by increasing their corrosion
resistance and rolling contact fatigue life, particularly in situations where the
lubricating oil is subject to salt water contamination.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The main achievements to date include:
■ manufacture of the test coupons a n d polymet rods in the main aero
bearing steels, M50 and Tl, and also the new carburizing steel M50 NiL
■ design, manufacture and commissioning of component handling and
beam scanning systems, including a dedicated ball manipulator for the
uniform implantation of balls
■ successful implantation of all test coupons a n d polymet rods with the
metallic species chromium and tantalum and dual implantation of yttrium
plus nitrogen, each at four different dosage levels
■ corrosion testing of implanted test coupons using potentiometric
polarisation, open circuit potential versus time, and cyclic voltametry. The
results of the corrosion tests show a significant improvement in the
corrosion resistance of M50, Tl and M50 NiL materials implanted with
chromium and tantalum
■ characterisation of the implantation regimes using RBS a n d NRA
techniques.
KEYWORDS
Ion implantation; Rolling bearings; Rolling contact fatigue;
Surface treatment technologies; Corrosion resistance.
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF ION BEAM
ASSISTED DEPOSITION FACILITIES TO TREAT COMPLEX
GEOMETRICAL SHAPES FOR HIGH DENSITY ADHESIVE
AND WEARLESS COATINGS
Starting date: January 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of this project is to overcome all the disadvantages of the present
CVD and PVD techniques. To achieve this combinations of Physical Vapor
Deposition (P.V.D.) or Plasma Assisted Chemical Vapor Deposition
(P.A.C.V.D.) enhanced by high energy ion beam bombardment is studied.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

At the end of phase one the following results are shown.
1) Titanium nitride can be synthesized by numerous methods including
C.V.D., P.V.D., P.A.C.V.D., I.B.A.D. The aim of this phase was to demonstrate
the utility of ion assistance in low temperature deposition process for
increasing the film quality and performances.
By comparison of different properties, mainly morphology, chemical
composition, mechanical properties and chemical resistance, phase one has
demonstrated that; "it is possible to obtain TiN at low temperature (250°C)
with a n acceptable growth rate; "the stoichiometry can be adjusted in a
large range of composition; "the coatings are crystalline to XRD with a
preferential orientation linked to the incident ion energy.
High energy bombardment leads to columnar structure
2) Ion Beam Assisted Deposition leads to film densification. The mechanism
of this densification may be the related atomic displacement in the collision
cascades, enhanced surface and bulk diffusion, recoil iplantation and ionmixing mechanisms. One consequence of I.B.A.D. is void elimination.
3) Because of the line of sight nature of conventional I.B.A.D., a manipulator
stage is required to rotate and translate the target in the beam to bombard
al sides of the target.
To avoid this manipulator a new process is developed. In P.S.I.A.D. (Plasma
Source Ion Assisted Deposition) the target is placed directly in the plasma
source and is pulse biased to negative potential relative to the chamber
wall. Ions are acclerated towards the target surface, across the plasma
sheath, eliminating the line of sight problems of conventional I.B.A.D. and
thus all the exposed areas are bombarded simultaneously. The elimination
of target manipulation is a particular advantage of P.S.I.A.D., especially for
heavy and large targets.
Objective of Phase II: Design and construction of a prototype machine.
KEYWORDS

Plasma; Ion deposition; Coating; Low temperature.
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ADVANCED SURFACE ENGINEERING PROCESSES TO
ENHANCE THE DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF
SPRINGS
Starting date: October 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

This project aims to develop surface engineering processes that will improve
the dynamic performance of coil springs to a level that is unattainable with
current technology. Improved dynamic performance will enable the design
of lighter springs, capable of operating at higher speeds, and with greater
safety margins, thus affording improved reliability.
The effect of surface engineering processes such as shot peening, physical
vapour deposition, ion implantation and carbo-nitriding, and combinations
thereof, will be accurately measured by undertaking a very large number of
spring fatigue tests. In order to verify that the results of these laboratory
fatigue tests are reproduced in service, engine tests and component testing,
incorporating redesigned springs with the newly developed surface
engineering processes, will be undertaken by two of Europe's leading
manufacturing companies.
The result of this research project will be disseminated to a large number of
the SME springmakers upon whom European manufacturing industry is
dependent if it is to remain competitive in world markets.
KEYWORDS

Automotive, Components & Parts; Mechanical engineering/Machinery;
Ferrous; Reliability; Surface treatment technologies; Research/Development;
Springs
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IMPROVEMENT IN THE CONTROL AND ATTAINMENT
OF HIGH SPEED ELECTRODEPOSITION PROCESSES
Starting date: June 1989

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The project is concerned with methods of increasing the electrodeposition
rates of metals whilst achieving the equivalent properties obtained from
conventional techniques. Both theoretical and experimental approaches will
be used The theoretical aspect enables a fuller understanding of the
processes that control high speed deposition Different cell designs will be
adapted to achieve optimum plating conditions. Pulsed currents will then be
superimposed to increase the limiting current densities. The fully optimized
processes will be extended to pilot scale a n d their efficieny tested for
electiocoating of steel strips and the selective deposition of precious metals
onto electrical contacts. From this, novel processes can be offered of special
use to the electrical and steel industries.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Demonstrators have been prepared using jet equipment. The initial
construction of experimental apparatus has been accomplished and four
devices for simulating and optimizing high speed electrodeposition processes
are fully operational: a Rotating Cylinder Electrode with tangential
electrolyte flow (RCE-TF), a Rotating Cylinder Electrode with a jet unit (RCEJF), a Continuous Circulation Cell (CCC), a jet plating unit with a direct-write
facility.and High Speed Selective Jet Electrodeposition (HSSJE) with directwriting facility have been applied to Cu and Au electrolytes; high speed
electrodeposition has been applied to concentrated zinc sulphate solutions.
For both applications morphological diagrams have been produced
qualitatively relating current density to Reynolds Number (Re) for Au, Cu
and Zn, enabling max. or optimum current density to be fixed in advance,
for deposits with optimized morphology. Fundamental interpretation and
process enhancement in above mentioned systems, enabled limiting
currents to be detected by classical polarization methods. Initial evolution of
mass transfer enhancement due to turbulence produced by superimposition
of motions was made. For zinc concentrated solutions and jet system it was
necessary to investigate "the electrochemical tracer method", shown to be
promising in quantifying limiting currents. For pulse plating, gold, copper
and zinc deposits have been obtained. Preliminary indications have been
obtained for jet system. First sets of pulsed zinc deposits have shown
homogeneneous coatings equivalent to continuous ones.
KEYWORDS
Automotive, Electronic industry; Engineering (process);
Coatings; Fluid dynamics; Materials characterization/Testing; Pulse plating.
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NEW PLATING TECHNIQUES FOR ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
Starting date: June 1990

Duration.Zb months

OBJECTIVES

The development of new surface treatment processes for high performance
aluminium alloys used in the aeronautical industry is a key factor in
improving the properties of these materials a n d solving environmental
problems. The selected processes are:
■ new applications of well-known processes, such as physical vapour
deposition (magnetron sputtering, evaporation, low temperature cathodic
arc deposition) and anodization
■ original methods to modify the properties of the superficial oxide layers
using ion beam bombardment such as ion implantation and ion beam
mixing.
The major objectives are to:
■ eliminate the surface treatment baths which use toxic chromium VI based
products
■ increase the resistance to corrosion of the unclad materials in order to
reach an equivalent level to that obtained using clad materials
■ reduce the fatigue strength drop observed using conventional treatments.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The study has been in progress for 12 months. The completed tasks concern
the standardization of test procedures, the choice and the supplying of
substrates. The assessment of performance levels reached with the studied
processes is on hand. The preliminary investigations demonstrate that the
objectives fixed for the study should be achieved for all the studied
processes.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Processing; Cciatings/Thin films; Surface treatment
technologies
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MODELLIZATION AND PROCESS CONTROL OF
LIQUID-CONTAINING METALLIC ELECTROCOATINGS
Starting date: 1991 -1992

Duration: 42 months

OBJECTIVES

Composite materials obtained from a judicious combination of different types
of materials like metals, ceramics and polymers have been successfully
developed and have pushed forward the frontiers of materials applications.
This development was not restricted to bulk composite materials, also
composite coatings like e.g. Ni-PTFE, Ni-SiC and Co-Cr2C>3 are nowadays
well-performing in specific applications where respectively self-lubrication,
wear-resistance and high temperature oxidation resistance are required.
Recently the possibility to incorporate large vol% of liquids in metallic
coatings obtained by electrodeposition has opened new avenues.
Codeposition of liquids is realized through the use of liquid-containing
microcapsules added to the plating baths. The proposed research aims at
supporting the development of liquid-containing metallic coatings by
widening and deepening the insight into the basic principles governing the
codeposition of microcapsules. This will be realized through a unique
multidisciplinary research effort in which electrochemists, colloid chemists,
materials and chemical processing engineers will join forces. Major tasks are
the optimization of the production technology of liquid-containing
microcapsules with tailored characteristics, the development of appropriate
process control techniques allowing a qualitative and quantitative in-situ
control of the codeposition and the achievement of a breakthrough in the
mathematical modelling of the liquid-containing metallic electrocoating
process. From this research a new type of coated materials designed as self
lubricating or corrosion resistant materials, wear detector or metallic foam
will result.
KEYWORDS

Ccotings/Thin films; Surface treatment technologies; Tribology; Materials
processing; Materials science; Particle technology
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THE AUTOCATALYTIC DEPOSITION OF GOLD, SILVER
AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF NOVEL PRINTED CIRCUIT
BOARDS
Starting date: January 1990

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The project is crimed at the extension of the process of aqueous autocatalytic
reduction of metals to incorporate the metals gold, silver and their alloys. A
study of the theoretical considerations of the autocatalytic systems followed
by the development of novel formulations is proposed. Additionally the
study of catalytic activity and methods to deposit electroless metals onto
anodized cduminium will be explored, aimed at developing a process for the
production of novel printed circuit substrates. From this work it is anticipated
that novel processes a n d products can be offered of special use to the
electrical and electronic industries.
KEYWORDS

Surface treatment technologies; Cccrtings/Thin films; Materials science
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DIAMOND AND SILICON CARBIDE SENSORS (DISCS)
Starting date: April 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The DISCS project has taken three main objectives: 1. to deposit diamond
and silicon carbide thin films using a range of CVD technologies; 2. to vise
advanced manufacturing techniques to process the diamond and silicon
carbide films, e.g. using plasmas and ion beams; 3. to fabricate prototype,
advanced sensing structures in the carbide thin films.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The DISCS project has demonstrated the following main achievements:
Diamond films have been deposited using thermal filament and microwave
CVD technologies. Deposition onto substrates up to 50mm in diameter has
been demostrated. In addition multQayer films have been grown of undoped
and doped films using boron precursor gases as the dopant carrier. Selected
area deposition of the films has also been demonstrated, especially in
diamond technology. These results demonstrate that it is sensible to consider
the fabrication of sensing structures of doped films. Downstream processing
of the films has demonstrated that it is possible to reactive ion beam etch the
structures required to give a very high quality of structure definition. Metal
contacts to the films have also been formed in order to make a n initial
assessment of the electrical properties of the as-deposited and subsequently
machined materials.
The performances of the films at high temperatures has begun. Laser
Raman, resistivity, capacitance and x-ray measurements have all been
undertaken at elevated temperatures. Depending on the technique being
used, temperatures up to 850°C have been used to collect data. The results,
thus far, indicate that the films are of high quality. There is evidence to
suggest that the properties of the films are affected by temperature.
However, above a minimum temperature of approximately 350°C, the
properties remain stable and reproducible. There is evidence to suggest that
this stability is connected with the movement of minority species, such as
hydrogen, within the films. These initial observations are being further
explored.
KEYWORDS Aeronautics/Aerospace; Automotive, Components & Parts;
Electrical / Electronic industry; Sensors/Signal processing; Diamond/
Superhard materials
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF DIAMOND FILM TECHNOLOGY
AND ITS APPLICATION TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY
AND DURABILITY OF OPTICAL FIBRES
Starting date: M a r c h 1990

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

Low pressure diamond film deposition is an important emerging technology
still at the precommercial stage worldwide, which has many important
potential applications. To date there has been little serious European
research on this topic.
This project aims to bring a European research consortium u p to and
beyond the forefront of this technology by designing a n d fabricating
optimized hardware for diamond film deposition, a n d by systematically
mastering the chemistry of the deposition process.
Furthermore, we intend to develop a n application for the technology by
focusing specifically on the coating of optical fibres to improve their longterm reliability. This will be a major innovation.
The main quantified targets are to produce diamond film coated optical
fibres with stress corrosion susceptibility factors >200 at fibre drawing
speeds up to 10 m/s. The successful achievement of these targets would
result in world leadership in fibre optic technology for European industry.
The project will also lay the foundations for other commercial applications of
diamond technology in various engineering and electronics markets.
KEYWORDS

Medical equipment; Laser technology; Coatings; Laser delivery systems;
Sensors; Fibre optics; Gas systems
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CERAM OFTEC GMBH
OPTICAL FIBRE
SIEMENSSTRASSE 8-12
D-5300BONN1

D.S.E B.V DEPOSITION SYSTEMS EUROPE
EOLAS-THE IRISH SCIENCE
& TECHNOLOGY AGENCY

CONTACT PERSON
W. NEUBERGER
Tel: + 49-228-611051
Tfax: + 49-228^11053

Contract no: BREU-0056
Proposal no: BE-3296
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A NOVEL HYDROGEN PROBE
FOR PLASMA CHARACTERIZATION AND CONTROL
DURING DIAMOND FILM DEPOSITION
Starting date: August 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The need for precise control and characterization of thin film deposition over
a wide range of pressures and plasma conditions is of paramount
importance. A novel probe designed to quantify nascent atomic species,
particularly hydrogen, will be developed.
This probe will be used along with other techniques to enhance the
deposition of diamondlike carbon (DLC) films. The main emphasis centers on
the measurement of the atomic hydrogen fraction in the reactor discharge
since this has been found to be of fundamental importance. It is also
proposed to measure the other basic plasma parameters such as electron
density, electron temperature, the electron energy distribution function and
the plasma potential.
It is proposed to develop a technique called Vacuum Ultraviolet (VUV) Multiphoton Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) to quantitatively measure
atomic hydrogen concentration in the plasma during DLC deposition. Other
plasma parameters will be simultaneously measured using the techniques of
emission spectroscopy and Langmuir probe-the latter modified both for
operation at high pressures (50-100 Ton) a n d with high frequency
discharges (1-13.56 MHz).
These measurements will be conelated with DLC film quality evaluated
using surface characterization techniques. Upon successful development of
this probe a field application study on its industrial relevance will be
undertaken.
KEYWORDS

Ccicrrmg^/Thin films; Diamond/Superhard materials; Laser technology/Power
beams; Materials characterization/Testing; Surface treatment technologies
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

EOLAS
CERAMIC RESEARCH CENTRE
GLASNEVIN
IRL-DUBUN 9

UNIVERSITY OF BELFAST
UNIVERSITY-GH OF ESSEN

CONTACT PERSON
D. COWLING
Tel:+ 353-1-370101
Tfax: + 353-1-379620
Tlx: + 32501

Contract no: BREU-0407
Proposal no: P-4647
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IN-SITU CONTROL OF PLASMA CHEMICAL VAPOUR
DEPOSITED CUBIC BORON NITRIDE FILMS
Starting date: July 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

This type 2 project is a n in-depth research study focussing on the in-situ
control of plasma assisted deposition of cubic boron nitride film with the final
goal to understand and model the chemistry and physical mechanisms of
their generation.
By comparison of quality and chemical nature of cubic BN films generated
by different plasma deposition techniques (radio-frequency, micro-wave,
remote plasma a n d hot filament technique) the partners will collect data
which allow clear judgement on which technique is the most promising one
in terms of desired quality and costs effectiveness, and the most suitable one
for up-scaling to large area films, and high deposition rates processes.
By development a n d deployment of in-situ and non intrusive diagnostics
(ellipsometry, emission a n d mass-spectroscopy, electrical a n d thermal
conductivity probes) both the film growth and the plasma gas phase will be
analysed.
On a quantitative basis, the target is to obtain deposition rates of the order
of micrometres per hour on substrates areas up to 1 dm 2 .
The project is divided into two parts:
Part 1 (24 months): set-up of PACVD chambers, plasma diagnostics
techniques and in-situ measurements.
Part 2 (24 months): investigation of the influence of hardware and process
parameters settlings on plasma composition and cubic BN properties on Si
and steel substrates.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Coatings/Thin films; Surface treatment technologies;
Plasma CVD
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

UNIVERSITE LIBRE DE BRUXELLES
SM-E CP 165
50 AVENUE F.D. ROOSEVELT
B-1050 BRUSSELS

GESAMTHOCHSCHULE KASSEL UNIVERSITAT D

CONTACT PERSON
R. WINAND
Tel: + 32-2^5503010
Tfax: + 32-2-6503653
TK: + 23069 unilib B

Contract no: BREU-0390
Proposal no: P-4484
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LASER TREATMENT AS A TOOL FOR TAILORING THE
SURFACE COMPOSITION OF ALLOY COMPONENTS
TO ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS
Starting date: April 1988

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

Previous studies on simple flat samples have shown that surface structures
and compositions with unique properties can be produced by laser surfacealloying and cladding.
The main objectives of the project are to develop both the application
techniques and the composition and structure of the surface alloys to allow
parts of more complex shape to be welded.
The aim is to improve the current lifetime of 100,000 and 200.000 hours for
steam and gas turbines by at least 50%, by developing surface alloys and
claddings with greater erosion, fatigue, and wear resistance than those
currently available.
A further aim is to obtain better erosion and stress-corrosion cracking
resistance of the order of 50% and a reduction in temper embrittlement and
residual stresses for component shape.
For the next generation of steam turbines designed for higher efficiency and
greater economy, the blade length of the last blades must be increased by
30-35%, making for an increase of 50% at the steam passage section, which
necessitates the use of cladded titanium alloy blades instead of cladded
steels. The minimum goal is to achieve the same statistical lifetime of the
titanium blades as currently obtained for the smaller clad steel blades.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Laser processing procedures have been optimzed for surface treatment of
Cr-steel, Ti a n d Ni-specimens, using a number of different
coatings.Specimens of complex geometry have been processed in order to
determine the influence of the geometry on the resulting surface
layer.Encouraging results have been obtained as regards properties of the
laser processed surface (i.e. erosion resistance, corrosion resistance).Work is
now directed towards the processing of real world components, e.g. turbine
blades and valve seats.
KEYWORDS Energy/Power generaton; Processing (minerals & metals);
Metallic structeral materials; Laser technology/Power beams; Research/
Development.
PRIME PARTNER
MIRTEC SA
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
AINDUSTRIAL AREA OF VOLOS
GR-38500VOLOS

CONTACT PERSON
D. TSIPAS
Tel: + 30-421-95340/1/2
Tfax: +30-421-95364
Tlx: + 282348

OTHER PARTNERS
MAN TECHNOLOGY GMBH
GEC ALSTOHM SA
UKAEA CULHAM
FORTH RESEARCH CENTRE OF CRETE
UNIVERSITY OF LAPPEENRANTA
FORCE INSTITUTES
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LASER SURFACE TREATMENT OF MECHANICAL
COMPONENTS FOR IMPROVED MECHANICAL AND
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Starting date: August 1988

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The objectives are to:
■ create new surface with new alloy systems, particle injection and
cladding, using laser treatment on six metallic substrates of SG cast iron,
low alloy steel, stainless steel, a 7000 series aluminium alloy. Titanium
TA6V alloys, and INCONEL superalloy
■ characterize their surface treatments (wear, fatigue a n d corrosion
resistance)
■ apply optimized laser surface treatments to industrial case studies in
automotive, nuclear and aeronautical
■ adapt laser tooling to 3D treatment handling and monitoring. Targets to be
reached are beam position ±0.2mm, power density +5% maximum, table
speed 20m/min
■ improve surface characteristics of industrial components.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The objectives achieved are:
■ gas lenses can be used with high power beams to reshape the beam laser
■ the extent of the beam reshaping is understood and calculations can be
made for any gas structure
■ two copper domes were constructed to collect the laser radiation reflected
from the treated metal surfaces. The systems efficiency is good, permitting
60-70% of the total energy to be absorbed without use of photo-absorbed
coating
■ curves of isodepth of transformation hardening treatment are available for
Pearlistic Cast Iron and Iron steel
■ tempering zone of transformation hardening treatment does not depend on
the percentage of overlap.
KEYWORDS
Laser technology/Power beams; Surface treatment
technologies; Aeronautics; Automotive; Energy; Mechanical engineering
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CETIM
MATERIALS DEPARTMENT
52 AVENUE FELIX LOUAT
F-60304SENUS

FRAMATOME
RTM
ALENIA
ANSALDO COMPONENT!
ENEA
UNIVERSITY OF LIVERPOOL
PEUGEOT SA

CONTACT PERSON
D. DUCHATEAU
Tel:+ 33-44-583330
Tfax: + 33-44-583400
Tbc + 140006 F
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UPGRADING ALUMINIUM AND STEEL BY LASER
SURFACE TREATMENT FOR ENHANCED CORROSION
RESISTANCE
Starting date: J uly 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Beam/workpiece interaction variables during laser surface processing of Al
a n d steel for the control of composition a n d microstructure will be
investigated to allow the development of the science a n d technology
underlying the formation of surface engineered passive alloys with
outstanding resistance to corrosion in aqueous environments.
Novel processing techniques to be investigated include: mixed beam
processing of aluminium; laser surface alloying via incorporation of metered
mixtures of metal powders for control of alloying element composition; depth
a n d uniformity of alloying in one step processing; bithermal powder
incorporation; localised area alloying; increase in the area processed in a
single pass.
Laser surface processed materials to be investigated include crluminium and
cduminium alloy surfaces with ■ enrichment of Cr and Mo ■ microcrystalline
microstructure with absence of anodic secondary phases ■ amorphous
microstructure; plain carbon steel and medium alloy steel with: "-surface
composition analogous to high alloy stainless steel of Fe-Cr-Ni-Mo alloys for
specific corrosion resistance applications ■ amorphous surfaces based on FeB or Fe-Cr-B-C.
Evaluation procedures include characterisation by metallography and
microscopy (SEM, ED AX, TEM, scanning Auger, X-ray microprobe
techniques) a n d conosion testing in relevant electrolytes to determine
enhancement of passivity with respect to conventional bulk materials of the
same composition by a range of immersion and electrochemical techniques
(which include dc polarisation, cyclic voltammetry, ac impedance) and in
situ optical techniques. Iterative linkage of these elements with laser
processing investigation and mathematical modelling of conditions required
for control of surface alloying will allow the optimization of conosion
resistance in a range of applications for a broad spectrum of European
industrial sectors.
KEYWORDS
Materials processing; Laser technology/Power beams;
Materials science
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

UNIVERSITY OF LIVERPOOL
SUPERIOR TECNICHAL INSTITUTE
MATERIALS SCIENCE F
O LISBON
PO BOX 147
UK-L69 3BX LIVERPOOL

CONTACT PERSON
K.WATKINS
Tel:+44-51-7946394
Tfax: + 44-51-7944675
Tlx: + 627095

Contract no: BREU-0494
Proposal no: BE-4305
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PLASMA AND LASER INDUCED VAPOUR
DEPOSITION OF HERMETIC COATINGS ON OPTICAL
FIBRES (PLAID)
Starting date: M a r c h 1990

Duration: 42 months

OBJECTIVES

The goal of the project is the development of an efficient and reliable
hermetic coating technology to improve the resistance to corrosion and
static fatigue of optical fibres. This will allow small radius bendings (a few
centimetres), well adapted to spools for opto-electronic devices such as fibre
optic sensors a n d delay lines, a n d suitable for fibre optic equipment
interconnections. The objectives are:
■the set-up and evaluation of laser induced and plasma enhanced chemical
vapour deposition (CVD ) methods for the coating of optical fibres
■ the analysis of the deposited layers (composition, adherence, uniformity,
cohesion)
■the assessment of the improvement of mechanical properties and resistance
to environment (corrosion, temperature...) to be expected
■the selection and implementation of CVD methods for the coating of moving
fibres
■the specification of a viable industrial process to be developed by the
industrial partners.
The work programme comprises two 21 month-long phases. The phase 1 is
a feasibility phase, for the evaluation of fibre coating by plasma and laser
CVD methods. The phase 2 is a laboratory process implementation of the
fabrication of coatings on moving samples.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■The set-up of a specific RF plasma CVD machine and the obtention of
homogeneous carbon deposits on silica rods and flat silica substrates, which
have been chartacterizea
■the study of laminar flow protection of the windows for laser CVD deposition
and preliminary deposits on flat substrates
■four point mechanical bending strength experiments on bare silica rods.
KEYWORDS Optical fibres; Chemical vapour deposition; Surface treatment
technologies; Cc>atings/Thin films; Carbon/Graphite
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

THOMSON-CSF
LASER APPLICATIONS BELGIUM-LABEL
LABORATOIRE CENTRAL DE RECHERCHES
UNIVERSITE UBRE DE BRUXELLES
DOMAINE DE CORBEVILLE
INSTITUTO SUPERIOR TECNICO
F-91404 ORSAY CEDEX F OUNDATION F OR RESEARCH
AND TECHNOLOGY

CONTACT PERSON
J-P. LE PESANT
Tel:+ 33-1-60197029
Tfax: + 33-1-60197416
Tlx: THOM 616780 F
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SURFACE PREPARATION OF COMPOSITES
Starting date: June 1990

t
Dura ion: 30 months

OBJECTIVES

The use of composites materials in the aircraft industry allows weight saving
and manufacturing cost benefits but their surface properties are insufficient
to cover the electrical, mechanical and chemical specifications of aircraft
structures.
In this programme:
1. Several metallization processes will be optimized to be industrially applied
on composite surfaces in order to improve their electrical and mechanical
properties:
■ two dry processes: physical vapour deposition (sputtering) and thermal
plasma spraying
■ one wet process: electroless plating.
The deposited layers and coated systems properties will be studied to check
that they meet the required specifications.
2. A new surface activating process "corona treatment" will be evaluated
as a pretreatment for adhesive bonding in terms of adhesion properties
processing cost and quality control equipment.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The different studies are in progress.
The optimization of the metallization processes parameters is likely to be
achieved by D ecember 1991.
KEYWORDS

Surface treatment technologies; Composites (polymer matrix); Metallization
process; Bonding surface treatment
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

DASSAULT-AVIATION
DGT/TN
78 QUAI MARCEL DASSAULT
F-92214ST-CLOUD

MBB GMBH
AEROSPATIALE
CENG
FOKKER AIRCRAF T BV
SOCIETE DE GALVANOPLASTIE
INDUSTRIELLE

CONTACT PERSON
M. DRUET
Tel:+ 33-1-47113029
Tfax: +33-1-47115585
Tlx:

Contract no: BREU-177
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PRINTING, WORLDWIDE INDUSTRY: PIGMENT SCREEN AND
COLOUR JET PRINTING OF TEXTILE MATERIALS UNDER UV AND
EB CURING SYSTEMS
Starting date: November 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Pigment printing is the most important process used in the textile printing
industry. This process presents the following disadvantages: "low speed of
printing (washing a n d rubbering resistance, dry-cleaning speed) "bad
touch due to the hardening of the binder necessary for the link formation
between pigment particles and the fibre "energy consumption due to the
thermal treatment needed for fixation (150-160° from 1 to 4 minutes).
The objectives of this project are: "to increase the speed by the use of
polymerizable materials cured under UV or EB irradiation so as to involve insitu-network formation in which the pigment particles are occluded and
local covalent-bondings with the chemical structure of the textile material "to
significantly decrease energy consumption by elimination of the drying
operation.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

There has already been a significant amount of work selection, synthesis
and study of formulations. New radio-curable products adapted to textile
support have been synthesized. Pigment-binder compatibility has been
studied in depth and polymerization conditions have been determined. The
optimization of the polymerizable material chemical structure is being
processed, by physical and mechanical evaluation of cured material.
Samples of printed textiles with good characteristics of fastness, printing
quality a n d touching aspect have been obtained a n d a productionprototype line is being constructed.
KEYWORDS

Pigment; Printing/TexBe/Irradiation; EB/UV; Curing
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

INSTITUT TEXTILE DE FRANCE
SECTION LYON
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
AVENUE GUY DE COLLONGUE BP 60
F-69132ECULLY-CEDEX

RADCURE SPECIALTIES SA
STORK BRABANT
SOFINAL COTESA
CENTEXBEL
IMAJE

CONTACT PERSON
R. CHATELIN
Tel: + 33-78-333455
Tfax: +33-78-433966
Tbc +330316 FITEXFRA
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USE OF MICROENCAPSULATION TECHNIQUES IN
PAINT SYSTEMS
Starting date: January 1989

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the programme is to develop a new paint using
microencapsulation techniques to improve the strippability of high
performance paint systems. The main interest of such a paint is to allow the
use of more environmentally friendly chemical paint strippers without
lowering the high performance level of the paint system.
Two directions are simultaneously explored:
■ incorporation of capsules containing a polymer swelling under the action
of alcalinised water, resulting on weakening of the paint film
■ incorperaton of capsules containing a stripping activator such as cresol,
released under the action of a mild stripper.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

For the capsules of the first type, several swelling polymers have been
selected. Some are commercial products, the others have been developed
during the project. Their encapsulation does not raise any problem and the
resulting capsules are solvent resistant, non sticky and of appropriate size.
However the encapsulaton of the polmer reduces its swellability. It should be
necessary to use a sensitzing agent like N methyl pyrrolidone to make the
paint film more permeable to water.
The encapsulation of cresol to form the capsules of the second type has
been perfected by using the method of the cyclon (air dryer) and a
association of acrylic resin and derivative of melarnine. The problem of the
solvent resistance of the microcapsules has been overcome but the high
reactivity of cresol is probably the reason for its low content inside the
capsule.
Experiments on paint are now running.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Engineering.

PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

AEROSPATIALE
JOINT RESEARCH CENTER
12 RUE PASTEUR
F-92152SURESNESCEDEX

INTERNATIONAL CELOMER SF PV F
TNO
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SELF-STRATIFYING COATING
Starting date: January 1989

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

1. To formulate experimental self-stratifying coatings on the basis of
preliminary screen resin families, in particular to develop liquid pigmented
systems. Self-stratifying systems will be formulated for steel, plastics and
wood. Research will be focused on the systematic study of the variables
governing stratification, taking into account the choice of materials (viz
resins, solvents, pigments and additives), length and conditions of cure, film
thickness, etc.
2. To determine the influence of application technique on stratification.
3. To characterize promising stratifying coatings at both the film formation
and dry film stages. To carry out standard performance and environmental
tests to evaluate applied coatings.
4. To establish a model of the scientific principles governing stratification on
the basis of which industry could develop proprietary systems.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Combinations of resins suitable for providing coatings on wood, steel and
plastics have been selected. Physical properties, eg solubility parameters,
surface energies, have been measured and phase equilibria of the resin
solutions have been determined experimentally. A data base of known
properties has been compiled. An analysis of solvent parameters has
indicated that the essential characteristics of a solvent may be defined using
only three parameters.
A range of possible stratifying systems has been investigated a n d
characterized by FTIR-attenuated reflectance a n d electron-microscopy.
Many promising candidate coatings have been identified.
KEYWORDS
Chemical/Petrochemical; Multilayers/Multimaterials; Paints;
Coatings/ Thin films; Polymers
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

PAINT RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
8 WALDEGRAVE ROAD
UK-TW11 8LD TEDDINGTON

CERIPEC
COATINGS RESEARCH INSTITUTE
FORSCHUNGFSINSTITUT FUR PIGMENT
EOLAS
ENPRO
TECH INSTITUTE TAASTRUP
TNO

CONTACT PERSON
J.A. BERNIE
Tel:+ 44-81-9774427
Tfax: + 44-81-9434706
Tbc 28720
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PLASMA POLYMERIZATION IN EXTRUSION PLANTS

Starting date: August 1988

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The field of surface technologies has developed fast over the years. The
problems of increasing demands on, for example, product durability can
partly be solved using enhanced surface properties. A new technique for
obtaining a high-quality surface is plasma polymerization. A plasma is a gas
with a high frequency induced concentration of positive ions and free
electrons. In particular high-energy electrons offer the ability to cut chemical
bondings and to initiate reactions. When an organic monomer is introduced
to a plasma the plasma polymerization can take place. The polymer
resulting from such a process is highly cured and has therefore excellent
properties. Moreover, very thin layers down to a few nm can be achieved
without pin-holes. Using this technique plastics as well as metals can be
provided with a n organic layer. In this project the online coating of
extrudates by means of plasma polymerization will be tested a n d the
properties of the surfaces examined. To implement the project a machinery
manufacturer, a university institute and a small extrusion enterprise are
working together. At the moment this seems to be the first attempt to use
plasma polymerization in an extrusion line.
KEYWORDS

Mechanical engineering/Machinery; Manufacturing; Processing (rubber &
plctstic);Multilcryers/Multimaterials; Plastics/Rubbers; Surface treatment
technologies.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

BATTENFELD EXTRUSIONSTECHNIK GMBH
TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT
KONIGSTRASSE 53
POSTFACH 100163
D-4970 BAD OEYNHAUSEN 1

ASPA PLAST HELLAS SA
INSTITUT FUR KUNSTSTOFFVERARBEITUNG

CONTACT PERSON
G. PARISI
Tel:+ 40-5731-2420
Tfax: + 40-5731 -3276
Tlx: + 9724703
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION PROCESS
FOR WC COATING FOR HS TOOLS AT LOW TEMPERATURES AND
OF NEW WEAR RESISTANT COATING AND OPTIMIZATION OF
PVD PROCESS ON HS TOOLS
Starting date: F ebruary 1988

Duration: 40 months

OBJECTIVES

1. D evelopment and optimization of new wear-resistant PVD coatings on
diffemet types of HSS tools.
2. Optimization double treatment of plasma nitriding and PVD process.
3. D evelopment of an industrial low temperature CVD process for WC CVD
equipment.
4. Job-shop comparisons between different coated HSS coated tools.
5. Application trials and comparisons between different coated hot-working
steel tools.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ objectives 1-2: choice, setting-up and optimization of different new PVD
coatings.
■ objective 3: developing and setting-up of different machinability tests;
optimization of the machinig cycle parameters for the different coated
tools; comparisons and classification of the different coated tools tested
■ objective 4: design and construction of a hot-wall CVD reactor W2C
coating; optimization of process parameters; secondary security provisions
■ objective 5: Realization and characterization of different hot working steel
tools; setting-up and organization of different application trials
KEYWORDS

Instruments/Sensors/Precision equipment; Mechanical engineering/
Machinery; Coatings/Thin films; Multilayers/Multimaterials; Tools/D ies.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CONSIGUO NAZIONALE DELLE RICERCHE
ISTITUTO LAV. METALLI
VIAFREJUS127
1-10043 ORBASSANO
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CONTACT PERSON
R. CHIARA
Tel: + 39-11-9013243
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ADVANCED SUPER FINISH WIRE-EDM AND COATING
TECHNOLOGIES FOR IMPROVED TOOL PRODUCTION
Starting date: 1991 -1992

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

Since its introduction in 1969, wire-ED cutting with a continuous wire
electrode has achieved a monopoly position in toolmaking as well as in
series production of aerospace components. The process allows virtuallY
force-free fully-automated processing of electrically conductive materials.
Remaining weak spots are the lengthy processing times involved and the
poor coatdbility of wire-ED processed surfaces.
The objective of the project is partly to achieve a drastic reduction in wireEDM processing times, in order to open up completely new applications for
the process, a n d partly to sophisticate wire-EDM a n d TiN-coating
technologies to a point at which wire-cut surfaces can be coated with a
high-adhesion TiN film without complicated post-processing.
In order to attain these objectives, it will be necessary to develop a highspeed and a super-finish generator, together with suitable wire electrodes.
In addition, a real-time expert system with integrated wire break prevention
strategy will need to be realized and the machine will have to be equipped
with a multi-wire head. The associated Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD)
coating technology will have to be adapted to the characteristics of wire-cut
surfaces by means of special process combinations and modifications.
Successful completion of the project is of decisive importance for a number
of industrial sectors. Apart from the participating partners, manufacturers
and users of punching, pressing and extrusion tools are affected; the total
turnover of EC companies in this sector is some 80 . 10 9 ECU/a.
KEYWORDS

Mechanical engineering/Machinery; Manufacturing; Ccxstings/Thin films;
Machine tools; Tools/Dies
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ONA ELECTROEROSION SA
LARRASOLOETA 7
E-48200 DURANGO BIZKAIA

RWTH AACHEN WERKZENG
MASCHINENKLABOR
BERKENHOFF GMBH
HAUZER TECHNO COATING EUROPE BV
N1KROA SA

CONTACT PERSON
J.M. ONANDIA
Tel: + 34-4-200800
Tfax: + 34-4-6818548
Tlx: + 34403
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SURFACE GENERATION, SURFACE PRETREATMENT
AND SURFACE CHARACTERIZATION OF TOOL
MATERIALS IN RELATION TO PVD COATING - A NEW
AND SYSTEMATIC APPROACH
Starting dafe: 1991-1992

Duration:

OBJECTIVES

Surface characteristics of substrates are very important for obtaining a
coating with good adhesion,producing lifetime improvement by surface
treatment of industrial components. This is especially the case for Physical
Vapour Deposition (PVD). The purpose of this research project is, on the one
hand, to study in detail the effect of surface generation or manufacturing
processes like grinding, polishing a n d spark erosion on the surface
characteristics of the substrate to be coated, and, on the other hand, to
study the influence of these surface characteristics (chemical contamination,
residual stresses, texture, roughness, etc.) on the functional properties of the
coating. Based on this new knowledge, it will be possible, for tool makers
and tool users, to deliver tools for which the amount of rejected ones is
currently too high to the job-coaters with a n optimal surface state in respect
to PVD coating. This can be obtained by adaption of the tool manufacturing
processes and/or by introduction of new surface pretreatments (chemical,
thermal, mechanical) prior to PVD coating. The aim of this innovative
approach is to replace the traditional "trial-and-error" approach as a
consequence of the lack of data concerning the various manufacturing
processes by a more systematic controlled a n d inspected industrial
approach. It will then make the coating quality more reliable and the
combination of manufacturing, pretreatment a n d coating processes will
reach an economical and technical optimum.
KEYWORDS

Manufacturing; Coating/Thin films; Tools/Dies; Codes/Standards; Surface
treatment technology; Materials characterization/Testing.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

WTCM
DIVISION SURFACE TREATMENT
UNIVERSITAIRE CAMPUS
B-3590 DIEPENBEEK

LIMBURGS UNIVERSITAIR CENTRUM (LUC)
RWTH AACHEN
NEDERLANDSE PHILIPSBEDRIJVEN BV
RHYSSEN EDELSTAHLWERKE A G
ALCATEL BELL TELEPHONE
BELGIAN TOOLING COMPANY (BTC NV)

CONTACT PERSON
M. VAN STAPPEN
Tel:+ 32-11-229961
Tfax: +32-11-223284
Tlx: + 39948 LUC B

Contract no: BREU-0523
Proposal no: BE-4003
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DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF PVDCOATINGS FOR THE TRIBOLOGICAL SYSTEM OF FINE
BLANKING ASDA CENTRAL OPERATION FOR
STAMPING AND COLD FORMING PROCESSES
Starting date: M a y 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The main goal of this project is to increase the performance of fine blanking
tools by developing new hard coatings a n d adapting these to the
tribological conditions in fine blanking. This will be achieved by a further
enhancement of the wear resistance using new developed binary, ternary
or quaternary titanium- and chromium-based PVD hard material coatings,
which withstand the specific stress-load-combination of fine blanking. In
order to improve the surface conditions of tools a new developed coating
technology will be tested. This technology and the new hard-material will
help to extend the application of fine blanking towards parts with more
complex shapes and towards work materials of higher strength.
Compared with TiN, the new coatings are characterized by greater
hardness, greater toughness, more favourable friction properties, better
smoothness and greater resistance to oxidation.
As a result of the greater number of load cycles on the basis of increased
tool life quantities, failure of the tools due to fatigue is possible under certain
circumstances. The surface engineering is therefore aimed at reaching a
favourable residual stress condition of coating, interface substrate with
regard to increased resistance to material fatigue.
In particular, the improvement of tool surface is accompanied by an
improvement in workpiece quality, especially higher surface quality of the
sheared edges and higher accuracy-to-shape-and-size.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Ccicrtings/Thin films; Surface treatment technologies;
Research/Development; Fine Blanking
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

HAUZER TECHNO COATING EUROPE BV
GROETHOFSTRAAT 22B
NL-5916PBVENLO

ALGAT SPA
FICHTEL & SACHS AG
FEINTOOLAG
RWTH AACHEN

CONTACT PERSON
D. SCHULZE
Tel:+ 31-77-559222
Tfax: + 31 -77-545854

Contract no: BREU-0498
Proposal no: BE-4118
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SPUTTER COATINGS - ADJ USTMENT OF THE COATING
DESIGN AND APPLICATION
Starting date: September 1991

Duration: 42 months

OBJECTIVES

For technological development in coating applications in many sectors of the
manufacturing industry it is necessary to adjust the production of new
coatings which present good laboratory performance to the manufacturing
process requirements. The cutting tool industry is endeavouring:
■ to obtain a coating with properties more suitable to increase the efficiency
of tools in service
■ to adjust the tools design to the presence of the coating , which can
change the function of the tool, designed to be used without coating,
taking into account the coating deposition procedure.
The aim of this project is to optimize the industrial production by reactive
sputtering of a new coating W-C/N-M, where M can be any metal to
achieve good properties of high temperature stability, wear and corrosion
resistance.
Moreover, studies to adjust the tools geometry to the coating will be
developed in order to achieve the best compromise between the surface
properties and the cutting efficiency of precision cutting tools, evaluating the
quality of the tools in real conditions.
KEYWORDS

Coatings/Thin films; Multilayers/Multimaterials; Tool design.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

HARTEC GMBH & CO KG
GUENTHER WIRTH
D
INDUSTRIEPARK
JAKOB BOSS SOEHNE KG
D
EBINGER STRASSE 50
DUROTECNICA
P
D-7488 STETTEN AKM 4 F CTUC UNIVERSITY OF COIMBRA
P
ECOLE CENTRALE DE LYON F

CONTACT PERSON
C.RIBEIRO
Tel:+ 49-7573-812
Tfax: + 49-7573-813

Contract no: BREU-0403
Proposal no: BE-4210
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DEPOSITION OF WEAR AND CORROSION RESISTANT
COATINGS BY LOW TEMPERATURE CHEMICAL
VAPOUR DEPOSITION
Starting date: January 1988

Duration: 43 months

OBJECTIVES

This project aims at the deposition wear and/or corrosion resistant coatings
by low temperature CVD techniques in order to allow the coating of
substrate materials whose properties are deteriorated by a high temperature
coating process. Two low temperature coating techniques are to be
compared: rf plasma enhanced CVD (at SCK/CEN) and laser activated CVD
(at TU Delft). The deposition of boron nitride is the main goal of the
programme, the most promising coatings will be tested in industrial
conditions on prototype dies for cduminium extrusion (at SIDAL nv).
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

At SCK/CEN the influence of the deposition parameters on the properties if
BN-films grown by PECVD has been studied. Diberone and nitrogen (or
ammonia) diluted in hydrogen are used as reactant gases. Stoichiometric
films could only be obtained for films grown with a growth of c-BN. The
coatings are very hard but a rather high coefficient of friction (0.4) against
hardened steel.
For LACVD a new reactor has been designed at TU Delft. Assembly of the
system was finished at the end of 1990. Different metallo-organic precursors
have been tested by PECVD for later use in LACVD. Dimethyl-crrriino borane
was found to give a t-BN layer at low temperatures and presumably c-BN at
a very small B/N ratio in the gas phase.
KEYWORDS

Coating/Thinfilms; Diamond/Superhard materials; Surface treatment
technologies; Tools/Dyes; Tribology; Reseach/Development.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

S.C.K./C.E.N.
MATERIALS DEPARTMENT
BOERETANG 200
B-2400 MOL

TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF DELFT
SIDAL NV

CONTACT PERSON
J.SMEETS
Tel:+ 32-14-333111
Tfax: + 32-14-315021
Tlx: + 31922

Contract no: MAIE-0011
Proposal no: P-0054
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HIGH PERFORMANCE COATING MATERIALS FOR
APPLICATION IN CORROSIVE AND ABRASIVE
ENVIRONMENTS (HIPERMAT)
Starting date: June 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the project is to develop a reliable method for coating steel with
an impervious layer of refractory metal, such as Nb or Ta. In order to
increase the wear resistance of the layer, methods will be developed to
cover the deposited layer with a boride layer by diffusion of B into the
formed metal layer. The project will address the following problems:
■ the salt bath deposition process
■ the bonding process
■ methods to measure the oxygen content of the salt bath
■ suitable methods for control of the quality of the layers.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

All partners have followed the workplan and the readjusted budget. The
process equipment has been designed, dimensioned and specified and is
under construction. Methods have been developed for production of
chemicals for the electrolytical saltbath in the quantities necessary. An
analytical method for analyzing these chemicals and the saltbath, has been
developed. The quality of the oxygen content influence on the saltbath, and
the deposited quality are very near the optimal condition for Nb.
Investigations are still going on for Ta. Equipment for bonding experiments
on Ta and Nb sample has been designed. Investigations show both hard,
brittle a n d ductile bonded layers. The quality depends on the pressure,
temperature a n d protective gas atmosphere in the bonding furnace.
Samples, manufactured from different ceramic compositions and squeeze
methods, have been corrosion tested in order to construct a ceramic oxygen
sensor.
KEYWORDS

Chemical/Petrochemical; Materials processing; Engineering (chemical);
Engineering (process); Coatings/Thin films; Materials science; Surface
treatment technologies
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

DANFOSS A/S
DTH, DANMARKS TEKNISKE H0JSKOLE
CORPORATE TECHNOLOGY & RESEARCH F OUNDATION FOR RESEARCH AND
DK-6430 NORDBORG
TECHNOLOGY HELLAS
CERECOSA
INSTITUT F UR WERKSTOF F TECHNIK

CONTACT PERSON
J. CHRISTENSEN
Tel: + 45-74-885843
Tfax: + 45-74-882670

Contract no: BREU-0118
Proposal no: BE-3359
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IMPROVED CERAMIC COATINGS FOR RESISTANCE
TO ATTACK IN AGGRESSIVE ENVIRONMENTS
Starting date: January

1988

Duration:

42 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the work is to further develop amorphous protective layers based
on Si02 to improve their tolerance to thermally induced strains and to
increase the maximum temperature of operation and thereby enhance their
effectiveness as a diffusion barrier to aggressive.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

It has been established that amorphous silica coatings deposited by plasma
assisted chemical vapour deposition (PACVD) are excellent barriers to
ingress of aggressive species at temperatures up to 450°C for 16000h and
750°C up to 8000h. Increased stability of these layers was achieved by
incorporating a TiN interlayer to prevent solid/solid reactions between the
silica and the substrate steel (Incoloy 800H and 2 ] /4 Cr ferritic) and thereby
maintain the amorphous nature of the silica layer. Silica coatings have been
deposited by laser chemical vapour deposition (LCVD) and laser fusion. In
former case it has been demonstrated that the protective properties of the
silica can be modified by deposition conditions, a n d this way a strain
tolerant coating has been produced. Laser fusion processes have been
developed to allow independent control of powder a n d substrate
temperature in a single laser beam so that substrate heating is minimized.
Optimized coatings using the PACVD system have been produced on a gas
turbine blade and a laser fusion coated boiler tuber is currently undergoing
a trial in a power station boiler.
KEYWORDS

Coatings; High temperature corrosion resistance; Power generation; Laser
technology; Materials science; Ceramics.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY
DIVISION OF MATERIALS METROLOGY
(FORMERLY DMA)
QUEENS ROAD. TEDDINGTON
UK-TW11 OLW MIDDLESEX

BILUTON RESEARCH BV (SHELL)
CENTRO LASER DE NAVARRA
HARWELL LABORATORIES
IBERDUERO SA
NATIONAL POWER (NUCLEAR)
UNIVERSITY OF LIVERPOOL
UNIVERSITY OF USBON
UNIVERSITY OF VIGO (FORMERLY SANTIAGO)

CONTACT PERSON
S.R.J. SAUNDERS
Tel:+ 44-1-9436522
Tfax: +44-1-9432155
Tlx: +262344

Contract no: M A I E-0029
Proposal no: P-0339
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF ADVANCED EROSION
RESISTANT COATINGS FOR GAS TURBINE
COMPRESSOR APPLICATIONS
Starting date: 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Erosion of titanium alloy compressor components has been identified as a
life/performance limiting factor in gas turbine engines operating in
dusty/sandy environments. It has been shown that some 'hard' materials
are potentially very erosion resistant but not sufficiently so to enable them to
be used as thin coatings in gas turbine compressors where particle impact
energies are extremely high; there are indications that such materials in
multilayer combinations can more readily approach satisfactory erosion
resistance in these conditions.
This research project will investigate new multilayer coatings by an iterative
process of complete metallurgical understanding of the coatings under
development, erosion testing of the deposited coatings and erosion modelling
based on theory a n d test data generated during the project. The Isest'
coatings developed (and the predictive nature of the computer model) will
be tested in the later phases of the project by investigating the erosion
behaviour of compressor components in 'real' engine conditions.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The first year work (investigation of titanium nitride multilayers) is now
complete a n d has demostrated that titanium nitride/titanium "hard/soft"
multilayers give improved protection against large particle impact; titanium
nitride/hafnium nitride "hard/hard" multilayers behave as monolayers and
do not reveal this improvement.
Preliminary results from the computer model have shown that there is good
correlation between erosion rig testing and the predictions of the model.
KEYWORDS
Aeronautics/Aerospace; Coatings/Thin films; Multilayers/
Multimaterials; Erosion resistance; Gas turbine compressor; Computer model
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ROLLS-ROYCE PLC
MATERIALS LABORATORY
LEAVESDEN
UK-WATFORD WD2 7BZ

TURBOMECA
ASET
CRANFIELD INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
MIRTEC
ETCA
NLR
BC&C
SGM

CONTACT PERSON
R. WING
Tel:+44-92-3666617
Tfax: + 44-92-3676702
Tlx: + 23206 RR LEA G

Contract no: BREU-0122
Proposal no: BE-3339
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DEVELOPMENT OF HARD CARBON BASED
COATINGS FOR OIL FREE TRIBOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
FOR HANDLING AND RECOVERY OF POLLUTING
CHEMICALS (COTE)
Starting date: 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

There is an urgent economic and environmental need to engineer surfaces
to operate under oil free conditions. Carbon-based coating technology is
now reaching a state of research which promises to provide a solution to
this problem. However, research in Europe in this field has to date been
confined principally to the optical and opto-electronic industries and to
abrasive contact conditions. Furthermore, there is an urgent need to carry
out research to study the scaling-up of the deposition, so that they can be
used in "real world" systems, especially in the mechanical engineering
sector. Industries benefitting from this project will include aerospace, food
production, hydraulics, chemical, biomedical and automotive. It is important
to learn from the Japanese approach to research and to bear the market
need in mind. We shall thus be utilising two "example applications" as
vehicles for the research. Achievements of the project will include:
(l).The development of new carbon-based coatings with improved oil free
tribological properties
(2) The identification of interlayer structures and compositions to improve
loading capacity of such films on a range of engineering materials
(3).Improvement in the quality and reliability of engineered surfaces
(4).An overall improvement in European capability in the field of friction and
wear testing (including vacuum conditions)
(5).The development of coatings for handling and recovering polluting
chemicals
(6).The replacement of oil as a sealing fluid in a large scale of applications
(no waste oil, no PCB contaminants).
KEYWORDS
Mechanical eng^eering/Machinery; Abrasives; Carbon/
Graphite; Coatings/Thin films; Materials science; Surface treatment
technologies; Tribology.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

VACUUBRAND GMBH+CO
OTTO SCHOTT STR. 25
D-6980 WERTHEIM

NKT A/S CORPORATE R & D
DANISH TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE
UNIVERSITY OF HULL

CONTACT PERSON
F.J. ECKLE
Tel: + 49-9342-808240
Tfax: + 49-9342-59880

Contract no:
Proposal no: BE-4052
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STEERED ARC ION PLATING FOR THE DEVELOPMENT
OF NEW TERNARY AND QUARTERNARY CERAMIC
COATINGS FOR CUTTING AND FORMING TOOLS
Starting date. April 1988

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

Three partners collaborate to develop and to evaluate new ceramic
coatings:
■ Guhring is a German tool manufacturing company.
■ Hauzer Techno Coating is a D utch industrial coating company.
■ The D epartment of Metallurgy and Materials Engineering of the Catholic
University of Leuven is a Belgian research institute.
The strong demand for coated tools to machine new materials like Al-Sialloys and fibre reinforced composite materials was one reason for this
project.
The three partners combine their practical and theoretical knowledge to
evaluate a n d further develop the potential of the flexible steered arc ion
plating technology to manufacture wear resistant ternary and quartemary
ceramic coatings on cutting and forming tools..
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ the necessary technology for the deposition of ternary (Ti,Al)N and
(Ti,Nb)N coatings by steered arc ion plating has been successfully
developed
■ the cutting performance of TiN, (Ti.Al)N and (Ti,Nb)N coatings on drills
has clearly shown the relation of the use and the appropriate coating
procedures
■ the results of this programme leads to the industrial use of the (Ti,Al)N
coating
■ specific investigation techniques for the structural characterizaton of these
binary, ternary and quartemary ceramic coatings have been developed.
It was shown that wear testing under well defined laboratory conditions is
comparable to results of performance test in the field test laboratory.
KEYWORDS
Mechanical engineering/Machinery; Ceramics; Quality
control/Inspection; Surface treatment technologies; Tribology; Research/
Development; Ceramic coating.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

G. GUHRING KG
WINTERUNGER STRASSE 12
D-7470 SIGMARINGEN-LAIZ

HAUZER TECHNO COATING EUROPE
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF LEUVEN
MTM DEPARTMENT

CONTACT PERSON
J.EBBERINK
Tel: + 32-7571-108300
Tfax: +32-7571-108309
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WEAR AND FATIGUE CHARACTERISTICS OF SURFACE
ENGINEERED MATERIALS AS APPLIED TO MULTIPOINT
AND SHEAR ACTION CUTTING TOOLS
Starting

date:

F e b r u a r y 1989

Duration:

42 months

OBJECTIVES

The successful application of surface engineering to multipoint and shear
action tools has been identified as a major step forward in their evolution.
The potential of surface engineering techniques has already been
demonstrated on single point lathe tools, drills and press tools. The major
objectives which represent significant advances on current practice are:
■ to derive surface techniques which will suppress the wear fatigue
mechanisms relevant to multipoint and shear action cutting tools
■ to modifiy the substrate to optimize the surface property
■ to modify tool geometry
■ to enhance product value on relatively low cost consumable tools.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Improvements in the performance of multipoint cutting tools have been
m a d e via various surface engineering techniques. Variability in
performance is however a major problem and work is continuing to isolate
the primary contributing factors.
KEYWORDS

Surface treatment technologies; Sawing; Cutting tools.
PRIME PARTNER
NEILL TOOLS LTD
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
HANDSWORTH ROAD
UK-S13 9BR SHEFFIELD

OTHER PARTNERS
EOLAS
F
F
SHE IELD CITY POLYTECHNIC
DUBUN CITY UNIVERSITY
ASET SURFACE ENG. TECHNOLOGY
WTH AACHEN
DANSK INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

CONTACT PERSON
K. PASCOE
Tel:+ 44-742-449911
Tfax: + 44-742-431360
Tlx: + 54278
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FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING OF THE PLASMA
NITRIDING PROCESS AND THE RESULTANT LOAD
BEARING CAPACITY OF LOW ALLOY STEELS
Starting date: 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

In spite of the growing commercial maturity of a wide range of surface
engineering technologies, there are no comprehensive design systems for
surface engineering. Accordingly, the overall objective of the present
research proposal is, in the anticipation of a n increased industrial
awareness a n d application of surface engineering, to develop a design
system for surface engineering through mathematical modelling and
computer simulation of various plasma enhanced surface engineering
processes as well as the properties of the resultant surface engineered
components.
The detailed scientific objectives of the programme are:
■ to produce a design database for the Processing and Properties of Plasma
Nitrided Low Alloy Steels
■ to produce a Finite Element Model software package capable of predicting
the plasma nitriding processing pertomance of low alloy steels
■ to produce a Finite FJemnt Model software package capable of predicting
the load bearing properties of plasma nitrided and duplex treated low
alloy steels.
This will mean that not only will design engineers be able to use the models
in engineering design, but also materials processing engineers can use the
models in the selection of optimum process parameters.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Surface engineering; Surface treatment technologies;
Coatings; Plasma nitriding; D esign; Steels
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM
WOLFSON INSTITUTE FOR SURFACE
ENGINEERING
UK-B15 2TT BIRMINGHAM

TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF CLAUSTHAL
D.BAIRAKTARIS & ASSOCIATES
KLOCKNERIONON GMBH

CONTACT PERSON
T.BELL
Tel: +44-21-4145195
Tfax: + 44-21 -4145232

Contract no: BREU-0410
Proposal no: BE-4242
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SILICON CARBIDE-SILICON NITRIDE COMPOSITE
COATINGS WITH IMPROVED ADHESION PROPERTIES
PRODUCED BY A PLASMA-ENHANCED CVD PROCESS
Starting date: January 1989

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

■ D esign, building and construction of a PECVD system for the production of
silicon carbonitride coatings with variable composition at low substrate
temperatures (100 - 400°C)
■ D evelopment of a n in situ substrate cleaning procedure to enhance
adhesion of thin films.
■ D eposition, characterisation and testing of silicon carbonitride coatings on
various substrates.
■ D evelopment of a coating to be used on a seaming chuck for the seaming
of cans; optimisation towards excellent corrosion and wear resistance.
■ D evelopment of a non-destructive analysis technique for the
characterisation of substrate-film interfaces w.r.t. composition
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Silicon carbonitride coatings have been deposited onto steel and hard metal
substrates with good adhesion.
By varying the composition of these films it is possible to influence the stress
state and the wear resistance properties.
An in situ plasma treatment of the substrate material is very beneficial for
the adhesion between film and substrate.
Currently the process is optimised towards deposition on complicated forms
using electrodes of variable geometry.
The project will be concluded with the development of coatings for seaming
chucks in order to enhance the wear and corrosion resistance properties.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Manufacturing; Coatings; Materials characterisation
/testing; Surface treatment technologies; Tribology; Materials science.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

TEMPRESS
POX BOX 151. MARCONISTRAAT 14
NL-7903 AG HOOGEVEEN

TNO INSTITUTE OF APPLIED PHYSICS
EOLAS
TEKSCAN LTD
CMS PACKAGING TECHNOLOGY P/C

CONTACT PERSON
P. RAMAEKERS
Tel:+ 31-40-472115
Tfax: + 31 -40-449350
Tlx: + 51163TUEHV

Contract no: Rl 1B-241
Proposal no: P-2412
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PLASMA SPRAYED SILICON CARBIDE FOR CRITICAL
TRIBOLOGICAL COMPONENTS
Starting date: June 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this project are:
■ to develop a cost-effective processing route for the deposition of silicon
carbide layers onto system components for critical tribological applications
requiring a combination of wear and corrosion resistance, particularly
those which will be operating in fluids with poor lubricating properties.
■ to establish optimum precursor cermet powder characteristics for
subsequent processing via low pressure plasma spraying.
■ to systematically optimise the deposition process using the results from a
comprehensive study of coating wear a n d corrosion behaviour and
physical property measurements.
■ to redesign and manufacture complex components to accomodate plasma
sprayed coating.
■ to produce a n d test coated components under conditions of severe
corrosion and wear. Identify coating compositions and processing routes
for specific applications.
■ to compare the behaviour of silicon carbide cermet coating with that of
existing state-of-the-art cermet and ceramic coatings, such as tungsten
carbide-cobalt and chromium oxide based materials.
■ to identify those applications which would benefit from the substitution of
existing bulk or coating materials with a silicon carbide based cermet
layer.
KEYWORDS

Coatings/Thin films; Powders; Engineering (process); Surface treatment
technologies; Composite coatings; Wear & conosion resistant materials
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

AEA TECHNOLOGY
MATERIALS & MANUF ACTURING
TECHNOLOGY
HARWELL LABORATORY
DIDCOT
UK-OX11 OXF ORDSHIRE

KSB PUMPEN
HYDROMECANIQUE ET FROTTEMENT
VERTICAL SRL

CONTACT PERSON
K. SCOTT
Tel:+ 44-235-434771
Tfax: + 44-235-432348

Contract no: BREU-0465
Proposal no: BE-4329
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PLASMA ENHANCED DEPOSITION OF CORROSION
AND WEAR RESISTANT COATINGS
Starting date: January 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The objective is the development of industrially compatible plasma assisted
processes for the deposition of corrosion and wear resistant layers on high
duty parts of industrial products and on cutting tools to enhance lifetime and
reliability. The central theme will be the development of a metal-carbon
layer by plasma assisted deposition. To build experience towards this end,
the deposition of a pure metal by Plasma CVD is to be studied. The metal
layers (such as Chromium a n d Tantalum) will be explored as corrosion
resistant layers. Also the deposition of i-carbon by plasma assisted
deposition will be studied to support the Me-C deposition experiments. The
whole thrust of the research will necessarily lead to the development of
diamond films by means of Plasma CVD and PVD.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The achievements can be summarized as follows:
Metallic Tantalum films can be deposited at low temperature by Plasma CVD
showing a n improved corcosion resistance compared to the substrtate
material. Dense, hard and adherent i-carbon coatings can be deposited on
silicon and on glass. On steel samples small additions of metal in the coating
improve the adhesion. Successful deposition of some metal-carbon films such
as Zr:C, Ti:C, B:C and SiCx has been demonstrated on a number of test
samples as well as on real tools by means of Plasma CVD and a combined
Plasma CVD-PVD technique.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Ceramics/Glasses; Coatings/Thin films; Diamond/
Superhard materials; Multilayers/Multimaterials; Refactories; Suface
treatment technologies
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

PHILIPS
CFMT
KASTANJELAAN 1, BUILDING SAQ-1
NL-5600 MD EINDHOVEN

INASMET
SIEMENS
D.G. TEER COATINGS SERVICES LTD.
TEKNIKER

CONTACT PERSON
G. VERSPUI
Tel: + 31-40-733711
Tfax: + 31 -40-737349 PHTC NL/NLMEVQA

Contract no: BREU-0098
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LASER BASED CHEMICAL VAPOUR DEPOSITION OF
CORROSION AND WEAR RESISTANT LAYERS
Starting date: January 1990

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The fundamental objective of the proposed project is the development of
industrially applicable laser CVD processes for the local deposition of
corrosion and wear resistant layers on high duty parts of industrial products
and cutting or forming tools to enhance life time and reliability.
Both pyrolytic LCVD, in which the highest deposition rate is to be expected,
and photolytic LCVD, which can play an important role in the early stages of
deposition, will be studied.
Also combinations of photolytic and pyrolytic LCVD will be examined
because of the interesting new possibilities in controlling layer composition
and the production of multilayer coatings.
The films to be investigated include metals, e.g. chromium, nitrides, carbides
and borides of a transition metal, e.g. titanum. Coated steel and cemented
carbide products and tools will be functionally tested a n d the potential of
coating and deposition method will be evaluated with respect to its use on
an industrial scale.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The achievements can be summarized as follows:
Development, building a n d improvement of equipment has resulted in
adequate deposition equipment for all partners. A fibre optic pressure
sensor, to measure the partial gas pressure close to the sample in the cell,
and a n LCVD pyrometer at a single wavelength with the necessary software
have been developed.
Hard TiN layers have been deposited at temperatures of 80-350°C, only at
very low deposition rates. Titanium, boron and carbon were deposited in
preliminary experiments for T1B2 and TiC deposition at a later stage. Hard,
well-adhering, conosion resistant layers of Cr20C were made on high duty
parts a n d functionally tested. The interaction of the laser b e a m with
different steel substrates was examined and the interchange of samples for
characterisation was promoted.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Coatings/Thin films; Multilayers/Multimaterials;
Refactories; Laser technology/Power beams; Surface treatment technologies
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

PHILIPS
CFMT
KASTANJELAAN 1, BUILDING SAQ-1
NL-5600 MD EINDHOVEN

LABEL (WITHDRAWN DEC. 19<?0)
FORTH-IESL
MIRTEC
SIEMENS

CONTACT PERSON
G. VERSPUI
Tel:+ 31-40-733711
Tfax:+31-40-737349
Tlx: +35000
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DEVELOPMENT OF NEW C O A T I N G S FOR SLIDING SURFACES A N D OF
SUPERFICIAL TREATMENTS O N PISTON RINGS FOR BIG 4-STROKE
DIESEL ENGINES UNDER SEVERE TRIBOLOGICAL CONDITIONS
Starting date: S e p t e m b e r 1988

Duration: 42 months

OBJECTIVES

The present trend for the manufacturers of big 4-stroke diesel engines is to
increase the combustion pressure from 140 to 200 bars. For reasons of
economy, these engines are run on low quality fuel oils. Combustion
pressure and the use of these fuel oils cause tribological problems to the
components of the combustion chamber (adhesive, abrasive and corrosive
wear) and structural problems (mechanical resistance of the base material
and the coatings). The purpose of this research is to deal with the problems
arising from the running of the piston rings on the cylinder liner. This
research is expected to develop the most suitable coatings by using plasma
spray, plasma remelt, chromium galvanic dispersion coating techniques and
high velocity flame spray coating techniques applied to piston ring and
cylinder liner.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Coating samples have been developed and thoroughly investigated in the
laboratory. These investigations led to improved results with respect to
thermic stability and tribological behaviour. Tests on small engine showed
no problems on investigated coatings and cylinder liners but the absolute
wear results were not transferable to bigger diesel engines. The preselected
coatings have been pre-tested on 4-stroke 1-cylinder engine o 240 mm. The
most promising coatings are on test in original medium speed big 4-stroke
diesel engine under simulated operating conditions. The first results are very
encouraging with respect to ring and cylinder liner wear. Piston rings and
cylinder liner coated by high velocity flame spray technique are in
production.
KEYWORDS

Mechanical engineering/Machinery; Tribology; Surface treatment
technologies; Research/Development.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

INDUSTRIALE SRL
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
VTA S. QUIRICO 19
1-16163 SAN QUIRICO GENOA

M.A.N. B&W DIESEL AG

CONTACT PERSON
G. CAPEZZUOLI
Tel:+ 39-10-710825
Tfax: + 39-10-711380
Tlx: + 270256

Contract no: Rl 1B-224
Proposal no: P-2297
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THE DEPOSITION OF IMPROVED CORROSION
RESISTANT COATINGS ONTO SURFACES OF
COMPLEX SHAPE
Starting date: June 1988

Duration: 33 months

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this project were:
■ to optimize a n ion plating technique for the deposition of dense, corrosion
resistant coatings of uniform thickness and structure onto substrates of
prescribed shapes
■ to develop a model of the coating process which will predict the process
parameters required for the deposition of such coatings onto substrates of
complex shape.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Optimization of ion plating parameters for aluminium coating of specially
designed samples, which contain features relevant to industrial components,
has been performed in the initial phase of the work. Coating experiments
were done using diode ion plating, triode ion plating a n d RF ion plating
techniques. Gaseous a n d aqueous corrosion tests were carried out on
specimens coated under different conditions. RF ion plating technique was
found to give substantially improved coating quality on metallic substrates
compared with diode ion plating technique.Coating of uniform thickness on
a complex shape could only be attained by manipulating the specimen
during coating. Certain features were identified, principally sharply re
entrant cavities, which could not be coated under conventional ion
conditions.A general model of the coating process could not be developed,
only general guidelines for the coating ofcomplex shapes could be
established.
KEYWORDS

Cc>crtings/Thin films; Metallic structural materials; Manfacturing; Surface
treatment technologies.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CENTEC GMBH
TECHNICAL OFFICE
STETTERNICHER STAATSFORST
D-5170JUUCH

BRITISH NUCLEAR FUELS PLC
URANIT GMBH
ULTRA CENTRIFUGE NEDERLAND
UNIVERSITY OF SALFORD

CONTACT PERSON
R. HEIBEL
Tel: + 44-51-3394101, EXT. 2433
Tfax: +44-51-3395541
Tlx: +629202

Contract no: M A I E-0025
Proposal no: P-0347
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APPLICATION OF NEW MATERIALS FOR WATER TURBINES
AND PUMPS
Starting date: F ebruary 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Water turbines and hydraulic pumps are susceptible, under operating
conditions, to high erosion and cavitation. Such problems can be solved
thanks to the mechanical properties of amorphous metal alloy coatings. For
this purpose, we shall coat metal surfaces with alloys cooled at a greater
speed and having hardness and ductility values. This method is different
from the conventional plasma spraying method widely used in aeronautics
in that the temperature of the substrate low. The first stage of our work will
consist in using the existing data on amorphous alloys in order to adapt our
chemical analyses to the deposition conditions. The second and third stages
will be optimization of deposition parameters and the characterisation of
coatings. The various industrial and scientific participants have joined their
efforts to have a better control of the possible potential offered by the
application of these materials. In this way, after the future industrialisation
work, the new materials will be able to meet the ever increasing
requirements of the world market in this field.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ during this first design stage, we have determined the metal alloy grades
that give an amorphous structure after fast cooling.
■ the characteristics of such grades are high ultimate tensile strength
ductility and resistance to corrosion under various physical conditions.
The crystallisation temperature is greater than or equal to 400°C.
■ it has been shown that the plasma spraying procedure under controlled
atmospheric conditions and temperature allows 0.5mm thick depositions of
amorphous structure to be obtained on large surfaces.
■ the characterisation and optimisation of deposition conditions with respect
to the chemical analyses specified are under way.
KEYWORDS

Mechanical engineering/Machinery; Engineering (mechanical); Surface
treatment technologies; Ceramics/Glasses
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

NEYRPIC
HYDRAULIQUE
75 RUE GENERAL MANGIN
BP75
F-38041 GRENOBLE CEDEX

RIVA CALZONI
BERGERON RATEAU
S.N.M.I.
ECOLE DES MINES, NANCY
FACULTE SCIENCES MARSEILLEMETALLURGIE

CONTACT PERSON
J-M. ROMAN
Tel: + 33-76-393069
Tfax: + 33-76-393001
Tbc + 320750 F

Contract no: BREU-0057
Proposal no: BE-3182
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IMPROVED PRODUCTION OF THIN WALLED DUCTILE
IRON CASTINGS - COMPUTER SIMULATION OF
SOLIDIFICATION AND MOULDFILLING
Starting date: O c t o b e r 1989

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The mean aims of this research project are: ■ weight reduction in automotive
components a n d utilization of the full potential of mechanical properties of
ductile iron ■ controlled casting technology suitable for the actual modem
foundry situation to produce complex shaped 3 mm thin ductile iron castings
■ mathematical modelling of the casting process with concentration on
mould-filling and validation and secondly solidification and microstruture.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

More than halfway through the contract period the group of participants
are joined by D AF Trucks. The achievements of the experimental work by
particpating foundries, WTCM and TU D elft and the achievements of the
mathematical modelling activities of Hoogovens, WTCM, TU Delft and VTT
can be summarized as follows: ■ process specifications to produce thin
castings free from carbides ■ design and production of 3mm thin protoypes ■
operational fast reacting temperature measurement equipment ■ operational
electrical method for registering mould-filling sequence ■ microscopic
solidifcation model for prediction of the microstructure ■ mathematical model
to describe fluid flow together with free surface a n d heat transfer for
complex geometries ■ low pressure pouring equipment.
KEYWORDS
Automotive; Casting; Prototyping; Composites (metal matrix);
Ferrous; Research/Development; Mathematical modeling.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

HOOGOVENS GROEP
R&D LABORATORY
P.O. BOX 10000
NL-1970CAUMUIDEN

DAF TRUCKS/CENTRAL LAB
LOVINK-TERBORG ■
NED. IJZERGIETERIJ VULC.
GIETERIJ DOESBURG BV
TU DELFT LABORATORY OF
MATERIALS SCIENCE
WTCM F OUNDRY CENTRE
PROFERRO
GLOBE-GLOBON
OMCO METALS NV
DOVRE NV
ST ROCH COUVIN SA
FERRO MATRIX VDW
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TECHNICAL RES.CENT. F INLAND

SF

CONTACT PERSON
C. VAN ELDIJK
Tel:+ 31-251492718
Tfax: +31-251470407

Contract no: RI1B-257
Proposal no: P-2437
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IMPROVING CONTINUOUS CASTING OF CuSn6 STRIPS BY OPTIMIZING DIE GRAPHITES AND PROCESS
CONTROL
Starting date: M a r c h 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

■ development of high density and high strength graphite materials to
improve casting product quality and to increase lifetime of dies
■ determination, recording a n d optimization of the decisive process
parameters
■ computer aided development of process control systems
■ catalytical effects of the alloy and their impurities between the liquid/solid
metal surface and the surface of the die graphites are tested
■ reaching of the production start of bronze strips without surface defects on
the micrometre level as an improved material for new electric connectors
compared with conventional brass materials.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ operative tests of present a n d competetive die-graphites lead to
comparable lifetimes of the dies and defect concentrations of the strips
■ an advanced graphite material with high density and high strength was
developed
■ recording a n d determination of the decisive process parameters was
performed whereby the present graphite gives a lower pressure level
than the competetive graphite
■ computer aided development of process control systems was started by
recording force profiles.
KEYWORDS

Forming/Shaping/Casting; Continuous casting; Special alloys; Carbon/
Graphite; Quality control/Inspection; Process control; Machining; Chemistry
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SCHUNK KOHLENSTOF F TECHNIK GMBH
F
TRE IMETAUX SA F
R&D
RWTH AACHEN
D
P.O. BOX 64 20 F UNDACAO GOMES TEIXEIRA
P
D-6300 GIESSEN

CONTACT PERSON
R. SPERLING
Tel:+49-641-608312
Tfax: + 49-641-608223
Tlx: + 482841

Contract no: BREU-0110
Proposal no: BE-3383
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SHAPE CASTING OF PARTICULATE REINFORCED
ALUMINIUM ALLOY FEEDSTOCK
Starting date: A p r i l 1990

Duration:

36 m o n t h s

OBJECTIVES

The aim is to demonstrate the feasibility of producing near-net-shape
components from particulate reinforced aluminium alloy matrix composite
ingot material via a range of casting processes of relevance to mass
production applications.
Whilst concentrating on specific metal matrix composite (MMC) formulations
and specific casting processes the programme will also provide generic
enabling technologies relevant to a wider range of MMC formulations and
applications.
Amongst the specific technical objectives the following are expected to have
generic significance to the wider field of cast MMC developments:
■ identification of MMC formulations of potential use to mass production
applications;
■ development of new melt treatment and handling practices to facilitate
component manufacture from MMC materials.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The programme has been broken down into 16 different tasks of which 9
have been started within the first 12 month period. The prime task within
this period has been the initial set of trials on six different casting processes.
These trials have identified the suitability and limitations of both the initial
feedstock material selected and the particular casting process. Assessment
has required mechanical property testing, determination of heat treatment
response and metallography of the cast material. Suitable mould and die
coatings are being identified. Generic studies on fluidity measurement are
being undertaken and the potential for recycling scrap material is being
assessed.
KEYWORDS
Materials processing; Forming/Shaping/Casting; Recovery
/Recycling; Composites (metal matrix); Non ferrous; Particulate reinforced
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

AEA TECHNOLOGY-HARWELL F OSECO INTERNATIONAL LTD
UK
ADVANCED ENGINEERING MATERIALS DEFT
HYDRO ALUMINIUM A/S
NO
B35 - HARWELL LABORATORY
RENAULT AUTOMOBILES F
UK-OX11 ORA OXFORDSHIRE
VEREINIGTE ALUMINIUM-WERKE AG
D

CONTACT PERSON
A. FEEST/J. COOK
Tel: + 44-235-432676
Tfax: + 44-235-432676
Tlx: + 83135

Contract no: BREU-0131
Proposal no: BE-3564
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ADVANCED ALUMINIUM-PRECISION CASTING FOR
INTEGRALLY STIFFENED NET-SHAPE-COMPONENTS
("ADVACAST")
Starting date: S e p t e m b e r 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

With increasing industrial interest in mass reduction a n d material
costsavings, as well as public concern about recycling a n d saving of
resources, near net shape techniques like precision casting become more
and more attractive. There is a wide field of applications appearing for
many branches such as motor engineering, automotive a n d aerospaceconstruction and automation or conveyor industries.
The efficiency of precision casting for high strength aluminium applications
can be optimized with specialized techniques such as advanced directional
solidification parameters a n d variation of heat treatment. Potentials u p to
20% have been mentioned in technical literature. In house basic research
work has been done a n d a n innovative casting technique was described
and initially tested. First tests gave excellent mechanical properties a n d
improved microstructural results. The proposed variation of the alloy
composition with additional elements will further the improvement of the
property level.
"ADVACAST" is a proposal for further scientific and technical development
that is necessary to establish a n adequate industrial performance.
Optimized shell form techniques will ensure exact measurements, which
together with the high material properties a r e a key factor for
implementation for castings, thus reducing the mass of components, cutting
amount and the material quantities.
The results achieved by this new technique with conventional cduminium
silicon based alloys a n d the result of the current Brite/EURAM Project No
0612 (Squeeze casting).
The well balanced project structure, including small a n d medium
enterprises, brings together four European industries a n d three universities
with broad experience and equipment. After the project the consortium will
have a consolidated position to start the realization of technical a n d
economic benefits from "ADVACAST".
KEYWORDS
Aeronautics/Aerospace; Forming/Shaping/Casting;
Superalloys/Special alloys
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

MESSERSCHMIT BOLKOW BLOHM GMBH
HAUNSTETTER STR. 225
D-8900 AUGSBURG 21

CIRAL
THYSSEN FEINGUSS GMBH
MIRTEC
UNI. NOVA DE USBOA
TU MUNCHEN
UNIVERSITY OF PATRAS

CONTACT PERSON
A.ELFROTH
Tel: + 49-821-8012656
Tfax: + 49-821-8012960

Contract no: BREU-0401
Proposal no: BE-4084
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CENTRIFUGAL CASTING OF METAL MATRIX
COMPOSITES FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
REINFORCED NEAR NET SHAPE COMPONENTS
Starting date: July 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The project aims to model and develop a near-net shape fabrication process
based on centrifugal casting which is able to produce economically metal
based components locally reinforced by ceramic particles for improved
mechanical properties. Four main tasks will be earned out:
■ the modelling of solidification of composite materials during centrifugal
casting in order to predict the influence of the process parameters on the
structure and position of the reinforced zone. Model centrifugal casting
experiments with transparent materials will be carried out to help the
modelling
■ the determination of particle pretreatment conditions for introduction in
liquid metals. Production of coated particles for the experiments a n d
feasibility of upscaling of the process will be carried out
■ the realization of centrifugal casting experiments with Al-alloys a n d
coated ceramic particles in order to produce components for further
characterization and assessment of the validity of the model
■ the microstructural a n d mechanical characterization of the produced
componets for evaluation of the properties due to reinforcement.
Each part of this project will be simultaneously handled during the 3 years
of the programme, with a discrepancy of 4 months. This 4-month period will
be spent realizing the device for incorporating the reinforcement elements
into the alloys a n d determining the coating conditions of the various
reinforcement particles in order to start the first casting operations.
KEYWORDS

Forming/Shaping/Casting; Composites (metal matrix); Non ferrous;
Reinforcement technology; Centrifugal casting.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

LES BRONZES D'INDUSTRIE
26RUEDELAREPUBUQUE
F-57360 AMNEV1LLE

SGM
TEKNIKER
INPG

CONTACT PERSON
LLAJOYE
Tel:+ 33-87-711511
Tfax: + 33-87-711496
Tbc + 860220 F

Contract no: BREU-0419
Proposal no: BE-4340
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DEVELOPMENT OF NEW CALCULATION PROCESSES FOR
COMPUTERIZED CASTING SIMULATION AND MODEL
VERIFICATION UNDER MANUFACTURING CONDITIONS
Starting date: N o v e m b e r 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The use of modern computer techniques in product a n d process
development will play a decisive role in the future competitiveness of
industry. The enormous increases in calculating power, dramatic drops in
prices and improving userfriendliness in hard and software, are opening
up new applications for these techniques. In contrast to current computer
supported design, drafting and manufacturing methods, the development of
numerical simulations for complex processes in technical data processing
has only just begun. The aim of the project is to increase knowledge in this
area., the partnership wish to attain this objective in close cooperation with
each other. Technical foundry processes in particular need even more
comprehensive research and development in order to identify and quantify
the controlling factors of the system and also make modem computer data
manipulation techniques more accessible.
The results they obtain by the partners in the development of new
calculation procedures could open u p new possibilities for computer
simulation. At the same time the solutions to these fundamental problems
should also include interfaces between computer simulation and other
computer assisted technologies. The objective is a comprehensive proven
concept for computer integrated manufacturing in foundries.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Achievements run from 11/90 to 4/91." application of the solidification model
to large castings with complex geometries using CAD data ■ application of
the solidification model on mass production casting ■ determination of
simulation parameters and creation of simulation geometries »t est of the
CADsimulationCAM interfaces and verification by casting experimentation
■ fundemental application of the solidification model on castings of medium
complexity for use in aerospace technology ■ casting experiments with
aerospacetypical alloys to determine their physical solidification and control
parameter ■ computer simulation of selected casting processes and model
verification by prediction of mechanical properties for casting ■ design and
construction of a test facility ■ development of a computer model for the
cooling process.
KEYWORDS
CAE/CAD/CAM systems; Metallic structural materials;
Processing (minerals & metals); Forming/Shaping/Casting;
Thermodynamics; Super alloys/Special alloys; Training; Computer
science/Software
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

RWP GMBH
NORDRHEIN-WESTFALEN
ALT-HAARENER-STRASSE 251
D-5100 AACHEN

OSTERMANN METALLWERKE GMBH & CO
VEREINIGTE SCH USSELWERKE A G
GETTI SPECIALI SPA
METALES AMPE SA

CONTACT PERSON
K. WEIB
Tel:+ 49-241-162031
Tfax: + 49-241-166156

Contract no: BREU-174
Proposal no: BE-3473
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CONVECTIVE EFFECTS IN SOLIDIFICATION
Starting do/e:November 1990

Duration.48 months

OBJECTIVES

Complementary aspects of convective effects in solidification will be treated
in a series of experimental a n d theoretical tasks, in order to build a
numerical code to be used by companies working in the field of foundry and
of solidification technology. It is restricted to four different aspects of flow
interacting with solidification:
(i) directional solidification in centrifugal conditions. Such action could
extend the conditions for planar front growth of large cystals for the optical
or electronics industry
(ii) floating zone crystal growth in the presence of surface tension driven
flow. The numerical module will describe how it can be influenced by
modifications of heat input distribution
(iii) interactions between solidification and filling flow in the casting of thin
parts. It can lead to the defect called "cold shut", according to the conditions
of heat transfer and of solid structure formation
(iv) interactions between the solidifying front and particles in suspension,
either reactive (equiaxed grains), or non-reactive (inclusions).
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The experimental devices have been set up, and a first series of experiments
have been performed.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Casting; Metallic structural materials; Optical
materials; Super alloys; Software; Fluid dynamics
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

INSTIUT NATIONAL POLYTECHNIQUE DE
GRENOBLE (INPG)
MADYLAM
1340 RUE DE LA PISCINE
F-38402 SAINT MARTIN D'HERES

CNRS-TCC
CNRS-LIMSI
OXFORD UNIVERSITY
TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF DENMARK
RWTH AACHEN
HOG SKOLAN 1 SUNDSVALL

CONTACT PERSON
F. DURAND
Tel:+ 33-76^25213
Tfax: + 33-76-825249
Hx: +780668

Contract no: BREU-0262
Proposal no: BE-3628
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PROCESS ANALYSIS, COMPUTER MODELLING AND
PRODUCTION OF HIGH-PRESSURE DIE CASTING
Starting date: 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

High pressure die casting is cm extremely important industrial operation for
the SME sector of the market, there being an estimated 5000 casting
machines in use in Europe. However, there is little fundamental
understanding of the process and cast metal quality, particularly from cold
chamber machines, is the worst of all commercial casting processes. In
order to improve both, the quality of die cast products and the efficiency of
the die casting process, a four-fold attack on the problems of high pressure
die casting has been mounted:
Computer simulation: based on the existing MAGMASOFT package for heat
and fluid flow simulation a multiphase flow software is developed in order to
optimize the metal flow in the runner and gating system in the die cavity. To
date a turbulence flow model has been developed and integrated. For the
optmization of the thermal balance of the die the software simulates the
batch production characteristics of the process. A dedicated module has
been developed which takes into account all the heat losses during
spraying of water soluable lubricants. The calculated results are validated
by detailed microstructural analysis of the die castings produced from dies
of variable geometry. Excellent agreement is achieved especially for
calculated and experimentally determined cooling rates.
Full internal and external monitoring of the die cavity supplies pressure and
temperature profiles for validation of the software.
Technology transfer of squeeze casting to high-pressure die casting will take
place to reduce porosity levels in high pressure die castings.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Engineering (process); Forrning/Shaping/Casting;
Computer science/Software; Control systems; Sensors/Signal processing;
Tools/Dies
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

MAGMA GIESSEREITECHNOLOGIE GMBH
14 WERNER-HEISENBERG-STRASSE
PO BOX 1165
D-5110 ALSDORF

HI-TEC METALS LTD

CONTACT PERSON
L. KALLIEN
Tel: + 49-2404-55010
Tfax: + 49-2404-550160

Contract no: BREU-0072
Proposal no: BE-3248
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF INDUSTRIAL SHEET
FORMING PROCESSES
Starting date: January 1989

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The project aims to develop a completely interactive system for the
numerical simulation of two and three dimensional sheet metal forming
processes encountered in practical situations in can. moulding, automobile
and aerospace stamping industries. The development includes the following
modules: a) Prepocessing facilities for detailed definition of the problem,
sheet and tooling geometries, loading, boundary conditions, material data
and all further parameters required for the stamping operation (task 1.1); b)
Analysis package based on viscous flow (task 2.1) a n d large strain
elastoviscoplasticitY finite element approaches (task 2.2) for prediction of
sheet deformation, thickness, strain a n d stress distributions, loaddisplacement history, material failure a n d spring-back effects; c)
Postprocessor module to present analysis results graphically and digitally,
suitable for use in numerical control of the industrial process (task 3.3). The
system developed will be tested by comparison with experimental tests
carried out by the industrial partners on the stamping of metal sheets of
axisymmetric and arbitrary shape (task 4).
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The project is progressing satisfactorily. Task 1.1 is completed; 2.1.a (2-D
analysis module, flow approach) is 80% completed; 2.2.a (2-D analysis
module, elastoviscoplastic approach) is 70 % completed; 2.2.b (3-D analysis
module, elastoviscoplastic approach) is 60% completed; 4.1 and 4.2 are on
schedule with 50% completed (the experimental tests have been defined and
are being developed by the industrial partners).
KEYWORDS

Forming/Shaping/Casting; Mathematical modelling; Sheet forming; Finite
elements
PRIME PARTNER
INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR
NUMERICAL METHODS IN ENGINEERING
EDIFICIO C-l CAMPUS NORTE UPC
E-08031 BARCELONA
CONTACT PERSON
E. ONATE
Tel: + 34-3-2057016
Tfax: + 34-3-4016517
Telex: 52821 UPC E

OTHER PARTNERS
ROCKFIELD SOFTWARE LTD
CANDEMAT SA
ESTAMPACIONES SABADELL SA

Contract no: Rl 1B-240
Proposal no: P-2029
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A COMBINED NUMERICAL-EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
TO THE SIMULATION OF HOT DEFORMATION OF METALS
Starting date: August 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of the research project is to develop a combined
numerical-experimental technique, based on inverse finite element
approaches and the visioplasticity method, for indirect evaluation of stresses
at the tool-workpiece interface during bulk metal forming operations. This
will lead to developments in advanced frictional models to be used in
numerical simulations, which are becoming necessary for the design of new
forming technologies and optimization of existing ones.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The research to date has been centred on two fronts:
■ development of the numerical tools necessary to undertake the numerical
simulations
■ setting up of the experimental facilities for the practical measurement
phase.
The computational work has involved the development of consistent
linearization processes for both the elasto-plastic material response and
contact-friction phenomenon to produce solution algorithms which are
robust and exhibit quadratic convergence rates.
Coupling between the thermal and mechanical behaviour has been
implemented and constitutive laws have also been included to account for
microstructural changes taking place during deformation.
The experimental facilities have been initially tested and modified in the light
of trial results. Experimental data is now available for both the spike forming
and hot flat rolling tests in the form of visioplasticity plots, displacement
histories and load and torque measurements.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Forming/Shaping/Casting; Instrumentation/Measuring
systems; Mathematical modelling; Mechanics/Solid mechanics; Tools/D ies
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF SWANSEA
INSTITUTE FOR NUMERICAL METHODS
IN ENGINEERING
SINGLETON PARK
UK-SA2 8PP SWANSEA

INSTITUT F UR WERKSTOF F UMF ORMUNG
CLAUSTHAL ZELLERF ELD
UNIVERSIDAD POUTECNICA DE CATALUNYA
BARCELONA

CONTACT PERSON
R. OWEN
Tel: + 44-792-295252
Tfax: + 44-792-295676

Contract no: BREU-0175
Proposal no: BE-3650
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DIE CAVITY ELASTICITY CONSIDERATIONS FOR NETTFORMING
Starting date: June 1991

Duration: 45 months

OBJECTIVES

The elastic deflection of the die-cavity metal-deformation processes detracts
the product shape from the expected form. Industries such as the
automotive aero-engine, hydraulic, mechatronics a n d consumer goods,
accommodate this deflection by using information extruded form production
trials. The basic criteria for enabling die-designers to completely negate the
effects of die-cavity elasticity at the design stage have, as yet, not been
defined.
The required die-cavity form can be developed either through production
trials or by using Finite Element (FE) analysis. Production trials are expensive
and current FE analysis based on a n assumed force contour is deficient; a
major advance in the design of die-cavities for nett-forming will be achieved
if the Finite Element Analysis was initiated with a precise description of the
force contour on the die-cavity during forming.
Research which defines the basic criteria for the description of the force
contour will enable the subsequent development of a die-design support
system which will enable die-manufacture without the need for production
trials. This proposal encompasses the use of a n innovative transducer
cluster, physical modelling techniques for the simulation of flow and FE
analysis to define the basic criteria for determining the force contour on the
die-cavity; this will lead, with further development to a die-design support
system.
KEYWORDS

Mechanical engineering; Forming; Tools/Dies; Elastic deflection; Model
material; FEM-analysis; Force contour
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF DENMARK
UNIVERSITY OF STRATHCLYDE
INSTITUTE OF MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING
BUILDING 425, ANKER ENGELUNDSVEJ 1
DK-2800 LYNGBY

CONTACT PERSON
T.WANHEIM
Tel: + 4542-882522 ext 4763
Tfax: + 45-45-9301
Tlx: + 37529 DTHDIA DK

Contract no: BREU-0392
Proposal no: BE-4129
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INVESTIGATION FOR AN INNOVATIVE DESIGN
METHODOLOGY IN SHEET METAL FORMING
Starting date: January 1990

t
Dura ion: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The principal objective is to create a sound basis for a fully CAD integrated
industrial numerical simulation, design a n d analysis code, a n d a
methodology which permits more cost effective a n d faster execution,
optimization and rational tooling design for complete industrial sheet metal
forming processes. The new integrated industrial cost a n d delay saving
stamping methodology will be applied directly to the urgent stamping
problems of the European car industry which must react to the declared
goal of the Japanese car industry to reduce the new car model design cycle
from presently more than four to two years, or less.
First, the complete physical phenomena encountered in sheet metal
stamping are studied, tested and integrated into the code, which is verified
with basic laboratory tests. Next the code is calibrated on non trivial
industrial stamping examples with well identified stamping problems. Then
the code is validated with real life car industry stamping examples. Finally
the code is integrated into the car industry CAD environment, the resulting
basic methodology and prototype code can now be adapted to problems of
general stamping industry.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The major achievements to date include:
■ the characterization of sheet metal material with respect to the most
relevant physical phenomenon encountered in sheet metal forming
(anistropic, plasticity, friction, etc.)
■ the development of a simulation code (PAM STAMP) capable of simulating
sheet metal forming processes
■ the validation of the code versus experiments carried out by the industrial
partner or benchmark cases.
In the second half of the project, the simulation code will be integrated with
the CAD systems of the car industry partners, which analysis of industrial
are carved out.
KEYWORDS

Automotive/Components & Parts; Forming/Shaping/Casting; Manufacturing;
Automation/CIM; Machine tools; Mathematical modelling
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ENGINEERING SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL SA
ETUDES-TRANSPORT
20 RUE SAARINEN
F-94578RUNGISCEDEX

ENGINEERING SYSTEM INTERNATIONAL
BMW A G
FIAT SPA
VW AG
ARMINES (EMSA CEMEF )
TECHNISCHE HOCHSCHULE DARMSTAAT

CONTACT PERSON
E. HAUG
Tel:+ 33-1-49782826
Tfax: +33-1-46877202

Contract no: BREU-0062
Proposal no: BE-3486
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FINITE-ELEMENT MODELLING OF THE DEFORMATION
PROCESSING OF ANISOTROPIC METALS AND
COMPOSITES
Starting date: F ebruary 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The overall objective of this fundamental research programme is to develop
computer based finite-element (FE) modelling tools for forging a n d sheet
forming of anisotropic materials (metals a n d composites). The research
programme, by building upon earlier collaborative research between the
partners, will:
■ develop a n anisotropic enhancement to an existing 3-dimensional thermomechanical, elastic-plastic, large displacement FE programme for the
modelling of deformation processing of materials
■ develop realistic anisotropic material models based on texture data
(orientation distribution functions), for metals and composites, for inclusion in
the finite-element programme
■ validate the predictive computer models against forging, rolling and sheet
forming trials.
The research programme represents a major advance in the field as it
proposes, for the first time, to incorporate realistic anisotropic elastic-plastic
material properties, derived from physical observations, into a finite-element
plasticity programme for industrial applications.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ material characterization: Yield stress d a t a a n d initial texture
measurements have been made for various steel and oiuminiurn alloys.
Test specimens have been prepared for trials involving flat rolling of wire,
slab rolling, cup drawing and forging
■ theoretical work and computer implementation: all the theoretical work is
complete a n d the new anistropic FE plasticity code has been tested
against simple isotropic, anisotropic and multi-material benchmarks.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Automotive, components & parts; Forming/Shaping
/Casting; Composites (polymer matrix); Composites (metal matrix); CAE/CAD
/CAM systems; Mathematical modelling
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM
MANUFACTURING & MECHAICAL
ENGINEERING
EDGBASTON
UK-B15 2TT BIRMINGHAM

CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF LEUVEN

CONTACT PERSON
C. NEAL-STURGESS
Tel: + 44-21-4144144
Tfax: + 44-21-4144180

Contract no: BREU-0107
Proposal no: BE-3617
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DEVELOPMENT OF DENSE, HIGHLY DURABLE NONOXIDE CERAMICS FOR FORMING STEELS
Note: Updated

information

was not provided

in time tor

Starting date: January 1988

publication.

Duration: 33 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of this project is to improve oxidation and corrosion resistance of
non-oxide ceramics of the silicon nitride a n d related types, through
systematic, basic research. Sintered silicon carbides of good oxidation
resistance will be used as reference materials, and it would be expected that
the final quality of the silicon nitrides will approach that of the silicon
carbides.
To provide guidelines for the direction of this basic study, and later to assist
in the effective quantitative evaluation of material improvements, one
potential application, metal forming dies, has been selected identifying a
specific set of oxidation and corrosion conditions. This industrial application
of non-oxide ceramics, and the silicon nitride based materials in particular,
would appear to be ideally suited to their known high-temperature
mechanical properties. The immediate economies to be achieved will result
in large measure from the reductions in 'down-time' resulting from less
frequent routine die replacement and premature die failure.
The economic value of the increased basic understanding of the oxidation
and corrosion behaviour of the silicon nitrides, and of the resulting improved
oxidation and corrosion resistance, cannot be easily quantified. It is certain,
however, to have a very significant impact on the future acceptance of
these materials as substituents for metals in a wide range of high
temperature applications.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Forming/Shaping/Casting; Ceramics/Glasses;
Materials science; Tools/Dies
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CENTRO DE ESTUDIOS E INVESTIGACIONES
TECHNICAS GUIPUZCOA
B. IBAETA S/N. APARTADO 1555
E-20009 SAN SEBASTIAN

T&N TECHNOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS
LA FARGA CASANOVA SA

CONTACT PERSON
M. FUENTES PEREZ
Tel: + 43-212800

Contract no: M A 1E-0037
Proposal no: P-0475
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DEVELOPMENT OF NEW BORIDE - BASED CERMETS
AND CERAMICS
Starting date: January 1989

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the project is to develop processes, based on scientific
investigations, for the production of non-porous cemented borides a n d
boride-based ceramics, by pressing, sintering and hot isostatic pressing, in
order to produce work pieces which will be practically tested in the following
fields of applications: cutting tools, engineering and mining tools, and wear
parts. The programme will be as follows:
■ investigation of the wetting behaviour of non porous borides (TiB2, ZrB2,
CrB2) by liquid metals (Fe, Co, Ni.Cr) a n d their alloys (influence of
additional elements, temperature, atmosphere). Selection of 4 to 6 binding
alloys
■ determination of the optimum conditions for milling sintering and hipping
of these cermets and two boride-based monolithic ceramics
■ structural characterization
■ determination of the main physical, mechanical and chemical properties.
■ study of the machining of the new cermets
■ production on industrial workpieces and testing of their behaviour in
collaboration with customers
■ study of a possible recycling of worn pieces.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Forrning/Shaping/Casting; Processing (minerals &
metals); Composites (metal matrix); Non ferrous; Powder metallurgy; Toolsdies.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

BONASTRE SA
1+D
C/BIGUES 15
E-08140 CALDES DE MONTBUT

SANDVIK HARD MATERIALS F
CEIT
E

CONTACT PERSON
M. ALBAJAR
Tel: + 34-3-8650550
Tfax: + 34-3-8653615

Contract no: RI1B-219
Proposal no: P-2293
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MANUFACTURE OF TOOLS AND DIES USING SPRAY
FORMING TECHNIQUES (MUST)
Starting date: July 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

Based on a process. Simultaneous Spray Peening (SSP), which is a
development of spray forming, both processes pioneered by the Prime
Proposer over the past twelve years, a new replication process for making
production tools for manufacturing processes such as deep drawing,
injection moulding and die casting is developed.
Development of this concept, named MUST in the proposal, engages three
industrial companies and two research institutes in applied research in four
main areas: The SSP process is explored and further developed with special
attention paid to the above application. Research is carried out to find
rational methods to make formers and patterns. Special attention is paid to
the interface between pattern and sprayed shell. Electro forming is used to
give high accuracy of replication. Two production units are produced and
used to manufacture a number of sample tools which in turn are tested
under real life conditions.
SSP is a process of metal spraying which has overcome the shortcomings of
conventional metal spraying. Therefore the proposers firmly believe that the
MUST concept will provide production tools characterized by low price, short
production cycle and good quality. The provision of tooling constitutes a
major bottle neck in the time span from design to production in mechanical
industry. The project will have a significant influence on this bottle neck. If
and when the concept is broadly implemented annual savings could well
amount to millions of ECU in a user company.
The project proposal is based on a BRITE/EURAM feasibilitY study (FA 89-57)
carried out by the Prime Proposer in 1989.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Forming/Shaping/Casting; Processing (minerals &
metals); Composites (metal matrix); Metallic structural materials; Particle
technology
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SPRAYFORMING DEVELOPMENTS LTD
INNOVATION CENTRE
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF SWANSEA
SWANSEA
UK-SA2 8PP WEST GLAMORGAN

DANISH TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE
UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH
MAGMA GMBH
GRUNDFOS INTERNATIONAL A/S

CONTACT PERSON
R. SINGER
Tel: + 44-792-295238
Tfax: + 44-792-295532

Contract no: BREU-0429
Proposal no: BE-4621
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COMPUTER AIDED TECHNOLOGY FOR IMPROVED
ACCURACY OF DROP FORGING TOOLS
Starting date: January 1989

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the project is to develop computer-aided methods which assist
the design and manufacture of forging dies with high accuracy. The project
is subdivided as follows:
1. Programmes backing up the design process of forging impressions and
the development of a tool system for the finishing operations in forging.
2. Numerical simulation of drop forging processes by FEM to describe
thermo-elastic strcrining of dies and the material flow, to find out the best
preform a n d flash-gap geometry in order to minimize sliding movements
(reduction of wear) and stresses (reduction of elastic deformations).
3. FE-analysis of thermo-elastic deformations of forging dies.
4. Optimization of NC-milling of dies and automatic control of elastic tool
deflections during the milling-operation.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

1. Development of a forging database. Rules for optimum flash geometry
and module for flash-gap design. CAD of forging- and preform geometry.
2. CAD-modules for the design of clippin- and calibration-tool.
3. Contract formulaton in 3D-problems. Automatic remeshing for 2Dproblems. Thermo-mechanical coupling in plastic FE-analysis.
4. Calculation of temperatures, strains, stresses a n d materials flow during
the forging-process.
5. Influence of temperature and stresses on the deformation of forging-dies.
6. Influence of milling parameters on the accuracy of forging-dies.
Determination of optimum cutting data. Pre-copensation of tool deflection.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Precision-forging; Tools; CAE/CAD/CAM-systems.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

INDUSTRIEVERBAND DEUTSCHE!?
SCHMIEDEN EV (IDS)
FORSCHUNG UND ENTWICKLUNG
GOLDENE PFORTE 1
D-5600HAGEN

AFIFEB
WTCM/CRIF
UNIVERSITY OF UEGE

MEC

B
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D

FRAUNHOFER INSTITUT FUR
PRODUKTIONSTECHNOLOGIE (IPT)

D

CONTACT PERSON
H. MEYER-NOLKEMPER
Tel:+ 49-2331-51041
Tfax: +49-2331-51046
Tlx: +823806

Contract no: RI1B-281
Proposal no: P-2210
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ADVANCED METALWORKING USING
ELECTROMACHINABLE CERAMIC EXTRUSION DIES
Starting date:

DecemberlWO

Duration: 42 months

OBJECTIVES

The objectives are to develop zirconia and silicon nitride ceramic materials
suitable for dies for hot extrusion of metals. The ceramics are to be made
electrically conductive so that they can be cut by conventional EDM
machining techniques. The aim is also to improve the engineering design of
the dies so that more complex shapes can be extruded without damage to
the die.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

During the first six months of the project small samples of electrically
conductive zirconia and silicon nitride have been produced and subjected to
mechanical tests. The silicon nitride has been successfully cut by EDM and
promising mechanical properties have been measured.
Engineering design work by mathemaical modelling has been progressing.
The effects of realistic working pressures and temperature transients have
been assessed on an crxisymrnetric die and die housing. It was found that
the dies are not subject to significant tensile stress but failure is likely to be
due to compressive stress or cycic thermal stress.
Extrusion trials of commercially available creamic dies are being undertaken
by the extrusion companies. Two ceramic dies have already been tested in
the extrusion of a nickel base super alloy at 1170°C. In a comparison with
metal dies used for the same product a substantial increase in die life and
an improvement in dimensional stability has been measured.
KEYWORDS
Materials processing; Forming/Shaping/Casting; Ceramics/
Glasses; Non-fenous; Super alloys/Special alloys; Mathematical modelling;
Tools/Dies
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

BNF FULMER
DIVISION 4

HYDRO ALUMINIUM

D

CERAMIQUES TECHNIQUES DESMARQUEST

F

WANTAGE BUSINESS PARK
DENCHWORTH ROAD

INESPAL

E

INCO ALLOYS

UK

UK-OX12 9BJ WANTAGE OXON.

TIOXIDE

UK

LE BRONZE INDUSTRIEL

F

EUROPA METALLI-LMI-TREFIMETAUX

F

OUTOKUMPU

SF

CONTACT PERSON

AEA TECHNOLOGY

UK

THOMAS BOLTON AND JOHNSON

UK

DYNAMIC CERAMIC

UK

D. GUYONCOURT

BOUDEN MKM LTD

UK

TEL:+ 44-235-772992

LAMINOIRS AU DAUPHINE BONMARTIN

F

TFAX:+44-235-771144
Tlx: +837166

Contract no: BREU-0204
Proposal no: P-3176
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TOOL DESIGN METHODOLOGY FOR PRECISION
FORGING OF ROTATIONAL PARTS
Starting date: D e c e m b e r 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Precision forging represents a new technology with high economic potential.
Precision forged parts are ready-to-install, their manufacture requires
considerably less raw material than other production methods a n d their
mechanical characteristics are favourable. Currently the method to design
precision forged tools is based on the "trial and error" procedure which leads
to high costs in tool development.
The aim of this project is to eliminate the "trial a n d error' procedure and
develop computer based tool design methods. Additional application
packages are developed to support tool design taking into account forming
forces, contact stresses, thermally activated effects, workpiece geometry
and metal-forming machine tool characteristics. Existing calculation
programmes are integrated into the programme development. Stage
sequences are determined under economical aspects to permit the lowest
possible tool deformations and wear using the UBE-Technique. The validity
of the method will be proved by an example programme application for tool
design of toothed gears and the experimental testing of tools.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ for the design of preform stages case studies have been carried out to
predict forging loads and metal flow in axisymmetric forging
■ programmes have been developed in order to apply some design
principles to the layout of rotating precision forged parts. 3-D CAD system
EUKLID is used for this task
■ 2-D Finite-Element calculations for the simulation of the manufacturing
sequences have been carried out.
KEYWORDS

Forming/Shaping/Casting; Automation/CIM; CAE/CAD /CAM systems;
Tools/Dies
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

UNIVERSITY OF HANNOVER
INSTITUT FUR UNFORMTECHNIK UND
UMFORMMASCHINEN
WELFENGARTEN 1A
D-3000 HANNOVER 1

UNIVERSITY OF ATHENS
UNIVERSITY OF BATH

CONTACT PERSON
E.DOEGE
Tel:+ 49-511-7622164
Tfax: + 49-511-7623007
Tlx: 923868 unihn

Contract no: BREU-0329
Proposal no: BE-3594
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN USER-ORIENTED CAE SYSTEM
FOR SIMULATING THE FORMING OF DUCTILE IRON
PARTS
Starting dat e: September 1991

t
Dura ion: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

During the past decade, computer simulation has become an integral part of
foundry practice for the design of new castings at a better cost and in
reduced time. Nevertheless, numerical modelling of casting processes in
industry has been limited to heat transfer simulation because of the complex
phenomena encountered during solidification and to simple shapes because
of the complex geometries involved.
Aiming to develop robust user-oriented numerical models for design
purposes, this project includes the following technical objectives:
■ D evelopment of a specific iron casting process 3D finite element mesh
generator from CAD data including errors estimators and adaptive
refinement
■ development of a 3D finite element model describing metal flow and heat
transfer during mould filling
■ development of a 3D finite element thermomechcmical coupled model
simulating stress/strain and temperature during solidification and cooling
including a model for microstructure formation
■ identification of consecutive laws taking into account the effects of the
following manufacturing parameters on the ductile iron forming process:
magnesium treatment, inoculation, chemical composition of the melt and
mould properties
■ finally, numerical methods for solving large practical casting problems will
be developed in order to bring the simulation of industrial components at
the reach of enhanced workstations. Time incrementation and partitioning
techniques together with parallel algorithms for transputer based
computers will be developed specificically for the ductile iron casting
process.
KEYWORDS

Mathematical modelling; CAE systems; Finite element; Casting; D uctile iron
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

RENAULT
DIRECTION DE LA RECHERCHE. SERVICE 0968
8-10 AVENUE EMILE ZOLA
F-92109 BOULOGNE-BILLANCOURT

FUNDICIONES MIGUEL ROS
ROCKFIELD SOF TWARE
CIMNI
LMTC

CONTACT PERSON
B. C. AHMED
Tel:+ 33-1-46945169
Tfax: +33-1-46945107

Contract no: BREU-0443
Proposal no: BE-4596
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QUALITY ASSURANCE AND REDUCED LEADTIME FOR
CUTTING OPERATIONS
Starting date: February 1991

Duration: 40 months

OBJECTIVES

Managing modem manufacturing equipment requires reliable and updated
information on processes, tools; machines and materials. Particularly for
SME's the information must be related to small batches and customer related
production. This project aims at the generation of knowledge of cutting
processes in machining centres; resulting in a better controlled quality of the
product, a n improved productivity and a reduced lead time. We will try to
reach these aims by: 1) evaluation of existing logic procedures and
determination of new ones, based on existing software, 2) tests of machine
tools, 3) tests of cutting tools, 4) development of models, 5) evaluation and
test of acquired rules, recommendations and knowledge. The knowledge
generated in the project will be made available to SME's by:
- a methodological guide with rules and recommendations
- a database with data on tools, materials and machines including rules
and recommendations for the application of these.
Furthermore the developed models will be introduced in software for
optimising the choice of cutting conditions.
KEYWORDS

Machining; Cutting; Software; Tools/dies; Quality assurance
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNER

STICHTING VOOR PRODUKTIETECHNIEK
PETTELAARPARK 21
PO BOX 90105
NL-5200 'S-HERTOGENBOSCH

WTCM/CRIF
CETIM
AEROSPATIALE
TNO
IVF

CONTACT PERSON
R. VISMAN
Tel:+ 49-73-136260
Tfax: + 49-71-124060

Contract no: BREU-0354
Proposal no: BE-3525
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CERAMICS AND CERMETS FOR ROTATIONALLY
SYMMETRIC TOOLS, DRILLS, MILLING CUTTERS, TAPS
AND REAMERS
Note: updated information was not provided in time for
Starting date: 1990

publication

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

In this project a new generation of hard materials (ceramic and cermets) for
the complex geometry of rotationally symmetric tools will be developed.
Materials selected for development include: silicon nitrides with and without
silicon carbide platelets a n d alumina based composites toughened
simultaneously with zirconia a n d with silicon carbide platelets, cermets
based on mixtures of titaniumcarbide a n d titaniumnitride a n d
tungstencarbide with submicron grain size. Comprehensive microstructural
analysis forms an essential part of material development methodology.
Shank tool geometries fitted to the properties of ceramics and cermets will be
designed. Prototype tools will be produced and their functionality will be
demonstrated on a high speed cutting and precision machining station.
The economic benefits are wide ranging: provision of new materials for high
temperature wear applications; stimulation of the development of new CNC
machining stations; improvements in manufacturing by increasing speed
and quality and by creating the possibility for machining and finishing in
one pass.
KEYWORDS

Machining; Ceramics/Glasses; Composites (ceramic matrix); Tools/Dies;
Tribology
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNER

CERAMETAL SARL
101 ROUTE DE HOLZEM
L-8201 MAMER

GUHRING
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF LEUVEN

CONTACT PERSON
J-P. LANNERS
Tel:+ 352-312085
Tfax: + 352-311911
Tbc: + 2540

Contract no: BREU-0096
Proposal no: BE-3294
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COMPOSITE CERAMICS REINFORCED BY WHISKERS
OR PLATELETS FOR CUTTING TOOLS AND WEAR
APPLICATIONS
Starting date: J u n e 1990

Duration:

48 m o n t h s

OBJECTIVES

The use of SiC whiskers-reinforced alumina has proved a n attractive way of
producing wear parts and ceramic cutting tools. Tools are used more and
more in the aeronautical industry for high-speed machining of super alloys,
and the development of reinforced wear parts is forecast. Ceramix Matrix
Composites cutting tools are mainly produced in the USA and Japan. SiC
whiskers are also produced in those two countries.
The main objectives of this project are:
■ to develop European source of SiC whiskers a n d AI2O3 platelets which
could also be used
■ to improve the technology developed to produce ceramic matrix
composites for cutting tools, tips and wear parts.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ evaluation of SiC whiskers and AI2O3 platelets commercially available
■ selection, purchase and characterization of powders
■ production at laboratory scale and supply of first grades of SiC whiskers
and AI2O3 platelets
■ quality optimization and synthesis of AI2O3 platelets at laboratory.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Processing (ceramic & glass); Materials
characterization/Testing; Materials science; Tools/D ies; Composites (ceramic
matrix).
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CERAMETAL SARL
101 ROUTE DE HOLZEM
L-8201 MAMER

ATOCHEM SA F
NATIONAL FORGE EUROPE
B
INSTITUTO DE CERAMICA Y V1DRIO
E
INSTITUT NATIONAL DES SCIENCES
APPUQUEES F

CONTACT PERSON
G. BARBIER
Tel:+ 352-3120851
Tfax: + 352-311911
Ttx: + 2540

Contract no: BREU-0181
Proposal no: BE-3055
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LASER ASSISTED MACHINING (LAM) PROCESSES &
THEIR INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENTS
Starting date: June 1990

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The industrial use of some materials (high strength steels, super alloys and
ceramics) is at present limited due to their poor machinability.
Preliminary studies on LAM have shown that cutting force reductions of
from 20 to 50% have been obtained on Inconel type alloys and high strength
steels, resulting in some cases in tool wear reductions of 20% This has
allowed directions for research work to be defined and pursued to optimize
LAM.
The objective of this project is to provide industry with technological data on
materials having different properties so as to give information on machining
cost reductions.
To reach this target, LAM tests will be carried out with measurement of
induced phenomena and completed by optical, thermal and mechanical
parametric modelling of LAM.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Measurements of thermophysical, optical a n d mechanical properties
materials, and input on modelling work, are in progress. Available codes
give comparable results. Comparison between experimental and calculated
results have been made in turning and in milling configuration.
KEYWORDS

Machining; Laser technology; Machine tools; Engineering process
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SNECMA CENTRE DE VILLAROCHE
DIVISION ETUDES ET
RECHERCHES AVANCEES
F-77550 MOISSY CRAMAYEL

ETCA
KAEA TECHNOLOGY CULHAM
CENTRALE RECHERCHE SA
FRAUNHOFER GESELLSCHAFT OPT)
RTM SPA
AEROSPATIALE-CCRLB
CETENASA-DIVISION LASER
GIAT
IREPA
PSA ETUDES & RECHERCHES
RENAULT AUTOMATION S. A
CENTRO LASER DE NAVARRA

CONTACT PERSON
M. BEROULE
Tel: + 33-164-649417
Tfax: + 33-164-648753

Contract no: BREU-0155
Proposal no: BE-3366
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ROBOTICS FOR ON-LINE LASER OPERATION FOR THE
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
Starting date: August 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The present project corns to produce a high performance system with cutting
and welding capacities for complete industrial operation. The industrial
system to result from this project will be based on a high power YAG laser,
fibre optic beam delivery and advanced sensory and robotics conjunction,
all of these elements being robustly integrated with CAD /CAM and complex
control functions.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ specification of equipment: Robot, Laser, end effector, material handling,
CAD/CAM system
■ specifications of Control System
■ specification of tests beds
■ basic control functions
■ integration of base systems and first investigation.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Machining; Control systems; Laser technology; Power
beams; Robotics; Sensors/Signal processing
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ROBOTIKER
INDUSTRIAL LASER DEPARTMENT
BELAKO ELKARTEGIA/ BARRIO BELAKO. S/N
E-48100 MUNGIA (BIZKAIA)

KUKA
LUMONICS
META MACHINES
LASER ZENTRUM HANNOVER
CANDEMAT
PEUGEOT SA

CONTACT PERSON
M. DORRONSORO
Tel:+ 34-4-6713900
Tfax: + 34-4^743273
Tlx: + 34705 AZPG-E

Contract no: BREU-0163
Proposal no: BE-3558
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RECOGNITION AND PROCESSING OF INDIGENOUS
INDUSTRIAL MATERIALS BY LASER
Starting date: D e c e m b e r 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The global objective of this project is the integration of recognition and
cutting systems, to improve the competitiveness of traditional industries,
namely those working with raw materials such as the wood, leather, cork
and marble. The project is aimed at the use of laser technology, both for the
recognition and cutting processes; although other means have all been
tested.
To attain the proposed objective, strategies for the identification and
classification of the type and severity of defects have been developed. For
each of the four materials the laser cutting parameters will be optimized
(power, cutting speed, focal distance, assisting gas, etc.), in order to
achieve a cut surface quality acceptable by industry standards. The project
includes the assembly of a demonstration system, where the cutting
operations will be guided by the recognition information, through a nesting
software tool to rriinimize waste.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

New techniques for fast defect identification have been developed, using
visible light, with good results in cork and leather. Laser scanning produces
quite good results in good in the detection of holes and changes in colour
and thickness in leather. The use of CO2 lasers as a cutting tool have
produced good results mainly in leather, wood, cork agglomerates and
marble. Very complex shapes can be cut with high cut surface quality at
cutting speeds up to 60m/min for leather and cork agglomerates, with kerf
widths lower than 4mm. Cutting speeds of 6.5m/min were obtained for a
16.5mm thick wood plate, with kerf widths lower than 1mm.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Shoe/Leather; Wood/Paper/Fumiture; Image/Image
processing; Laser technology/Power beams; Vision/Optical systems.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

EMPRESA DE INVESTIGACAO E
DESENVOLVIMENTO DE ELECTRONICA
OPTOELECTRONICS
OTA MEDRONHEIROS-LAZARIM
PO BOX 27
P-2825 MONTE E CAPARICA

INSTITUTO DE SOLDADURA E QUALIDADE
ASOCIASION DE LA INDUSTRIA NAVARRA
CENTRO LASER DE NAVARRA
AMORIM & IRMAOS
INACOR

CONTACT PERSON
D. NUNES
Tel:+ 351-1-2952445
Tfax: + 351-1-2950489
Tlx: + 42206 EIDE P

Contract no: RI1B-272
Proposal no: P-2186
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DEVELOPMENT OF REFURBISHMENT PROCEDURES OF
INDUSTRIAL COMPONENTS BY NON CONTACT
DAMAGE MAPPING AND CO2 LASER WELDING AND
CLADDING
Starting date: N o v e m b e r 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The final strategic objectives of this project are the reduction of costs of
electrical production in Europe and the increase of overall competitiveness of
European Industries.
The technical goal of this project is to develop automatic procedures
dedicated to repair the damage to turbine components by welding and
cladding with a CO2 laser robot. These procedures will include automatic
acquisition of damages mapped with conventional methods and selfprogramming of the robot in order to improve the productivity of the system.
This subsystem will D MSS (Damage Management Subsystem).
This proposal conforms with the aims and the objectives of the following
priority themes in the BRITE/EURAM Information Package:
■ 4.2.4 development of CO2 laser processing procedures a n d optical
subsystems integrated in robotic structure for welding and surface
treatments
■ 3.1.3 development of robotic controls for mapping individual damage in
each component and then for repairing it by automated cutting, welding
and cladding operations as necessary, for economical high integrity
refurbishment
■ 2.2.3 measurements of service d a m a g e contours using non-contact
sensors, in the process of refurbishing the component
■ 1.1.3 improved creep a n d fatigue strengths of welded gas turbine
components by new, optimized welding processes.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Electrical/Electronic industry; Assembly/Joining;
Repair/Maintenance; Superalloys/Special alloys; Automation/CIM; Laser
technology/Power beams
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CISE
LASER SYSTEMS AND PROCESSES SECTION
VIA REGGIO EMEUA 39
1-20090 SEGRATE

RUSTON
UK
JOBS
I
HEURCHROME F
ENEL
I

CONTACT PERSON
G. MOR
Tel:+ 39-2-21672280
Tfax: + 39-2-21672620

Contract no:
Proposal no: BE-4314
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DISTRIBUTED OPTICAL (LASER) ENERGY SYSTEMS FOR
FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING
Starting date: 1991 /1992

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The overall objective is to create an automatic laser beam alignment and
stabilisation system for high power CO2 laser beams. The system will
stabilise the position, size, power and mode of the beam at any specified
point, in particular at locations remote (30m+) from the laser.
The specific objectives are:
(i) to research systems for the in-process sensing of the beam location of
both the alignment and infra-red power beams
(ii) to research systems for the in-process sensing of the beam size and
mode structure
(iii) to design automatic mirror mounts and drive software to automatically
control the beam alignment
(iv) to design an automatic collimation device and software to automatically
control the beam size at aspecified location
(v) to design an automatic cavity tuning system for the stabilisation of the
laser beam mode
(vi) to demonstrate the use of the above system for laser material
processing at remote locations.
KEYWORDS

Laser technology/Power beams; Sensors/Signal processing; Engineering
(optical); Manufacturing; Processing (minerals & metals); Mechanical
engineering/Machinery; Sensors/Instruments/Precision
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

BNF PLC
CORPORATE R & D DEPT.
DALTON HOUSE, RISLEY
UK-WA3 6AS, WARRINGTON

FUNDACION MADRID LASER
ALL GMBH
ENOSA
LIVERPOOL UNIVERSITY
WEGMANN-BAASEL GMBH
LESSMULLER LASERTECHNIK GMBH

CONTACT PERSON
P.J. MODERN
Tel:+ 44-51-7944820
Tfax: + 44-51 -7944892
Tlx: + 627095 UNILPL G

Contract no:
Proposal no: BE-4046
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DUAL WAVELENGTH LASER PROCESSING (DUWALP)
Starting date:

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this project is to explore, develop and demonstrate the
technological a n d economic benefits of dual wavelength (ultraviolet and
infrared (IR)) laser processing for manufacturing technology. On metals
preprocessing by a n excimer laser significantly increases the processing
efficiency a n d control of IR lasers due to an increase in the effective IR
absorption coefficient. This effect will be studied in detail and utilised in
applications including welding of aluminium, alloys, cutting of Nimonic alloys
and surface treatment of both oJurninium and ferrous alloys. D UWALP
processing will also be applied to fibre reinforced composites (FRC) where
the benefits of the photoablative effects of the UV laser will be combined
with thermal processing of the IR lasers to achieve fast, efficient processing
along with high edge quality. Specific objectives include:
■ cutting of FRCs with process speeds of >lm/min, an edge roughness of
<0.1mm and HAZ restricted to <0.5mm
■ cutting of Nimonic alloy at 2m/min with a reduced HAZ from CO2 laser
cutting alone
■ welding of aluminium alloys with low porositY and tensile strengths of
the welds 75% of the parent material
■ improvement of the conosion resistance of surface treated aluminium
alloy by a factor of 1.5 with areduction in fatigue strength of no more
than 5%
■ improvement sistance of cast iron alloys by 20% with a n increase in the
friction coefficient with lubricant by a factor of 2.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Machining; Composites (polymer matrix); Metallic
structural materials; Laser technology/Power beams; Surface treatment
technologies
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

BRITISH AEROSPACE PLC.
SOWERBY RESEARCH CENTRE
FPC 267, PO BOX 5. FILTON
UK-BS12 7QW BRISTOL

CENTRO RICHERCHE FIAT
CENTRO LASER
OERUKON PRC LASER

CONTACT PERSON
S. WILLIAMS
Tel:+ 44-272-366910
Tfax: + 44-272-363733

Contract no: BREU-0517
Proposal no: BE-4370
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RESEARCH ON DESIGN AND APPLICATION OF
INDUSTRIAL SCALE HYDROABRASIVE J ET - CUTTING
HEADS
Storting date: April 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

To achieve the goals the technical approach must be as folUows:
■ design-optimization of (a) the jet cutting system, (b) the cutting head, and
(c) the ceramic nozzles
■ improvement of B4C-based ceramics and development of a boron carbide
injection moulding/sintering process for mass production of dense ceramic
nozzles
■ testing of the ceramic nozzles: (a) on a new test cell; (b) in field.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Due to better test results the multi-water jet system - instead of the annular
jet system - chosen as a technological solution for the further work.
To decrease the nozzle's erosion new internal bore profiles a n d nozzle
dimensions were created. For pressureless sintering boron carbide the
requsite carbon doping was varied a n d quantified. New boron
carbide/titanium boride composite materials were densified up to 100% TD.
First lots of defect-free standard nozzles (length: 2in., bore di=0.8mm,
composition:95w/oB4.3C-5w/o C) were manufactured for wear studies and
life time tests. A new test bench was completed and visualization system
installed. It will be used to gain a better understanding of the phenomena
occurring during the cut with speed hydroabrasive jet. First wear tests of
standard B4C nozzles have been conducted using garnet and olivine sand
as abrasives. The test results are encouraging despite unexplained failures
of certain nozzles.
KEYWORDS

Machining; Ceramics; Power beams; Water-jets; Cutting; D esign;
Components
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ESK
KEMPTEN WORKS
MAX-SCHAIDHAUFSTRASSE 25
D-8960 KEMPTEN

AQUARESE IND SA
SERAM (ENSAM UNIVERSITY)
JET CUT KS

CONTACT PERSON
K. SCHWETZ
Tel:+ 49-831-680145
Tfax: +49-831-680267
Tlx: + 54839

Contract no: BREU-0142
Proposal no: BE-3111
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PRECISION MACHINING USING ABRASIVE WATER J ETS
Starting date: 1991-1992

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Abrasive water jets can cut a wide variety of advanced materials that are
very difficult to cut using conventional methods. Exploitation of abrasive jet
technology is being seriously delayed because of a lack of experimentally
and theoretically b a s e d models of jet behaviour related to
nozzle/workpiece/manipulator/catcher parameters. These models combined
with a better understanding of the physical processes involved are essential
to design machines to generate cuts that do not require costly secondary
machining operations, achieve adequate material fatigue properties,
produce acceptable surface finish a n d edge shapes a n d avoid scrap
components caused by jets deviating from the expected cutting path.
This project aims to:
■ establish the characteristics abrasive jets need to meet specific machining
objectives
■ develop a n understanding of jet/workpiece interaction a n d construct
mathematical models of the interactions
■ simulate the manipulation of jet/workpieces to achieve required
workpiece shapes whilst producing acceptable surface characteristics
■ provide models that will predict where and how a jet will leave workpiece
so as to be able to catch it
■ develop new designs of compact jet catchers that can be manipulated by
robots.
The project will provide the experimental and theoretical base necessary to
design and safely use a range of precision abrasive jet machine tools. These
tools will help in the exploitation of advanced materials, strengthen the EEC's
manufacturing base and provide the basis for exports of a new range of
machine tools.
KEYWORDS

Mechanical engineering/Machinery; Forming/Shaping/Casting; Machining;
Abrasives; Laser technology/Power beams; Machine tools; Abrasive jets
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

BHR GROUP LTD
TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
CRANFIELD
UK-MK4 OAJ BEDFORD

AQUARESE INDUSTRIES F
BRITISH AEROSPACE
UK
MECANIC SYSTEMS LTD
B
INSTITUTO DE SOLDADURA E QUALIDADE
P

CONTACT PERSON
D.S.MILLER
Tel: + 44-234-750422
Tfax: + 44-234-750074
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Proposal no: BE-4382
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OPTIMIZING STONE CUTTING PROCESS THROUGH
IMPROVED DIAMOND SAW DESIGN AND OPERATION
Starting date: January 1990

Duration: 42 months

OBJECTIVES

When using disklike diamond saws, the main characteristic with significant
influence on the cutting process and the quality of the workpiece is their
vibration behaviour. This vibration behaviour is influenced by the
dimensions of the saw blade, the state of residual stresses and the
construction of the saw body and must be adapted to the machine and the
cutting process. The main objective of this project is the adaption, transfer
and application of innovative saw design practices in order to eliminate
stepwise cutting with different diameter saws to achieve deep cuts and
instead the use of saws with improved abilities. Economic benefits will be
obtained through reduction of tool downtime, improved surface quality,
narrower kerf and better use of the raw material.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The achievements to date are the specification of current saw
manufacturing practices on saw blade vibrational behaviour. The
manufacturing steps heat-treatment, milling of the teeth, straightening and
pre-tensioning, thickness grinding, diameter grinding, final straightening
have been investigated in relation to vibration patterns, decay behaviour
after excitation, natural frequencies and flexural rigidity. An improved
diamond segment design was developed and the cutting conditions
established. The characteristics a n d composition of the raw material
(marbles) are described.
The next tasks will concern modal analysis of the machine and new design
of saw blades.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Machining; Processing (minerals & metals); Quality
assurance; Wood/Paper; Machine tools; Materials characterization/Testing;
Vibration analysis/Acoustics
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

FORSCHUNGSGEMEINSCHAFT WERKZEUGE
UND WERKSTOFFE EV
INSTITUT FUR WERKZEUGFORSCHUNG
UND WERKSTOFFE
ELBERFELDER STRASSE 77
D-5630 REMSCHEID

UNIVERSITY OF HANNOVER
JW ARNTZ
GALDIAM LDA FERRAMENTAS
MANOEL ESTEVES VITOR LDA

CONTACT PERSON
V. MUNZ
Tel:+ 49-2191-43860
Tfax: + 49-2191 -43879
Tlx: + 8513802

Contract no: BREU-0080
Proposal no: BE-3328
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IMPROVING SURFACE FINISH AND INTEGRITY IN
CLOSED DIES USING ULTRASONICALLY AGITATED
ABRASIVE MIXTURES
Starting date: October 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The proposal is directed to the optimisation and demonstration of a method
for automatic-control finishing of die cavities in order to replace expensive
manual finishing techniques currently employed throughout Europe.
As finishing typically represents from 5 to 30 percent of production costs,
such a n automatic process would result in significant cost savings. This
factor coupled with the improved surface quality would increase the
competitiveness of many European companies, many of which would be
SMEs.
The suggested a p p r o a c h involves the ultrasonic agitation of
polyborosiloxane polymer impregnated with abrasive grit. This-compound is
fluid at room temperature and will thus conform to the shape of cavities of
any dimension, whether of simple design or of a more complex nature.
Applications would include finishing of precision forging dies a n d moulds,
removal of recast layers a n d the introduction of residual compressive
stresses on aircraft engine components.
The programme would initially involve the determination of a suitable
energization method for the polyborosiloxane/abrasive mixture. In addition
the effects of curved transducers and the introduction of shear waves on
the energy distribution, attenuation and heat generation would also be
defined. Sample pieces would then be polished on test equipment to
evaluate process variables.
The final stage of the research programme would involve the design,
construction and evaluation of a prototype ultrasonic polishing machine.
KEYWORDS

Machining; Abrasives; Machine tools; Surface treatment technologies;
Tools/Dies
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

EXTRUDE HONE LTD
SALES & MARKETING
BAY K 12A-B SHANNON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
IRL-CO SHANNON

SHEFFIELD CITY POLYTECHNIC
BRADFORD UNIVERSITY
ENSAM
OMMP
BM

CONTACT PERSON
J. MACKIE
Tel: +44-908-263636
Tfax: +44-908-262141

Contract no: BREU-0432
Proposal no: BE-4518
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COMPUTERIZED SYSTEM FOR THE COORDINATED
DESIGN OF MACHINE, TOOL AND PROCESSING
PARAMETERS IN SUPERABRASIVE MACHINING
Starting date: August 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

In modern production engineering, requirements in terms of accuracy,
hardness and wear resistance of parts are constantly increasing. These
parts can often be machined only with new, super-hard abrasives. In this
context, the use of cubic boron nitride (CBN) grinding wheels for the
machining of high precision components will be of growing importance,
especially in fully-automated grinding processes.
Despite its favourable cutting characteristics and low wear rates, CBN has
found acceptance in only a few production applications. This is because the
superabrasive wheels are relatively expensive and the machine, grinding
wheels and working parameters must be carefully adapted to be technically
and economically successful.
To prepare for the introduction of superabrasive precision machining, a
system permitting coordinated design of grinding machine parameters,
grinding wheels specification a n d grinding process parameters will be
developed in a joint linking a grinding machine manufacturer, a grinding
wheel manufacturer, an industrial user and a research institute.
The integrated approach will reduce production costs by 20% or more, with
improved part quality. The knowledge acquired will enable the European
grinding industry to maintain its leading position in the world market, where
J a p a n currently enjoys a growth rate in CBN consumption of 40% as
compared to 20% in Europe.
KEY WORDS

Grinding; Machining; Cubic boron nitride
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

DIAMANT BOART SA
74 AV DU PONT DE LUTTRE
B-1190 BRUSSELS

JONES & SHIPMAN
RWTH AACHEN
ROBERT BOSCH GMBH

CONTACT PERSON
W SIERENS
Tel: + 32-2-3483469
Tfax: + 39-2-3483696
Tlx: + 21266

Contract No. BREU-0304
Proposal no: B E-3125
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INTELLIGENT MACHINE FOR INTERNAL GRINDING WITH
VERY HIGH CUTTING SPEED USING ACTIVE MAGNETIC
BEARING SPINDLE
Starting date: O c t o b e r 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The performance of internal grinding processes is generally very low, since
the small tool diameters entailed by geometrical constraints would require
extremely high speeds of rotation in order to achieve favourable cutting
speeds. Conventional spindles attain high speeds only if power and rigidity
are limited, ruling out high removal rates.
Material suppliers, manufacturers, a university institute and a n end user will
jointly develop a n advanced, intelligent, high-speed, high-performance
internal cylindrical grinding machine combining extreme rigidity with
thermal stability a n d equipped with a n active magnetic bearing (AMB)
spindle. This machine will be capable of achieving substantially higher
powers and speeds of rotation (more than trebling cutting speed), and will
therefore allow advanced high-speed manufacturing technology to be
applied to grinding. A key factor will be the development of a new greatlyimproved manufacturing technology fully capable of exploiting the high
cutting speeds. For this purpose, the machine control will have to be kept
constantly informed of the process state and will need to maintain cutting
values within the optimum range. These criteria demand the creation of a
far more integrated control system with a much higher performance,
capable of interpreting a large number of process signals autonomously and
initiating the necessary corrective measures ("intelligence").
The overall system will provide a high level of relief for the operator and
hence a considerable improvement in the quality of the industrial
environment. The increased performance which can be attained makes the
project extremely interesting from an economic point of view, and high user
acceptance is consequently anticipated. It will safeguard favourable
manufacturing of high quality components for machines, plant, vehicles and
ball bearing systems in Europe and help the European machine tools
industry to maintain its international marked lead.
KEYWORDS

Electrical/Electronic industry; Mechanical engineering/Machinery;
Engineering (mechanical); Machining; Electronics
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

MECCANICA NOVA SPA
VIA ROMA 54/A
1-40069 ZOLA PREDOSA BOLOGNA

SOCIETE DE MECANIQUE MAGNETIQUE
GEORG MULLER NURNBERG
IWF
BIRFIELD TRANSMISSION! A G (BTB)

CONTACT PERSON
C. NOVARESE
Tel:+ 39-51-752312
Tfcx + 39-51-752317
Tbc + 510163

Contract no: BREU-0485
Proposal no: BE-4127
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PRECISION MACHINING SPINDLES
Starting date: 1991-1992

Duration: 42 months

OBJECTIVES

The next generation of leading edge optical and opto-electronic devices
required optical components with 10 nanometre form accuracy and even
lower roughness. Applications of these precise optical components are found
in consumer electronics and in the next generation of lithographic
equipment for the semiconductor industry. Such optics are manufactured
by diamond turning and precision grinding. These precision machining
operations have to be made 10 times more accurate (from about lOOnm to
lOnm form accuracy). Key components of diamond turning and grinding
machines are the headstock and grinding spindles. Error budgets of these
machines have shown that the spindles have to be improved to advance
the current state of the art. From a conceptual phase, designs will result in
a small high-speed grinding spindle and a larger, lower speed multipurpose
spindle. The grinding spindle is built and tested first. Tests will be done to
consolidate the predictions made in the design state (dynamic and thermal
behavior), a n d the grinding process (measurement of cutting forces,
grinding of accurate surfaces).
If the spindles can be designed a n d built so as to assure repeatable
behavior at the nanometre level, they will be used as in-process
measurement devices to enhance the control and quality of the precision
machine operation.
KEYWORDS

Mechanical engineering; Machine tools; Nanotechnology
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

PHILIPS BEDRIJVEN
PHILIPS RESEARCH LABS.
PO BOX 80000
NL-5600 JA EINDHOVEN

CRANFIELD PRECISION ENG
FRAUNHOFER INSTIL FUR
PRODUKTiONTECHNOLOGIE
CARL ZEISS

CONTACT PERSON
J. FRANSE
Tel: + 31-40-742917
Tfax: + 31-40-744810
Tlx: + 3500 'PHTC NL/NLWTFAS

Contract no: BREU-0519
Proposal no: BE-4445
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AN ADVANCED COMPUTER BASED METHOD FOR THE
DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION OF GLOBAL MACHINING
ASPECTS (DOGMA)
Starting date: J anuary 1992

Duration: 30 months

OBJECTIVES

The main objective of the D OGMA project is to achieve a generalized
procedure to apply the most modem modelling techniques to the milling
process, including the CNC-Machine with its different components, the
cutting-tool, the fixturing system and the workpiece.
The modelling techniques to be used are based on new research in the
fields of:
■ Finite Element Method and model reduction
■ Experimental Model Analysis and parameter identification procedures
■ Finite Element model updating
■ Expert Systems.
On the basis of standard tools (CAD , FEM and Model Analysis packages)
special programmes a n d the necessary interfaces will be developed to
obtain a n open and integrated environment for computer-aided modelling,
simulation and analysis.
This environment and the procedures which will be also established in the
DOGMA project will make a powerful tool that will be able to be used by two
main sectors:
■ machine tool manufacturers, particularly those dedicated to 3-5 axis CNC
machines requiring high precision and speed
■ high precision parts manufacturers like those used in automobile,
aeronautical and aerospatial industries.
KEYWORDS

CAE/CAD/CAM systems; Machine tools; Machining; Modelling; Mechanical
engineering; Expert systems
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

DUANITURRIA Y ESTANCONA SA
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
ZEHARMENDIETA 2
E-48200 DURANGO

UNIVERSITY OF KAISERSLAUTERN
EXTECH LTD
MECANIZACIONES AERONAUTICAS SA
ALGUERRA

CONTACT PERSON
L IRUARRIZAGA
Tel:+ 34-4-6811100
Tfax: +34-4-6818658
Tlx: + 34444 DYE E

Contract no:
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IMPROVED PERFORMANCE OF MACHINE TOOL
OPERATION THROUGH A CLOSED LOOP, TUNED
VIBRATION ABSORBER
Starting date: July 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

In 1989, the coordinator of this project was granted a feasibility award from
EC-DG XII C to study the concept of "using active elements for introducing
effective damping into structures". This was achieved by means of a closed
loop tuned vibration absorber.
In the mechanical engineering industry the material removal rate of
machine tools is often limited by their dynamic instability, called chatter.
This effect is expressed in dangerous vibration levels, which also reduce the
product quality and accuracy, tool life time and wear.
A closed loop vibration consists of a classical vibration absorber (massspring damper system eliminating vibration at only resonance frequency by
acting in opposite phase), of which the spring-damper is automatically
controlled to follow the changing behaviour (and changing resonance
frequencies) of the machine tool during cutting. Therefore, a closed loop
absorber added to the machine will limit the vibration level and increase the
material removal rate over a wide range of cutting conditions.
After its development, the absorber will be integrated and tested on three
specific applications of the industrial partners:
■ a milling machine
■ an eight pallet machining centre
■ a headstock of boring and milling machine.
Subsequently, the assessment of acquired experiences will be used to
facilitate and broaden its application range inside and outside the machine
tool industry: increased stability and drilling speed of boring bars, friction
welders, tool holders, lightweight machine foundations, overcritical
operation of papermill rolls, etc..
KEYWORDS

Mechanical engineering/Machinery; Machining; Ferrous; Machine tools;
Tribology; Vibration absorber; D rilling stability; Material removal rate
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

DYNAMIC ENGINEERING
AMBACHTENLAAN21
B-3001 HEVERLEE

TEKNIKER
SORALUCE
CETIM
HURON-GRAFFENSTADEN
WTCM
PEGARD PRODUCT1CS

CONTACT PERSON
G. DESANGHERE
Tel:+ 32-16-220051
Tfax: + 32-16-207619
Tlx: + 65337

Contract no: BREU-0426
Proposal no: BE-4503
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ADHESIVE BONDING TECHNOLOGY FOR BUILDING
CONSTRUCTION - CONCERTED ACTION'
Starting date: M a r c h 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

This programme aims to develop adhesive bonding technology for building
construction with the following objectives:
■ to establish confidence in the long-term performance of adhesively
bonded load-bearing structures in building construction
■ to explore innovative design concepts and details through new material
combinations and novel forms of attachment and reinforcement
■ to develop predictive techniques which will enable bonded structures
such as compound beams and structural elements to be designed from a
sound theoretical base
■ to achieve economies in building through improved manufacturing
methods and by more efficient material utilisation.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The "concerted action' facility has enabled the partners to bring their
respective research interests into a coordinated programme, and progress
has been made on a number of overlapping shared interests:
■ adhesion a n d surface characterization, particularly for glass- silicon
interfaces in structural glazing applications
■ surface pretreatment and joint durability related to many adhesive and
sealant - substrate combinations
■ adhesive material characterization and test method development
■ joint behaviour at both small and large scale, the latter including
assembly details in aluminium structures and a composite flooring concept
■ mathematical and numerical modelling of structural behaviour
■ development of novel applications of bonded structures in building.
KEYWORDS

Building; Assembly/Joining; Building/Construction; Adhesives/Bonding;
Testing/Evaluation; Sealants; Adhesion science.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

OXFORD POLYTECHNIC
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
GIPSY LANE. HEADINGTON
UK-OX3 OBP OXFORD

TNO - IBBC
NL
CSTB F
CASCO NOBEL
DK

CONTACT PERSON
A. BEEVERS
Tel: + 44-865-741111
Tfax: + 44-865-819073
Tlx: + 83147 VIA
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DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF NUMERICAL
MODELS FOR JOINT DESIGN IN COMPOSITE
MATERIAL STRUCTURES
Starting date: July 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The use of composite materials offers evident advantages in fields where
low weight structures are required to combine high strength in service loads
and good resistance to corrosive agents. In the field of polymeric matrix
composite materials very high mechanical performance beams are available
on the market. However, today very expensive joints are used to connect
these beams to reach a good reliability of the whole structure. To widen the
use of these beams it is necessary a tool to design a reliable, cheap and low
weight joint.
The objective of this research is to finalize a C.A.E. method, based on
modelling techniques, to design the joints in order to extend the high
performance of each single element to the whole structure.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

In order to design joints, an interactive graphic Mesh Generator System
(MGS) has been developed. This software package is now interfaced with a
well known F.E.M. code selected at the beginning of the research. During
this research, several three-dimensional joints were designed by MGS, then
manufactured a n dtested in order to verify and finalize the developed
design method. With MGS it is possible to optimize the design of joints, using
F.E.M. code, and to examine the results clearly. The first results of the last
testing phase are confirming a good approximation between theoretical
predictions a n d experimental results in accordance with the imposed
tolerance.
KEYWORDS

CAE Systems; Composites (polymer matrix); Joining; Civil engineering;
Materials processing; Design; Construction.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

STIN SPA
COMPUTATIONAL DEPARTMENT
VIA DELLA BUFALOTTA 336
1-00139 ROMA

MOLDING SYSTEM SPA
METRAVIB R.D.S.
UNIVERSIDAD DE OVIEDO

CONTACT PERSON
S. MARTINELLI
Tel:+ 39-6-8179844
Tfax: +39-6-8191190
Tlx: +620199 NUTCOS I

Contract no: Rl 1B-262
Proposal no: P-2331
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LONG LIFE PUBLIC SERVICE VEHICLE PROJ ECT STUDY
Starting date: N o v e m b e r 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The com of the project is the production of a concept frame call for PSV
vehicles in aluminium alloy using adhesive bonding in combination or/not
with other joining methods It is an integrated, multidisciplinary project in
that it covers the materials selection, design manufacturing processes and
application requirements dictated by relevant international regulations.
■ Overall geometry of the structural cell must comply with ECE 36 regulation
■ Strength and stiffness must not be less than that currently specified for
steel structures
■ Aim for a 45% weight reduction
■ Crash resistance in roll-over accidents following regulation ECE 66
■ Cell structure durability under fatigue loads and corrosion resistance
adequate for long term application (i.e. longer than that for current steel
structures)
■ Ease of manufacturing and cost effective fabrication.
Since the frame design is dominated by the beam sections used and joint
performance, the research project will focus on the following objectives:
■ design layout of structural frame similar to current practices
■ selection of aluminium alloy on the basis of strength, formability and
energy absorption
■ evaluation of structural adhesives and manufacturing process
■ design joints and beam sections for stiffness and strength
■ design joints and beam sections for impact loads (crash resistance)
■ design joints and beam sections for fatigue durability
■ evaluation of structural cell assembly performance in roll-over test.
The innovative character of the project derives from the following aspects:
■ use of adhesive bonding with oluminium alloy in a structural application
with stringent requirements of strength, stiffness and crash-worthiness
■ development of FEM model for the evaluation of crash-worthiness of
components and complete structure with adhesive bonded joints
■ modelling of adhesive joints under shear and peel loads
■ fatigue durability analysis of bonded aluminum joints durability under
alternate climate conditions and exposure to salt spray.
KEYWORDS
Adhesives/Bonding; Non ferrous; CAE/CAD/CAM systems;
Public Service Vehicles (PSV)
PRIME PARTNER
INEGI
RUA DOS BRAGAS - FEUP
P-4099 PORTO CODEX

OTHER PARTNERS
SALVADOR CAETANO
ALUSINGEN GMBH
F
CRAN IELD IMPACT CENTRE LTD
TEROSON GMBH

CONTACT PERSON
A. F ERNANDES
Tel: + 351-2-2003628
Tfax: + 351-2-319280

Contract no:
Proposal no: BE-4079
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BRAZE JOINING SYSTEMS FOR STEEL - SILICON
NITRIDE AUTOMOTIVE COMPONENTS
Starting date: D e c e m b e r 1988

Duration: 30 months

OBJECTIVES

The overall objective of this project is to develop can integrated metal to
ceramic brazing technology, based on 'active' brazing and suitable for mass
production, which enables the design of the joint and the choice of joint
materials to be optimised for a wide range of applications. The specific
objective is to select, manufacture and optimise multilayer brazing structures
to join a steel automotive engine component to a silicon nitride based
ceramic. A mechanical tappet has been selected as the component which
will be used to demonstrate this technology.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

A finite element model was developed to predict the stress and deformations
in multilayer brazed structures. It was used to finalise the joint design for the
production of trial tappets.
"Active" brazing alloy tapes, manufactured by rapid solidification to produce
enhanced metallurgical characteristics over conventional processing, were
successful in vacuum brazing trials.
Using the above as a basis, sample tappets were manufactured for service
trials. Laboratory assessment is presently underway and if successful will be
by full scale engine testing.
KEYWORDS

Automotive, components & parts; Rapid solidification; Metal/Ceramic joining;
Multilayer/Multimaterials; Mathematical modelling; "Active" brazing
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

JOHNSON MATTHEY PLC
TECHNOLOGY CENTRE
BLOUNTS COURT ROAD
SONNING COMMON
UK-RG4 9NH READING

THE WELDING INSTITUTE CAMBRIDGE
PEUGEOT SA VELIZY

CONTACT PERSON
W.G. HALL
Tel:+ 44-734-722811
Tfax: + 44-734-723236
Tlx: + 849395

Contract no: MAIE-0024
Proposal no: P-0479
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INVESTIGATION OF NOVEL COPPER PHOSPHOROUS
SYSTEM FOR BRAZING STEELS
Starting date: D e c e m b e r 1988

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The main objective of the present programme is to research and develop
new, low cost alloys for the brazing of steels at temperatures lower than
those used when brazing with classical bronzes. The effect of braze
composition, base metal, temperature, surface preparation, fluxes and
binders on joining is under investigation. Braze metal interfaces are
investigated by different methods including TEM, hot stage SEM, microprobe
and US testing. Strength a n d corrosion resistance is investigated.
Techniques of production of ribbons (including melt-spinning), wires,
powders and, pastes are under investigation.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Subsequent new aloys for brazing steels were produced:
■ Cu-X-Y-Z alloys with melting range below 875°C and tensile strength of the
brazed joints of the order of 500MPa for brazing of mild and stainless steels
■ Cu-Sn-P-Y-Z alloys with melting range below 715°C a n d joint tensile
strength of the order of 150MPa for large surface brazing or steel to Cu
brazing
■ Cu-Sn-A-B alloy with melting range below 850°C and joint strength of the
order of 300MPa for brazing of Ti stabilized ferretic steels.
Specific fluxes have been developed. US system for non destructive
exarnination and hot stage SEM is in working order. Hot stage SEM, TEM
and US images of interfaces were produced.
KEYWORDS

Assembly /Joining; Ferrous; Non ferrous; Solders/Brazes/Welding.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

COMPTOIR LYON ALEMAND LOUYOT
UNIVERSITY OF BRADFORD
CENTRE DE RECHERCHES
STICHTING GEAVANCEERDE METAALKUNDE
8 RUE PORTEFOIN F EC ALTHOM RESEARCH CENTRE
F-75003 PARIS
MANGANESE BRONZE

CONTACT PERSON
T.NOWICKI
Tel:+ 33-1-42771111
Tfax: + 33-1-48879484
Tbc + 220514 F
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DEVELOPMENT OF IMPROVED BONDING
TECHNOLOGY FOR NEW ENGINEERING CERAMICS
AND METALS
Starting date: M a r c h 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The project has developed improved bonding techniques for joining the
engineering ceramics SiC and Si3N4 to a number of industrial metals and
alloys. The research has advanced prior knowledge on bonding these
highly dissimilar materials by means of three parallel approaches involving
the development of bonds via liquid phase (metallic and glass-ceramic) and
via solid state metallic bonds. The principal technical problems addressed
were: a) the transition between the metal and ceramic structures and b) the
thermal expansion mismatch between ceramic and metal components.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

High strength joints of cercrrnic-to-cerarnic and metal-to-metal have been
achieved with glass-ceramic joining media. The development of graded
expansion glass-ceramic joining media has enabled SiC-Nilo K joints to be
achieved. Braze joints have been made of ceramic-to-metal with various
ceramic and metal combinations and joint shear strengths up to 200 MPa,
together with high tensile and bending strengths, have been achieved.
Metallic interlayers such as Cu and Ni between ceramic and metal, to
relieve expansion mismatch stress, have been shown to be advantageous.
The joint strength decreased with rise in temperature in excess of 500°C.
Using diffusion bonding techniques, high shear strengths of greater than
200 MPa, together with high tensile and bending strengths have been
achieved for Si3N4-to-Nilo K combinations with Ni interlayers. Finite element
analysis, using the GEC ALSTHOM MELISSA programme, has demonstrated
the influence of the type and thickness of stress relieving interlayers and
showed that peaked stress is in the ceramic near the interface. FEA results
have been correlated with strength data.
KEYWORDS

Ceramic-to-metal; Joining; Glass-ceramic; Brazing; Diffusion bonding;
Mathematical modelling; Multilayers
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

GEC ALSTHOM LIMITED
ENGINEERING RESEARCH CENTRE
PO BOX 30 LICHFIELD ROAD
UK-ST17 4LN STAFFORD

THE BELGIAN WELDING INSTITUTE
BHP LABORATORIES

CONTACT PERSON
G. PARTRIDGE
Tel: + 44-785-274665
Tfax: + 44-785-274676
Tlx: + 36201

Contract no: RI1B-0176
Proposal no: P-2162
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THE BRAZING OF NEWLY-DEVELOPED
MECHANICALLY RESISTANT MATERIALS TO LOWALLOY-STEEL FOR INDUSTRIAL MACHINING
Starting date: M a r c h 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

A bonding technique for thermally and mechanically highly stressed joints
between cemented carbide with low content of Co-binder, silicon nitride or
boron carbide and steel shall be provided. The hard materials will be brazed
to tools for mechanical machining.
Suitable filler materials have to be developed which fulfil the objectives listed
below:
■ good wetting of newly developed cemented carbides, silicon nitride and
boron carbide
■ achieving shear strength of 200 MPa at room temperature
■ the joints have to withstand service-temperatures of up to 600°C.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The project has just started. Test specimens were fabricated and delivered
to the partners. The characterization of materials and wettability tests on
cemented carbide, silicon nitride and boron carbide were started.
KEYWORDS

Machining; Bonding; Brazes; Ceramics; Hard materials
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

DEGUSSA A G
MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY DPT.
4 RODENBACHER CHAUSSEE
O6450 HANAU 1

CERAMETAL SARL '
HILTI GMBH
TECHNISCHE UNIVERSITAT EINDHOVEN
RHEINISCH WESTFALISCHE TECHNISCHE
HOCHSCHULE AACHEN

CONTACT PERSON
W. WEISE
Tel:+ 61-815-92550 (-4185)
Tfax: +61-815-920O5
Tlx: +415200-0 d w d

Contract no: BREU-0360
Proposal no: BE-3299
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NEW BRAZE FILLER MATERIALS AND BRAZE TECHNIQUES FOR
JOINING AUSTENITIC STEELS AND SUPERALLOYS WITH BETTER
MECHANICAL AND CORROSION PROPERTIES
Starting date: July 1988

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the project is to improve the efficiency of nickel-based filler metals
by way of four specific objectives:
■ characterization of the behaviour of the different families of filler materials
especially with respect to Cr and other alloying elements in terms of
microstructural composition, melting, wetting and flow behaviour and of
brazed joints formed with a few selected workpiece materials
■ development of a new brazing technique where the material surface is
transformed into a braze by means of a boron and/or silicon coating
■ codification of the brazing parameters for the optimum use of nickel-based
filler metals and for the first time guidelines for the creation of new brazed
joints, which are corrosion resistant in acqueous solutions
■ economy through the development of brazes that melt at lower
temperatures with equal or better properties.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ thin layers of boron or silicon applied, by coatprocess, on different
super alloys, a n d successful braze joints were made, which are 'hotcorrosion' resistant
■ new, important, information has been obtained on the influence of
alloying elements, with respect to braze-, mechanical- a n d conosion
properties
■ new nickel-based braze filler metals have been developed with better and
more predictible properties than the present commercially available brazes
■ by optimization the braze temperatures of the new developed technique
and filler metals are considerably lower than for the commercial brazes
(upto 100°C).
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Food/D rink/Water; Coo±ings/Thin films; Powders;
Solders/Brazes/Welding; Superalloys/Special alloys; Materials
characterization/Testing
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

INTERTURBINE
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
SPIKTWEG 24
NL-5943 AD LOMM

RISO NATIONAL LABORATORY
RWTH AACHEN
APV ROSISTA

CONTACT PERSON
B. VERHAPPEN
Tel:+ 31-4703-1919
Tfax: +31-4703-2485
Tlx: +58184
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Proposal no: P-2281
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DEVELOPMENT OF NOVEL LOW MELTING POINT
ALUMINIUM ALLOY BRAZES
Starting date: January 1990

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

There is a n identified need to braze together components in a wider range of
cduminium alloys than is currently possible. This arises from the low melting
points of these alloys, relative to those of existing brazes, and restrictions
imposed by the alternative joining methods. An example of the latter is
mechanical fastening, where allowable geometries of components are
limited and there are heavy penalties in terms of machining and assembly
costs. Moreover, assurance on integrity and reliability can be difficult to
establish. The aim of the project is to address this requirement by identifying
and developing cduminium alloy brazes that melt below 500°C. There is
evidence that such brazes are to be found in aluminium alloy systems
containing silicon and germanium plus other elements. Joining processes
based on selected compositions will be developed for use in industrial
manufacturing. The ultimate goal of the project is to braze a range of
representative components for airframe, aerospace a n d automotive
applications that are difficult or impossible to braze at present. A successful
outcome is likely to enable major improvements to be made to the design
and performance of components and improve the cost-effectiveness of their
manufacture. In consequence, this would raise the competitive edge of
European manufacturing industry.
KEYWORDS

Electrical/Electronic industry; Aeronautics/Aerospace; Assembly/Joining;
Solders/Brazes/Welding; Materials characterization/Testing
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

GEC MARCONI LTD
HIRST RESEARCH CENTRE
EAST LANE
UK-HA9 7PP WEMBLEY

VEREINIGTE ALUMINIUM WERKE AG
DORNIER LUFTFAHRT GMBH
FOUNDATION FOR ADVANCED
METALS SCIENCE (SGM)
COMPTOIR LYON ALEMAND LOUYOT

CONTACT PERSON
D. M. JACOBSON
Tel:+ 44-81-9089424
Tfax: + 44-81-9089090
Tlx: + 923429 GECLAB G

Contract no: BREU-0168
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DEVELOPMENT OF A MICRO JOINING TECHNIQUE
WITH NON-PRECIOUS BONDING WIRES FOR
INTERCONNECTING SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
Starting date: January 1989

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The objective of this study is the development of micro welding techniques
for interconnecting semiconductor devices with non-precious wires. In
comparison with the present gold wire technique, the use of non-precious
wire would reduce the cost of the interconnection substantially. Since high
yield and reliability are required, detailed studies are necessary of both the
materials used and the interconnecting process as well as the factors which
influence the final assembled semiconductor device reliability. Using
simplified screening tests, a selection of wires from copper, aluminium
and/or alloys will be made and used to connect test chips with leadframe
substrates. To achieve a controlled bond quality a n d in depth
understanding of the basic correlation between process, material
parameters and the final product properties, a number of investigations are
performed. The intrinsic properties as well as functional requirements are
derived from an extensive characterization of bonding wires, substrates and
chip metallizations. Bondability tests with a monitoring of the relevant
process parameters like bonding force, ultrasonic energy and temperature
are presently running. Long-term reliability will be studied by the use of
established, standardized tests to investigate environmental effects
(package, temperature, humidity, bias). Detailed metallographic and
chemical analysis will support the failure analysis in the reliability study of
packaged devices.
KEYWORDS

Electrical/Electronic industry; Packaging; Assembly/Joining; Electrical;
Solders/Brazes/Welding; Electronics; Research/Development
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

NEDERLANDSE PHILIPS BEDRIJVEN BV
CENTRE FOR MANUFACTURING
TECHNOLOGY
BLD. SAQ-P.POBOX218
NL-5600 MD EINDHOVEN

DEGUSSA AG HANAU
IMEC LOUVAIN
HERAEUS GMBH

CONTACT PERSON
C.G.M. VAN KESSEL
Tel:+ 31-40-733738/32838
Tfax: + 31 -40-736815
Tlx: + 35000

Contract no: Rl 1B-296
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SURFACE CONDITIONING OF ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS FOR CLEAN JOINING PROCESSES
Starting date:

O c t o b e r 1991

Duration:

36 m o n t h s

OBJECTIVES

General Objective:
To develop conditions of surface preparation for advanced techniques of
soldering and adhering in electronic circuitry.
Field 1: Investigation by today's analytical means of the nature of surface
films on the metallic surfaces of substrates and electronic components, in a
produced condition and after special cleaning treatments (etching, etc.).
Field 2: Development of conditions for soldering without leaving residues,
thus avoiding solvent cleaning afterwards (for both wave soldering and
reflow soldering).
Field 3: Development of long-lasting electrical connections using conductive
adhesives on cleaned surfaces.
Field 4: Development of feasible and rapid methods for the assessment of
cleanliness of surfaces.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Electrical/Electronic industry; Assembly/Joining;
Adhesives/Bonding; Solders/Brazes/Welding; Chemistry; Surface treatment
technologies
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

PHILIPS NEDERLAND BV
CENTRE FOR MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY
BUILDINGSAQ-P238
POBOX218
NL-5600 MD EINDHOVEN

DAIMLER BENZ FORSCHUNGINST1TUT
ELEKTRONIK CENTRALEN
MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD
UNIVERSIDADE NOVA DE USBOA
SIEMENS AG

CONTACT PERSON
R. KLEIN WASSINK
Tel:+ 31-40-733579
Tfax: + 31 -40-73618
Tlx: + 35000 PHTC NL/NL MT FEU

Contract no:
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BASIC RESEARCH IN SOLDERING FOR SURFACEMOUNTING TECHNOLOGY IN ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY
Starting date: June 1989

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The research programme is aimed to establish a relationship between the inservice reliability of surface mounted electronic assemblies a n d the
degradation of the component solderability during storage prior to soldering.
To establish this relationship the following tasks are being undertaken:
■ a new instrument is to be designed and built for soldrability measurement
of all package configurations of surface mounting components. The
optimum measurement parameters of the instruments a n d the test
procedures will be identified for each component type
■ the mechanisms of natural a n d accelerated ageing of the various
component metallizaton types will be investigated. A range of differing
accellerated ageing procedures is then related to metallurgical changes
which are in turn related to solderability changes
■ surface mounted assemblies will be produced using both wave soldering
and IR reflow soldering. The components used will have been subjected to
a range of accelerated ageing procedures
■ thermal shock testing and low-cycle thermal fatigue testing will be used
as indicators of in-service reliability, enabling reliability to be related to
solder fillet geomtry and in turn to component solderability.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The solderability measurement instrument has been designed and built,
ready for testing and a round-robin exercise. Our knowledge of the ageing
mechanisms of different solderable surfaces has been considerably
enhanced and their quantitative effect on solderability established. The
surface mounted assemblies have all been built and are undergoing thermal
shock and low cycle thermal fatigue testing.
KEYWORDS

Electronics; Surface Mount Assembly; Solderability; Reliabilty.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY
DIVISION OF MATERIALS METROLOGY
QUEENS ROAD
UK-TW11 OLW TEDDINGTON

PHILIPS
MULTICORE SOLDERS
SIEMENS

CONTACT PERSON
C.LEA
Tel: + 44-1-9436636
Tfax: + 44-1 -9432156
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JOINING TECHNIQUES FOR RELIABLE SURFACE
MOUNTING OF MICRO - ELECTRONICS
Starting date: January 1989

Duration: 42months

OBJECTIVES

Modem electronic equipment frequently employs Surface Mount Technology
to provide high packing density of components. This technology relies on
solder connection for both electrical a n d mechanical support a n d the
mechanical failure of these joints can give rise to reliability problems.
The objective of this project is to provide detailed knowledge of the reliability
of electrical connections in surface mounted electronic assemblies, a n d
thereby to enable connections of known and reproducible high reliabiility to
be designed.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Extensive investigations have been carried out into the mechanical
properties of bulk solder. The properties measured include static, tensile and
shear behaviour, low cycle fatigue, creep and anelasticitY. These results are
incorprated into a set of constitutive laws which are used to model the
detailed mechanical properties of the solder joint.
Finite element analysis of the thermal and linear mechanical behaviour of
populated SMT boards has been carried out. Non-linear finite element
modelling is used to describe the mechanical behaviour a n d build u p of
damage within the solder joint.
Comprehensive testing of SMT boards is now producing practical failure
data on a range of board and package types. This information will be used
to validate the reliability model as it is developed.
The output from this programme will enable predictions to be made of the
reliability of solder joints for specific combinations of board design, package
and soldering process under design life ultimately bring benefits of
increased cost-effectiveness a n d reliabilty to a wide range of electronic
equipment employing Surface Mount Technology.
KEYWORDS

Solders; Reliability; Mathematical modelling; Surface Mount Technology.
PRIME PARTNER
GEC-MARCONI RESEARCH CENTRE
MATERIALS APPLICATIONS AND
DEVICES LABORATORY
WEST HANNINGFIELD ROAD
GREAT BADDOW
UK-CM2 8HN CHELMSFORD ESSEX

OTHER PARTNERS
TELEFUNKEN SYSTEMTECHNIK
INSAMET

CONTACT PERSON
R.M. QUILUAM
Tel:+ 44-245-73331
Tfax: + 44-245-75244
Tlx: +995016

Contract no: Rl 1B-0273
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LASER SOLDERING TECHNOLOGY OF S.M.D.
ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLY FOR INTEGRATION ON PICK
AND PLACEMENT MACHINES
Starting date: June 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

■ to develop a fully integrated surface mounting technology which is highly
reliable and therefore cost effective. This is to be done by integration of
the pick and placement and the laser soldering action in one process step
(fault rates less than 100 ppm)
■ to identify and optimize the parameters for the process of interconnecting
surface mounted electronic component packages and printed circuit
boards by means of a controlled laser soldering process at soldering rates
which are compatible with pick and placement machines (placement rate
of 6000 components per hour)
■ to obtain a basic understanding of the physics and chemistry underlying
the laser soldering process and to derive from the basic principles the
limiting factors of laser soldering.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ laser types and modes have been evaluated
■ commercial laser soldering pastes have been analysed
■ process conditions for laser soldering with commercial solder pastes have
been established
■ different options for beam handling have been evaluated.
KEYWORDS

Electrical/Electronic industry; Assembly/Joining; Engineering (electrical);
Solders/Brazes/Welding; Electronics; Laser technology/Power beams
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

NEDERLANDSE PHILIPS BEDRIJVEN NV
CENTRE FOR MANUFACTURING
TECHNOLOGY
CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT SAQ-P
P.O. BOX 218
NL-5600 MD EINDHOVEN

SIEMENS AG
BLEIWERK GOSLAR
BHP LABORATORIES

CONTACT PERSON
N.J.A. VAN VEEN
Tel:+ 31-40-733364/732838
Tfax: + 31-40-736815
Tlx: + 35000

Contract no: BREU-0160
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JOINING OF COPPER AND ALUMINIUM ALLOYS BY
LASER (JOCAL)
Starting date:

M a r c h 1990

Duration:

36 months

OBJECTIVES

Laser welding of copper, aluminium and their alloys is difficult, due to the
high reflectivity for laser radiation, their high thermal conductivity, and the
crack sensitivity of some of the alloys. In this project, laser welding, brazing,
and soldering will be studied. This will be performed using alloys commonly
used in the electrical, electronic, domestic appliances, a n d automobile
industry. C02 and Nd:YAG lasers will be used. The project will focus on the
establishment of design rules for laser joining, and on the identification of
methods for on-line control of the processes. Experiments will be supported
by modelling Finally all the results will be collected in a database.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Laser welding parameters, including the choice of the shielding gas, type of
coating layers, laser intensity, and most suitable weld geometry, have been
established for the following situations: C02 seam welding of all alloys,
Nd:YAG seam welding of copper alloys, a n d Nd:YAG spot welding of
aluminium alloys. A control system for laser soldering and brazing has been
developed a n d demonstrated. Conditions for laser soldering a n d brazing
have been established, both experementally a n d by calculation. Deinsulation of copper wire has been demonstrated. A start was made with the
monitoring of weld quality by plume registration.
KEYWORDS

Joining; Process monitoring; Quality control; Non ferrous; Laser technology;
Mathematical modelling; Research/Development
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

NEDERLANDSE PHILIPS BEDRUVEN B.V
CENTRE FOR MANUFACTURING
TECHNOLOGY
P.OBOX218
NL-5600 MD EINDHOVEN

ROBERT BOSCH GMBH
INSTITUTO DE SOLDADURA E QUAUDADE
STICHTING GEAVANCEERDE METAALKUNDE
ELDIM

CONTACT PERSON
R. ZUIDEMA
Tel: + 31-40-734486
Tfax: + 31-40-737012
Tlx: + 35000 PHTC NL/NLMTFCF
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HIGH POWER 15-20 KW CO2-LASERS FOR MATERIALS
PROCESSING
Starting date: January 1987

Duration: 51 months

OBJECTIVES

The main objectives of the project are to establish the basic technology of
two alternative approaches for the second generation of high power CO2lasers, namely: the turbulent axial flow DC-discharge (TAF) a n d the
radiofrequency discharge (RF). Furthermore, the technical potential of the
two approaches has to be evaluated with respect to essential criteria such
as efficiency, beam quality, modes of operation and compactness. Finally,
the validation of the results should lead to the design of a 15-20 KW laser for
industrial application, especially for large area surface treatment.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Two laser modules, one in the TAF and one in the RF-approach are fully
operational at an output power of 10 kW. The RF-laser has also achieved 30
kW of peak power in the superpulse mode. Successful power extraction has
been demonstrated with a n aerodynamic window Good beam quality has
beenobtained experimentally which compares favourably with the
predictions of two different computer codes developed by each partner,
respectively. In the present technology the TAF- approach is not scalable to
powers well beyond 15kW. However, a medium frequency excitation
scheme which has yet to be validated makes higher powers accessible. The
power density in the RF-approach is already high (15 W/cm 3 ) and thus,
scalabilty to powers well in excess of 15 or 20 kW will be achieved by
appropriate combination of laser modules.
KEYWORDS

Laser technology/Power beams; Materials processing; Machine tool
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGSANSTALT FUR
LUFT- UND RAUMFAHRT
INSTITUTE FOR TECHNICAL PHYSICS
PFAFFENWALDRING 38-40
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LASER SHEET METAL WELDING
Starting date: S e p t e m b e r 1986

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The com of this project is to provide the automotive, aerospace a n d sheet metal
industry with enhanced basic technology a n d systems knowledge in order to
improve weld quality a n d laser system flexibility when welding complex shaped
structural or non-structural ('shell') components. The research topics range from
analysis of plasma a n d laser b e a m power distribution, welding coated a n d
uncoated sheets with a variable g a p and subsequent comparative mechanical,
metallurgical a n d corrosion resistance tests. The filler metal technique will be
adopted to achieve positive interaction with the variable g a p parameter and the
complex geometry of industrial components, while considering heterogeneous
material welding. The project also includes development of sensors for focal
position control. Flexible clamping systems are also to be designed a n d integrated
with the supervisory systems. Aeronautic, aerospatial and automotive components
will be welded following technological advances.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE
Improvements in absorption of laser energy by the metal , the process has been
monitored by optical beam switching and high speed cinematography. ■ Diagnostic
and control devices for the welding process have been tested, for integration in a
production line. ■ Fatigue resistance of laser non-through welds, for automotive
applications. ■ Zinc coated overlapping sheets have been satisfactorily welded by
introducing a g a p between rthem. ■ In aluminium A12219 and 6061 porosity still
exists in the laser-produced weld bead. ■ Welding Uranus 45 a n d Ti6A14V gave
satisfactory results. ■ Rolling clamping devices have been designed a n d successful
welding was obtained on relatively deformed sheets. ■ Intermediate car door
pillars with a shell structure have been laser welded, showing a very strong
increase in rigidity a n d fatigue resistance compared with conventional spot welds.
• The aeronautic component 'capot echangeur" for the AIRBUS A3 20 in titanium
has been laser welded, demonstrating the feasibility of annular spot welds; these
should b e regarded favourably for fatigue a n d thermal shock resitance. ■
Aerospace cylindrical modules in Ti6A14V, $ 500mm in diameter and 1.6mm thick,
showed that laser welding results in a manufactured product with very low
thermal distortions.
KEYWORDS L aser material processing; L aser technology/Power beams; L aser
welding/Joining; L aser process sensors; L aser plasma
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

RTM ISTITUTO PER RICHERCHE Dl
TECNOLOGIA MECCAN ICA
LASER DIVISION
REG. UME
H0080 VICO CANAVESE. TORINO

CETIM
LIVERPOOL UN IVERSITY
AEROSPATIALE
AERITALIA SAIPA
ENEA
RENAULT

CONTACT PERSON
S.GOBBI
Tel:+ 39-125-74363/3
Tfax: + 39-125-74755
Tlx: +222321

Contract no: RUB-120
Proposal no: P-1339
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PLUME EMISSION ANALYSIS UNDER "TIME RESOLVED
SPECTROSCOPY" FOR LASER WELDING CONTROL
Starting date: D e c e m b e r 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The com of the project is to develop a system to provide real time control of
the laser welding process of metals using simultaneous multichannel
analysis of the plasma plume generated at the interaction point between
C02 laser beam and workpiece.
The research will develop by:
■ analysis of the plasma generated during the welding process and
collection of the spectra generated by optimized welding processes
■ development of an autofocus system
■ development of an on-line monitoring and alarm system
■ building complete prototype testing system.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ measurements with different metals, thickness-parameters, laser-power
variation between 1.2 and 5.8 kW have been performed
■ special analysis and processing software with a parameter library have
been developed
■ identification of significant parameters during welding for process control
have been achieved
■ prototype system development is in progress to be available by the end of
1991 to allow monitoring and alarm operation during welding.
KEYWORDS

Mechanical engineering/Machinery; Engineering (process); Quality control/
Inspection; Control systems; Sensors/Signal processing; Automation/CIM;
Vision/Optical systems.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SI-SPECTROSCOPY INSTRUMENTS GMBH
RUDOLF DIESEL STRASSE 7A
D-8031 GILCHING

CENTRO LASER
MESSER GRIESHEIM
THERMOSUD
CONTEK
CSATA

CONTACT PERSON
P. STANITZECK
Tel:+ 49-8105-5011
Tfax: + 49-8105-5577
Ttx:

Contract no: BREU-0194
Proposal no: BE-3042
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SHEET-METAL WELDING WITH kW ND/YAG-LASERS
FOR THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
Starting date: O c t o b e r 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the proposed project are to establish the principles and the
underlying conditions for the industrial application of kW range solid-state
lasers for welding thin sheet, to illustrate the possibilities a n d the limits for
both the kW solid state laser and the optical fibre and to determine the
prospects for the application of such systems.
For this purpose it will be necessary to carry out, evaluate a n d analyse
welding of thin sheet. A detailed analysis of the interaction between beam
and material is required in order to gain an understanding of the process.
This understanding will permit the deduction of the basic conditions required
for industrial thin sheet welding and will allow the development and testing
of measures a n d methods for inspecting, controlling a n d regulating the
process.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■
■
■
■
■

report on analysis of beam intensity distribution for fibre optics
selection of the approprite materials for fibre optic cables
pulsed kW Nd:YAG Laser system for the work to be carried out
first construction of a n output housing with integral spacer sensor
quality assessment using online process control during welding.

KEYWORDS

Laser technology; Automotive industry; Joining .
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

LASER ZENTRUM HANNOVER E.V.
LASER MACHINERY AND HANDLING
18ANDERCHRISTUSKIRCHE
D-3000 HANNOVER 1

SIEMENS A G
D
BERKENHO
F & DREBES
D
WEIDMULLER GMBH
D
ROBOTIKER
E
CINCINNATI MILACRON
UK
LUMONICS LTD
UK
PEUGEOT SA F
FORD WERKE AG
D

CONTACT PERSON
E. U. BESKE
Tel:+ 49-511-70156-40
Tfax: + 49-511-70156-29
Tbc + 923868

Contract no: BREU-0195
Proposal no: BE-3257
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POWER SOLID STATE LASER WITH HIGH BEAM
QUALITY BASED ON Co-DOPED LANTHANUM
HEXA-ALUMINATE (LNA)
Starting date: N o v e m b e r 1988

Duration: 36 months

The project aims to produce a power solid state laser in the range of 1 kW
using a n alternative material to YAC, the lanthanum-neodymium hexaaluminate (LaMgAnlOi<j:Nd or LNA). The main objective of this research is
to increase the yield of the laser by studying the effect of a sensitizer on the
emission of the neodymium. Several possible sensitizers will be tried. A
complete characterization of the material will be performed by measuring all
the thermal, mechanical and optical parameters which are needed for the
design of a high power and high-beam quality laser head. A predesign of
the resonator will permit study of the flash pumping of the material for a CW,
pulsed, switched laser emission. At the same time, the laser diode pumping
will be studied with the small rods available at the beginning of the
research. At the end of the project, two laser heads will be built in the range
of 1 kW for the rod laser and in the range of 300 W for the slab laser.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Processing of CrNd doped LNA rod of 7mm in diameter and 115mm in length
along the A axis. Growth of LNA crystals of 30mm in diameter and 50mm in
length along the C axis. Physical characterization of the properties of interest
for laser action has been performed and CW and Q-switched laser action
has been tested. Design of rod and slab resonator is completed.
KEYWORDS

Laser technology/Power beams; Optical materials.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CEA/LGTI
OPTRONIQUE
AVENUE DES MARTYRS P.O. BOX 85X
F-38041 GRENOBLE CEDEX

QUANTEL
CISE
QUANTA-SYSTEM

CONTACT PERSON
J-J. AUBERT
Tel: + 33-76-884824
Tfax: + 33-76-885157
Tb<: + 320323 F

Contract no: Rl 1B-245
Proposal no: P-2112
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IMPROVED PROCESSINGS CAPABILITY OF CW
INDUSTRIAL CO2 LASERS
Starting date: October 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The penetration of C02-laser technology in industry is conditioned by a
profound understanding of underlying physical principles which determine
the laser's machining capability. Besides aspects linked with the beam
delivery system, this processing capability is mainly a function of the laser
beam quality a n d the fluctuations. The excitation a n d de-excitation of the
vibrational-rotational levels of the C02-molecule is extremely complex, since
it is least to b e considered as a 5 level system. This complexity is the origin
of the lack of proper design a n d optimization criteria for the CO2-laser,
despite the rater elementary constituent parts of the laser itself.
The prime objective of the project is to enhance the materials processing
capability of CW industrial gas lasers developing design criteria for
achieving optimum flow a n d discharge conditions, which particular
reference to FAF (fast axial flow) C02-lasers in the range between 1 and 5
kW, which represents the major sector of the industrial laser market.
The main areas of investigations will comprise plasma engineering and flow
conditioning, with the aim of ensuring laser operation to the required
standards of b e a m quality for various laser processing functions. Flow
visualization a n d evaluation of plasma parameters, will be combined with
computer modelling of the turbulent gas flow to elucidate key features, with
particular emphasis on time dependent effects, e.g. laser/plasma
fluctuations vs. turbulence. The sources of critical frequencies in the
fluctuation spectra will be identified and, where possible, eliminated. This
also includes the development of dedicated turboblowers with matched load
lines.
Dedicated special diagnostic equipment such as ultrasonic laser beam
analysis, intermode beating, laser plasma potential measurement,
population density measurement, spatially resolved gain measurement and
computational plasma simulation will be considered for these tasks. The
results of the research will be validated in a representative device of 1 to 2
kW.
KEYWORDS

Processing (ceramic & glass); Research/Development; Materials processing
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

RADIUS ENGINEERING
LASER & OPTICS
MEERSSTRAAT 138B
B-9000GENT

STATE UNIVERSITY OF GENT
AEA TECHNOLOGY CULHAM LABORATORY
TRUMPF LASERTECHNIK
UNIVERSITY OF STUTTGART
RF APPLICATIONS
SPACE TECHNOLOGY
BECKER GEBR
INSTSUPERIOR TECNICO

C O N T A C T PERSON

P.MUYS
Tel: + 32-91-205929
Tfax: + 39-91-205995

Contract no: BREU-0516
Proposal no: BE-4266
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LASER WELDING OF SUPERALLOYS AND OF TITANIUM
ALLOYS
Starting dafe: 1991

Duration: —

OBJECTIVES

Nickel, cobalt, a n d iron-based superalloys are widely used in the
aeronautical sector (jet engines, turbo propellers, helicopter turbines), they
are also relevant to gas turbines for power stations and to chemical and
nuclear reactors. They can be profitably welded by laser as preliminary
research has shown.
The coordinated continuation of this research is urgent and will enable new
competitive manufacturing processes and new product design, which laser
technology has brought to other sectors, to be developed for this sector of
European industry.
Traditional welding is difficult due to the material, the sometimes
complicated shapes and heat induced deformations on the finished parts
which cause costly and lengthy extra work.
Therefore the aim of this research is to give industry access to welding by
CO2 and Nd-YAG high power laser, with rrrinimal deformation, also making
use of fibre optics for hidden parts. The combined technique of laser cutting
followed by welding, which is required in regenerating turbine engines
(overhauling), will also be studied.
Industrial manufacturers representing diversified use of superalloys are
cooperating in this project with research centres having experience in
technological applications of high power lasers a n d laser system
manufacturing.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Energy/Power generation; Assembly /Joining;
Solders/Brazes/Welding; Superalloys/Special alloys; Laser technology/Power
beams
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

RTM SPA
REGIONE UME
H0080VICOCANAVESE

LUMONICSLTD
CETIM
SNECMA
ALFA ROMEO AVIO SPA
MTU GMBH

CONTACT PERSON
M. CANTELLO
Tel:+ 39-12-574362
Tfax: + 39-12-574755

Contract no: BREU-0518
Proposal no: BE-4096
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HEAVY SECTION LASER WELDING
Starting date: O c t o b e r 1988

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

Welding metal sheets thicker than 10 m m by laser sources of power
exceeding 10 kW is a research area of maximum interest for the European
Community, d u e to the effect this technology c a n produce in several
industrial sectors. This programme joins the European labs equipped with
the lasers of highest power, has as its goals to determine the potential of
laser technology in welding heavy sections, to gain insight in the complex
interaction of high power laser beam with materials a n d to optimize the
working conditions in order to offer the European industries the chance to
exploit the advantages of laser in production. Therefore, this research will
include a first analysis of the beam transport a n d focusing optics, a n d a
deep analysis of the phenomena of interaction of the b e a m with metallic
materials, as well as their modelling. Thus, control devices for shielding gas
will be tested a n d improved in order to optimize the process, while different
beam shaping systems and techniques for deep welding by narrow g a p will
be developed in order to increase the maximum welding thickness.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Activity during the first years of the project concentrated on both the
features of laser sources a n d laser-material interaction. The laser sources of
the laboratories involved in the project (AVCO a n d UTIL) are currently being
analysed in terms of total power, stability and spatial distribution, using both
standard a n d specifically developed devices such as calorimetres a n d
spatial analysers. The acoustic and optical signals of the plasma generated
during the laser welding process have been studied under various
conditions. Fast framing cameras visualized the plasma ignition cycles and
the molten material motion; the thermal fields around the interaction area
h a v e b e e n recorded using a n infrared camera. The welding of
precompetitive h e a v y section industrial mock-ups demonstrate the
achievements.
KEYWORDS

Laser material processing; Laser technology/Power beams; Laser welding/
Joining; Laser process sensors; Laser plasma
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

R.T.M. SPA
LASER CENTRE
REGIONE UME
1-10080 VICOCANAVESE

ETCA
FRAUNHOFER INSTITUT FUR LASERTECHNIK
ANSALDO COMPONENTI
CSC
CETIM
LABORATOIRES DE MARCOUSSIS
CREUSOT-LOIRE INDUSTRIE
SCIAKY SA
ENEA

CONTACT PERSON
G. RICCIARDI
Tel:+39-125-743623
Tfax: + 39-125-74755
Tlx: + 222321

Contract no: Rl 1 B-l 99
Proposal no: P-2348
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PLASMA AND LASER ENHANCED ARC WELDING FOR
AUTOMATIC APPLICATIONS
Starting date: March 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

■ to study the underlying physical mechanisms of the welding arc
■ investigate energy distribution and transfer between the arc and the
weldpool for both partial penetration and keyhole geometries
■ determine operating parameters for positional plasma keyhole welding
■ examine the influence of laser beam enhancement on arc stability, weld
quality and productivity
■ determine the role of radiation on arc structure and energy transfer
efficiency
■ construct theoretical simulations of the arc welding process as a basis for
future model development
■ improve ignition behaviour and stability of the arc by using a laser beam
as support
■ determine operating parameters for positional laser enhanced arc welding
■ prepare a laser enhanced arc welding facility, using a laser of a
comparable low power Cower than 300W).
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ construction and test of the experimental equipment equipment for
plasma-and laser-enhanced arc welding equipment
■ analysis of the welding arc by distinct techniques
■ model description of welding arc incl. nonequilibrium processes
■ proof that plasma- and laser-beam-enhancement lead to significantly
improved welding results.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Assembly/Joining; Ferrous; Automation; Laser
technology; Mathematical modelling; Welding
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

TECHNISCHE UNVERSITAT BRAUNSCHWEIG
INSTITUT F UR SCHWEISSTECHNIK
LANGER KAMP 8
D-3300 BRAUNSWHEIG

THE CRANFIELD INSTITUTE FOR
TECHNOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF ESSEX

CONTACT PERSON
J.WENDELSTORF
Tel:+ 49-531-3917831
Tfax: + 49-531-3915834
Tlx: + 952526 tubs w

Contract no: BREU-0069
Proposal no: BE-3037
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RELIABILITY AND REPRODUCIBILITY OF HIGH
INTENSITY BEAM WELDING
Starting date. March 1989

t
Dura ion: 42 months

OBJECTIVES

■ to define optimised processing cycles and parameters of High Intensity
Beam Welding - (HIBW) - Laser and Electron Beam - on main materials
used in aircraft a n d energy industries a n d to establish repairing
techniques for eventual defects in HIBW joints
■ to establish a n innovative ultrasonic method by Shear Horizontal plate
modes for the inspection of HIBW joints - EMUS technique
■ to establish correlations between welding cycles, ND T controls and
mechanical performances of HIBW joints (fatigue and creep).
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ optimized laser and electron beam welding cyces have been established
on all materials considered in the project (AISI 9310 a n d ASTM A335
steels, AA 6061 light alloy, ALLOY 80 superalloy)
■ repairing techniques on defective joints (misaligned or damaged due to
sharp laser stop) have been set up and properly defective joints have
been produced for the ND T calibration
■ the comparison of the EMUS results on a set of properly defective joints
with conventional US NDT and destructive inspections has been started
both on grinded and ungrinded specimens
■ the activity on mechanical properties qualification of HIBW joints has been
launched a n d the first fatigue curves are available: mechanical
performances achieved by "different" kinds of beam joints, characterized
by varying heat input and defectology will be finally compared.
KEYWORDS

Aeronautics/Aerospace; Energy/Power generation; Assembly /Joining;
Prototyping; Superalloys/Special alloys; Instrumentatin/Measuring systems;
Machine tools
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CISE SPA
LASER SYSTEMS & PROCESSING SECTION
VIA REGGIO EMILIA 39
1-20090 SEGRATE (MILANO)

AGUSTA SPA
IZFP - FHG
INSTITUTO ITALIANO SALDATURA
SCIAKY INDUSTRIES

CONTACT PERSON
W. CERRI
Tel:+ 39-2-21672308
Tfax: + 39-2-21672620
Tlx: +3116431

Contract no: Rll B-303
Proposal no: P-2232
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IMPROVEMENTS TO LOW HEAT INPUT WELDING
Starting date: S e p t e m b e r 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The objective is to improve the technology, and hence European industrial
exploitation, of low heat input welding by three significant, interlocking
advances in weld properties, process sensors and expert systems.
Firstly, the weld properties work seeks to improve, inter alia, hardness and
toughness (increasingly recognized as requiring urgent attention), where
assessments will be made of local properties instead of the performance of
structures in which they are incorporated.
Secondly, the sensor work involves novel research and development of
ultrasonic equipment, capable of use on-line to measure the weld
liquid/metal interface and thereby quantify weld size and penetration.
Thirdly, innovative work on a n expert system will b e carried out,
incorporating rule-base information from the weld properties work with data
input from the developed sensor systems. Finally, a demonstration of the
complete adaptive weld quality control system will be set up by a group of
partners collaborating at one of their premises.
Over the course of the programme, and in the context of laser welding,
proposals and recommendations will be made regarding the drafting of new
norms and standards; in the context of shipbuilding (identified here as a
prime candidate for the technology) this will include Classification Society
Rules. It may be noted that the collaboration has good vertical integration,
from primary producers (steel) through welding process a n d sensor
technologists to end-users in the shipbuilding, automotive, aerospace and
electricity supply industries, thereby ensuring the overall project's
immediate industrial relevance and routes for exploitation.
KEYWORDS

Shipbuilding; Assembly/Joining; Ferrous; Laser technology/Power beams;
Research/Development
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ODENSE STEEL SHIPYARD
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
KYSTVEJENPOBOX176
DK-5330 MUNKEBO

AEA TECHNOLOGY
ERGON SA
OCAS
BRUNEL UNIVERSITY
LAPPEENRANTA UNIVERSITY
OF TECHNOLOGY
FORCE INSTITUTES

CONTACT PERSON
C. E.SKJOELSTRUP
Tel: + 45-65-974444
Tfax: + 45-65-976613
Tlx: + 59849 verft dk
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ELECTRON BEAM WELDING ON LARGE THICKNESS
STEEL FOR HEAVY INDUSTRY
Starting date: January 1989

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this project are as follows:
■ determination and optimization of the EB welding parameters on very thick
Cr-Mo steels, which are used in many industrial components, i.e.:
pressure vessels, heat exchangers, gas and steam turbines, etc. Three EB
equipments are involved in this project, to compare electron beam
characteristics a n d weld qualities on four kinds of Cr-Lo steels: 2l/4CrMo
(plates and cast), 9% CrMo, 12% CrMo
The necessary steps to achieve these goals are:
■ the relationship between b e a m characteristics, weld quality a n d
occurrences of defects
■ the optimization of welding conditions in partial and full penetrations (75 to
200 mm)
■ the optimization of the welding procedure for a girth weld
■ non destructive and destructive tests of the welds.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The results of these tests will allow the performance of full scale mock-ups as
a demonstration of the result validity and comparison with arc processes in
quality a n d cost. This research will be the background of European
Standards in quality of EB process and welding
KEYWORDS

Construction/Building/Civil engineering; Energy/Power generation;
Assembly/Joining; Quality assurance; Metallic structural materials; Codes/
Standards
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

FRAMATOME
WELDING TECHNICAL CENTRE
3 RUE DU GUIDE
F-71200LECREUSOT

CREUSOT-LOIRE INDUSTRIE
GEC TURBINE GENERATORS LTD

ISF

CONTACT PERSON
M.LEFEBVRE
Tel:+ 33-85806602
Tfax: + 33-85806877

Contract no: Rl 1B-258
Proposal no: P-2294
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ANALYSIS OF BEAM/WORKP1ECE INTERACTION
APPLIED TO ELECTRON BEAM WELDING FOR
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION
Starting date: F ebruary 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this project are:
■ realisation of defined penetration geometries or weld forms by
examination of the correlation between beam and weld geometry
■ in accordance with this the selective, application specific development or
improvement of beam generating systems
■ development and application of the signal analysing methods that allows
process observation and quality monitoring and hence detection of
certain faults or their causes
■ development of a computer-supported concept for efficient identification
and optimization of appropriate process parameters
■ Improvement of existing or development of new model concepts for energy
conversion, dynamics of capillary action and heat flow with the aid of the
results of the investigations.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Development of a beam measurement system, which enables measurement
of the geometry of electron beams up to a power level of 100 kW.
KEYWORDS

Imaging/Image processing; Laser technology/Power beams; Mathematical
modelling; Sensors/Signal processing; Promotion/Technology transfer;
Research/Development
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

INSTITUT FUR SCHWEISSTECHNISCHE
FERTIGUNGSVERFAHREN
RWTH AACHEN
PONTSTRASSE 49
D-5100 AACHEN

INSTITUT DE SOUDURE
MESSER GRIESHEIM
SCIAKY INDUSTRIES
PTR GMBH
INSTITUTO DE SOLDADURA E QUALIDADE
SIEMENS AG
ENEA
DANISH WELDING INSTITUTE

CONTACT PERSON
M. HENDRICKS
Tel: + 49-241-806262
Tfax: + 49-241 -806268
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DEVELOPMENT OF A KNOWLEDGE-BASED CAD/CAMSYSTEM FOR OFFLINE-PROGRAMMING OF RECURRING
SENSOR-CONTROLLED WELDING PATTERNS
Starting date: January 1989

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

In this project a CAD/CAM-system is developed for knowledge-based offline
programming of arc welding robots. This CAD/CAM-system is intended to
support economic use of arc welding systems for medium and in particular
very small lot sizes. The advantages of offline programming are enhanced
here by a new concept. In contrast to other graphic offline programming
systems offering the possibility of generating programmes interactively, this
system eliminates unncessary user interaction during the generation of a
robot programme by way of new numerical simulation techniques and the
storage of welding and robot programming knowledge in the database of an
expert system. With the robot programme in high level language a
numerical simulation is started, which generates an optimized, collision-free
path for the robot welding along the welding seams of the workpiece. The
user may check the generated programme and the robot's movement by a
graphic simulation system and, if desired, may change the programme
according to any special user requirements. After the generation of a n
accurate, collison-free and conected robot programme a compiler translates
the programme from its independent form into a controller-dependent
language of a robot manufacturer.
KEYWORDS

Shipbuilding; Assembly/Joining; Metallic structural materials; Automation/
CIM; Robotics
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

FRAUNHOFER-INSTITUT FUR
PRODUKTIONSTECHNIK UND AUTOM.
ROBOTERSYSTEME UND SENSORTECHNIK
NOBELSTRASSE 12
D-7000 STUTTGART 80

CARL CLOOS SCHWEIBTECHNIK GMBH
GOLDBECKBAU GMBH
DANISH WELDING INSTITUTE

CONTACT PERSON
W. UTNER
Tel:+ 49-711-6868116
Tfax: + 49-711 -6868399
Tbc: + 7255166

Contract no: Rl 1B-280
Proposal no: P-2322
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ARC SENSORED ROBOT-WELDING OF 3-DIMENSIONAL
SEAMS WITHOUT PROGRAMMING THE WELD PATH
Starting date: S e p t e m b e r 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the proposed project is the development of an arc sensored seam
tracking system providing the following features:
■ automatic height and side adjustment of the torch
■ automatic adaptation of the torch orientation to the actual seam direction
in 3 dimensions
■ weldability of closed seams (orientation adjustment angle > 360°)
■ welding speed is not affected by seam deviation
■ automatic adaptation of welding and oscillation parameters for out-ofposition welding
■ weldability of continuous curved seams (with a certain radius, smallest
possible, e. g. 20 mm) and non-continuous curved seams (sharp comers)
■ reduction of seam programming to the teaching of start and final point.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ construction of two microprocessor based control units which are suitable
for the evaluation of non-continuous signals; the control units will be
prepared for all software extensions that arise from the following stages of
the project
■ solution of interface problems between the newly developed sensor units
and the robot controller
■ adaptation of the robot coordinate systems to the requirements of the
systems
■ preparation of the robots for ARC sensored detection of the seam direction
(adaptation of external oscillator and realisation of a constant wire feed
system).
KEYWORDS

Robotics; Sensors/Signal processing
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CARL CLOOS SCHWEIBTECHNIK GMBH
INSTITUT F UR SCHWEISSTECHNISCHE
INDUSTRIESTRASSE. P.O. BOX 121 F F
ERTIGUNGSVER AHREN
D-6342 HAIGER
INSTITUTO DE SOLDADURA E QUAUDADE
TDEI S.A

CONTACT PERSON
G. ZIMMERMANN
Tel: + 49-2773-85288
Tfax: + 49-2773-85358
Tbc: + 873246/873961

Contract no: BREU-0136
Proposal no: BE-3490
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FLEXIBOT PROJ ECT - FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING SYSTEM
INTEGRATING DIFFERENT WELDING TECHNOLOGIES AND
OTHERS FOR SMALL-LOT AND VERY DIVERSIFIED
PRODUCTION
Starting date: O c t o b e r 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES
This project starts from Bisiach and Coma's existing Mobile Gantry Robot. Their big.
3 polar-axes, hollow-head robot was originally devised for spot-welding, with a
huge structure, a big operating volume (about 600m 3 ) and many specific features
for this process. This is the most complex welding process, because of the high
currents, magnetic field and loads of operating welding groups which are involved.
The basic robot already includes an automatic gun-changer and tools-magazine
already planned for all necessary fluids (cooling-water, compressed-air. oil.
electrics a n d electronic connections for sensors, secondary current, etc.).
The project aims at integrating other different technologies in the robot, to be used
in the same work-station, with the same jigs in line with the total quality concept to
transform the robot into a total flexibility poly-technological Universal Robotic
Production Centre.
To do this, three possible end-users will collaborate for three years, with their
experience in different welding technologies in relatively low and diversified car
production-MECEDES ESPANA. PININFARINA and STEYR-D AIMLER-PUCH.
The planned technolgies for the project which are to be integrated in the robot are,
among others:
■ spot welding-direct/indirect, with gun (simple and multiple up to 4 guns), with
tip (simple a n d double) in d.c. current, seam-roll welding, projection welding, MIGwelding, bolt-welding, rivetting and other operations with working elements for
sheet-metalworking.
The advantages would be:
■ a polytechnological robot system including several technologies in the same cycle
and in the same work-station, ideal for small and medium-size production series
■ increase in the quality of the final product as it can be produced in the same jig
without removal (best geometry, space and time economy)
■ reduction of production time, change-over of product model and programming
■ extension of the client's potential market
■ work ecology (no gas, heat and pollution for the operator
■ off-line programing, increased safety and reduction of collision through errors
■ increase in logistical flexibility, preventive and computer-aided maintenance.
KEYWORDS
Automotive, Components & Parts; Assembly/Joining; Engineering
(process); Manufacturing; Quality assurance; Automation/CIM; CAE/CAD /CAM
systems
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

INDUSTRIE PININFARINA SPA.
PURCHASING DEPARTMENT
VIA LESNA N 78
I-10095 GRUGLIASCO (TORINO)

BISIACH & CARRU
APS
STEYR DAIMLER PUCH
MERCEDES BENZ

CONTACT PERSON
E. CARU
Tel:+ 39-11-7091337
Tfax: +39-11-700819
Tlx: +210168 PINF AR I

Contract no:
Proposal no: BE-4159
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PROCESS CONTROL FOR FLEXIBLE JOINING SYSTEMS
Starling date: August 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The project is primarily concerned with the establishment of the basic
requirement tor a feedback control system for the automatic and robotic
MAG welding of sheet steel automotive components. However, some
attention will be paid to other metallic materials and other welding and
joining processes to define the limitations of the control system.
The exact requirements in terms of joint designs, joint quality and production
rates will be defined and an appropriate monitoring system developed using
state of the art sensors. Modelling will be used to identify critical parameters
that need to be controlled. This work will lead to the definition of the
requirements of a feedback control system after which a prototype system
will be designed, built and tested under both laboratory a n d production
conditions.
KEYWORDS

Welding; Automotive, Components & parts; Ferrous alloys; Control systems;
Sensors/Signal processing; Monitors; Modelling
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

INGENIØRHØJSKOLENHELSINGØRTEKNIKUM
JOMINSTITUE WELDING GROUP
RASMUS KNUDSENS VEJ 50
DK-3000 HELSING0R.

MIGATRONIC
INAUXA
UNIVERSITY OF LUND
CRANFIELD INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

CONTACT PERSON
O.AL-ERHAYEM
Tel: + 45-216622 ext45
Tfax: + 45-107036

Contract no: BREU-0415
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DISSIMILAR METAL JOINING BY THE USE OF GRADED
COMPOSITIONS
Starting date: August 1989

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

At present there are over 10 000 dissimilar welds operating in the creep
range in the UK alone. These have a history of creep related failures arising
from internal thermally induced stresses. This project aims at the
development of a n improved method for the production of these joints. This
method requires the production of a transition piece having a composition
which varies along its length. In effect this replaces the dissimilar weld with
two similar welds at each end of the transition piece.
Three material combinations will be investigated 2 l/4Cr-316, mod 9Cr-316
and 2 l/4Cr-mod 9Cr. These will be fabricated using Hot Isostatic Pressing
(HIP) a n d Vacuum Plasma Spraying. The technical and economic merits of
the two fabrication routes will be compared. Trial joints in a number of
designs of compositional gradient will be produced and subjected to uniaxial
creep testing. Finite Element Modelling and corrosion testing. On the basis of
this modelling and testing work optimized compostional gradients will be
selected for each material combination. These will be subjected to long term
uniaxial and biaxial creep testing.
By the end of this project there will be sufficient design data available for the
rapid adoption of this technology for tube size joints in both the Power
Generation a n d Petrochemical Industries.
KEYWORDS

Chemical/Petrochemical; Energy/Power generation; Design; Assembly/
Joining; Multilayers/Multimaterials; Materials science; Powder metallurgy
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

BABCOCK ENERGY LTD
TECHNOLOGY CENTRE
MATERIALS DEPARTMENT
HIGH STREET
UK-PA4 8UW RENFREW

FRIED KRUPP GMBH
GRAZ UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY
INSTITUTE OF MECHANICS OF MATERIALS
AND GEOSTRUCTURES

CONTACT PERSON
A.FLEMING
Tel: + 44-41-8862201 ext 3857
Tfax: +44^41-8853370
Tbc: + UK 779027

Contract no: BREU-0441
Proposal no: BE-4177
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NEW POROUS SOLIDS - ORGANIC-INORGANIC
PILLARED COMPOSITES
Starting date: September 1987

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The preparation, characterization and pore properties of new porous
materials prepared utilizing layered phosphates as the base materials and
the concept of " pillaring". The latter involves insertion of cationic moieties
followed by calcination giving rise to cross-linking in the materials, with
consequent formation of pore structures with different geometries.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Series of porous solids have been prepared with alumina- a n d chromiapillars between phosphate layers, the cavities of which can indeed be
manipulated by suitable choice of reaction conditions. Surface areas of 18400 m 2 ^ 1 have been obtained to date, in materials which can be modulated
so as to be either crystalline or amorphous ( whilst still being in many cases
monopore). Thus, alumina- pillared series contain both wide pore -radius
distributions ( r p - 11-50 A) and others narrow ones : 10-25A. Furthermore,
series of materials can be manipulated to give free heights ( as assessed by
XRD) which can be rationally varied, between 5.5 and > 25 A New methods
have also been found for preparing starting Keggin-ion ( and non Kegginion) clusters which can be generalised to smectite clays.
The materials selectively exchange transition metal ions, and absorb large
organic molecules both in bulk and as adherent thermally stable films on
metallic and vitreous surfaces. They also allow polymerisation of conducting
organic "molecular wires" and supporting semi-conductor clusters to give
quantum-well devices.
KEYWORDS

Pillared layered materials. Porosity; Films; Catalysis; Zeotypes; Phosphates.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CON9GUO NA20NALE DELIA RICERCHA
1ST. TEORIA STRUTT. ELETTRONICA
VIA SALARIA KM 29.500, CP 10
1-00016 MONTEROTONDO STAZIONE, ROMA

UNIVERSIDAD DE MALAGA

CONTACT PERSON
A.A.G. TOMLINSON
Tel: + 39-6-90020322
Tfax: + 39-6-9005849

Contract no: MAI E-0027
Proposal no: P-0837
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COORDINATED EUROPEAN ACTIVITY ON PILLARED
LAYERED STRUCTURES (CEA - PLS)
Starting date: July 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

Pillared Layered Structures are nanocomposite materials prepared by linking
molecules or colloids to a layered host. They exhibit a remarkably broad
spectrum of structural, chemical, electronic, ionic, optical a n d magnetic
properties, a n d provide supermesh host structures in which chemical
reactions or physical processes can proceed under gas-phase conditions,
but at liquid/solid state densities.They can be shaped as powders, pellets,
supported or self-standing films, and can be dispersed in solid or liquid
matrices.
Due to the equally broad spectrum of potential applications, including
heterogeneous a n d homogeneous catalysis, separation technology,
environmental applications, sensors, research on PLS is definitely precompetitive.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The CEA-PLS provides a forum for information exchange a n d cooperation in
the field of PLS. In its present state, the CEA-PLS links twenty-three
university or governmental groups and ten industrial groups, from seven
European countries.
KEYWORDS

Multilayers/Multimaterials; Catalysts; Coatings/Thin films; Powders;
Nanocomposite materials; Waste treatment/Containment; Particle technology
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CNRS
CRMD
1BRUEDELAFEROLLERIE
F45071 ORLEANS CEDEX 02

CNR-ITSE
CNRS-IPCM
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF SWANSEA
STRATON LTD

CONTACT PERSON
H. VAN DAMME
Tel:+ 33-38-515377
Tfax: + 33-38-633796

Contract no: BREU-0462
Proposal no: BE-4275
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SYNTHESIS, CHARACTERIZATION AND EVALUATION
OF MULTI-LAYERED AND PILLARED MATERIALS FOR
PROCESS CHEMISTRY AND THE ENVIRONMENT
Starting date: August 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The overall objectives of this project are to develop processes for the
reproducible and predictable preparation of pillared layered and multilayered materials of regular interlayer spacings having desirable physical
and chemical properties for use in process chemistry and environmental
applications, to scale-up these preparations and to thoroughly evaluate the
technology in a laboratory pilot scale plant for the process under
consideration. The aim is to build a model of the structures and associated
properties and therefore be able to predict performance.
The project will develop processes for the preparation of pillared layered
stuctuies and multi-layered materials of regular interlayer spacings, having
desirable a n d predictable chemical properties. If successful this will
generate several materials with a wide range of possible applications,
including improved chemical synthesis and environmental protection.
Materials will initially be prepared as powders or pellets by different
methods in each laboratory and tested using an agreed range of reactions
and characterization techniques, while successful materials will be scaledup for further testing. The work will be divided into five tasks covering the
preparation and selection of materials, evaluation, characterization and
optimization of active site, scale-up of preparations, the assessment of
performance at the laboratory pilot scale and project management.
The partners in this proposal are two users of catalyst/absorbent technology
supported by one materials supplier, one research a n d development
organisation and two universities. The structure of the project is vertically
integrated and the applications being addressed are of a multi-sectorial
nature. The partners possess the required skills and facilities to carry out
this work in a complementary fashion.
KEYWORDS

Chemical / Petrochemical; Engineering (chemical); Multilayers / Multimaterials; Ceramics / Glasses; Materials characterization / Testing; Research
/Development; Chemistry.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

AEA TECHNOLOGY (U.K.A.E.A.)
MATERIALS CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT
BUILDING 429, HARWELL LABORATORY
UK-OX11 ORA DIDCOT.

BP RESEARCH INTERNATOINAL
ENIRICERCHE SPA
SUD-CHEMIE AG
UNIVERSITY BLAISE PASCAL
UNIVERSIT OF PERUGIA

CONTACT PERSON
NJORGENSEN
Tel: + 44-235-432896
Tfax: + 44-235-432278
Tlx: + 83135 ATOMHA G
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HETERO- AND HOMOGENEOUSLY CATALYSED
ELECTRO-CHEMICAL GAS PURIFICATION FOR S0 2
AND NOx REMOVAL
Starting date: S e p t e m b e r 1988

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

Due to stringent legal regulations for environmental protection and pollution
control there is a high demand for the purification of off-gases from power
stations, heating combustion units and chemical plants producing such
wastes. It is the objective of this project to develop the scientific and
engineering fundamentals of S02 and NOx removal as the bases of new
electrochemical gas purification techniques.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ theoretical complications of the possible electrochemical reactions for SO2
and NOx conversion have been performed
■ gas / liquid absorbtion of SO2 and NOx in different aqueous solutions has
been carried out
■ microkinetic data has been determined for the anodic oxidation of SO2 on
Pt, graphite a n d Pb02 and for th ecathodic regeneration of S2O42- from
SO32- on lead electrodes
■ two different process schemes have been developed:
(i) a n anter cell process with Ce 3 + /Ce 4 + as redox mediator
(ii) a combined process with direct SO2 oxidation in a Pb02 packed bed cell
and homogeneous reduction of NOx with electrcchemically formed S2042"'
In pilot studies both processes will be tested for industrial applications.
KEYWORDS

Chemical engineering; Waste treatment; Gases; Environment
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

DECHEMA
DECHEMA INSTITUT
THEODOR-HEUSS-ALLEE 25
D-6000 FRANKFURT/MAIN 97

DEUTSCHE CARBON AG .
D
EN9C NANCY F
SOCREMATIC F

CONTACT PERSON
G. KREYSA
Tel: +49-69-7564328
Tfax: + 49^59-7564201
Tbc + 412490

Contract no: Rl 1B-223
Proposal no: P-2026
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NEW ZEOLITE-BASED SHAPE-SELECTIVE CATALYSTS
FOR THE PRODUCTION OF SPECIALITY CHEMICALS
FROM NATURAL FEEDSTOCKS VIA CO-METATHESIS
Starting date: S e p t e m b e r 1988

Duration: 48 months

Co-metcrthesis of naturally available and renewable feedstocks as fats, fatty
acid esters and derived products with light olefins from petrochemical origin
will be used to produce catalyticallY a whole family of speciality chemicals,
which via other routes cannot as easily be made or cannot be made at all.
To be able to do this in an economic and competitive way, more active,
selective a n d cheaper catalysts than the presently used ones must be
developed. Once these catalysts are available for a few very specific cometathesis reactions, they will be suitable for process development in a
whole range of conversions. The fundamental knowledge to achieve this
goal is sound and solid, but much progress beyond this state of the arts is
needed before new processes are available. This will require a considerable
amount of research, focusing mainly on catalyst improvement, by changing
the support acidity a n d shape-selectivity a n d studying the catalyst
activation chemistry.
KEYWORDS

Catalysts/Zeolites; Ceramics/Glasses
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

OLEOFINA-SYNFINA
COOVI
ZONE INDUSTRIELLE C
B-7181 FELVY

CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF LEUVEN
SUDCHEMIEAG
CATALYST AND CHEMICALS EUROPE

CONTACT PERSON
H. HINNEKENS
Tel: + 32-64-51-42-16
Tfax:+32-64-541648

Contract no: RI1B-214
Proposal no: P-2130
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MATERIALS HAVING NOVEL STRUCTURE FACTORS
FOR CATALYSIS OF HYDROCARBON
TRANSFORMATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT OF
SELECTIVE PROCESSES
Starting date: July 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

New catalysts are necessary to improve the selectivity and activity of many
vital industrial catalytic processes. In addition to the driving force deriving
from better use of feedstocks a n d raw materials-particularly important
where these are petroleum based-there is also a strong environmental need
to eliminate unwanted side reactions, which can yield hazardous byproducts, a n d also to improve the problems which may derive from the
present disposal residues.
The concept to be followed in this project will be to design novel microporous
materials where greater control will be obtained over the two key factors in
catalysis - the strength and nature of the active sites and the geometric
structural factors, which between them dictate activity and selectivity.
Advances in synthetic procedures for microporous materials have been
recently achieved by one of the partners and these will be explored further
and also applied to the preparations of a wide range of novel materials.
Catalytic performance of these new products will be examined in industrial
processes of hydrocarbon transformations (as fluid catalytic cracking and
hydrocracking) a n d other catalytic reactions. Promising materials will be
developed to pilot scale preparation level a n d formulated into finished
catalysts for testing under conditions which relate to commercial practise.
KEYWORDS

Chemical/Petrochemical; Catalysts/Zeolites; Hydrocarbons/Petrochemicals;
Catalytic process
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SOCIETE NATIONALE ELF AQUITAINE
CENTRE DE RECHERCHE ELF SOLALZE
BP22
F-69360 ST SYMPHORIEN D'OZON

CROSSFIELD CHEMICALS
UNIVERSITY MULHOUSE
UMIST

CONTACT PERSON
T. DES COURIERS
Tel:+ 33-72-518232
Tfax: + 33-72-518166
Tbc: + 300591

Contract no: BREU-0532
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DEVELOPMENT AND OPTIMIZATION OF CU BASED
CATALYTIC MATERIALS FOR THE SIMULTANEOUS
REMOVAL OF SOx AND NOx FROM FLUE GASES
Starting date: 1991-1992

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The general objectives of the project are: 1) to develop improved and more
reliable Cu-oxide based catalytic materials for simultaneous removal of SO2
and NO x from flue gas, and 2) to develop the process itself from the labscale testing (as in previous BRITE project) to the pilot-plant proof of concept
unit.
Improved catalytic materials will be able to operate effectively in extended
operations over multiple cycles of reaction and regeneration, in the presence
of variable, real gas compositions (derived from the combustion of fuel oil
with about 2% S), and solid transport conditions as those prevailing in the
pilot-plant unit. Removal of SO2 and NOx higher than 90% for, at least, 100
cycles of reaction-regeneration is expected.
The principle points of the project are:
1) Sorbent - catalyst testing during extended operations over multiple cycles
of reaction and regeneration, in presence of real flue gas and under realistic
attrition conditions.
2) Evolution and identification of the nature of changes in the attrition
resistance during Life-Cycle Test.
3) Development of improved methodologies of preparation of these catalytic
materials.
KEYWORDS

Catalysts; Flue gas clean-up; De SOx; De NOx
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ENIMONTANIC
SERVIZI AUSIUARI
P.ZZA BOLDRINI 1
1-20097 S.DONATO MILANESE

RHONE POULENC
TEMAV
UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA
UNIVERSITY OF LIMERICK

CONTACT PERSON
N.PASSARINI
Tel:+ 39-2-5207410
Tfax: +39-2-5206210
Tlx: +310246
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF VALIDATED PREDICTIVE
MODELS FOR OPTIMAL DESIGN OF MULTIPHASE
CHEMICAL PROCESSES
Starting date: S e p t e m b e r 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The project envisages the optimal design of multiphase processes. The
objective is the development of computer simulation packages which allow
detailed predictions on the preparation and behaviour of dispersions and
chemical reactions in two phase systems. These processes play essential
roles in the pharmaceutical, biotechnology, food, detergent, oil, chemical
and polymer manufacturing industries.
To arrive at predictive models three interrelated classes of studies will be
performed.
Firstly, the detailed physics of the processes will b e modelled at a
microscopic level. For the emulsification process droplet/bubble break-up
and droplet/bubble merging (coalescence) are the primary issues. Mass
transfer of a component from a phase to the interface or from one phase to
the other phase are fully taken into account. An extensive experimental
programme is proposed to support the theoretical modelling.
Secondly, two phase turbulent flows in reactors will be modelled, taking into
account reactor type, geometry, impeller type and rotational speed. The
studies comprise: the physics of two-phase turbulence, development of
reliable and efficient mathematical algorithms and experimental verification
of the turbulence modelling.
Thirdly, the two classes of models mentioned above will be combined to
investigate the interaction of local hydrodynamics a n d microscopic
processes. The procedures developed will be implemented in a flexible userfriendly computational package which can cope with a large variety of
reactor geometries.
KEYWORDS

Chemical/Petrochemical; Food/Drink/Water; Processing (food, non-rigid);
Pharmaceuticals; Polymers; Materials science; Manufacturing
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

UNILEVER RESEARCH LABORATORIES
SECTION PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
OLIVIER VAN NOORTLAAN 120
PO BOX 114
NL-3130ACVLAARDINGEN

NATIONAL POLYTECHNIC
OF TOULOUSE
IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES
IMPERIAL COLLEGE. LONDON
COMPUTATIONAL DYNAMICS LTD

CONTACT PERSON
W.AGTEROF
Tel:+ 31-10-4605260
Tfax: + 31-10-4605671
Tlx: + 23261
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CARBONYLATION REACTIONS OF INDUSTRIAL
INTEREST CATALYZED BY SUPPORTED METALS
Starting date: S e p t e m b e r 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The main objective concerns the production of higher carboxylic acids by
catalytic carbonylation of methanol in the presence of supported Rh.
Direct conversion of synthesis gas to chemicals is not presently
commercialized in any homogeneously catalyzed process. On the other
hand, the heterogeneously the catalyzed Fischer-Tropsch reaction converts
synthesis gas directly to mixtures of variously functionalized compounds.
With the notable exception of methanol synthesis however, such
heterogeneously catalyzed processes have thus so far been rather
nonselective to discourage further application.
As a result of this project, a new preparative route to short-chain alyphatic
carboxylic acids m a y b e developed where the products are optionally
based upon syngas feedstocks alone. Alternatively by conventional
esterification a n d hydrogenolysis of the reaction mixtures containing
variable blends of acids and alcohols may be obtianed which are useful as
octane boosters.
The first year will be devoted to the development of innovative techniques
for supportig Rh, to the chemical a n d physical characterization of the
catalysts a n d to batch catalytic tests under various conditions. In the
second year optimization will be performed through kinetic modelling while
investigating on the esterification of reaction mixtures obtained a n d their
hydrogenation to alcohols to assess their potential as octane boosters. The
third year will study the transposition as a continuous process of the
optimum conditions identified in batches while evaluating the recovery of
the metal from the reaction a n d the economic potential of the defined
process.
KEYWORDS

Chemistry; Catalysts/Zeolites; Recovery/Recycling; Engineering (chemical);
Chemical/Petrochemical
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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CO-ORDINATED ACTIVITY IN PROCESS TOMOGRAPHY
FOR IMPROVING THE DESIGN AND OPERATION OF
INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES
Starting date: August 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

Process tomography is crimed to solve the need lor general detailed knowledge of
the boundaries between various fluid and solid components in physical systems. In
recent years several groups in various countries have developed novel techniques
for tomographically imaging systems ranging from process pipelines and reactors
to geological strata. Collaborating groups in the UK and several other countries
have developed the subject of process tomography' to satisfy the great industrial
need for non-intrusive measurements of common boundaries in multi-phase flow,
process mixing, etc.
The enabling skills of process tomography are sensors, random data analysis,
digital signal processing, and the use of array processors. Closely related
application skills are process technology, fluid dynamics, and computer-aided
design. This interdisciplinary subject is now a major research topic for sixtyworkers, mostly in EC universities, and eleven workers in EC industry. Based on
four previous meetings of UK workers, this co-ordinated activity has three aims:
1) to hold annual meetings of workers from all the EC organisations in order to
promote scientific discussion and future applications 2) to prepare an annual
report of progress in process tomography 3) to support a database of EC and
international progress in process tomography.
KEYWORDS

Chemical/Petrochemical process; Imaging; Mathematical modelling

PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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CATALYTIC MEMBRANE REACTORS: APPLICATION TO
FINE CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS
Starting date: September 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The overall objective of the project is the implementation of a new type of
catalytic process (i.e. catalysts + reactors) for fine chemicals synthesis.
These new catalytic systems will involve inorganic membranes with
controlled pore size which will act classically as a separator of the reactants
and products but also as a support of the catalysts.
High performances in activity and selectivity are expected owing to the
control by the membrane of the circulation of the partners of the reaction,
which implies preparation of membranes with small pores (lnm or less).
The project originates from the association of laboratories involved in
complementary disciplines related to membrane science, heterogeneous
catalysis and chemical engineering.
Inorganic membranes will be prepared and the active phase deposited
inside. Catalysts will be tested in model reactions chosen as representative
of fine chemicals syntheses. Membrane and catalyst characterizations will
be performed before and after use. Modelling of the membrane will provide
a better description of the work of catalytic membrane reactors.
KEYWORDS

Chemical/Petrochemical; Engineering (chemical); Engineering (process);
Catalysts/Zeolites; Chemistry; Membrane/Separation technology
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CNRS
IRC, UPRCNRS 5401
2. AVENUE ALBERT EINSTEIN
F-69626, VILLEURBANNE CEDEX

CONSORZIO PISA RICHERCHE
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LPM.URA CNRS 1312

CONTACT PERSON
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SEPARATION OF AQUEOUS ORGANIC ACIDIC
MIXTURES BY PERVAPORATION
Starting date: M a y 1988

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The manufacture of carboxylic acids and their esters is of major importance
to the European chemical industry. The objective of this research is to
develop acid resistant pervaporation membranes for dewatering aqueous
organic acids or esters.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Fundamental research has been carried out to select a suitable polymer and
develop a better understanding of the pervaporation process. Membranes
have been developed which achieve fluxes within the original target range
for acetic acid and ethyl acetate. Economic evaluations have been carried
out which indicate the pervaporation technology appears more attractive
than conventional distillation technology in certain applications. On the
basis of studies performed to date, the more attractive applications are the
ability of the membrane to produce a reject water stream with low levels of
organic residue is very important. Experimental work with formic acid
dehydration has shown that selectively and flux are both lower than
conesponding values for acetic acid.
KEYWORDS

Membrane/Seperation technology
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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DEVELOPMENT OF NEW PERVAPORATION
MEMBRANES AND PROCESSES TO SEPARATE
ALCOHOLS/ETHERS/HYDROCARBON MIXTURES
Starting date: April 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The overall objective of this project is to improve, by pervaporation
integration, the separation sequences of the production processes of both
main ethers: MTBE and ETBE. We shall mainly try to work out the problems
relative to ETBE production; these problems seem to be the most difficult to
work out and the least studied to date.
Therefore, the main purpose of this project is to design and develop new
pervaporation membranes for alcohol extraction (methanol/ethanol) from
hydrocarbons (C4 fraction) and/or from ethers (MTBE/ETBE). It will bring
about a major innovation in pervaporation field, by extending this
technology, hitherto limited to the separations of water/organic compound
mixtures, to organic/organic type separations.
It is based on three complementary lines:
1) Development of new membranes specific to alcohol/ether and/or
alcohol/hydrocarbon separations.
2) Design improvement and cost reduction of the pervaporation units.
3) Definition of optimal separation processes.
KEYWORDS

Pervaporation; Membranes; Alcohol; Ether; Hydrocarbon; Methanol;
Ethanol.
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ACIDS RECOVERY BY MEMBRANE TECHNOLOGY NEW
MEMBRANES AND PROCESS OPTIMISATION
Starting date: O c t o b e r 1991

Duration: 45 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the project is to develop new electrodialysis a n d electroelectrodialysis membranes a n d the necessary associated industrial
equipments, adapted to the concentration of acids and their separation from
metallic cations. The membranes will be achieved by radiochemical
grafting technology and the equipments improved to allow operations in
contact with agressive industrial fluids.
KEYWORDS

Membrane/Separation technology; Chemical/Petrochemical; Engineering
(chemical); Recovery/Recycling; Ecology/Environment; Waste/Effluents;
Polymers
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

MORGANE SA
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
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F-77167 BAGNEAUX/LOING

QVF GLASSTECHNIK GMBH
TECHNOMEMBRANES
UNIVERSITE LIBRE DE BRUXELLES
UNIVERSITY OF MONTPELLIER

CONTACT PERSON
J. BRUNEA
Tel:+ 33-1-64454172
Tfax: + 33-1 -64454002

Contract no: BREU-0497
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DEVELOPMENT OF MEMBRANE PROCESSES FOR THE
OLIVE OIL AND OTHER VEGETABLE OIL INDUSTRIES
Starting date: March 1989

Duration: 39 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the proposed research project is to set up integrated methods,
based on the use of membrane technologies, for treating olive oil waste
water. Laboratory and pilot test will be performed with the following
objectives:
■ to develop treatment methods for reducing the organic load of the olive oil
waste water
■ to develop and/or optimize ultrafiltration, nanofiltration, miCTOfiltration and
reverse osmosis membranes and spiral wound modules, according to
specific needs
■ to set up pretreatment methods and/or in-service devices for overcoming
membrane fouling and clogging
■ to study the possibility of recovering natural pigmental and antioxidcmt
components and/or energy from the concentrate.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ technical and economic evaluation of the olive oil waste water treatment
■ characterization of the olive- oil waste water
■ development and characterization of R.O. and U.F. tubular and spiral
wound modules
■ development of physical and physical-chemical methods to reduce the
membrane fouling and to clean fouled membranes
■ selection of experimental conditions to recover natural antioxidant
products from the UF/RO concentrate
■ planning of experimental plants for pilot tests.
KEYWORDS

Food/Drink/Water; D esign; D isposal/D ismcmteling/D emolition; Recovery/
recycling; Waste treatment; Ecology/Environment; Membrane separation
technology
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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1-70124 BARI
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LABEIN
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MICROPOROUS CARBON MEMBRANE FOR GAS
SEPARATION
Starting date: 1991-1992

Duration: 42 months

OBJECTIVES

A novel route to produce mechanically, thermally and chemically stable
microporous carbon membranes has now been discovered that is based on
proprietary porous polymer precursors. Initial tests have shown the simple
thick film tubular membranes to have the potential for two types of
separation. Simple molecular sieving has been demonstrated by separating
hydrogen from hydrocarbons at high temperatures whilst C1-C5
hydrocarbons have been separated using novel mechanism that relies on
condensation of the gases in the carbon micropores at temperatures well
above the gases critical temperatures.
The aim of the proposed project is to extend the current simpler tubular
membrane technology to multichannel monolithic membranes in modular
form and to confirm their process viability in demonstration facilities located
on refinery/petrochemical process plant. This will require the development
of a n understanding of the separation mechanism for these novel
membranes, methods for producing the optimum pore structures for the
different separations and new process routes for producing the monoliths
and significantlY thinner membrane layers inside the monolith channels.
If successful the membrane modules should fine rapid commercial
application by retrotting to a wide variety of existing processes. In addition it
is anticipated that they could be used in a wide variety of novel grass
routes applications in the environmental and process field at a later date.
KEYWORDS

Chemical/Petrochemical; Carbons/Graphite; Membrane/Separation
technology; Research/Development.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

BP INTERNATIONAL LTD
SUNBURY RESEARCH CENTRE
CHERTSEY ROAD
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CROSS-FLOW MICROFILTRATION AS AN EMERGING TECHNIQUE FOR
INDUSTRIAL SEPARATION - DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW GENERATION
OF HIGH FLUX MEMBRANES AND MODULES ALLOWING FOULING
CONTROL WITH A HIGH DEGREE OF MASS TRANSFER
Starting date: F ebruary 1989

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

A large variety of separation techniques can be achieved by membranes.
The far more developed technologies (reverse osmosis, ultrafiltration) use
devices where the fluid flow is tangential to the membrane in order to limit
the accumulation of species on the membrane and reduce the decay of
performance. Usually, microfiltration is used in 'dead-end' techniques where
the fluid flow is perpendicular to the membrane. This restricts microfiltration
to analytical uses or filtration of liquids with a very low content in
suspended material. Considering the need of the bio-industries to find an
alternative for the configuration a n d drawing on their experience in
membranes and bio-products, the partners will conduct research in order to
produce:
■ a range of microfiltration membranes enduring repeated steam
sterilisation and showing a high resistance to fouling
■ modules designed for high performance microfiltration with the capacity
to be a n interesting alternative to centrifugation in the bio- a n d
pharmaceutical industries.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ microfiltration membranes were successfully grafted with various anionic
and cationic species as well as polyvinil alcohol
■ polyesters and polyether-sulfone were selected as non woven for supports
of steam sterilizable membranes
■ extensive test of characterization were carried out on grafted membranes.
Significant improvements were obtained in methodologies of
characterization (fouling by proteins, tests of rejection)
■ industrial englobulin precipitated serum was used to characterize the
positive effect of grafting on the flux of proteins permeating through
microfiltration membranes
■ a lab test apparatus was designed for characterization of MF membranes.
The design is the basis for the development of a pilot plant system.
KEYWORDS

Membrane/Technology separation
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TECH-SEP
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USE OF BACTERIA IMMOBILIZED ON AQUATEXTILES
OR COMPOSITE MEMBRANES FOR EXTRACTION OF
METALS AND MICROPOLLUTANTS
Starting date: January 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Examination of technical literature reveals a potential use of combined water
purification via physical, chemical and biological processes integrating the
most recent techniques. The main goal of this research, concerning topics
no 4.3.3 and 4.4.4 of the Brite programme, is to set up new multisectorial and
cost effective, biological and membrane processes. The originality of the
approach consists of proposing new separation techniques which can easily
be integrated in reaction systems and improve mass transfer while limiting
the clogging and/or contamination risks. Technological progress is based
on: the use of bacterial species capable of assimilating heavy metals and
degrading the micropollutants present in industrial effluents of various
origins; dyeing plants, surface treatments, non-ferrous metals, rainwater,
lixiviation extracts in released products, etc...
The efficiency of aquatextile and composite membranes integrated in type
reactions: sedimentation on fibrous matrix, tangential filtration, absorptionfiltration on a mobile membrane, flat sheet membrane a n d tubular
membranes.
KEYWORDS

Construction/Building/Civil engineering; Textile/Clothing; Waste treatment/
Containment; Textiles; Ecology/Environment; Promotion/Technology transfer;
Research/Development
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CSTB
CED
RUE ORDRONNEAU. P.O. BOX 2601
F-44406REZE

SOMMER
CAILLETON
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ENZYME CONFINEMENT IN LIQUID DETERGENTS
Starting

date: J a n u a r y 1990

Duration:

24 m o n t h s

OBJECTIVES

The specific goal of the project is to develop materials to protect enzymes
against the hostile components in modem heavy duty liquid detergents. The
protected enzyme must be released in an active iorm, during the first minute
of the wash cycle.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The four year project consists of 5 distinct steps.
■ step 1 and step 2 were addressed during 1990. Step 1 concerned
Preliminary Screening of Materials and Methods. Step 2 concerned
Development of Materials and Processes. The project is slightly ahead of
the plan
■ work in the first year of the project involved a survey of encapsulation
a n d entrapment techniques. Several processes, leading to the
development of a number of theoretical confinement models, were
identified
■ the theoretical aspects of membrane formation, diffusion and solubility of
detergent components have been investigated in detail. This has lead to
construction of equipment for experimental investigation of diffusion and
solubility
■ the market has been surveyed in order to determine the composition of
the liquid household detergents. This knowledge is used to produce liquid
detergents for experimental purposes
■ the materials identified have been tested together with the enzymes for
compatibility. Formulated enzymes have also been tested for their
influence on the confinement materials and processes. No major
difficulties have been seen
KEYWORDS

Other manufacturing industries; Polymers; Enzymes; D etergent
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

NOVO NORDISK A/S
DETERGENT ENZYMES DIVISION
NOVO ALLE
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BULK PRODUCTION OF PARTICLES BY ATOMISATION
- STUDY OF DROP INTERACTION, SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS
AND SPRAY STRUCTURES WITH LASER TECHNIQUES.
COMPARISON WITH PREDICTIONS OF
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
Starting date: May 1987

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

This project is a study of industrial spray atomisation systems with the
objectives of developing a computational model of the spray dryer process
a n d validating the model with laser based measurements on industrial
plant.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

The project finished after 48 months on 30th April 1991. The objective of
developing and validating a computational model capable of simulating
spray gas mixing in industrial spray dryers was achieved. During
development the model was adapted to five different dryer geometries. Two
types of laser based instruments were adapted for use inside the hot dusty
environment of industrial spray dryers. Comparisons between the
predictions of the model and measurements have been made on five spray
dryers using industrial feedstocks. The comparisons were used to adjust the
model such that good agreement can now be achieved between predictions
a n d experiment if certain features of the model are operated in an
appropriate way. The ability of the model to give such agreements over a
wide range of dryer types gives considerable confidence in its predictive
capability.
This project has resulted in a major step forward in the state of the art of
spray dryer modelling. The benefits which will result include the ability to
test new operational procedures and new feedstocks for spray dryers using
a validated computational code.
KEYWORDS

Mathematical modelling; Instruments/Sensors; Particle Technology; Powders
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

AEATECHNOLOGY
BEAM SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
CULHAM LABORATORY
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CONTROL OF SUSPENSION POLYMERIZATION
REACTIONS FOR PRODUCTION OF POROUS
MICROPARTICLES OF DESIRABLE PROPERTIES
Starting date: August 1987

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

Problems related to the formation, structure, suspension stability, modelling and
control of molecular and morphological properties of polymer microparticles are
investigated. These problems are examined in relation to the suspension
polymerization of vinyl chloride a n d the slurry/precipitation polymerization of
acrylonitrile-based copolymers. The specific objectives of the programme are:
■ development of detailed comprehesive process models for the suspension homoand co-polymerization of vinyl chloride and acrylonitrile-based copolymers
■ development of microscopic particle mordphology models
■ development of macroscopic particle morphology models
■ design and construction of all necessary experimental facilities (bench-scale
reactors, pilot-scale reactor)
■ experimental verification of the theoretical results
■ development of improved computer-based analytical techniques for on-line and
off-line characterization of molecular and morpholgical properties of polymer
particles.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE
To date the following results have been obtained:
■ a detailed kinetic model for the suspension and bulk polymerization of VCM
■ mathematical models describing the aggregation p h e n o m e n a in VCM
polymerization
■ a generalized model for prediction of particle size distribution in agitated vessels
■ comprehensive kinetic models for linear and branched copolymers
■ design and construction of bench-scale and pilot-plant reactors
■ development of necessary computer-based methods for the characterization of
particulate polymers
■ an experimental investigation of acrylonitrile polymerization using redox free
radical initiation
■ modelling of primary particle formation in slurry polymerization of acrylonitrile
■ experimental evaluation of molecular and morphological properties of particulate
polymers.
KEYWORDS Polymers; Particle technology; Mathematical modelling; CAM systems
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ARISTOTLE UNIVERSITY OF THESSALONIKI
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING DEPT/CPERI
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REAL TIME MANUFACTURE PROCESS CONTROL FOR
CRYSTALLINE MICROPARTICLES (COMIPA)
Starting date: 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Fine inorganic chemicals are generally obtained by precipitation or
crystallization. There is a real need for a better control of reactive
precipitation, because the main physico-chemical properties (purity, size,
shape) are determined during this key step of the process. For instance,
narrow crystal size distribution is required for high technology applications
(e.g. micro electronics, ceramics, reinforcement) so that currently cheap
products (like calcium carbonate) could reach another class of high market
value materials.
The project is aimed at developing a new crystallization process for
controlling the production of tailored particles. Two basic concepts are
proposed to reach this objective: controlled release of reactants (via
decomplexation reactions), and process control with a model-based software
(derived from predictive numerical simulation).
This methodology will be designed a n d validated for calcium oxalate or
calcium carbonate productions, these compounds being representative of
classes of crystalline micro-particles. The proposed concepts are likely to be
adapted to other precipitation products, such as SiO, BaCO, Y20, ZrO, TiO for
ceramics and electronics.
KEYWORDS

Materials science; Chemical; Process/ Product monitoring; Engineering
(chemical); Particle technology; Mathematical modelling; Control systems
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

BERTINETCIE
C.E.C.D
59 RUE PIERRE CURIE
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COST EFFECTIVE LASER SYNTHESIZED NANOSCALE
POWDERS AND CASES OF THERMOMECHANICAL
APPLICATION
Starting date: July 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

The development of laser synthesized nonoscale ceramic powders is
restricted by the high cost of the chemical precursors and the lack of
industrial application to justify such high quality materials.
The goal of this project is to develop a European industry for nanoscale
powders based on innovative answers to these restrictions:
■ firstly in using cost effective precursors, a new concept of synthesis
reactor and an advanced laser technology
■ secondly in developing two original application fields:
- tools made from sintered cermets for wear and mechanical properties
- electrochemical composite coatings for which nanoscale SiCN and T1B2
ceramic reinforcement enhance erosion and wear resistance.
Having the advantage of the availability of large quantities of such
powders, their sintering behaviour will be with a view to the conventional
applications in the field of ceramics.
KEYWORDS

Ceramics/Glasses; Powders; Nanotechnology; Powder metallurgy; Surface
treatment technologies; Laser technology/Power beams; Aeronautics/
Aerospace
PRIME PARTNER
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THE PLASMA ARC SYNTHESIS OF ULTRAFINE
ALUMINIUM NITRIDE POWDER
Duration: 36 months

Starting date: February 1988

OBJECTIVES

Tetronics (TRD) a n d GH Industries (GH), in consultation with the other
partners, the University of Limoges (ULIM), decided on the design and
construction of a five piece modular reactor to be sited at TRD's premises.
GH fabricated the reactor modules and shipped the units over to England in
August 1989.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Both the modular reactor and a smaller test unit at ULIM have produced
cduminium nitride powders; initial tests at TRD using a twin plasma torch,
configured to run argon (anode) and nitrogen (cathode), while ULIM ran on
straight single transferred plasma using nitrogen. Primary aluminium was
found in the TRD powders but not in those produced by ULIM. A nitrogen
anode torch has been developed at TRD to eliminate argon and hence free
alurninium in the modular reactor. Tests have been recorded on video at
both test unit locations. Vaporisations is thought to occur at the surfaces of
the massive aluminium nitride structure (mushroom) growing from the
dlurniniurn melt. The twin arc system does not require the use of an
cduminium anode return. The model for the nucleation and growth of A1N is
being developed at ULIM.
Typical powder sizes of nominally 135nm have been produced with
Aluminium Nitride contents up to 99%. At ULIM and TRD the twin torch
configuration installed in the modular reactor demonstrates a basis for the
productioin of nano-sized powders.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Processing (minerals & metals); Processing (ceramics
& glass); Ceramics/Glasses; Composites (ceramic matrix); Composites (metal
matrix); Particle technology
PRIME PARTNER
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POWDER FORMATION IN LOW PRESSURE, LOW
TEMPERATURE PLASMAS
Starting date: July 1991

Duration: 24 months

OBJECTIVES

The research project has three scientific and technical objectives:
■ The development of in -situ plasma diagnostics of powders associated with
some ex-situ characterization
■ fundamental understanding of the kinetics of formation and dynamics of
trapping of powders in plasmas of reactive gases (hydrides: SLj, NH3 and
fluorides: CF4. CF2CI2, SF6)
■ development of costless monitoring methods and guidelines for operation
of discharge reactors either for minimizing particulate contamination in
plasma-surface processing or for optimizing powder size and yield.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Several in-situ diagnostics have ben implemented on five RF (13.56 MHz)
and VHF (~100MHz) discharge reactors:
■ Laser Mie scattering of powders (size 0.1-> 10|im) calibrated by ex-situ
measurements by electron microscopy
■ emission spectroscopy (spatially and time-resolved) a n d RF discharge
current and power measurements
■ laser photodetachment of negative ions a n d negatively charged
particulates or powders
■ in-situ ellipsometry on the surface of a material to analyse the
contamination by powders.
The basis of the control of powder size and yield is to operate RF discharges
in a pulsed-mode (lOOHz-lOkHz) to allow detrapping of negatively charged
particulates.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Coatings/Thin films; Gases; Powders; Chemistry;
Particle technology; Research/D evelopment
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PREPARATION OF REACTIVE PREMULLITE, MULLITE
AND SIALON POWDERS
Duration: 48 months

Starting date: M a r c h 1989

OBJECTIVES

The general objective of this work is to convert selected (mainly Spanish)
natural clay minerals into reactive premullite, mullite a n d Sialon sinter able
powders, particularly suited for advanced ceramics applications. Starting
from low cost raw materials, this research intends to achieve a satisfactory
purification degree by thermal treatment in order to transform that purified
material into good reactive pre-mullite and mullite powders, in a flexible
process which allows the use of mineral feeds with different degrees of
homogeneity. It is finally intended to obtain Sialon powders by carbothermal
gas-solid nitridation of the pre-mullite, in the best conditions to ensure the
reproducibility of results.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

During the first two years of the project most of the scheduled tasks have
been performed at laboratory scale.
Planned taskds such as thermal and chemical treatments to prepare
premullites with different Al2C»3/Si02 ratios, reduction of impurities of the
kaolins, preparation and characterizatrion of mullite and premullite powders,
synthesis of sialon powders from prelmullites and sintering and properties of
the of resulting mullite and sialon powders were studied.
Therefore the manufacture of suitable premullites at 1-5 kg scale from
a d e q u a t e natural raw materials (kaolins) a n d their subsequent
transformatiobn into good quality high surface area fl-sialon and mullites
seems feasible.
However, it seems advisable to place all the emphasis on the mullite
dimension of the project aimed at preparing very reactive premullite and
mullite powders.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Processing (minerals); Ceramics; Powders; Premullite/
Mulllite; Sialon.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ERCROS SA
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POWDER METALLURGY OF MULTIPHASE ALLOYS OF REFRACTORY
METALS BY USING SINTERACTIVE COMPOSITE POWDERS
Starting date: M a r c h 1988

Duration: 42 months

OBJECTIVES

A special technique in metal powder manufacture is used to produce
improved refractory metal alloys. These tungsten- and molybdenum-based
materials have to meet high demands not only on mechanical properties,
but also on homogeneity, thermal and electric conductivity, and burn-off
resistance; it is therefore important to combine all the requested
characteristics in an optimal way. The technological basis for this project is
a Domier-developed method for the production of metallic alloy powders, the
so-called reaction spray process (RSV). The powders manufactured
according to this process are characterized by extremely high homogeneity
and sinter activity. Powder production and powder processing on a
laboratory scale are to be performed by Domier, while the manufacture of
samples and their application testing are to be undertaken by the partner
company. The selection of the material systems and material optimization
are to be coordinated with the partner's activities.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Reduction of tungsten-copper-oxide powder is carried out in a rotary tube
furnace. Batch size was increased from about 0.5kg to 2.5-3kg. Oxide
content in the metallic powder is in the range of 0.1 to 0.5 %
WCu alloys containing 50% and 25% copper respectively can be sintered to
specimens showing a density between 95% and 98% of theoretical density,
depending on the size of the specimen.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Metallic structural materials; Powders; Refractories;
Powder metallurgy
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS
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NEW CONTROLLED SINTERING PROCESS FOR MASS
PRODUCTION OF ADVANCED PM STEELS
Duration: 36 months

Starting date: February 1990

OBJECTIVES

Through the knowledge of the thermo-chemical processes and physicochemical reactions which take place inside industrial sintering furnaces, of
the nature of gas circulation a n d of the application of computerized
regulation a n d control processes in steel sintering operations it will be
possible to achieve the following objectives:
(i) Carbon content: to within ± 0.05%C for three different carbon content
levels in 0.2% C. 0.5% C, 0.8% C. This precision will be achieved with
conventional existing techniques for production of sintered steels.
(ii) Microstructure: the carbon content must be homogenous throughout the
entire pieces, the carbon content variations in each piece being to within ±
0.05% C, and the structure must be free from intergranular cementite.
(iii) Dimensional precision: must comply to ISO standard ITS with the aim of
avoiding calibrating operations after sintering.
(iv) Specifications for the construction of new furnaces in order to achieve
points (i), (ii) and (iii).
KEYWORDS

Automotive, components & parts; Assembly/Joining; Processing (minerals &
metals); Components (metal matrix); Metallic structural minerals; Materials
science; Powder metallurgy
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ALEACIONES DE METALES SINTERIZADOS
RESEARCH DEPARTMENT
TORT 18
E-08014 BARCELONA

LAIR UQUIDE
ALLIAGES FRITTES METAFRAM
SINTERMETALLWERK KREBSOGE
CENTRO NACIONAL DE INVESTIGACIONES
METALURGICAS (CENIM)

CONTACT PERSON
J.A. BAS
Tel: + 343-6561451
Tfax: +343-6510757
Tbc + 5164

Contract no: BREU-0061
Proposal no: BE-3104
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SINTERING OF HIGH SPEED STEELS CONTAINING
CERAMIC OR METAL COATED CERAMIC POWDERS
FOR WEAR AND FATIGUE RESISTANT COMPONENTS
Starting date:

M a r c h 1988

Duration:

48 m o n t h s

OBJECTIVES

This project involves the utilization of metal- or ceramic-coated cheap
ceramic powders (TiC and AI2O3 in particular) for incorporation in high
speed steel (HSS) matrices. Concurrent objectives are low (liquid phase)
sintering temperaures, below 1180°C, high density, stregth, toughness, and
corrosion resistance. The existence of a suitable metal layer on ceramic
powder should minimize die wear, improve sintering charcteristics of the
ceramic/metal composite and inhibit dissolution of the ceramic in the metal.
Promising candidates chosen for further evaluation a n d prototype
fabrication and testing.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

A modified CVD process using a fluidized bed and electrodeless process
were developed during the project for the coating of powders, respectively
with ceramic and metals. The coating thickness and microstructure were
characterized and its influence studied in laboratory scale sintering and
wetting testing. In parallel, a model of sintering mechanisms of Cu-P modified
HSS was established. Sintered HSS with coated a n d uncoated ceramic
additions were mechanically tested. For example, Ti-N coated AI2O3 addition
led to a transverse rupture strength better than that given by uncoated
AI2O3. Frettting fatigue is used in addition to pin-on-disc and bench-motor
testing to feature the role of ceramic /matrix interfaces.

KEYWORDS

High speed steel; Composite; Sintering; Wear; Ceramic; Coating; CVD
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ARMINES/ECOLE DES MINES DE PARIS
CENTRE DES MATERAIUX P.M. FOURT
P.O. BOX 87
F-91003EVRYCEDEX

UNIVERSITY OF BRADFORD
STICHTING GEAVANCEERDE METAALKUNDE
MANGANESE BRONZE LTD
ALLIAGES FRITTES METAFRAM
LNETI
XYCARB BV

CONTACT PERSON
M. JEANDIN
Tel:+ 33-1-60763033
Tfax: + 33-1 -60884757
Tlx: + 600700 CORAV

Contract no: Rl 1B-0203
Proposal no: P-2408
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DEVELOPMENT OF POWDER METALLURGY
PROCESSING ROUTES FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
MAIN LINE BEARINGS FOR AERO-GAS TURBINE
ENGINES
Starting date: D e c e m b e r 1986

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

Powder processing is a n attractive alternative to casting and hot-working for
production of the mainline bearings for gas turbines owing to a fine
microstructure, a uniform distribution of fine carbides and a n improved
homogeneity. Two commercial high speed steels, Ti a n d M 50 are
considered processed along various routes.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

For Ti a satisfactory process route has been developed on the laboratory
scale and validated on the 300kg scale relying on water atomization ( with
filtering of liquid metal and magnetic separation of non metalic inclusions)
and vacuum sintering to >96% t.d. HIPping or hot working. For M50 nitrogen
atomization (600kg) HIP route is the only viable route. Both materials exhibit
the fine microstructure expected from powder metallurgy. For Ti the carbide
size m a y be adjusted between 1 and 5 |im. Levels of static mechanical
properties equal or superior to those of optimized reference materials have
been measured in bend testing (3 or 4 point) and the interaction of carbides
with cracking has been studied on the various materials. The inclusion
contents of the conventional materials can be matched by both P.M. routes
and the performance of the fully densified P.M. high speed steels with an
optimized microstructure under fatigue and also under rolling contact fatigue
conditions is encouraging.
Qualifications bench tests are underway for M50 aero-gas turbine engine
bearings and the rncrnufacturing of bearing rings is under way for Ti.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Processing (minerals & metals); Powders; Metallic
structural materials; Materials characterization/Testing; Powder metallurgy;
Aeronautics/Aerospace.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ARMINES
CENTRE DES MATERIAUX
60 BD SAINT MICHEL BP 87
F-91003 EVRY CEDEX

UNIVERSITY OF BRADFORD
RHP BEARINGS LTD
TECPHY SA
SOC. NOUVELLE DE ROULEMENTS
SINTERMETALLWERK KREBSOEGE

CONTACT PERSON
Y. BIENVENU
Tel:+ 33-1-60763035
Tfax: + 33-1-60884757
Tbc + 600700 F

Contract no: Rl 1 B-l 04
Proposal no: P-1350
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THE APPLICATION OF THE "GRADED STRUCTURES"
CONCEPT AS A MEANS OF IMPROVING THE
PERFORMANCE OF ENGINEERING COMPONENTS
Starting date: August 1991

Duration: 30 months

OBJECTIVES

This proposal seeks to apply the "Graded Structures" concept to engineering
components, required to perform in environments which no single material is
capable of satisfying. Specifically, it involves the engineering of composite
multi-layer structures to enable the utilization of the wear and/or heat
resistance of ceramics and cermets and the toughness of metallic alloys.
Combination of carbide carmets with tool steels and oxides or borides with
nickel base alloys will initially be investigated.
Along with the applied technological aspects of the research a fundamental
approach will be adopted to facilitate the engineering of interfaces in order
to overcome joining problems associated with the physical and chemical
incompatibilities between dissimilar materials.
Powder metallurgical techniques will be applied to fabricate "graded"
components, including hot isostatic pressing, uniaxial hot pressing, injection
moulding and tape casting. The structures produced will be assessed
metallographically and the microstructure and physical properties obtained
will be correlated against the fabrication techniques employed.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Graded structure; Diffusion bonding; Composites
(metal matrix); Multilayers/Multimaterials; Powders;
Forrning/Shaping/Casting
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

BNF-FULMER
THE MATERIALS CENTRE
MATERIALS PROCESSING
WANTAGE BUSINESS PARK.
DENCHWORTH ROAD. WANTAGE
UK-OX12 9BJ OXFORDSHIRE

CRTDC
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF LOUVAIN
ARMINES

CONTACT PERSON
G. YIASEMIDES
Tel: + 44-235-772992
Tfax: + 44-235-77114
Tbc: 837166

Contract no: BREU-0428
Proposal no: P-4324
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DESIGN OF NEW HIGH-SPEED STEELS WITH IMPROVED
SINTERABILITY AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
(CADOSTS)
Starting date: J u n e l 9 9 0

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

A three-phase region, austenite plus carbide(s) plus liquid, is essential to the
successful supersolidus sintering of several standard high-speed steels: Tl,
M3/2, T42. Until now only determination of sintering curves can identify the
sintering gate and the effect of compositional variations on sinterability. The
major objectives are to design alloys having the attributes of high-speed
steels by phase diagram computations, which can be:
■ sintered to full density
■ with a wide sintering gate
■ of different, possibly leaner, compositions to existing materials
■ which sinter at temperatures possibly as low as 1150°C.
It is also proposed to develop richer alloys which cannot be processed by
conventional means.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Water-atomized powders subsequently processed to near full density include
ASP60 type a n d carbon enriched Tl alloys with extended sintering gates
(up to 50°C) a n d lower processing temperatures (down 1240°C).
Microstructures a n d crystallization paths of these and a number of model
quaternary systems were determined; metallographic (scanning electron
a n d optical) observations were supplemented by X-ray and D TA studies.
Phase diagrams for C-Fe-Mo, C-Fe-Mo-Cr, C-Fe-W a n d C-Fe-W-Cr systems
have been recalculated (CALPHAD ) for 4wt%Cr and varying contents of Mo
and W in the temperature range 800-1900C. D ifferences between theoretical
calculations a n d experimental observations relating to the liquidus
temperature were frequently 10°C or less.
KEYWORDS Powder metallurgy; Ferrous; Materials processing; Powder
atomisation; Automotive, components & parts; Materials characterisation
/Testing; Computer-aided alloy design
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

UNIVERSITY OF BRADF ORD
ENGINEERING MATERIALS RESEARCH UNIT
RICHMOND ROAD
UK-BD7 1 DP BRADF ORD

ARMINES ECOLE DES MINES DE PARIS F
LNETI
P
INSTITUT NATIONAL POLYTECHNIQUE
DE GRENOBLE F

CONTACT PERSON
A.S. WRONSKI

Tel: + 44-274-384556
Tfax: + 44-274-305340
Tlx: +51309

Contract no: BREU-0165
Proposal no: BE-3117
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DEVELOPMENT OF P/M COMPOSITES AND
APPLICATION TO LUBRICATED TRIBOLOGICAL
SYSTEMS
Starting date: D e c e m b e r 1988

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Known P/M techniques are well developed to produce flat friction surfaces
but some optimal mechanical solutions, such as tapered or drum forms for
clutches and brakes, are not obtainable with conventional P/M. The project
aims at developing a process with the following advantages: 1) non flat
surfaces are possible, 2) optimal combination of matrix material and friction
modifier additives is obtained by powder mixing, 3) favourable process
energy consumption, 4) process well suited to mass production.
The overall research programme should provide improved functional
performance at reduced cost. The project includes tribological testing and
study of the friction phenomena with surface microanalysis techniques. A
functional prototype is going to be designed and tested.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

A process for coating surfaces by powder techniques has been developed.
An understanding of factors controlling friction in lubricated systems has
been obtained. Tribological properties of conventional materials have been
developed. Protoypes manufactured according to new P/M process are
being tested.
KEYWORDS

Automotive, components & parts; Manufacturing; Metallic structural
materials; Powders; Powder metallurgy; Tribology
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

SINTERMETAL SA
R&D
C/COVADONGA S/N
E-08291 RIPOLLET

RENAULT
ISMCM
CSIC

F
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CONTACT PERSON
A. ROMERO
Tel: + 34-3-5804642
Tfax: + 34-3-6926210
Tlx: + 93876

Contract no: RI1B-279
Proposal no: P-2090
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COMPOSITES POWDER METALLURGY MATERIALS FOR
OPERATIONS UNDER POOR/NON LUBRICATING
CONDITIONS IN HEAVY DUTY DIESEL ENGINES
Starting date: September 1991

Duration: 48 months

OBJECTIVES

Reciprocating engine emissions are of increasing public concern, eg solid
exhaust particulates from diesel engines are deemed to be carcinogens. Up
to 60% of the particulates emitted originate from uncontrolled combustion of
lube oil. To reduce this signifincatly a new philosophy of engine design, "the
clean car", is required. Much reduced or no lubrication of valve train
components, such as rocker arms, valve giodes a n d valve seats is nowproposed. There are presently no materials available which could reliably
operate in the severe tribological conditions at temperatures up to 600°C.
The objective of this project is to develop solid state lubricant/hard ceramic
phase/strong metallic matrix composite materials by powder metallurgy
(PM) methods. Conventional or modified PM techniques will be applied to
newly-developed fine particle powders including special agglomeration
techniques. Up to 15 vol % solid state lubricant dispersed in a high strength
matrix is aimed for.
The research programme is formulated jointly between a powder producer,
three PM part manufacturers, a diesel engine/truck producer and an
academic reserach group. The aim is, in the long term engine test, to
achieve a reduction of particulate emissions by 0.03 gm/HP.hr for the whole
useful engine life of 500,000 km. According to diesel engine experts such a
value cannot be attained solely by reducing the piston-cylinder running
clearances, increasing tightness of valve stern seals and improvements in
engine management systems, but necessitates reduction or elimination of
valve train lubrication, which in turn requires the development of new
composite materials for the components.
KEYWORDS

Automotive, Components & Parts; Composites; Powder metallurgy; Materials
science
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

ALLIAGES FRITTES METAFRAM
CENTRE DE RECHERCHES ET DE
DEVELOPPMENT
53 CHAUSSEE JULES CESAR
F-95250 BEAUCHAMP

A.M.E.S
KREBSOGE
IVECO
HOGANAS
COLDSTREAM
UNIVERSITY OF BRADFORD

CONTACT PERSON
G. P. BRUNEL
Tel: + 39-95-6822
Tfax: + 39-95-6848
Tbc + 695951 F
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NOVEL BETA SILICON CARBIDE POWDERS AND
DERIVED HIGH PERFORMANCE CERAMICS
Starting date: My

1990

Dura//on:36 months

OBJECTIVES

The overall aim is to establish an economic source of reliable high quality
beta silicon carbide powders in Europe. Lonza will develop the manufacture
of powders by the carbothermic reduction of silica. Process options will
include the addition of sintering aids to ensure their effective dispersion and
agglomeration of the powder for forming by pressing. Cerex will transfer
from the laboratory to the pilot scale a novel process in which silicon
tetrachloride vapour is injected into a solution of calcium carbide in molten
calcium chloride at 900CC to form finely divided silicon carbide powder.
These processes will be characterized and optimized for processing into
components by T & N Technology supported by CEIT. Correlations will be
established between the chemical and physical characteristics of the
powders, the structural features of the derived ceramics and the behaviour
of components in demanding applications in the process, aerospace and
electronics industries.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Pilot scale plants for powder production are now under construction. Powder
samples are under evaluation.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Ceramics; Powders; Chemistry; Materials
characterization/Testing; Research/Development; Silicon carbide
PRIME PARTNER
T & N TECHNOLOGY LTD
CAWSTON HOUSE. CAWSTON
UK-CV22 7SA RUGBY

OTHER PARTNERS
LONZA WERKE GMBH
CEREX SA
CENTRO DE ESTUDIO E INVESTIGACIONES
TECHNICAS DE GUIPUZCOA

CONTACT PERSON
M.A. HEPWORTH
Tel:+ 44-788-812565
Tfax: +44-788-816952
Tlx: + 311259TNTECH

Contract no: BREU-0132
Proposal no: BE-3005
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SYNTHESIS AND PROCESSING OF FINE GRAIN
ALUMINIUM NITRIDE POWDERS
Starting date: 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The aim of this project is:
■ to find methods of synthesizing A1N powders with flexible controlled
properties according to the end uses of the material (mechanical and
electrical)
■ to study the effect of powder characteristics on shaping and densification
behaviour
■ to establish conelations between powder characteristics and A1N ceramic
materials, which are the key to industrial application development.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ synthesis of the first samples of A1N powder by carbo-nitridation and by
chemical vapour deposition
■ tape casting of commercial A1N powders
■ sintering and characterisation of commercial A1N powders by hot pressing
and conventional sintering.
KEYWORDS

Aluminium nitride; Ceramics; Powder processing; Powder synthesis
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CENTRE DE RECHERCHES DE
L'INDUSTRIE BELGE
DELACERAMIQUE
4 AVENUE GOURNEUR CORNEZ
B-7000 MONS

UNIVERSITE DE LILLE I
UNIVERSITE CATHOUQUE
DELOUVAIN '
CRITT CERAMIQUES FINES DE MAUBEUGE

CONTACT PERSON
L DOMINIQUE
Tel: + 32^5-348000
Tfax: + 32-65-348005
Tlx:

Contract no: BREU-0055
Proposal no: BE-3150
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DEVELOPMENT OF A TWIN D.C. PLASMA ARC FOR
THE PRODUCTION OF ULTRA-FINE CERAMIC
POWDERS, THEIR EVALUATION AND PROCESSING
Starting date: August 1991

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

The consortium will develop and optimize the technology to exploit the
special D.C. characteristics of the twin and multiple plasma systems for
vaporising ceramic materials a n d their precursors. This permits the
laboratory scale production of nanometer dimension ceramic particles and
of thin films of material either on larger particles within the plasma jet, or on
extended external surfaces. This project will provide a range of materials for
evaluation. Ultra-fine and coated powders will be characterized, and their
sintering behaviour evaluated. Nanometer coatings will be evaluated for
microstructure and mechanical properties. This programme is a direct
development project first introduced at BRITE 1 (1987) and using the same
team.
KEYWORDS

Materials processing; Composites (ceramic matrix); Processing (minerals &
metals); Composites (metal matrix); Processing (ceramic & glass); Particle
technology; Ceramics/Glasses
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

TETRONICS R & D CO LTD
5B LECHLADE ROAD, FARINGDON
UK-SN7 9AJ OXFORDSHIRE

GH INDUSTRIAL SA
UNIVERSITY OF LIMOGES
UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS

CONTACT PERSON
J. WILUAMS/C. CHAPMAN
Tel: + 44-367-240224
Tfax: +44-367-241445

Contract no: BREU-0479
Proposal no: BE-4624
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POWDER PROCESSING - MORPHOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL
COMPATIBILITY OF METALLIC AND CERAMIC PARTICLES.
Starting date: January 1990

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Single-function ceramic electronic components have now reached the
smallest size compatible with surface mounting technology and remaining
the bulky part of electronic system. The next innovative step will be to
integrate in the same package complementary materials to produce
sophisticated ceramic/metal chips combining several electrical functions.
The present project concerns the critical problems related to this step:
powder processing, materials, compatibility and interfaces structure.
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

■ A passive integrated multicomponent has been realized.
For this component, processes have been adapted in order to reduce
thermo-mechcmical stresses in the chip a n d to take into account the
specificity of the product. A post fired resistive ink compatible with the
dielectric substrat has been developed. Chemistry of interfaces has been
characterized (diffusion, reaction).
Conduction mechanisms in this new material have been identified.
■ Stability at high temperature of resistive oxides have been studied, some of
them under specific conditions of process could be co-fired with the
dialectric substrat.
■ The ferrite powder preparation has been studied in order to get a coprocessable material. A solid state route with the use of specific additive and
a n hydrothermal route have been studied. Physical a n d electrical
characteristics of the powder have been evaluated.
KEYWORDS

Electrical/Electronic industry; Ceramics/Glasses; Magnetic; D ielectrics/
Ferroelectrics; Powders; Passive integrated components
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

THOMSON LCC
21 AVENUE DU COLONEL PRAT
F-21100 SAINT APOLLINAIRE

DEGUSSA AG
FERROPERM
MAX-PLANCK-INSTITUT F UR
METALLFORSCHUNG

CONTACT PERSON
H. SALZE
Tel:+ 33-80-717400
Tfax: + 33-80-748728

Contract no: BREU-005■ 1
Proposal no: BE-3387
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SOLUTION OF ELECTROSTATIC PROBLEMS IN
POWDER HANDLING AND PROCESSING
Starting date: 1991 -1992

Duration: 36 months

OBJECTIVES

Electrostatic charges are the cause of problems in many industries where
powdered materials are manufactured or processed. Electrostatic hazards
are now well understood, but powder handling and processing problems still
occur which can reduce quality and productivity, leading to inferior
products and higher costs.
At the root of these difficulties is a lack of understanding of their cause and
a lack of appropriate solutions. By focusing attention on specific powder
manufacturing difficulties of one of the partners, the group will :
■ Quantify electrostatic problems on plant after adapting and developing
suitable multifunction measuring instrumentation
■ compare various charge control techniques, establish their limitations,
make improvements and develop a prototype neutralizer specifically for
powders
■ check the efficiency of these improved charge control techniques both in
the laboratory and on site
■ give the basis for developing a feedback specific neutralizer.
KEYWORDS

Chemical/Petrochemical; Engineering (chemical); Electrical; Powders;
Particle technology; Electrostatic.
PRIME PARTNER

OTHER PARTNERS

CHILWORTH TECHNOLOGY LTD
BETA HOUSE
CHILWORTH RESEARCH CENTRE
SOUTHAMPTON SOI 7NS, ENGLAND

LAB OFFICIAL J.M.MADARIAGA
E
LAB. DES INDUSTRIES ELECTRIQUES F
INERIS F

CONTACT PERSON
DR PAUL CARTWRIGHT
Tel: +44 703 760722
Tfax: + 44 703 767866
Tlx: + 250080

Contract no:
Proposal no: BE-4538

VALUE
A programme for the dissemination and utilization
of results from scientific and technological research
As you will appreciate, the Commission of the European Communities is
committed to securing the maximum benefit to the Community from its
support of R&D activities such as BRITE/EURAM. Accordingly, the VALUE
programme has been set up to operate downstream of the Framework
research programmes, to assist contractors in making the best use of their
R&D results. These results may include any process, product, prototype or
know-how arising from the research.
The VALUE programme works on an open basis. There is no need to wait
for a call for proposals — a letter or phone call from you is enough to bring
you to our attention. VALUE is available to all who already benefit from
research funds within the European Community Framework Programme.
The VALUE programme is ready to assist you technically and financially
with:
• Consulting services (market surveys, feasibility studies,
financial assistance, search for industrial partners, etc.)
• Prototypes and tests (improvement of prototypes, funding of
tests, etc.)
• Promotional activities (participation in technical and trade
exhibitions, publication, dissemination, conferences, etc.)
• Patenting (assistance with applications on a Europe-wide
scale, etc.)
There is no limit to the number of activities available to a particular
applicant and most of them are free of charge.

For more details, contact:
Patrick Trousson
VALUE programme
Commission of the European Communities
DG XIII/C-2
Bfitiment Jean Monnet, C4/14
L-2920 Luxembourg
Tel.: +352-4301.4297

indicating which of the above activities are of particular interest to you.

European Communities - Commission

EUR 14042 - BRITE/EURAM Programme - Synopses of Current Projects,
1990-1991

Luxembourg: Office for Official Publications of the European Communities

1991 - cii + 536 pp. - 15.0 x 21.0 cm

Industrial processes series

ISBN 92-826-3350-0
Catalogue number: CD-NA-14042-EN-C
Price (excluding VAT) in Luxembourg: ECU 42.50

This book describes the research projects selected for support under the
1990 round of the European Community's BRITE/EURAM research and
technological development programme, and gives updated synopses of the
projects running under the two previous EC programmes covering research
in industrial technologies (BRITE) and research in advanced materials
(EURAM). For each of the 530 projects, there is a summary of the objectives
and the achievements to date, the starting date and duration of the project,
the contact address, telephone, fax and telex of the main contractor, the
contact person at the main contractor, a n d a list of the other major
contractors, subcontractors and sponsors involved in the project.
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BRITE/EURAM is a European Community research and technological development
programme that helps European manufacturing industry become more competitive
on world markets. Aimed at industrial manufacturing technologies and advanced
materials applications, the programme awards shared cost grants to innovative,
collaborative, pre-competitive research projects that involve independent partners in
at least two EC Member States.
This second edition of BRITE/EURAM - Synopses of current projects collects the latest
progress and contact information for the 530 research projects running during
1991, resulting from the 1989 and 1990 calls for proposals under BRITE/EURAM, and
its predecessors BRITE and EURAM. Over 1989-92 BRITE/EURAM is active in promoting
new industrially oriented research in the programme's five major technical areas:
1. Advanced materials technologies
2. Design methodology arid assurance for products and processes
[;3. Application of manufacturing technologies
i/4. Technologies for manufacturing processes
5. Specific activities related to aeronautics.
The BRITE/EURAM programme is open to all industrial enterprises, universities,
research institutes, and other interested organizations in the EC and EFTA
countries. The follow-up programme. "Industrial and Materials Technologies"
(BRTTE-EURAM II). will run from 1991 to 1994.
Future editions of this publication will include descriptions of projects funded under
BRITE-EURAM II. Calls for proposals under this new programme are expected in 1991
and in 1992.

